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PREFATORY NOTE.
When

it

was decided

to celebrate in

1906 the four hundredth

anniversary of Elphinstone's foundation, the Committee entrusted
with the necessary preparations resolved to publish one or more
books, to signalise the occasion and to illustrate the history and
work of the University. The volume now issued one of a set

—

of four

—

is

an outcome of that

resolution.

The

papers contributed attempt, at different lengths and by
varied methods, to give some glimpses of ends aimed at and of
results attained in the University's five faculties of Arts, Science,

Divinity,

Law and

members

of the present Senatus x\cademicus,

siders

who

in

past of their

A
field.

Medicine.

The

contributors consist of eight

and of four

out-

recent years have concerned themselves with the

Alma

Mater.

need not profess to traverse a whole
Readers must not imagine that Aberdeen theology ceased

collection of essays

with the Aberdeen Doctors, that literary studies are

unknown

in

the University, or that mathematics and physics are forgotten in

That
the Colleges where Maclaurin and Clerk Maxwell taught.
these and other branches of the University's activity are not disdue partly
single volume, and partly

cussed here

is

of inclination possessed

imposed by treatment in a
to the varying amounts of leisure and
to the limits

by those most competent

to speak.

PREFATORY NOTE.

vi

The

frontispiece reproduces, for the first time, the

ary portrait of the Founder, by an unknown artist.
Elphinstone appear in Pinkerton's Iconographia, in
Fasti Abcrdonenses, and in other books

ductions have been

made from

which does scant justice
of the Earl Marischal

by

original

Jameson,

the

;

contemporPortraits of

Cosmo

Innes'

but hitherto the repro-

modern copy by Alexander,

to the bishop's

noble

face.

The

portrait

from the copy by Alexander of an
which cannot now be traced.
Both
is

pictures are in a bad state of preservation, but they have been

photographed with wonderful success by Mr. W. F. Webster,
Old Aberdeen, to whom the volume is also indebteci for the
photograph of King's College Chapel. The old view of King's
College buildings is from the Dutch engraving of 1661, of
which the only known copy is in the University Library.
The
very

full

index has been prepared by Miss Jean E. Kennedy.
P.

Aberdeen,
1st

September, igo6.

J.

A.
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ABERDEEN QUATERCENTENARY STUDIES.
BISHOP WILLIAM ELPHINSTONE.
This Quatercentenary Commemoration Volume naturally commences
with an account of the Founder of the University, who, in a period
of ecclesiastical degeneracy, gave to Scotland a bright example of unblemished

life,

Church and

earnest piety, academic culture, and devoted service to

State.

Bishop Elphinstone belonged to an old Saxon family which was of
in the thirteenth century
it owned the
property in East

some standing

^

;

Lothian, of which Elphinstone Tower, in the parish of Tranent, is the seat."
During the Wars of Scottish Independence the Elphinstones, although
constrained to swear fealty to Edward I. of England, were loyal, as far as
practicable, to

Robert Bruce, and retained

their estate after the expulsion

In the fourteenth century the representative of the family
raised to knighthood ^ the ennoblement of the Elphinstones took

of the English.

was

;

In the fifteenth century, however, the estate, after litiga-

in 1567.^

place

had passed by marriage into the possession of the Johnstones of
Annandale ' but the main stem of the family had previously acquired
other lands for the Bishop's grandfather was known from 1397 to 1424
as William Elphinstone of Pittendreich, in Stirlingshire.-' One of his sons,

tion,

;

;

1

John de Elphinstone

is

mentioned as a witness

in

two charters belonging to the middle

of the thirteenth century (Fraser, Lords of Elpldnstone, i., p. 9). The name Elfing, i.e., son of an
the
elf, perpetuates a tradition of the mythical origin of the family (Moir, Bocce^s Lives of

Bishops of Aberdeen,
-

The

castle,

p. 171).

founded probably

in the thirteenth century,

5

in

The

was completed some time

before

^

''

Ibid., i., p. 9.
Ibid., i., p. 39.
pp. x, xi).
estate was eventually recovered, through purchase, by a branch of the Elphinstones

1435 (Fraser,

i.,

1813 (Ibid.,

pp. xiv, xvi).
In 1508 began the connection of the Elphinstones with Kildrummy,
the lands of which were granted in that year to the first Lord Elphinstone (Ibid., i., pp. 42, 82).
^

Ibid.,

i.,

i.,

p. 12.

fifth Lord Elphinstone, a Lord of Session in the seventeenth century, adopted the
Lord Kildrummy, his father being then still alive (Ibid., i., p. 183).

The

I

title

of
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William, entered the priesthood, and is mentioned as a Canon of Glasgow
in 145 1.
He was also Dean of the Faculty of Arts, and afterwards Arch-

There can be no reasonable doubt that the future
Bishop was the son of this Canon and was born at Glasgow in 1431 out
of lawful wedlock.^ At that period, if a cleric was faithful to one woman,
the scandal was somewhat lessened; because compulsory celibacy was
already denounced by many as unscriptural and demoralising."*
deacon of Teviotdale.^

Of Elphinstone's boyhood some interesting reminiscences are preAt the age of four
served by his friend and biographer. Hector Boece.
he was found one day prostrate before the image of the Virgin in Glasgow
Cathedral and, some years later, he had a remarkable vision in which he
;

dreamed that when he prayed to the Virgin
"
replied
Apply thyself with thy whole heart
shalt have obtained the episcopate wherewith
:

for aid in resisting sin, she

to virtue
I

shall

;

and when thou
thee, do thou

endow

promote the cause of Christ by repairing my temples "/' His amiable
disposition and application to study so endeared him to the Bishop of
Glasgow, that the latter was in the habit of sending for him in the afternoon, and hearing him recite some verses or exercises."
'

Muniin. Univ. Glasg.,

ii.,

He was

pp. 56, gi, 179.

michael (probably in Dumfriesshire or

in

Ayrshire)

also possibly the Rector of Kirk-

who was Dean

of Arts in 1472 (Ibid.,

ii.,

p. 215).
-

Moir, Boece, p. 102, where Elphinstone is represented as over eighty-three he died in
Comp. Garden's rhymed translation of Boece, line 2,657 '^"'^ Chalmers, De Scotoriiin
" Efflavit animam anno
Fortitudine, Doctriiui, ct Pietatc (id^i), p. 157:
Christi, 1514, anno
sui Pontificatus 30, aetatis vero 84 ".
;

1514.

!

'

pone,"

See grant by James III., 25th June, 1477, giving to Elphinstone, the power to "disnon obstante bastardia sua" and a letter of Pope Alexander VI. (of date 1494), in

"

;

which certain dispensations are accorded to the Bishop, " non obstante defectu natalium "
(Laing, Poetical Works of Alexander Garden, Pref., pp. xiv, xv Theiner, Vet. Moniim., p. 50).
•
In the 15th century even a Cardinal, Zabarella of Florence, advocated the permission
of clerical marriage, and Nicolas de Clemangis speaks of parishes where (with a view to the
;

safety of wives) a priest was not tolerated unless he had a recognised concubine (J. C. Robert^
son, Hist. ofCh., iv., 350; Lea, Sacerdotal Celibacy, p. 349).
Moir, Boece, p. 58.
Ibid. The bishop was either Cameron, who occupied the see from 1426-46, or TurnMore probably Cameron is
bull, the Founder of the University, who held office from 1448-54.
*^

for a lad of seventeen or upwards would hardly be summoned every day to recite
This bishop, indeed, bore no good reputation Buchanan (xi., fol. 123) describes his
" could
hardly
oppression of vassals, but Dr. Moir is not justified in supposing that such a man
have taken delight in the innocent prattle of young Elphinstone" (Moir, Boece, p. 149). A

intended

:

verses.

much-hated man might crave

;

for the society of a

boy too young to know

his character.

BISHOP WILLIAM ELPHINSTONE
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1
Bishop Turnbull founded Glasgow University; and Elphinin
his twentieth year, became one of the earliest alumni/
then
stone,
"
himself
mainly to logic and physics, in which he soon surpassed
devoting

In 145

all

his

—

In his twenty-fifth year, z>., in 1456
so Boece testifies
the degree of Master of Arts and was at the same time

compeers

— he received

".

ordained to the priesthood.'He does not appear, however, to have at first
entered on any parochial charge and after having remained some time at
;

home

sake of his health), occupied with the manage(apparently
ment of his father's estate,^ he resumed attendance at the University,
for the

Canon Law, and commenced practice in the Law Courts. He gained
the reputation of being the " advocate of the poor and miserable," whose
cause he pleaded not for fees but for the sake of equity and justice.^
studied

About

"
1459-60,^ in order to obtain

more freedom

for his studies,"

Elphinstone retired from Glasgow to undertake the charge of the parish of
'
In this retreat he was
Kirkmichael, where he remained for four years.
never idle, never sluggish no hour passed in which he was not writing,
But he was "born to greater things".
dictating or making extracts.""
:

His uncle, Laurence Elphinstone," reproached him for

his lassitude

and

iiicorporatoi'it)>i for 1451, the eleventh name is Wilhelmus Elphinaccords with Boece's statement that the future bishop graduated in his
The " Magister Wilhelmus Elphinstone" referred to in 1451-52 is, aptwenty-fifth year.

'Among

stone

;

and

the nomina

this

parently, the bishop's father.
^The entry in the Muninicnta of Glasgow, for 1462, stating that " William Elphinstone "
took the degree of Master, appears to refer to another of the name although Cosmo Innes
;

whose graduation
(notwithstanding Boece's statement) may, for reasons unknown, have been postponed. There
remains the possibility that Elphinstone was not born till 1437 in which case his graduation
but it is not likely that Boece would
at twenty-five would correspond with the date 1462
make a mistake of six years in the age of an intimate friend and the supposition is inconsis(Sketches of Early Scottish History, p. 263) thinks

it

may

refer to the bishop,

;

;

;

tent also with Boece's statement that twelve years intervened

from Glasgow and his return to that
•"'Moir,

Boece,

between Elphinstone's departure

city in 1471-2 (see below, n. 5).

p. 60.

*

Ibid., p. 61.

This approximate date is determined, so far, by Boece's statement that Elphinstone was
about four years in Kirkmichael and eight years in France and by the fact that on his return
"
of Glasgow diocese, the date of which appointment
to Scotland he was appointed " Official
was in 1471-72. In the grant of 1477 (see p. 2, 11. 3) he is called Kector of K. but he may
s

;

;

"
have been previously his father's locum tenens (p. 2, n. i).
Moir, Boece, p. 6r.
This uncle was probably Laurence Elphinstone of Selmys, in Mid''Ibid., p. 62.
lothian, a burgess of Edinburgh, who appears as a witness to a charter in 1466, and whose

grandson, Alexander, was a Canon of Aberdeen (Eraser,

i.,

p. 2).
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encouraged him to prosecute his studies, as well as to increase his knowledge of affairs, by residence abroad, generously undertaking to defray the
necessary expenses.^

About 1463-64, accordingly, Elphinstone repaired to Paris, devoted
himself anew to Canon Law, and soon gained so great a reputation that
he was appointed "first reader" in that subject, and attracted to his classroom very

large audiences of students.took his degree in

He

continued

Canon Law

in this influential

and then removed
to the University of Orleans, where his reputation as an ecclesiastical
lawyer so much increased that the Parliament of Paris more than once
position for six years

;

;

sought his advice in connection with important decisions.^
After a residence of eight years in France, Elphinstone returned to

Glasgow, of which Andrew Muirhead, the successor of Turnbull (1455-73))
was then bishop. He was without delay (1471-72) appointed '"Official"
or Episcopal Judge of the diocese "on account of his profound erudition,
clear intellect, and great eloquence".
"He discharged this office with
admirable address; observed strict impartiality; restrained litigants from
calumnious charges, and never spared either the despoiler of property
or the perverter of law."
In 1474, while still "Official" of the diocese,
he was elected Rector of the University of Glasgow.^
"

"
in Glasgow was the occasion of
Elphinstone's reputation as Official
his promotion to the yet more important office of Episcopal Judge of

He took up his abode in
Lothian, within the diocese of St. Andrews.
under
and
thus
came
the immediate notice of
Edinburgh, accordingly,
King James

III.

foreign courts.

who

discerned his high qualifications for embassies to
sent on a mission of some delicacy

About 1479 he was

A

marriage had been an-anged by anticipation
between the King's eldest son, the future James IV. (then a boy of seven),
and the daughter of Edward IV. of England.'' The Scottish King was
to Louis XI. of France.

might endanger the ancient alliElphinstone, who had probably been pre-

afraid that the proposal of this marriage

ance of Scotland with France.

'
Possibly, as Dr. Moir, suggests, one reason for his uncle sending him abroad was in
order that "fame obtained in foreign lands might efface the stain on his birth" (Moir, Boece,

P- 150).

-Ibid., p. 63.

''Ibid., p. 64.

*Munim. Univ. Glasg., ii., p. 81.
The marriage was never consummated
'"

English princess (see

p. 7).

;

but eventually James IV. married another

BISHOP WILLIAM ELPHINSTONE
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sented at the French Court during his tenure of the lectureship on Canon
Law, was regarded as the man best fitted to allay suspicion. Partly by his

amicable demeanour, partly through an oration in which the mutual
French and the Scots is recalled, and renewed Scottish supthe
enemies of France is promised, he convinced the French
port against

service of the

King of James's unimpaired

friendship.

On

his return

he received the

warm thanks

of his royal master.^
Elphinstone's success as an ambassador in France led to his appointment to a similar office in repeated negotiations with England. It was not

easy for Scotland to remain on cordial terms with both countries and
the embassy to the French Court had excited English jealousy.
James's
;

brother, the
into a

Duke

of Albany, a fugitive charged with treason, had entered
in 1482
a compact by which Edward under-

—

compact with England

took to establish him as King of Scotland on the understanding that Albany
An English force took possession of Berrecognised English .suzerainty.-

wick

;

a Scottish

army was

only prevented by
stone,

raised for the invasion of England,
internal dissension from crossing the Tweed.

we may presume, on

and was
Elphin-

on other occasions, counselled peace
and diplomacy was difficult. He .succeeded,

this as

;

but the position was critical,
however, both in reconciling

Albany to the King and in concluding
with
for
three
In 1484, after the accession
England
years in 1483.
peace
of Richard III., Elphinstone, along with Earl Crawford, obtained confirmation of the treaty, and a marriage between Prince James
English King's niece was proposed.^ This negotiation, indeed,

and the
was ter-

minated by Richard's death in 1485 but a fresh treaty was secured by
the Scottish ambassador after the accession of Henry VI I. ^
;

As the reward of his earlier successful mission to France, Elphinstone
had been appointed to the See of Ross in 1482.^ Although legally bishop
of that see for two years,'' however, he does not appear to have been consecrated to it or ever to have taken up residence. Remembering his boyish
"
"
is not to be my see, but where the Mother of
dream,
Ross," he said,
'

"*

"

May,

-Tytler, History of Scotland,

Moir, Boccc, pp. 64-74.

^Ibid.,

iv.,

Moir, Boece, p. 74

Reg. Epis. Abcrd.,

1484.

*Ibid.,

pp. 246-61.
;

iv., p.

Grub, Ecclcs. History of Scotland,
Pref., p.

xliv.

Elphinstone

is

iv., p.

229.

297.
i.,

p.

405.

called Bishop of

Ross so

late as 17th

ABERDEEN QUATERCENTENARY STUDIES
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His aspiration was fulfilled when, in
March, 1483-84, he was appointed Bishop of Aberdeen, whose Cathedral
"
A few years later " he received the
Church was dedicated to the Virgin.
an office which he must have demitted in
Chancellorship of the kingdom

God

is

the patron or tutelary saint "}

—

1488. The tragic death of King James 1 11.^ in that year became the occasion of Bishop Elphinstone giving up for a time the life of a statesman and
The young King,
dev^oting himself entirely to the work of his diocese.
IV., however, ere long perceived that the nobles

James

under whose mis-

guidance he had been implicated in rebellion against his father were not
wise counsellors and these began, moreover, to contend against each other.
In his difficulty the King recalled to Court the ecclesiastic whom his father
;

had honoured. Through Elphinstone's good counsel the factions were in
some measure quelled, the administration of justice reformed, the " Commons protected from the oppression of the nobles," and disturbances among
the Highlanders and Islanders subdued.*
Some years later, in 1497, by
ambassador, the Bishop was able to prevent a
which the Scottish King's ill-considered support

his conciliatory attitude as

war with the English,

in

of the impostor, Perkin Warbeck, had almost embroiled the nation.^
He
was less successful in an embassy to the Emperor Maximilian for the purpose of arranging a marriage between the King and the Emperor's daughter,

Margaret, who, it appeared, had already been betrothed to the Prince of
Spain but his tactful diplomacy in negotiations with England paved the
;

^
Boece
See of Ross.

having been offered, but as having declined, the
apparently, assumed his acceptance and completed the civil process
of appointment the ecclesiastical procedure had been arrested by Elphinstone's declinature,
which may be respected even by Protestants opposed to Hyperdulia of the Virgin.
(p.

74) describes Elphinstone as

The King,
;

2

Ibid., p. 78.

^

Boece states that in the civil strife which issued in James's assassination Elphinstone
" adhered to
"
the King's cause," and " left nothing untried to terminate
the unnatural war
between the King and his eldest son but that " he failed to bring about peace ". The bishop's
;

Moir suggests) may be reflected in the minute adopted by a public meeting at
Aberdeen, convened in 1489 by the Provost and magistrates, wherein complaint is made that
" no
punishment was imposed on the treasonable vile persons who put their hands violently
on the King's most noble person ". See Burgh Records for 1489, and Moir, Boecc's Lives,
feelings (as Dr.

p. 154.
*

'

Boece,

p. 83.

Ibid., p. 81.

James advanced ^1,200

to

Warbeck and

foolishly allied himself with the

pretender by encouraging his marriage with Catherine Gordon, daughter of the Earl of Huntly,
and granddaughter of James I,

BISHOP WILLIAM ELPHINSTONE
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for the
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marriage of James to Henry VII.'s daughter, Margaret,

in

1503-

Meanwhile, the bishop, notwithstanding these occasional interruptions,
had entered with energy on his diocesan duties at Aberdeen. In the exthe Cathedral and the
ternal sphere, the two chief churches of his diocese

Church of

St.

Nicholas — benefited greatly by his

—

zeal.

The

great tower of

the former building, begun

by Bishop Leighton about half a century before,
was completed under Elphinstone, and equipped with three bells of 1 2,000
pounds weight.^ He also commenced the re-erection of the Choir on a
and with greater ornament.^ A new Choir ^ for St. Nicholas
A few
Church was completed and solemnly dedicated by him in 1498.
503, the Choir was furnished with thirty-four stalls, of
years later, in
larger scale

1

which fragments remain to indicate that they

may

almost have rivalled

those of King's College.^
In the work of internal reformation Elphinstone was equally zealous.
He had entered on his episcopal duties ten years after the death
of Bishop Kennedy, from whom Bishop Lesley, the Roman Catholic his"
fall of the Scottish clergy from all devotion and godliness
torian, dates the
need not be surprised, accordingly, to learn
to works of wickedness".^

We

Aberdeen priesthood required the discipline of a kindly but firm
"
Whoso spares
prelate and that a man whose maxim as a judge had been
"
the bad, harms the good
inaugurated his episcopate with a reformation of
the clergy.''
Laxity of clerical life had been accompanied by remissness in
"
For several years, owing to evil times,
the conduct of divine service.
^
been
somewhat
had
and, as it apj^ears, occasionally
neglected,"
worship
that the
;

'^

desecrated,

by the priesthood.

Elphinstone

service of the sanctuary to pristine regularity

1

set

himself to restore the

and propriety.

Fines were

Boecc, p. 97.

"^Ibid., pp. 18, 97.

The tower

^This Choir became,

and the Choir became a ruin in i6S8.
"East Church". It was demolished in
Chapel of St. Mary, was allowed to remain, and has been
fell

after the Reformation, the

1837; ^^^ ^he lower Church, or

recently restored and adorned, mainly through the efforts of Professor Cooper, of Glasgow,
while he was minister of the East Parish.
^

Cooper, Cart. Eccl. S. Nic,

ii.,

pp. xxx, xxxi.

''Lesley, Hist, of Sc. (vernac), p. 40.

^Bocce,

p. 65.

''Ibid., p. 79.

^Ibid.
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imposed on the clergy for culpable absence from duty and for unbecoming
conversation during worship such failures and faults being recorded and
for the purpose.^
Aberdeen has been
reported by a writer specially sworn
;

remarkable, at various periods of its history, for special attention given by
and the new bishop enhanced the
the Church to the Service of Praise
;

musical effectiveness of the worship by the appointment of John Malison as
"
" ^Master of Ceremonies"
a man
profoundly skilled in music, to whose

—

is ascribed whatever proficiency in chanting the Church of the
In the pre- Reformation period, the friars, to
North has possessed ".^
whom the Church of a former age had been indebted alike for Home
But
Mission devotion and for Scholastic Theolog}^, had sadly degenerated.
there were honourable exceptions and no narrow prejudice, such as caused

efforts

;

of the parochial clergy to look askance on the friars as rivals, prevented Elphinstone from supplementing the inadequate ministry of the

many

parish priests by the encouragement of Dominican, Franciscan, Carmelite,
"
and other " fratres whom he knew to be devoted to the service of religion.^

Nor was the bishop neglectful of the material well-being of his city. From
the Register of the Town Council of Aberdeen it appears that in 1448 a
scheme for erecting a bridge over the Dee had been originated, but, from
want of adequate
the close of his

life,

had

fallen into abeyance.
Elphinthe enterprise. Towards
revived
spirit
he " collected a large quantity of stones, timber and

resources, apparently,

stone's personal liberality

and public

cement," and "secured the services of choice craftsmen".'' He does not
seem to have lived to see the work more than begun but his zealous
:

example stimulated his successor, Bishop Dunbar, to complete the undertaking, and to erect the bridge which, after repeated restoration, remains to
the present da}\

The most memorable work
'

Cooper, Cart. Eccl. S. Nic,

-

The Aberdeen

"

Originally for the Cathedral Choir,
until 1758.

A

ii.,

Sang Schule

Musical Society

in

"

its

of Bishop Elphinstone, however,

was the

pp. 226, 227 (referring to the year 1491).

(one of the earliest in Scotland) was founded in 1370.
benefits were afterwards extended to others

Aberdeen, founded in 1745, led the van

in the

;

it

lingered

improvement
church music

of Scottish Psalmody.
In the latter part of the last century a great impulse to
in the N.E. of Scotland was
given by Mr. William Carnie. See Orem, Old Aberdeen,

Kennedy, Annals of Aberdeen, ii., pp. 135, 136, George Walker, Aberdeen
pp. 227, 228, and article in Aberdeen Jonrnal of 15th May, 1906.
(ed.

1791),
^'

Boece, p. yg.

^Ibid.,p.gH.

^

Jbtd., p. 100.

p.

no

Awa\
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foundation of the University, and the estabh'shment of what he originally
called St. Mary's, but which afterwards, by his own desire became known,
also, as

The eminence

King's College.^

of

Aberdeen

as an educational
"

A

"
centre dates from an early period.
Master Thomas of Bennum was
" Rector Scholarum de Abirden " in 1262
and there is no indication that
;

The burgh

the office was then of recent institution.-

records refer re-

the fifteenth century to the " Magister Scholarum," and in one
peatedly
"
place describe him as a graduate in Arts magnae literaturae et scientiae ".^
in

Grammar

School there was a

"

College of Canons," the
ascribed to Bishop Edward in the twelfth century.*
"
Boece found this " College
in existence on his arrival in Aberdeen
In addition to this

foundation of which

is

;

and candidates for Holy Orders who had not the opportunity of studying at one of the recognised Universities, received presumably at this
institution their theological and practical training.
Elphinstone's experience in Glasgow and Paris enabled him to measure the imperfections
of this Training School, and incited him to provide for the North of
Scotland a University which should vie with those at least of St. Andrews
and of Glasgow. His aspirations met with royal sympathy. James IV.
despatched a letter to Pope Alexander VI., craving papal authority for
the foundation, under ecclesiastical auspices, of the proposed University.

No

copy of

has been preserved inquiries are at present being
and some day the original may be exhumed from the

this letter

made regarding

it,

;

papal archives; but the Bull sent in reply on the lOth February, 1494-95,
indicates the nature of the royal communication, whose real author, doubt-

was Elphinstone himself. The chief ground on which sanction was
sought sounds somewhat strange to modern ears. The new University
was to be specially for the benefit of a "remote portion of Scotland cut off
from the rest of the kingdom by arms of the sea and very lofty moun-

less,

i.See Fundatio in Fasti Abcrd., p. 54; Boece, p. 117, who states that Elphinstone
" modestiae causa "
wished his College to be called " Regale " suggesting that it had begun to
be designated (popularly) by the bishop's own name. The title King's College (Collegium
;

first in a deed of 1542, where the name is combined with that of St. Mary's
"
In 1544 the term
Regale
Regalis Collegii sub titulo de Nativitate beate Marie Virginis ".
In
is
used
without
addition
1553 the title
Collegium"
(Fasti Aberd., pp. 115, 119).
any
"
"
is found for the last time as an official designation in a papal bull
College of St. Mary
Univ.
Geddes, Restor. of King's Coll. Chapel, in Trans. Abd.
(Rait,
of Aberd., p. 33

Regale) occurs

:

"

;

Ecclesiol.

Soc, 1892,

p.

72).

-Reg. de Abcrbrothoc,
*

Bvccc,

p.

9; Orem,

i.,

"Burgh Records of Aberdeen,

p. 193.

p. 45, calls

it

i.,

pp. 5, 37.

Stiidiutn Generate in Collcgio Canonicorttm.
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and inhabited by unlettered, ignorant and almost barbarous people,^
of preaching the Word and
scarcely among them men capable
"
in the
a
".
the
Sacraments
University situated
Through
administering
renowned ancient city of Aberdeen, the ignorant would acquire knowledge

tains,

who have

and the rude erudition

".

The Universities of Paris and of Bologna had evidently been mentioned in the King's communication as models of what was desired for
the

and the Papal Bull sanctions the instituof the Faculties of Theology, Canon and Civil Law, Medicine, Arts,

new

tion

institution in

Aberdeen

;

and "any other Faculty," as in these older Universities. The office of
Chancellor is bestowed on "our venerable brother, William, Bishop of
Provision is made for the appointAberdeen," and on his successors.
ment of a Rector, Regents, Masters, and Doctors, who are empowered to

promote meritorious students, after examination, to degrees of bachelor,
licentiate, doctor, master, and all other honourable distinctions in the
This Bull (preserved in the Treasury of King's College)
of the worst Popes who disgraced the Papal Chair fortunately academic charters do not depend for their efficacy, any more than
sacramental grace, on the character of the human instrument
various

faculties."-'

came from one

;

!

and episcopal
which
some
other
revenues,
contemporary prelates spent on luxurious
and
were
devoted by him to the erection of unipomp
self-indulgence,
There can be no reasonable doubt that the original
versity buildings.
College of St. Mary, of which he is expressly stated to be the founder,^
was built by him largely out of savings from his episcopal income."*
Elphinstone's liberality equalled his educational zeal

:

was not the custom to erect edifices burdened with debt
it was not till the spring of 1500 that the
of
the
was
building
College
Elphinstone characteristically erected
begun.
In that age

and

it

;

for financial or other reasons

of

first

all

a place of academic worship.

An

inscription near the west

door of the chapel records the fact that on the 5th of April, 1500, "the
Homines

'

ritdcs et littcrarum if^nari it
fere indomiti.
Bulla of Alexander VI. in Fasti Abcrd., pp. 3-6.
Originally, as at Orleans (Rashdall,
Univ. of Eur., ii., 310), representatives of the students had some share in the government of
2

—

the University (Fasti, pp. 5, 6)
a power still exercised indirectly through the Rector.
^
See Charter of 22nd May, 1497, in Fasti Abcrd., p. 11.
^

Boece

after describing the chapel

The revenue

and

its

furniture, etc., adds

of the See of Aberdeen

" HiEC omnia Wilhelmi

given by Lyon [History of St.
Andrews, vol. i., p. 07) as £1,610, on the authority of the Register of St. Andrews Priory; and
this income was supplemented
by rents of land and in kind.
donaria," p. 95.

is

I

M
Q-

<
cr
o
o

l^«
5^

^1
•J

o
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masons began

to build

"

n

in the reign of the
"

King who, with unconscious and
rex
invictissimus "}
More than five years
designated
pathetic irony,
later a Charter, dated 17th September, 1505, and confirmed by the reignis

II., records the completion of the original buildings, including chapel, tower and crown, residence, and class-rooms.'^ The tower
remains substantially as it was at the time of its erection, except that

ing Pope, Julius

originally

melody

it

had thirteen

bells

"

pleasing to the ear with sweet and holy

The chapel has been
The entire original

".

partly transformed both externally and

internally.
building was of freestone, and on the
south side a sacristy (including library and jewel-house) was added by
Bishop Stewart (1531-45). This building, restored and enlarged in 1725,

was burnt about half a

centui-y later,

and the south wall was then faced

with granite.^
In the inside of the chapel the exquisitely carved
bear witness to the pristine magnificence. There were also marble

stalls
altars,

images of saints, hangings of tapestry, a crucifix, candelabra, and a casket
of cypress wood, set with pearls and jewels, and containing relics of saints.'*
By the 20th of August, 1500, the first Principal, Hector Boece, had
arrived from Paris.^
Teaching began, we may assume, soon after that

some

buildings at the bishop's disposal but the earliest regular
within
the walls may probably be assigned to the Session 1505-6.
teaching
Hence the appropriateness of the quatercentenary celebration being held
date, in

;

during this year.

The

Chancellor and Rector,
the Theologian the

in addition to the

staff,

consisted of the Principal,

who was

likewise ex

officio

;

Alexander Vaus, Humanist, who died in
Sub-Principal, William Hay
1 501, and was succeeded
(not immediately, perhaps) by the more celeand James Comyne,
brated John Vaus
James Ogilvie, Civilist
;

''

;

;

Mediciner."
^

•''

priests

were responsible

ct

illiisii'issinuiiii ac tnvictissiinnni J. 4 R. quarto noiias aprilis anno
quingcntcsimo hoc insignc CoUcgiuiit latonii incepcrunt edificare.

Fasti Aberd., pp. 53 ff.
Em. -Professor N. Macpherson, Notes

on.

the Cliapel,

tion of a door leading from the sacristy into the church
*

for the daily divine service.*^

Per scvcnissimum

millesimo
^

Eight

Crown,

still

etc.,

pp. 23-25.

The

indica-

exists within the building.

Boece, p. 86.

^A document

is in existence, signed on that date, Coram Magistro Hectare Boyiss.
Reg. Epis. Ahcrd., i., 348; Ruddiman refers to John Vaus as the first who held the
professorship of Humanity, founded in 1505 (Chalmers' Life of Riidd., p. 383).
^
As no Canonist seems to have been appointed till after Elphinstone's death, the bishop
himself probably occupied the position originally.
^

**

Boece, p. 95.
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If

Elphinstone was liberal with his

own

resources, he

was conscien-

tiously careful not to procure the alienation of any portion of the income
of his see, even for the sake of the University. The expenditure necessary
for its maintenance was diminished by the bestowal of benefices, through

patronage or influence, on several members of
The main academic revenue came from external

his

the teaching staff.^
sources or private

Thus the greater portion of the revenue of an hospital in
benefactions.
the diocese of St. Andrews, which for long had ceased to fulfil the purpose
of its founder, was, by a Papal Bull, assigned to the new University.^
Certain feu-duties in Banffshire, in the gift of the King,

were devoted

to the

support of the Mcdiciner.^ Andrew PZlphinstone of Selmys, out of "gratitude to the bishop for many kindnesses," conferred three separate gifts of
lands and feu-duties for the maintenance of Regents and students of

The revenues of the Churches of Aberluthnot (the ancient
theology.^
name of Marykirk), of Glenmuick, and of Abergairny (Glengairn) were incorporated with the University, on condition, of course, that the clerical
duties of those parishes were adequately fulfilled.^
Part of Bishop Elphinstone's leisure, after the foundation and organisawas devoted to the composition of the Aberdeen

tion of his University,

This work

Breviary.

is

a revised and Scottish edition of the famous

Breviary of Salisbuiy or Sarum, which had come into general use in Scotland after the Scottish Church became an integral portion of Roman
Christendom. The distinctive feature of the new Breviary was the introduction of short lives of Scottish saints, of hymns in their honour, and of
prayers to or concerning them, forming part of the ritual for the respective

The work,

accordingly, embodies a Scottish Hagiology, compiled partly from ancient documents, of which some are no longer extant,
and partly from oral traditions laboriously collected by the bishop himself.
saints' days.

The inclusion of not a few incredible legends and historical anachronisms
does not prevent the work, when used with discrimination, from being a
valuable authority for the early history of the Scottish Church.
In the
^

Thus, the

Rector, the

first

the Reader in
Principal was Rector of Tyrie
of St. Mary, close to the College;

"Snow Church"

Church of Slains was vested
p.

26; P. J. Anderson, Officers
^
Fasti Abcrd., p. 9.
*

Ibid., pp. 43, 44, 46.

;

Canon Law was appointed

and the patronage of the
two chaplains of the College Church (see Fasti Abcrd., xx.,
and Graduates of King's College).

in

^Ibid., p. 25.
'Ibid., p. II.
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royal edict (1507) conferring the privilege of printing on the firm which
first practised that art in Scotland (Chepman
Myllar, Edinburgh), the

&

production and circulation of Elphinstone's work is referred to as the chief
immediate occasion of the enactment and the Breviary was the first publication of importance which issued from the Scottish Press.
The edict
;

ordains that the Service-book " after our ain Scottish use, with legends of
Scottish saints as now gathered and eked by our Reverend Father in God

and trusty counsellor, William, Bishop of Aberdeen, be imprinted and
provided and that na manner of sich books of Salisbury use be brought
to be sauld within our realm in all time coming ".^
This patriotic order,
In those days
however,' does not appear to have been fully carried out.
when books were costly the Breviary of Elphinstone occupies two bulky
quartos it would not be easy to supersede quickly old volumes with
new in parish churches and before the Scottish Service-book had time
to permeate the Church, the Reformation had swept all Roman Breviaries
;

—

—

;

out of public use.
In his old age Elphinstone was constrained once more to enter the
When the " Holy League" was formed in 15 12 between
politics.

arena of

Spain, England, and the Pope, against France, the P'rench King sent an
embassy to James IV. to solicit a renewal of the ancient alliance between

France and Scotland. A Council was summoned by the Scottish King,
and Elphinstone, then over eighty years of age, went up to the capital to

A strong section of the nobles, supported
favoured
the despatch of an ultimatum to
by Forman, Bishop of Moray,
Henry VIII., demanding the withdrawal of England from the coalition

take part in the deliberations.

against France, and, in the event of a refusal, threatening war. Elphinstone
resisted what he regarded as a foolhardy policy, and advocated a friendly

embassy which should counsel

pacific negotiations

between two countries

now

The bishop,
intimately connected.
however, and his party were found to be in a minority he was taunted
with giving the counsel of a dotard and a coward against the national
with both of which Scotland was

;

and honour.- James was instigated against England, partly by the
if P'rance were crushed, Scotland's turn would come next, and
partly by private grievances against his royal brother-in-law, and false ideas

interest

fear that

'

2

Iniies, Skctclu's, p. 273.

Boece, pp. 103-5.
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In the end of June, 15 13, Henry, disregarding Scottish reFrance six weeks later King James was over the
invaded
monstrances,
border with an army.-' The issue was the fatal defeat at Flodden, which

of chivalry.^

;

so affected Elphinstone that he is said never to have smiled again, and to
have contracted a malady which ended in his death.^

who

those

Among

fell

at

Flodden was the young Archbishop of

St.

Andrews, the natural son of King James. At the instance both of the
Canons and of influential nobles, Elphinstone was designated for the
primacy but he declined the dignity."* In the following year dissensions
;

The
among the nobility in connection with the regency.
and
anxious
to
undeterred
ever
either
or
illness
promote peace,
by
bishop,
of
dissuasion
set
for
the
last
on
a
the
friends,
time,
out,
journey to
by
broke out

the time he reached Dunfermline he was in a high fever,
and was obliged to rest some days. Forecasting the issue, he made his
will, bequeathing the bulk of his personal means (about ^10,000) for the

By

Edinburgh.

completion of academic equipments and for the promotion of the Bridge
A few days after his arrival in Edinburgh the fever
across the Dee.
returned, and medical authorities pronounced his condition to be hopeless
yet, on the day before his death, he conducted divine service in the chapel
;

at

Holyrood, discoursed with piety and learning on Christianity, partook
Holy Eucharist, and afterwards received some of the nobility in his

of the

bedchamber

During the night the fever increased and in the
friends gathered round what proved to be his deathbed.

at supper.

;

morning his
When some of these spoke of
"is

replied,

Christian
buried,

"

eternal
shall

I

My

soul,"

as

;

to

his recovery,

hour

this

I

"

The

have

health

lived

I

hope

for,"

a Christian,

he

so

a

When

he was asked where he wished to be
he answered, " I have long since given to God bury

die

".

:

my body where you will ". He then prayed for the welfare of his friends,
With his last breath
adding, "I myself am going to a happier world".
he called upon the name of Jesus, and upon the Blessed Virgin, whose
guardianship over him he had through

life

recognised.

His body was

'
The Queen of France sent to the King a valuable turquoise ring, called him her knight,
her love, and besought him, for her sake, to advance three feet and to strike one blow on
English soil. See Pitscottie, i., p. 256 (M. Mackay's edition) Hume Brown, Hist, of Scot.,
;

'•>

P-

3322
^

What

TyUer,
Boecc,

v.,

p.

is

believed to be the ring

pp. 76-80

105.

;

is

Andrew Lang,

preserved in the College of Heralds in London.
i.,

pp. 374-77.
*

Ibid., p. 106.
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and buried in the College Chapel. Boece
through some accident, the bishop's pastoral
staff was broken.
Part of it fell into his grave, whereupon a mysterious
voice (whose it was never known) exclaimed, " Thy mitre also, O
The citizenship mourned for
William, ought to be buried with thee".
him as for a father, and the saying was general, " The glory of Aberdeen
embalmed, carried
relates that, at

to x\berdeen,

his funeral,

is

gone ",^
Four features of character stand out conspicuously in Bishop Elphinstone's portrait as presented by his life and work, and have rendered his
personality influential in Scottish histoiy.
His opposition to the policy which issued in " fatal Flodden," and his
I.

inconsolable grief over that national disaster, illustrate the combined wisdom
and warmth of that enlightened patriotism which he exhibited at once in

the ecclesiastical, and in the academic sphere.
His gift of
statesmanship was devoted patriotically to the welfare and honour of his
country but he never allowed himself to be moved by any blind or belli-

the

political, in

;

cose sentiment of national vainglory.

age to recognise what

He was among

the earliest in that

younger contemporary, John Major, afterwards
the
vital
emphasised
importance of a close alliance between Scotland and
and
we
owe, in great part, as we have seen, to his prudent diploEngland
that
macy
marriage of James IV. to the daughter of Henry VII., which
the
prepared
way for the later union of the Scottish and English crowns
and kingdoms. In his magnum opus the Aberdeen Breviary his aim as

—

his

;

—

—

Churchman was

from comparative oblivion the early
builders of the Scottish Church, and to familiarise the minds of the people
with the lives and works of native saints
yet he is not backward in

a Scottish

to rescue

;

acknowledging how much Scotland owed to early missionaries, like Palladius and Columba, who came from other lands. In the organisation of the
University it is notable that Elphinstone, who must have become acquainted
in

France with

many

foreign scholars and theologians, selected Scotsmen
on the other hand, he put at the head of the

only for his teaching staff;

—

newly founded University, as Principal and Vice-Principal, two Scots
Boece and Hay who had made their reputation abroad. His enlightened
patriotic aim was to establish in Scotland an indigenous academic school,
and at the same time to broaden Scottish learning with an accession of Con-

—

^

-

Boece, pp. 107, 108.
P. J.

Anderson, Officers and Graduates of King's College,

^^p.

23-50.
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University teachers who understood
Scottish needs and character, but who would also raise the lower standard
of national scholarship to the higher level of the leading European Univertinental culture

To

sities.

this

;

to secure

for

his

broad patriotism of Elphinstone

may

be traced the signal

Aberdeen, although situated in the corner of a
been a mere provincial institution, nor yet a
has
never
small kingdom,
of
some larger University, but has had academic
or
mere outpost
replica
once original and free from local limitaproducts and developments at
In the sixteenth century Hector Boece, in spite of grave defects,
tions.
fact that the University of

gave the chief early impulse to the study of Scottish History in the literary
while his colleague, John Vaus, founded in Aberdeen a Scottish
v^'orld
School of Grammarians, which produced, two centuries later, the celebrated
;

Ruddiman

of Banff; and the

works of both Boece and Vaus were published

In the seventeenth century Andrew Cant, Humanist at King's
and
afterwards minister of St. Nicholas, Aberdeen, occupied a
College,
place in the front rank of those who united academic learning with Covein

Paris.

"
while the noble line of " Aberdeen Doctors culminated in
nanting zeal
John Forbes and Henry Scougal, who exerted an influence even more than
'

;

The

national.

great work of Forbes

—

his Instructiones

— was

issued re-

Denmark down to last century as a
m tJie Soul of Man helped to
God
of

peatedly on the Continent, and used
-

in

while Scougal's Life
the
generate
great Methodist Revival in England.^ In the eighteenth century
the Scottish Philosophy, which attained to European prominence, took its

text-book

;

Thomas Reid while, almost simultaneously,
and
Beattie led the van in Britain against the scepticism of
Campbell
David Hume. P'inally, in the nineteenth century, a rich cluster of dis-

rise in

King's College with

tinguished men, whose

memory

;

is still

fresh, in all

departments of science,

philosophy, and learning, have signalised our University as a centre of independent thought and of far wider than national influence. Accordingly,
just as we trace back, at least in part, later developments of Scottish

and religious liberty to those early struggles, under Wallace and
which
infused into our national life a patriotic element
Bruce,
so, too,
the
causes
which have given to our Alma Mater a notable place in
among
political

;

'

^

Stark, Lights of the North, pp. 157-69.
Rait, Universities of Aberdeen, pp. 144-46;

Cowan,

Scottish

Church

pp. 254, 255.
^

Dugald

Butler,

Henry Scougal and

the

Oxford Methodists,

ch.

viii.

in Christendom,
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we may reckon the broadly patriotic spirit of our
his associates in organising out of native elements a thoroughly

the academic world,

Founder and

yet not narrowly Scottish University.
2.

A

second conspicuous feature, or combination of features,

what the

in

Elphin-

and probably contemporary portrait
in King's College reveals
his gracious benignity and love of peace, united,
however, with firmness of disposition and fidelity to duty.
If, as we have
seen, he refused, as a judge, to injure the good by sparing the bad, on the
other hand a significant anecdote, recorded by Boece, represents him as
stone's character

is

—

original

encouraging his sovereign, James III., to exercise at times the nobile
If, as a bishop, he introduced into the adminiofficium of royal pardon.^
stration of his diocese a more stringent discipline than had previously prevailed,

we have testimony none

of clergy as well as people.'

the less that no prelate was more beloved
His was pre-eminently the role of the Peace-

A

man who reconciled (at least for a
maker, in private and in public life.
time) two royal brothers after neglect on one side and treachery on the
other ^ who at more than one juncture composed the dissensions of a
;

turbulent nobility

;

who, amid keen partisanship

foreign policy, successfully promoted,
an entente cordiale with both England

phatically a son of peace in an age

in

Scotland, regarding
age weakened his influence,
and France such a man was em-

until old

—

when the supposed glory of

successful

As a pacific statesman he was
aggression overshadowed its criminality.
but he prepared the way for a worthier national
in advance of his time
;

policy.

Simplicity of private life was united in Bishop Elphinstone with
Hector Boece testifies to his abstemious habits, reachmunificence.
public
almost
to
and at the same time to his generous and extenasceticism
ing
3.

;

through which his table was constantly filled with guests.'*
He spent little on himself, and nothing on personal pomp, but he was
lavish in the adornment of leading churches in his diocese, and bountiful
While the
in the equipment of the i\lma Mater which he had founded.

sive hospitality,

two older Scottish Universities continued,
tion, to

for many years after their foundabe without habitations of their own, and while that of Glasgow, in

the period preceding the Reformation, declined through lack of material
^

3

Boece, p. 76.

See above,

"Ibid., pp. 84, iii.
Boece, p. loi.
'^

p. 5.
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resources/ the University of Aberdeen, thanks to Elphinstone's personal
whom his example affected, possessed, at
liberality and the gifts of those

an early stage of its existence, what were then adequate buildings and
This original munificence to the University has been followed,
stipends.
throughout its entire history, and notably in recent times, by benefactions
office-bearers, loyal alumni, and sympathetic citizens.
man of genuine
Elphinstone united religious with educational zeal.
and warm piety, he was no narrow Churchman, who regarded any know-

from generous

A

4.

could be dedicated directly to ecclesiastical
supplying academic training, in all branches of professional knowledge which were then deemed valuable.
He instituted a
Chair of Medicine nearly half a century before similar provision was
ledge as unprofitable unless

He

use.

aimed

it

at

"

"
Medicus was one of four
the
any other British University
Doctors who formed part of the original academic staff. The Bishop,
moreover, was abreast of his time in appreciation of that enlightened

made

-'

in

;

Humanism, of which the first Principal of the University, a friend of
Erasmus, was a distinguished representative. None the less, by securing,
at the outset, for his

University supreme ecclesiastical sanction

augurating his enterprise with the erection of

;

by

in-

an academic sanctuary by
due
to
insure
that
the
teachers even of secular subjects
taking
precautions
should be men of a religious spirit and by ample provision for the regular
;

maintenance of divine service

;

—

the College Chapel
Elphinstone antici"
pated the sacred motto long afterwards adopted by the University, Initium
^
Sapientiai Timor Domini," and set an example of the godly training of
in

youth which influenced the form and spirit of Scottish higher education in
In our second Founder, accordingly, no less than in our
succeeding times.
(however much they differed at once in religious and in educational
ideas), enthusiasm for intellectual culture was hallowed by fidelity to

first

Sir W. Hamilton, Works of Thomas Reid,
p. 727.
^Cambridge University had no Medical Chair till 1540; Oxford had none till 1546.
See P. J. Anderson, Officers and Graduates of King's College, -p. 35.
"This Chair" (in
" constitutes the most
ancient foundation for instruction in medicine in Great
Aberdeen)
Britain."
Medical teaching, however, was provided both at Oxford and at Cambridge prior
^

to the establishment of Chairs

Camb., p. 168).
'This motto was
i860.

and

first

(Maxwell Lyte, Univ. of Oxf., pp. 190, 220

;

Mullinger, Univ. of

used in connexion with the University at the time of the Union

was

in

selected by the first Principal of the united University, Dr. P. Colin Campbell,
placed below the shield containing the academic Arms (P. J. Anderson, Records of the Arts
It

Class, 1868-72, ed. 1882, p. 103).

BISHOP WILLIAM ELPHINSTONE
The

religious principle.

academic charter to

''all

fifth
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Earl Marischal significantly addressed his
his professed aim was to secure

true Christians"
"

—

;

an " honourable, liberal and Christian
godly and upright education
"
"
godly men ". Every Lord's
training
Principals and Rectors were to be
a

"

;

a lesson from the Greek Testament was to be given to the students
and the Founder prayed devoutly that " God would direct his undertaking

Day

;

His name".^ Elphinstone and Knox are separated ecclesby a wide gulf; but that gulf is, in a manner, bridged over by
and
their common zeal on behalf of a thoroughly Christian education
down to the present time, although with some modifications and limita-

to the glory of
iastically

;

tions (due chiefly to ecclesiastical divisions), Scotland continues to maintain
her place in Christendom as an upholder of religious instruction in public

To

exclude, either in university, normal training college, or
school, the inculcation of Christian truth as if it were a subject for which
it is the exclusive duty of the Church to care, would mutilate and uncon-

seminaries.

secrate our educational system, would discard one of the oldest and grandest
of Scottish traditions, common to Roman and to Protestant times, and would

trample with signal ingratitude on the express aim of the two Founders
of our united University and of the majority of Scottish educational
benefactors.
" Is

it

For

not as this mouth should tear this hand
lifting food to't

"
?

The massive but unadorned tombstone

in

the University Chapel,
is not what it once

beneath which are the mortal remains of the Founder,

Over the

was.-

stone, originally,

were eight figures

in brass representing

the four Cardinal Virtues, the three Christian Graces, and Contemplation.
These, again, supported a layer of stone on which rested the recumbent
See Charter in P. J. Anderson, Fasti Acad. Marisc. : cf. Rait, pp. 252-60.
" Se"See Fasti Abtrd., p. 562, in which the inventory of 1542 is recorded as follows
cum
in
in
pontificalibus,
domini
ipsius
Fundatoris,
cujus superiore parte imago
pulchrum
duobus angelis portantibus duo candelabra ad caput, et duobus mercenariis epitaphium in ere
1

:

insculptum ad pedes portantibus
templatio, in

boreali

virtutes

:

et coninferius, ex australi parte tres virtutes theologica;
in orientali et occidental!
distinctai

cardinales suis

signis

:

Gordon of Rothiemay, in his Abi-edoniw
lata."
partibus domini Fundatoris insignia ab angelis
"
as "of
of the thirteen
signa," on and above the tomb,
Uti-iusqiic Descriptio (1661), speaks
" robbed and sold
in his Old Aberdeen,
".
Orem,
were
all
that
and
declares
ago
long
brass,"
of the tomb as "stripped of its canopy and ornaments for fear of
in
p. 41, writes,

accidents
etc.,

1724-26,

and reduced

pp. ig, 20).

to a plain blue

marble slab" (see

Norman Macpherson,

Chapel, Croion,
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of Bishop Elphinstone in pontifical robes
while two angels held
candelabra over his head, and two attendants at his feet bore in their
It has been repeatedly proposed
hands an epitaph sculptured on brass.
to re-adorn the rifled tombstone or otherwise to commemorate through
effig}'

some
sit}'.

;

visible

and worthy memorial the

illustrious

The approaching quatercentenary

Founder of the Univer-

celebrations

may

supply the

needed impulse. Meanwhile, in this case, as in that of the architect of
St. Paul's, in London, it may be said, with reference at once to the outward buildings of the University at King's and at Marischal College, and
to the }'et
fessional

grander unseen edifice of culture, science, philosophy, and protraining, of which Elphinstone, four centuries ago, laid the

foundation

—

Si

monumentum

requiris circumspice.

Henry Cowan.

HECTOR BOECE AND THE PRINCIPALS.
Thirty-eight names appear

in the lists of Principals of King's and of
Marischal Colleges, and of the University of Aberdeen as constituted by
the union of these institutions.
To present even a brief sketch of each of
the persons named is obviously impossible within the limits prescribed for

Such sketches may be found in volumes that have been issued
by
Spalding Club, and to them, and to the admirable histories
of the University compiled by Mr. Bulloch and Mr. Rait, the reader who
this paper.

the

New

desires to

complete his information

is

referred.

The

Principals selected

review in the following pages are those who were identified with the
northern Colleges at critical periods, or whose influence and service are
for

specially

memorable.

A tripartite division, corresponding to three outstand-

In the first part, the University and King's
the epoch to which it relates being that which
extended from the foundation of the University in 1494-95 to the Reformawill

ing epochs,
College alone

be convenient.

is

in evidence,

Hector Boece is its prominent figure. The second part
1560.
includes the epoch which witnessed the long and fierce conflict between the

tion in

Crown and the Covenant, between Prelacy and Presbytery, terminating in
the triumph of Presbytery towards the end of the seventeenth century.
its later period was made
In this time Marischal College was established
of
"the
Aberdeen
Doctors" on the scene
the
appearance
picturesque by
;

—

The third part covers what may be called the modern era
that which reaches from the beginning of the eighteenth century to the
of warfare.

—

whose conspicuous presences are the younger Blackwell and
present day
Dr. George Cainpbell. On the years subsequent to the union in i860 only
a rapid glance will be cast.

The

But the life and work of those whose
our attention cannot be dissociated
on
official position is their first claim
from the fortunes of the bodies with which they were associated. Now,
in tracing

subject

is

biographical.

the progress of the Universities

we

are

bound

to regard their
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It may be objected that the
surroundings.
is
the
But
ecclesiastical,
very much in evidence.
surrounding, especially
were
heads
of
The Principals
this is unavoidable.
colleges which had a

ecclesiastical

and

political

distinct ecclesiastical reference, and, with four exceptions, they

were them-

Moreover, on account of their national character, the
Scottish Universities largely reflected, and were influenced for better or

selves ecclesiastics.

worse by, the impulses and tendencies that dominated Scottish history
and, from the end of the fifteenth to the eighteenth century, religious movements and contentions supplied the forces whose effect on the life of the
for

;

A

succession of storms swept over Scotland.
nation was deepest.
First,
there was the wrenching of the sceptre of ecclesiastical supremacy

from the

Roman Church

Protestantism

;

finally,

;

then there was the cleavage in the ranks of
was the protracted fight between Royal

there

and what

Hallam has called Presbyterian Hildebrandism.
the play of all the hurricane.
Their educational
mission was hindered, was at times violently interrupted by it.
The story
of the Principals must therefore be shadowed by the story of Church as
absolutism

The

Universities

well as of State.

felt

If,

in

consequence, a somewhat sombre hue

to the narrative, the necessity of the case

and the patience of the reader

is

is

pleaded by

way

is

imparted

of apology,

bespoken as the writer addresses himself

to his task.
I.

The starting-point in our retrospect is the close of the fifteenth century.
Then the University of Paris was,/rtr excellence, " the Home of the Muses ".
Like

the greater European Universities of that time, it was a cosmoThither men of different nationalities and of all sorts
politan institution.
and conditions repaired. The ingenuous youth who could dispute in Latin
all

by speech or in thesis, and, for love of learning and piety, was willing to
endure hardship, was welcome to its privileges and opportunities. Students
were divided into nationes special circles of brotherhood within the all-

—

comprehending University. In the earlier half of the century there was a
7iatio Anglicana, which included Scotsmen, but
probably on account of the
of
paucity
English students it disappeared and in the later half, the Scot
abroad, along with his English or Irish comrades, was ranked as one of
;

the natio Germanica.

George Buchanan,

darker side of the academical picture

in caustic verse,

— the

has presented the

long and weary waiting of the
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exiled scholar for recognition and for a position as teacher.
But he has
of happier and sweeter tone, sung the praises of Gallia, with
Paris its centre, as the genial nurse of good arts, making the world its

also, in verse

guest,

and generously spreading

forth

its

treasures to the world which

it

received.

In Paris, Elphinstone, the Founder of the University and King's ColFrom it he called a young
lege, had studied and had taught Canon Law.
Scot
Hector Boece, Boys, or Boethius, a native of Angus whose early

—

instruction

had been obtained

in

Dundee

— to

—

organise his infant stiidiuin

"
He induced me," writes Boece, " by gifts and promises to leave
generale.
the sacred and venerable College of Montaigu in Paris, where I was then,
as best I could, reading lectures in Philosophy.
Of that institution John

Standonc was Principal, a pattern of every

virtue, one who, by example,
with excellent virtues and learning, as the
rest of the Parisians of his age did by theories.
To have seen this man is
the proud boast of many." ^

much

availed as

to inspire

men

"

sacred and venerable," was one of those forty-two Colleges
of the University which Victor Hugo has described as "an intermediate
link between the cloister and the world, between mansions and abbeys,
with an austerity full of eloquence, a sculpture less gaudy than that of the

Montaigu,

Palace, less serious than that of the Convent ".
John Standonc, the
A
head of Montaigu, was a remarkable man in a remarkable age.
was
the
of
that
such
his
he
of
obscure
extraction,
poverty
youth
Fleming
was obliged to toil in humble service through the day, and at night, in
order to save oil, he ascended the clock tower of St. Genevieve and read

In spite of privations, and for the
and studied by the light of the moon.
most part self-taught, he qualified for graduation in Arts and Theology.
He soon attracted notice. He became a Lecturer in the Sorbonne. The
Chapter of Notre Dame appointed him Principal of Montaigu. In 1485

he was elevated to the dignity of Rector of the University. When he
assumed the presidency of the College its affairs were at a low ebb. He
its finance, restored its discipline and extended its influence.
Aided by the Sieur de Granville, Admiral of France, he provided for
the maintenance of eighty-four bursars, he built hostels for students who
eagerly sought admission to the College, and in four towns in France he
founded small Colleges under the rule of Montaigu. The good man had

readjusted

'

hives of the Bishops of Abcrdecti,

New

Spalding Club Edition,

p. 88,
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he incurred the wrath of the King and, though he
was reinstated in royal favour, he had enemies whose malignity ultimately
But he has a great place in the annals
compelled him to resign his office.
of the University as a brave and devoted priest and teacher and a most
capable administrator. His regimen was strict too strict. Erasmus could
The Scots were of a hardier
not endure it he stigmatised it as cruel.
the eggs which formed the staple of their repasts might be rotten,
build
but they had been brought up on a little oatmeal, and they toiled on,
For the master was as the
infected by their master's love of poverty.
his times of trouble, for

;

—

^

;

;

There was no high table

disciples.

for

him, with a lower for them.

desired to be regarded as the brother rather than as the chief,
remembered as poor Standonc-

A

He

and to be

guide his college a fit training-school for one who should
undertake the ordering of the poor little College on the banks of the Don
fit

!

!

Among

the contemporaries of Boece

who

felt,

as he did, that

it

was

a proud boast to have seen Standonc, were John Major or Mair, and
three Angus men, Panther, afterwards Latin Secretary to James IV. and

James V., Walter Ogilvy, renowned for his oratory, and William Hay,
who became Sub-Principal and finally Principal of King's College. There
were others who had an honourable place in the College, and who made
the triba Scottica in the natio Gennanica famous.
The period of Boece's
residence in Paris was a marked period in the history of learning.
It was
a spring-time.
Erasmus had quickened mental activity in the Continent
and in England. Literature and art had revived. The Renaissance was
Under the spell of Erasmus, stimulated by the culture
nearing its height.
and piety of Standonc, and assimilating the varied influences of the Uni"
as best he could," was reading lectures in Philosophy
versity, Boece,

when

the

summons

To obey
turer.

this

of Elphinstone reached him.
a great change for the Parisian

summons meant

It is true that,

even

in

lec-

the beginning of the sixteenth century,

Aberdeen was an ancient city, and in importance scarcely inferior to any
It had a population of nearly four thousand souls,
city.
with a provost and magistrates, with a strong guildry, and with incorporations of trades.
It had its markets and a market cross, six
posts or gates,
and four quarters which, when danger was apprehended, were guarded by
other Scottish

'

Colloquies

— Ichtliyophaghi.

*See Crevier's Histoire de I'Universite de Paris, Book

ix.,

pp. 20-30.
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captains.

fool, lent in

It

had

its

processions and

festivals.

It
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possessed a

1503 to James IV. for a season, and returned by him with an

"
It was
expression of the king's approval of Jok the fule of Aberdeen ".
an ecclesiastical and an educational centre.
There were four houses of

Friars.
There was the great church of St. Nicholas.
It was the seat of
"
a bishop, with a castle " ane fair Courte, with four high towers
and
a cathedral which, when Boece first saw it, was fairly complete.
Canons,

—

—

—

prebendaries and chaplains some of them men of culture and of worth
in the neighbourhood of cathedral and castle.
The memory

— resided

and the fame of Barbour and of Fordoun were cherished by the Churchmen. A Grammar School of high repute provided instruction in Grammar
and Logic, and a Song School instruction in music. Nevertheless, Paris
was Paris and to exchange its sunshine and beauty for grey, wintry*'

;

featured, sea-throned Aberdeen," the stimulus of a University attended by
10,000 students, and the fellowship of a noble army of teachers, for a Uni-

versity which then had only a name, which was without a College, and which
was designed as a civilising agency for people referred to in the Bulla of the
"
Pope as rude and ignorant, almost uncivilised," involved the sacrifice of
much that a gentle, scholarly man most dearly prized. John Major speaks
of the attraction to one's native soil as " a secret and inexpressible sweetness," and the power exercised by this sweetness is one of the most notable
features of the Scottish scholars of Major's day.
No doubt Boece felt it.
No doubt it was to him an honourable ambition and a sacred duty to accept
the call which gave him a prominent part in the higher education of his

countrymen. But he has himself indicated the sadness of his farewell to
Standonc and Montaigu, for he expresses the regret with w^hich " he left,
while yet a young man, and hardly supplied with the rudiments of learning,
so

many

learned teachers, as well as the whole University of Paris, the

parent of every liberal art".^

He

was induced, he

tells us, to

make

this separation

"

by

gifts

and

As judged by modern standards, it might seem that the gifts
promises".
were not tempting. The stipend offered him was forty merks — equivalent
to ^2 4s. 6d.
"It is difficult," exclaims Dr. Johnson, "even for the
imagination so to raise the value of money, or so to distinguish the
of life as to suppose four-and-forty shillings a year an honourable

demands

stipend, yet

it

was probably
1

equal, not only to the needs, but to the rank

Lives of the Bishops,

p. 89.
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But, after

of Boethius."^

The

strained.

English

money

at that

was no house rent

all,

imagination does not need to be unduly

was worth, in purchasing power, £'j of
There
time, and nearly ;^30 at the present time.
To one who had lived at Montaigu on
meet.
offered

salar}'

to

almost the irreducible minimum, this would appear amply sufficient for his
necessities and luxuries were out of view.
Probably promises of increase
;

and as the years passed any such promises were
He obtained a Canon's stall, and, either when this was conIn 1528, when
a later time, he was made Rector of Tyrie.

were added to
redeemed.
ferred or at

gifts,

the University bestowed on him a Doctorate in recognition of his merits
"
Hector
as a historian, the Town Council of Aberdeen ordered that

Boethius should have a tun of wine
Scots for a

new bonnet".

new wines arrive, or ^20
King granted him a pension of
later another sum of ^loo Scots

when

the

In 1529 the

;^50 Scots annually, and two years
"until he was promoted to a benefice of 100

On

the whole the

merks of yearly value".

Principal did not fare badly.

first

Mr.

Cosmo

maintains (though his contention can be challenged) that, when
"
there is no reason to doubt that,
of income are considered,

all

Innes

sources

in emoluHector Boece was greatly above any
Principal of a Scotch College of the present day ".About the year 1500, aged thirty, Deidonensis Hector Boece came to
Aberdeen, and came to stay. The Bishop and the Chapter of the Cathedral
received him cordially.
Though there was no College having a local
habitation, sufficient light was emitted by the Lamp of the North to attract
men and, " pleased with the first-fruits of his school," Bishop William

ment

as well as in social position,

;

resolved that there should be such a

home

Paris had been to himself and Hector.

for students as the Colleges of

1505 a College, or, as the
of
St. Mary," was founded.
a
Church
styled it,
Collegiate
"
"
writes
in
of
the
Boece,
respect
beauty and extent of its
Magnificent,"
^
The
eulogy is characteristically
buildings, and of everlasting fame."
In

"

Churchmen

but the extravagance may be condoned.
Much of the
The tenements in which the Principal and
magnificence has vanished.
the students were lodged, the altars, the images of the saints, the furnish"
ing for sacred functions, the bells
pleasing the ear with sweet and holy

extravagant,

"

melody

—

'

-

all

are

Journey

gone

to the

;

but the Chapel, with

its

exquisite carved wood,

Western Islands.

Sketches of Early Scottish History,

"

p. 271.

Lives 0/ the Bishops,

p. 93.
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and the Tower, with its grey crown beneath which were hung the
still perpetuate the fame of Elphinstone's College.

bells,

The members

of this College are generally reckoned as thirty-six, inby Bishop Dunbar, twenty-five years later, to forty-two. In the
Spalding Club publication of Boece's Lives of the Bishops, the total

creased

New

number of

and graduates,

at the foundation of the University, is
"
as forty-four, thus distributed
Eight Priests daily employed ;

reckoned

officers

:

seven boy Choristers
Principal

;

four Doctors, Regents or Professors, including the
ten Bachelors, a sort of Pupil Teachers, the Chief being the
;

'

Sub-Principal; fourteen youths of pregnant pairts,' students; one Humanist,
a sort of 'Coach' to prepare the future students in Latin." ^
The Doctor
of Theology was, by Elphinstone's Constitution confirmed by Dunbar's,
"

the Primarius, Praefectus, Principalis, or Gymnasiarcha.
His position
and duties are defined by both prelates, especially by the latter. All in
the College, Masters- and Scholars, are to render obedience with due
honour and reverence. He is to combine the offices of Teacher, Preacher,
College Inspector, Sanitary Officer, and Disciplinarian to teach Theology
;

each lawful or reading day, apparelled

the Doctor's habit according to
to preach to the people six times in the year
to be
the custom of Paris
honest in his ruling of the College to visit the classes of the Regents to
see that the Court and the Chambers are kept in good order, and are free
in

;

;

;

;

and, taking counsel with the Regents, to arrange the Timeof Studies, and either by himself or another to punish wrong-

from

soil

table

doers."

;

^

Thus charged, and endowed with

forty

merks a year, Boece taught

The phrase frequentibus
auditoribus in his Lives of the Bishops suggests that his lectures were
attended not only by the residents in the college but, at least occasionally,
and

ruled.

The

record of his labours

by many who were not

resident.

is

good.

Though we cannot

trust

him when he

writes of things that in his time were ancient, we can trust him in respect of
matters within his own experience and observation and it is interesting to
;

"
note his statement of the results of the exact and methodical training of
He dwells on "the number of eminent
himself and his coadjutors".

scholars that in a short time
ity of

them were

priests,

left

the halls of the University".

some however making Law

The major-

their special province.

1

Notes to Lives of the Bishops, p. 162.
-Officers and Graduates of King's College,

New

Spalding Club, pp. 23, 24.
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In the sixteenth century the Church had become decadent and corrupt, but
"
the
refreshing to be told of an Alexander Lawrence who despised

it is

"

and of a John Adam, the
empty, not to say inane, joys of this world
first in Aberdeen to reach the crowning honour of Master of Theology, and
"
who, as Provincial of the Friar Preachers in the realm of Scotland, feel;

ing indignant that the sacred duties of these Preachers were so neglected
as to have almost passed into contempt, dreaded not the dangers of the
deep, nor the fierce fury of rivals, no threats, no outrages, sparing no
exertion nor his bodily strength, and persevered in great and incredible
efforts, while he traversed his very rough province in order that the totter-

There is a pardonable flourish
ing fabric of religion might be restored ".
in the closing part of the paragraph in the Lives of the Bishops that records
"
the fruits of the University discipline
Others I pass by, though not
:

ignorant of their merits, for they are too numerous to receive a place in
^
The independent contemporaneous testimony of the
this narrative ".

Monk Ferrerius justifies the complacency of Boethius. Writing in 1534,
he says that Aberdeen was the most celebrated of the Scottish Universities
at that time.-

Boece was more than a successful teacher and administrator. His
is remembered chiefly on account of historical
writings that still

name

possess an interest.

In 1522 a volume entitled Murthlacensium et Aber-

donensiiini Episcoporuvi Vitae, and, with all due reverence, dedicated to
Gavin Dunbar, " Chief Priest of Aberdeen," was printed in Paris by lodocus

An edition of this work, with an excellent English translation
Badius.
and interesting notes, was issued in 1894 by the New Spalding Club, and
a perusal of this edition will repay the reader.
Passing rapidly over the
pages which treat of the supposed Bishops of Mortlach and the acts of
early Scottish kings, he will linger with pleasure in the garden that opens
to

—

him when the main study of the book is entered on the life of ElphinHe will winnow out the fabulous from the true. He will not be

stone.

too sceptical, for example, as to the genuineness of the speech which Bishop
"
is reported to have made to the
King of France. He will be a

William
little

blind

"

to the greed for the marvellous which

is

betrayed

in the

account

of the prodigies that occurred on the occasion of the Bishop's funeral. Allowing for faults and blemishes, he will retain the impression of a quaint, graphic
1

Pp. 92, 93.

-Quoted

in

Sketches of Early Scottish History,

p. 274.
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and often fascinating narrative of men and things in "the land of the long
The niagiiuj/i f?///j- was the History of Scotland, published in 1527,
agos".
six years later than Major's History of Greater Britain.
The two books
mark an advance. Before their appearance " there had been no history of

the country in print. Fordoun and Wyntoun had written chronicles, copies
of which in MSS., more or less perfect, existed in some of the monasteries." ^

With Major and Boece
wrote

Latin

in

:

Scottish history may be said to begin.
They
scholars
of the sixteenth century they would not
being

The Latin

any other language.

write in

flexible than that of Major,

which

is stiff

of Boece

and formal.

more fluent and
But Major has the

is

He anticipates the critical, scientific spirit of later
In this respect Boece is wanting.
He swallows fables, legends,
as
as
a
fish
swallows
Dates are sparingly given.
bait.
myths,
voraciously
Authorities are rarely quoted.
He has been accused of forging the docureal historical instinct.

centuries.

ments on which the foundation of the See of Mortlach
as count the

the good
in

which

has been

rests.

It

has been

we might

affirmed that

lies

as well essay to sum the stars or waves of the sea
of Hector's History? This is too severe.
may acquit

We

man

at least of intentional lying, and, recollecting the atmosphere
"
he lived, excuse what appear to be inventions.
His object," it
"
was
dress
to
his
to
a
classical
rude
native
chronicles.
said,
give

One must doubt whether he
stories of

really

meant

his grave readers to credit his

Veremund and Cornelius Campbell, and

the records from lona.

He

found, over a large period of history, bare lists of kings, and he took
the pains of dressing them in what he thought suitable characters and
actions.
jects like

Quite unembarrassed by facts, he proposed to treat his suban artist, with the proper balancing of light and shadowy and

studied to administer
^

when

among
all

is

the persons of his drama some sort of poetical
by way of extenuation that is possible,

said

But,
the praise is faint.
Boece in writing has done what an obscure artist
has done for Kings of Scotland in the Picture Gallery of Holyrood he
has given us portraits and scenes that reflect his own imagination.

justice."

:

His History was popular.
He lived to see it translated, by order of
the King, into the Scots tongue, which Gavin Douglas, by his poetry, had
rendered more ductile.
In 1574 a second edition of the ///V/^/j appeared,
'

"*

Introduction to hives of the Bishops, p. Q.
Sketches of Early Scottish History, p. 268.

^

"
Leland's " Tetrastich
on Boece.
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with a continuation b\' Ferrerius, a monk of Kinloss Abbey, bringing it to
the sixteenth century.
Let us think of the author, writing, reading, hving in " the magnifick
"
edifice of the College
which Elphinstone " caused build ". The " magnifick
"
edifice
was not finished until nearly the close of Dunbar's episcopate.
But,

some time

for

at

least,

Boece

may have

been master of the two

an inventory of date i 542.
apartments that are described
They were
"
ane portal door of aik carvit work ". They had
entered, we are told, by
in

of red

curtains

They had

and green worsted.

"

aiken

beds

".

They

"

a large chandelier of brass, with the image of our Lady and six
flowers, and also a great fir chest in which were kept the treasures of the
In these, or other chambers, the Principal consulted
Faculty of Arts".'
with William Hay as to College matters, or enjoyed a talk with his friends

possessed

at

a frugal supper, and a sip of wine

With

Aberdeen.

his colleagues

and

when

his

the

new wines

arrived in

fellow-Churchmen he lived on

terms of hearty friendship. Indulging in his usual lavishness of encomium,
he celebrates " their extraordinary mental powers," their hard labour,
their skill in law, their wide reading in sacred and profane literature.

—

Thomas Strachan, John Vaus, the first
especial he belauds
"
a
man
with
a
grammarian,
profound knowledge of his subject," and
William Hay, with whom he had studied Philosophy in Paris, and whose
Three

in

great love to
his

kinsman

whom

him had led to a settlement in Aberdeen "as if he had been
Nor was he destitute of kinsmen who honoured him and

".

he honoured.

John Johnston

of Hector and his two brothers

in his

Heroes celebrates the virtues

— " three united

in kindred studies and equal
of the two was Arthur, celebrated by Hector as " our
Professor of Law, whose enthusiasm continues fresh and unwearied," and
who, besides being a Canon of Aberdeen, was made a Judge when the

in piety

".

One

Court of Session was constituted
ably the Parson of St.
Church of Old Machar.

The

in 1532.

Mary ad

Nives,

"

the

other brother was probSnaw Kirk," or Parish

In the society of his friends, and of the bishops

A

whom he reverenced, Boece lived tranquilly.
peace-loving man we
take him to have been not a strong, forceful character, but one who clung
to a stronger
to Erasmus, with whom he corresponded, and to Elphin-

—

stone and

Dunbar

;

:

with a capacity for plodding faithful to his duty and
much of a Humanist to be a polemic, and in;

loyal to his friends; too

^

Fasti Aberd.,

p.

574.
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"
the tottering edifice
disposed to change even though observant of
lover of the picturesque, and with a keen appetite for the wonderful

;

a

;

a

priest, but a scholar rather than a priest, simple in his tastes, retiring in
His is
disposition, and full of kindly thoughts about men and their ways.

a

shadowy figure, looking on us out of a dim
him exists the portrait in King's College

of

;

No

past.

authentic portrait

usually identified with

him

is

All our impressions are derived from scanty notices of
from
his works, and from the glimpses of his life in the biography of
him,

not authentic.

Elphinstone.
In 1536, after having served

he had painted
to the

tomb

King's College for thirty-six years, he
in the Chapel whose splendours

in

His remains were interred

passed away.

in

of the

glowing terms.
first

The tomb

Chancellor.

of the

first

Principal

is

close

Requiescant in pace.

William Hay,

the beloved of Boece, and his successor, had a peaceon
the
and,
whole, a prosperous reign. Its most notable external event
the year in which Hay subscribed
of King
the
was
visit, in
1541
James V. and his consort. They were the guests of the Bishop for fifteen
days and their temporary palace, apparently, was King's College. We
read of " diverse triumphes and playes made by the town, and by the
University and Sculis thereof," of exercises and disputations, and orations
"
in Greek, Latin and other languages,
quhilk was mickell commendit be
the King and Queen and all their company".^
Royal personages must
have been easily accommodated and easily entertained in the middle of
the sixteenth century.
Where the Principal lived when his chambers were
assigned to the Court is not mentioned in any chronicle.
But the time for triumphs and plays was nearing its end. The storm
which for long had been brewing was ready to burst. The Church, which
had absorbed an immense part of the nation's wealth, had become an
incubus on the nation's energy.
Many who held its orders and adhered
Archto its government deplored the low estate into which it had fallen.

ful

—

—

;

bishop Hamilton,

who

called

a Council in

Edinburgh

to

consider the

a message sent years after to John
"
"
for reform.
reason
there
was
some
that
Bpece, as we have
Knox,
"
fabric
the tottering
".
seen, commented on
John Major was severe on

ecclesiastical situation, admitted, in

the abuse of pluralities, on the greed
^

and ostentation of abbots

Bishop Leslie's History, Scotch original,

p. 159.

"

who made
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things hard for the husbandmen," and on the immoralities that were rife in
He listened with approbation to the invectives of a Friar
monasteries.
against the licentious habits of Bishops, and, without a hint of condemnaGood men within the
tion, to the famous sermon of John Knox in 1 547.^

Church eagerly desired reform. But a rottenness had spread from circumference to centre which no efforts that dealt only with the circumference
were able to cure.

Unfortunately for the direction of the State, the firm

hand and the wise head were lacking. Unfortunately for Aberdeen, Bishop
Gordon, the Chancellor of its University, was not only a weak prelate, he
was a bad man, not worthy," says Spottiswoode, " to be placed in the
The disciplines of the University were confused.
catalogue of Bishops".
it was almost
In 1549 Galloway of Kinkell, the
Financially
bankrupt.
ordered
and
over
a
Visitation.
Professors had ceased to
Rector,
presided
'•

teach.

Students neglected worship.

was rampant

The

Visitors enjoined

and

scholars,

Disorder
Buildings were ruinous.
purse of the College was empty.

The

at College suppers.

amendment, drew up a plan of life for Professors
and commanded the Principal and the Sub-Principal, besides

attending to their x-^cademic duties, to preach at least seven times a year
It was in vain.
The requisite internal vigour was absent.
to the people.'The College could not shake off its body of death. And, meanwhile, the

Aberdeen was comparatively lethargic.
fury outside was increasing.
great nobles who kept it in check were supporters of the Church
the people were

"

far

crowd was gaining
the Dee.

At

in

The
;

and

"

from the madding crowd
of Reformers.
But the
force, and making itself felt in the Mearns and on

"
length, in 1560, the Reformation

fell

out".

The

Scottish

Parliament not only abolished Papal Jurisdiction, but abolished the Mass,
for the third offence death
on all who
decreeing stringent punishments

—

celebrated or heard

The

On

office of Principal

the death of

—

it.

Hay, a

had been

feeble

man

for

some time

in

an

unhappy
— by name Bisset —was appointed
to the
plight.

Apparently he resigned his trust into the hands of the Pope, who
nominated another, Cranston, who never acted. Then Bisset was restored,
and again resigned " because of infirmity, proceeding from long sickness ".

office.

Preface to Major's History, by Sheriff ^neas Mackay.
Life of Major.
-For an account of Galloway's Visitation see Rail's The Universities of Aberdeen,

^

chap.

vii.
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In 1560 we
find Alexander Anderson, who had been Sub-Principal, at the head
of the College.
He was also Parson of Tyrie and Rector of Kinkell,
"
"
is the testimony as to
great scholar and a subtle disputant
All this synchronises with the decadence of the University.

A

The Estates had prohibited any from holding offices who
did not profess the reformed faith.
Anderson and his colleagues were
unanimous in refusing to profess. In John Knox's History there is a
Anderson.

—

curious account of a conference with Anderson, with the Canonist
afterwards Bishop of Ross ^and with several of the Regents. Anderson was ad"
Judged by Knox to be more subtle and crafty than either learned or godly,
and better seen in Philosophy than in Theology". "Nothing," he adds,
" was
concludit, for that every ane of them remainit constant in their awin

—

So obstinate was their attitude, that, in 1569, the General
Assembly appointed Commissioners to visit Aberdeen the first of many
Assembly Commissions. The Regent Moray was present. Various comIt was alleged that buildings
plaints against the Principal were made.
had become dilapidated, that revenues had been misappropriated, that
For some
archives, charts, diplomas had been suppressed and concealed.
of the charges brought, there does not seem to have been sufficient warrant
but the College had not prospered and, possibly, Anderson may
^

profession."

—

:

;

have hidden or sold ornaments for '-hatred," as Middleton avers, "of the

Reformed Religion ". Certainly, when summoned to express their adherence to "the true kirk," he and his colleagues refused, "obstinately
contemning his grace's most godly admonitions ". Only one course was
open to the Commissioners. The obstinate Doctors were deprived and
" the
removed, and, in the view of the Commission,
nursery of learning
was effectually purged ".'- Poor Anderson
After his deposition he
lived in obscurity in Aberdeen, and when he died his means were
The two redeeming features
scarcely sufficient to provide for the funeral.
of his Principalship were, the courage of his convictions which he showed,
!

and the vigour with which he repelled the attack of a rascally multitude
headed by the Barons of Mearns, that endeavoured to abstract the lead
from the roofs of the College, and the sweet bells which Elphinstone had
given.
Repulit vim ferro, says the chronicler.
1

Knox's History, pp. 238, 239.
Life of John Erskinc of Dun,

^Wodrow's

p. 22.

Book of

the Kirk, p. 142.
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IT.

St.

Thus, about seventy-five years after its foundation, the University and
Mary's or King's College passed from the control of the Roman Church.
"

With the transference of this control to " the true kirk of the Reformers
a new book in Scottish history begins.
Carlyle "doth protest too much"
"
that
when he asserts
properly there is but one epoch in the history of
Scotland, that this history contains nothing of world interest at all but the
Reformation by Knox, that until that day it is a country as yet without a

nothing developed in it but what is rude, external, and semi-animal "}
But the Reformation by Knox was a national birth-hour. The old order
died hard only after manifold confusion and fierce protracted strife did
The break
a new order in Church and State assume a permanent form.
was too violent it was a break in continuity and the newly emancipated
"
in worlds not realised".
intellectual and moral forces moved about for long
soul,

:

:

;

The Kirk was, for the moment, the dictator of the situation. By penalising
the celebration of the Mass in obedience to its demand, the Scottish Parliament proved that the worst part of Popery had not been taken from the
''

hearts of those
of chastening.

who

it ".But the Kirk had its time
was fought the battle of civil liberty

so vehemently opposed

Around

it

and by

it

;

interpreted the conscience of the people as against the despotic
exercise of the royal prerogative.
Yet the battle was stern, and developed
features in all the belligerents which, in the light of the twentieth century,
for

it

bring offence and dishonour on the sacred name of Religion.
see how our University and its Principals fared during the

We

shall

contest,

with its ups and downs, between Prelacy and Presbytery, between uncovenanted king and covenanted nation.

The

University was fortunate in the first Principal of the new regime.
a scion of one of the Baronial families of

Alexander Arbuthnot was

Maintaining the tradition of older days, he had studied law in
the University of Paris (or at Bourges) and taken the degree of LicentiMearns.

But " God otherto follow the legal profession.
wise disposing," after a brief pastorate in an Aberdeenshire parish, he
ate in

Law, intending

"

^

" in

Heroes and Hero Worship,
The Hero as Priest ".
-Cook's History of the Reformation, vol. ii., p. 336. " But," writes Dr. Hume Brown,
point of fact only one Roman Catholic, the Jesuit Ogilvie, was actually awarded the

crown of martyrdom.
"

country

This is a pleasing record compared with that of every other Christian
(History of Scotland, vol. ii., p. 449).
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569, to the position from which Anderson had been
"
many other shining
removed, with James Lowson as Sub-Principal, and
"
To rehabilitate the College was no easy task. When
as teachers.
lights

was appointed,

Queen Mary

in

1

visited

Aberdeen

in

1

562 the English Ambassador wrote

contemptuously of the one College with fifteen or sixteen scholars. Seven
In all respects the one College
years later there were not even fifteen.
was in a bad way. Arbuthnot brought to his work many of the qualities
required in such circumstances, though, it may be, he wanted in firmness
of rule, and his poetic nature was too sensitive as to the rancour which he

found

In a

in all circles.

own experience

:

—

The

poem

entitled

"

Pure Scolar

"

he records his

fyr of hatrent kindlit is so hait,

That cheretie doth ring

There

A

in

none

estait.

a chorus of testimony in his favour.
James Melville, in his
"
him
as
a
man
of
describes
singular gifts of learning,
delightful Diary,
of
nature
".
Andrew Melville calls
wisdom, godliness, and sweetness
is

him patrice lux

oculusque.

More

valuable

still,

as being the

judgment of

one who had no party bias in his favour. Archbishop Spottiswoode
"
affirms that,
by his diligent teaching and learning, he revived the study
that he was greatly
of letters, and gained many over from superstition
loved of all men, hated of none, and in such account for his moderation
;

with the chief

men

of these parts that, without his advice they could almost

do nothing, which put him in great fashery, whereof he did often comPleasant and jocund in conversation, and in all sciences expert,
plain.
a good poet, mathematician, philosopher, theologian, lawyer, and in medicine skilful, so as in every subject he could promptly discourse, and to

good purpose."
Arbuthnot was a staunch friend and ally of Andrew Melville. In a
in the hearts
journey which the two made in Angus the subject which was
and reforms in
the condition of the Universities
of both was discussed
"
"
These
were projected.
the haill ordour in doctrine and discipline

—

—

reforms contemplated the substitution of specialised Professors for Regents
which was good but they also contemplated the abolition of the offices
of Canonist and Mediciner which was a serious interference with the

—

;

—

so far,
University ideal. The reforms encountered opposition. They were,
was
dour.
But
Aberdeen
and St. Andrews.
carried out in Glasgow
'i>^
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A

Parliamentary Commission was appointed in 1578 to examine it
report was issued until 1581, and, when presented, Parliament set

;

but no
it

aside.

and vigorous Assembly interposed, and despatched
It
its own Commission, the Earl Marischal being one of the number.
after
its constitution, in favour of reform, and the
months
six
reported,
report was adopted. But far away though Aberdeen was from the national
The result of the wirecentre, there were wires that could be pulled.
the
the resolution of the
in
his
veto
on
was
that,
1583,
King put
pulling
Assembly, and King's College went slumberously on its way.
"
Arbuthnot was put " in fashery by others than the chief men of the
North. James VI. was irritated. The Gowrie Conspiracy had been blessed
by the Assembly. The ministers of Edinburgh, interpreting the horror and
indignation awakened by the massacre of St. Bartholomew, had anathemIn 1582 the

more

alert

French Ambassador. Andrew Melville, and, in a lesser degree,
Arbuthnot, experienced the wrath of the Sovereign. Arbuthnot had been
named as a Commissioner to the University of St. Andrews, and the offer

atised the

of the Parish Church of the old city had tempted him, with the consent of
the Assembly, to become a pluralist.
He was peremptorily ordered to
confine himself to his Academical duty, and was sent northward, if still a

jocund, a

humbled and a wearied man.
he died, and was buried

after his return,

in

In October, 1583, four
the College Chapel.

months

We

"
much esteemed
pass over the Principalships of Walter Stuart,
for learning and prudence who deceased at the early age of 36," and of

David

Rait, for forty years associated with the College, the first Doctor of
Divinity after the Reformation.
interesting period in the seventeenth

An

century invites us to linger for a little.
In the see- saw between Prelacy enforced by the royal prerogative,
and Presbytery resisting the prerogative, which began with the Concordat
of Leith in 1574 and continued through the two Caroline reigns, the sympathies of King's College were with the prerogative and the modified
These sympathies were expressed in the
Episcopacy which it established.
reign of the

first

Charles by

men

of renown,

whom

Bishop Patrick Forbes

of Corse had gathered around him in Aberdeen.
Bishop Patrick Forbes deserves to be held in grateful remembrance.
In him were found the best traits of an ecclesiastic, combined with the

shrewdness, the bonJiomie, the pawky humour of a typical Scottish laird.
On his elevation to the See he gave his attention to the state of Elphin-
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He obtained from King Charles a Commission to
University.
inquire into its order and discipline, and the evidence laid before this
"
"
Commission proves that Melville's complaint as to the misusing of the

stone's

Universities applied with special force to the University in Aberdeen.
The
of
the
accumulation
which
(an
spoons
graduates presented) had
spoons

silver

funds had been wasted and the treasury was empty.
There had
been no election of foundationers for years. The Principal had been
"
napping. Within and without the College there was lamentable heathen-

gone

;

ism and

sic

lowsness as

is

horrible to record

".

By the

vigilance of Patrick

Forbes, buildings were repaired, extravagance in feasting was forbidden,
and disciplines were adjusted. He had no respect for the New Foundation

— the

scheme which embodied the recommendation of a Parliamentary
Commission that had incubated for thirteen years.^ It is said that he
threw the document which contained its provisions into the fire. The
Canonist, the Civilist and the Mediciner were confirmed in their offices. It

cannot be affirmed that obstacles to progress were entirely removed, for
in one letter
the King wavered between the New Foundation and the old
in
another
letter
the
for
the
latter
as " the
former,
declaring
establishing
;

ancient and true

"

which again and

;

and, in the Senatus of the University, there were feuds
But the teaching work of the
again became acute.

University was rendered more satisfactory, and in and around it a circle
of culture, unequalled in previous times, was formed, with the advantage
of having a printing press that the Bishop had been instrumental in
obtaining.^

The Principal of King's College, in succession to Rait, was William
Leslie of Aikenway, who when Sub-Principal had received the degrees
both of Bachelor and Doctor. Gossipy Orem says " He was in very
great esteem for his learning, being one of the Doctors of Aberdeen who
:

wrote the Duplies".
These Doctors were six

in number.
Besides Principal Leslie there
were John Forbes of Corse, son of the good Bishop who had entered into
^

This

New

Foundation confirmed ancient endowments and conferred the revenues of

the Deanery of Aberdeen and of some Aberdeenshire Parishes on the University, reduced
the membership to twenty-two
abolished the oftices of Canonist, Civihst and Mediciner
specialised the work of the Regents, and connected the Professorship of Theology and the
;

;

Parochial charge of St.
^

Machar with the

office of Principal (see Rait,

chap.

ix.).

For interesting accounts of Bishop Forbes see Bulloch's History of the University,
chap, xi., and Grub's Ecclesiastical History, chap. xlv.
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Dr. Baron, Professor of Divinity in Marischal College, and Minister
Dr. Sibbald, who had been Professor of Natural Philosophy in Marischal

rest

;

;

College Dr. Scrogie, Minister of Old Aberdeen and Dr. Ross, Rector
Intellectual stalwarts they were; full of learnof King's College in 1638.
and
keen-witted
subtle
logicians
opposed to extremes in doctrine
ing
;

;

;

— to the

;

in favour, and to the militant
which
was
in
famous National League
the
interpreted
Presbyterianism
of
Covenant
and
1638.
The story of this Covenant is not now to be told. The matter that
concerns us is the conduct and fate of our Principal and his companions.

and

in polity

High Calvinism then

Aberdeen was the one exception to the enthusiasm with which the
It would not subscribe
and the
Covenant was received by the people.
Tables, as the directing Council of the Covenanters was called, appointed
a Commission, headed by Alexander Henderson, to visit the rebellious
city, recommend the Covenant, and move the refractory Aberdonians to
;

The Commissioners, reinforced by the great Montrose, then
repentance.
On a sunny July day they
a zealous Covenanter, proceeded to their task.
approached Aberdeen. At a short distance from the town they were met
by the magistrates, who, according to time-honoured custom, courteously
"
offered their visitors the silver cup filled with good red wine.
No," was
"
not until we know whether you subscribe."
the rebuff,
The magistrates
took back the cup of Bon-Accord, gave orders that its contents should be
distributed among the poor of the hospital, and turning their horses' heads
It was a bad beginning.
The day was Saturday. On the
"
the
churches and the University Chapel were " altogether refused
Sunday
to the Commissioners, and they were obliged to address the few who

made

for the city.

assembled to hear them from the house of the Earl Marischal.
of keen controversy followed.
in writing, claiming

The Doctors

answers to the demands,

A

week

presented thirteen demands
"
said
we
to

for,

they,

ought

judge of those things which we swear and subscribe with the strict and
inquisitive judgment of virtue, and consequently we ought to ponder duly,

and propound

particularly

and

fully

to others (especially to those

who

require our oath and subscription and undertake to satisfy our conscience
thereanent), all the doubts and reasons which make us unwilling or afraid
to give our subscription thereunto "}
^

The reverend

brethren

who had

General Demands Concerning the late Covenant, together with Ansivers and Replies

these Anszvers, pp. 34-36.

to
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their opponents " in

come to Aberdeen met
modesty and brotherly love,"
and with the promptitude and comparative brevity which befitted men of
affairs.
Reply followed reply the result, an unqualified non possuinus by
the Ministers and Professors, and the withdrawal of the Commissioners,
with an expression of their sorrow that the Doctors should " be the first
who had accounted the Covenant to be a confederacy against truth ".
He wrote a letter of hearty thanks, and in
King Charles rejoiced.
token of his gratitude a charter was granted to the city, which is known
as "The Great Charter of the Freedom and Liberties of the Burgh of
Aberdeen ". But the Tables soon turned the joy of the citizens into
;

The Glasgow General Assembly of 1638 flouted the policy of
mourning.
the King, intimated the doom that awaited the Doctors, and warned the
northern capital that what it would not do when entreated it would be
do

at the point of the sword.
Montrose, with an army of seven
was
sent
to
enforce
thousand men,
obedience, and to silence Lord Huntly,

forced to

Aberdeen had to pay heavily for its contumacy
the King's Lieutenant.
fine was imposed that
to the Tables, and for its contumacious Doctors.
impoverished the burgesses and the inhabitants were made to sign the

A

;

Covenant

in the

Greyfnars Church.

The Doctors

resolved not to sign, but,

unable to face the consequence of their resolution, they disappeared. They
were formally deprived by an Assembly held in the Greyfnars on the 28th
July, 1639.^

Dr. Baron had died before the deprivation.

In

1640,

by

order of the General Assembly, his widow was taken from Strathislay,
under charge of musqueteers, and her letters and MSS. were searched in

order to establish a charge of unsound doctrine against her dead husband
mark," says Mr, Innes, with a fine charity, "of the general coarse-

— "a

ness of the times, rather than to be attributed to the persecuting spirit of

any one sect."
Such was the end of
'"

there

is

As to his administration
The Commissioners of the Tables reported

Leslie's Principalship.

a conflict of testimony.

that he was negligent in his office, but they qualify their report by the
admission that he was " a man of good literature, life, and conversation ".
" the
declares that
University was happy in
in
all
the Sciences above the
eminent
having such a light as he, who was

The Parson

'

It

of

Rothiemay

was enacted by

this

Assembly

" that no
preacher nor schoolmaster be allowed to
who refused to sign the Covenant ".

reside within a burgh, University or College
"

Sketches,

etc., p.

291.
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With his removal from King's, and the scattering of the
Doctors, there vanish a fulness and a brightness of culture which had shed
lustre on the North.
most of men".

Let us change the scene.
King's College its chiefs and

—

Hitherto the subject of study has been
fortunes.

But, for nearly fifty years
before the close of Leslie's career, the irritation excited in the more ardent
its

spirits of the period by the stolid conservatism of the University had
An attempt to found another University in Fraserobtained expression.
But the establishment of a rival institution
had
abortive.
burgh
proved

in

the city of

Aberdeen was a more

serious matter.

The

fifth

Earl

Marischal was a scholar, a Hebraist, a friend of Beza and the Reformers.
He was one of the Assembly's Commissioners to Aberdeen in 1582.

He

was the King's Commissioner for the Northern Counties in 1592.
Meditating much on ecclesiastical and educational problems, he came to the
conclusion that King's College was joined to its idols, and that the only
security for the new doctrine and learning in the North was the establishment of a College on similar lines to those of King's, but more distinctly
Towards the accomplishment
Protestant and less fettered by tradition.
of this purpose he devoted the property, once held by the Grey Friars
which had been given to him by the Crown, and persuaded the Town

Council to give the monastery of the Grey Friars for the accommodation of
the members of the College.
It was, at first, but a small affair
only a bit
of a University only a Faculty of Arts, with a Principal, three Regents,
;

;

and

—

But it appealed to Presbyterian and Protestant feeling
student
In 1593 the
every
being held bound to the National Covenant.
scheme of the Earl received the approbation of the General Assembly and
the sanction of King James, then well within the grip of the Scottish Church.
six bursars.

Thus

it

happened

each within a mile of the other, were located two
powers and privileges of Universities an anomaly

that,

institutions with the

—

that existed for 267 years, with a short break afterwards to be noted.
The first three Principals of the College were worthy men, of whom
little

Robert Howie, a Minister of Aberdeen, who held
only five years, afterwards Principal of .St. Mary's College, St.
Gilbert Gray, with an influential family connection, the author

needs to be said

office for

Andrews

;

:

of an oration on illustrious Scottish writers, in which, after the

Boece, he largely draws on his imagination for his facts

;

manner of

Andrew Aidie

or
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Aedy, appointed by the Earl Marischal in deference to the desire of the
King and in opposition to the wish of the Town Council, who, after some
years' experience of the opposition of the townsfolk, lost heart and resigned the position.

The fourth

in succession,

the period. When
the situation to Mr.

would not consent.

WiLLlAM Forbes, is

the outstanding figure of

1620 the Chancellor, apparently, offered
Edinburgh, but to his translation Edinburgh

retired in

Aedy
Ramsay in
The Town

Council,

who claimed

a right to interfere,

appointment of Forbes, at the same time, making "this
"
twa
always condition" that the town should not be deprived of his
sermons every week ".
The insistence of the Council prevailed. Forbes
insisted on the

was the son of an estimable burgess descended from the Corsindae branch

When only sixteen he graduated in the College. At
seventeen he was a Regent, lecturing on Logic, an office which he soon reIn
signed in order that he might study in Universities on the Continent.
of the Forbeses.

several European Universities he attended lectures, and acquired such a
Health
reputation that he was offered the Chair of Hebrew in Oxford.
conditions, however, forbade his settlement in the South, and he returned to

and serving in two Aberdeenshire cures,
Forbes secured his appointment
Patrick
Bishop
in 16 16, and there he formed one of the circle of

his native land, taking holy orders,

Alford and Monymusk.
to a charge in Aberdeen

whose genius and acquirements made the city famous. He was
associated with the Aberdeen Doctors, though he was not one of the
In 16 18 he was selected to defend, in the
signatories to the Demands.
literati

General Assembly, the lawfulness of the
that which related to kneeling at the

first

of the Five Articles of Perth,

Holy Communion.

When

Forbes became Principal, he was relieved from the duty of
teaching in the College, in order that the condition laid down by the
Town Council might be fulfilled the "twa sermons every week". He
"
was a most vigorous and a most lengthy preacher. Burnet says that he

—

had a strange faculty of preaching five or six hours at a time ".^ The
"twa sermons a week" must have exhausted him, and the congregation.
But he was the beloved of the town. In 1 621, to its great sorrow, he was
He
chosen one of the clergy of Edinburgh, and demitted his chair.
Aberof
not
endorse
did
the
had made a mistake. Edinburgh
opinion
1

This

is

Burnet's statement

speaks of only two or three hours.

in

his History

;

in his

Preface to the Life of

Bcddl he
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His preaching would not charm. The citizens scented Popery;
up for a time, he shook off the dust of his feet against

deen.

and

after bearing

the metropolis, returning to a vacant charge in Aberdeen, which wel"
twa sermons weekly ".
the prodigal and his

comed

One

great effort the clerical

at the Coronation of Charles

I.

Samson made. He was called to preach
The King vastly admired the oratory, and

the Popery which the people detected was grateful to him.
Turning to
a
should
be created for
his courtiers, he declared that
special Bishopric

He was made first Bishop of Edinburgh. But the honour came
perhaps he was taken from the evil to come, from the days when,
Giles, tent-stall women threw cutty-stools and stones at dignitaries

Forbes.

too late
in St.

;

of the Church.

He

discharged the duties of his office for only two months.

Weary and worn he died at the early age of forty-four.
There is the suggestion of a grim irony in the development of MariIntended to interpret aggressive Protestant feeling, within
less than thirty years after its constitution, William Forbes, the head of its
teaching staff, wrote and spoke on the subject of reconciliation with Rome.

schal College.

Forbes has been described as " a man of monastic habits, retiring in disOf his learning and piety there can
position and taciturn in company "}
be no doubt. The Parson of Rothiemay describes him as " one of the

men and one

of the most eloquent preachers of his age, or that
the
Aberdeen,
nursery of so many great spirits, ever brought forth ".^
Bishop Burnet writes that "his father, who knew William Forbes long,

learnedest

and, being counsel for him in his law matters, had occasion to know him
had often told him that he never saw Forbes but he thought his

well,

heart was in heaven

".^

Marischal College was not bound by precedent as the sister UniThere was an excellent reason for connecting the Principal's
versity was.

with a profession which secured an income. For that office was
indeed the endowment represented a mere eke to a
scantily endowed
When Forbes resigned, the Earl Marischal and the Town Council
living.
office

;

resolved to appoint a layman to the vacant place.
This layman was
Patrick Dun, son of " umquhile Andrew Dun, burgess ".
He was the
Three of these may
first of four lay Principals of Marischal University.
'

Principal Lee's Lectures, vol.

^History of Scots Affairs,

vol.

ii.,
iii.,

p. 243.
p. 241.

^

Preface to the Life of Bedell.
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the fourth, and the most distinguished of the four,
reserved for a later period.
Patrick Dun had studied and taught in foreign Universities. The
degree of Doctor of Medicine was conferred by the University of Basel.
In the book of Regents he is described as " a very famous Professor of

here be mentioned

•

;

is

Germanic".

We

(without salary),

him Professor of Logic in 1610.
same year, he was elected Mediciner

In 1619 he was

find

Rector, and, in the

an

office

which he held

until 1632.

in

King's College
1
he became

In 162

Strachan in his Panegyrics calls him a physician in great pracand Parson Gordon describes him as a distinguished physician and

Principal.
tice,

alchemist.

He

—

an interval of twelve years during which
William Moir, a clergyman, also Professor of Mathematics and much
"
occupied with the mechanical part of Mathematics," filled the Presidential
Chair came the second lay Principal, James Leslie, of the family of
died

in 1649, and, after

—

Concerning him our information is, that when his
on the Continent were ended he graduated M.D. and was appointed

Leslie of Crichie.
travels

Physician to the City

;

that the

Town

Council secured the Principalship

and

that, between 1661 and 1678 he flourished,
the
the
doctoring
city, guiding
College, and enjoying the affection of three
wives in succession. At his decease, in 1678, Robert Paterson, who held
was
the then most lucrative office in the College
that of Librarian
selected.
He retained his charge of the Library, with the emoluments

for the City Doctor;

—

—

—

an unassuming, prudent, learned man, son of the
pertaining thereto
of
and
brother of men who rose to high places.
Ross,
Bishop
Thus in the seventeenth century the two Universities kept a light
In the early years of the century
burning in the north-east of Scotland.
the light was not

brilliant.

At

times

it

did

more than flicker. The
There were not twenty

little

days were evil, and the Colleges suffered.
But as the
students in King's, and there were not so many in Marischal.
century advanced numbers increased, and the activity of Regents increased

There were exchanges of courtesy and of service between the two
Principals and Regents helped one another and occasionally
had
they
"wyne and tobacco and pypes together". Always, however,
their mutual attitude was that of a jealous emulation, and often emulation
also.

institutions.

;

We

read of Regents taking their holidays in the
rivalry.
"
of
the
way
journeys through
provinces with a proselytising aim, intyseing
the schoUeres of the one College to the other ".

passed into
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Both Colleges were affected by the developments of the century. For
them, a notable development was the formal union of the two in 1641.
Charles I. intended good things but his methods were so dominated by
his conviction as to the divine right of kings that his intentions were unappreciated and unsuccessful. He did well when he endeavoured to remove
the anomaly of two competing Universities in the one city but though
King Charles's University was mentioned in State documents, in official
papers and Acts, for twenty years, there was no change in administration
and in policy. The union was right, but it was imposed from without it
was not the expression of a unity that had grown up within and the
The unfortunate but well-meaning King accomColleges liked it not.
He benefited the Universities by dividing between
plished something.
;

;

;

;

them the feu-duties of the Bishopric of Aberdeen, assigning two-thirds to
the older and one-third to the younger. He stimulated also the desire for
and wider usefulness.
But there came a day when

fuller

lines of policy and levels of action were
In September, 165 1, General Monk, in the name of the
Lord Protector, entered Aberdeen at the head of an army whose "order
"
and discipline and face of gravity and piety amazed the people. The

rudely disturbed.

visit to Principals and Professors, especially to those
of King's, were most serious.
Oliver Cromwell was a friend of learning and piety.
He issued an
ordinance whose preamble stated that " the Universities should receive

consequences of this

both countenance and encouragement, and be provided for with competent maintenance for the members of the said Universities, for the
better training up of youth in piety and good literature ".^
He not only
confirmed the gift by King Charles of the feu-duties of the Bishopric, but
to this, in accordance with the prayer of a petition presented by the
Colleges, he added the superiority of the Bishopric, and 200 merks yearly
from the Customs of Aberdeen as " a farder additional maintenance of
the mean condition" of the Colleges.
But, before these bounties were
a
for
there
was
King's, concerning which an
enjoyed,
special whip-cord
"
"
evil report had reached him from those who
smelled Prelacy
in it.

The
'

Principal of King's at the time of General

Letter

embedded

in

decree of the Sheriff Court in 1655.

Monk's

A Copy

visit

was Dr.

of this letter, signed

by Mr. John Row and Mr. William Moir, and of the decree was published by Dr. Littlejohn, the esteemed Sheriff Clerk of Aberdeenshire, in the Evening Gazette, 26th May, 1904.
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William Guild. The

benevolence of his disposition, and his benefactions
Trades of Aberdeen have ensured that his name shall be held in
But, if truth must be said, though an amiable, he
grateful remembrance.
was a weak, man. His selection by the Presbyterians as Dr. Leslie's
to the

successor, in view of the candidature of Robert Baillie,

is

unaccountable.

For he had sat on the fence in the controversies of the Aberdeen Doctors.
He was with them, but he would not commit himself wholly to their views.

When

the all-powerful Assembly ordered subscription to the National
Covenant, as the condition of retaining benefice and chair, he subscribed,

When

yet with reservations.

Montrose threatened Aberdeen, he retired
more clearly defined. His nomination

to Holland until issues should be

to the Principalship decided his course
for a time his zeal on behalf of
the Covenant moved him " to bring down the people, man, wife and
;

maiden

to the College Chapel, to hear his explanation and enforcement of
"
the response to his " bringing down was not hearty, and his
violent heat came to a sudden end.
Notwithstanding the passion for the

Alas

it ".

i

Covenant, the General Assembly, informed by the vigilant Cant, distrusted
In 1649 ^^ appointed one of its numerous Commissions to inquire

him.

and report on him and the University, and acting on the report of the
Commission he and some of his colleagues were removed. The burlesque
of the matter is that the Regents would not remove and the Principal
held on.

This was the situation that confronted

made

Monk and

his colonels.

They

Quietly, but effectually, they removed the offenders.
"
"
of King Charles's University," bitterly
as
he
is
Guild,
Rector,"
styled,
resented the action.
He cherished an ill-will to the College with which he
short

had been

work

of

it.

identified,

and

thocht of" his conduct

to

Old Aberdeen, whose people had

when he demolished the

castle of the

"

odiously

Bishop that had

been given him for a residence.
In his will he left none of his estate to
he bestowed his gifts on Marischal
King's or to the cathedral city
;

College and the burghal city.
Dr. Guild was replaced by a

man

according to Cromwell's

own

heart,

by John Row, one of the Ministers of Aberdeen, ''a person well seen in
the Latin and Greek languages, and not ill in the Hebrew". He did good
to and in the College. With the aid of General Monk and the colonels, and
of citizens whose gifts were duly recorded in the Album Ajnicorunt Coll. Regit
Aberdonensis, he added a tenement of six stories in height, with twenty-
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The tower in King's College commonly called Cromwell
a survival of this extension. Nor in his care for the fabric did Row

four chambers.

Tower

is

He was a masterful man
neglect the internal upbuilding of his College.
for
he
not altogether ungenial,
encouraged football, and did not frown on
"
"
the
wyn, tobacco and pypes of the Regents but he was a most strict
;

;

—

his
disciplinarian of the Puritan type, and withal an alert educationist
students becoming famous for their disputations in Philosophy, not in the

vernacular, but in Greek,

Latin,

French or Hebrew.

For nine

years,

Row

laboured and taught. And then the fate of
At the Restoration of the Monarchy, Row was
Dr. Guild overtook him.
Thenceforth he supported himself by keeping a private school.
dismissed.

from 1652 to 1661, John

He

"
died,

poor and necessitous,"

in his daughter's house.

IH.

The landing

of William of

was

at

Orange

James VH.

of the Stuart dynasty.
and a great revolution

fled

In

effected.

Torbay rang the death-knell
ingloriously from Whitehall,
1689 the Estates which, four

years before, had offered their duty, with their lives and fortunes, to the
"
the sacred race of their most glorious Kings," transrepresentative of
ferred their duty to the Stadtholder of Holland and his wife, the daughter
It was the beginning of a new era, the era of constitutional

of James.

monarchy and

What was

of civil and religious liberty.
the position of the Universities

when William and Mary,
name of the

with uplifted hands, repeated the Coronation oath, read in the
Scottish people by the Earl of Argyll ?

A

The

Rescissory Act passed in 1661 had ended King Charles's University.
union, as has been remarked, had been little more than a form during

the twenty years of

its

existence.

There were no

tears shed over

its

The two

Colleges continued their work and their
with
the
them
rivalry,
(to
doubtful) benefit of Commissions and Visitations.
Aberdeen kept apart from the fight between Prelacy and Presbytery which
practical dissolution.

the policy of Charles

II.

renewed.

The

killing

time did not reach

it.

It

was staunchly Episcopal and Royalist, and the sound of the battle waging
in the south and south-west was heard only from afar.
P^ducation advanced.
Marischal College aimed at the repair and extension of its buildings, and many of the Aberdonians who had sought and made their fortunes
in

the

European Continent contributed

to the furtherance of

its

aim.
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When

William became King there were more than seventy students in King's,
and Marischal College was not far behind its elder sister. Plans of reform

There was increased vigour in teaching and administration.
Far-reaching changes followed on the establishment of the new
In the phraseology of the day, Church and State were purged.
dynasty.
The Universities of Scotland were also purged. In 1690 Parliament
passed an Act which decreed that no Principal, Professor or Regent should

were

in the air.

be allowed to bear

office in

any College or University unless he subscribed

to the Confession of Faith, took the oath of allegiance, and acknowledged
the Presbyterian government of the Church.
To ensure the enforcement

of this Act, and to inquire and report on the condition of the Universities,
An immediate result of its inspection was
a Commission was appointed.
that in St. Andrews, Glasgow, and Edinburgh, several Professors who

comply with the requirements of the Act were deposed. In the
northern University the officials were not so scrupulous as their brethren
in the south.
With the exception of Dr. Garden, the Professor of

refused to

Divinity in King's College, they subscribed, with mental reservations, and
Dr. Garden was treated with a patience and consideration which surprised

him.

There was no

desire to press the law to the strict terms of

its letter.

The King was opposed to coercive measures. So was his successor, Queen
Anne. So was her successor, King George. The Government was forced
to adopt a repressive policy by the conduct of academic men in openly
espousing the cause of the Stuart claimant when he landed at Peterhead,
and made his futile attempt to recover the throne of his ancestors.
George Middleton. He succeeded
weak
and infirm man) as Principal of
his father, Alexander Middleton (a
King's University in 1684. Orem says that he was a great Humanist and
This

is

illustrated

by the

case of Dr.

"
Philosopher and a sound divine, but that notwithstanding the PresbyThe statement is misleading. The
terians turned him out in 17 17".

was turned out by the Royal Commission was not
Government of King
the
of
in
and by this risingHe
was
171 5
rising
George.
implicated
as
a
Universities
well
as
tale
which
involved
the
Middleton.
hangs
It has been pointed out that the antagonism of the principles and
offence for which he

his ecclesiastical attitude, but his disloyalty to the

;

career of William Forbes to the original idea of Marischal College exemplified that irony of fate which is frequently traceable in the affairs of
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The same
The

irony appears in the history of the family of the Earls
the founder of the University, was a fervent
an
and
opponent of the prerogative as claimed by the Stuarts.
Presbyterian
The tenth earl was a fervent Jacobite. In September, 171 5, he proclaimed

men.

Marischal.

fifth earl,

James VIII. King

at the

Market Crosses of Aberdeen and of Old Aberdeen.

The bells of the city were rung. The citizens cheered vociferously. The
Professors of the two Colleges
Incorporated Trades feasted the Earl.
The students were infected by the enthujoined in the demonstration.
siasm
it is said that, even after James had
fled, they lit a bonfire in
;

the College Bounds, in which the Duke of Brunswick was burnt in effigy.
It was on account of alleged sympathy with this ebullition of feeling that
Middleton, three Professors of King's, and six Professors of Marischal
"
The sentence," writes Ramsay
College, were deprived of their offices.
"
was put into execution with a vigour that excited general
of Ochtertyre,

No wonder that Chalmers, the new Principal, and the
indignation.
other Presbyterian Professors should meet with a very bad reception
It required years to soften the prejudices
from all classes of people.
against them."
The Earls Marischal disappear and concurrently with the vanishing
of a noble and picturesque Scottish family, there is a transference of
'

;

patronages to the Crown.

It

was an advance towards the nationalisation

of the Universities, and, as the consequence of this nationalisation, a
of wider Academical outlooks.

day

Marischal College was especially the Acadeniia of the city of AberIt shared in the growth and prosperity of the city.
King's College

deen.

It had resisted the proposal of the
was slow to move out of old paths.
Commissioners in 1698 .so to adapt its Arts curriculum as to provide for
It was limp and halting in the endeavour to establish
a Chair of Greek.

Marischal College took the lead in the recognithe eighteenth century progressed, it progressed
in the consciousness and the partial realisation of a studiuni generate.

a Chair of Mathematics.
tion of the Sciences,

The work

As

of McLaurin, and, at a later date, of Copland, brought Physics
The " Mediciner " was a tradition of King's, and at times

into prominence.

more than a tradition but its neighbourhood to the Infirand
the
mary
Dispensary gave Marischal College an advantage. Regenting

the office was

;

'

Scotland and Scotsmen in the Eighteenth Century,

p. 289.
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was abolished

in

the

former.^

Concerning the Principals After Dr. Middleton's deposition there
succession of good men, undistinguished by special eminence,
Two Chalmers, bearing the name of Dr. George and
King's College.
:

came a
in

Dr. John, did faithful service.
secured the re-building of the

The

elder of the

two by

his exertions

M'Leod, who
Library.
a
old
followed,
merry
gentleman, the very reverse of a
starched old pedantic North Briton ".
Dr. William Jack, his successor,
was apparently a kind of Admirable Crichton. He was a clergyman but
is

described as

Dr. Roderick

"

Doctor of Medicine. He had taught Mathematics, Chemistry and
Natural Philosophy.
He was the author of a pamphlet in which old age
"
pensions were advocated as an antidote to pauperism and a substitute

also a

for rates".

These worthy men divided a hundred and thirty-eight years

between them.
bell

At

the death of Dr. Jack, in 1855, Dr. Peter Colin Campand with him the series of King's Principals closed.
honours of the period remain with Marischal College. Some

was appointed

The
names

;

in its roll are entitled to special recognition.

He was born
Dr. Thomas Blackwell, the younger, is one of these.
70 1, the son of Dr. Thomas Blackwell, Professor of Greek (the last of
The son graduated
the Earl Marischal 's presentees), and also Principal.
M.A. when only seventeen years of age. At the age of twenty-two he was
in

1

Professor of Greek, even then with such a reputation for scholarship that
Bishop Berkeley corresponded with him as to a Professorship in the proHomer was on the brain of young
jected College in the Bermudas.
"

Blackwell; his first publication (anonymous) being an inquiry
By what
fate or disposition it has happened that no poet has equalled Homer for
Letters,
2,700 years, nor any that we know of surpassed him before ".
anonymous, on the subject of mythology followed. But the fame of

still

the

young scholar had spread, and when, in 1748, after twenty years'
office, Dr. Osborne died, the King appointed him Principal

tenure of the

—the

P'our years
fourth of the lay Principals of Marischal College.
In
him
LL.D.
laureated
1753 appeared (not now
University

later his

anonymously) the Memoirs of the Court of Augustus, a book which Dr.
Johnson not, of course, without the Johnsonian sneer at the author's

—

^ "
The professorial system was not finally adopted in King's College
(Bulloch's History uf the University, p. 153).

4

until

1799"
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nationality

— acknowledged to be

for only nine years Principal.

"

the

Never

work of a learned man

He was

".

robust, his health so failed in

1757

and friends, he set
In Edinburgh the hand of death arrested

that, after taking a pleasant farewell of his colleagues

out for a tour in sunnier climes.

him, and he passed away in the fifty-sixth year of his age.
The lay Blackwell was a man of another stamp than the clerical

The clerical had written a volume entitled Ratio Sacra ; the
nickname of the son was Ratio pro/ana. In temperament and in habits
he was unlike not only his father but almost all his predecessors. AccordBlackwell.

"
ing to Ramsay of Ochtertyre, in his manner of writing he had copied
the affectation of Lord Shaftesbury, his favourite philosopher he was not
supposed to be very correct in his principles there was an elaboration
;

;

which disgusted most people he was regarded
of some genius and much application ".
There could be no doubt, however, as to his erudition, " and even," says
"
those most prejudiced against him admitted that he had a
Ramsay,
and splendour

by many

in his talk

as a learned

;

coxcomb

happy, efficacious way of interesting his scholars
The eighteenth century was not a time of

in

all

he taught them

".^

But, as

it

lofty ideals.

In Edinburgh, divines,
proceeded, there was a renaissance of culture.
philosophers, lawyers, physicians, met in taverns and elsewhere, their
"

special

band," not that of the old Scottish type, but the spirit of humanism,

the love of learning and of literature.
Aberdeen, though far from the
felt
the
renaissance.
metropolis,
Principal Blackwell gave a new impulse
to his University

and

city.

And

momentum

the impulse gained in

during

the Principalship of Dr. George Campbell, 17S9-95.

GEORGE Campbell was connected with the noble
He was born on Christmas Day, 17 19, in Aberdeen.

Hereditarily,

of Argyll.
father,

who

died

The boy was

Law

when he was nine

house

His

years old, was one of the city clergy.

destined for the legal profession

;

but, in

1

741, he exchanged

Completing his professional course in Edinburgh, his
In 1748 he was ordained to the parochial charge of
rapid.

for Divinity.

promotion was
Banchory-Ternan.

In 1757 he was translated to Aberdeen.
In 1759,
In
he was appointed Principal of Marischal College.
1
he
his
1
A
77
resigned
pastorate on being elected Professor of Divinity.
spare small man of delicate constitution, his health was a continual anxiety.
A severe illness in 1791 laid him prostrate, and from its effects he never

retaining his cure,

'^Scotland

and Scotsmen

in the Eightccntli

Century,
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First the Chair was demitted in 1795
and, a year later,
a pension having been granted by the Crown.
the Principalship
Within
three months after his resignation he entered into rest.
Dr. Campbell was a voluminous writer, and some of his works have
fully recovered.

—

;

a place in the libraries at least of older folk.
Though they do not
rank as classics, their merits command respect. Three of them
be
still

may

noticed.

The most controversial of his writings is A Dissertation on Miracles.
The troubler of the Scottish Israel in the eighteenth century was David
Hume. To his celebrated Treatise on Human Nature there were many
At
replies, and Aberdeen contributed some of the most notable of these.
the date of the publication of the treatise Thomas Reid, then Parish
Minister of

New

disillusionised

Machar, was a disciple of Bishop Berkeley, but

him and

sent

him

in

Hume

new philosophical basis.
Inquiry into tJic Human Mind, in

search of a

After years of study he submitted his

which he had founded and of which Campbell was a

draft, to the society

In this inquiry the scepticism of Hume was criticised.
James
Beattie, the Minstrel, Professor of Moral Philosophy in Marischal College,
wrote his Essay on Truth vehemently polemical and unsparing in its

member.

—

It was the most popular of all the
condemnation of the celebrated David.
and
favour
answers, attracting royal
obtaining a wide acceptance. The

Principal's

Dissertation,

challenging

had a considerable vogue.

ence,

It

Hume's argument

was calm,

careful in

its

as

to experireasoning, and

uniformly courteous (many regarded it as too courteous) to his opponent.
That opponent paid it the compliment of saying that he never felt so
violent an inclination to break through a resolution which he
in early life, not to reply to an adversary, as when he read

form which

had formed
it.

In the

then assumed the controversy waged is largely outwith
the trend of thought in our day, but it has still points and phases of
it

interest.

The most directly

A

Nezv TransIt had
lation of the Gospels, zvith Preliminary Dissertations and Azotes.
the largest circulation of all his books running into a seventh edition.
theological of the Principal's books

is

—

The development of Biblical Criticism has left it among the things behind
but we can appreciate the scholarship which it manifests, the candour and
;

fairness of its notes,
its

preface closes

and the liberal spirit breathed in the words with which
Truth has been in all my inquiries, and still is my

"
:
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To her I am ready to sacrifice every personal consideration, but
determined not knowingly to sacrifice her to anything."
aim.

The

am

least theological of the Principal's writings is his PJiilosophy

of
has a measure of authority.

Rhetoric.

We

Although,

like other publications of the period,

and formal in
and elocution,

cannot

call

out of date.

because of

It

it

is

occasionally stilted

views as to eloquence
" not
analysis
only of the operations of the intellect and

style, yet,
its

it

its lucidity, its

imagination but of the lurking springs of action in the heart," it is well
worthy of perusal. An interesting feature connected with it is that the

book was the expansion of discourses read

to the

same society

as that

to which Professor Reid read his Inqiiiiy.

was a society founded in 1758, and called, half in jest, the Wise
Club.
Aberdeen, relieved from many kinds of pressure, had become a
home of learning. There was a galaxy of cultured men in and around
the Universities and the Society of the Wise, at its meetings in the inn,
gathered the literati together, and encouraged definite intellectual effort.
The Principals of the Colleges, Thomas Reid, Professors Gregory and
Gerard, were of the number of the Wise.
Dr. George Campbell's successor in all the positions he had filled
Minister of Greyfriars, Professor of Divinity and Principal, was WiLLIAM
Laurence Brown. Born at Utrecht, 7th July, 1755, in which city his
father was a clergyman, he received the rudiments of his education in
When the father was called to a Professorship in St. Andrews,
Holland.
the son was entered as a student in the ancient University.
But his
heart was in Utrecht, and, returning thither, he was ordained to the charge
his father had sei"ved.
He soon became a famous essayist, and distinctions
followed rapidly.
Before he was thirty, he was a D.D. of St. Andrews;
shortly thereafter he was appointed Professor of Moral Philosophy and
Ecclesiastical History in Utrecht, and in 1790 he was made Rector of the
University.
Among the good people of the Netherlands he would have
lived and died but for the hurricane caused by the French Revolution that
swept over Europe. In an open boat, in the coldest month of the year, he
Aberdeen
escaped with his wife and children to the shores of England.
its
arms
to
in
the
and the
him
Church
him, gave
opened
Greyfriars
1795
Chair of Theology in Marischal College.
In 1796 it welcomed him to the
It

;

—

Chair of the Principal.

A

great plum

fell

to him.

Sometime before Dr. Brown's appoint-
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ment, a religiously-minded merchant in Aberdeen bequeathed part of hisestate to trustees for the purpose of stimulating thought in the Theistic

He

directed that at intervals of forty years two premiums
open to all should be offered for essays presenting and discussing the
evidence of the wisdom and goodness of the Deity. The subject was con-

argument.

was adjudged worthy
genial to the Principal of Marischal College, and he
of the first prize at the first competition, value £1,200 not an inconThe second
siderable addition to the resources of a poorly paid official.

—

prizeman was the Rev. John Bird Sumner, afterwards Archbishop of
Both essays had no doubt literary merit but they had no
Canterbury.
permanent value, and they are now unknown. It may be noted en passant
;

decades had been passed, there was a second
competition, when the honours were assigned to the Rev. J. A. Thomson,
a Lancashire clergyman, and to the Rev. John Tulloch of Kettins, subthat, after the prescribed four

Under
sequently Principal Tulloch of St. Mary's College, St. Andrews.
was
at a subsequent
sum
the
bequeathed
capital
authority
Parliamentary
date diverted to more useful objects.
Dr. Brown did not eat the bread of idleness.

and

man

his attention.

ecclesiastical affairs

engaged
But

of influence in the city.

if

Academic, municipal
seems to have been a
of Donald Sage is just,

He

the criticism

he cannot have been an inspiring teacher,^

Over the appointment of

his successor there

was considerable wrang-

and, as the consequence, there was a protracted vacancy. The Senatus
It
of the College petitioned for one man, the Crown preferred another.
was not until 1832 that the Crown nominee. Dr. Daniel Dewar, was
ling,

He had been Professor of Moral Philosophy in King's College,
installed.
and had held important positions in the Church. In 1833 he became
" on a
also Professor of Church History,
presentation," says Knight,
the privitie of the
without
Crown
the
from
had
he
obtained
"which
recall the sturdy
can
this
read
who
some
It may be that
paper
College ".
held
who
but
old man who was never popular,
on, teaching, preaching,
which have disappeared from
presiding over the Senatus, writing books
oldbook-shelves, shrewd in judgment, hospitable, and with much of an
world courtesy in his manners.
His was a memorable time
tic edifice in
1

which

instruction

its

Sage's criticism

in the annals of the College.

is

The monas-

was carried on had been modified and

the University,
quoted by Bulloch, History of

p. i86.
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Rut no architect, however skilful,
enlarged at intervals in its history.
or
At the beginning of the ninesuitable
a
fabric.
it
could make
comely
of the University, " of a
writes
it
the
historian
teenth century
consisted,
four-storeyed central building, with an unsightly wing at the south side,
and a huge clumsy tower for an observatory at the other. The public
school, a long trough of a place, paved with stone, gave one the idea of
'

a hastily built granary

^

'."

The growing importance

of the city of Aber-

deen, the increase of students, the demand for fuller equipment of the
Medical School, the development of an Academical spirit among graduates,

In 1834 the
gave urgency to the desire for more commodious premises.
for
and
Treasury, which had been
long besieged, surrendered,
granted

The work of designing the College was
iJ"! 5,000 for a new College.
In 1837 the memorial-stone was
entrusted to Mr. Archibald Simpson.
with great pomp, pride and circumstance, and

laid,

in

1844 the building

was occupied.

The

march
had
mortar
the
tub.
It, too,
neighbour.
hugged
Originally the
tower was crowned by a spire, but the spire was demolished by a
of

friends of King's College looked askance at the forward

its

of Lord Mar's hunting party.
When the
had vanished, George I. expressed his interest in
the proposal to repair the structure, which had become unsightly, and
The generosity
to restore the parts of it which had become ruinous.
of Eraser of Chelsea supplied a library, afterwards burned, and other
chambers.
But in 1825 the removal of the desolation of many generations and the renewal of the fabric were seriously faced.
Then a new
was
reared. It was the Treasuiy
front, not by any means in the best taste,
grant towards this erection which stirred the zeal of the supporters of
Marischal College and began the movement that resulted in the brand-new
fabric.
The King's College Professors would not take part in the celebrations at Marischal only the good Principal (Jack) was large hearted enough
furious
"

old

gale

in

Pretender

the year

"

;

to rejoice with those who rejoiced.
Small jealousies, unworthy of scholars
and of learned societies, engendered miserable frictions that prevented co-

operation for the public good. An attempt to found a joint Medical School
"
proved a fiasco, the Senatus of King's College declaring that it was inexpedient and even dangerous to maintain further intercourse with Marischal
1

Bulloch's History of the University,

p. 181.
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The

applications for funds on the part of both institutions brought
this bitterness of feeling into light, and, along with it, revealed the
necessity

College ".

for the

reform of both.

ment, but,
withdrawn.

in

Bills aiming at union were introduced into Parliaconsequence of the opposition which they received, were

The recommendation of a Commission appointed in 1837,
that there should be double Faculties in Arts in the Colleges, with single
Faculties in Theology, Medicine, and Law, was unpalatable.
proposal
in 1854 to divide the Faculties between the
Colleges kindled a blaze of

A

At length, in 1857, a
controversy in University circles and in the city.
Commission was sent to take evidence and report and this time there
was real business. Indignation and protesting assemblies of graduates and
;

—

were disregarded. A plan of union substantially that which was
carried into effect
was drawn up, and, ultimately, ratified. On 15th
The University and King's
September, i860, it came into operation.
College and Marischal College and University died, as such, to re-exist in

citizens

—

the University of Aberdeen.
The hatchet was very quickly buried.
reigned.

Peace with honour very quickly

The University of Aberdeen shared

in the benefits, if also in the

unsettlements, of the legislation which was preceded by a Commission
appointed in 1876. Year after year witnessed the introduction of a Bill
into Parliament, but in 1889 the copestone was put on Parliamentary action
"
by the passing of an Act for the better administration and encouragement

of Universities

".

This Act created a body of Commissioners with power

to arrange financial affairs, to regulate courses of study, methods of teaching, qualifications for degrees, the admission of women, new Professorships,

terms of foundations, and other matters.

As

to the diligence of this, the

a great multitude of Commissions, and the thoroughness of its work,
ample evidence is borne in the report of its 250 meetings, and in the 169
ordinances under which the affairs of the Scottish Universities are now
last of

administered.
It is not within the scope of this paper to dwell on the
changes which, by these ordinances, have been effected in government, in
educational curricula and methods, in the Professoriate and the Faculties, in
Nor can there be more
the ranges and the aims of University culture.

than a grateful acknowledgment of the munificence of Dr. Andrew Carnegie
and of the stimulus thereby given to the cause of higher education. Nor
yet, again, in this part of the Quatercentenary volume, can the story of the
extension of the buildings and the

fuller

equipment of the University be
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told.

With regard

to these

and other

subjects, the

words with which John

Major concludes his History of Greater Britain may be adopted
then so far the rest let others tell, or we in other place ".

:

"This

;

Since the union of the Universities three Principals of the University of
Aberdeen have ceased from their labours. The time has not yet come for
For Dr. Peter Colin
the appraisement of their service and influence.

Campbell, Dr. William Robinson

and Sir William Duguid Geddes, are
departed they do not belong to a day that
is past
in
the
live
they
grateful remembrance of many who knew them as
or
as
teachers
and guides, and who blend the impression of their
colleagues
The present
personalities with all reminiscences of the old Abiia Mater.
writer is aware of the distance at which he follows his distinguished predecessors. But he is not behind any in the sincerity with which he prays
not mere

names

in a roll of the

Pirie,

;

;

—

Floreat Ufiiversitas Aberdone?isis.
J.

Marshall Lang.

/^y

7y!^go-ta^
FROM THE PORTRAIT

IN

(??.a4jy'^^^yUyi^/ay.

THE POSSESSION OF THE UNIVERSITY

THE MAKER OF MARISCHAL COLLEGE:
AND HIS "HAPPIE OFFSPRING".
Marischal College, Aberdeen
where for a few, in those stern granite
Diviner Pursuits are still possible (thank God and this Keith) on
frugal oatmeal (Carlyle in Frederick the Great).
.

.

.

.

.

.

Counties, the

It was a true instinct for the differentiating fact which made Carlyle note
his phrase elliptically implies
that the Motive and the Man responsible for the creation of Marischal
College and University were more

—as

—

palpable and more personal than in the case of the sister foundation in Old

Aberdeen.
Consider the Motive which created King's College. At a stroke of
his pen, the Holy Father impressed upon the bleak outpost in his Empire
which jutted out defiantly on the North Sea a complete model of the

An elementary school would have
highest Catholic culture of the time.
been far more suitable in the circumstances. As it was, a University, in
the full panoply of the four Faculties, started into being
at least on parchment — as

—

had been some mediaeval seat of learning instead of a
Very different was
the case of Marischal College, which simply had to be erected in deference to
an intensely national, nay a burning local, desire. The present uses of the
two institutions are but a symbol of this difference in initial Motive.
if its site

townlet far removed from the sources of civilisation.

King's College still stands for the vague culture of the Liberal Arts while
former rival always nearer and dearer to the city dweller -has come
:

—

its

—

in the

shape of

men more immediately connected with

the two

to confine itself to the specialised

forms of that culture

medicine and the allied sciences.
Similarly with the

Bishop Elphinstone, the founder of King's College, is not as
a
as
figure in the Roll of Saints, his priesthood necessarily stands
shadowy
for aloofness, and the panegyrics (in rotund Latin) which mainly constitute
origins.

his

If

biography only help to obscure his human

side.

But George Keith,

58
fifth
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Earl Marischal, stands clearly defined for us on

much more

personal

Motive was much more an indigenous impulse.
had been Protestantism pure and undefiled, the term
of
all the more as in the case of the
course, be inexact
indigenous would,
"
"
of
the
founder
Marischal College
true religion was not a new-born discovery but an inherited creed, which he had strengthened at the fountainThe converting of Marischal's grandfather was not
head in Geneva.
grounds, just as his
If that Motive

;

wholly theological.

The democratic

principle underlying Protestantism

and was naturally repudiated
the
nobles
of
the
other
north-east
of
Scotland, the Huntly Gordons and
by
the Erroll Hays, who both stood by Rome; and it was probably this fact
was

essentially antagonistic to an aristocracy,

which greatly influenced William, the fourth Earl Marischal, in deciding
to support the reformed creed, for he saw in it an opportunity of asserting
his right to live which had been menaced by the forceful dominance of the
Gordons. That dominance had dwarfed the Keiths, for, though they had
been settled in the North long before the Gordons trekked from the
Borders to Strathbogie in the beginning of the fourteenth century, they

had seen the intruders overrun the three north-eastern shires with a permeating progeny which is the despair of the genealogist. The power of
the Gordons is demonstrated by the fact that, though they were new-comers,
they attained noble rank (about 1445) some years before the Keiths, and
had penetrated the country as far as Sutherland, while the Keiths remained
a select sept in a comparatively limited area of Kincardine and Aberdeen.
The instinct of the Gordons for absorbing their neighbours had even

been practised on the Keiths. The fourth Earl Marischal's grandmother
was a Gordon, daughter of the second Earl of Huntly, and his sister had
married the fourth Earl of Huntly
Marischal himself, with an almost
jealous anxiety for the purity of his line, reinforced his Keith blood by
marrying his distant kinswoman, Margaret, daughter of Sir William Keith
of Inverugie.
There was, therefore, a peculiar significance in the fact that
it was in the full bloom of this
family connection that the two Earls took
:

opposite sides.
a time. Huntly

The

clash of the Reformation

Marischal on the top for

—setting up as his own sovereignput—was

slain

by the Queen's
same
from

forces at Corrichie in 1562
while his son John was executed in the
year before the very eyes of the Queen, who witnessed the execution
:

the house of Marischal, at once her host and the uncle of the handsome
victim on the scaffold.
To emphasise the complete severance of interest,
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Huntly's younger son, James, as if to make up for his father's fatal dubieties,
developed into the inveterate Jesuit, whose notorious connection with the

Spanish Blanks

keeps his memory green.
Besides joining issue with Huntly on the point of
still

religion,

Marischal

counter-weighted the dominance of his rival by adopting a far wider public
Huntly's leading idea was a belated attempt
policy in other directions.
to revive the old tribal feeling

:

— ready on

to

become a power by himself

— the

Cock

occasion to defy the Crown itself.
Though he
was not the head of a clan in the strict sense of the word, he spent much
of his power in standing by men of the same name in the old tribal fashion.
of the North

Marischal on the other hand (partly through his position as a high officer
of state, and partly, perhaps, by deliberate design) came into contact with
the worlds that lay beyond his own acres, broad as they undoubtedly were.
His house had felt the impingement of one of those other worlds on the
of Flodden, where his grandfather (whom he succeeded) and his uncle
fell.
Marischal himself fought at Pinkie and his son spent a year in
in
captivity
England. He got his vision broadened by a visit to France
field

both

whither he accompanied James V. when the King went for the bride who
was to become the mother of Mary, Queen of Scots. This widening of his
outlook was an admirable equipment for the open mind with which Marischal
new creed, and which led to the foundation of his university.

listened to the

To

the fifth Earl Marischal, Protestantism must have presented sincere
To
it survived in him despite some
discouragements.

attractions, for

begin with, his mother,

Lady

Elizabeth Hay, belonged to the Catholic

family of Erroll, and he received his education at King's College at a time
when it was thoroughly demoralised after the fierce fight waged in the

name

of

Rome

a handful

:

its

—

its number of students reduced to
against the Reformers
buildings and resources a wreck of their former selves.

The boyhood
in the thick of the

of George Keith, who was born about 1553, was spent
When he was
ferment which the new creed created.

nine the battle of Corrichie was fought, and if he did not see, he must
have remembered, the execution of his handsome kinsman. Sir John
When he entered King's College, possibly as a lad of sixteen,
Gordon.
the University was at a very low ebb.
been dissipated in the guerilla warfare
the year 1561,

hand by the Assembly. Knox,
a man
opponent, had found in the Principal

when they were taken

who never underrated

his

energies of the officials had
waged with the Reformers since

The

in
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"

"

for under the
and craftye than ather learned or godlie
the
was
at bay until
of
Anderson,
Assembly
kept
Principal
guidance
with
his
ecclesiastical
advisers
went
the
when
Regent
Moray
July, 1569,
North and deposed them.
It says much for young Keith's balanced mind that he was not
diverted from the main object of his curriculum by the frothy elements
He applied himself with diwith which the liberal arts were flecked.
ligence to his work, and made particular progress in Latin, Greek and
Hebrew, besides showing an aptitude for the study of history, antiquities
and literature. Thus early did Keith range himself on the side of the

more

subtil

;

— in

striking contrast to the Gordons, who, amid many picturesque qualities, have scarcely at any period of their history cultivated
the art of contemplation.
intellectuals

In the circumstances of the time, King\s College could not possibly
supply the highest culture. So Keith betook himself to Geneva, where

the strenuous work of Calvin was being carried on by Theodore Beza.
Beza and Keith met on the common ground of belonging to the aristocratic caste, so that the heir-presumptive to the Earldom of Marischal was
not repelled as he might have been by the rougher qualities of most of
the other Reformers.
Beza, who had already discovered the great qualities of another Scot, Andrew Melville, formed a high opinion of Keith,
and may have had something to do in sending him on a tour of the prin-

Europe, where the youth created an excellent impression.
experience, always of first-rate importance to islanders like ourselves,
must have had a broadening influence, and is extremely interesting in

cipal Courts of

The

view of the subsequent Continental connections of the Keith family.
Keith's father, of

whom we know

had spent a year's captivity

comparatively

little,

except that he

England, died in 1580, and his grandfather
in 1 581, so that at the age of eight-and-twenty Keith found himself Earl
Marischal, with a rent roll of 270,000 merks, and a world of very difficult
in

national problems to solve.
During the next twelve years he was mainly
absorbed in these questions, taking an active part in the affairs of the kirk.
In April, 1582, he was one of the commissioners appointed to visit the
North of Scotland, and deal with persons suspected of "papistrie," and in
Januar)', 1588-89,

he was a

member

of another commission for the purpose
effectual execution the laws against the Catholics.

of putting into

more

Huntly was

to be found in that category, so that Marischal

still

would have
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been more (or

less)

than

his ecclesiastical intent.

human

if

He must

6i

he had not found a certain pleasure in
have undertaken the task with all the

greater zest, in that Huntly, with the extraordinary luck which was to see
the Gordons raised first to a marquisate and then to a dukedom almost

of their faults, and which helped them to survive through the
very crisis which blotted out the house of Marischal, had come into royal
favour for a time, so that Marischal had to give sureties in 10,000 merks
in virtue

by the decision of the King in regard to the "actions, feuds and
between him and Huntly. As an interlude to the pursuit of his
ancient enemy, Marischal was sent to Denmark in July, 1589, as ambassador extraordinary to complete the match between the Princess Anne and
King James. His knowledge of foreign languages at once marked him
out as the right man, while his great wealth was of first-rate importance,
for he made himself responsible for the enormous expenses of the mission.
to abide

debates

"

By way of recompense, he got the lands of the historic abbey of Deer,
which were to play an important part in the endowment of his University.
The University must have long been in his mind as the greatest
weapon with which to attack his old enemy, and to put an end to the
interminable turmoil which Huntly's attitude created. Empowered (on 9th
March, 1 592-93) as the King's Commissioner within the shires of Aberdeen,
Banff and Kincardine, to apprehend Huntly and other Catholics, he must
have seen clearly that without the solid basis of a better-informed democ-

Cock of the North would go on
earldom was suppressed but he also knew quite well
that Huntly still stood high enough in the whimsical royal favour to make
To do Marischal justice, however, it
that an improbable contingency.
racy, the hide-and-seek policy of the
indefinitely until the

;

would be a mistake to regard his turning to the educational problem as a
mere excuse for paying off a private grievance. He was genuinely interested in culture, and numbered Andrew Melville, the great educationist
of the period,

among

his friends.

professoriate had been driven out of King's
College in 1569, the University steadily resisted the reforming energies of
Melville had left Geneva just about the
Melville and his supporters.
time when Marischal entered it to become Principal of Glasgow Univer-

Although the Catholic

—

sity,

and

in that

liament of

I

578,

new code which he tried to
was begun under an Act of Parof several commissions was appointed to

strong position he drew up a

impose on King's College.

when the

The
first

—

assault
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A

second commission was appointed in
consider the position of affairs.
as
one
of
the
Marischal
with
members, while a third one started its
1582,
Even then it took thirteen years to prepare its historic
task in 1584.
report,

known

as the

New

Foundation, and that mysterious scheme was

never put into operation.
It would be an excursus

in the subtlest casuistry to attempt to
follow the deviousness of the nineteen years during which King's College
was under the discussion of the kirk. The main fact to recognise is this,
that in the interval Marischal offered a solution by founding a University

His action had a double

of his own.

significance.

In the

first

place,

it

a level with his rival Huntly, whose house had more or less
sort of territorial influence on King's College.
In the second
a
exercised
saved
the
new
from
the taint of mere
University
place, the Earl's gift

put him on

and therein made

it much more practicable.
step towards the new University was taken on 20th September, 1592, when the King, with possibly unconscious irony, granted in
life-rent to the Earl the lands and barony of Altrie, including the lands

clericalism

The

;

first

formerly belonging to the monastery of Deer, together with certain lands
The
formerly in possession of the Black and White Friars of Aberdeen.
"
true
next step was taken on 2nd April, i 593, when the Earl, greeting
Christians all and each," granted the charter founding the College and
In addition to the lands and property of
University named after him.
the Black and White Friars, Marischal endowed his University with the

to the Grey Friars, thus scoring another
properties formerly belonging
The preamble of the charter summarises
Romish
Church.
the
off
point

the situation with the vague grandiloquence of most Latin diction. While
emphasising the national character of the University, it never loses sight

of the founder's identity

:

—

"

Whereas, being mindful of our birth, position, and duty, we had determined according to our ability, to be of service to the Church, the
Country, and the Commonwealth, and to further the general well-being by
whatever means we could.
" We desire to found at Aberdeen
.

Old

—
Aberdeen) a

city

,

.

(called

New

which has deserved well

it from
and which

to distinguish

at our hands,

being specially bound to us by this our benefaction, will, we trust, deserve
a public
still better of us and of our successors and of our whole family

—

'

'

Gymnasium

in the buildings

formerly belonging to the Franciscans

.

.

.
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where young men
other

humane
In

"

this

arts

may
and

spacious

Thank God and

this

be thoroughly trained and instructed, both
and a purer piety."
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in the

also in Philosophy

mandate
Keith

"

— the

— we

expansion of Carlyle's expressive
find Marischal not only giving ex-

pression to the aspiration of his Church, but projecting himself as the
If it is a strange thing that the Crown did
patron peer of Aberdeen.
not advance Marischal a step in the peerage for his munificence, while it
raised the renegade Huntly to a marquisate, it is stranger still that Aber-

deen has erected no memorial to its benefactor, although it named a street
That was a tardy recognition, for it was not carried out until
the family had been driven into exile.
There is, however if one may be
after him.

—

—

permitted the digression a curious, if unconscious, symbolism in Marischal
and the sea has
Street, for it leads to the harbour and thence to the sea
;

played a large part in the fortunes of the Keiths and their munificence.
The fourth Earl " William of the Tower " and his successor, the founder

—

—

of Marischal College, spent the

autumn of

their years in brooding over it
Earl had gained his highest fame as an
officer of State in crossing the sea for the King's bride.
It was also across
that sea that the last Earl's mother looked longingly for the " King " who

from Dunnottar keep.

The

fifth

came only to bring ruin to her house and it was across that sea that her
sons found glory and a grave. That same sea has borne the children of
the College to every corner of the world
and the dazzling white tower
;

;

which marks the fifth Earl's great foundation stands to-day as one of the
first landmarks for the wayfarer in our northern waters.

An

analysis of the charter, while of great value from the educational
of
is hardly germane to a biographical sketch of the founder,
view,
point
for the University was more the realisation of a national religious aspiration than the expression of a personal opinion or a private enthusiasm. One
or two points in the foundation, however, call for special notice.
In the

was a degree granting University, not a mere College, which
Marischal created, so that Aberdeen was in the unique position of having
two Universities while all England had no more.
Secondly, it was
organised on a much smaller scale than the other University, for it was
equipped with only one Faculty, that of Arts, and had a much smaller staff.
There was an unmistakable touch of the man who is accustomed to deal
first place, it

in lands in

the excellent provision, forbidding "any perpetual leasing out
of lands or feus, or alienation to emphyteusis, or commutation of victual
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money, whether on pretext of augmentation or improvement, or for any
other reason, or under any name whatsoever ". Had this clause been strictly
observed, the College would be in an impregnable financial position to-day,

for

owning the solum of a great part of Aberdeen. In point of fact, however, the
lands were frittered away by a direct breach of the founder's sound intent.
The educational constitution of which the most remarkable feature
of regenting was
\\-as the specialisation of teaching and the abolition
drawn up by the Reformers but Marischal's share in the foundation

—

—

;

was underlined by the provision that " the nomination of all the teachers,
or presentation as it is called, whenever a place is vacant by death, dismissal or resignation, shall be in the hands of Earl Marischal, the Founder
The powers of examination were vested in certain authori".

or his heirs

"
old Academia," which shows that
including the Principal of the
He also proved his moderation with
Marischal was no violent extremist.
ties,

regard to Huntly, for though he was one of the commissioners appointed
for the trial of the Catholic lords, yet he was one of the five judges on that
occasion (1594) who did not agree to their forfeiture.

The Earl was clearly proud of his creation, which remains to this day
the only University in this country founded by a nobleman.
That, how"
a
its
not
care," as the
ever, did
being democratic, for,
having
prevent
charter put

"
it,

to provide for poverty," the Earl not only allowed for six
"the poor shall be

bursars, but he ordained that in the matter of fees
the "

altogether

exempt ".

As

Carlyle has

Diviner Pursuits

it,

"

were made

"

on frugal oatmeal ". This provision, which differentiates the
possible
Scots from the English University, based, as the latter still is, on caste,
has been of inestimable value to the north-east of Scotland, and anticipated
Mr. Carnegie's so-called pauperising of the northern student.
If the

founding of the University did not exhaust Marischal's

in-

genuities for the public welfare, the organisation of the College would
to have absorbed most of his surplus energy, for he figured only in
Even at
the routine of duty during the thirty years that were left to him.

seem

this

he became a

little

remiss, so that his abstention from attendance at

the Privy Council led to his being struck off the roll for a time (1599He was, however, one of the nominated members of the Council
1601).
as reconstituted in 1610,

and a member of the court of

mission for the Diocese of St.

Andrews

in

King's Commissioner in the Scots Parliament

ecclesiastical

161 5; while he
in 1609.

com-

was chosen
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in

the

wasteful purlieus of the law courts, for he had trouble with Lord Erroll on
the precise nature of the offices of the Marischal and the Constable and
:

on a very curious dispute with Francis, son of the Earl of Caithness, in
which Marischal's son and the latter's footman were involved, the Privy
Council intervening with a threat of forfeiture.
More lamentable than
these troubles was Marischal's home life which was far from happy, for

him much trouble. By his first wife,
Home, who was a staunch Protestant, he
had one son and two daughters.
By his second spouse, Margaret,
his

two families

fell

out and caused

a daughter of the fifth Earl of

daughter of the sixth Lord Ogilvy, of Airlie, he had two sons, including
James of Benholm. The Earl's domestic difficulties reached such a point
that on 27th October, 1622, six
tion the

Court

against his son

—

months before

James.

his death,

he had to

peti-

In plaintive terms of helplessness

he complains that
"
Maist unkyndlie and unnaturalie schaikin af these respective dewiteis of consideratioun quhairin in conscience befoir God and be the
strait bandis of nattur he standis bund unto me and being unthankful! of
the grite cair that I have had of his educatiouin & of the estait and
:

leiveing quhairunto I haue provydit him, he hes withdrawne himselff fra
me and assotiat himselff with some personis, enimeis to
house, and quha

my

huntis

by

all

occasionis to

mak

advantage of this fyre of divisioun,
and by thair counall he hes committit

thair

quhilk thay have raisit in my hous
a nomber of insolencyes aganis me, quhairof some will resolve in criminal!
:

The whole matter came up again
persutes, and utheris in civile persutes."
after the Earl's death, when Lady Marischal, who very soon remarried, was
impeached for having taken the Earl's "goods, silver work and tapestry".
It was a sad way of going out (the Earl died at Dunnottar on 23rd
and the sordidness of this private interest shows up all the
April, 1623)
;

The King
painfully against the greatness of his public career.
the
of
for
resented
the
intrusion
he
intervened
in the
scandal,
keenly
more

dispute in 1624, writing a strong letter to the Privy Council, in which he
commented on the "unkynde, ingrate and insolent behaviour of the late
Erie Merschel's wyfe to hir lord and husband, who with hir sone Benholme, the laird of Thorntowne [Strachan, whom she had married very
soon after the Earl's death] and utheris, beside uther indigniteis, had in a
thifteous

maner robbed the

said Erie of writtis,
5

money,

plate, furnitour
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The King, with a flout at the Coun".
"clandestine and night work," explained his intervention as arising
out of the res^aird we had to the memorie of that man who had to our honour

of his houses and uther things
tess's
"

and contentment served us
Justice,

fessor of

more

rhetoric,

at

Moral Philosophy

.oration in

home and abroade

was done
in

the

to Marischal

in greatest

charges ".
William
by
Ogston, Pro-

who delivered
maximus virorum ".

University,

"
sonorous Latin periods on the

a funeral

Raban's

press dropped some Lachrytnae (in Latin, Greek and English) in which
David Wedderburn and his brother William, Andrew Massie, and James

Sibbald extolled the virtues of Marischal
munificentissimi,

by William
intimateness

nobilissimi,

et

—

"

Moecenatis et fundatoris

illustrissimi".

The English

sui

tributes,

Guild, afterwards Principal of King's College, have a quaint
unknown to the classical dirge. After mourning the " match-

lesse losse" the poet closes his addresses with

—
posterity

an exhortation to Marischal 's

:

As Trueth ov'r-comes and doth victorious rest.
Thy loue to It hath made thee now most blest.

Which

with Thine happie Off-spring to remaine,
them their onlie Glore and Gaine.

Shall bee to

Poetic justice, however,

and

it

must be admitted

falls far

wide of the mark

that the Earl's

"

in a prosaic world,
"

happie off-spring

maintained a

connection with the University which was mainly titular. True they all
went dutifully to the College, and the ninth Earl added a professorship of
But they also directed their energies to other pursuits, partly
Medicine.
international and partly political, to their own ultimate undoing.
The sixth Earl had such an eye for the picturesque (and unpractical)

that he indulged (in 1634) in the fantastic project of the equipping a
VII. of Poland a kingdom then, as now, the Ireland

—

fleet for Vladislas

mid Europe. He survived the curious enterprise a year.
His happy offspring included three earls, two sons who succeeded
him and a third who was created Earl of Kintore. The seventh Earl
threw himself heart and soul into the cause of King Charles, for whose
of

rescue he raised a troop of horse in 1648.
He managed to escape from
he even had the honour of receiving the King at

the rout at Preston

Dunnottar
the

Tower

;

;

but his enthusiasm ended in a nine years' imprisonment

(1651-60).

in
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eighth Earl, brother of the seventh, had indulged his cosmotastes by soldiering in the French army, which he put to some

The
politan

purpose at Preston and Worcester,
Stuartism obsessed his son, the ninth Earl, to the point of perilous
He was against the Union, and, according to the mordant
reaction.
"
"
alMacky, always opposed the measures of King William's reign
;

"
waited on
though, borrowing a little of the Gordon opportunism, he
her
the
throne
and
to
accession
the Queen at her
acknowledged
govern-

manners " insinuating
"
most active of
his temper of mind full of vivacity," and describes him as the
But Macky had merely a contemptuous
all the King of England's friends ",
"
abundance of flashy wit, and by reason of
admiration for him he had
He was " a thorough
his quality, hath good interest in the country ".

ment

".

The adventurous Colonel Hooke found

his

:

:

"

all of
up mightily for Episcopacy a hard drinker
which was a sad decline from the high emprise of his great-grandfather,

libertine, yet sets

:

;

the founder of the University.

Death, intervening

in 171 2,

saved the ninth Earl from the necessity of
King and cause he would serve.

having to make up his mind
Had he lived he might have shuffled through the crisis with the adroitness
of the Gordons, who had managed to turn their dubieties on national
as to which

Yet the
questions first into a marquisate and then into a dukedom.
ultimate decision of the noble Keiths to stand by the Stuarts whose
regalia they had kept in their jealous custody until
logical development of the traditions of the family.

—
1707 was

—

really the

Moreover, it led to
the fullest expression of their inherited cosmopolitanism, which ended in
their blazing forth with an unexampled brilliancy, instead of petering out
in the commonplace security which was adopted by some noble but
negligible stay-at-homes.

The
and

it

precipitated, of course, by the death of Queen Anne
also a woman, the wife of the ninth Earl, who helped largely to

crisis

was

was

;

decide the policy of the new Lord Marischal and his brother, just as it
was a woman, the common-sense Lady Henrietta Mordaunt, Duchess of
Gordon, who helped to preserve the Huntly Gordons. The luck of these
Gordons is all the more remarkable in that their blood and influence had
enveloped Lady Marischal.
Lady Mary Drummond, who became CounHer
tess of Marischal about 1690, was the granddaughter of a Gordon.
father, the fourth Earl of Perth,

who had

started out as a zealous Presby-
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terian,

became Catholic coincidently with

his marriage to Lady Mary
brother
had married Lady Jean
her
Moreover,

Gordon, her stepmother.

Gordon, and thereby emphasised his Jacobitism which ended in his attainder and the disappearance of the family from the peerage for over
The University had also contributed to settling the coneighty years.

young Marischal and his brother, for they had been tutored
by an alumnus, William Meston, an ardent Jacobite who swelled the

victions of

splendid chorus of Jacobite song.
must have attracted the Earl he
;

Then

may

the picturesqueness of the crisis
his mettle by

have been put on

the undignified dilly-dallying of his ancient rival, the Duke of Gordon
and he had prepared himself for fight, if need be, by having learned some
:

Last of all, the essential foreignness of the
soldiering under Marlborough.
in
their
entire mind and method
Stuarts, inherent
compared with which
the

German

lairdie

was

—
— must

accessible homeliness itself

have made

its

It is that strain, rather
appeal to certain strains in the Earl's character.
than the mere Jacobitism, which is the outstanding feature of the last two

Keiths, for their chance of glory at

home was

over within six months.

Marischal duly attended Mar's famous meeting at Aboyne on 3rd
September, 171 5 and as he was hurrying north he had caught up (at
;

York) his brother James, a lad of nineteen, who was flying from the
tedium of a lawyer's life to seek the clash of arms, wherein he rose to such
On 20th September the two brothers proclaimed
splendid achievement.
the Chevalier King from the Cross of Aberdeen, on the very spot where
their ancestor, the fourth Earl, had seen Sir John Gordon executed for
In October Marischal joined the
defying the beautiful Stuart Queen.
some
at
Perth
with
300 men; and at Sheriffmuir (r3th
Jacobite army
he
a
commanded
November)
squadron on the right of the front line.

Even here

common

cause the old jealousy between the
Keiths and the Gordons found vent, as you will find in the Master of
Sinclair's mordant memoirs.
Suddenly the young Earl found himself
in the stress of

a

"

proud position of host to the King," for James landed at Peterhead (22nd December) and having spent a night under Marischal's roof
at Inverugie, passed to the Earl's house at Fetteresso where he held his
in the

Marischal subsequently entered Dundee with the
Privy Council.
Chevalier and attended him at Scone and it was by the merest chance

first

;

that he did not

sail

away with him

in the

ignominious disappearance from

Montrose on the night of 4th February, 17 16.
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the Reckoning swift, but, for many, not decisive.
To the Counit meant the
breaking up of her home, and the bh'ghting of her
dear hopes, for she did not live to see even Prince Charlie, though she dreamt

Then

tess

;

Marischal

of the

coming of the King

most pathetic of the Jacobite

sit in my wee croo hoose
At the rock and the reel to toil fu' drearie
may think on the day that's gane,
And sigh and sab till I grow wearie.

I

lyrics

:

—

may

I

I

in the

ne'er could brook,

A
But

foreign loon to
I will

ne'er could

I

own

;

brook

or flatter,

sing a rantin' sang
the King comes ower the Water.

The Day

O

live to see the

I

gin

That
I'll

I

fling

day
hae begged and begged frae Heaven,
my rock and reel away

And dance and

sing frae

morn

even.

till

For there is ane I winna name
Wha comes the bingin' byke to
And I'll put on my bridal goon

scatter

;

That Day our King comes ower the Water.
.

.

Though

.

And

lyart

be

eild has crookt

my locks and grey
me doun, what matter

dance and sing another day
That Day our King comes ower the Water.

I'll

.

.

My father was a good lord's son
My mither was an earl's daughter,
.

And

I'll be Lady Keith again
That Day our King comes ower the Water.

Alas

there was never another

Lady Keith of her quality, and

the Countess,
with her boys abroad in perilous enterprises, and with no hope coming from
the sea which her castles guarded, passed away thirteen years later.
!

For her sons

it

was

different.

It is true

that forfeiture

and

flight

followed their dashing six months of king-making.
They became plain
Keith, although to the last the Earl signed himself "George Marechal
d'Ecosse". They even brought Marischal College down with them in
their

fall,

for the Earl

was stripped of

his Chancellorship,

and the

right of
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Crown, while nearly all the professors were dismissed,
was
The broad acres
closed for two sessions (171 5-17).
and the College
of the house were sold, under forfeiture, to an unimaginative and inept
gambling London syndicate, while Keith and his brother had to begin
And yet, one cannot place them on
building their fortunes all over again.
the level of most of the other exiles, whose career in every sense was ended.
For the Keiths their expulsion was rather the occasion of their giving full
expression to that cosmopolitanism which had been such a remarkable
feature of the family, and which from first to last found an outlet in
Switzerland, Denmark, Poland, France, Spain, Austria, Russia and Prussia.
The Earl dabbled for some years in the pettifogging plotting which
was carried on in various parts of the Continent, although he found a more
strenuous way of intriguing than at the foolish little Court of St. Germain.
Operating from Spain, he led the expedition of 1719, which landed in
Lewis and ended ignominously in the pass of Glenshiel, where the Earl
was severely wounded. Returning to Spain, he continued dreaming of a
restoration until 1744, when for some reason he desisted, and he took
no part in the '45. The Earl's abstention has been put down to jealousy
but I am inclined to believe that it was due to the conviction that the
game was really up, and that the young Chevalier was not likely to do
patronage

fell

to the

;

Indeed Hume declared that the Earl
"
no vice so mean or atrocious of which Prince Charlie
was not capable. The Earl's brother, James, had settled down to work out
his own life long before this.
He showed himself a worthy descendant

better than his feckless father.

thought there was

"

founder of Marischal College by beginning his exile after the
Rebellion with a course of mathematics in Paris, thus preparing himself

of the

For a
of scientific soldiering under three Crowns.
brief moment he turned back to the old dreary tale of intrigue, and
took part with his brother in the 171 9 expedition to the West Highlands.

for his

strenuous

life

down

where he spent nine years
When he had gone as
army, taking
far there as possible, he set out for Russia, where his ancestors' neighbour, Patrick Gordon, of Auchleuchries, had risen to be a general, high in
Peter's esteem, and where two north-country Jacobites had preceded
him General Alexander Gordon of Auchintoul, and Admiral Thomas
Like

his brother, too,

in the

he settled

in Spain,

part in the siege of Gibraltar.

—

Gordon, governor of Kronstadt.
the service of

Czardom

James Keith spent nineteen years

in

(1728-47), distinguishing himself in whatever he
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the ornamental position of h'eutenant-colonel of the
and then in three campaigns the war of

Empress Anna's Bodyguard

—

;

the struggle with Turkey, in which he was
and last of all the war with Sweden (1741-43).

the Polish succession (1733-35)

;

very severely wounded
Keith was also an administrator as well as a campaigner, for he served
as governor of Ukraine and as Russian ambassador at Stockholm.
;

Once again his strong common sense told him when he had come to
an end of the tether of advancement. So one day, with the terrors of
Czardom in his mind, he quietly slipped out of Russia, and sought a new

He

field for his energies.

immediately

(ist

September, 1747) offered his
good man,

services to Frederick the Great who, ever with an eye for a

though Keith was now fifty-one. On 1 8th September,
his leaving Russia, Keith found himself a full blown
Prussian field-marshal, and very soon he was Frederick's right-hand man,
It was surely a curious
being ultimately joined by his brother the Earl.
or rather the
fate which drove the Keiths into the arms of Germany
maker of modern Germany seeing that it was the proposal of a German

snapped

at the offer,

within a

month of

—

—

dynasty which had driven them from home.
The Scot abroad has frequently achieved greatness
the greatest of them all is Pleld- Marshal Keith, with

They had found

second.

;

but incomparably

his brother a

good

whom
return. To

their juctier at last: in Frederick a friend

who appreciated them both in
of
follow the military career
James in Prussia would be to detail the tortuous history of the opening of the Seven Years' War. The end came, as
they understood completely and

the Field- Marshal had fully warned Frederick, at Hochkirch (r4th October, 1758), where the Prussian right under Keith was crumpled up by the
Austrians.

But even

to the victors the Field- Marshal in death

remained

a master, for they buried his scarred body with all the honours in the
village church, whence Frederick transferred it to Berlin, raising the marble

monument which

is still

to be seen in the Cadets'

Academy and

is

repre-

bronze replica in the heart of Peterhead, Carlyle, an out and
sented
"
out admirer, says he could talk
knowingly on all manner of subjects,"
in a

of saying that he had all the brains of his ancestor,
Indeed, the Field-Marshal may be said
the founder of Marischal College.

which

is

another

way

have founded a University of his own, for Kriegshachspiel which he
invented was the parent of Kriegspiel, and that is nothing more or less
than a Faculty of Soldiering. To this day the German Army remembers

to
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more

the Field-Marshal

"
Infanterie
directly in the shape of the

Regiment

Oberschlesisches) No. 22".
Earl Marischal felt his brother's death acutely. In James, " the junior
but much the stronger and more solid," he had lost " a father and a younger

Keith

(

I.

brother at once

•

father under beautiful conditions

:

Field-Marshal

the

—and

it

".
But his pride in
was never greater than when he found a

—

"
"
in the soldier's purse
only twenty ducats
heritage of
kept the Earl
He
alive, as it were, and he survived the Field- Marshal twenty years.

served Frederick faithfully in the more placid walks of diplomacy, first as
Prussian Ambassador to France and Spain, and then as governor of Neufchatel.

The Earl was pardoned by George

of Parliament was passed allowing him

1759, ^^^1 a special Act
certain payments out of his estate,
II. in

He made two attempts to settle in Scotsold forty-one years previously.
But the cosmopolitan fascination was so strong upon him that when

land.

"
If I had ships to steal off my dier my lord
1764
and bring him thither," he could not resist. So he returned to Potsdam
where Frederick built a villa for him, and bade him " live in the

Frederick wrote him

in

:

friendship, liberty and philosophy ". Macaulay has said that the
"
and
Earl was "the only human being whom Frederick ever really loved
"
an
old
small wonder, for he was, as Carlyle puts it,
soul,
excellent, cheery
honest as the sunlight with a fine small vein of gaiet}" and pleasant wit in

bosom of

;

him ... a treasure

to Frederick

In search of continuities

—

".

— nev^er so

difficult to find as in

the case of

one thinks with pleasure of the Earl, the last of his
hereditary honours
He was the friend of
surrounded
the
hne,
great thinkers of his time.
by
the
of Rousseau, who
and
he
in
Confessions
Voltaire,
figures charmingly
"

was

"

fire

and so expressive of truth

struck with admiration

as he
".

watched

"

his

noble features, so

full

of

His kinsman. Sir Robert Murray Keith,

our kindly ambassador at Vienna, has described his manner of living as a
"
mixture of Aberdeenshire and the kingdom of Valencia," animated by a
conscience

"

that would gild the inside of a

dungeon ".
Potsdam on 28th May, 1778 (eight years
before his friend Frederick), at the age of eighty-six the most charming
One would have liked to know him more inpersonality of his long line.

The

old

man

flickered out at

:

"
As it is, one feels grateful that
in the Books".
timately than is possible
he closed the story of his line with honour and dignity worthy of the man

who made

Marischal College.
J.

M. Bulloch.

THE UNIVERSITY'S CONTRIBUTION TO
PHILOSOPHY.
I.

We

need not do more than advert, in our review, to the foundation of the
University, nor need we linger over the first 200 years of the University's
Hfe; for, though Philosophy held a prominent place in the Arts curriculum from the beginning, and was continuously taught in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, there were then few influential or outstanding
contributions made
social, religious, and political circumstances determined intellectual effort. According to the Bull of Erection of the Uni:

Bishop Elphinstone's Foundation
the
Arts
was to instruct his pupils in the
of
the
in
(1505),
duty
regent
liberal sciences according to the practice that obtained in the Universities
versity (1494-95), as also according to

of Paris and Bologna and the other studia generalia that served as models
Aberdeen and that meant systematic study of the

for the University of

;

Nor were matters
much different in the earlier post-Reformation times. The earliest known
Aberdeen Graduation Theses belong to Marischal College, and are those
of Principal Andrew Aidie, dated 1616, and dedicated to D. Alexander
works of Aristotle and inculcation of

his

teaching.

Forbes of Tolquhon. Besides raising the question of the relation between
Theology and Philosophy, they traverse Logic, Ethics, Physics, and Astronomy, and, in all departments, circle round the writings and positions of

There is just
Church University, that,
Aristotle.

this indication that

we

are

now

in a

Reformed

handling such a passage of Aristotle as that
which refers to the state of the dead i^Nic. Eth., i., 11), occasion is taken
to

impugn the

in

efficacy of

Masses

for the

dead and the doctrine of Pur-

It is much the same with the oldest Theses of King's College.
gatory.
These are the Theses PhilosophiccB of Alexander Lunan, printed by Edward
Raban in 1622 (for there was now a University printer in Aberdeen), and

dedicated to Bishop Patrick P'orbes.

Here too Aristotle

rules

— and

rules,
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indeed, with even greater stringency.

Later on, Theology in its Proespecially at Marischal College in
If the Theses
Aristotle retained a firm hold.

became very pronounced,

testant form

Covenanting days

;

but

still

(1658) of Andrew Cant, of Marischal College, son of the
famous father of the same name, may be taken as representing the

PJiilosopJiieie

more

University teaching of Philosophy of his age, then it consisted mainly
reading the universe and man in the terms of Christian Theology, on

in

the one hand, and of Aristotelian Physics and Metaphysics, on the other
hand.^
All

this, however, gives us only the kind of philosophical teaching
then prevailed in the University of Aberdeen.
Great works and
great writers are conspicuous by their absence.
Yet, one notable exception must be made
viz., John Forbes of Corse, Professor of The-

that

—

"
the Aberdeen Doctors ".
ology at King's College (1620), the greatest of
Forbes was no ordinary man, and his writings are no ordinary writings.

Distinguished for his controversial and expository works in Theology, and
by the Scottish ecclesiastical troubles of the

for his Iremenin, called forth

time, he

was no

distinguished for his TJieologia Moralis, which is a
solid treatise on Ethics, interpreted in the
light of Scripture, and based on
less

the Decalogue, and one that may
of moralists especially of those

—

So

be commended
who have interest

to the consideration

still

in

the application of

an exception must be made, on the side
of metaphysics, of a graduate and regent of Marischal College, somewhat earlier in date (regent 1603-7) THOMAS Reid, Latin Secretary to
James I., who, during a nine years' residence abroad, made his own name,
and so, incidentally, that of Aberdeen, famous at the Universities of
Rostock and Leipzig. What was the substance of his philosophical pre-

ethical principles to

life.

also

—

lections at

Aberdeen, we do not know but, if we may judge of it from
Rostock in the first decade of the seventeenth
was supremely metaphysical, and marked by great subtlety in
;

his writings published at

century,

it

distinguishing.

dente

The

titles

"

tell their

proprietatibus

"

entis,"

own

tale

"
:

De

acci-

Pervigilium Lunffi de objecto

proprio theoremata philosophica,"
"
Pervigilium Martis de ente,"

metaphysicae,"

in

of these writings

"

Pervigilium Mercurii de
Pervigilium Jovis de veritate et bonitate entis,"

'For a vivid account of Cant's public disputation, in 1651, with John Strachan, regent
" the best scholar that ever was in the
King's College and
College," see Mr. P. J. Ander-

son, Officers

and Graduates of King's College (New Spalding Club),

p. 56.
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Pervigilium

Veneris de diversitate entis,"

"

De

objecto
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metaphysics

dissertatio elenctica "}

Two

other distinguished metaphysicians of these earlier centuries

—

James Cheyne (King's
the
laird
of
son
of
who
Professor in the College
was,
first.
College),
Arnage,
of St. Rarbe at Paris, and, afterwards. Professor in the Scotch College,
emanating from Aberdeen must be mentioned

—

Douay, and died in 1602 famous as an expounder and commentator of
Aristotle; and Gilbert Jack, M.D. (of Marischal College), Professor of
Philosophy at Leyden from 1604 till his death in 1628. The second of
these was called to be the first White Professor of Moral Philosophy at
Oxford, but declined.

A

manifest change has passed on Philosophy, when we come to the
The influence of Descartes and of Locke is now

eighteenth century.

As early as 1730, we find the Graduation Theses of Mariclearly felt.
schal College (David Verner, Praeses) dealing with such questions as
"
Omnis idea, aut oritur a sensibus aut a reflectione," " Mens humana
"
Bruta non sunt mera Automata ".
One wonders
semper cogitat,"
:

whether Spinoza also has not made some impression when one reads
Intellectus et Voluntas, non inter se realiter distinguuntur ".
But, apart
from this, there is evidence everywhere that a transformation of the think-

"

ing of the North

is in

progress.

Let us

see.

II.
I. The prominent place that Aberdeen occupied in Philosophy during
the eighteenth century was due in great measure to THOMAS Reid (a
relative of Secretary Reid), whose name is inseparably associated with

the origin of "

Sense".

"
Scottish Philosophy" or The Philosophy of Common
in the century, indeed, ANDREW BAXTER had shed

The

Early
on King's College, where he had been educated, by his Enqmry
into the Nature of the Human Soul, wherein the Inunateriality of the Soul
is evinced from the Principles of Reason and Philosophy, published in
1733 but that treatise, though it was much canvassed at the time and
gained for its author considerable fame as a metaphysician, was not an
lustre

;

influence of a far-reaching or abiding character.
^

These

should be

Arnisaeus of Frankfort.

taken

in

connexion with

the

We

begin with Reid.

animated polemic

of

Ilenningus

76
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work did not take concrete form till after he
became Professor in King's College, Old Aberdeen, in 1751, his speculations began much earlier, while he was Minister of the quiet agricultural
Parish of, New Machar, where he wrote and published his Essay on
Quantity, and where his philosophical meditations were gradually shaping
As with Kant, so with Reid the impulse to philosophizing
themselves.
came directly from David Hume. " I shall always avow myself your
"
I have learned more from
disciple in metaphysics," he wrote to Hume.
your writings in this kind, than from all others put together. Your
his distinctive

Although

:

system appears to me not only coherent in all its parts, but likewise justly
deduced from principles commonly received among philosophers principles which I never thought of calling in question, until the conclusions you
;

draw from them in the Treatise of Human Nature made me suspect them."
Thus was Reid thrown back upon an examination of the current principles
of the philosophers
more especially, upon the principles of Berkeley and
of
and
what
he
denominated generally "the ideal system".
Hume,
With Berkeley Reid had much in common for the Berkeleyan
idealism naturally appealed on its spiritualistic side to a Minister of the
Church of Scotland, accustomed to regard the Divine as manifested in
the phenomena and processes of Nature.
But, while the spiritualistic
of
the
seemed
presupposition
indisputable, it graduBerkeleyan system
and subjected to
dawned
intellect
Reid
the
when
tested
that,
ally
upon
by
a critical analysis, the cognitive basis of the system was insecure.
Berkehad
as
denied the existence of matter and material things
substance
ley
and had reduced them to mere phenomena " for as to what is said of

—

;

;

the absolute existence of unthinking things without any relation to their

being perceived, that is to me perfectly unintelligible. Their esse is
nor is it possible they should have any existence out of the minds

percipi,

or thinking things which perceive them."
The one real substance, he
In like
maintained on the testimony of consciousness, is self or ego.

manner, he had denied matter as

cause.

All that

we get from

sense

objects
simply change or succession causality belongs solely to self or
If, then,
This, too, is an immediate deliverance of consciousness.
spirit.
is

:

causality belongs to mind or spirit, the cause of our sensations must be
ascribed to spirit.
But our sensations are not caused by ourselves who

are spirits.
existence,

There

t-z'^..

can, therefore, be only

Objective Self or Spirit

—

i.e.,

one ultimate source of their

God.

Thus

is

the being of
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when unperceived by us or other finite spirits, they are
things secured
the
Deity they subsist in the mind of the Eternal Spirit.
perceived by
Accepting Berkeley's view of matter, Hume proceeded to turn the
:

—

Berkeleyan reasoning against Berkeley's conception of self. If there is
for a noiimenal matter, neither is their evidence, he argued,

no evidence

for a noiimenal ego.

"

What we

call

a

mind

is

nothing but a heap or

collection of different perceptions, united together by certain relations,
and supposed, though falsely, to be endowed with a perfect simplicity and
Substance of the soul there is none, and " the question conidentity."

cerning the substance of the soul is absolutely unintelligible." And as for
causality, all that we are conscious of in the psychical, as in the physical,
in either realm, there is no real permanence,
change, succession
no true causation there is only a flow or sequence of experiences, held
The individual ego, then, goes being
together as a continuity by custom.

sphere

is

:

;

;

"

"

"
But if the inimpressions and ideas ".
dividual ego goes, there vanishes also the Deity; for, if there be no substantial
finite ego, there is nothing on which to ground our belief in a substantial In-

merely a bundle or collection of

And if the Deity vanishes, there disappears also the Berkeleyan
of
the world as a system of arbitrary signs, of significant symbols
conception
a Divine visual language.
The final result is universal scepticism.
This was the situation that confronted Reid when he was Minister of
finite

Ego.

—

New Machar, and that stirred him to intellectual energy. In face of it,
he addressed himself to a fresh analysis and examination of knowledge.
Berkeley had maintained, and Hume agreed with him, that all the objects
of our knowledge are ideas.
Here, thought Reid, is the fundamental
"
of
the
whole
ideal
fallacy
system.
Supposing this principle to be true,
No
is
demonstration can be more evident
Berkeley's system
impregnable.

than his reasoning from it.
can only exist in a mind.

Whatever
It

is perceived is an idea, and an idea
has no existence when it is not j^erceived
;

nor can there be anything like an idea but an idea." Can we, then, grant
"
"
this fundamental assumption?
I
If," says Reid, writing in later years,

may presume to speak my own sentiments, I once believed this doctrine
of ideas so firmly as to embrace the whole of Berkeley's system in consequence of it till, finding other consequences to follow from it, which
;

gave

my

me more

uneasiness than the want of a material world, it came into
forty years ago, to [Uit the question. What evidence

mind, more than

have

I

for this doctrine, that all the objects of

my

knowledge are ideas

in

78
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my own

mind

impartially, as

From

?
I

that time to the present

I

have been candidly and

think, seeking for the evidence of this principle, but can

excepting the authority of philosophers." Consequently, Reid
with great eagerness to examine the foundations of mental
himself
set
find none,

philosophy, and to see whether Knowledge and its presuppositions might
The ultimate result was that "the ideal system" was
not still be saved.

found wanting in all its forms, and the scepticism of Hume rebutted.
On
the one hand, the conception of Cause was submitted to a fresh analysis
and a place found for it, as also for the Law of Causality, in the constitution of the human mind. This carried with it a doctrine of First Principles

—

on the basis of Common Sense principles that are ultimate and so inexOn
plicable, and such, therefore, as must simply be taken for granted.
the other hand, the problem of Sense-perception was subjected to a strict
scrutiny, and emphasis was laid, as with Kant later, upon the native

mind and the impossibility of explaining knowledge on the
In sense-perception, it was maintained,
bare supposition of sense units.
both subject and object, mind and matter, ego and non-ego are given, and
activity of the

Both are
given immediately, as separate and distinct, though related.
both
are
alike
involved
in
one
and
the
alike known, because
same indivisible act.

Locke's distinction betw^een the primary and the secondary
must be adhered to, and the knowledge-giving power

qualities of matter

It is through these
or objective efficiency of the former insisted on.
direct
that
we
obtain
our
knowledge of an external
primary qualities
world for the perception of objective reality begins with a judgment (" a
;

natural and original judgment"), and the primary qualities cannot be
"
If I may trust the faculties that
resolved into sensation.
Says Reid,

God

—

do perceive matter objectively that is, something
which is extended and solid, which may be measured and weighed, is the
immediate object of my touch and sight. And this object I take to be
matter, and not ati idea. And though I have been taught by philosophers,
that what I immediately touch is an idea, and not matter yet I have
never been able to discover this by the most accurate attention to my own
has given me,

I

;

In other words, Reid's analysis of knowledge, as tested by
perceptions."
the crucial question of sense-perception, led him to posit a real object as
well as a real subject in perception, and to attest both by immediate con-

This was his doctrine of Natural Realism, and his
answer to Berkeley and " the ideal system ".

sciousness.

sense

"

"common-
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But Reid's importance for modern philosophy does not lie alone in
He has a distinct place also as a psychologist,
his Theory of Knowledge.
or
Baconian method and furthering the scientific
inductive
on
the
working
He was himself well versed in science,
of
mental
phenomena.
investigation
mathematical and

having taught these subjects, along with
physical
he
was
while
regent-professor in King's College, Aberdeen.
Philosophy,
He was an interested student of Chemistry, and was enthusiastic enough,
at the age of fifty-five, after he had gone to Glasgow as Professor of
Moral Philosophy, to attend the chemical lectures of Joseph Black, as he
;

his theory of

expounded

"

latent heat

".

He

took practical interest

in

both Zoology and Botany, and showed himself a keen observer of nature.^
Consequently, when he made the investigation of the human mind his
special province,

he devoted himself to the task

in

the truly scientific

He was

thoroughly aware of the difficulties that lay before him,
spirit.
and he did much to remove them. In his Inquiry into the Hni/ian JMiiid,
on the Principles of Common Sense, he led the way in his analysis and
treatment of Sensation and the Senses; and in his later work. Essays on

Powers of Man, he greatly advanced the psychology of
of Judgment and of other intellectual processes.
He
had firm faith in the possibility of progress in his chosen subject. " There
is a natural order in the progress of the sciences, and good reasons
may

the Intellectual

Perception and

be assigned why the philosophy of body should be elder sister to that of
mind, and of a quicker growth but the last hath the principle of life no
less than the first, and will grow up, though slowly, to maturity.
We
but
human
of
rather
never
to
to
in
time,
genius,
despair
hope that,
ought
;

.

.

.

produce a system of the powers and operations of the human mind,
no less certain than those of optics or astronomy." That is the true note
of the genuine worker in the reahn of mind.
it

may

The same scientific spirit and psychological insight were carried by
His Essays on the Active
him, later on, into his treatment of Ethics.
Powers of the Human Mind is a treatise eminently inductive and
psychological and

full

of subtle analysis.

In this work, as elsewhere,

it is

among other things, by the fact that he frequently devised or carried on
connexion with plant and animal life. For example, we read in the Minutes of
the Aberdeen Philosophical Society, that on 14th August, 1759, the Society "recommended to
Dr. Gregorie, Dr. Skene and Mr. Reid to concert a plan of experiments proper for determining
"
the Effects of I>ime on Vegetation
and, after he had settled in Glasgow, we lind him experi^

This

experiments

is

seen,

in

;

"
"
menting on fungus and smutty oats (Hamilton, Reid's Works, pp.

48, 49).
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apparent that "common sense" did not mean for him ready acceptance
of the unanalyzed thought and unsifted beh'efs of the plain man, but

—

imph'ed careful examination and critical estimate only, emphasis was laid
on the necessity of acknowledging the authority of the native elements of
human nature, intellectual and ethical alike, when these were ascertained.
The philosophy of Reid took deiinite shape during his Professorial

This

Aberdeen.

it did
through friendly intercourse with a group
Reid gathered round him and formed into " The
Aberdeen Philosophical Society ". This was a Club founded by Reid, in
conjunction with his near relative, Professor John Gregory, in 1758, with
a view to the furtherance of thinking and the discussion of philosophical

days

in

of kindred spirits

whom

The object of the Society is given in the minutes that still
"
The Subject of the
remain, in Rule 17, in Reid's own handwriting, thus
Discourses and Questions shall be Philosophical, all Grammatical, Historical,
problems.

:

and Philolological [sic] Discussions being conceived to be forreign to the
Design of the Society, And Philosophical Matters are understood to
comprehend. Every Principle of Science which may be deduced by Just
and Lawfull Induction from the Phaenomena either of the human Mind or
of the material World
All Observations and Experiments that may
The Examination of False Schemes
furnish Materials for such Induction
of Philosophy and false Methods of Philosophizing The Subserviency of
Philosophy to Arts, the Principles they borrow from it and the Means of
;

;

;

Seldom has a learned Society accarrying them to their Perfection."
complished its end so well as this one did. Out of it proceeded, not only
memorable Inquiry, but also Campbell's PJiilosophy of Rhetoric^
Essay on the Nature and Iminiitability of Truth, Gregory's
Comparative View of the State and Faculties of Man with those of the
Animal World, and Alexander Gerard's Essay on Taste and his Essay on
No wonder that Aberdeen thinks gratefully of its Philosophical
Genius.
Reid's

Beattie's

It gave being to the Scottish School of Philosophy.
For something like a century, the philosophy of Reid held sway
among thinkers. In Scotland, it was taken up and gracefully expounded
by Dugald Stewart in Edinburgh University and, later on, it was annotated and commented on with exceptional learning by Sir William Hamilton, and had a new setting given to it which secured for it a fresh term of
In that form, it influenced Hamilton's immediate successor in the
life.

Society

!

;

Chair of Logic and Metaphysics, Professor A. Campbell Eraser; and,

in
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it

Glasgow,

its Hamiltonian
rendering, till near the end of last
of
Professor
Veitch
and Thomas Spencer Baynes
teaching
In England, its
after the same pattern, in St. Andrews.

survived, in

in the

century
continued

gi

it,

;

on the one hand,
it aroused
J. S. Mill to criticism and opposition, it attracted Mansel and
his friends, on the other hand, and stimulated Samuel Bailey to efforts
at strengthening it in its central cognitive position.
It was made known
to France in the translation of M. Jouffroy, and enjoyed a wide and cominfluence

was

less

concentrated, but not insignificant.

If,

manding reputation there, having been embodied in the eclecticism of
Even Germany acknowVictor Cousin and defended by his eloquence.
no
more
and
tribute
could be wished than
its
gratifying
ledged
power
;

that of Schopenhauer, who pronounced Reid's Inquiry to be "very inten times more so than all the Philosophy
structive and well worth reading
since
Kant ". In more recent times, we have
that
has
been
written
together

—

seen a return to the leading principles of Reid's philosophy with modifications
and that Reid may still be studied with profit is attested by such
;

as Professor Campbell Eraser's Thomas Reid diwd Professor
A. Seth Pringle-Pattison's Scottish Philosophy and Hegelianisni and

modern works
Personality.
2.

was

Not

the least remarkable of the contemporaries of Reid in Aberdeen
Minister of one of the city churches and Prin-

George Campbell

—

He was an original
Aberdeen Philosophical Society, present at its first meeting
on I2th January, 1758, and rarely absent from any meeting down to the
He was a particularly
very close of the Society, on 9th March, 1773.
active and efficient member, frequently contributing papers and propounding and discussing questions.
He has the twofold reputation of a divine^ and a philosopher. As a
divine, he was eminent as a preacher and a man of independent mind,
ready to brave popular obloquy in the interests of truth. His sermons
are striking compositions, and can very well explain how the writer came
cipal of Marischal College, also Professor of Divinity.

member

of the

A great topic, worthy of detailed treatment, would be "the University's contribution to
"
It would take one back to Professor
but it does not fall to the present writer.
Theology
"
John Forbes of Corse and the other Aberdeen Doctors," and to Alexander Ross (of Hudibras
fame), a pioneer in the Science of Comparative Religion, and would come down, through
Henry Scougal, Campbell, and Gerard, to at any rate Duncan Mearnsand Robert Macpherson.
There is a rich mine of material here.
^

;
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community of Aberdeen. But dishe
was
as
a
tinguished though
clergyman, he was more distinguished still
as a theologian.
His reputation in this respect to the outside world rests
to exert so great an influence in the

on

on Miracles, in answer to David Hume.
This work,
was
in
submitted
publication,
manuscript, through Dr. Blair, of

his Dissertatiofi

before

its

Later on, on
Edinburgh, to Hume, and benefited by his criticisms.
Hume, with characteristic generosity and courtesy, sent

receipt of a copy,

Campbell the well-known letter, praising his production and expressing
appreciation of "the civil and obliging manner" in which Campbell had
conducted the dispute. Campbell, on his side, in the Preface or " Advertisement

"

to the work, acknowledged his obligations to the great thinker
whose position he was controverting, and handsomely remarked " If I
am possessed of any talent in abstract reasoning, I am not a little indebted
to what he hath written on human nature, for the improvement of that
talent.
If, therefore, in this tract, I have refuted Mr. Hume's Essay, the
:

greater share of the merit is perhaps to be ascribed to Mr. Hume himself.
the Russian monarch after the famous battle of

The compliment which

Poltowa paid the Swedish generals, when he gave them the honourable
appellation of his masters in the art of war, I may, with great sincerity,
pay my acute and ingenious adversary." The treatise was hailed with

As a disacclamation by perturbed theologians throughout the land.
tinguished Aberdeen Principal— Principal Pirie^used vividly to put it in
his class, while he was Professor of Church History: " Hume's attack on
miracles laid the theologians

flat

on their backs, and they did not regain

set them up again ".
That,
But
the
historical
fact.
Campbell's
likely enough, expresses quite correctly
theological fame rests on other foundation than his treatise on Miracles.

their erect position

till

Campbell came and

His Lectures on Ecclesiastical History show him as a man of clear head
and sound sense but his highest theological distinction was achieved by
his work on The Four Gospels, the preliminary dissertations of which
stand as a permanent monument of learning and solid judgment, and
;

him

place

the

in

the front rank of Biblical

critics.

Campbell's philosophy, as well as his theology, is found, in part, in
volume on Miracles.
The foundation argument is an appeal to

Hume
the primary principles of the understanding ".
on
the
must
rest
it
had urged that belief in miracles is irrational, because
evidence of testimony, but no amount of testimony can suffice to prove a
Common

Sense or

"
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miracle, inasmuch as the evidence of testimony is based on experience, and
experience ("firm and unalterable") has estabHshed the laws of nature,
whereas a miracle claims to be a violation of these laws.
To this

Campbell, inter

alia, replies that, so far is

in

testimony

rests solely

in

testimony

(as

we

it from
being true that our belief
on experience, the reverse is the case^our belief

see in the credulity of children) is antecedent to ex"
to correct or to tone it down.
To

perience, and often needs experience

say, therefore, that our diffidence in testimony

more

philosophical, because

faith in

is

the result of experience

is

more consonant

testimony has this foundation.

to truth, than to say that our
Accordingly, youth, which is inex-

And when
perienced, is credulous; age, on the contrary, is distrustful."
the objection is raised that such primitive credulity is inexplicable, he
makes answer

that no doubt that is so, but you must begin with something,
must
some original grounds of belief, and this primitive credulity
have
you
is one of the original grounds, as the law of causation and the
uniformity of

Whether or not this is a sufficient reply from the side
was generally accepted at the time, and shows at any rate
that Campbell, in his philosophical principles, was at one with Reid.
The same is shown by the most philosophical of all Campbell's
nature are others.

of philosophy,

treatises

— his
own
"on

author's

he says,

it

The plan may be given, in the
Philosof^hy of Rhetoric.
"
It is his purpose, in this work,"
words, from the Preface.
the one hand, to exhibit, he does not say, a correct map,

of the human mind
and, aided by the lights
which the poet and the orator so amply furnish, to disclose its secret
movements, tracing its principal channels of perception and action, as
near as possible, to their source and, on the other hand, from the science

but a tolerable sketch

;

;

human

nature, to ascertain, with greater precision, the radical principles
of that art, whose object it is, by the use of language, to operate on the

of

soul of the hearer, in the

way of informing, convincing, pleasing, moving,
psychology, then, applied to rhetoric and literary
due Scottish fashion, with the principles of philosophy under-

or persuading."
criticism, in

It

is

lying all.
Specially noteworthy, from the psychological point of view, are
the considerathe analysis and exposition of Wit, Humour, and Ridicule
tion of the cause of the pleasure excited by Pity and other painful
and the handling of the different kinds and sources of Evidence.
feelings
;

;

The
him

treatise

It discloses
shows well Campbell's philosophical aptitude.
and vigorous reasoner, with subtle perception of intellectual

as a close
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and a thinker possessed of undoubted
had great influence for many a day.
metaphysical power.
it was accepted as a text-book at
It was much used by Dugald Stewart
Oxford and it is known and appreciated in accredited quarters still as
may be seen, for example, from Professor Stout's reference to it in his
facts

and psychological

distinctions,

The work

itself

—

;

;

Analytic Psychology.

A wider, though less solid, reputation in philosophy than Campwas that of jAMES Beattie, who must be accorded (for the times
determined it) the place next in order to Reid among the Scottish
3.

bell's

Beattie occupied the correspondphilosophers of the eighteenth century.
ing Chair at Marischal College to that which Reid held at King's, and was
appointed to it in 1760, at the age of twenty-five. He, too, was a member

—

of the Philosophical Society, having been enrolled in 1761
the year after
his appointment to the Professorship
doubtless
to his very
yet, owing
;

chequered health, he was irregular
were not inconsiderable.

in his attendance,

but his contributions

fame nowadays rests mainly on his poetry. "The Minstrel"
"
and The Hermit are known at least in quotation to many who never
heard of his philosophical writings.
But, in his own day, it was entirely the
other way
and it is Beattie tJic philosopher whom Sir Joshua Reynolds
painted in the famous allegorical picture that hangs in the gallery of Marischal College. This was in great part the result of accidental circumstances
although Beattie's own merits counted for much -for far more than is now
usually accorded him. In the first place, Beattie had literary style,^ and wrote
in a fashion that could attract the popular mind.
In the next place, he was
That
ardent, vehement and slashing in his criticisms of David Hume.
was precisely what the age wanted. So great was the religious consternation caused by Hume's scepticism that the calm philosophical examination
of his positions made by Reid and by Campbell did not appeal to " the
Moreover, both Reid and Campbell had spoken respectfully of
general".
Hume, had even written to him politely, and had submitted their writings
to his inspection before publication.
That seemed pure timidity and
weakness
could they not arouse the odium tJieologicuni and end the
Beattie's

"

—

—

;

—

;

:

and Gerard, as literary critics and as founders of a Scottish school of
would form an admirable subject for a chapter in this volume. The view might be
continued down to Bain and Masson and Minto.
'

Beattie, Campbell,

Criticism,
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But here was one who dared to meet the enemy to his face, and
him doughty blows in the interest of orthodoxy. And so, when
the Essay on the Nature and Inunntability of Truth appeared (in 1770), it
was eagerly read, and greeted with a general chorus of praise, led by the
Archbishops of Canterbury and York. Edition followed edition rapidly
(five of them within four years), and the work was by and by translated
into French, German, Dutch, and Italian.
Honours were showered upon
He was honoured by interviews with the King and had a royal
Beattie.
pension bestowed upon him he was treated as one of the celebrities whenmatter

?

to deal

;

London, and enjoyed the friendship of great men like
Samuel Johnson, Sir Joshua Reynolds, and Burke Oxford conferred the
degree of Doctor of Civil Law upon him, and made his work a text-book
Church dignitaries offered him ecclesiastical preferment, if only he would
take Holy Orders.
He was welcomed everywhere as the philosophical
ever he visited

;

;

champion of the

faith.

Yet, to his credit be

it

said,

this

popularity never spoiled him he was fully conscious of his
limits, and retained to the end his modesty of nature.
;

The

subject of the Essay was Truth

;

unparalleled

own

intellectual

and the handling of

it

was

On the expository side, it took the form
twofold, expository and critical.
of a presentment of Common Sense as the standard of truth, and an enunciaand their criteria. Unfortunately, the appeal was
measure, to the convictions of the profanuui vulgns ; the
and there were wanting the
thinking was often loose and superficial
This laid the
calm, analytic judgment of Reid, and his mental grasp.
tion of its principles

made,

in large

;

writer open to easy attack.
His opponents quite recognized his earnestand
but they ridiculed his lack of philointention
ness, sincerity,
good
;

"When we see," said
sophical penetration and his naivete of treatment.
"
how miserably bewildered the bulk of mankind are, one would
Priestley,
is like the god Baal, who when he was
most wanted, and ought to have made a point of being present, to assist his
worshippers, was asleep, or on a journey, or engaged some other way."
And, even in Aberdeenshire, there were not wanting those who saw the
weak point of the position, and expressed themselves accordingly. In
particular, the Reverend John Skinner of Linshart turned Beattie's doctrine

think that this principle of truth

of intuitive knowledge or inward light into sprightly Latin verse, set to the
tune of " Tullochgorum," and treated it with light humour, the edge of which
was taken off by the laudatory epithet applied to Beattie in the catching
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"
refrain of " Doctissime Doctorum ".
How," among other things, he asks,
"
can you on this doctrine account for the diversity of opinions and beliefs that

among mankind, one man regarding as

exist

false ?"

and

and he chides Beattie

for attacking

true

what another

asserts to be

Hume while accepting Rousseau,

for placing such implicit faith in the ancients, especially Aristotle.

As

to the other point

— Beattie's criticism.

This was often vehement

and exaggerated, and the opponents made a great handle of it. Hume is
said to have complained that Beattie had not treated him "like a gentleman," and Priestley objected to Beattie's "vehemence," and to his "arrogance and insolence" towards those who were opposed to him. Beattie's

own answer,

given in a letter to Dr. Blacklock, dated 27th May, 1770, is
and his Friends, by Miss Margaret Forbes, p. 48)

as follows (see Beattie
"

:

have heard from very good authority that Mr. Hume speaks of me and
of my book with veiy great bitterness (I own I thought he would rather
have affected to treat both with contempt) and that he says I have not
I

;

a gentleman.
He is quite right to set the matter upon that
is an odious
It is an objection easily remembered,
charge.

used him

like

footing.

It

and

for that reason will be often repeated

by

his admirers

;

and

it

has this

further advantage that being (in the present case) perfectly unintelligible
it cannot
The truth is, I, as a rational, moral,
pcssibly be answered.

immortal being, and something of a philosopher, treated him as a rational,
moral, and immortal being, a sceptic and an atheistical writer.
My design

was not

make

of fashionable phrases and polite expressions,
but to undeceive the public in regard to the merits of the sceptical philosophy and the pretensions of its abettors. To say that I ought not to
to

have done

this

a book

full

with plainness and

spirit, is

to say, in other words, that

ought either to have held my peace, or to have been a knave.
case, I might perhaps have treated Mr. Hume as a gentleman, but
not have treated society and

my own

con.science as

I

In this

should

I

became a man and a

along foreseen, and still foresee, that I shall have
many reproaches, cavils, and sneers to encounter on this occasion but I
am prepared to meet them. I am not ashamed of my cause." The Essay
Christian.

I

have

all

;

Even Samuel Johnson
it at the time.
book is, I believe, every day more liked at least, I like
it more as I look more
upon it ". Perhaps, the greatest tribute of more
recent times is the fact that the Essay was the book which more than any

had many
said

"

:

striking tributes paid to

Beattie's

;

other helj)ed to save Dr. Chalmers from philosophical scepticism.
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Of Beattie's Evidences of the Christian Religion briefly and plainly
stated and of his Elements of Moral Science nothing need be said
they
But reference may be made to his Dissertations
are long obsolete.
:

—

Moral and

Critical.

Here Beattie appears

at his best as a psychologist,

and the subjects treated have perennial interest, viz., Memory and
Imagination, Dreaming, The Theory of Language, Fable and Romance,
The Attachments of Kindred, and Illustrations on Sublimity.
4.

Another member of the Aberdeen Philosophical Society, ALEX-

ANDER Gerard, admitted

on the 8th March, 1758, now claims our attention.
Gerard was, first. Professor of Moral Philosophy and Logic in Marischal
He was,
College, where he had as his pupil, among others, James Beattie.
later on, transferred to the

Beattie

became

Chair of Divinity

in

the

same

his successor in the Chair of Philosophy.

College,

He

when

completed

his Professorial career as Professor of Divinity in King's College.
His theological ability may be seen from his Dissertations on Subjects
relating to the Genius and the Evidences of Christianity and his Pastoral

Care (posthumously published by his son Gilbert, who succeeded him in
the Chair of Divinity at King's) but his philosophical reputation rests on
his Essay on Taste and his Essay on Genius.
These exhibit the analytic
;

power of the Scottish philosophers, and are marked by the same calm,
well-balanced judgment that was characteristic of Thomas Reid.
Gerard
lacked, indeed, Reid's faculty of sustained thinking, and one can hardly
conceive him as the author of a system but he could handle a theme
adroitly and with penetration, and his writing is always pleasant to read, if
;

not highly original in substance.
He is also a leader in literary criticism,
and stands forth as one of the Scottish school of criticism (Campbell and
Beattie and

Kames

being others) which aroused the jealousy and drew
Special interest attaches to his Essay on

forth the sarcasm of Voltaire.

Taste, not only because it was awarded a gold medal in open competition
on the subject, but also because it sets forth views that met with much
"
acceptance in Scotland and in P" ranee, resolving beauty, at least in part,"

In like manner, the Essay on Genius enjoyed much
it, he traces the origin of Genius to the associating power
popularity.
of the imagination, and devotes space to consideration of the Laws of

into association.

In

Association, following Aristotle

;

thereby giving occasion for Sir William

Hamilton's remark regarding Gerard, that

"

of the later British philo-
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sojjhers, indeed, there

is

hardly to be found another

who

has studied the

works of Aristotle more attentively and to better effect ". But the most
notable fact about this Essay is that it had the good fortune to attract the
attention of Immanuel Kant and to affect his doctrine of Genius as laid
down in the Kritik of Judgment (see Dr. Otto Schlapp, Kants Lehrc voiii
Genie und die EntsteJmng der ''Kritik der Urteilskraft" pp.
441,

9,

244, 417,

etc.).i

He was a relative
only a word need be said.
and a member of the noted Gregory family

Of John Gregory

5.

and attached

friend of Reid,

(Reid's own, through his mother) that supplied no fewer than fourteen proHe was Mediciner of King's
fessors to the Universities in Great Britain.

when Reid became

College

removed

to

Edinburgh

Professor of Philosophy there

;

and, after he

as Professor of the Practice of Medicine, he acted

as one of the most trusted counsellors of Beattie whose staunch friend he had

While in Aberdeen, he joined Reid in instituting the
in xAberdeen.
Philosophical Society and his own contributions to that Club ultimately
assumed the form of the little volume entitled A Comparative View of the
been

;

This is not
State and Faculties of Alan zvith those of the Animal World.
a treatise on Animal Psychology, as the title might suggest, but simply a
collection of five discourses on a number of interesting points in psycho-

and marked by much sagacity.
reveals a very amiable and refined nature, and shows the advantage that
the medical man has in psychology whenever psychical facts have to be

logy, written in a cultured, agreeable style,
It

interpreted practically.
6.

Three further names of i\berdeen philosophers of the eighteenth

century must be mentioned

and James Dunbar.
sophy

— George

The

at Marischal College

;

two of these were Professors of Philo-

the

first in

if

Moral

many

we may

the earlier part of the century,

Turnbull was Reid's college teacher in philosophy
judge of his prelections in the class from his Principles of

the other later on.
and,

Turnbull, William Duncan,

first

;

Philosophy, published in 1740, he inculcated doctrines akin, in
He enforced the
points, to those that Reid afterwards developed.

'
Gerard was also a University reformer and it is mainly owing to him that Marischal
"
"
College gave up the regenting
system, and supplanted it hy that of the professoriate, in
while
under
the
influence
of Reid, still adhered to the regents.
See Gerard,
1755,
King's,
Plan of Education in the Marischal College and University of Aberdeen, with the Keasuns of it
;

(1755)1 translated into

German

in 1770.
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propriety of studying mental and moral facts inductively he appealed to
sense and he traced our idea of power solely to the will.
His
;

common

;

moral philosophy, however,

pervaded by Natural Theology and culminates
Duncan, on the other hand, had a considerable
as
a
and
his Elements of Logick (partly psychologireputation
logician,
is

in Christian philosophy.

cal)

at

went through many

King's

College (elected

Society, 26th

November,

Dunbar was Professor of Philosophy
member of the Aberdeen Philosophical
and his Essays on the History of Mankind

editions.

a

1765),

Rude and

Cultivated Ages, published in 1780, has interest as being an
early attempt at the philosophy of history, and has a modern aspect in
many of the topics handled, e.g., "Of the general Influence of Climate on
in

—

National Objects,"
affect the

"

Of

the further

Proceedings of Nations,"

"

Tendency of

Of

local

the Relation of

Circumstances to

Man

to the sur-

rounding Elements".

Of

distinguished eighteenth-century students whom the University
produced, two are outstanding in their future philosophical reputation.
7.

—

One was

the product of King's College
Sir jAMES MACKINTOSH (fellowstudent of Robert Hall), destined to eminence as a lawyer, a statesman, a
man of letters, and a philosopher in which last capacity, his Dissertation
;

on the Progress of Ethical Philosophy shows his indebtedness to the
The
teaching of Scottish philosophy that he had received in Aberdeen.

—

other emanated from Marischal College
Lord MONBODDO,
the University while George Campbell was a student,

who attended
the

learned,

upright, though eccentric judge the Darwinian, in advance of his time
the enthusiastic cultivator of Greek manners and of Greek philosophy,

;

;

whose Antient Metaphysics is a plea for scholarship as indispensable to
the philosopher and for the necessity of returning to Plato and to Aristotle, if true wisdom is to be found.
HI.

When we
sophy

still

reach the nineteenth century, we find the Scottish philosupreme at Aberdeen, and for the first half of the century

Unfortunately, the teaching became stereo t)q:)cd.
great advance in any direction was made, but there was simpi}' a
repetition, servile and lifeless, of Rcid and Campbell and Beattie, with

little

else

was taught.

No

Dugald Stewart,

in

some

instances,

added.

Even Robert

Eden
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Scott, Professor of Moral Philosoph}'
a high

at

local reputation as a philosopher,

King's College,
is

who enjoyed

his Ehiiicnts

in

simply,

of

Influence
published in 1805, an echo of Reid.
Influence
on the philosophical world, accordingly, there could be little.
on the outside world in general, on the other hand, was effected mainly in
Intellectual Philosophy,

the sphere of Psychology by JOHN Abercrombie, who had studied
His
at Marischal College and there imbibed the Scottish philosophy.
Inquiries concerning the

Intellectual

Powers and

the

Investigation

of

1830) and his Philosophy of the Moral Feelings
(published in 1833) attained enormous popularity, not only in our own
yet this was owing, not to any
countr}-, but in India and America

Truth (published

in

;

advance that

had made over Reid and

the\'

Beattie, but because of the

numerous pathological facts that the author could bring to bear upon the
study of mind from his own wide experience as the most noted Edinburgh
physician of his time.

The common-sense, high-toned
well

character of his

be seen from his

nature, may very
psychology, practical
address, in 1835, on "The Culture and Discipline of the Mind," to the
students of Marischal College, whose Rector he then was (see Aberdeen
in

its

Rectorial Addresses, edited
for the

by P.J. Anderson, 1902).
and the advent of Alexander Bain,

year i860,

with new and

fruitful

We
till

have

we

to wait

get a fresh

developments.
however, must be made one in the sphere of
in
that of Mental Philosophy.
other
and
the
Apologetics,

start,

Two

r.

In

—

partial exceptions,

18 16,

William Laurence Brown,

Principal of Marischal
Christian Theism, designed to confirm

College, published his treatise on
age that was fast slipping away from it. The occasion
of it was this. John Burnett of Dens, a merchant in Aberdeen, anxious to
religious faith to an

have the central truth of religion exhibited in a rational form that might
carry force and cogency along with it, devoted a large sum of money for
two prizes, to be adjudged every forty years to the best essays (in open
competition) on the subject of the Being and Attributes of God, treated
first from the side of Natural Theology, and next in connexion with Divine
Revelation.
The first of the competitions took place early in the century;
and, after a long and careful examination by competent judges of fifty
dissertations that had been sent in, the first prize (of ;^ 1,200) was adjudged,

on 4th August, 18

1

5,

to Principal

William L. Brown, and the second to
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the Reverend John Bird Sumner, afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury.
The scope of Principal Brown's essay may be gathered from the long and
crowded title-page: " An Essay on the Existence of a Supreme Creator,

possessed of Infinite Power, Wisdom and Goodness containing also the
Refutation, from Reason and Revelation, of the Objections urged against
;

His Wisdom and Goodness and deducing from the whole subject, the
most important Practical Inferences". Credit must be given to the author
for strenuous thinking and detailed presentation of his positions.
His
;

metaphysics is occupied with such points as Necessary Existence, Cause
and Effect, the Theistic Proofs and the doctrines are elucidated with
much sincerity and not a little learning. Reason and Revelation are both
canvassed in behalf of the Divine Personality and Attributes, and sjjecial
;

directed to the Problem of Evil.
The effect intended to be
on
the
mind
of
the
reader
is that of the vastness, elevation and
produced
and the conclusion enforced is that " real,
attractiveness of the subject
rational and enlarged Theology is, thus, the noblest of all sciences ".
Judged from present-day standpoints, the work must be pronounced to be
in large measure antiquated
we have ceased to think quite in those
"
grooves, and we have outgrown the spirit that could speak of
Spinoza,
Toland and other Atheists ". But it served its purpose and, taking it in
connexion with the time when it was written, and remembering that the
horrors of the French Revolution were still fresh in people's minds and
that Infidelity was widespread and rampant, we can see how it furthered

attention

is

;

—

;

the cause of Philosophy when, even in
of the universe

2.

came

and

its measure, it justified the rationality
recalled men's thoughts to the higher speculation.

The

other work (published in 1858) was of a different kind, and
from WiLLIAM ROBINSON PiRIE, then Professor of Divinity in

It
Marischal College, afterwards Principal of the united University.
Inquiry into the Constitution^ Powers and Processes of the
Hitman Mind, with a view to the determination of the Fundamental

was an

It covers tlie
Principles of Religious, Moral and Political Science.
whole province of Psychology^ traversed, however, with practical intent.
The keynote is struck by the writer himself in his Preface when he says

—

:

"

He

ever

repudiates

much

it

all

what

is

usually called metaphysics.

How-

the opinion of those who profess a philowhich no
originating with ancient or modern masters

may

sophy — whether

interest in

lower him

in

—

92
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one, save men of extraordinary genius and profundity of thought can
understand, he must deferentially express his conviction that all such
philosophy is mere delusion, into a supposed belief of which people deceive
themselves by mistaking the vague notions which grand words and poetic

images generate for definite

ideas.

His only purpose was and

is,

therefore,

to lay, so far as in his power, solid foundations on which may be reared
with certainty a determination of those great practical questions which
rights, and our duties.
Except in so far, conand clearly explain
assure
human
faith,
arguments
sequently,
desires
he
no
to
be
attached to them
spiritual phenomena,
importance
If he has failed in realising those objects, he at once acknowwhatever.

concern our happiness, our
as

his

The treatise, like all that the
ledges that he has failed altogether."
author wrote, is stimulating and highly unconventional
fresh in its
in
its
is
It
marked by keenness of
criticism.
thought and vigorous

—

dialectic, and the reader is carried along in one continuous flow of natural
eloquence.
Perhaps, the reason why the book has not taken the place
that it might have taken is, that it is too much the work of a special

pleader,

and that the

entering with

full

writer's

sympathy

independent thinking militates against his
and thinking of others.

into the views

3. The year i860, when Alexander Bain returned to Aberdeen as
Professor of Logic and English, marks a definite stage in the teaching of
Philosophy in the University, Bain had himself been educated, as a
student at Marischal College, in the philosophy of Reid and Beattie and
;

he retained the method and not a

little

of the spirit of the Scottish philo-

He was also, like Reid, proficient in mathematics and
and
had
physics,
acquaintance with the biological sciences, and could put
his knowledge of these departments to effective use in illustrating logical
The change that he created,
principles and psychological processes.
in
outlook
amounted
almost to a revolution,
the philosophical
however,
inasmuch as his standpoint was so determinedly positive and his leading
sophers to the end.

doctrines those of the English psychologists.
Associationism now became
supreme in Psychology, and Utilitarianism in Ethics. Unwonted emphasis
was also laid on the physiological side of mental process, and subtle analysis
of psychological phenomena was accompanied by an exhaustive scheme of
For the remainder
.scientific description, after the Natural History type.
of the century, the psychology of Bain dominated thinking in Aberdeen,
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Bain's psychology

which appeared

in

1855;

Will, published in

a solid

From

was

1859.
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first elaborated in The Senses and the Intellect^
and was continued in The Emotions and the
These works soon gained for their author

and they made an epoch in British psychology.
reputation
that time forward, Bain's influence was in the ascendant.
His

activity

;

was untiring

;

and both from the Logic Chair and through the

Press (not least through the philosophical journal Mind, which he himself
instituted and owned) he disseminated his views and produced a deep and

—

permanent impression. Book followed book from his pen now re-casting
and amending and adding to the original teaching, as in Mental and
Moral Science and in the articles that constitute the Dissertations on

Leading Philosophical Topics, as well as in the successive editions of his
now breaking up new ground for the application of his
greater works
psychological principles, as in the Rhetoric and in Education as a Science ;
;

now supplementing by

excursions into allied provinces, as by his treatise

on Logic and his various works on English Grammar.
Everywhere, in
Not
whatever sphere, the handling revealed the skilled psychologist.
since Aristotle has so keen an intellect dissected human nature and

pushed

his principles unflinchingly in every available realm.

Psychology to Bain was supremely inductive and essentially empirical, and the ruling principle was Association.
Starting with sensation,

and taking

human

account of the instinctive and spontaneous impulses of the
system, as also of the mind's native power of retentiveness and
full

discrimination, he proceeded to explain how knowledge and ultimately
our whole mental structure are built up by Association, operating in the
two forms of Similarity and Contiguity. The elaboration of this is a

occupying the greater part of The Soises and the Inskill and
is an enduring monument of intellectual
that
had
done
before in
been
psychological ability, surpassing everything
whole-hearted
effected
been
have
It
the same direction.
could
only by
recognition of the close connexion that obtains between physiology and
stupendous
tellect.

effort,

The

result

psychology, and by using the one as a help to the other. The individual
mind to Bain was essentially a growth, and it depended both for its activity

—

development on physical and physiological conditions more
on
the brain.
especially
The same principles that explain the senses and the intellect are employed by Bain to explain the emotions and the will, and thus unity is

and

for its
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given to his system and the impression of a solid structure compactly built
together.

No

more recent psychologists have a good

doubt,

deal to say

—

by way

more particularly, when they emof controverting the Associationists
of
the
But much of their criticism,
the
native
mind.
activity
phasize
although they themselves seem not to be aware of it, applies only to the
Bain's position may be
older Associationists and is inapplicable to Bain.
given, in one of the latest formulations of

Wundt

it

by

himself,

when

criticizing

51): '"I propose to remark upon the
of
Wundt's
speculation upon the laws of Association, properly so
bearing
called.
Notwithstanding the stress put upon the action of the will, he
still

(see Dissertations, pp. 50,

allows that will

links,

not everything: he does not shunt the associating
stress of the exposition on the apperceptive

is

and lay the whole

volition.

What

he says as to the essential concurrence of emotion and

No associating link
will with the workings of Association we fully admit.
can be forged, in the first instance, except in the fire of consciousness and
the rapidity of the operation depends on the intensity of the glow.
In like
;

manner, the links thus forged are dormant and inactive, until some stimulus
is present, whether feeling or will.
As to the influence

of consciousness

.

.

.

of the will in apperception, everything that Wundt advances is supported
The operation that represents Wundt's Appercepby our experience.
in
its full sweep is the crowning example of voluntary power
tion
the
.

.

.

—

command

of the thoughts, by detaining some and dismissing others, as
and are found suitable, or the contrary. Too much cannot be
said as to the importance of voluntary attention in this lofty sphere.
All

they

arise,

thinking for an end,

— consists
aesthetic,

— whether

it

be practical or speculative,

scientific or

availing ourselves of the materials afforded by Asand
sociation,
choosing or rejecting according to the perceived fitness or
unfitness

for

in

that end.

When,

therefore,

Wundt

says that Association

alone does not explain the higher intellectual functions, he only says what
all admit, namely, that Association needs the control of will and feelings,

we

order to bring forth our more important thinking products.
In the
absence of some degree of conscious intensity. Association can no more
unite ideas, or restore the past by virtue of such unions, than a complete
in

set of water-pipes

The scheme

can distribute water without a

Wundt

full

reservoir to

draw from.

does not lead to the slighting of Association as a
intellectual
factor.
His Apperception would be nothing without it."
great
of

CONTRIBUTION TO PHILOSOPHY
Bain's

of

extent

name

a great

is

in philosophy,

more

his influence,

As

to over-estimate.

possible

and one that cannot

particularly
I

95

in

psychology,

have elsewhere expressed

The

die.
is

it

"
it,

hardly
It has

gone abroad into many lands through his writings— many of which have
It emanated from his teaching as
been translated into diverse tongues.
a professor, and lives in pupils who reproduce his spirit and his method.
It is felt

others, not a few,

by

who owe much

who have

attained

renown

in

psychology,

him

for early counsel and encouragement.
But,
most
to
his
the
the
best
and
influence,
striking
testimony
certainly
perhaps,
proof of his originality, lies in the fact that any exposition of his dis-

but

to

tinctive positions must needs seem to the modern psychologist conversant
The doctrines
with the subject a mere enunciation of commonplaces.
are commonplaces now, but they were new, and many of them alarming,
when they first appeared.
Hardly less significant is the fact that to some

That is a high
are a perennial subject of criticism.
People criticize only what they feel to have weight and
harmless, even though distasteful, teaching is passed by in
potency
silence.
Pre-eminent,' as the present Editor of Mind has phrased it,
are his services to psychology and philosophy and when the history of

those

doctrines

compliment.
:

'

.

.

.

;

psychology comes to be written

in English, a

commanding

place will be

assigned to him among those who advanced the science of mind in the
nineteenth century, and due acknowledgment will be made of the distinctive value of his work."

4.

^

Bain's successor in the Chair of Logic

of

and English was a

own— William Minto.

dis-

name

Minto's

is
tinguished pupil
and his
associated most with English Literature and Literary Criticism
He
writings in that sphere are brilliant and have acknowledged worth.

his

;

has no work on Psychology or Philosophy but he taught with much
and his
lucidity in the Logic Class the doctrines and principles of Bain,
on
that
as
article
such
an
John
psychological faculty may be seen from
;

Stuart Mill

in

the ninth

edition of the Encyclopcedia

Britaiuiica.

He

produced a manual on Logic, Inductive and Deductive, which has attained
considerable popularity.
'

For a detailed account of Bain's philosoph}', see

my

article in

pp. 161-179), preceded by my Obituary Note (same vol., pp. 151-155).
Hfe, see his Aiitobiograpliy, published in 1904.

Mind

(vol. xiii.,

N.S.,

For an account of

his
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5/ Another distinguished pupil of Bain was GEORGE Croom ROBERTSON.
He expounded and upheld the master's principles, both as Grote
Professor of Philosophy of Mind and Logic in University College, LonIndifferent health prevented his producing
don, and as editor of Mind.
the great work in the History of Philosophy that those who knew him

but his Philosophical Remains and the two
of
his
volumes
Class Lectures {^Elements of Psychology and
posthumous
Elements of General Philosophy)^ as well as his small treatise on Hobbes,
show the loss that Philosophy sustained by his too early death.
best confidently expected

;

Note must be taken of the encouragement given to Philosophy
Aberdeen b}' the Burnett and Gifford Lectureships, during the last
6.

at

^

twenty years of the century.

Under

the

first

of these (which

Theism as Grounded

in

Human

is

now

non-existent) was produced

Nature, by the writer of

this

article

Under the other (which continues operative),
(another of Bain's pupils).
two works of great philosophical merit have appeared one by Professor

—

Ward on Naturalism and Agnosticism, and the other by Professor
JOSIAH Rovce on The World and the Individual.

James

IV.

The teaching of Philosophy at the University
present moment does not here come within our view

of Aberdeen at the
:

the nature of

it

may

from the published writings of the occupants of the
But this may be said that it is neither stationary
Philosophical Chairs.
nor unduly restricted in scope, nor is enthusiasm lacking in the prosecution
be gathered,

of

It

it.

in

may,

part,

further,

be noted

that, within the last ten years, the teach-

ing of the Chairs has been supplemented by three Lectureships

Anderson Lectureship

— one

the

in

Comparative Psychology (including Experimental, as well as Animal, Psychology), and the other two devoted to
Political

Economy and

Political Science.

Thus

is

advance being made

at

Aberdeen over former days.
^

This

is

the Burnett of

Dens

the Secretary of State in 1881.

and Archaeology

prize fund diverted in this way by a Provisional Order of
now devoted to the Burnett-Fletcher Chair of History

It is

in the University.

William

L.

Davidson.

THE HISTORIANS.
It has been remarked, and by one whose erudition spices the compliment,
"
that from the foundation of the University a love of historical studies has
continued to mark the Aberdonian scholars, who have contributed more to
Scottish history than the inhabitants of any other part of Scotland ".^
arises this persistent aptitude for historical exposition and research

Whence

is beyond my power to penetrate, and happily the inquiry is irrelevant.
In the bidding-prayer which the University offers at this pious commemoration, I do but seek to name those who, as it were in an apostolical

it

succession extraordinarily prolonged, founded and confirmed the reputation
of the University in a particular department of its activity.

Having regard

to the bias of

Aberdonian scholarship towards

cal exposition, there is suggestiveness in the fact that the first

histori-

Principal

"

Quid enim cum in cyclicis disciplinis omnibus, tum his"
Ferrerius chalillo
Boethio
eruditius simul et elegantius ?
Hectore
toriis,
sometimes
themselves
submitted
and
the
Principal's contemporaries
lenged,was a

historian

:

Posterity has forgotten Boece's
simples.^
"
as
the man in the gig," and reeclecticism, his occasional appearances
to his skill as a

members him

compounder of

as the

first

writer

whose printed page made

his country's

history a national possession.
Before the publication of Boece's history very little had been done to
"
rescue the history of Scotland from the region of unsatisfactory conjecture,"

Adamnan's (625 ?-704) Life of St.
Life
of St. Margaret, John Blair's
Columba, Bishop Turgot's {d. 1115)
on
that hero by Blind Harry
the
{circ. 1300) Life of Wallace,
epic
Andrew
of
1
1
Wyntoun's {circ. 1 350-1420) metrical history
(/. 470-

of which Boswell once complained.

492),
of Scotland to the year 1394, John Barbour's (1316?-! 395) Brus, John
Fordun's {d. 1385 ?) Scotichronicon, its continuation by Walter Bower
1

Sheriff

^neas Mackay,

in Diet.

Nat.

Bio<^., vol. v., p. 300.

-Records of the Monastery of Kinloss, ed. Sluart,

7

p. xxi.

^Ibid., p. xlviii.
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—

{d. 1449), and Sir Thomas Gra}''s {d. 1369?) Scalacronica
such are the comparatively meagre materials which have survived. With
most of them, and with others that have been lost, Boece was familiar.
A manuscript of Fordun's Scotichronicon was his gift to the University.^

of Inchcolm

Both men by residence
Barbour's Brus was equally accessible to him.'were Aberdonians, and of the parent foundation whence the University
sprang.
birth is placed conjecturally in 1316.^
He died in
before
his
have been
He
can
Chaucer.
years
1395,
contemporary
"
little more than a lad when Robert Bruce died in 1 329.
Of his parentage
we know nothing," wrote Cosmo Innes in 1856, " and conjecture is defeated

John Barbour's
five

by the wide spreading

^

Later speculation has inclined to
hold Aberdeen his home, and even to detect Aberdonic accents in his work !^
of the name."

misty as his parentage. The earliest reference to him is
He was then Archdeacon of Aberdeen,
and had permission to travel to Oxford with three other scholars. Seven
In 1365 he was
years later, in 1364, we find him again visiting Oxford.
Hi-S career is as

in the Rotuli Scotiae of 1357.

bound

for

St Denis, near

through England

to

Paris,

France

and again

in

1368 had permission to travel

to study there.^

remotely credible that an Archdeacon should prolong his general
education to beyond his fiftieth year, but it is reasonable to conjecture
that Barbour's journeys to England and France were undertaken for the
It is

upon subjects which he was particularly invesat Aberdeen shed insufficient illumination.
tigating,
Barbour's study of the career of Bruce would hardly draw him out of

acquisition of information

upon which the archives

Scotland.
tribution to

^

His peregrinations therefore may be held to support the athim of works whose preparation would entail a wider hunt for

Skene, Johannis de Fordiin Chronica, vol.

i.,

p. xxv.

The MS.

is

now

in the

Library

of Trinity College, Cambridge.

-See book

xiv.,

chap.

8, in

which Boece quotes "the Brucis buke" (Bellenden,

vol.

ii.,

P- 383)=*

See The Bruce, Scottish Text Society,

vol.

i.,

Dr. Skeat there inclines to the

p. xxix.

date 1320.
*

The Brus, ed. Cosmo Innes, Spalding Club, Pref.,
'^D.N.B., vol. iii., p. 153.

p.

iii.

*
See Cosmo Innes's Preface to The Brus. The fullest list of contemporary references to
Barbour is given by Dr. Skeat in his Preface to the Scottish Text Society's edition of The

Bruce.
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A

said to have written on the

volume of
Troy legend,^
also attributed to him, a bulky work of over
of these are described as " almost literal translations "

33,000 verses. Both
of earlier manuscripts.-

is

Dr. Skeat rejects them, but assigns to Barbour

poems on The Brut and TJic Original of the Stuarts?
Whatever the object of them, Barbour's visits to foreign Universities
seem to have ceased after 1368. Soon after his last visit to France he was
Audit in the King's Household, and also in the
same period he began and concluded the work which
dubs him Father of Scottish history. He was in or about his sixtieth year
when he wrote The Briis.
If the work was not completed in 1375,^^ it
was
finished
probably
by 1377, when a royal grant of i^io upon the
customs of Aberdeen was seemingly the King's recognition of the poet's
service to his grandsire's memory.
Further marks of royal bounty
followed, among them an annual grant of twenty shillings in perpetuity

employed

as Clerk of

In the

Exchequer.'*

from the ferms of Aberdeen.
The latter gift Barbour assigned to the
Chapter of St. Machar, and annually on 13th March, until the still
distant Reformation, a Mass was said for the repose of his soul.*"
or John de Fordoun, is barely discernible in the
him which have come down to us.
His historical

John Fordun,
details of

meagre
work passes under the
rather of the earlier

more

scribes

MS. he

it,

is

cryptic indication of authorship

Fordun
is

first

as "presbyter".''
"

styled

His authorship of

or

by a note upon the MS.
The Black Book of Paisley J
found in the lines annexed to the

is

as

book of the work,^

His continuator de-

In the Prologue to the British

Capellanus ecclesie

it,

attested

Museum, known

of the chapters of the

titles

Scotichronicon.

part of

preserved in the British

A

title

Aberdonensis "}^

Museum

He was one

of the

^

Fragments have been printed by the Early English Text Society.
^D.N.B., vol. iii., pp. 154, 155.
^
Tlic Bruce, Scottish Text Society, vol. i., p. xlvi.
Mr. George Neilson, in yohn Barbour, Poet and Translator (igoo), attributes to Barbour authorship of The Biiik of the most
noble and valiant Conqueror Alexander the Grit, edited for the Bannatyne Club in 1834.
See
also Mr. J. T. T. Brown's The Wallace and the Bruce restiidied (1900).
^
Cosmo Innes, The Brus, Pref., p. iv.
Ibid., p. 319.
•'

^

Ibid., Pref., pp. v., vi.

"

Johem de Fordun Aberden. Caplanum et completum per
Columbe Abbatem, 1447. Quintjue Libros Fordon undenos Bower arabat" (David Murray, The Black Book of Paisley, p. i).
^jfohaniiis de Fordun Chronica, ed. Skene, vol. i., p. 3.
''

Scoticronicon inceptum per

Walterum Bower

^
.

Sti

Ibid.,Tp. x\v.

^"

Ibid., p. xv'u
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There
clergy of the Cathedral of St. Machar, perhaps a chantry priest.^
is no evidence to determine the date of his birth or that of his death.

A

reference in his

Gesta Annalia to Richard

II.

"

qui nunc

est

"

proves him

-

work within the period 1377- 1399. Towards the close of his Clironicle
he inserts a genealogy of David I., which he had obtained long before
{dudnin accepcrmn) from Walter Wardlaw, whom he describes as Lord
Cardinal of Scotland.^ Wardlaw received that office in 1384,^ and Fordun
clearly was writing or revising the latter portion of his work after that date.
The latest entry in his Annals is an event of 1385. Probably he died in
at

that year or soon after.

John Fordun's

historical

work

consists of the

first

Chronicle of Scotland which was continued by Bower and
as the Scotichronicon.

Fordun contributed

to

it

books of a

five

generally known
the history of Scotland
is

to 1153.
He left also, under the title Gcsta Annalia, historical notices
of the period 1 153-1385, and a collection of materials relating to

Edward I.'s claim to suzerainty over Scotland.
sixth book of the Scotichronicon are also his.
Mr. Skene's

list

zealous research.

^

Several chapters of the

of authorities quoted by Fordun attests the chaplain's
beside others less familiar, Adamnan, Bede,

It includes,

Ethelred of Rievaulx, Eusebius, Eutropius, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Gildas,
Henry of Huntingdon, Higden, Richard of Cirencester, Seneca, Sigibert
of Gembloux, Suetonius, William of Malmesbur}^, and Turgot.
Fordun
also refers to certain anonymous Chronicles,'"' and to a particular Historia"

which Mr.

Skene holds ^

to

be

a

volume mentioned

the

in

of contents of the great Register of the Priory of St. Andrews.
to be inferred that St. Andrews was the scene of Fordun's labours ?
list

Is it

Mr.
Skene seems to contemplate no other conclusion. He writes " The circumstances which led him [Fordun] to devote himself to the work of
compiling a history of his native country, we arc not sufficiently acquainted
:

^Johannis de Fordun Chronica, ed. Skene,

vol.

i.,

'

2/i/f/., p. 319.

p. xiv.

Ibid., p. 2SI.

5
^D.N.B., vol. lix., p. 354.
Chronica, vol. ii., p. 375.
"These are the Chronicles of 1165 and onwards which Mr. Skene
printed
Chronicles of the Picts and Scots.
"'

s

Book
Vol.

iii.,

ii.,

an authority

p.

in

his

chap. 14.
396.

whom

Mr. Skene inclines
Bishop

Lives of Scotish Writers, vo\.

Stillingfleet
i.,

p. 6.)

opinion that this was the work of Veremundus,
accused Boece of having invented.
(See Irving,

to the
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life to be able to guess, but the Church of St. Andrews had
associated with the production and preservation of these
been
always
historical
documents, and his name indicates his connexion with
early
The great Register of the Priory of St. Andrews had been
that diocese.
compiled between 13 13 and 1332, and contained documents connected

with his

with the early annals of Scotland, as well as a Historia which
attracted his attention."

may have

^

It is too alluring to picture a pre-academic Aberdeen in which John
Barbour and John Fordun lived as contemporaries to allow surrender of
a conviction that the early books of the Scotichronicon took shape under
The single statement that has reached us
the shadow of St. Machar.
of
residence
and occupation connects him with
Fordun's
place
regarding

And

Aberdeen.

it is

clear,

from the reference to him

in

the Black Book

of Paisley., that wherever and whatever he may have been in earlier years,
It is also
he died a chaplain or official of the Cathedral of St. Machar.
clear that

it

was the

he devoted to putting his
these suppositions are accepted, and at least they

later years of his life that

If
Chronicle into shape.
are reasonable, Aberdeen in the latter half of the fourteenth century could
boast possession of two men, contemporaries, diligent workers in the field

of Scottish history, both of

them greater

lights in a constellation at that

time not lavishly starred.
Barbour's persistent journeyings in search of historical material have
to.
Fordun was equally indefatigable. No unreasonable

been alluded

upon the imagination is needed to picture the Capellanus of St.
Machar as one of those who accompanied Barbour to England and elsewhere.
But with or independently of John Barbour, Fordun between the
years 1363 and 1385, as Mr. Skene infers,- was zealous in search of
"
materials.
Idcirco et ipse pedester," Bower says of Fordun, " tanquam
strain

apis argumentosa, in prato Britanniit et in oraculis Hiberniae, per civitates
et oppida, per universitates et collegia, per ecclesias et ccenobia, inter
historicos

conversans et

annales contrectans et

inter

cum

chronographos perendinans,

eis sapienter

libros

sive dipticiis quae sibi placuit intitulans, tali fatigabili investigatione,

non novit invenit atque

in sinuali

eorum

conferens et disputans, ac tabulis

quod

suo codice, tanquam in alveario, inventa,

quasi mellifluos favos accurate congessit, et ipsa, ut praemisi, in quinque
'

Chronica, ed. Skene, vol.

ii.,

p. Ixxii.

-Vol.

i.,

p, xxxiii.
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libros,

David
usque ad mortem sanctissimi regis

eleganter

That

^

intitulavit."

is

a

filii

sanctae Margareta^,
to Fordun's

handsome compliment

Some one
himself a brief appreciation survives.
knew the man well whom you rate so highly, the
He was
author of the book you are speaking of, and bringing before us.
^
schools."
the
a simple man, and nowhere graduated in
The historical value of Fordun's work is concisely expressed by Mr.
Skene: " In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries it forms the indispensable
assiduity.

Of Fordun

once said to

Bower

"

:

I

groundwork of our annals, while in the fourteenth century it becomes a
contemporary authority ".^ Its popularity and reputation are attested by
Tradition connects
the large number of manuscripts of it which survive.
Bishop Elphinstone with one, now in the Bodleian.* Another was compiled for Hector Boece, and was presented by him to the University.
"
It bears on the first page
Collegi Aberdon. ex dono Magistri Hectoris
It is almost inconceivable that a gift
Bois primi primarii ejusdem". ^
intimate interest should have been
and
of
such
valuable
so
intrinsically

At what period it was lost cannot be determined. In 1682
was in the library of Richard Smyth, and at the sale of his books in that
From him it passed to
year was purchased by the Duke of Lauderdale.
Thomas Gale, who used it as the text of his edition of Fordun in Historicc

surrendered.
it

Britannic(E Scviptores
his son

Scotichronicon
his

XV.

Roger Gale, who

MSS. were

lent

published in
acquired

After Gale's death in 1702 the
it

Thomas Hearne

to

Upon Roger

1722.

by Trinity

MS.

passed to

for his edition of the

Gale's death in

College, Cambridge.

1744

There Boece's

copy of Fordun remains.'' Irrevocably?
John Fordun died about 1385, John Barbour some ten years later. A
In the interval Aberdeen mad-e no
century separates them from Boece.
contribution to historical literature. But the tradition which Barbour and
Fordun had established was communicated to the new University by
the Founder himself
WILLIAM Elphinstone's life and activities are
described elsewhere in this volume.
Here I point out merely that he
was a student of history, a diligent collector of materials, and the
'

Skene, vol. i.,
^Vol. i., p. ix.
•*

Skene, vol.

i.,

p.

2

1.

p.

xxii.

Murray, The Black Book of Paisley,

More recent

investigation, however, does not confirm the

tradition.

^Ibid., p. XXV.

«

p. 2.

Murray, Black Book of Paisley,

p. 7.
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Of the Bishop
author of a volume of notes or reflections upon them.
"
The
of
the
Boece writes
history
antiquities of the Scottish nation,
^

:

especially in the Hebrides, he

examined with great care and

result of his researches into our history he

labour.

The

condensed into one volume.

The Bishop's writings I have largely followed in the history of Scotland
which, to the best of my humble ability, I have recently put in writing.
Whoever shall see these will understand either that our country has lacked
but that we
historians, or that our historians have been rather careless
have never lacked those capable of making history. The acts of the
;

whom

saints, to

our parish churches are generally dedicated, after much
many quarters, he collected into one work." Elphinstone

research in
"

took great delight in the memorials of our ancient nation," Boece writes
None of the MSS. mentioned by Boece are extant, though it

elsewhere.'^
is

stated

by Bellenden's

editor that Elphinstone's historical collections are

in the Bodleian.^

Contemporary both with Elphinstone and Boece was Alexander
Galloway, Rector of the University at intervals between 15 16 and 1549.
He is remembered as the architect of the Bridge of Dee and of Grey
Like Elphinstone, he is said to have studied the anFriars Church.
tiquities of the Hebrides, and to have written upon the subject of the
clag-geese, those mythical birds whom mediaeval credulity believed to grow
on trees.'* An instinct of historical research dowered Elphinstone's foun-

The goose
infancy.
of
juvenile credulity
inspiration

dation

in

its

inquiry

may be condoned

as

an

!

So
^

I

pass to

Hector Boece.

The name

His family was of old standing

in

variously spelt Boece, Bois, Boyis, but Boyce is
Angus.
Boece's
In two of the forms the name is also
biographer."
preferred by
an
erudite
in
found
Hellenist, was one of the transEngland. John Bois,
is

Three Boyces are remembered, Samuel, Thomas and William. The fame of the first two is literary.
Boece's Christian name. Hector, was certainly
The third was a musician.

lators of

James

VI.'s Authorised Version."

'^

1

Lives of the Bishops of Aberdeen, ed.

J.

Moir,

p. 99.

-

Ibid., p. v.

Bellenden,
i.,
Bodley's Librarian, however, informs me that there
in the Bodleian to support the statement.
*
Lives of the Bishops, p. 161.
See Ahcrd. Eccl. Transactions, vol. iii., p. 93.
•''

vol.

•''See

p. xxii.

the article on Boece in D.N.B., vol.

"Irving, Scotish Writers, vol.
'

D.N.B.,

vol. v., p. 311.

i.,

v., p.

is

nothinc^

297.

p. i.
"

Ibid., vol. vi., p. 88.
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It betokens in his parents
unusual at the period of his birth {chx. 1465),
in
an interest in the new Humanism which,
part, explains their son's career.
"
Hector Boece's early years were spent in Dundee, and as Hector Boetius

Deidonensis" he dedicated his Lives of the Bishops of Aberdeen to Gavin
Dunbar.^ From Scotland Boece passed to Paris, and in or about the year
the annus niirabi/is, became a Professor in the College de Montaigu.^
1492,

He names

several notable

men who were

whom

his contemporaries in Paris
he eulogises as "nostrae aetatis splendor et
;

amono- them Erasmus,
"
ornamentum," and his fellow-countryman John Major,
theologus erudibaud
aliter
illuminatissimae
faces, magnum
quam
tissimus, cujus scripta,
Christiana; religioni attulere fulgorem

".^

From

Paris,

where he says of

"

philosophiam utcunque enarrabam," he came to Aberdeen at
"ut adolescentes literarum amantes (mea pro
Elphinstone's invitation,

himself,

artibus instituerem
exiguitate) bonis

".^

For more than thirty years he

watched over the youthful University's fortunes, and died in 1536.
Boece's fame as a historian rests upon two published works.
first in

order of publication, but not as

I

shall

show

in

The

composition, was the

The second, published
History of the Scots} Boece chose the common
language of Humanism, and wrote both works in Latin. One could wish
that, like Barbour, he had expressed himself in his mother-tongue.
By

Lives of the Bishops of Mortlach
five

years

later,

was

and Aberdeen.

his

aping Livy Boece allowed John Bellenden and William Stewart to gain
him an interest which he might have secured to

for their translation of

himself.

The

Lives of tJie Bishops of Mortlach and Aberdeen was published at
Badius in 1522.
lodocus
Dr. Moir remarks: " It was, with the
Paris by
exception of John Major's History of Greater Britain, published in 1521,
first attempt, apart from scholastic and
theological works, on the part
of a Scotsman to appeal through Latin to a wider audience than Britain
Boece declares that the work owed its inception to the
provided ".''

the

As Dunbar became Bishop of
suggestion of Bishop Gavin Dunbar.'^
Aberdeen in 15 18,'' and Boece's Preface is dated 31st August, 1521,'^
1

Lives of the Bishops,

3/6jU,pp.
''

et

The

88, 89.

full title

is:

"

Scotorum

Historiie, a

gentium, illustratione non vulgari ".
"
Lives of the Bishops, p. ix.
^

D.N.B.,

2

m^i^

*

Ibid.

p

igg

prima gentis origine,

cum

p. 4.

vol. xvi., p. 151.

aliarum et rerum

''Ibid., p. v.
^

Lives of the Bishops,

p. v.
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The deduction
the work was completed within that narrow period.
meets a criticism of Boece as wanting in fairness and generosity to a
contemporary and rival. It has been remarked by his editor, that while
makes no

eulogising John Major as a theologian, Boece
Histoi'v of Greater Britain, published in

The

1521.^

reference to his

reason

is

clear.

Boece's MS. was on
way to the Paris press before the prints of Major's
work had been distributed in Scotland.
its

Boece betrays a

disposition,

common

to

his

period, to treat

his

The See of
principle ovine scriptiun pro vero.
Aberdeen possessed a series of charters, the earliest of which purported
to be a grant by Malcolm H. in 1016 to one Bishop Beyn of lands in
upon the

materials

Mortlach, Banffshire, and elsewhere, as the foundation of a Bishopric whose
was ultimately transferred to Aberdeen. The charter- was not at-

seat

which Boece notices only to remark " tanta tum
fides mortalium animos regebat".^
There can be little doubt that it
was spurious and had been introduced into the Cathedral archives in order
to confirm an early tradition, recorded by Fordun.^
With Nectan, the
tested, a suspicious fact

fourth prelate in Boece's

list,

the historical succession of the Bishops of

David I.'s grant in 11 37 to Nectan^ of " totam villam
begins.
"
de Veteri Abbirdon and other lands dates the virtual foundation of a
See whose antiquity Boece expanded by over one hundred years.
Apart from the Mortlach tradition, Boece's Lives is remarkable for a

Aberdeen

biography of Elphinstone, which almost equals
the
filial

the

of

the

in

length the
is
written

sum

of

It
with a
Bishop's predecessors.
regard for its subject, and here and there with touches which point
bias of the author towards credulity.
Elphinstone's funeral was

biographies

an event which Boece himself must have witnessed.
"

On this occasion several prodigies occurred.
miles from Aberdeen, an infant was born with
but only two

legs,

being

Another child was born

in

at

other respects in

Yet he writes

At Foveran, a

"
:

village ten

two heads and two bodies,
no ways hideous in aspect.

Aberdeen, who, when placed to his mother's
upon her except with horrible cries,

breast, refused to suck, or to look
^

^

Lives of the Bishops,
It is

Charters, p.
^
^

printed in

Cosmo

p. 160.

Innes, Rcgisly. Episcop. Abcrdon., and in Lawrie, Early Scottish

4.

Lives of the Bishops, p. 6.
Lawrie, Select Charters, p. 8g.

*
^

Skene, vol. ii., p. 175.
Lives of the Bishops, p. 109.
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The vanes
although he took the breast of any other mother quietly.
at Aberdeen which indicate the direction of the wind, and for this purpose
are placed on the steeples of churches, all fell down or were broken.
At
the time that his funeral took place, his pastoral staff, made of silver, which
Alexander Lawrence was carrying, as is usual in such processions, was

broken.

It is

into the grave

but whence

doubtful

how

happened, but one part of the

this

where the body was to be laid.
came was doubtful
Thy mitre

Then

O

'

it

:

also,

a voice

staff fell

was heard,

William, should be

Even a pestilence which broke out and ravaged
Aberdeen pitilessly seems by some inexplicable association in Boece's mind
buried

with

thee!'"

to connect itself with the

^

good Bishop's death.
The Lives of the Bishops, completed by 31st August,

1521,'-

was pub-

The work was
1825 by the Banna1522.
tyne Club. In 1894 the New Spalding Club published the Latin text and
an English tran.sIation of it by Dr. James Moir, Co-Rector of Aberdeen
Grammar School, It is pertinent to recall that Dr. Moir's labour was
lished at Paris in

reprinted in

inspired by its appropriateness to the approaching Quatercentenary of
the University, which it was intended at that time to celebrate in 1895.

Alexander Garden, Advocate, of Aberdeen, wrote in 161 9 (printed
1878) The Lyf, Doings, and Deathe of the Right Reuerend mid worthy
excerpted and translated out of the Lyues
Maister Hector Boes.
of the Bishops of Aberdene,wretin in Latine by
One may hazard a conjecture that the success of the Lives, and pos-

Prelat William Elphinstoun

.

.

.

.

.

.

sibly the stimulus of John Major's example, induced Boece to entrust to
the Paris press in 1527 an earlier and more considerable work.
In his
memoir of Elphinstone he refers to the History of Scotland as already
"
written, and acknowledges his indebtedness to the Bishop's
scripta in
I
Boece's History was, therefore, written before 1521.
have alluded already to Elphinstone's assiduous collection of historical

re

Scotica".^

and to a volume of his historical reflections to which Boece
had access. The History may have been begun in the Bishop's lifetime,
and have had the benefit of his active collaboration. Possibly the work
Neither in his Lives nor
was the pious execution of a literary trust.
his History does Boece represent himself as a collector of materials or
materials,

as particularly interested in historical research.
^

Lives of the Bishops,

p. 112.

^

His Lives of the Bishops^

Ibid., Pref., p. v.

^

Ibid., p. 99.
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Bishop Dunbar's suggestion.
"largely" based on Elphinstone's

be

at

he gives us in his
no remarkable interest in

In the autobiographical details which

materials.

memoir of the Founder, he claims
history, nor

for himself

enthusiasm such as that which induced both Barbour's and

Fordun's studious pilgrimages. Probability is against the supposition that
before he left Scotland for Paris he had collected the materials which he
ultimately employed.
Scottish antiquities.

In Paris he certainly had no opportunity to study
infer, therefore, that as from Bishop Dunbar

I

came the inspiration to Boece to write his Lives, so from Elphinstone, to
a great extent, came the materials for the History.
Boece's History appeared in 1527.
Excepting Major's History of
Greater Britain, it was the first treatise on Scottish history to issue from
the printing press. Wyntoun and Fordun were still in manuscript, unknown
all but a narrow band of scholars.
To the uninitiated, therefore, Boece
blazed with the glory of one whose industry had restored to Scotland the

to

lost

volumes of her history.

And how

seductive was his revelation of her

"
auld enemy," was but a parvenu beside
England, the
Boece told of one Gathelus, son of Cecrops of Athens, who,
after a wayward career in Macedonia and Achaia, " becaus he couth not

antiquity.
her.
For

the correctioun of freindis," fled to Egypt, where Pharaoh, " the
In Egypt Gathelus was
scurge of the pepil of Israel," was then reigning.
suffer

"

"
plesandly resavit," and after valiant deeds in war became
generalllieutenant" in the Egyptian army.
Greater favours rewarded this epony-

mous

He was

"

ane lusty person, semely, and
of Grece, with prudent ingine ".
He married Pharaoh's
•'
daughter Scota, and received as her dowry lands won be force of battall
fra the pepill of Israel ".
Scota's father died a few years later, and her
ancestor of the Gaelic folk.

of the blud

brother,

"

riall

Bochoris Pharo," the Pharaoh of the Exodus, succeeded to the

drew upon his people " uncouth
plagis," Pharaoh consulted his gods, and had warning of greater inflictions
"
quhilkis war af^peirand to cum haistely on thame ". Gathelus was "astonist
be this respons," and resolved to escape from the horrors to come.
In the

throne.

When

his refusal to release Israel

year of the world 3643 he, his wife Scota, his fellow-exiles from Greece,
his friends and servants, Greek and Egyptian, sailed from the Nile.
In
the "land of Numide" he hoped to find shelter, but was forbidden to dis-

embark.

"
Passing through the Straits of Gibraltar he came to ane part of

io8
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Spanye,

callit

Portingall, that

than Lusican, quhilk wes eftir, be his arriving thair, calHt
"
is to say, the Port of Gathele
Gathelus by this time was
!

"sowpit be iang travel". He therefore landed, overcame the inhabitants,
and had from them "certane landis in the north part of Spanye, callit now
There he settled, named his people Scots, in gallant compliment
Galicia ".
to his wife, builded himself a city, and ruled his subjects "sittand in his
chiar of merbill," which "had sic weird, that it maid every land quhair it
wes found native to Scottis as thir versis schawis
:

;

The

—

Scottis sail bruke that realme as native ground,

Geif weirdis

faill

nocht, quhair cvir this chiar

is

found."

As time went on
James VI. subjected England to the "weird".
Gathelus "seand his pepil incres with mair multitude than micht be suffiHe sent his sons, Hiber
ciently nurist," resolved upon a second exodus.
and Hemecus, "to spy
sail

brought them

days'
inhabitants allowed

Hemecus

ony

landis

war within the occeane".

Five

to an island, called Ireland after Hiber!

The

themselves to be "plesandly subdewit".
Leaving
to rule them, Hiber returned to Spain, found Gathelus dead, and

so increased his father's

known

git

as Iberia

!

power

in that

peninsula that after him it was
Brec, who in the 3'ear

From him descended Simon

695 was called from Spain to succeed Hemecus as king in Ireland.
died precisely 861 years after his father's flight from Egypt.
his
Scota,
mother, I infer to have died of weariness in the interval

B.C.

Hemecus

!

To Boece's readers it
the same story, more or less.
was as credible as the modern deductions of comparative philology.
Their land was Scotland, and lo Scota.
They knew themselves as
Fordun

tells

!

Gaels, and opportunely Gathelus

!

Correctly they divined that Ireland

had housed them before Scotland received them, and the convenient
Hiber personified the tradition.
Chapter IV. unravelled the last skein
in this tangled puzzle of origins.
Two hundred and sixteen years
the date was B.C. 479,
after Simon Brec began his reign in Ireland

—

—

the Scots crossed
therefore, and approximately it is lOOO years too early
from Ireland to Scotland proper. Rothesay had its name from its Scot
conqueror.
Ardgaell or Argyll was named after Gathelus, the Hebrides
after the insatiable Hiber.
For 250 years the Scots possessed unchallenged
the country whose first settlers they were, and then came the last infusion
of racial ingredients.

So

far as Boece's

chronology can be deciphered.
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about B.C. 230 "abanist pepill, named Fichtis, come furth of Denmark,
to serche ane dwelling place; and efter that they war inhibit to land baith
in France, Britane,

and Ireland," the batch of undesirable

aliens landed in

to their original home Boece is doubtful, but " treuth is,"
"
efter thair cuming in Albion, thay war ane civill
he assures his readers,

Scotland.

As

richt ingenious

pepil,

oncouth blude".

An

and crafty baith

mariage," as in the legend of the
triumphantly the chain of origins.^
I

in

weir and peace," though "of
"to have thair dochteris in

invitation to the Scots

Romans and

have dwelt on Boece's theory of

the Sabines, linked

up

origins, rather than his saner ex-

position of Scottish history to James I.'s death (1437), because it chiefly
So immediate was its
gained his work public attention and applause.

popularity that a free translation of

undertaken at James V.'s

it

into rugged

Scots was at once

command by John

Bellenden, Canon of Ross.
of The History mid Crotiiklis

It was published at Edinburgh under the title
At about the same time
of Scotland in 1536, the year of Boece's death.
a metrical version was undertaken by William Stewart (1481 ?-i550
?).'-^

A

French abridgment of Boece, by Jean Desmontier, was printed at
Paris in 1538, under the title Siimmairc dc I'Ongme, Description, et
Merveills d'Escosse, avec itne petit Cronique du Roys dudit Pays jusqiies
a ce TejHps. A copy was in Sir Robert Sibbald's possession in 1710.^ In
1574 a second edition of the Latin original was published at Paris, with
a continuation, to 1488, by Ferrerius.
Finally, and perhaps of the greatest
an
result in popularising Boece's myths,
English version of the History was
From the Boece of Holinshed
included in Holinshed's Chronicle in 1577.
"
Macbeth," as Boece had certainly taken the story
Shakespeare drew his

from Fordun.^
This is not the place to discuss Boece's integrity as a historian. The
fabulous history of Scotland, expounded by Fordun and Wyntoun and
popularised by Boece, reflected the exaltation aroused by Scotland's vindication of her independence against England,

^

See chaps,

i.-iv.

of Bellenden's translation of Boece.

Stewart's version was not printed until 1858,
by William Barclay Turnbull.
'^

*Sibbald,
*

It

of Boece.

is

An

and discounted the equally

when

Account of the Writers of North Britain,

instructive to

compare book

v.,

chaps,

i.-vi.,

it

was edited

for the Rolls Series

p. 17.

of Fordun with book

xii.,

chap,

vii.,
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genealogy on which England in part based her claim. English
antiquaries therefore viewed Gathelus, Scota, and their children with
fictitious

patriotic scepticism.

Hectoris historici tot quot mendacia scripsit
Si vis ut numerem, lector amice, tibi,

Me

jubeas etiam fluctus numerare marinos

Et liquidi

Stellas

connumerare

poll.

Edward

So wrote John Leland (1506?-! 5 52V

Stillingfleet (1635-

of Worcester, brought the graver charge against Boece of
i6qq), Bishop
authorities to support his fictions.- John Pinkerton (1758invented
havino'
him as " one of the most egregious historical impostors that
denounced
1 826)
ever appeared in any country ".^ One may dismiss so grave a charge, and set
"
"
tuis moribus," he told Boece,
against it Erasmus's testimony
semper
:

fuit

alienissimum mentiri

"."^

of
story of a time, specially

and spaces which he must

^
:

"

He

that undertaketh the

length, cannot but meet with
be forced to fill up out of his

any

many blanks
own wit and

Modern standards

conjecture".
conjecture.
Pinkerton's

A

As Bacon wrote

But

own

require an author to dissever fact from
as Bellenden's editor remarks, countering Pinkerton with

phrase, -'it is no crime not to have been a philosopher
revived "."^

before philosophy

Barbour and Eordun belong to the fourteenth century, Boece to the
The first two were attached to the ecclesiastical foundation
fifteenth.

whence the University sprang.

Boece dowered Aberdeen with

gifts acquired
century the roll of the University holds
the names of three historians educated within its walls, John Leslie (1527of Ross, David Chambers (i 530 ?-i592), and another David
1596), Bishop

elsewhere.

Chambers

But

or

in the sixteenth

A

Chalmers.

Thomas Dempster,

fourth,

is

a doubtful

alumnus. Theirs was the Marian period. In it the first two played a
orominent part. Both of them were whole-hearted in service to the unhappy Queen. Both of them made solid contribution to the literature of
Scottish history.

them studied

in

They were contemporaries, surely, at
One became a Bishop, the

France.

King's.

Both of

other a Lord of

Otherwise their public activities are curiously parallel.
John Le.sLIE was born in 1527, the year in which Boece's History

Session.

^Collectanea, vol.

v., p.

^•>

^

126.

'History of Scotland, vol.

ii.,

p 421.

Advancement of Learning, book

ii.

Irving, Scotish Writers, vol.

^

Quoted in Bellenden, vol.
BBgUenJen, vol i., p. xxv.

i.,

i.,

p. 6.

p. xxxiii.
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was published, and must have proceeded to King's College soon after
In 1546 he was admitted an acolyte of St. Machar,
Boece's death.
After a few years'
where shortly after he was inducted to a canonry.
study of civil and canon law at Paris and Poitiers, he returned in 1554
to his native University, and in 1562 was appointed to the Chair of Canon
Law. Four years later (1566) he became Bishop of Ross. He was the

whom the University gave to high public service. Queen
adviser
in her ecclesiastical policy, her ambassador to Queen
chief
Mary's
Elizabeth in 1568-70, an opportunity which he used to publish his Defence

first

aluuiniis

of the Honour of Qneeti Mary, Leslie was imprisoned in the Tower in
1
571 for participation in the Ridolfi Plot, and after his release proceeded
(1574) to Paris and to Rome (1575) to represent the Queen's interests. At

Rome

in

1578 he published

Latin his History of Scotland.

in

In 1579 he

was appointed Suffragan and Vicar-General of the Diocese of Rouen.
About 1 591 he was given the Bishopric of Coutances in Normandy, and
died at Guirtenburg, near Brussels, in 1596.^

Father

when

Cody has remarked

that

—

all Leslie's

and that

writings were

"

in object

"summed up
-political,"
maintenance of the cause of Queen Mary and the Catholic religion
Scotland ".- James Maitland states that Leslie published anonymously
not, also, in subject

his politics

were

in the

in

The most

several pamphlets in Mary's behalf."
Defence of the Honour of the

considerable of them was

A

Right Highe, Mightye, and Noble
Princesse Marie, Qncene of Scotlande and Dowager of France ; with a
Decla7'ation as well of her Right, Title, and Interest to the Successioti of
the Crowne of Englande, as that the Regimente of ]Vomen ys conform-

Lawe of God and

Nature, published in 1569 and immediatel}'
most
suppressed.
important work was also composed with an
the
The first
eye upon
controversy raging round the unhappy Queen.
of
under
the title The Historic of Scotland fra the Death of Kinoit,
part
able to the

Leslie's

fames

the First in the

Yeir of

God

mccccxxxi'i. to the

Yeir mdlxi. aiid

sae of the four late Kingis called fames Steuartis, and of Quote Marie now
Quene of Scotland,'' forms a continuation of Boece, and has contemporary
'

See D.N.B.,

-

Leslie, Historic of Scotland, ed.

^

Miscell. Scot. Hist.

vol. xxxiii., pp. 93-99.

Soc,

vol.

Cody, Scottish Text Society,
Maitland adds a
p. 158.

ii.,

Edinb. Bibliog. Soc, vol. ii.
^
The Scots version of the work was
Club.

first

p. xvii.
list

of their

printed at Edinburgh in 1830, for the

titles.

See

Bannatyne
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The work was

value.

during

his leisure in those years,

employed
maist

written in Scots for presentation to the Queen
England as her ambassador, 1568- 1570. He

Leslie's residence in

facile,

he says,

pleasand and profitable studie

"

in reidinge of historeis, as
"

for the present

And albeit,"

".

"

he continues, the trew historeis of our countrey be largely, truely and
eloquently treated and wreattin be that cuning and eloquente historiographe.

Hector Boecius, yit he wreittis only to the deathe of Kyng James the first,
quhilk was in the yere of our lorde god 1436 yeires, sen the quhilk time
swa that the
nevir ane hes preassed to gif furthe any thing in wreitt
;

history of oure country sen that time, and the deides of the foure last
and to whom your
noble kingis of oure realme, called Jamesses,
.

.

.

justly be inheritaunce succedes, are

Heighnes most

like to

be erdit in

oblivione, as also the estaite of your Majesties owne reigne and good
Leslie brought his work down to
governement, for lake of wreitting."
^

in 1 561, and excused himself from continuing it
"
the
that he was
certefeit that thair ys sindrie
ground
further, partly upon
men of excellent knawledge, and of diverse nationis, that purposis to sett

Mary's arrival

Scotland

in

forth the historye of Scotland,

thair furth of

Erance

frome the tyme of the arriving of

in the 1561 yeire of

God

hir hienes

Had he

to thir dayes"."-

would have been difficult
not imposed this
maintain that impartiality which Leslie claims, and not without reason,
self-denying ordinance

it

to
to

distinguish his narrative,^

The

discovery of the Ridolfi plot caused Leslie's confinement in the
Towards the end of 1 573 he was
later at Farnham Castle.

Tower, and

In January, 1574, he landed in France, and about a
proceeded to Rome. There he resumed his historical studies,

given his liberty.

year

later

1578 published a general History of Scotland under the title De
The last three
Origine, Moribiis, et Rebus Gestis Scotoi'um Libri decern.

and

in

books were a revised translation into Latin of the

The

work

earlier

offered to

seven books, narrating the history of Scotland to
1436, were added, he explains, in order that Scotsmen, contemplating the
"
virtues of their forebears, might be encouraged
cum in ceteris virtutibus,

Queen Mary.

tum

first

maxime," to follow in their footsteps.'* This portion
value, and is mainly a recJiaujfe of Boece and
Like Boece and Fordun, however, Leslie prefaced his historical

in avita religione

of the

work

Major.
1

is

Bannatyne

of

little

edit., pp. 7, 8.

'•'

"76J(f., p. 302.

*Historie of Scotland, ed. Cody, Scott. Text Soc, vol.

Ibid., p. g.
i.,

p. xvii.
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narrative with a geographical description of Scotland and that section of
the book has independent value.
Mr, Lang has printed recently James Maitland's Apology for his
;

William Maitland of Lethington.^

father,

"

of Leslie.
"

He

leving at

Rome

James Maitland was no

thrie zeirs togither,"

Maitland

friend
states,

did publiss and set furthe in print in the Latin toong, anno 1578, his

historie or Chronicle of Scotland fra the beginning to his auin tyme, or
rather did withe help of vthers put in forme and set togither that historie

maid or

collectit

Regensburg,

pairtlie

pairtlie
in

be Mr. Ninian Winzet, Abot of the Scots Abay
be Mr. Alexander Andersone, Principal of the

Colledge in Aberdein, and pairtlie be Mr. James Scheme, Chanon of the
Cathedral Kirk of Tournay, eiking at the end thairof onlie some of his
auin informations.

tyme and

The causes of his publisching of that book at that
name war his Ostentation, vaine glorie to mak himself

.

.

name

famouss, bot the chiefest cans of al wes to send and give
and great personnages and vnder that colour to craue and
thame meanes or support." Maitland's accusation should be

knauen, his
it

.

in his auin

to Princes

.seik

fra

entertained with caution.

Leslie, on his passage through France in 1574,
have
received from Ninian Wingate, at that time Preceptor
possibly may
of Arts at Paris,^ and a vigorous literary foe of Knox and Buchanan, notes

for the revision of his narrative of the period
Alexander
1436-1561.
Anderson, who was Boece's fifth successor as Principal (1553-1569), was
dead long before Leslie was at work at Rome, and even before his narrative of the years 1 436-1 561 was presented to Queen
Mary. But incidentone
notices
that
in
16
when
Maitland
wrote
his
ally
16,
Apology, Principal

Anderson was remembered as the inheritor of the interests of Elphinstone
and Boece. Leslie's indebtedness to him it is impossible to establish or refute.

A

De

Origine, made in 1596 by Father
James Dalrymple, a monk of St. James's, Ratisbon, was published by the
Scottish Text Society,
Leslie also left a MS. narrative of
884-1 891.
events from i 562-1571, which was printed in 1885 by Mr. Forbes-Leith in

Scots version of Leslie's

1

his

Narrative of Scottish Catholics}
'

Miscell. Scot. Hist. Soc, vol.

ii.,

pp. 153-228.

^D.N.B., vol. l.xii., p. 236.
have mentioned, an account of Bishop Leslie will be
found in Michel, Lis Ecussais en Francf, vol. i., pp. 145-49 David Irving, Scotish Writirs,
vol. i., pp. 122-46.
See also bibliographv in D.N.B vol. xxxiii., p. 99.
'Ubid., p. 164.

*

In addition to the authorities

I

I

,
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A

contemporary, as I suppose, of Bishop Leslie at King's College was
afterwards Lord Ormond.
His birth is placed con-

David Chambers,
jecturally in

He

1530.

died in 1592.^

At King's College he

studied

orders, and proceeded to France to comAs he counted xA.dam Blackwood among his friends,
plete his studies.
From France
it is possible that they were students together at Paris."
Chambers went on to Italy, and was studying under Marianus Sozenus at
Bologna in 1556.^ Upon his return to Scotland he became Chancellor of
the Diocese of Ross, and, on his Bishop's death, succeeded him on the Privy
Council and as a Judge of the Court of Session (26th January, 1565).'^ In
the next year (1566) the digest of the Scottish Acts of Parliament, known
as The Black Acts of Parliainent, was published at Edinburgh, a work

philosophy and theology, took

whose editing Chambers contributed,^
following years he was associated closely.

With

the tragic events of the
held him privy to the
murder of Darnley at Kirk o' Field, and after Mary's defeat at Langside
he was forfeited by the Estates (August, 1568). He found shelter in

to

Rumour

Spain, and later in France, where he employed his leisure upon the works
which support his reputation as a historian. In 1583 his forfeiture was
removed.
In 1586 he resumed his duties on the Court of Session, and
exercised

them

until his

death

in 1592.^

work was published

1579, with a
Histoire abregee de tous
les Roys de France, Angletei're et Escosse, niise en Ordre par Form
d'Harnionie ; contenant aussi nn brief Discours de Pancienne Alliance et

Chambers's

dedication to

historical

Heniy

It

III.

bears the

inutuel Secours entre la France et

at Paris in

title:

Epitome de r Histoire
et cclle d'iceiix Roys
;
y
la
vicsuie
selon
In
the
Methode.
same
volume he included
augmentee,
his Discours de la legitime Succession des Femuies aux Possessions
de leiirs Parents ; et du Gouvernment des Princesses aux Empires et
Royaumes, and his La Recherche des Singularitez plus remarquables

Romaine

concernant

le

Estat

Though chiefly known
"
Mackay remarks,*^ the work
^

"•

•*

Escosse

:

Plus,

l'

est adjoiistee

d Escosse?

"

'

I'

des Papes et Empereiirs

as one of the curiosities of literature," Sheriff

of Chambers deserves note as an early speci-

D.N.B.,

vol. X., p. 16.

2

D.N.B.,
D.N.B.,

vol. X., p. 16.

s

Mackenzie,

vol.

iii.,

p. 380.

vol. X., p. 16.

'

Mackenzie,

vol.

iii.,

p. 391.

See Michel, vol. ii., pp. 205, 211.
Mackenzie, Lives of the most eminent Writers of the Scots Nation, vol.
^

D.N.B.,

iii.,

p.

380.

vol. x., p. 16.
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of a chronological abridgment of the comparative history of Europe."
appears to have contemplated the inclusion of Spain in his com-

pendium, and to have abandoned the idea in favour of a separate publication devoted to that country, a project which he never executed.
A

scheme so embracing, completed in so short a period, necessarily compelled its author to borrow generously from his predecessors in more
restricted fields.
In regard to Scotland he claims to found his narrative
on Veremundus, Turgot, Bishop Elphinstone, Boece, the Black Book of
Scone, the mysterious lona manuscripts referred to by Boece, and others.^
in fact, as Thomas Innes points out,' Chambers relied almost exclu-

But

A

later critic even accuses him of padding his Preface
sively on Boece.
with authorities in order to conceal the paucity of his investigations.^

Chambers's Abridgjuent was written in 1572 and was presented to
There can be little doubt that the book was

Charles IX. of France.

intended to point the value of the Ancient League and to emphasise
its continuance."*
Chambers's La Recherche des Sirigularitez,

the need for

which was written

in the same period of exile, was dedicated to Queen
of considerable interest, inasmuch as the author offers the
earliest printed account of the constitution of the Scottish Parliament, the
titles and functions of the officers of State, and those of the
King's

Mary.

It is

The third part of Chambers's volume, his Discours de la
household.''
legitime Succession des Fejnuies, was written in defence of Queen Mary's
English crown, and is a somewhat laboured
Knox's Monstrous Regiment of Women!'
Another David Chambers or Chalmers was the author of a book

right to succeed to the

challenge to

It bears the title, De Scotoruni Fortiprinted in Latin at Paris in 163 1.
tudine, Doctrina, et Pietate, ac de Ortu et Progressu Hczresis in Regnis ScoticB
et AnglicB.

The work has been

dedication to Charles

I.

attributed to

and a reference

to

Lord Ormond."

But

Thomas Dempster's death

its

in

At the same time David
1625 sufficiently disprove such an authorship.
Camerarius, whoever he was, was certainly an alumnus of King's College,
and has given the earliest account of the discipline of the University in its
youthful days.
^

The

Professors and their flock,

appears, were roused at

vol. iii., p. 381.
Critical Essay on the Aiicicjit Inhabitants of Scotland, ed. 1879, p. 171.

Mackenzie,

^

A

3

Mackenzie, vol. iii., p. 390.
See an analysis of the work

''

it

^

See

Ibid., p. 391.

in ibid., pp. 384-90.

^
"^

See

Ibid., pp. 381-S4.

See

Brit.

Mus. Catalogue.
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From six to eight the students attended lectures.
the morning.
At ten lectures were
absentees
followed,
being mulcted in fines.
Chapel
resumed. At eleven a public disputation before the Professors filled an
five in

From two to
and
then
the
meal.
six more
By nine
Chapel followed,
evening
For the rest, the earlier part of the De Fortithe University was a-bed.^
tudine covers the same ground as the Recherche des Singularitez in its
hour

until

From

noon.

twelve to two a break for dinner.

lectures.

narrative of Scottish prowess

and
"

The

others.

Catalogum

et

latter part

against Britons, Romans, English, Picts
of the work, in its author's words,"^ offers

quoddam Menologium Sanctorum Scotorum

breue

et

From
gloria praistantium virorum qui olim in regno Scotire floruerunt ".
it one has the impression that the saints of Christendom Vv^ho were not
Scotsmen were of

little

account

!

What share the University has in the renown of Thomas Dempster is not easy to determine. If one may trust the autobiography^
which Dempster modestly included among his Lives of Scottish IVriters,
he was born in 1579. His father owned property on the Deveron, and
Dempster had his early grounding in letters at Turriff "sub ferula" of

Andrew
"

Ogston, the village dominie.
ad celebrius auditorium Aberdoniae

Thence, at an early age, he passed

Possibly Dempster proceeded to
More
foundation.
Elphinstone's
probably he was sent to the Grammar
He
mentions Thomas Cargill as his master, and Cargill taught
School.
at the Grammar School.
The fact does not necessarily disprove Dempster's
".

If
connection with King's College, though it lessens the probability of it.
he left Aberdeen and entered Pembroke College, Cambridge, in his tenth
year, as

he declares, the improbability of a previous residence

College

is

increased.

From Cambridge Dempster

at King's

passed to Paris,

and

He died at
native country saw no more of him.
except
in
of
in
Professor
that
famous
Bologna
1625,
Humanity
University.''
for

one

visit his

Dempster's best-known work, Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Scotonmi,

De

Scriptoribus Scotis, was published at Bologna in 1627, two years
author's death.
An edition of it, by David Irving, was published
the Bannatyne Club in 1829.
The scope of the work is expressed

sive

after

by

its

rather in the subsidiary than
^De Scotorum Fortihidine,

in

the chief

pp. 56-59.

title.

It

article

on him

in

D.N.B.,

in

-IbiiL, p. 72.

^Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Scotorum, ed. Irving, vol.

^See the

is

vol. xiv., pp. 335-40.

ii.,

p. 672.

fact

a bio-
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graphical dictionary of eminent Scotsmen, of whom Dempster's ingenuity
was able to enumerate so many as 1,210 including himself! It would
seem that Boece had brewed a heady wine
Scotland, to adapt a sentence

—
!

of Disraeli, had

become intoxicated with

the exuberance of her

own

an-

"
Dempster's book has been described as
chiefly remarkable for
tiquity
But megalomania rather than dishonesty
its extraordinary dishonesty".^
!

accountable for Dempster's unblushing ascription of Scottish parentage,
descent, or domicile, to a number of persons whose claim to the distincis

was mythical.
Alcuin, who was a Yorkshireman, appears as one
whom
of four Scotsmen
King Achaius sent to Charlemagne.'- Achaius,
according to Dempster,^ was the founder of the Ancient League between
France and Scotland, and was also the author of a volume of letters to
Charlemagne, a volume on the acts of his royal predecessors, and one on
municipal laws. He died in A.D. 819. His Legi's Municipales must have been
instructive
Pope Adrian IV. Dempster inclines to regard as an Enghim in his list of Scottish worthies, apparently beincludes
but
lishman,
tion

!

cause

him

"

for

putatur a multis Scotus ".* On the Venerable Bede, unable to claim
Scotland exclusively, Dempster decrees a Solomonic judgment " re:

perio eum

Anglum dome

nee

obiisse".^

nee Scotum, sed

Most extraordinary of

all,

in

in Scotia diu vixisse, in

this

of

list

Anglia

Scottish writers

It is disturbing to come upon Boadicea
appears the name of Boadicea
in an Ecclesiastical History of Scotland.
It is vastly more so to be invited
''

!

Yet Dempster with unruffled

to accept her as a Scottish authoress.
gravity details a list of her works
:

"'Conciones
*

'
.

'

—

Militares,'

lib.

i.

Querelam suorum Temporum,' lib. 1.
Epistolas ad Principes Provinciarum,'
De Excutiendo Jugo Romano,' lib.

lib.

i.

i.

'

'

De
De

Obsidionibus Urbium,' lib. i.
Exercitu pedestri ducendo,' lib.

i."

!

Fain would one read Boadicea on The Field-Force in Action, or on Siege
Tactics !
In
Merlin the Magician, it seems, also was a prolific author.
vain,

says
^

'
8

Dempster contemptuously," do Englishmen claim him

D.N.B.,

vol. xiv., p. 339.

Ibid., p. 36.
Ibid., p. 108,

'^

''

V

Hist. Eccl. Scot., ed. Irving, vol.

i.,

'''

Ibid., p. 34.

J hid., vol.

ii.,

Ibid., p. 69.
p.

488.

p. 12.

as a
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his Times.
In fact he
compatriot, though he wrote King Arthur and
and
left
for
Hved for years a hermit in the Caledonian forests,
posterity a
of
volume entitled De Albanorum Fortunis I Enough
Dempster
!

Scotsmen to the next batch of
Aberdeen historians is an abrupt transition. About them is no spice of
Boece and his fabulous antiquity had no allurement for them.
pedantry.
All of them are of
in
times when history was in the making.
lived
They
Most of them are of first-rate importance
the mid-seventeenth century.
in following the great upheaval which Stuart misrule invited.
Many of
of
the
medium
an
are
known
Aberdeen
them, fittingly,
Society
through
which bears the name of one of them John Spalding.
Of John Spalding few facts survive. An early reference in 1727
describes him as an advocate in Aberdeen.^
James Man, writing of
him somewhat slightingly in 1741, supposes him to have been the son of
Alexander Spalding and Christian Harvey, who were married in 1608 and
lived in Old Aberdeen, "where," says Man, "'tis certain our Author lived,

From Dempster and

his mythical

—

a

Lawyer by

Profession

".'^

Upon

a manuscript of his work,

now

in

the

"
Library of King's College, Spalding is styled
Commissary Clerk of
references
to
himself
in
his narrative suggest
Aberdeen ".
The infrequent

In 1640 he signed the Covenant, " not willinglie,"
"
Earlier he had " glaidlie
signed the King's Covenant in

an Aberdeen domicile.
in St. Machar's.

In September, 1644, when Montrose marched out of
none durst bury the deid," writes Spalding " yea and I saw
tua corpis careit to the buriall throw the Oldtoun ".'*
There is reason to
infer that he was living there in 1663.^

the

same

place.^

Aberdeen,

"

;

Spalding's only historical work, Meiiiorialls of the Trubles in Scotland
A.D. 1624-A.D. 1645, appears to have attained considerable

and in England,

Man

time several manuscripts of it were " in
the Hands of the Gentlemen of Aberdeen-shire," and also that Spalding
was believed to have continued his narrative to 1650. He declares also
popularity.

states that in his

"

"

in his Memorialls
that Spalding had
ingrossed, almost word for word
the MS. of William Gordon of Dalmoir, the author of a genealogical
1

Gordon, History of the Gordons, vol. ii., p. 152.
Gordon, History of Scots Affairs, vol. i., p. xxxii.
^Memorialls of the Truhlcs, ed. Stuart, vol. i., p. 27S.

2

""

Ibid., vol.

i.,

p.

X.

-^

Ibid., vol. ii., p. 410.
the roll of graduates proceeded M.A.
Graduates, p. 189). This cannot be the

The only John Spalding on

of King's College in 1644 (Anderson, Officers and
I am informed that he is
historian.
generally accepted as an alumnus.
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A

local historian hardly could
account of the Gordons.^
neglect any
extant material relative to that family. It is, however, his own close observation and homely record of public affairs from the outbreak of the first

War

work its value. Even Man grudgmust acknowledge he has some curious Passages concerning the Affairs of this Nation, which I have not found in other
Writers ".'' Though Man questioned whether " one of 100 would be at the
Bishops'

ingly admitted

that give to Spalding's
"
I

:

Expence to buy such a Book if printed," an
1765 to publish Spalding's work by subscription. UltiIn 1828
mately an edition was published in 1792 and reprinted in 1829.
the work was edited for the Bannatyne Club by James Skene of Rubislaw

pains to read, far less at the

was made

effort

in

and David Laing. The first volume of that edition was already printed
"
the most authentic version, if not the original manuscript of
Spalding," came into the hands of the editors. Appropriately it was reserved
before

Spalding Club, founded in 1839, to issue in 1850 a new edition of
the Memorialls based entirely upon the new-found text.^
for the

Robert Gordon of Straloch
graduate of Marischal

College.'*

It is

is

said

have been the

to

curious that as the

King's College was a historian, so also was the reputed
sister-foundation.

James Man

attributes to

A

first

Principal of
graduate of the

first

first

Gordon Notes on Bedes History,
Origin of the Saxon Language

toHcJiing the Scottish
ntiquities ; On the
the
Scots
the
On
;
among
Origin of the Nation, and a dissertation upon the
of
the
He also wrote a history of the family
sparse population
country.^

of Gordon," and a Latin introduction to Bishop Spottiswood's History. His
His grandson
portrait, and his son's, hang in the Picture Gallery.

founded Gordon's College."
Contemporary with Gordon of Straloch at Marischal was the Quaker
Alexander J affray (i 614- 1673). He was admitted to the College in
In the municipal life of Aberdeen, and in the public life of the
he
took an active part.
He was one of the five persons who
period,
or "Little Daft" Parliament at
in
the
Nominated
Scotland
represented
1630.*^

Westminster
>

in

1653,

and was of the minority that refused

History of Scots Affairs, vol.

''^Memorialls, ed. Stuart, vol

i.,

i.,

p. xxxii.

p. xi.

to concur in

"Ibid.
vol.

^Anderson, Records,

ii.,

p. 185.

^

History of Scots Affairs, vol. i., p. vi.
^Printed in J. M. Bulloch's House ff Gordon
"^

D.N.B.,

vol, xxii., p. 226.

(New Spalding
**

Club).

Anderson, Records,

vol.

ii.,

p. 206.
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Before the formal
that body's surrender of its powers to Cromwell.^
of
Director
acted
as
the
Ordinance of Union Jaffray
Chancellary in
Scotland. He is better known, however, by his Diary which was discovered
^

It is
so recently as 1827, and was published in 1833 by John Barclay.distinctly a document which the historian of the period cannot afford to

neglect,

ground

and therefore
I

mention

justifies

Jaffray's admission

ALEXANDER Brodie

here.

(16 17- 1680).

On the same
He was ad-

Like Jaffray he was a prominent
mitted to King's College in 1631.^
man in the public life of the period. TJic Diary of Alexander Brodie of
Brodie was published by the Spalding Club in 1863,^
Straloch's son,

King's

in

1636,*^

James Gordon

and

five years

(1615 ?-i686V'' graduated M.A. of
was appointed minister of

later (1641)

In 1661 his father died, and left to him "all mappes, papers,
Rothiemay.
and descriptions, the most part writen and drawn with my hand, which
conduce to the description of Scotland, and hee to bee countable therfore
to the publique ".''
James Gordon's literary activities had begun many
He had assisted
before
these
years
papers were committed to his keeping.
his father to prepare the Thcatriiui ScoticE in Blaeu's Atlas.

In 1646- 1647

he executed a large plan of the city of Edinburgh, and embellished it with
two "prospects" and drawings of its principal edifices.^ Shortly after he

was invited

to

draw and "deschryve" the

shire of

Angus, and

in

1661 he

constructed a plan of Aberdeen, Old and New, with insets representing
"
King's College, a
Prospect of New Aberdene," and a map of the surrounding country. To it he added his AbredonicE Utriusqiie Descriptio, a
valuable topographical description of the two Aberdeens,^ the unpublished
MS. of which is in the Advocates' Library.
James Gordon's claim to be remembered as a historian was long obscured, partly by the reputation he had acquired in another field, partly by
the attribution to his father of the authorship of the History of Scots Affairs.

James Man, writing

fifty

^

See Jaffray's Diary, p. 51.
^Anderson, Alumni, p. 11.

^

Ibid., vol. xxii., p. 206.

years after Gordon's death, seems to have been
^ggg D.N.B.,
^
See D.N.B.,
^Anderson,

vol. xxix., p. 127.

vol. vi., p. 377.

Officers

and Graduates,

''History of Scots Affairs, vol. i., p. xlix.
''The survey is published in the Bnnnatyiic MisccHany, vol.
'*

The plan and

p. 186.

ii.

contemporary but inaccurate translation of the DescripUo were
published by the Spalding Club in 1842.
a nearly
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Indeed

point out that Straloch
the History bears internal
to

authorship.-'
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was not the author
evidence

in

But the discovery of the original

of that work.^

disproof

MS.

in

of such

an

James Gordon's

and dates the period of its
autograph puts the matter beyond question,
The manuscript com^""^ 1661.=^
production between the years 1659
mences with Book II. of the work, and a note upon it in the handwriting
of Thomas Ruddiman suggests that Book I. was intended by the author
to serve as a general

Introduction, and was never written.'*

It is clear

from the opening words of Book II. that the tumult caused by the
introduction of Laud's Liturgy in 1637 was the event selected by Gordon
His narrative ends in September, 1640.
for the beginning of his History.
intended to continue, or did actually
that
Gordon
There is a faint tradition
No
trace of such a continuation has been
continue, his narrative to \66o}'
there survived a Comiiioii-place Book of Practical Divinity
attributes to Gordon's authorship in 1646.''

Nor has

found.

Man

which

Yet a third Gordon, and by adoption an Aberdonian, has left record
PATRICK GORDON of Ruthven
of the period of "the Troubles".
He inherited
was the second son of Sir Thomas Gordon of Cluny.
his father's devotion to the Chief of the House, George, first Marquis
"
of Huntly, the
michtie Marques," as Spalding dubs him," and continued it to his successor.
That Gordon was educated at Aberdeen is

But the only event in his life of which there is record is his
enrolment as a burgess of Aberdeen in March, 1609.^ It is barely possible
probable.

"

Patrick Gordon, gent.," who published at
1614 Neptunus Bj'itaiDiicNs Corydonis, a congratulatory ode to
Prince Charles and Princess Elizabeth, and in 161 5, at Dort, TIic Fanunis

that he

is

London

in

identical with the

Valiant Historic of the renouned and valiant Prince Robert snrnaiiicd the
and The First Booke of tJie Famous History e of Penardo and Laissa}''

Bruce,

Whatever may have been
^

History of Scots Affairs, vol.

^D.N.B.,
*
^

his activities as a poet,
"
i.,

p. xxiii.

See Ibid.,

Gordon's

historical

work

Pref., p. 40.

vol. xxii., p. 207.

History of Scots Affairs, vol.
•>

Ibid., p. ^2.

/6/(f.

i.,

Pref., p. 26.
'^

,

p. 36.

Mcmorialls,

\'o\. I., p.

J2-

Britam's Distemper, ed. John Dunn (Mar. Coll. 1830-32), p. viii. The editor found
Gordon's signature in certain legal documents between the dates 1606 and 1622. P'rom one
of them it appears that Gordon's wife, Jean Murray of Cobairdy, could not write even her own
^

name

{ibid., p. xi.).

''D.N.B., vol.

xxii., p.

222.
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consists solely of y^ short

Yeare of

God mdCXXXIX.

Abridgement of Britanes Distemper, from the
It was written certainly after
to mdcxlix}

and from internal evidence was completed before the Restoration.^
Gordon was impelled to narrate the events of 1639- 1649 principally to
vindicate the character of the second Marquis of Huntly, who was executed
1647,

One

not disposed to quarrel with Gilbert Burnet's judgment,
"
made a poor figure during the whole
that Huntly, though a gallant man,
course of the wars".^
He lacked the spirit and daring of Montrose, with

in 1649.

whom

is

his relations

to forward,

were

from

far

cordial,

and whose designs he did

indeed on occasions he did

if

seek

not

to

little

thwart them.

Wishart's panegyric of Montrose, anonymously published in 1647, provided unpleasant reading for Huntly's friends, and Patrick Gordon took
up the quarrel. Upon Wishart he exhausted a fervid vocabulary. He
calls

him "this

bitter

railing author,"*

and invective

relator,"

"this satirist

"a hobgobline,

worm wood

authore," "this

seikinge to poisone

all

his

wayes with the wenom of his corroding tongue".^ The book, however,
far from being merely an impassioned apologia.
It offers a careful and
informed narrative of a stirring period, and a vivid portraiture of two men

is

who

played, in differing degree, an active part in

it.

While Spalding and the Gordons were penning their histories, the
classrooms of the two colleges in Aberdeen held as students four youths
whose manhood's careers were widely apart, but all of whom in greater or
less degree made contributions to historical literature.
George Mackenzie
(1630-1714), first Viscount Tarbat and Earl of Cromarty, graduated M.A.
of King's College in 1646."
Almost his contemporary, at King's in 1649,
was another George Mackenzie, of Rosehaugh (1636-1691), the "Bloody

Advocate" of a

later generation.^

In 1654 that restless

spirit,

Robert

Ferguson {d. 1714)^ the "Plotter," graduated M.A. of Marischal.'* Three
years later (1657) the precocious Gilbert Burnet (1643-1715) passed Master
'The work,

edited by John Dunn, was published by the Spalding Club
See passages quoted on p. x. of the editor's Preface.
'
•
07i>n Time, ed. 1838, p. 23.
Britane's Distemper, p. 181.

in 1844.

^

^

6
Anderson, Alwnni, p. 16.
Mackenzie did not graduate at Aberdeen. In the biography of him, which
" sent
prefaces his Works, he is said to have been
by his Parents to the Universities of Aberdeen and St. Andrews, where he finished the Course of his Studies in the Greek and Philosophy in the Sixteenth Year of his Age," i.e., in 1652.

Ibid., p. 189.

''I bid.,

*

p. 18.

Anderson, Records,

vol.

ii.,

p. 217.
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"

same

college.^

Aberdeen," Burnet writes

I

in his
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years at the Colledge of
Autobiography, "and went thro the
five

common methods

of the Aristotelian Philosophy with no small applause,
and passed Master of Arts some moneths before I was fourteen." - His
father
an alumnus of MarischaP was Burnet's "chief tutor ".

—

As

—

a politician, a career which he preferred to that of letters, GEORGE
Earl of Cromarty, showed himself " extramely Maggotty

Mackenzie,

"

and Unsettled," in Lockhart's phrase.* He " ratted
at the Revolution,
and Dundee, with some provocation, denounced him as "a great villain".^
As an author he was correspondingly versatile. He contributed to the
Transactions of the Royal Society. He wrote a large number of pamphlets
upon the Parliamentary Union of England and Scotland a Viiidicatioii
of King Robert III. from the Imputation of Bastardy, by the clear Proof
;

of Elisabeth Mure, published at Edinburgh

in

1695

;

an Historical Ac-

and of Robert Logan of

count of the Conspiracy of the Earl of Goivrie

VI., published in 171 3; and a Vindication of
Church of Scotland, with some Account of the
He was also the
Records, which was printed posthumously in 1802.

Restalrig against

James

the Reformation of the

author of a History of the Family of Mackenaie.^
Cromarty's versatility is matched by that of Sir GEORGE

He

MACKENZIE

Burnet
"published many books,
Like Cromarty, he contributed to the Transactions of the

of Rosehaugh.

remarked.^

all

full

of faults,"

Royal Society. He wrote in praise of Solitude as against Public Employment and defended the paradox, that it is easier to be virtuous than
!

A Defence of the AnThe
Line
and
Scotland,
Royal
Antiquity of the Royal
of
Line of Scotland further cleared and defended, in which he maintained the
Of his own time he left A VinBoecian myths against English critics.

vicious.

I

take note of him here as author of

tiquity of the

Government of Scotland during the Reign of King Charles
and Memoirs of the Affairs of Scotland. Genealogical collections of

dication of the
II.,

his are preserved at Blairs.*
^
"^

Anderson, Records,

vol.

ii.,

p.

220.

A

Supplement to Burnet's History,
^Anderson, Records, vol. ii., p. 206.

of Leys, ed. Allardyce,
*
"

8

H.

C. Foxcroft, p. 454.

See a memoir of him

in

The Family of Biirmtt

p. 130.

Memoirs, ed. 1714,
D.N.B., vol. XXXV.,

D.N.B.,

ed.

p. 68.

•''

Terry,

yohn Graham of Clavcrlumse,

"

p. T47.

vol. XXXV., p. 144.

07i'n

Time, ed. 1838,

p. 275.

p.

312.
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To

include

ROBERT Ferguson among

the historians of the Univer-

him in incongruous company.
One of the arch-contrivers
sity
of the Rye House Plot in 1682, chaplain to the rebel force routed at
Sedgemoor in 1685, a member of William of Orange's expedition in 1688,
a Jacobite, and finally an informer against that wily knave Simon Eraser
to place

is

of Lovat, in 1703/ Ferguson's activities should have left little time for the
studious interests of the closet.
He was a vigorous pamphleteer, however,-

and has left accounts of two events with which he was closely associated.
His narrative Conccniing the Rye House Biishiess is among the Domestic
State Papers and has been printed.^
In 1706 he published his History of
the Revolution., chiefly remarkable for its curious endeavour to represent
"
the " glorious Revolution
as the outcome of a Papal design to advance
Roman Catholicism in Europe ^ In his regenerate Jacobite period,
!

God

of His infinite mercy and grace convinced and converted me,"^
Ferguson published (1702) Bishop Henry Guthrie's Memoirs of the Conspiracies and Rebellion against Charles I.

"since

It would be invidious, in this resurrection of reputations, to point to
one man or another as the most distinguished in a pursuit which all followed in common. But of the many historians bred by the University
one may hold Gilbert Burnet the most widely known.
He was of the

Aberdeenshire Burnets or Burnetts of Leys.
His father Robert, with the
title Lord Crimond, was a
Judge of the Court of Session after the Re-

mother was Rachel Johnston of Warristoun, whose
After graduating at Aberdeen in 1657, he visited the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and
travelled in Holland and France.
In 1665 he was ordained minister of
Saltoun in East Lothian. Four years later (1669) he received the Chair
of Divinity in the University of Glasgow.^ While he held it he was a
frequent visitor at Hamilton Palace, and had access to the papers of the
first and second Dukes
His researches, so Burnet declares,
(1606- 165 1).
"
brought the character of King Charles the First very low with me," and
His

storation."

brother. Sir Archibald, framed the Covenant.

^

^

D.N.B.,
His own

Ferguson the
^
••

^

In

vol. xviii., p. 350.
li.-,t

of his writings, reprinted from Analecta Scotica,

is

in

Ferguson, Robert

Plotter, p. 385.
^

*
Ibid., p. ^86.
Ibid., Y>- 1^5pp. 409-37.
died in August, 1661 {Family of Burnett 0/ Leys, ed. Allardyce,

/i/(/.,

He

D.N.B.,

vol. vii., p. 394.

p. 132).
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"the Earl of Clarendon's History sunk it quite ".^ In 1677 he
published
his first historical work, The Meuwires of the Lives and Actions
of James
and William, Dukes of Hamilton and Castleherald. For the period
1625-1652

it

a work of first-hand authority.
The appearance of the
"made some think me capable of writing History, and
friends on engaging me to write the
History of our Re-

is

book, says Burnet,
that

set

my

formation, in which I took so particular a method and succeeded so well
in it, that it gave me a very generall reputation ".^
Burnet's Ifistory of the

Reformation of the Chinxh of England was undertaken at the suggestion
of Sir William Jones, Attorney- General, the " Bull-faced Jonas " of Milton's

Absalom and Achitophel.
The first part was published in 1679, and
the work was completed in lyi^:''
It covers the
period from the divorce
of Catherine of Aragon to 1 567, and is well documented.
Projected with
an eye to the consequences of a Catholic reign in England, the work was
successful in stimulating anti-papal feeling, and gained for its author the
thanks of both Houses of Parliament.

Time was begun in 1683. He left
posthumous publication of the work before joining
William of Orange's expedition in 1688. But after the Revolution was
accomplished, and Burnet was settled at Salisbury, the History was conBurnet's History of

My

Oivn

directions for the

tinued to the year 17 13.
It was not published until 1723 (second volume
1734), but the existence of the work was known during Burnet's lifetime.

He

had threatened, in fact, to publish it in 1687, and in later years not
Unknown to Burnet, at least one
infrequently showed it to his friends.
In 1699 Harley actually primed
was
made
of
it in his lifetime.
transcript
himself for an attack upon the ministerial party, which Burnet supported,
by the study of Burnet's own work in a manuscript whose existence was
unknown to the author! In 1703 it was denounced as a " most virulent
the lewdest libel ".^
When it was
and voluminous Secret History
fierce
Its
criticism.
editors, said the
published the work was assailed with
"
for what relates to me is false as
Earl of Aylesbury, deserved the pillory,
"
^
hell
On the other hand, Burnet claimed that he had been guided by
Ranke subjected the work
an honest and impartial regard for truth.
.

.

.

!

^Autobiography,

in

Siipplcmoit, ed. Foxcroft,

"^Autobiography, in op. cit., p. 486.
*
See the Introduction to A Supplement
^

D.N.B.,

vol. vii., p. 404.

=

to

p.

D

479.

N.B.,

vol. vii., p. 398.

Burnet's History, ed. Foxcroft.
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to close criticism,^ and though he was unable to find that Burnet successfully
and invariably subordinated the partisan and politician to the historian,
Mr. Osmund Airy has shown that on one controversial topic, the Scottish
policy of Charles II., Burnet's narrative is characterised by remarkable
"
not only as regards actual f.icts, but even as regards the
accuracy,
character of men whom he either vehemently admired or as vehemently

disliked

and opposed

The
the

"."

latter half of the seventeenth century adds several aliiunii to

WiLLlAM ALEXANDER

of historical writers.

(M.A., Marischal,
1685 his Medulla HistoricE Scoticcz being a
comprehensive History of the Lives and Reigns of the Kings of Scotland
from Fergus the First to Charles the Second. The Medulla follows Boece,
and sets forth the whole array of mythical Kings. Alexander was a stout
roll

1671

^)

published at

London

in

:

Royalist, but he defends his
sold the King in 1646.

James Wallace

countrymen against the charge of having

1688), minister of Kirkwall, graduated M.A. of
His first charge was at Ladykirk in Orkney, and he
{d.

King's in 1659.^
furnished one of the earliest accounts of that part of Scotland in
cription of the
of Kirkwall.

A

Des-

of Orkney. By Master fames Wallace, late Minister
Published after his Death by his Son.
To which is added,

Isles

An

Essay concerning the
Descriptioii was reprinted

Thule of the Ancients (Edin.,
in

1693).

The

1883.^

George Mackenzie (1669-1725) graduated M.A. of
He was the grandson of the second Earl of Seaforth,
1682.''
erratic colleague,

and having continued

his studies at

proceeded M.D.

of King's in

He

1696.''

King's in
Montrose's

Oxford and

Paris,

practised as a physician at

Edinburgh, but found leisure to undertake historical and genealogical
He was the author of the biographical Preface to the Works of
work.

George Mackenzie of Rosehaugh, and prepared a history of the SeaHis chief work, of unequal value, TJie Lives and
Mackenzies.
Characters of the most eminent Writers of the Scots Nation, was published
in three folio volumes in 1708, 171 1, 1722.'*
Sir

forth

1

Ranke, History of England, vol. vi., p. 45.
D.N.B., vol. vii., p. 404. Burnet took an active interest in the welfare of his Alma
Mater. See Anderson, Records, vol. i., p. 392.
^
^Anderson, Records, vol. ii., p. 234.
Anderson, Officers and Graduates, p. 195.
^D.N.B., vol. lix., p. gg.
Anderson, Officers and Graduates, p. 212.
8
''Ibid., p. 124.
D.N.B., vol. xxxv., p. 148.
-

'^
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Somewhat junior to George Mackenzie, Sir William Keith, Bart.,
In later life he
of Ludquhairn, graduated M.A. of Marischal in 1687.^
He was the author of various pamphlets,
was Governor of Pennsylvania.
and projected a History of the British Plantations in America.
Part I.
of the work, containing The History of Virginia ; witJi Remarks on the
Trade and Commerce of that Colony, was published in London in 1738.

No further instalment was made to the completion of the scheme.-' Keith
must have been one of the earliest Aberdonians to hold high Colonial office
after the Union, and his career might be profitably investigated.
William Gordon, "of Old Aberdeen," was a Bajan at Marischal
in 1694.'*
He published in two volumes in 1726, 1727, TJie History of
the ancient, noble,

Arrival

and

Family of Gordon from

illustrious

Malcolm

their earliest

HUs

Time, to the Yea/- i6qo. Its
author appears to have been obsessed with the conviction that the history
of the House of Gordon was in fact the history of Scotland
i>i

Scotland, in

!

Anderson

life

entered Marischal College in 1696.*
In later
Jame.S
he was minister of the Scottish Church in Westminster. His publi-

cations

fill

more than

a

column

in

the Catalogue of the British

Museum.

In 1732 he published a daringly comprehensive work, Royal Genealogies :
or, The Genealogical Tables of Emperors, Kings, and Princes, from A dam

Times.

to these

The

last

on the seventeenth-century

roll.

Bishop

Robert Keith

(1681-1757), graduated M.A. of Marischal in 1699.''
During his occuin
of
he
the
first
the
of
and
most important
See
Fife''
1734
pancy
published
of his historical works, The History of the Affairs of Church and State in
Scotland, from the Beginning of the Reformation in the Reign of King
fames V. to the Retreat of Queen Mary into England, Anno ij68. 'Taken
The last
from the publick Records ami other Authentick Vouchers.
"
It sounds also in the
sentence sings a modern note.
Advertisement
"
The Author," he writes,
to the Reader," which prefaces Keith's work.

"is sensible there are

some Things

Favour of the Readers.

And

Defects and

Keith's History

is

'

*

Anderson, Records,
Anderson,

for

which he has Need to bespeak the
the plain Freedom he has taken

first is,

Misrepresentations of former Historians."
e.xceedingly fully documented, and the modernity of

to censure the

'

the

vol,

Records, vol.

-

ii.,

p.

257.
*

ii.,

p.

271.
"

Ibid., p. 273.

See the

Brit.

Mus. Catalogue.

Ibid., p. 273.

See D.N.B.,

vol. xxx., p. 326.
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clearly in his apology for obtruding the dry bones.
several
Keith's second work,
large new Catalogue of the Bishops of the
was
to
the
Year
dotvn
Scotland
1688,
pubSees within the Kingdom of

method appears very

A

lished in 1755

(new

edit. 1824).

marked by the same critical habit
Boece, Fordun, and the myth-mongers
It is

which distinguishes his History.
Keith adopts, with criticism, Boece's account
are no longer infallible.
None the less the Bishop may be held the pioneer
of the Mortlach See.
of the moderns in the appraising of historical values.

The

eighteenth-century

roll

holds the names of several

men whose

achievements have been deemed worthy of record in that Valhalla between
failed
covers, the Dictionary of National Biography, and of others who have
of them is ALEXANDER GORDON
"
He
the name
him
Singing Sandie".
(1692 P-I754?), whose voice gained
in
the
or before
is believed to have been born in Aberdeen
year 1692.
to achieve that distinction.

He

The

first

in 1708,^ with a high reputation for
In the course of
extraordinarily versatile.
his career he taught languages and music, was a fair artist, and occasionally
sang in opera. As an antiquary, however, he chiefly made himself known

graduated xM.A. of Marischal

He was

classical scholarship.

While a
to his contemporaries, and is remembered by posterity.
man his attention was drawn to the Roman antiquities of Britain,

young
and a

vast deal of patient labour, as well as a rich store of fanciful speculation,
were given to his first work, Itineraiiuni Septe7itrionale ; or,
fourney

A

thro'

most

Counties of Scotland

of the

and

those

in

the

North of

The book was published in 1726 in two parts, the first containan account of all the monuments of Roman antiquity, the second

Englafid.

ing

an account of the Danish invasions, with sixty-six engravings. Gordon
projected the publication of A Compleat View of the Roman Walls in
Britain, but unfortunately was unable to obtain the necessary subscripIn 1729 he published llie Lives of Pope Alexander VI. atid his
tions.

Son Ccesar Borgia, and
under the

in

1730 issued a translation of

Mafifei's

De Amphi-

A

Compleat History of the ancient AmphitJieatres,
more particularly regarding the Architecture of tJiese Buildings, and in particular that of Verona. In 1736 he was appointed Secretary to the Society for
theatro,

the

title

Encouragement of Learning, and

to the Society of Antiquaries.

Soon

he received the secretaryship of the Egyptian Society. He published
two essays towards the deciphering of hieroglyphics, and in 1741 sailed for
after,

1

Bulloch, House of Gordon, vol.

i.,

p. 495.
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At Charleston he settled, prospered, and died.
An unwork
of his, An Essay towards illustrating the History, Chronopublished
logy, and Mythology of the Ancient Egyptians, is in the British Museum.^
Adam Anderson (1692 ?-I765) was at Marischal 1708-1712.2 He
South Carolina.

in 1764 his Historical and
Chronological Deduction of the
Origin of Coniuicrce, a notable work, the fruit of his experience in the
South Sea House.

published

Lachlan Shaw
local antiquaries,

(1692- 1777), one of the earliest and most exact of
graduated M.A. of King's in 1711.=' He published in

The History of the Province of Moray. The work has been reShaw also
published more than once, and remains a model of its kind.
1775

A Genealogical Deduction of the Family of Kilby the Spalding Club in 1848.*
James Francis Edward Keith (1696-1758),^ Field-Marshal in

continued

Hew

Rose's

ravock, published

Prussian service, entered Marischal College in 17 11,"
But for the RisinoIn a Jacobite
5, I take it, he would have graduated in that year.
the
would
be
the
Field-Marshal
I
stalwarts.
mention him
gallery
among
of 17 1

here as the author of a brief Autobiography which the Spalding Club
The fragment has first-rate historical value. For the
published in 1843.
Rising of 171 5, and for the abortive effort of 17 19, it is indispensable.
In the Scots Magazine for October, 1741, appeared the following
notice: "Just published, No. I. of Memoirs of Scottish Affairs from 1624.
to i6ji.
Collected from several MSS. never before printed written by
Patrick Gordon, Brother to Sir Alexander Gordon of Clunie
Gilbert
;

;

Gordon

John Scot of Scots-Tarvet
John Spalding,
Citizen of Old Aberdeen William Gordon of Dalmoir Mr. James Gordon
Parson of Rothimay Alexander Jaffray of Kingswalls, Prior of Aberdeen,
and Director of the Chancery under Oliver Cromwell, etc, All which
of Straloch

Sir

;

;

;

;

;

authors lived
as they

in

The Numbers

the time that the Transactions happened.
will be mentioned in the Scots Magazine.

come out

the North of Scotland

may

have them from Mr. James

Man

Gentlemen in
Aberdeen

at

;

and others from the Booksellers with whom they respectively correspond
the whole at the rate of Three halfpence per sheet."''
James Man or
;

^

2

See Mr. Goodwin's
Anderson, Records,

article
vol.

ii.,

on Gordon
p.

^Anderson, Officers and Graduates,
^
^

in

D.N.B.,

288; D.N.B., vol.
p. 221.

Ibid., vol. XXX., p. 324.

Quoted

in

Gordon, History of Scots Affairs,

9

vol. xxii., pp. 164-66.

i.,

p. 371.

*

See D.N.B.,

•'

Anderson, Records,

vol.

i.,

p. 27.

vol. Ivi., p. 441.
vol.

ii.,

p. 292.
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Main (1700?-! 761)

is

better

known

He

as the critic of

Ruddiman's edition of

of King's in 1721,^ and became Master

graduated M.A.
Of his projected Memoirs of
Hospital at Aberdeen,
Scottish Affairs, only a fragment, with an Introduction, was published
Two volumes of his MSS. are in the Library of the Faculty of
in 1741.^

Buchanan.^
of the

Poor's

Advocates

in

Edinburgh.^

Contemporary with Man at King's, WiLLlAM DUFF graduated M.A.
in 1721.^
In 1727 he was a Regent of Marischal, and apparently of an
irascible and litigious disposition.''
In 1750 he published the first volume
of

A

and geographical History of Scotland,
Present Time, which had been issued in 1749 as
The work was neither continued nor
Impartial Hand".

neiv, full, critical, biographical,

from Robert Bruce
the work of

"An

to the

completed.

(i7o6?-i766) was at King's 1723-1727.^ He is
Examination of the Letters said to be written by Mary
Queen of Scots to fames Earl of Bothivell, shewing that they arc Forgeries,
Goodall was the first to state and
published in two volumes in 1754.

Walter Goodall

best

known

for his

maintain that conclusion.

In 1759 he edited Fordun's Scotichronicon,'ax\6.
1769 a translation of his Latin Preface to that edition was published
under the title An Introduction to the History and Antiquities of Scotland.
in

He

also assisted

Bishop Robert Keith

in

the preparation of his Catalogue

of the Scottish Bishops.*^

Contemporary with Goodall, champion of Queen Mary, was Bishop
(1708-1775), the Boswell, as one may term him, of
Mary's great-great-great -grandson, Prince Charles Edward. At Marischal
He was assiduous in
College Forbes was in the class of 1724- 1728.''

Robert Forbes

collecting every detail relating to Prince Charles's adventures in 1745- 1746.
portion of his MS. collection was printed (1834) by Robert Chambers

A

Memoirs.

in the facobite
^

^

D.N.B.,
It is

Appendix

Under

the

^

vol. xxxvi., p. 12.

reprinted in

pseudonym

"

Philalethes,"

Anderson, Officers and Graduates, p. 225.
James Gordon's Scots Affairs as an

the Spalding Club edition of

to the Preface.

*The

collection

from sources then

in

is known as the Strathloch
Manuscript (MS. 35.4.3). It is a compilation
manuscript, and referred to in the notice in the Scots Magazine quoted

above.
''Anderson, Officers and Graduates, p. 225.
8
^

Forbes

See Anderson, Records, vol. ii.,
See D.N.B,, vol. xxii., p. 118,

p. 42.

''Anderson, Alumni,
"Anderson, Records,

p. 61.

vol.

ii.,

p.

302.
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Passages of
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A plain, authentick, and faithful Narrative
Young

Chevalier

from

Battle

the

of the several

of Culloden

his

to

Embarkation for France. Forbes's complete Jacobite collections, entitled
The Lyon in Mourning, were published by the Scottish History Society

The Bishop's foumals of his Episcopal
three volumes, 1895-1896.
1886 by the
visitations in Ross and Caithness were published in
in

B. Craven, an ahnnnus}
an autumn day in 1773 Boswell, bear-leading Dr. Johnson, found
He
himself prisoned by wet and stormy weather in a lodging in Skye.

Rev.

J.

On

"

a kind of lethargy of indolence," unequal even to the
task of provoking Dr. Johnson to talk, in disgust of "the labour of writing
down his conversation ". "After dinner," he adds gloomily, " I read some
I was
of Dr. Macpherson's Dissertations on the Ancient Caledonians.

was

afflicted

with

disgusted by the unsatisfactory conjectures as to antiquity before the days
Dr. JOHN Macpherson (1710-1765)3 graduated M.A. of
of record."^
"
1768 he published the work whose unsatisfactory
Its title runs: Critical Dissertations
conjectures" disappointed Boswell.
on the Origin, Antiquities, Language, Government, Manners, and Religion
of the Ancient Caledonians, their Posterity the Picts, and the British

King's

and

in 1728.'*

In

Macpherson was a minister

Irish Scots.

described

excluded
learned

".

^

in

Skye, and his work

is

"

the production of the leisure hours of a clergyman
the
by
peculiar situation of the place from the society of the
It is curious to notice that the author, sceptical as to the
as

.

.

Scota legend, regards the migration of the Scots from Ireland as "a
fiction
in
itself
improbable, however venerable on account of its
antiquity

".''

William Crookshank graduated M.A.

of

Marischal

in

1736,

and the degree D.D. was conferred upon him in 1763." He published in
The History of the State and Sufferings of the Church of Scotland
1 76 1

from the Restoration to the Revolution. It is of the familiar ShieldsNor need the reader burrow deeper than the
Wodrow-Howie type.
title-page, with

its

gruesome

insets, to

inform himself of the author's

point of view.
^

^
5
''

See D.N.B.,
See D.N.B.,

vol. xix., p. 409.

vol. xxxv., p. 267.

Preface, p. v.

Anderson, Records,

vol.

ii.,

p. 84.

^

yournal of a Tour

*

Anderson, Officers and Graduates,

•*

Dissertation

I.,

to tlie

p. 18.

Hebrides, 7th September.
p.

229.
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George Campbell

(1719-1796)1 studied at Marischal, 1734-1738.2
His Lectures on
appointed
Principal of the College.
1759
Ecclesiastical History were edited in 1800, with a memoir of the author,
In

^^^

^^'^^

by George Skene Keith (1752-1823).
Marischal

and

in 1770,^

may

Keith graduated M.A. of
be mentioned also as the author of a Dis-

sertation on the Excellence of the British
•

Constitution (Aberdeen, 1800),

and of a Particular Examination of the ne%u French Constitution (Aberdeen,

1

801).*

WlLLL^M Robertson

(1740- 1803), Deputy-Keeper of the Records
of Scotland, entered King's College in 1752.^
In 1768 he published his
History of Ancient Greece f'oni the Earliest Times, a translation from the

French of
his

P.

A. Alletz.
as

appointment

much engaged

in

Robertson's version ran to nine editions.

After

Deputy-Keeper of the Records in 1777 he
examining claims to the Scottish peerage.

was
His

investigations led to the publication (1790) of his Proceedings relating to
the Peerage of Scotland from i6th fanuary, ijoy to 2gth April, iy88.

He

threw himself into the task of attempting the recovery of the ancient
At his suggestion, and with considerable success,

records of Scotland.

made in
MS. found

London State Paper
Wishaw he published

search was

the

From

at

Office

and

British

Museum.

An

Index drawn up
1798
about the year idzg of many Records of Charters granted by the different
Sovereigns of Scotland bettveen the Years ijog and i^ij, most of ivhich
Records have been long missing, with an Introduction giving a State,
a

in

founded on authentic Documents still preserved, of the ancient Records of
Scotland which were in that Kingdom in I2g2. The first volume of
The Records of the Parliament of Scotland, prepared by him, was published in

In
lege,'

1804.^

1752

James Macpherson (1736-1796) entered King's Colto Marischal 1754-1755-*^ As the resuscitator, possibly

and migrated

the inventor, of Ossian, Macpherson is vastly more interesting than as a
In
historian, though some of his historical work has permanent value.
1

77 1 he published A71 Introduction

to the

History of Great Britain

Ireland, mainly, as his Preface declares, for his
iSee D.N.B.,

76jU,
^

vol. viii., p. 357.

own amusement.

^Anderson, Records,
'*D.N.B., vol. XXX.,

p. 337.

Anderson, Alumni,

p. 77.

''Anderson, Alumni,

p. 78.

vol.

p.

•^

See D.N.B.,

**

Anderson, Records,

ii.,

p.

310.

322.

vol. xlviii., p. 430.

vol.

ii.,

p. 323.

and
It

is
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In 1775 Macpherson issued The
remarkable chiefly for its Celtic bias.
the
Great
Restoration
to the Accession of the
Britain^
frotti
of
History

House of Hanover.

In the

same year he published the most valuable of

Original Papers, cojitaining the secret History of
Great Britain from the Restoration to the Accession of the House of
To ivJiich are prefixed Extracts from the Life of fames //.
Hanover.
For the Oi'igitial Papers Macpherson had access
as written by Hitnself.
his

historical

works,

Thomas Carte's Brunswick collection, which is now in the Bodleian.
For the period 1688-1714 it is of first-rate value.
In his later years he
acted as agent for the Nawab of Arcot, and published in 1779 The
History and Management of the East India Cojupany.^
Hugh Macleod graduated M.A. of King's in 1755,'- ^"^ became
to

In 1791 he published
Professor of History in the University of Glasgow.
Casus Principis ; or An Essay towards a History of the Principality

his

of Scotland, zuith some Account of tJie Appanage and Honours annexed to
Macleod's is a learned treatise on the
the Second Prince of Scotland.
origin, style, titles, appanage, and privileges of the Prince Royal or Prince
of Scotland.

George Chalmers

(1742- 1825) came to King's College from the
Parish School of Fochabers.
Having completed his legal education at
^^

Edinburgh, he emigrated to Maryland, where he practised as a lawyer
outbreak of the War of Independence.
From 1775, when he
His
settled in London, his life was one of extraordinary literary activity.
as
from
such
the
of
wool
to
the
love-letters
export
topics
publications range
until the

of

Mary

His chief work, Caledonia

Stuart.

;

or,

An AccoiDit, historical and

topographical, of North Britain, appeared in three volumes, 1807, 1820, 1824.
The remaining three volumes, in which Chalmers intended to bring his in-

vestigations to a conclusion, were never written, though he left large manuSo far as it goes the Caledonia
script collections towards their completion.
If its conclusions
is the fullest account of the subject of which it treats.

have not been allowed to stand unchallenged, it is largely due to the fact,
to which Sheriff Mackay draws attention, that Chalmers belonged to, and
indeed was almost the last of, " the extinct race of authors who were antiquarians rather than historians, collectors and publishers rather than
^

See D.N.B.,

'He
vol.

ii.,

p. gg).

"
Anderson, Officers and Grnduatcs, p. 240.
Marischal College in 1775 (Anderson, Records,
from
LL.D.
Honorary

vol. xxxv., p. 261.

received an
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minute

".
Aberdeen has contributed generChalmers's Life of Mary Queen of Scots
made a contribution also to the Casket

critics of historical antiquities

ously to that "extinct race".

was published

He

1818.

in

controversy in his Detection of the Love Letters lately attributed in

Work

Mary Queen of Scots (1825).-^
Alexander Stephens (1757-1821), the son

Campbell's

attended King's College, 1771-1775.'^

and the law, he

settled

Wars

History of the

Hugh

to

army,
he
1803
published his
arose out of the FrcncJt Revolution, a work

down

wJiicJi

Having

of a Provost of Elgin,

tried the Colonies, the

to literature.

In

His chief work, and of permanent value, Memoirs

long since superseded.

Home

He also edited the first five
Tooke, appeared in 18 13.
of John
volumes of the Annual Biography and Obituary, and was a large contributor to Sir Richard Phillips's Public Characters?
Among local historians the name and reputation

Kennedy

are held in deserved honour.

He was

of

WiLLIAM

at Marischal for

two

818 he published in two stout volumes his Aiiuals
years, I774-I776.'*
Aberdeen
the
of
from
Reign of King William the Lion to the End of the
Year 1818, with ajt Account of the City and University of Old Aberdeen.
It is a work of great research, based largely upon documentary materials
In

1

at that time entirely in manuscript.

Alexander Chalmers (1759-1834) was born in Aberdeen, and
graduated M.A. of Marischal in 1778.^ He wrote a Continuation of the
His chief work was his
History of England, which ran to four editions.

New and

General Biographical Dictionary, which had been
and
was
published
republished, 1798- 18 10, under the editorship of
William Tooke, Archdeacon Nares and William Beloe.
Chalmers added
in
nearly 4,000 biographies, and by 18 14 completed
thirty-two volumes
The General Biographical Dictionary containing a )i historical and critical
Account of the Lives and Writings of the most rmijioit Persons in every

edition of the

in 1761,

:

Nation, particularly the British and L'ish, from the Earliest Accounts
to the Present Time.
As George Chalmers deemed his Caledoiia, so
the Dictionary was Alexander Chalmers's "standing work".
In their
own day they held the field. It is pathetic to think how short-lived was

the authority so laboriously won."
^See D.N.B.,
^See D.N.B.,
^Ibid., p. 348.

vol. ix., p. 445.

'^Anderson Alumni,

vol. liv., p. 168.

*
6

p. 89.

Anderson, Records, vol. ii., p. 347.
See D.N.B., vol. ix., p. 443.
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Sir James Mackintosh (1765-1832) will be more fittingly dealt
with in another part of this volume.
Born at Aldourie, near Inverness,
he graduated M.A. of King's in 1784.^
He wrote in 1830 the History

of England

for

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopmiia.

His best-known

historical

work, History of the Revolution in England in 1688, Comprising a View
of the Reign of fames the Second, from his Accession to the Enterprise
of the Prince of Or'ange, was published posthumously in 1834. Like
other excellent works of their day, it is remembered chiefly as
having elicited one of Macaulay's brilliant reviews.
Macaulay found it

many

"

decidedly the best history now extant of the reign of James the
Second," though open to the idle citizen's criticism of his pudding " Mem.,
too many plums and no suet," too much disquisition and too little narraMackintosh's Vindicice Galliccc (1791) has permanent value as
tive.
:

indicating the sentiment with which its Whig sympathisers
watched the progress of the French Revolution."

John SKlNNER(i769-i84i)was

He

graduated M.A.

Dean

England

the elder son of Bishop John Skinner.

at Marischal in 1787.^

minister of Forfar, and

in

From

1797 he was Episcopal

In 1818 he published his
Year iy88 to the Year 1816.

of Dunkeld.'*

Annals of

Scottish Episcopacy, from the
of first-rate importance for the history of the Episcopal Church in
Scotland during Bishop Skinner's Primacy, a period of critical interest
from more points than one.
It forms a continuation of the Ecclesiastical
It is

History (lySS) of the author's grandfather, also named JOHN SKINNER
(1721-1807), who was at Marischal 1734-1738,^ and is best known as the
author of " Tullochgorum ".'^

The early part of the nineteenth century witnessed an extraordinary
outburst of interest in Scottish history. For the first time the materials upon
which alone a sound exposition of the past could be attempted were laid in
In 181 2 the Roxburgh Club was founded
profusion before the student.
for the

The

purpose of reprinting rare tracts or compositions, chiefly poetical.
Bannatyne Club was established in 1823, and the Maitland Club in 1828,

both of them

in

order to recover and to publish manuscripts illustrating the
and literature of Scotland. With the same end in view

history, antiquities

the Abbotsford Club was founded in
^Anderson, Officers a)id Graduates,
•'Anderson, Records, vol. ii., p. 361.
*

Anderson, Records,

vol.

ii.,

p. 311.

1

834

p. 25S.

in

honour of Sir Walter Scott. The
-See D.N.B.,

vol. xxxv., p. 173.

'^D.N.B., vol.

'^D.N.B., vol.

Hi., p.

Hi., p.

346.
343.
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Surtees Society also was established in 1834 to explore materials bearing
upon the history of the tract lying southward of the Forth and Clyde, the
Five years later, in 1839, the Spalding
ancient kingdom of Northumbria.

Club was founded to investigate more particularly the antiquities of the
North and East of Scotland. Among the guardians of the public archives
A general Index to
the signs of awakening interest are as remarkable,

Cosmo Innes
the Rolls of the English Parliament was issued in 1832.
undertook a similar work for the Scottish Ac^s a generation or so later.
In

1830 the publication of the documents

in

the office of the

Keeper

of the Records began, and after the incorporation of the State Paper
and Public Record Offices in 1855 the invaluable Calendars began to
appear.

Cosmo Innes
Durris Manor-house.

from

(1798-1874), the doyen of the century, was born at

The property belonged

to his father,

whose

ejection

Before that event, which
doomed the family from affluence to poverty, Cosmo Innes and his brother
attended the classes of King's College.^ The lads walked to and from Durris
it is

a leading case

in

the law of entail.

nnes did not graduwhenever a holiday gave welcome pause to their stud ies
"
Life
ate. He proceeded to Glasgow, and thence, in 1 8 1 7, to Balliol, Oxford.
"
at Oxford he found extremely delightful," his daughter writes,
and through
life he retained the almost
passionate love for his Alma Mater which is so
His chief friend there was Richard
generally entertained by her sons ".
Innes
Butler, Dean of Clonmacnoise, brother-in-law of Maria Edgeworth.
once stayed with Butler in his vicarage, and found an umbrella as necessary
!

I

under the Dean's roof as upon the open highway
In 1822 he began to
In
as
an
Bar.
advocate
at
the
1840 he was appointed
practise
Edinburgh
Sheriff of Moray.
Unlike Sir Walter Scott, he resigned the Sheriffdom
!

appointment (1852) as Principal Clerk of the Court of Session. In
Innes
had accepted the Professorship of History at Edinburgh. No
1846
was
attached to the Chair indeed its occupant feed the University
stipend
for the privilege of his existence
The History Class was non-com pulsory

upon

his

;

!

and students were few. Innes abolished the fee, and his classroom was
Anon he exacted a fee, and harangued empty benches
The
packed
was
his
class
was
made
and
until
exj3eriment
compulsory
disheartening,
!

Innes refused to lecture.

!

His professorial teaching survives
^

Anderson,

/l/j<»iwi, p. 122.

in his

Scotland
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tJie Middle Ages, published
beloved Highlands in 1874.

in

/;/

A

i860.

He

13;

died very suddenly in his

to Innes as one reads the Memoir
Like
Walter
he exemplified how possible it is
Sir
by
daughter.
to follow the trade of Dryasdust and be human withal, to acquire learning
and continue normal. I do not attempt to enumerate his contributions to
Scottish history.
The catalogues of the publications of the Bannatyne and

strong attraction draws one

his

Spalding Clubs display his unwearying activity. His edition of and introduction to The Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland {1^44), his edition
of

The Brus

Ancient

(1856), his

Sketches of Early Scotch History (1861), his
of the Burghs of Scotland (1868), and his

Laws and Customs

Lectures on Scotch Legal Antiquities (1872), sustain his reputation as a

His Scotland in the Middle Ages I have mentioned already.
His Fasti Aberdonenses (1854) was the precursor of Mr. P. J. Anderson's

historian.

familiar volumes.^

Joseph Robertson
Leochel, was born
the lad was seven.

in

(18 10-1866),

whose forebears had long

a small house on Woolmanhill.

lived in

His father died when

But his mother, with heroic effort, managed to give the
boy an excellent education. At Udny he was under the well-known Dr.
James Bisset of Bourtie. Thence he passed to the Grammar School, and
so to Marischal College, where he studied 1822- 182 5.In an anonymous
Memoir ^ of him I find cryptic references to practical jokes, raids upon
signboards and knockers, in which Robertson distinguished himself among

He was, in fact, a high-spirited young fellow, popular
with his class-fellows, and known to his Professors as a sound rather than
a brilliant student.
He was little more than sixteen when he graduated,

his contemporaries.

an unusually early age at that period, as I gather.
In view of his later
interests, a sound knowledge of Latin was perhaps the most valuable asset
with which school and college endowed him.
Like his friend and contemporary, John Hill Burton, Robertson turned to the law upon leaving
the University, but showed no particular affection for that calling.
His
'

For Cosmo Innes see D.N.B.,

Innes (Edinburgh, 1874).

^Anderson, Records,

The
vol.

vol. xxix., p.

latter is
ii.,

by

23,

and an anonymous Memoir of Cosmo
John Hill Burton.

his daughter, Mrs.

p. 448.

^Scottish Abbeys and Cathedrals, by Joseph Robertson, LL.D.
With biographical
Memoir of the Author (Aberdeen, 1893). The memoir was written by the late Mr. William

Watt.
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He read
and antiquarian interests were already developing.
what
he
the
debates
of
remembered
At
"The
and
read.
much,
Society
of Writers," which the young legal apprentices attended, Robertson soon
had the reputation of being singularly well informed. Then he drifted to
To TJie Aberdeen Observer he contributed literary criticism.
literature.
historical

To

TJic Aberdeen Magazine, which began a brief career in 183 1, he
was the chief contributor, and began to reveal an increasing interest in
The Magazine,
history and antiquities, and also a happy gift of humour.
survive
its
second
did
not
and
however,
Robertson, who had
birthday,
abandoned meanwhile the idea of a legal career, proceeded to Edinburgh
in 1833.
There he did much literary work which can have been barely
But in 1838 his latent power and abiding interests appeared in
congenial.
The Book of Bon- Accord, or, A Guide to tiie City of Aberdeen. That it

out-distanced

its

believe, admitted.

predecessors in literary finish and exact information is, I
But it is chiefly interesting, as the anonymous Memoir

have quoted already remarks, as "a reflection of the author's own
Robertprogress, while it was being written, in knowledge and research ".
son had been unearthing the musty records of the Register House and
"
The ultima Thule of
elsewhere, and the digging-fever was upon him.
my desires would be a situation in the Register House," he told Hill

which

I

Burton in the early days of his Edinburgh life. But the Register House
had to wait for twenty years for its ideal Curator, and in 1839 Robertson
returned to Aberdeen.
The year 1839 was memorable. While he was in Edinburgh Robertson had been maturing an idea which was the outcome of his researches
for The Book of Bon- Accord.
He outlined it in The Constitutional, a
the
defunct Observer, which he returned
weekly newspaper, successor to
to Aberdeen to edit.
In December, 1839, ^^e Spalding Club -"The
Raban Club " had also suggested itself for the Club's title was launched.
"
Spalding, the best of our local historians
perhaps the most graphic of
our Scottish annalists," as Robertson described him, was the Club's eponymous patron.
Robertson himself was conclusively the founder. John
on
whom
a word later, shares the honour with him.
The Club
Stuart,
Robertson
his
I
Without
he
must
have
burst
it,
gave
fancy,
opportunity.
from the suppression of accumulated lore. Its first publication, James

—

—

—

Gordon of Rothiemay's History of Scots Affairs, was edited by him and
George Grub, 1840-1842, For the Club he edited also Collectiotis for a
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1842

;

Illustrations of the

Topography a)id Antiquities of the Shires of Aberdeen and Battff {I'&^'j1869), "the most complete series of records which any county in Scotland
has yet published," as Sheriff Mackay remarks; and in 1^62, Passages
To the
from the Diary of General Patrick Gordon, A.D. 1635- 1699.
fifth volume of the Miscellany {i'&$2)h.Q also contributed an article on
"

Scholastic Offices of the Scottish

Church

in

the Twelfth and Thirteenth

Centuries".
In the
to

to edit

Glasgow

work for the Spalding Club Robertson removed
The Glasgow Constitutional (1843). At once the

of his

full tide

In 1846 he edited for that Society
the Chartulary of the Collegiate Church of Glasgow and the Charters of
the Black Friars of the City. The fourth volume of the Maitland Miscel-

Maitland Club claimed his service.

lany (1847) was edited by him, and he helped to prepare the first volume
In June, 1849, he
of the Origines Parochiales Scotice for the press.
on " Scottish
article
Review
an
exhaustive
in
the
Quarterly
published

Abbeys and Cathedrals," "one of
Grub declared, erudite and readable.

the finest specimens of its class,"
In the same year (1849) Robert-

Four years later
The Courant.
During the all
(1853) he reached his Mecca, the Register House.
too few years that remained to him he lavished his knowledge upon
those who sought his advice. "If you had a casual discussion with Robert"
son on some obscure point," Hill Burton recalled, you were sure to receive
from him next morning a letter full of minute and curious erudition conson

returned

cerning
House.

to

Edinburgh

The Robertsonian

it."

Yet he found

edit

to

tradition happily

leisure for other work.

still

He

rules the

Register

v/as a prolific contri-

For the Bannatyne Club he edited
butor to Chambers s Encyclopiedia.
in 1863 the Inventories of fewels. Dresses, Furniture, Books and Paintings
He advocated strenuously and successfull}- the
belonging to Queen Mary.
need to issue calendars and reproductions of the manuscripts under his
charge.

1866, shortly before

In

greatest work. Concilia Scotice
cialia

quam

death, he

Synodalia, quce supersunt I22g-i^§^.
Church in Scotland the work

pre- Reformation

months

;

his

later

published his last and

Ecclesice Scoticance Statuta, tarn

is

vital.

Less than six

Robertson died.^

'See the anonymous Memoir already quoted; Sheriff Mackay's article
416; and Grub's Memoir in the Antiquities, vol. i.

vol. xlviii., p.

Provin-

For the history of the

in

D.N.B.,
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Contemporary with Joseph Robertson at Marischal, and possibly also
Udny, where both were at school, was jAMES Craigie ROBERTSON
He studied at Marischal, 1824-1826,^ passed on to Cambridge,
8
(i 1 3- 1 882).
and eventually to high preferment in the Church of England. He was
appointed Canon of Canterbury in 1859, ^"^ from 1864 to 1874 held the
He owed his
Chair of Ecclesiastical History at King's College, London.
Professorship chiefly to his History of the Cliristian C/iurch, a work of
soundness and research, which appeared in four volumes, 1854- 1873, and
was reprinted in 1874-1875. He had already edited (1849) Peter Heylyn's
Ecclesia Restaiirata, and had published (1859) Bccket
He
a Biography.
also edited (i 877-1 881) five volumes of Materials for the History of Thomas
at

;

Becket

in the Rolls Series, and, for the

Alexander

VH. and

the

Camden

Society (1866), Bargrave's

College of Cardinals.

Robertson, he died
volume of his Materials?-

Joseph

in

harness,

toiling

Like
to

his

contemporary
complete the sixth

To that wide public which is less interested in the processes by which
the historian reconstructs the past than in the story he has to tell and his
manner of telling it, the best known of the Robertson group was and is

He was Joseph Robertson's senior
(1809-1881).
survived
than
a
and
him for nearly fifteen.
They
by something
year,
were together at Marischal, whence Burton graduated M. A. in 1829.^ Like
John Hill Burton
less

Robertson, Burton half-heartedly entered the legal profession, abandoned
He wrote for The
Edinburgh, and turned to literature.

his practice at

Westminster Reviezv, for the Edinburgh, and for a time edited The
He was already known as editor of Bentham's works when,

Scotsman!.

1
846, his biography of Hume sealed his reputation as a man of letters.
His Lives of Simoji Lord Lovat, and Duncan Forbes of Culloden (1847),
and Narratives from Criminal Trials in Scotland {\^'^2), preluded the

in

In
instalment of his chief historical work, the History of Scotland.
1853 he produced the final portion of it, dealing with the period 1688-1745,
and by 1870 the work was completed. A revised edition was printed in

first

1873, and quite recently (1905-1906) a "popular" edition of the work has
Burton's place in the literature of Scottish history may be in-

been issued.

dicated in a sentence

'

'

— He was the Boece of the nineteenth century.

Anderson, Records,

vol.

ii.,

p.

454.

Anderson, Records,

vol.

ii.,

p.

459.

'^D.N.B., vol.

xlviii., p.

412.

I

do
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not mean, of course, that he harked back to the unscientific standard of a
credulous age.
His work and Boece's were the products of the fullest

Both were clothed in a literary guise which
scholarship of their period.
commended them to the attention of the " general reader ".
generation
and more has added much to the materials which Burton might and would

A

have used had they been extant in his time. Yet the pleasure of reading
him does not wane. If his supersession awaits the advent of the composite
Scott-Burton-Carlyle suggested by the late Richard Garnett,^ his vogue may
be held perpetual!
In i860 he edited the valuable eighteenth-century
the
Reverend Dr. Alexander Carlyle, Minister of InAutobiograpliy of
In 1864 the characteristic and familiar

In
J^Vc'/^-J^r^^^a' appeared.
1880 Burton published his History of the Reign of Queen Anne, a work of
minor value.
To the Abbotsford Club he contributed in 1840 (with
David Laing) i\\e facobite Con-espondence of the AtJioll Family, and in 1849

veresk.

The Darien Papers

to the Bannatyne Club.
After the completion of
he accepted the editorship of the Register of the Privy Council,
and published the first two volumes of that invaluable series in 1 877- 1878.To William Forbes Skene (1809- 1892) the University can lay no
his History,

claim.

But a Skene of Rubislaw

is

a local possession.

On John

Hill

Burton's death in 1881 Skene succeeded him as Historiographer Royal
for Scotland.
Skene's predecessor was an Aberdonian.
So also is David

Masson his successor. Skene's father, James Skene of Rubislaw, the friend
of Sir Walter Scott, edited (1828) Spalding's History of the Troubles for
the Bannatyne Club.
William Forbes Skene's interests all bent towards
the period which he dealt with in his Celtic Scotland.
He was still under
of
when
TJie
he
thirty years
Highlanders of Scotage
published (1837)
their
In
and
land,
1867 he issued his
Origin, History
Antiquities.
Chronicles of the

Pids and Scots,

in

which

for the first

time he

made

public

Welsh and Irish sources of Scottish history. His Four Ancient
Books of Wales was published in 1868.
His edition of Forditn (1871), in

the earliest

which he submitted the early mythical history of Scotland to rigorous
For the series in which his Fordun
analysis, I have referred to already.
appeared he re-edited (1874) Reeve's edition of Adamnan's St. Coluniba.
^D.N.B., vol. viii., p. ii.
^For Burton's life see Dr. Richard Garnett's Memoir

in

D.N.B.,

vol. viii., pp. 10-12;

Mrs. Burton's Memoir in the 1882 large paper edition of his Book-Huntcr, and Blackwood's

Magazine

for

September, i88i.
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In three volumes, 1876- 1880,

ing work,

6V///V ^Vt'/Zriw^

;

A

Skene focussed

his learning

History of Ancient Alban.

crown-

upon

his

Many

of Skene's

ingenious speculations have failed to gain the approval of later investiBut he may be held to have scotched the Boecian myths, and to
gators.

have been the first to present the Dark Ages of Scottish history in reasonable and accurate guise.^
I have mentioned already John
Stuart (18 13- 1877), co-founder of
the Spalding Club, and its Secretary during the thirty years over which its
He was born at Forgue, and spent three sessions at
operations continued.
In 1866 he received the degree LL.D,
Marischal College, 1 828-1 831.

from King's." Like Joseph Robertson and Hill Burton, Stuart adopted
In 1853 he was appointed an official
and abandoned the legal profession.
in
records
the
searcher of
Register House, and in 1873 Principal Keeper
of the Register of Deeds. Soon after receiving the former appointment he
became Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and worked
His energy was boundless. Of the thirtyenthusiastically in its behalf.
eight volumes issued by the Spalding Club, Stuart edited no less than
I forbear to enumerate them all, but single out the Sculpttu'ed
fourteen.

Stones of Scotland (1856,

1867),

Spalding's Meniorialls of the Trubles

(1850, 1851), and The Book of Deer (1869) as of particular importance.
He edited volumes for the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and to the
Burgh Records Society he contributed two volumes of Extracts from the

He
Council Register of the Burgh of Aberdeen, i62yij^'j (1871, 1872).
was employed by the Historical Manuscripts Commission to examine and
In the
report upon the muniments of the Scottish nobility and others.
course of his investigations he came upon the original dispensation for the
marriage of Lady Jane Gordon and Bothwell, which inspired his A lost
Chapter in the History of Mary Queen of Scots

(i

874).^

John Ferguson McLennan (i 827-1 881), born at Inverness, graduThe science of Sociology has so specialised a
ated M.A. of King's in 849.*
inclusion
of
McLennan among the Historians possibly
that
my
meaning
But
be
Sociology is after all the speculative history of
challenged.
may
unrecorded
and
periods of human existence, and in that subject
early
McLennan achieved work which was in the highest degree original and
1

1

2
^

See Sheriff Mackay's art. in D.N.B.,
Anderson, Alumni, p. 146.
See D.N.B., vol. Iv., p. 102.

vol. Hi., p. 338.

•'Anderson, Officers and Graduates,

p. 301.
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in primitive marriage and kinship, and his examinMaine's
patriarchal theory, are classic if challenged.
Henry
wrote also (1867) a Memoir of Thomas Druvimond, Under-Secretary

stimulative.

His studies

ation of Sir

He

Lord-Lieutenant of Lreland, i8jj
degree LL.D. from his old University.^
to the

George Grub
Doctor," as he

was

(1812-1892)
affectionately

to

was born

known

In 1874 he received the

18^0.

in

in

"The
Old Aberdeen.
years, was educated

later

In 1836
King's, though he did not graduate M.A. until 1856.'he was admitted a member of the Society of Advocates of Aberdeen,
and in 1841 was appointed its Librarian, a post he held until his
at

In 1843 he became Lecturer on Scots Law and Conveyancing in
Marischal College, and in i860, upon the fusion of the two Colleges,
In 1881 he received full possession
acted as Professor-Substitute of Law.
death.

of the Chair in that subject, and held

it

until 1891,

when he

For

retired.

training of the
fifty years he had been responsible
community, and when he retired there were no more than twelve of the
Society of Advocates who had not received their instruction at his hands
The University conferred the degree LL.D. upon him in 1864. A friend
of both Joseph Robertson and John Stuart, Grub took part in the formaFor it he edited (with Joseph Robertson)
tion of the Spalding Club.
for the legal

nearly

!

James Gordon's
Civil

and

LListory of Scots Affairs (1840- 1842); Thomas Innes's
{id,$2)), to which he prefixed

Ecclesiastical History of Scotland

and the index volume to Robertson's Lllustrations
and Banff {\^6(f).
Aberdeen
He had published
of the Antiquities of
already in 1861 his chief work, An Ecclesiastical History of Scotland from
the Introduction of Christianity to the Present Titne, concluding his fourth
and last volume with the death of Bishop John Skinner in 1857. The
a memoir of the author

;

work was the most exact and complete upon the subject which had apGrub was both a Tory and an Episcopalian,
peared, nor is it superseded.
"
but his Ecclesiastical History, with good reason, has been described as an
almost unique example of fair and impartial consideration of the course of

In one who held himself attached, and de"
the suffering remnant
Walter
Scott called
votedly attached, to what Sir
laboured
such
of the Scottish Episcopal Church,"
impartiality may be

Church

affairs in

Scotland

counted for righteousness.
1

^

".^

The

delicate tread of

Agag

is

infrequently

See D.N.B., vol. xxxv., p. 210.
-Anderson, Officers and Graduates,
Mr. James Duguid, in Aurora Borcalis, p. 210.

p.

308.
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modern dissertations upon that vexed seventeenth centuiy,
and Grub, no doubt, would have a wider vogue among partisans of both
sides were he not distinguished by what Professor Cooper calls "extreme
To Chambers s Encyclopedia Grub was a contributor, and
scrupulosity".^
historical
interests and learning is found in the publicaevidence of his
tions of the Aberdeen Philosophical Society.More briefly I call to remembrance other nineteenth-century alumni
who worked in the same field. THOMAS STEPHEN was for one year
(1803) at Marischal.^ In maturer years he was Medical Librarian of
In 1831 he published The History of the ReKing's College, London.
in
Scotland
and
till the General Assembly of Glasgow.
Church
formation
In 1835 appeared his Book of the Constitution of Great Bi^itain, a comtraceable in

Between 1843- 1845 he published in four volumes The
History of the Church of Scotland from the Reformation to the Present
In 1839 appeared TJie Life and Times of Archbishop Sharp, a
Time.

prehensive survey.

work

still

useful.

Robert Beatson

(1742-18 18) resided at Aberdeen, where he was
Barrack-master, 1796-1817, and received the degree LL.D. from Marischal
In addition to various agricultural works, he published
College in 1804.

1786 .-i political Index to the Histories of Great Britain and Ireland,
which reached a third and enlarged edition in 1806. In 1790 Beatson
in

published his

Year 1^2^

to

Naval and Military Memoirs of Great
the Present

Time.

In

Houses of Parliament, from the

Register of both

the

from

Britain,

1807 appeared his Chronological

Union

in

lyoS

to

1807.^

Beatson was the oldest of a group of Aberdeen military historians of
Major-General Thomas Gordon of Cairness (i 788-1 841) was

whom

another.

Army

Gordon was

during the

History

of the

at Marischal in

War

Greek

of

He

1804.''

Independence, and

Revolution.

served

published

The work was

the Greek

in

in

1832

translated

his

into

German.''

Another military

historian,

James Grant Duff

^D.N.B., Supp. vol. ii., p. 373.
For Grub's life see D.N.B., ibid.; Aurora Borealis,

^

Clmrchmen (Edinburgh,

p.

205

;

(1789-1858), was

and Dean Walker's Three

1893).

'

Anderson, Records, vol.
•^Anderson, Records, vol.

ii.,

p. 393.

ii.,

p. 393.

^
^

See D.N.B.,
See D.N.B.,

vol. iv., p.

21.

vol. xxii., p. 230.
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His History of the Mahrattas (1826; 3rd
the
of
Duff's military service in India.was
outcome
1873)

at Marischal in 1805.1

edition,

Andrew Leith Hay

Sir

(1785- 1862), the fourth of this almost
military historians, was born at Aberdeen,

of

contemporary group
and in 1826 and 1828 acted as Rector's ^Assessor
the

military service in

Peninsular enabled him

in

at Marischal.^

1831

His

to publish

A

Narrative of tJic Peninsular War, which ran to four editions. He was also
the author of a valuable work of another character, The Castellated ArcJiitecture

of Aberdeenshire, published

Hew

In 18 16

in

1849,

and partly reprinted

in i887.'*

Scott (1791-1872) was admitted Honorary M.A.

of

King's.^ His \{^e-woY\i, Fasti Ecclesiee Scoticance: The Succession of Ministers
in the Parish Churches of Scotland, from the Reformation, a.d. 1360, to the

Present Time,
indicated

by

v^d.s

Alexander
in

1

8 19.'''

Period

Its subject is
published in three volumes, 1 866-1 871.
The research involved is stupendous.
Low, minister of Keig, graduated M.A. of Marischal

its title.

In 1826 he published The History of Scotland fro7n the Earliest
Middle of the NintJi Century.

to the

of local antiquities the name of JOHN BURNETT
He was born
Episcopal minister of Cruden, is familiar.

Among the explorers
Pratt (1799- 1869),
at

Cairnbanno,

New

Deer, and graduated M.A. of King's in 1820. In 1 864 the
him the degree LL.D." His well-known Buchan

University conferred upon

was published in 1858. Further editions of the work appeared in 1859, 1870
and 1 90 1. Pratt also published in 1861 a monograph on TJie Druids.^
James Aitken Wylie (1808-1890) was at Marischal 1823-26
His works, strenuously Protestant, include TJic History
(LL.D., 1855).
of Protestantism
In the

Marischal in

(3 vols., 1874-1877).^

same category

JOHN DAVIDSON, M.A.

as Pratt stands

He

in

1878 his Inverurie

and

of

the Earl-

1838.^'^
published
Garioch, a topographical and historical account of the Garioch
from the earliest times to the Revolution.

dom of

1

3

Anderson, Records, vol

Anderson, Records,

vol.

-

ii.,
ii.,

p. 395.
^

p. 21.

^Anderson, Officers and Graduates,
Anderson, Records, vol. ii., p. 423.
Anderson, Officers and Graduates,

p. 275.

See D.N.B., vol. xvi., p. 130.
See D.N.B., vol. xxxv., p. 251.
See D.N.B., vol. Ii., p. 27.

®
"^

p.

277.

'-•Anderson, Records, vol.

ii.,

pp. log, 451;

'"Anderson, Records, vol.

ii.,

p.

490.

10

^

See D.N.B.,

D.N.B.,

vol.

liii.,

vol. xlvi., p. 290.

p. 237.
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Henry Miles

(M. A., King's, 1839; LL.D., 1863), wrote The HisF}'enc)i Regime (1872), and also sound history

of Canada tmder

tory

text-books for Canadian schools.^

Peter Bayne (1830- 1896) graduated at Marischal in 1850.
known as an essayist and journalist, he wrote English Puritanism

Chiefly
(1862),

and The Chief Characters of the Puritan Revolution (1878),''^
Colonel Francis Duncan (i 836-1 888) was born at Aberdeen, and
graduated M. A. of Marischal in 855.^ He was gazetted to the Royal Regiment of Artillery and served in Nova Scotia and Canada. At Woolwich, in
later years, the records of the regiment were in his charge, and he published
(1872, 1873) his History of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, of which a
In 18^7 appeared his The English in
second edition appeared in 1874.
1

Spain, an account of the Spanish Civil War of 1834- 1840. Several lectures
on Canada were the outcome of his personal knowledge of that country, and
in 1878 he published The Royal Province of New Scotland and Jier Baronets}

William Stephen,

Rector of

St.

Dumbarton, graduated M.A. of Marischal

Augustine's Episcopal Church,
and received the degree

in 1856,

He was the author of a History of
D. D. from the University in 1897.^
the Scottish Church, published in two volumes 1894, 1896, a comprehensive survey of the subject extending to 1895.
As assistant to Cosmo Innes, James Grant (i 840-1 885) (M.A., i86r)
much

of that valuable spade work which too often passes unrecognised.
His History of the Burgh Schools of Scotland (1876) is worthy of his

did

close association with Innes, his

"dear friend and revered

teacher".''

Lastly I name an institution. Founded in 1886 the New Spalding Club
already has issued thirty volumes of materials valuable to the historian.

The

Club's intimate association with the University

The

complete, though some whom

is

well known.

ought to include may have
But imperfect as the record may be, it amply justifies the
appreciation which I quoted at the beginning of this article
Truly Aberdeen has been the nursing mother of historians, and counting David Masson
tale

is

I

been omitted.

!

among

her surviving sons,

who

shall

say that her progeny

is

extinct.^

Anderson, Officers and Graduates, p. 293 Scott. N. and Q., vol. xi., p. 173.
^Anderson, Records, vol. ii., p. 536; D.N.B., Supp. vol. i., p. 146.
See D.N.B., Supp. vol. ii., p. 166.
'Anderson, Records, vol. ii., p. 555.
'

;

•*

''Anderson, Records, vol.

ii.,

p.

560.

''D.N.B.,

vol. xxii., p. 391.

C. S.

Terry.

NATURAL SCIENCE

IN

THE ABERDEEN

UNIVERSITIES.
[The preparation of this sketch of the progress of Natural Science in
the Universities of Aberdeen has been rendered possible only by the
assistance received from friends, whose acquaintance with the history of
the Universities, and of their graduates and other alunuii, has been most
To the Editor of this volume thanks are especially
helpful to the writer.

information obtained from his published Records of the Uniand
from many personal communications during the preparation
versities
of the sketch.
It is intended to give, in a volume to be issued by the New
Spalding Club, a fuller account of the work of Dr. David Skene and of
others that have furthered the progress of Natural Science in the North
of Scotland and any information with regard to that progress will be

due

for the

;

welcomed.]

The appreciation and study of the Natural Sciences appear to have been
of tardy growth in the North of Scotland.
Even within the Universities
were
not
until
centuries
had passed and provision
they
officially recognised
;

for their practical study

us

is

of very recent date.

In these circumstances their

necessarily brief, though sufficient to give bright
of the greatly increased opportunities already
view
promise
within reach of our students, of the continuous progress towards fuller

past history

among

is

for the future in

equipment

for education

and research

in

these sciences, and of the ever-

increasing interest manifested in them.
The Natural History of the Middle

Ages had become degraded to little
than the repetition of such fables as are abundantly contained in the
strange Ortus San itat is, the high repute of which was shown by the numer-

else

ous translations and editions issued, and by the long period during which
it was
The revolt against such absurdities and pueraccepted as a guide.
ilities,

and the return

to the study of the natural objects, as

shown

in the
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works of Brunfels, Fuchs, and other early

naturalists,

seemed

to find little

Scotland in the sixteenth century.
The struggle for a mere livelihood must always stand in the way of a true appreciation of the worth of
knowledge that does not appear likely to provide the necessaries of life.

favour

in

The poverty and

disturbed political state of the countiy during the years
that witnessed Flodden and the events that led to the Reformation, and the
direction given to intellectual interests by these conditions, were not favourable to the stud)^ of the Natural Sciences.
Even the stimulus arising from

foreign travel, so frequently the outlet for the sons of the aristocracy

middle

classes,

aided

little

in this, for their interests

soldiers of fortune or of traders,

to

and many of them

and

were chiefly those of

settled in the countries

which they went.

the teaching staff appointed to the University founded by
Bishop Elphinstone in Old Aberdeen, under the papal bull obtained in
the earliest inclusion of medicine within the curri1494, was a Mediciner

Among

—

any University in Great Britain. The first recorded holder of that
was James Cumyne, appointed soon after 1500. This, however, is
scarcely evidence that Natural Science, as such, was taught within that
University and there is nothing further to show that it was so.
In the Foundation Charter of Marischal College and University, dated
2nd April, 1 593, the subjects of study are strictly laid down. Greek and
Latin, the elements of Arithmetic and Geometry, Geography, History and
cula of
office

;

the Outlines of

Astronomy are enjoined, apparently without limitation
Ethics and Politics were to be taught by selections from

as to their source.

writings and from Cicero's Dc Officiis, and Logic from the
"
Orgamun Logiatui. In the third year of the course, the Regent next
"
after the Principal
had to " interpret the acroamatic books of Aristotle's
Aristotle's

"
Organuin PJiysicuin" subsequent to which the Principal had to set forth all
the rest of Physiology from the Greek text of Aristotle, to which he shall
add a short explanation of Anatomy ". The foundation of Marischal College

1593 was virtually a protest against the reactionary attitude of the earlier
University in Old Aberdeen and the latter was visited and reported on, as

in

;

shown by the records of both Parliament and Church of Scotland, between
1578 and 1638.
A Nova Fundatio was drawn up for King's College in the early part
of the seventeenth century, which sets forth the subjects of the curriculum,
though there is reason to believe that the scheme of instruction was not
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appears to have been largely influenced b}^ if not
It provides that the
modelled on, the Charter of Marischal College.
fourth Regent should teach the whole of Physiology, and what was necesclosely

adhered

It

to.

sary in regard to the nature of animals, from the Greek text of Aristotle.
He was also to teach Geography, Astrology, general Cosmography, and the
course of the ages from the origin of the world. The other subjects of study

were almost as in the Charter of Marischal College, and, as provided in it,
were to be taught largely from Aristotle and Cicero. In these regulations
of the two Universities there is little indication that the method of study
that was already taking shape on the Continent of Europe, and was soon to
revolutionise the Natural Sciences, had gained any place in Aberdeen. The
direct appeal to natural objects

had not yet replaced the authority of Aris-

totle.

But from other sources there is evidence that at least two physicians
Aberdeen were in sympathy with the return from authority to the study
Both were sons of burgesses of Aberdeen.
of the objects themselves.
are
no
records
of the students or graduates of King's
there
Unfortunately
to
show
and
whether
University
they had been students there but
College
had
there is other evidence that one
been, and so probably was the other.
Both travelled on the Continent of Europe and studied there for some time,
and in the early years of the sevenafter which they returned to Aberdeen
in

;

;

teenth century both bestowed valuable gifts for the encouragement of learning in the recently founded University.

James Cargill is believed to have studied Botany and Anatomy
under the celebrated Kaspar Bauhin at Basle, sometime between 1589 and
Bauhin and L'Obel in their writings mention that they had received
1600.
from Dr. Cargill seeds and other specimens (including seaweeds) from Aberdeen.
L'Obel refers to him as being well skilled in Botany and Anatomy.

By

his will, dated

in 161 4,

he bequeathed "for the mantenance of four

college quherein learning shall be thocht by the
Councell of Aberdein most to floorische four thousand merkes," besides
sums to the Grammar School and to the " Hospittall of new Aberdeine ".
To his memory the genus Cargillia, including trees of the family Ebenaceae

puir

scholaris

at

the

from Eastern Australia, was dedicated by Robert Brown.

Of

Duncan Liddel

fuller

information exists in the form of a short

biography, published
by John Stuart, Professor of Greek
in Marischal
Born in 1561, Liddel
College, and accompanied by a portrait,
in

1790, written
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was educated at the Grammar School of Aberdeen and at King's College
He travelled through a great part
until 1579, when he went to Dantzic.
of Poland and Germany, pursuing his education in Mathematics and in
He afterwards became a lecturer on these studies, and spent
Medicine.
In 1607
several years as a professor in the Academia Julia at Helmstadt.
he left that town, and ultimately returned to Scotland, and died on 17th
December, 1613, in Aberdeen. In 1612 he had given the lands of Pitmuxton, near Aberdeen, to support six bursars, who might attend either
King's or Marischal College and shortly before his death he endowed a
Professorship of Mathematics in Marischal College, and left his library to
;

that College, along with a legacy for the purchase of new books, which at
The bursaries have been, and are,
present yields a few pounds annually.

valuable aids to students

and the library contained books on Botany, Mathe-

;

matics and other sciences that are treasured

any

There

is

no

University Library at

clear evidence that these

direct effect

may

in the

two men produced
on the studies in the rival Universities but their example
have stimulated, and Liddel's bequest aided, one whose fame was

the present time.

;

destined to surpass theirs as a leader in botanical science.
Robert Morisone entered Marischal College as a student of Arts in
1635, and

was awarded one of the bursaries founded by Dr. Liddel.

On

the completion of the curriculum he became Liddel Tutor in Mathematics
from 1640 to 1643, ^'""^^ was also an under-master in the Grammar School

He was the son of a burgess of Aberdeen. His
him
wished
to
a clergyman, but his scientific tastes inclined
become
parents
him to the medical profession. In the political disturbances of the time he
had joined the Royalists, and was severely wounded in the head, in 1639,
of Aberdeen in 1641.

near Aberdeen.
Possibly the ruin of the King's cause may have cooperated with his desire to study Natural Science and Medicine in leading
him to Paris, where he spent some time in studying Botany, Zoology and

Anatomy, under Robin, among others. He graduated M.D. at Angers in
In 1650 he was entrusted with the charge of the famous garden of
1648.
the Duke of Orleans at Blois.
There he pursued his investigations in
and
showed
method of classification devised by
to
the
the
duke
Botany,
His patron encouraged his studies, and enabled him to travel
himself
After the
through much of France to procure additions to the garden.
death of the duke, Morison (as his name is generally spelt) was invited to

England by Charles

II.,

to

whom

he had become known

in France.

He
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accepted the invitation, refusing a tempting offer to remain in France, and

was appointed King's Physician and Royal Professor of Botany, with an
In 1669 he was called to the new Professorofficial salary and residence.
in
On
Oxford.
9th November, 1683, he died from the
ship of Botany
Several
effects of injuries received while crossing a street in London.
botanical works by him are well known as classics in the science, and have
won for him honour as a philosophical botanist.
He introduced conspicuous improvements in methods of classification
and of exposition but his acknowledged merits are marred by the acrimony, and even unfairness, with which he criticised the work of others.
James Wallace, A.M. of King's College, in 1659 had settled in Kirk;

Orkney, as minister of the parish. Apparently under the influence of
Sir Robert Sibbald, he wrote A Description of tJie Isles of Orkney, in which
are brief notes on the cultivated and wild plants, and on the remains of

wall,

trees found in the mosses,

and

also

on the animals and the more useful

The author

died in 1688, but the book did not appear until
His son issued, in 1700, virtually a second edition, under ihe title,

minerals.
1693.

Account of tlie Islands of Orkney, with additions, including
plants and molluscs.

lists

of the

Alexander Blackwell (son of Rev. Thomas Blackwell, Principal of
Marischal College from 17 17 to 1728) may also be named, less, however,
for his own merits as a botanist, than as the husband of Elizabeth Blackwell, the botanical artist, authoress of

his tragic fate

on the scaffold

The records

in

A

Curious Herbal, and because of

Stockholm,

of the Universities in Old

in

1747.

Aberdeen and Aberdeen remain

during the seventeenth century in regard to the instruction provided
Natural Science, and there is no evidence that Botany, Zoology or

silent

in

Geology was taught in either University.
In 1726 an effort was made "for setting on foot a Compleat Cours of
Experimental Philosophy in the Marischall Colledge of Aberdeen ". With
"
the view of providing Entire Setts of Instruments, necessary in Astronomy,
Mechanicks, Opticks, Chymistry, Hydrostaticks, and Anatomy," which
be purchased under two hundred guineas," as well as " the
Best Books which treat of Natural and Experimental Philosophy and
Models of the newest Mac/lines in Husbandry," subscriptions were in-

could not

"

;

vited

;

There
little support.
and
and
between
1756
1721
Experimental School";

but the scheme appears to have met with

was, however, an

"
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the records of several years mention gifts of money from Magistrand
"
"
Scholae experimental!," or instruclasses, on leaving the University, as

mentis experimentalibus".
"

promovendam

;

In 1740 the

gift

but, despite the different

bably was for the same object as the other

"

was

Ad

scientiam naturalem

mode

gifts,

of expression, this proand not for the promotion

of the biological sciences.
Although at first there are, as shown in the provisions quoted above,
indications that the Professors had certain specified subjects assigned to
each, this practice appears to have been soon departed from in favour of
each in rotation giving instruction in all the subjects of the curriculum in
it
throughout their whole period
of
standard
could
not
have been high under such a
The
of study.
teaching
system, and probably the Natural Sciences did not form part of the course

Arts to the students from their entrance on

The Professors received the designaIn King's College one of the Prosystem.
Regents
fessors was from the origin of the University entrusted with the duty of
"
Humanist," and
teaching the Latin language under the designation of

of study of at least
tion of

"

"

many

under

students.

this

was not included among the Regents.
In accordance with an injunction of a Royal Commission for the visitation of the Scottish Universities, a Regent in King's College, appointed
in

1686,

was

in

1700 formally designated to be Professor of Greek there,
but not until 1794 were

after that year that Chair remained distinct
other Professorships defined in that University.

and

injunction to appoint a Professor of

;

In Marischal College the

Greek was obeyed only

in

1717

;

but

the change from the former system to professorships of defined subjects
was effected in 1752 and 1753, the designations of the several chairs being
''

Moral Philosophy,"

"

Natural

Philosophy," and

"

Civil

and

Natural

After 1753 the appointments were to these professorships,
"
"
though the term Regent continued in use as a designation of the ProHistory".

fessors for

The
Marischal

years afterwards.
occupant of the Chair of Civil and Natural History in
College and University was Francis Skene, son of the

many
first

Minister of Kinkell, a cadet of the family of Skene, which long held the
barony of Skene, a few miles west of Aberdeen. He was a student of

Arts at King's College, where he graduated A.M. in 172 1.
When he was
a
Regent in Marischal College in 1734, an attempt was made to
appointed
abandon the system of Regents, described above, and to restrict each to
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the teaching required for the class of one definite session, as laid down in
the Foundation Charter of the University. Skene joined in the opposition
to this proposal, by which he was to have had the third year of the course
as his charge.

It

was not pushed

at that time, but

was

carried into effect

nineteen years later, in 1753, when, as Professor of Civil and Natural
In 1766 he received the degree
History, he took the second (Semi) class.

LL.D. from Marischal College, in which he was at the same time appointed Professor of Laws, which appears to have been little more than
titular.
He died in 1775. The only record of him that I have found is
"
For the long period of forty-one years he discharged the duties of his
of

:

and was reckoned a good teacher ",
There remains nothing from which one may learn the scope of the
and among the alumni and graduinstruction given in the class by him
ates of the two Universities, except Wallace and Blackwell, none appear to
have studied Natural Science during more than a century from the time
when Robert Morison quitted Aberdeen.
One of the first to break this silence was Dr. David Skene, born
ofifice,

;

13th August, 173 1, a native of Aberdeen, but not of the same family as
His name appears in the roll of the Grammar School of
the Professor.

Aberdeen, and

in that of the

Arts Class of 1744-48 at Marischal College.

From extant letters to his father. Dr. Andrew Skene, a physician in Aberdeen,
appears that from 1751-53 he studied Medicine in Edinburgh, London
and Paris, and that on his way home he remained again for a time in Edinit

On
burgh, studying Botany under Dr. Alston and in the botanic garden.
his return to Aberdeen he received the degree of M.D. from King's College
in 1753, and in July of that year settled at home to assist his father, whose
practice included

many

of the principal families in Aberdeen, and extended

In 1767 he was elected Dean of Faculty in
over a large district around.
Marischal College, an office to which he was re-elected annually until his

death

in 1770.^

He

was one of the founders of the Philosophical Society

of Faculty was then not a member of the professoriate, but was elected from
The Charter of the University specified " Vir sit pius, literatus nee
staff.
tantum in humanioribus (quas vocant) disciplinis, sed etiam in omni Philosophia versatus, qui
^

The Dean

outside the teaching

annuls Examinationibus et Promotionibus

intersit et praesit, et

ab examinatoribus jusjurandum

operae ea in re praestandae exigat, curam Doctrinae et Diligentiae Praeceptoruni habeat,
videat ne ejus neglectione Academia quid detrimenti cupiat, in Electionibus incorruptum Suffidelis

fragium et e Republica ferat ea denique omnia exerceat, quae in Academia aliave Academia
ad Decani Facultatis Liberalium Artium munus officiumque pertinere intelliguntur ".
;
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of Aberdeen, his associates in this being all men of wide culture, and of
more than merely local fame. His sympathies and interests were wide
;

known

have included the best works obtainable in
classical and English and French literature, as well as in Medicine and
He was held in high esteem as a physician, and
in Natural Science.
there is evidence of his being called on to attend patients in Ross-shire and
other distant counties.
Fortunately, manuscripts left by him have been

and

his library

is

to

preserved, and are for the most part in the Library of the University of
Aberdeen, to which they were bequeathed a number of years ago by the
late x'^lexander Thomson of Banchory, his nephew, by whom the notes and
It is,
correspondence were arranged and bound in a number of volumes.
necessarily, impossible to determine in how far these manuscripts cover his
studies
but that they are not complete is evident by allusions to notes and
;

from correspondents that no longer exist. Those that remain
wonder that one who did not reach the age of forty
in
the
of a life devoted to a large medical practice,
course
years could,
have been able to carry out so extensive personal researches in Natural
to letters

are sufficient to excite

Science, especially with so little previous training, and while so isolated
from intercourse with students of science elsewhere for the greater part of
the time.
It was his habit to examine very carefully plants, animals and

other natural objects found by himself in Scotland, or procured from
foreign countries through sailors and others, and to write the descriptions,
often in Latin, from the objects.
Comparing these with the descriptions
of Linnaeus and of other authors, he not infrequently differed from them in
his conclusions,

regret that his

those studies in

and recorded his reasons in criticisms that give cause for
life was so short, and afforded so little leisure to pursue
which he showed so great ability.

His notes showed that he studied every branch of Natural History
by personal investigation as well as in such books as he could procure
and he communicated some of the results to the Philosophical Society
;

of Aberdeen, as well as to such friends as Professor Reid (the famous
Metaphysician), Professor Hope of Edinburgh University, Lord Kames
After 1765 he carried on a stimulating exchange

and Lord Monboddo.
of letters with

other

men

Thomas Pennant, John Ellis and Linnaeus, as well as with
A number of these letters are still extant, and

of less renown.

a few have been published but the latter give only an imperfect idea of
the range of topics discussed in the correspondence, of the extent and
;
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of the acuteness of his judgment.
Many
accuracy of his acquirements, and
of the letters show the great esteem in which Dr. Skene was held by his
He was urged by such men as Professor Hope of Edincontemporaries.

burgh and Professor Thomas Reid to settle in Edinburgh or Glasgow, as a
Pi-ofessor in one of the Universities, where his abilities might find more
His conbut he would not consent to leave his native place.
fitting scope
to
in
the
Pennant
tributions are acknowledged by
LightZoology prefaced
;

Flora Scotica and also by Ellis in his History of British Zoopiiytcs.
His notes on the Natural History of the North of Scotland, especially

foot's

around Aberdeen, include numerous descriptions of plants and animals,
records of the species observed in his walks and during professional visits
to places at some distance from Aberdeen, dates when plants were first
seen in flower for the year, peculiarities of structure and other topics that

show close and accurate observation, in part directed apparently with the
aim of collecting materials for the preparation of an account of the Natural
History of the North of Scotland, a project cut short by his early death.
To Dr. David Skene we owe the earliest records of the flora and fauna
of the counties near xA-berdeen

and

his manuscripts are of very great
descriptions are so careful that it is
very generally possible to recognise the species to which they refer where
he had not been able with the means at his command to identify them
interest

from this standpoint.

;

The

;

and they afford evidence of

his accuracy

where he had

identified

them by

He records (with a description) as found at the Bay of
near
Aberdeen, the Yellow Horned Poppy {Glancium flavuui), long
Nigg,
since extinct in this part of Scotland, as well as several other plants from
aid of his books.

Aberdeen that cannot now be found there. There are
many records of his medical cases, of which he had kept minute notes, inThis
cluding among them an account of his own experiences from gout.
disease is said to have led to his death.
Professor Francis Skene and Professor George Skene, his son and
successor in the Chair of Civil and Natural History, have left no traces of
localities close to

The scope of the
personal investigation into the sciences taught by them.
"
class was specified in the statute passed by
the principal, professors and
masters

"

of Marischal College on 12th November, 1752, limiting the Proone year or nearly so. In this statute it is directed

fessors to the subjects of
"

:

That the second }'ear of the academic course shall be spent in teaching
history, geography, chronology and an introduction to natural history, com-
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monly
this

called special physics

year

;

at the

same time

that the whole students of

shall attend the lessons of the Professor of

Professor Francis Skene,

who

Mathematics".

died in 1775, was succeeded in the Chair

of Civil and Natural History by his son George, who had been appointed
Professor of Natural Philosophy in Marischal College in 1760, at the age
An account of Professor George Skene, published in 1804,
of nineteen.

becoming Professor of Natural Philosophy he studied
Medicine, and that he resigned the Chair of Civil and Natural History in

relates that after his

1788, because of his medical practice having grown so large as to require
whole time. It also tells that he died in 1803 of a fever contracted from

his

a patient.
His character and literary tastes receive high praise and he is
described as "a genuine scholar, of good ability, great shrewdness and
"
but there is no hint of the scope of the instruction given
sense, and witty
;

;

by him

as a Professor in either of the Chairs.

and medical practice may account

Possibly his literary tastes
powers as a

for this reticence as to his

teacher.

On Professor Skene's resignation in 1788 the presentation to the Chair
of Civil and Natural History was given to William Morgan, D.D., who
died before he had actually entered on the duties.
The appointment
was then given, still in 1788, to jAMES Beattie, Jun., (nephew of the better
known James Beattie, D.C.L. (Oxon.), poet, and moral philosopher, a Professor in Marischal College).
Professor James Beattie, Jun., was a native
of Fordoun, in Kincardineshire, and had been a student in Arts at Marischal
College, where he had afterwards acted as assistant to Professor Skene in

and Natural History, instruction
both Latin and Greek then forming an integral part of the work of the
class.
While assistant he had also attended theological classes with a view
the classical section of the class of Civil
in

to enter the ministry of the Church of Scotland
but when he became
Professor he devoted himself wholly to the duties of his Chair.
He is said
;

to have

had a very exact and extensive knowledge of

classics

and

facility

the use and exposition of Latin,
The various branches of Natural
History were pursued by him with great diligence and he is said to have

in

;

made

and animals. P'or Botany he showed a
peculiar preference; and the herbarium of Sir James E. Smith, now in the
possession of the Linnean Society, contains a number of specimens sent by
collections of minerals, plants

"To an intimate acquaintance with the writhim, especially of Carices.
of
Linnaeus
he
added
his
own practical experience, spending a part of
ings
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every vacation in exploring all the glens and recesses of his native county,
in which he was exceedingly successful in discovering many plants not then
known as indigenous in Scotland or England. For the last ten years of
^

during the College vacation, accompanyand
inspiring many of them with his own
ing his scholars to the fields
enthusiasm for the science, and thus imposing upon them for life a great
Such is the testimony of Professor
interest in the beauties of Nature,"
William Knight, who had been one of his students.
his life

he taught a botanical

class

the plants not previously

Among

known

to occur in Scotland that

"
were discovered by Professor Beattie in his native county of Kincardineshire were Limicea borealis and several Carices, of which some were de-

scribed and

The

"

named by Smith

as

new

to science.

scope of the instruction given by him

is

stated in an account of

Marischal College, prepared by John Stuart, Professor of Greek in the
College, and published in 1799 in the first Statistical Accoiuit of Scotland
(edited

Latin

by

Sir

John

"

Sinclair).

i

.

Six meetings a week were devoted to the

Horace, Juvenal, Cicero, and, occasionally, Tacitus,
a
course of lectures and illustrations of ancient and
brief
supplemented by
modern versification. The students also continued to read Greek occasionclassics, Virgil,

ally during the session.
"
2, As an introduction to Civil History, a

view

is

given of Chronology

paid to the revolutions of Greece

and Geography. Particular attention
and Rome, the Greek and Roman Antiquities, and the progress of Literature,
Philosophy and the Fine Arts among the ancients.
is

"

Natural history, comprehended under six heads, 7'/.:., Meteorology,
Hydrology, Geology, Mineralogy, Vegetation, Zoology, the last whereof is
3.

introduced by a brief view of Comparative
students receive a syllabus of the whole."

Anatomy and Physiology

;

the

Of this syllabus there is, unfortunately, not a copy in existence, so far
as can be ascertained.
From the number of sciences embraced under
Natural History, only a very limited time could have been given to each of
them, which probably led to Professor Beattie undertaking the class mentioned above in his favourite subject of Botany during the vacation each

His early death from a fever must have been a serious loss to the
progress of scientific studies in the University, his successor being far inferior
to him, to
judge by the information accessible.

year.

'

Of from

ten to twenty students.
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In the same volume of the Statistical Account of Scotland is a state"
"
"
by the Members of the University (of King's College) anno

ment

1798," in which the only reference to instruction in Natural Science in the
"
The Professor gives occasional lectures
College occurs under Semi Class
:

on Geology and the meteorological branches of Natural History". Under
"
A museum of Natural History has been furnished for
Miiscuui stands:
the use of the students, with a pretty large assortment in Mineralogy
and Zoology, many of them bestowed by private donors ".
From other sources we learn that this was an insufficient account of

A

the instruction given in Natural Histor}^ within that University.
In
General Description of tJie East Coast of Scotland f-oni Edinburgh to
Cullen, written about

1780 by Francis Douglas, and published in 1782,
a particularly full account of Aberdeen.
King's College and University receives a longer notice than is given to its rival, Marischal College
and in that notice is the following
there

is

:

"

—

;

About

eight years ago, Mr. William Ogilvie, professor of Humanity,
his
own accord, to put together a collection of specimens for a
of
began,
museum of natural history in the King's College, and has now fitted up,
The professor
and furnished three apartments for their arrangement.

reckons he hath already nearly attained the first object he had in view,
which was, to procure such an assortment of specimens of fossils, and in
the various branches of zoology, as might serve to excite the liberal

and make them, in some measure, acquainted with the
of
He proposes still to go on,
the works of nature.
variety
but without
as
new
that
museum,
acquisitions come to hand
enlarging
it with splendid or costly specimens.
In
the
to
adorn
progress
pretending
curiosity of youth,

immense

:

already made, he acknowTedgeth himself to be
of many respectable people in the

assistance

modestly says that

One

his

own

much

indebted to the

country around
trouble hath not been so great as it
;

and

may

astonished to find so large a collection of birds, fishes,
marbles, spars, etc., etc., accumulated in so short a space."
In Travels in Scotland, by Rev. James Hall, describing a tour made

appear.

is

1803, is a statement in the account of Aberdeen as follows: "They
have a tolerable collection of natural and artificial curiosities, both at the
in

Town and New Town Colleges and Professor James
New Town College, nephew to the late Dr. Beattie, seems
Old

;

of natural history, and of the important and

now

Beattie, of the

to

know more

fashionable branches

-
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of knowledge connected with it, than any other person I know in any
except the accomplished Professor Ogilvie of King's
part of Scotland
;

College."

Professor

WiLLlAM OGILVIE,

referred to in these extracts,

was a

1756- 1759, when
King's College
studied
he
he graduated A.M. Afterwards
Chemistry in Glasgow Unihe
spent 1761-1762 at Edinburgh
versity, under Dr. Joseph Black; and
student in the Arts curriculum in

in

was appointed Assistant Professor of Philosophy
with
the
promise of being elected one of the Regents
King's College,
on the first occasion of a vacancy. This promotion came in 1764, when
University.

In 1761 he

in

he succeeded Dr. Thomas Reid, on the latter becoming a professor in
There is documentary evidence that the then Chancellor of
Glasgow.
College and University, the Earl of Seafield and Findlater,
suggested, in a letter to Principal Chalmers, dated i6th September, 1765,
that the Humanist or Professor of Latin, in addition to the instruction in

King's

a course of lectures upon Antiquities and
History, both Political and Natural, and stated that he considered Professor Ogilvie would find it "easier to enter upon a new manner of teachthat language, should give

it would be for Mr.
Gordon to leave the
and that they two were disposed to exchange
On 25th September, 1765, the exchange was formally made, both
duties.
Professors demitting their offices, and being appointed, Professor Gordon

ing the
tract

Humanity

Class than

he has been used

to,"

as Regent and Professor Ogilvie as Humanist.

That Professor Ogilvie had studied Zoology and gave instruction in
is shown by Douglas' account of the museum that he had
formed by 1780, and by a printed Synopsis of Zoology, of which a copy
that science

This copy has not a title-page
exists in the Public Library of Aberdeen.
but it bears on the fly-leaf a note in the handwriting of Professor Knight
;

to the effect that

"

these notes of Zoology, printed

Ogilvie, were used by him

in

teaching his

by Professor William

Natural History Classes

in

King's College, 1790- 1805". They form a small pamphlet of thirty-six
pages, of which the first ten pages are occupied by a careful summary, in
English, under various heads, of the chief features in the structure and

The
functions of the organs, and also of the environments, of Mammals.
remainder of the Synopsis is devoted to summaries, in Latin, of the
characters distinctive of the leading families and genera of the animal
kingdom, with notes on their habits and on other points of interest.
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That Professor

Ogilvie's labours find so little recognition in the semithe Statistical Account of Scotland, in 1798, may find
its explanation in the facts that he was an ardent advocate of the union of
King's and Marischal Colleges, and of the better regulation of the funds
official

account

in

of King's College for the support of the Library and of the bursary funds,
while he was an equally keen opponent of the alienation of University
property, and of other lines of policy supported by the majority of his

The minutes of the University show how he felt compelled to
occasions against the resolutions of the majority, and
on
several
protest

colleagues.

how

own

support his

little

proposals received.

Had

his views prevailed

the University would have benefited greatly in almost every case in which
he differed from his colleagues, if we ma)' judge by the records. In no
case do his views appear to have been based on self-interest.

my

In February, 18 17, he wrote to Principal Jack as follows: "Finding
fast, I have for some time employed Mr. Patrick

health declining very

Forbes as an Assistant, and

in the hopes that the meeting will be so good
him Conjunct Professor with myself I hereby demit my office
of Professor of Humanity into the hands of the Principal and Masters with
On i8th July, 18 17, the Masters, along
all emoluments from this date".

as to elect

with four Procurators elected as customary, appointed Mr. Forbes, Minister
of the Second Charge of Old Machar, to be Assistant and Successor to
Professor Ogilvie, with the duty of teaching a class of Chemistry and

Natural History, as well as the classes
in

Old Aberdeen

in 18 19,

in Latin.

Professor Ogilvie died

aged eighty-three.

not be out of place to note that in the inclusion of Natural
a
as
necessary part of the Arts curriculum, Marischal College stood
History
alone among the Universities of Scotland, and that King's College, even in
It

may

that

some

provided

scientific

"

on Natural History, came next in the recognition
knowledge of the world in which we live ought to be

the "occasional lectures

in the training of

Even

every educated person.

800 there were indications that the instruction in Natural
in Aberdeen required to be supplemented by special
afforded
History
instruction in Botany.
Probably the demand arose largely in connection
with the education of medical students, and because of there being Professorbefore

1

Be that
ships of Botany in the Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow.
as it may, from 1778 onwards until 1801 there is evidence from advertisements

in

the Aberdeen Journal, that

Botany was taught more or

less
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whom seem

i6i

have had a kind of

to

recognition from the Universities.
The lecturers whose names can be ascertained were Rev. Robert

official

Memis, an Episcopalian clergyman in Stonehaven, who attempted in 1780
and Alexander Smith, afterwards
to form a botanic garden in Aberdeen
of
From 1801 until 1810 ProGarioch.
minister of the parish of Chapel
;

fessor Beattie taught the class of
the students in the

Among

Botany.
first

class of Civil

and Natural History

must have
taught by Professor Beattie after his appointment to the Chair
been Robert Brown, the famous botanist. Brown, who was son of a keenly

was
Jacobite clergyman of the Scottish Episcopalian Church in Montrose,
He entered the Arts curriculum in
born there on 21st December, 1773.
Marischal College in 1787, and his

name appears

the

in

roll

of the class

removal to Edinburgh,
Then, owing
and
studied
Medicine
there. A fine bust
Robert Brown went to Edinburgh
to his father's

during three years.

of him, presented to the University of Aberdeen in 1896 by his relative,
Miss Hope Baton, of Montrose, stands near the entrance to the Mitchell
Hall.

Professor Beattie died in October, 18 10, and his class was taught
in
during the following session by William Knight, who had been a student

the Arts class of 1798 to 1802 in Marischal College. The Chair was offered
to Rev. Robert Renny, D.D., minister of Kilsyth, who in April, 181 1,

The Faculty of the
resigned the presentation owing to private affairs.
Davidson
(M.D. Edin.), a
College then recommended for the post James
He held the Chair until
physician in Dunfermline, who was appointed.
1841, but appears to have exercised little influence as a
left no traces of personal investigation in any branch of
the wide range of subjects entrusted to him.
During his tenure of office

his death

teacher

;

in

and has

Botany was taught by lecturers, among whom were William Knight in
181 1 to 1816, James Collie in 1817 and 1821, Rev. A. B. Mackey in 1818
and 1 81 9, William MacGillivray in 181 9, and William Knight again from
1823 (in which year he became Professor of Natural Philosophy in Maris:

chal College) until 1839.
The great need of adequate provision for the training of medical
students in Aberdeen had led to an agreement between the two Universities

(King's and

lecturers in

Marischal) to carry on a Joint Medical School, the
This
official sanction of both institutions.

which received the

II
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agreement subsisted from 1818

until 1839,

when

strained relations between

by mutual consent. Under it
on Botany from 1827 to
as
Lecturer
Professor Knight was recognised
He left records of the number of
1839, when he resigned the office.
the Universities led to its being dissolved

students attending his classes, varying from nine to twenty-one in the years
1823 to 1826, and from eleven to fifty, with an average of twenty-four, in the

years 1827 to 1839. -^" intimation published in 1832 that all candidates for
medical service in the Army must have certificates of three months' courses

Botany and in Natural History no doubt helped to stimulate attendance
on these classes.

in

In the Preface to his Botanists Guide to the Counties of Aberdeen,
Banff and Kincardine, Professor Dickie records that prior to 1830 classes in
"
"
"
the Rev.
McMillan and
Mr. Morren ".

Botany were taught by

Mr.
by
Returning for a time to the instruction given in the class of Civil and
Natural History by Professor Davidson, it is possible to gain a clearer idea

of

its

Aberdeen,

ii.,

pages 95, 96, published

in

18 18,

Annals of

In Kennedy's

scope than in the case of his predecessors.
is

the following statement,
" 2nd

—

Class.
which had probably been supplied by Dr. Davidson
James
In
the Scottish
and
Natural
Davidson, M.D., Professor of Civil
History.
Universities perhaps there is no class correspondent to that of the second
:

denominated the Natural and Civil History
by Professor Davidson are composed on an
extensive plan, and embrace subjects of the utmost importance to the
student.
They proceed nearly in the following order In the first branch
is given a short view of the celestial
system, comprising an account of the
rise and progress of astronomy
then follow short sketches of the nature
and effects of light, connecting together the solar and terrestrial system.
year at
Class.

this University.

The

It is

lectures delivered

:

;

These naturally lead him
their various causes and

to consider electricity, galvanism,

magnetism and

The

Professor then proceeds to give a
brief view of the affinities which unite minute atoms of matter of the same
effects.

kind forming aggregation;
union.

Those general

the atmosphere

;

of the

and of

chemical

dissimilar kinds producing

principles are then applied

phenomena connected with

it,

by giving a history of
rain,

wind,

snow,

hail,

and of the waters on the surface of the globe

with
meteors, thunder,
the origin of springs, the nature of rivers, etc.
is
also
short explanation
of
with
the various theories of the earth
and the phegiven
geology,
etc.

;

;

A

;

nomena

of volcanoes, earthquakes, etc.

In the second branch

is

given an
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the simple substances found

in minerals, and their unions, are first illustrated by specimens, of which
The conthe Professor possesses a beautiful and extensive collection.

and this branch
he concludes with a view of the physiology of plants, an outline of the
Linnean classification, animal chemistry and physiology of animals, and
the various plans which have been adopted for arranging them into a
stituent principles of vegetables next

engage

his attention

;

The natural and civil history of man concludes the course. Two
system.
hours a day are devoted, during the time of session, to these various
branches of science and one hour is appropriated, for four months, to the
study of the Latin language, in which the students generally read the
;

Georgics of Virgil, as being not only models of the most perfect Latin
composition, but as affording grounds for illustrating the knowledge of the
ancients with regard to natural history,"
In the Report of the Commissioners appointed in 1826 to visit the
Universities of Scotland the evidence given by Professor Davidson is stated

was

framed largely
had been effected.
Greek he had ceased to teach soon after his appointment Latin he had
"got rid of" in 1826. The time so gained he devoted to an "extension of
Natural History," with "illustrations much more numerous and complete".
fully,

and shows that although the plan of

on the

lines indicated above, certain

his course

still

important alterations

;

To Civil History he devoted about three months, beginning with the origins
of history, the causes of the rise and fall of states, their laws, all as exem"
the early states
plified in
Egyptians, Phenicians, and all those varieties,
till I terminate with the Grecian states
and have given an account of

—

.

.

.

"
then applied the information to illustrate
many facts in
modern times, comparing one with the other ". The subjects that formed
"
his course
have no further connection than this, that I find many facts

Persia

".

He

"
of Natural History go far to illustrate Civil History".
Botany I do not
at all teach, because the season of the lectures does not admit of it, and Dr.

Knight has been in the habit of giving lectures upon Botany." His further
evidence showed that the treatment of the various subjects included under
the heading of Natural History was of a very superficial kind but he could
submit no written or printed statement of it. " I have never written a
;

syllabus, because

was devoted

day

my lectures

varied every year."

An

hour

in

the forenoon

daily to lecturing, and an hour in the afternoon of the same
to an oral examination
upon the subjects discussed in the forenoon.
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Professor Knight also gave evidence before the same Commission in
respect to the instruction given in his class of Botany, which he described
Its scope
as of the same length and nature as in the southern Universities.
is

shown by a small work, issued in 1813, and again in 1828, with conby Professor Knight under the title Outlines of Botany,

siderable additions,

accompany a series of Practical Demonstrations in that Science,
In the second edition pages
given in Marischal College and University.
1-34 form a brief outline of the morphology and physiology of plants,
intended

to

to understand their bearing on the recognition of
Great part of the book is occupied by the
plants by the Linnean system.
characters of the Linnean classes and orders, followed by those of the genera

in so far as required

of flowering plants, ferns and their allies, and mosses but these have probably been drawn up from Smith's Flora, or some similar work, as a number
;

of the genera are not indigenous near Aberdeen. The morphology is often
In his class he "never used any drawings whatever, either large
defective.
or small, nor

any specimen even of dried plants
(excepting in illustrating part of the cryptogamia), from the impression that such a mode of
.

teaching Botany is of no practical use ".
From the Report of the Commission of 1826

it

.

.

appears that

in

King's

College Mineralogy and Geology were then taught along with Chemistry by
Rev. Patrick Forbes, who had succeeded Professor Ogilvie as Professor
of Latin, although he continued to be second minister of the parish of
Old Machar. He submitted a " class-book," which contained the heads
of his lectures, along with "other things that could not be recollected
from hearing them stated in a lecture," and stated that no other part of

Natural

Mineralogy and Geology was taught in King's
Fortunately, a copy of the "class-book" has been preserved
the University Library.
The Mineralogy in it is largely based on the
History than

College.
in

previous Chemistry, with references to differential characters from physical
brief Geognosy (description of the chief rocks)
properties and form.

A

and

succeeded by a page on Geology, in which after a referfollows,
ence to the Wernerian and Huttonian Theories, there is sketched an
"

it

is

New Theory of the formation of the pn'jnary crust of the
metals and their compounds are then enumerated and the
book concludes with several pages on the chief organic substances then
Attempt

globe

".

at a

The

;

known.

The appointment

of Rev,

JOHN FLEMING,

D.D., to the Chair of
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Natural Philosophy in King's College, in 1834, brought to Aberdeen one
of the foremost naturalists of the time in Britain. While a student, and
afterwards in ministerial

charges in Bressay

in

Shetland, Flisk in Fife-

and Clackmannan, he had won for himself a high reputation as a
Zoologist and Geologist, while his earliest scientific publication related to
His Philosophy of Zoology,
the flora of his native county, Linlithgow.
his
British
in
and
Animals, in 1828, greatly
History of
1823,
published
He was also the
stimulated zoological studies, and gained for him renown.
He did not teach any branch of Natural
author of many papers of value.
History in Aberdeen, though peculiarly fitted to do so but he continued
In 1845 he accepted the
his personal studies in these subjects while there.
shire,

;

Professorship of Natural Science in the New College for the education, in
Edinburgh, of candidates for the ministry of the Free Church of Scotland.
In 1836 appeared Part I. of TJie Northern Flora, a Description of the
belongi?ig to the North and East of Scotland, with an account
The author, ALEXANDER
their
of
places of gj-oivtJi and propei'ties.
had
been
a
of
Arts
in
Marischal
student
Murray,
College from 1812 to

Wild Plants

He

afterwards studied Medicine, and took the degree of M.D. at
Edinburgh in 1828. He was Lecturer on Clinical Medicine in the Joint
Medical School in 1837 at the time of his death, which cut short the
1

8 16.

less than half-completed.
What exists possesses
descriptions are very carefully prepared and brief the
habitats are those of the district treated of; the localities given for the

Northern Flora while
great merit.

The

;

on his own observations or on trustworthy
But
most
the
valuable
feature of the work is the series of
testimony.
observations
to
relating
many of the plants, which embody the
personal
author's
of
the
results
personal researches, and frequently show much ability.

more

rare or local species rest

A

purely local list of the plants growing wild within a radius of about
fifteen miles from Aberdeen was published in 1838, under the title Flora

Abredonensis, comprehending a List of the Floivering Plants and Ferns
in the neigJibourJiood of Aberdeen ; ivith remarks on the Climate, the

found

Features of the Vegetation,

on Botany

in

Aberdeen.

etc., etc.,

Its

by GEORGE DiCKIE, A.M., Lecturer

author was born in Aberdeen in 181

3,

and

In
passed through the Arts course in Marischal College in 1826 to 1830.
the latter year he attended Professor Knight's class of Botany, having

begun to study Medicine.

After two more years in Aberdeen he comExtra-Mural School in Edinburgh, and

pleted his medical training in the
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He soon definitely abandoned medical
1834 took M.R.C.S. London,
Natural
of
in
favour
Science,
Botany being his favourite pursuit.
practice
The dissolution of the agreement between the Universities to carry on a
in

made it necessary for each to appoint its own
Mr. Dickie was appointed Lecturer on Botany for King's College
Next year he had the Lectureship on Materia Medica added to

Joint Medical School having
lecturers,
in 1839.

1844 was appointed Librarian to the University. These
he held until he was called, in 1849, to the Chair of Natural History

his duties;
offices

in

and

in

Queen's College, Belfast

When, in 1838, Professor Davidson ceased to be fit for duty, the class
of Civil and Natural History in Marischal College was entrusted to a subBorn in 1806, he had, after a considerable struggle,
stitute, John Shier.
been able to attend the Arts class of 1827 to 1831, graduating in 183 1. Determining to qualify himself for teaching science, he devoted much labour
to the study of Chemistry, Botany, Zoology and Geology.
He was a sucof
cessful lecturer in various centres in the North
Scotland, giving practical

instruction as well as lectures.

His favourite subjects were Botany and

Chemistry.
Though nominally Assistant to Professor Davidson, he
planned out and gave his own course of lectures on Natural History.
One who had been a student in the class both previously and under his
charge describes the contrast to
"

The change was

not only in
to the style

its

state

under Professor Davidson thus

:

passing from blackest night into brightest day,
respect of the order maintained in the class, but in regard also
As showing his ability as a Geologist, it may be
of lecturing".
like the

mentioned that he taught his students that the

reptiliferous sandstone of

New Red

Sandstone, although Murchison and
that it belonged to the Old Red.
the
view
even
in
Ramsay,
1859, supported
Time has fully vindicated Shier's accuracy on this point. On Professor
Elginshire belonged to the

Knight resigning the Lectureship
was appointed to it in 1 840.

in

Botany

in

Marischal College, Shier

A
M.D.,

sum of money was bequeathed in 1790 by Sir William Fordyce,
who had been a student in Marischal College nearly fifty years pre-

It was assigned to found a Lectureviously, and Rector in 1790 and 1791.
ship in the College on Chemistry, Natural History and Agriculture, for
twelve lectures each year, recommending an examination of the soil of all

earths, minerals
etc.

;

and metals found

in

Aberdeen

in the

but, being subject to the life-rent of a niece,

beds of

who

rivers, rocks,

died in 1835,

it

did
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not become operative until 1840, when the Fordyce Lectureship in Agriwas founded, and Shier became first Lecturer, From this period

culture

work became almost wholly chemical and agricultural
high standing as an authority on Agricultural Chemistry.
his

came

;

and he gained
In 1845 he beThere he did

Agricultural Chemist to the colony of Demerara.
in the public service
but during a visit to the

admirable work

;

Islands he contracted

West Indian

malarial fever, under which his health never fully

recovered, and he died in 1854.
On the death of Professor Davidson in 1841, he was succeeded in the
Chair of Civil and Natural History by WiLLlAM MacGillivray, one of

the ablest naturalists that Scotland has produced.
Born at Old Aberdeen
in 1796, the son of a soldier who fell at Corunna in
1809, he spent his
childhood in Harris, on a farm occupied by two brothers of his father.
At

came

the age of eleven he

to

Aberdeen

King's College, where he graduated A.M.

to school, afterwards attending
in 181 5.

He

then entered on

the study of Medicine, as pupil of a young physician, George Barclay,
M.D., to whom he became deeply attached, and to whom he acknowledges
his gratitude.

Dr. Barclay died,

typhus fever.

During

in

the twenty-seventh year of his age, of
and in Medicine, the latter ex-

his studies in Arts

tending to five years, MacGillivray spent most of his summer vacations in
the Hebrides, making the journej^s across Scotland on foot.
During the
vacations, and,

tunity to

and

when

watch the

possible, during the sessions also,

life

he took every oppor-

of birds and other animals in their natural surround-

and study

and rocks, from the sea
In his writings there are
many passages that tell of the delight that such expeditions gave him, that
delight shared, whenever possible, with his close friend, William Craigie.

ings,

to seek out

plants, minerals

coasts to the wildest recesses of the mountains.

An artist in words, as well as with pencil and brush, he depicts most vividly
the fascination of such pursuits, and of the scenes into which they led him
and scarcely less evident in him is the longing to aid others to acquire the
His endowments marked him
pleasures that meant so much to himself.
;

out as a teacher by nature.
In 1 81 9 he advertised a class of Botany, the advertisement containing
a brief outline of the proposed course of instruction, and showing a well-

balanced scheme.

About

this period

he resolved to devote himself wholly

so he went to Edinburgh to continue his studies, and,
"
a kind
as he states in the preface to an ornithological work, to engage in

to Natural Science

;

168
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He attended the lectures of Professor
of mineralogical speculation ".
In
1820 he married a young lady in Harris,
Natural
on
History.
Jami'eson
and returned to Edinburgh, to become assistant and secretary to Professor
Jamieson, and to take charge of the Natural History Museum in the UniAfter a few years he resigned these occupations, in order to have
versity,
more time for personal investigation of the habits of birds and for similar
studies.
During some time he supported his wife and children by his
"

labours in the closet," which appear to have comprised literary
In 1831 he was appointed Conservator of the

Natural Science.

work

in

Museum

of the College of Surgeons in Edinburgh, succeeding the well-known
anatomist, Dr. Knox, a position which he held until his appointment to

His industry, judged by the results of
the Chair in Marischal College.
The duties of his post
his labours during that period, was extraordinary.
were exceptionally heavy, owing to the removal of the collections in his
charge to a new building, and included the preparation of a catalogue of
the collections; but

all

were discharged

in

a

manner that won

for

him the

In anticipation of these duties he
complete approval of the curators.
in Scotland and England.
some
weeks
a
number
of
museums
spent
visiting

His journal shows how carefully he noted whatever he thought might be
of service.
During his stay in Edinburgh he issued several manuals on
branches of Natural Science, which, though intended for junior students,
are by no means mere compilations, but show an excellent grasp of the
sciences treated.
Among them is one on Botany and he prepared an
of
abridgment
Withering's Ai'rangement of British Plants, in one volume,
which went through numerous editions, each carefully revised and brought
up to date by him. A manual of Geology and frequent references to geo;

show that his attention had been directed with success to that science.
But it was especially
to Zoology that he devoted himself, both in the field and in the study of
the structure of animals and his History of British Birds will remain a
logical features, in scenes described in his other books,

;

classic

because of the value of the personal research with which

and of the

it is

stored,

light
upon the structure of birds, and on the
of
their
The first three volumes
and
classification.
problems
relationships
of this great work appeared while he was in Edinburgh, the two final

thrown by

it

volumes several years afterwards, the

being completed just before his
to these labours, while in Edinburgh he wrote a
History of Bi'itish Quadrupeds for Jardine's Naturalist's Library, a book

death.

In

addition

last
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on the Lives of Eminent Zoologists, Descfiptions of the Rapacious Birds of
numerous articles on branches of science for journals and colla-

Britain,

;

borated with

Audubon

well-known Ornithological

in the preparation of the

Biographies, bringing into form and scientific accuracy the materials ac-

cumulated in his American wanderings by Audubon, and contributing to
From 1835 to 1840 he
the work with the pencil as well as with the pen.
Natural
edited the Edinbiagh foiirnal of
History and Physical Science,

and several new editions of books on Natural Science. By his talents and
industry he had won for himself a front rank in Natural Science, but with
small means of supporting his family and the appointment to the Chair of
Civil and Natural History in Marischal College in 1841 must have brought
;

a welcome relaxation of the strain.

But

to such a

man

it

could not bring

with ardour into his new duties.

leisure,

and he threw himself

He

does not appear to have taught
Civil History
but the change that had been introduced into the teaching
of Natural History by Mr. Shier was extended, and the students were
stimulated to undertake investigations for themselves in the field.
;

A

striking proof of his energy as a naturalist, and of his success as a
is afforded in
History of the Molluscous Animals of the Counties
of Aberdeen, Kincardine and Banff, published in 1843. The preface is so

A

teacher,

characteristic of the

man's whole work that

as a clue to his outlook on
in

life

Natural Science or in other

it

should be read for

and as a standard
fields.

Some

for all workers,

sentences

may

its

value

whether

be quoted here

show the spirit in which the teaching of Natural Science
"
was undertaken by him
Having been recalled to my native place in
May, 1841, I naturally felt a desire of renewing my acquaintance with the
productions of a district often traversed by me while prosecuting my
studies at the Universities there, and not being aware of any very im-

which

will suffice to

:

investigations having been conducted in this much neglected,
not
though
uninteresting, part of Scotland, with reference to its Zoology, I
it
thought
might be useful to describe some or all of its numerous animals.

portant

I

therefore at once

Reptiles,

Fishes,

commenced an examination

Mollusca, Insects

of the

and Radiata, the

Mammalia,
results of

Birds,

which

I

intend in due time to lay before the public.
Thinking, however, that the
pupils whom I have to initiate in the Science to which my labours have

many years been directed, could not acquire much practical acquaintance with most of these tribes of animals in the winter season,

for
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when eneaeed with

their various academical studies,

I

selected a branch

I
thought capable of affording them greater facilities for
"
In fine, such as it is, being the first
any other."
Zoological work that has emanated from the University of which I am a
member, I cannot but look upon it as indicating the not distant dawn of
an era, destined, I trust, to produce investigations, the importance of which

of Zoology which
obsei'vation than

.

.

.

tend to give our city a rank, certainly not yet acquired, among those
distinguished for the cultivation of Natural History, the most delightful

will

of

sciences, the source

of

knowledge, the study best adapted to
refine our affections and to bring us continually into the presence of our
Creator, the maker and preserver of us and of all those wonderful objects
all

all

that everywhere present themselves to our view."
The promise thus given in the commencement of his tenure of duty
in Aberdeen was well kept during the eleven years that he held the Pro-

He

fessorship.

summer

;

and

taught Zoology and Geology in winter, and Botany in
all he brought the same spirit of inquiry.
There was

into

no provision within the University,

until

many

years after, for work in the

laboratory but MacGillivray delighted in excursions, to which he welcomed
those who would come and few teachers were more fitted to aid beginners
;

;

in

such studies.

The

in the formation of a

materials collected in his excursions were

employed

museum

to illustrate the courses of study.
His desire to investigate the fauna of the district around Aberdeen,
in order to aid his students and others, was expressed in the History of the

and it was in evidence even when an invalid, and aware that
must soon end. This desire led to the journeys an account of
which is given in the Natural History of Deeside, the manuscript of which
was purchased after his death by Queen Victoria, and published in 1855
by her Majesty's command, the work being edited by Dr. Edwin Lankester,
He had, in his youth, visited parts of the valley, and had crossed
F.R.S.
the mountains that enclose it, vivid pictures of their features being given
in some of his earlier works
but the book is chiefly based on a holiday
of about a month in the autumn of 1850, spent with his eldest daughter
and his son Paul (then a lad, but who afterwards distinguished himself as
The aim of this excursion is stated by himself
a naturalist in Victoria).
"
to have been to examine the
geological structure of Braemar, its alpine
The narrative is most
its Zoology ".
and
to
a
certain
extent
vegetation,

Molliisca

;

his life

;

interesting in the revelation of his wide interests

and knowledge,

his

high
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Lists of the plants, animals and minerals of
often of localities considerably beyond that

the valley of the Dee, and
but though chiefly
limit, are inserted in the second part of the volume
assisted by contribuProfessor
from
note-books,
MacGillivray's
compiled
tions from
they were prepared after his death, and one can but
;

specialists,

wish that they had had the care bestowed on them that marks
came from his own hand.

Towards the

close of the session 1850-51 he

became

so

ill

all

that he

that

was

and
obliged to entrust his class to a former student, James Farquharson
affected.
of
i
was
sent
to
his
in the autumn
185 he
Torquay,
lungs being
There he spent the winter, even in illness working at the last two volumes
;

While he was at Torquay, his wife
of his great History of British Birds.
died suddenly at Aberdeen.
Returning to Aberdeen in 1852, he died at

home, on 8th September, 1852.
His wife and family were helpers
their aid in his

to

him

books

in

his

and of

He

labours.
his

fre-

sons two dis-

quently acknowledges
tinguished themselves as naturalists, while a third, of equal promise, died
His herbarium is now in the Botanical department of the Uniyoung.
;

few years ago, of Mrs. Roy, in memory of
whom it belonged. Eloquent testimony is
aid brought to MacGillivray by his wife and

versity of Aberdeen, the gift, a
her husband. Dr. John Roy, to

given by

it

also to the loyal

children.

On the significance of the term species, and on similar problems, it is
evident that his beliefs underwent change, as the result of his personal
At the outset he appears to have shared the prevalent
investigations.
view that species were immutable, existing as they were originally created.
In the introduction to the History of British Birds, in the first volume,
issued in 1837, he asserts that "species alone exist in nature," and that

"genera, families, orders and

all

the mediate sections of a class

must ever

remain fluctuating," and that although species "are more or less allied to
in an order conformable to the plan of their creation ".

each other, they exist

Manual

of Botany f\s>%\XQA in 1840, occurs: "There is nothing abas to species, much less as to the groups into which they
certain
solutely
are disposed, as genera, families, orders, tribes and the like.
merely
\\\\v\%

We

which closely resemble each
Such species, however,
other in the structure and form of their organs.
often pass into each other by gradations, which render it impossible to
agree to consider as species individual plants
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draw a

line of

demarcation, and thus

all species are more or less arbitrary.
assumed species undergo changes from
and other influences and individuals exhibiting re-

VVe know from observation that
climate, cultivation

all

;

markable alterations we

call

collectively varieties

;

but variety

is

a

still

more vague idea than species." There is scarcely room for doubt that he
would have welcomed the rise of the theory of evolution as heartily as did
other leaders of Natural Science, and that he would have recognised it as
of the problems that were perplexing him.
On 20th November, 1900, a mural tablet was presented to the University of Aberdeen as a memorial of Professor MacGillivray, from surviv-

affording the clue to

many

ing pupils and others
the Natural History

who

It has been placed in
in honour.
In 1905 a prize was founded for students
of Zoology by his daughter, Mrs. Patrick Beaton.
In King's College Medical School from 1849 (when Professor Dickie

hold his work

Museum.

demitted his lectureships) until 1859 ^^e Lectureship on Botany was held by
John Christie in 1850; by C. Wyville Thomson^ in 1851 and 1852 and
by Rev. John Crombie Brown from 1853 to 1859.
;

A

Lectureship in Natural History was founded

in

the same school in

1853, and was held from 1853 until i860 by Rev. John Longmuir, a clergyman in Aberdeen, and author of some small works of local interest.

Professor jAMES NiCOL succeeded Professor MacGillivray in the
Chair of Civil and Natural History in Marischal College, in September,
Son of Rev. James Nicol, a Scottish poet, he was born at the
1853.

Manse

of Traquair in 18 10.
In 1825 he entered the Arts course in the
University of Edinburgh, and on the completion of his Arts studies he

attended classes

in

Theology

;

but he turned to Natural Science, giving
which he studied at the Universities of

special attention to Mineralogy,

An ardent student of Mineralogy and Geology, he
a
gained
high reputation by the value of his work, set forth in numerous
and
other writings.
He was for a time Assistant Secretary to the
papers
Geological Society of London and in 1849 he became Professor of Natural
Berlin and Bonn.

;

Queen's College, Cork, whence he came to Marischal College
in 1853.
Of^ the union of King's and Marischal Colleges in i860, to
form the University of Aberdeen, he was appointed Professor of Civil and
History

1

known

in

in the University of Edinburgh, and well
the Cltallcnger
deep-sea fauna, and as the scientific head of
which he received knighthood.

Afterwards Professor of Natural History
for his researches into the

Expedition, for his services

in
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Like his predecessor, he did not
Natural History in that University.
on Civil History. Nor did he undertake the Lectureship on Botany,
as he desired to keep the summers free for investigation in the field.
lecture

Although interested

in

and acquainted with all the sciences included
preference was decidedly for Mineralogy and

under Natural History, his
Geology and his vacations were largely devoted to the study of these
sciences in the field in various districts of Scotland, but especially in the
;

north-west, where the difficult problems offered

by the greatly

altered

him

His personal investigations led him to constrongly.
clusions with regard to the succession of the strata, and to their geological
relations, widely different from those supported by Sir Roderick Murchison
and his followers. Professor Nicol's views were overborne for a time by
strata attracted

the supposed weight of authority, but he never wavered in his conviction
that they would be accepted when the evidence was considered fairly and
;

recent years have amply vindicated his assurance, although only after his
It was characteristic of him that during the years in which Murdeath.
chison's authority caused his discovery of the true stratigraphic succession
to be denied credence, while he asserted its truth he never spoke of Mur-

chison otherwise than with respect and good feeling.
He suffered for several years from inflammation of the throat, which
grew worse, until disease of the larynx caused him to resign the Chair

the autumn of 1878.
An operation performed in the spring of 1879
appeared likely to be successful, but he died a few days after it.
His reserved manner hid from many of his students his lovable quali-

in

ties

;

but those that had the privilege of closer intimacy hold his

dear as of one whose
for good.

memory

was an

inspiration to his pupils in all that makes
In 1902 the Nicol Prize in Zoology was founded by a former
life

pupil to be a memorial of Professor Nicol in the University of Aberdeen,
and to encourage investigation by students, particularly in the fauna of
Scotland.
memorial tablet to commemorate his work as a geologist is
in course of preparation —the gift of former pupils and friends
and will

A

be placed

in

the

C. Wyville

—

new Geological Museum.
Thomson was appointed to

the Lectureship on Botany in

the Marischal College Medical School in 1853, when Professor Nicol declined it.
He was followed in 1854 by William Rhind, a student of Arts
in

Marischal College from 1812 to 1814, M.R.C.S. Edin., author of various
in Botany.
From 1855 t° ^^59 the lectureship was held by Robert

works
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Beveridge, AAI. of Marischal College in 1843, and M.B. in 1847, a physician in Aberdeen, and for a number of years on the staff of the Royal
Infirmarv, where he was an esteemed teacher.

The
had

and Marischal Colleges
had been more than once

fusion of the rival Universities of King's

at different times

been discussed

;

and

it

former years by those that recognised the value to educastrongly urged
It had
tion in the X'orth of Scotland of a strong University in Aberdeen.
in

even been once effected, though
"

"

King

Charles's University

in

hardly anything but name, when the
to have been formed by their

was declared

fusion in 1641, but survived, even in name, only a ver\- brief time.

At

a Commission was appointed

in 1858, with full powers to effect
was
and this
done in i860. The resources of the two
their real fusion
were united where the same subjects had been taught in both Universities
duplicate Chairs were abolished the salaries of the remaining ones were
made such as to make it possible to put an end to their being held along
with a clerical or other charge, as had been not uncommon previously and
new Chairs were added, where such had been recognised to be necessary,
while others that had been more or less inefficient were made fully effective.
Thus the new University of Aberdeen came into being, much more fully
equipped in various ways than had been its two predecessors and gradually the rivalries that had hindered these were replaced by the growth of
loyalt}- to the one Ahna Mater.

last

;

;

;

;

;

in

Among the new Chairs founded in i860, which replaced lectureships
the former Medical Schools, were those of Botany, Institutes of Medi-

cine (Physiology) and Materia Medica. To these Chairs were appointed respectively. Professor George Dickie (recalled from Belfast), Dr. George
Ogilvie (A.m. of Marischal College in 1838, Lecturer on Physiology in

Marischal College School for some years), and Dr.

Alexander Harvev

All
(Lecturer on Medicine in King's College School for some years also).
three were naturalists with wide sympathies in X'atural Science, pursuing it
in the field rather than in the laboratory
and all wrote works embodying
;

their personal

contributions to science.

Appreciations in the pages of

Aurora Borealis Acadoiiica, and elsewhere, bear witness
and to the influence for good exerted by them on their

to their worth,
pupils.

i860 Professor Dickie published The Botanist's Guide to the
Counties of Aberdeen, Banff and Kincardine, based largel}' on his own
observations before his departure to Belfast in 1849, but assisted by
In
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numerous correspondents in various parts of the counties. This has taken
rank as a very valuable example of a local flora. It was followed in 1863
by a similar work, the Flora of Ulster, embodying Professor Dickie's
the north-east of Ireland,

researches in

made during

his eleven years'

residence there.

the close of the summer session of i860 he spent some days botana party of his students in Braemar among the hills and corries.
with
ising
Unfortunately the weather was most unfavourable, and Professor Dickie's

At

A

health received permanent injury from its effects.
long and dangerous
Inillness was followed by more or less chronic bronchitis and ill-health.
in deafness, which became gradually worse,
The duties of the Chair included at
remissions.
occasional
with
though
one
lecture
time
that
daily during the summer session, with weekly
only

flammation of the ears resulted

excursions to places around Aberdeen, and class and degree examinations
but in the autumn of 1876 he felt himself unable to continue to discharge

;

The relief had a beneficial effect on
these duties and resigned the Chair.
his health, and he was able to continue to work at marine alga;, to which
he had for a number of years paid particular attention, and in which he
was recognised as an authority. He died in 1882, leaving an example of
discharge of duty, and helpfulness to those whom he could aid,
has
been a stimulus to his students, and will not soon be forgotten.
that
In 1902 the Dickie Prize was founded by a former pupil, to be a
faithful

in the University, and to encourage personal
research by students in the flora of Scotland, thus continuing a work that
he did much to advance, while training themselves in methods of research,

memorial of Professor Dickie

particularly on plants in their natural environment.
He was succeeded in the Chair of Botany, in March, 1877,
writer, graduate

of Aberdeen,

in

who

Returning

Arts (1870) and
is still

in

by the

Medicine (1876) of the University

in office.

to the Chair of Natural History,

on the resignation of Pro-

appointment by the Crown
1878, delay
necessary for the Senatus of the University to provide for the class being taught.
At the request of the Senatus the

fessor Nicol in the

of a successor

autumn of

made

in the

it

writer taught the class during the session of 1878- 1879.
Professor jAMES
COSSAR EWART (a graduate of the University of Edinburgh) was ap-

pointed during the session, but was unable at once to undertake the duties,

owing

to

engagements

in

Edinburgh.

He

remained

in

office until

his
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appointment,

in 1882, to the

Chair of Zoology

in

the University of Edin-

burgh.

To him

succeeded Professor H.

Alleyne NICHOLSON,

known

for his researches in palaeontology, especially

corals,

and

among

honourably
and

graptolites

also as the author of standard text-books in Zoology.

A

gradu-

ate of the University of Edinburgh, in Science and in Medicine, he had
been Professor of Natural History in Toronto, in Durham and in St.

he came to Aberdeen.
had
been commenced by Professor
Zoology
Professor Nicholson added a Practical Class in Geology, and ex-

Andrews, from which

latter University

Practical instruction in

Ewart.
tended the time given to that science. To permit of his devoting full attention to it in the winter session, he was relieved of the classes of Zoology in

the winter sessions, his senior assistant, Alexander Brown, B.Sc, being
appointed by the University Court to teach these classes, with the status

Professor Nicholson
of Lecturer on Zoology during the winter sessions.
He
himself taught the classes of Zoology during the summer sessions.

died in 1899, after a short

illness.

A

mural

tablet,

the gift of friends, to

eminence as a palaeontologist, was presented to the Unicommemorate
versity in 1903, and is placed in the Geological Museum.
He was succeeded by J. ARTHUR Thomson, a graduate in Arts of
his

the University of Edinburgh, the present Professor of Natural History in
the University of Aberdeen,

The

necessity of

making adequate provision for the teaching of Geofrom
Zoology was recognised by the Senatus and the University
logy apart
Court and since 1 899 the separation has been almost virtually complete,
although both subjects were still nominally included under the designation
Natural History, and were accommodated until the present year within the
;

same department. Professor Thomson preferring to teach Zoology, of the
two sciences for which he was nominally responsible, the University Court
appointed his chief assistant, Mr. Alfred
with the status of Lecturer on Geology.

W.

Gibb, B.Sc, to teach Geology,

In the Front Block of Marischal

College Geology has been provided with a complete suite of rooms, quite apart
from the Zoological suite, which remain as before, but with extended space.

Thus Zoology and Geology will cease to be united under the one Professorship even in name and the Chair of Civil and Natural History, as it
;

existed in the

quarter of the nineteenth century, is represented by the
Chairs of Histoiy, Botany, and Zoology, and the Lectureship of
Geology.
first
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the Curricula for Degrees.

As shown

in the preceding pages, both the Universities (King's and
in the curriculum leading to the degree of A.M. at
included
Marischal)
least some recognition of the worth of Natural Science.
This was particu-

larly the case in

Marischal College, where the class of Civil and Natural

History was a necessary part of the course, although for a time the value
of the instruction in Natural Science given in the class appears not to have
been great. Botany was the first of the Natural Sciences that was taught in

Aberdeen in such a way as to produce an evident effect, judged either by
number of former students that distinguished themselves in science in
after years, or by the diffusion of a taste for science shown by such indicathe

tions as the frequent notices of plants in accounts of the parishes of the

counties in the East

and North of Scotland, as given

in the

Neiv Statistical

Account of Scotland, published in 1845.
Probably Botany owed this precedence to the fact that, before the era of practical classes, it could be
studied even in the classroom by actual examination of the objects under
discussion, instead of being confined to lectures aided by diagrams. Botany

from an earlier period than the other Natural Sciences, formed a part
of the curriculum for medical students and the effect of this is seen in

also,

;

the frequency with which medical graduates distinguished themselves as
botanists.
Professor Dickie's Botanist's Guide shows how much assistance

was given by alumni, chiefly clerical and medical, in his preparation of the
account of the flora of the counties around Aberdeen, The only local
by Professor MacGillivray's History of
and even it refers only to aid received from intimate friends and from a few pupils.
The Ordinances of the Universities (Scotland) Commission of 1858,
which effected the union of the rival Universities to form the University of
par.iUcl in

Zoology

is

that afforded

the Molluscous Animals,

Aberdeen

in

i860, provided for a thorough medical training, as then understood, being obtainable within the University; and required that all medical
students must attend a three months' course in
Zoology as well as one in

But practical instruction in these sciences was not required of
Botany.
medical students, nor is it yet
by any specific Ordinance in the Universities
of Scotland.

By

an Ordinance of the same Commission it became
possible to gain
A.M. with Honours in Natural Science, the candidates re-

the degree of

12
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quiring to attend the lecture courses of Botany and Chemistry in addition
to the class of Natural History (Zoology, Mineralogy and Geology) required
of all candidates for the degree of A.M. in the University of Aberdeen
alone.

They had

to pass a separate examination

on a higher standard than

that for ordinary degrees in Arts or in Medicine in each of these sciences,
the examination being written and oral, and in Chemistry also practical.

The knowledge beyond

that included in the elementary classes

had

to be

acquired by candidates as best they could, as there were no classes for their
assistance.

There was no provision until nearly thirty years later for degrees in
Science apart from Arts or Medicine. Those desirous of a fuller knowledge
of Natural Science often took the Medical curriculum after the Arts, to gain
the practical training afforded in the dissecting-room and in the surgical and
medical work of the hospital and the dispensary,
courses in

Anatomy and

Candidates

for

in

addition to the lecture

in Physiology.

A.M. with Honours

in

other departments than Natural

Science had the stimulus of competing for several comparatively large prizes,
In
be gained by the most meritorious.

gifts or legacies of benefactors, to

the absence of any similar prize for Honours in Natural Science, the Senatus,
in 1868, gave a prize of ^10 to " the
Magistrand who acquitted himself the
most creditably at the Examinations for Honours in the Department of

Natural Science".

This prize was thereafter offered annually, until 1894,

when it ceased to be given, owing to the introduction of new regulations for
A.M.
Thus in i860 the instruction given in Botany and in Natural History
(Zoology, Mineralogy and Geology) was in each an elementary lecture
the work in Botany being
course, illustrated b}' diagrams and specimens
;

the more practical, as specimens were supplied to each student for personal
inspection while their structure was being discussed, and excursions enabled

know plants in their natural environments. In Chemthere
a
were
lecture course in winter and a practical course the following
istry
summer and a few of the more promising students were permitted to constudents to learn to

;

tinue their practical

work

in

the laboratory during the following winter.
studied by any but medical students.

Anatomy and Physiology were seldom

Both were taught largely from the comparative standpoint. Anatomy extended over three years of the medical course, and, as elsewhere, had large
provision for practical instruction in the dissecting-room.

In the earliest
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that the Proprinted Calendar of the University (for 1863-64) it is stated
fessor of Physiology taught a class of Histology three hours a week in

summer

sessions,

with special reference to

its

bearings on

Physiology,

Pathology and Vegetable Anatomy. Under Anatomy it is stated in the
same Calendar that instruction was given in Histology. However, even in
1870 the facilities for learning Histology were very small, the special class
not being then taught, perhaps owing to difficulties in regard to space and
equipment.

In 1872 a class for instruction in the use of the microscope

was formed in the Anatomical department, but was limited to those that,
from previous ignorance of its use, were most in need of such instruction.
For nearly twenty years the opportunities for acquiring a knowledge
of the Natural Sciences underwent little change within the University of
Aberdeen. Space was wanting for the provision of laboratories, and the
funds allowed to the several departments did not permit of the purchase of
microscopes or other necessaiy equipments for practical instruction of an

The regulations for graduation remained as in i860, but
the Natural Science Prize had been instituted, as already stated.

effective kind.

A

summary

of the conditions existing within the University in

1

877

and of the changes effected since that time in the provision for instruction
in Natural Science and in the regulations for graduation will afford some
measure of the progress made within thirty years. That period covers the
time during which the writer has been a Professor in the University, which
he entered as a student in 1866, and in which he spent four years in the
Arts curriculum and four in the Medical. The subjoined account is thus
based on knowledge of the limitations of the past gained from the standpoints of both student and teacher, of one who shared in the experiences
that forced the conviction that expansion was of vital importance to the
usefulness of the University,

who

felt

the difficulties that at times almost

led one to despair of even a partial realisation of what was seen to be absolutely necessary, and who has seen progress so much beyond what at times

seemed reasonable to hope for, that, while well aware of how much there is
yet to be done in further expansion of the University, to him at least
the future appears full of promise of progress for the University, and of
opportunities for those students that turn to Natural Science for love of

—

it.

Botany. The instruction extended to an elementary course, taught
during the summer session, of about twelve weeks' duration. The principles of classification

and the chief families were

illustrated

by specimens
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supplied to the individual students,

who

thus obtained a certain amount of

practical acquaintance with their features, as well as with the more commonly used terms. Seven or eight excursions also helped this practical

Beyond this there was no provision for jaractical instrucThe lecture-room was shared with other subjects and was suited

study of plants.
tion.

only for lectures with illustrations of the usual kind. The seats were
badly lit, and thus unsuitable for the careful examination of the specimens

A

small room was shared with another subject,
supplied as above stated.
under the name of a museum, but had to be used only as a store owing to

accommodation. There was no room that could be claimed
most limited dimensions. The microscopes
were
the
to
two, both of them very much the worse
belonging
department
of use while the allowance for all expenses and for provision of new
equipment was ^lO annually. An attendant was shared with other de-

lack of other

as a laboratory of even the

;

partments, the share of time allotted to Botany scarcely sufficing for more
than that required to keep the classroom tidy and to occasionally dust the

museum.

The only

other assistance afforded was that of a student attend-

ing the class, as a good many did, for a second time, who took charge of
the class roll, collected some of the wild plants required for distribution
as specimens,

and

beginners at excursions.
allowed for his services was the return of his class fee.
ditions

it

assisted

had been impossible for Professor Dickie,
form a practical class, or to do more

The remuneration
Under such con-

in

precarious health,

some years than
give the daily lecture during the summer sessions.
Natural History was so far in better state, there being a classroom assigned exclusively to it, a large museum with numerous repreto attempt to

for

sentatives of the various groups of animals, and numerous mineralogical
and geological specimens collected by Professor Nicol, an attendant for the
department exclusively, a storeroom and workroom for his use, and a
small endowment for the expenses of the department that permitted of
additions being made to the collections in the museum, models and other
equipment purchased, and similar desirable outlays incurred.
Physiology was in much the same position as Botany as regarded
space, equipment and assistance, or lack of these.

In 1877 Dr. William Stirling, now in the University of Manchester,
became Professor of Institutes of Medicine (Physiology), Professor Ogilvie
having resigned the Chaii'. Professor Stirling began practical teaching in
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having received from the funds of the University a grant for
purchase of microscopes and other necessary equipment, though on a

his subject,

the

Not having a laboratory at first, he taught the practical
scale.
the public school, a rather dark and dingy hall now no longer
recognisable, having been cut up in the formation of the Students' Union.
very modest

class in

A

practical class was formed in Botany in 1879, ^^ ^^^t meeting two
a
hours
week, and open to any student enrolled in the ordinary class of
Botany, the funds for a few microscopes and other necessaries being provided from private sources. There being no laboratory, this class also met
in the public school at a different hour from Physiology, and on the other
As this hall was at times required for examinations, or
side of the room.
for other purposes, that required the equipments of these practical classes

being removed, the arrangement, though the only one possible at the time,
far from satisfactory.
Soon after 1880 a laboratory was provided for

was

Physiology; and in 1888, when the widening of the old South Wing of
Marischal College allowed Forensic Medicine to be transferred to rooms
in that wing, a small laboratory was assigned to Botany, sufficient to allow
of about twenty being taught at a time in it.
Professor Ewart began duty in the summer of 1879, ^"<^ ^s soon as
possible he instituted a class of Practical Zoology, obtaining a laboratory by
clearing out the former storeroom.
In

all

these

new

colleagues,

was a
overcome only by borrowing from

practical classes the provision of microscopes

very serious difficulty,

and was

and lending

partially

The

in turn.

instruments suffered

in their trans-

room
felt from
port from room
the necessity, imposed by such arrangements, of fitting the requirements of
one class to suit those of another but the only alternative was to stop the
to

;

and often serious inconvenience was

;

practical teaching,

was

which was out of the question.

Gradually the i^ressure

relieved, as the increase in University funds permitted of

somewhat

larger grants for the regular expenses of the several departments and important aid has been given by occasional special grants for apparatus from
;

the Chalmers Fund, bequeathed in 1893, and in recent years from the
Carnegie Trust.

and other extensions of existing subjects, and the
new subjects, such as Pathology in 1882, made the extension
of the buildings of the University a matter of urgent necessity; and it was

These new

classes

additions of

evident that the
problem must be faced without delay.

Careful inquiry

i82
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showed that the

cost of the absokitely necessary extension could not

fall

below ;^8o,ooo. Naturally the urgency was not so apparent to those that
had not experienced the impossibility of making the existing accommodation suffice to

meet immediate demands

;

prudence of the undertaking had to be

but

all

doubts and fears as to the

set aside in

view of the appoint-

Commission of 1889, empowered to make
in
of
the
both
scope
teaching and examinations, which
great changes
would render inevitable large extensions of buildings and equipment.
A Committee appointed by the Senatus of the University in 1879 ^°
prepare a statement of the more pressing needs of the University submitted
a report, which after careful consideration by the Senatus was approved
and printed. It did good service in showing how great was the need, and

ment of the Scottish

in

preparing the

way

Universities

for further action.

New

claims continued to arise,

and the urgency became more evident, while the estimates originally put
forward were found to be insufficient to meet the absolutely necessary provision for the work of the University.
In 1888 the Senatus revised the
and
it be
ordered
that
into
the
Calcudai- of the University and
report,
put
Increased accommodation within the buildings of
the University was one of the very urgent requirements set forth in the
report, along with various others, most of which have since been supplied.
otherwise circulated.

Under the Universities (Scotland) Act of 1889 ^^^^ charge of the material
resources of the Universities was transferred in each from the Senatus to the
University Court, a change that

in

Aberdeen made

it

necessary for the Court

to take an active part in the efforts to secure the extension so much required.
Accordingly, between 1890 and 1906 the Minutes of the Court

references to the progress of the movement, both in its
inception and in carrying on the work after the funds had been secured by
the generous gifts of friends of the University, supplemented by a con-

contain

many

tribution from national funds
and throughout these years the Senatus
co-operated most heartily with the Court.
An undertaking of such a kind could not but give rise to differences
of opinion on many points of detail, and even of general policy, but this
;

is

not the fitting place to enter into the merits of these questions.

Suffice

promote what appeared to them likely to benefit
the University and that the practical question was not so much the ideal
best as what was possible in the existing circumstances.
While the urgent need of extended space and equipment was steadily
it

to say that all sought to
;
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becoming more clamant, the result of the new classes that gave rise to
that pressure was felt in other ways also, particularly as regarded degrees
in Science.

A

Committee was appointed by the Senatus

to prepare a

scheme

for

which degrees in Science (B.Sc. and D.Sc.)
regulating the conditions under
The proposals of the Committee
should be conferred by the University.
were fully considered by the Senatus, which, on 14th May, 1889, sanctioned
"

Reo-ulations for Decrees in Science,"

and entrusted

their administration

"Committee on Degrees in Science," which consisted of the Professors whose subjects were compulsory or admitted as options in the

to the

examinations for degrees.
these " Regulations," candidates had to pass an adequate preliminary examination, unless entitled to exemption by an equivalent qualification.
They had thereafter to spend three years in the curriculum,

Under

and had
istry,

to pass a First B.Sc.

examination

in

Natural Philosophy,

Chem-

Botany, Zoology and Mathematics or Logic, unless they had already

passed the examinations for A.M. in the subjects of Natural Philosophy
and Mathematics or Logic, and for the other subjects were graduates in
Natural Science, or had passed in them for degrees
examination for B.Sc. included five groups, any
"
one of which the candidate might select. The Natural Sciences" formed
the third group, and candidates in it were allowed to select three' from

Arts with Honours

in Medicine.

The

in

final

among Chemistiy, Geology, Botany, Zoology, Anatomy and Physiolog}^
The D.Sc. could be taken after two years, the candidate requiring to pass
a more severe examination in one of the subjects selected in the final B.Sc.
examination, and to submit a thesis containing either an account of personal
research in

some

field

of science, or a historical or critical discussion con-

If the thesis
nected with the special subject of his higher examination.
was adjudged to be of exceptionally high merit the examination might be

dispensed with.

The degree

was conferred for the first time in the University
He was also the first
on
Alexander Brown, A.M.
of Aberdeen
1890
interval
in
the
to proceed to D.Sc, in 1898, having
graduated M.B., CM.,
in the University, and been Chief Assistant to the Professor of Natural
of B.Sc.

in

sessions.
History, with the status of Lecturer in Zoology during the winter
The widening of the old South Wing of Marischal College, already

referred

to,

had supplied

to the Natural History

department a somewhat
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better laboratory than it formerly had, and a small separate museum for
Professor Nicholson was thus enabled to organise a practical
GeoloCTj'.

and higher instruction in Geology but the department remained
in need of additional room, in view of the extension of teaching in
both Zoology and Geology.
class

;

much

On

i2th July, 1892, the University Court, after receiving a "representation" from the Senatus, resolved to admit women "to Graduation

The classes of
all the Faculties of the
University of Aberdeen ".
Botany, Chemistiy, Geology and Zoology were at once as open to them

in

as to male

students,

and provision

Physiology and the other

instruction

their

for

classes of the medical curriculum

June, 1896.
In 1892 an Ordinance of the

Universities

in Anatomy,
was approved in

Commission constituted

Faculties of Science in the Universities of Scotland, the Faculty in Aberdeen consisting of the Professors of Anatomy, Botany, Chemistry, Mathematics, Natural History (Geology and Zoology), Natural Philosophy and
It has charge of the administration of all matters relating to

Physiology.
curricula

and degrees

in

Science,

both pure and

applied,

within the

University.

The same Ordinance

regulated degrees in Science in the Scottish
the
Universities, superseding
Regulations in force previously, except in
had
of
students
that
begun their curricula in Science before the
respect
It made certain important alterations on the
Ordinance took effect.
Regusummarised above, the chief being as follows In the Preliminary
Examination the amount of Mathematics was raised. In the First Examina-

lations

:

Logic is no longer allowed, and candidates are permitted to choose
between Mathematics and botJi Botany and Zoology. The Final Exam"
ination was limited by the exclusion of the " Mental Science group and of
tion

Pathology and Pharmacology from the

"

Medical Sciences," and by the

grouping of the remaining subjects being abandoned, candidates being left
free to select any three or more of the following
Mathematics, Natural
:

Philosophy, Astronomy, Chemistry, Human Anatomy with Anthropology,
Physiology, Geology with Mineralogy, Zoology with Comparative Anatomy,

and Botany with Vegetable Physiology.

It also

specified that the standard

of the examination shall be as nearly as possible equivalent to that of the
examination for the Degree of Master of Arts with Honours, where the
subjects are different

;

and where the subjects are the same, the examina-
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Under this Ordinance the degree of D.Sc. may be
of
Bachelors
Science of not less than five years' standing, by
gained by
Masters of Arts with first or second class Honours in Mathematics and

tion shall be identical.^

and also by posfrom any recogthan two winter sessions, or an

Natural Philosophy, of not less than five years' standing,
sessors of the degree of B.Sc. or M.B., or its equivalent,

who have

spent not less
equivalent period, within the University in the prosecution of research
under approved conditions. Every candidate for D.Sc. must present a
nised University,

thesis or a published

memoir

or work, to be approved

by the Senatus on

the recommendation of the Faculty of Science.
While provision has thus been made for a fuller recognition of the
study of Science, particularly in certain subjects, the Ordinance framed by
the

same

Commission for Graduation in Arts, which came into
October, 1892, and has since been somewhat modified by

Universities

operation on

ist

supplementary Ordinances, has given a relatively lower place than they
formerly held in the University of Aberdeen to the Natural Sciences in the
Arts course. They are no longer represented among the subjects to be
studied by all candidates for the degree of A.M., though permissible as

up the three classes required beyond those from the four
groups compulsoiy on all candidates for the ordinary degree, and with a more
"
limited option in the case of candidates for Honours ". The degree of A.M.
can no longer be taken with Honours in Natural Science, these sciences being
Despite this
wholly excluded from this recognition in the Arts course.
options to

fill

in
recognition of the value of a scientific training
in
these
general education, the number of Arts students that attend classes
sciences is large, and tends to increase, such attendance being frequently
added to the number of the classes required by them to qualify for the

change

in the official

Arts degree.

Returning for a little to the efforts for the extension of the buildings
of the University, in so far as relates to the teaching and study of the
Natural Sciences, all of these sciences have benefited much, though in
varying degrees, and at different stages of the extension.

Anatomy

space in the portion of the extension
that dealt with the Halls, Students' Union, and remainder of the Central

received considerable additions to

its

One result of the last clause is that Masters of Arts with Honours in Mathematics and
Natural Philosophy are entitled to proceed to the degree of B.Sc. by adding Chemistry to the
Arts course.
1
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was completed in 1895. Botany received new rooms
widened old North Wing of the College, these rooms being
Chemistry has an extensive suite of rooms
opened for use in 1896.
in the western continuation of the North Wing, opened in 1 896.
Somewhat later a much-needed laboratory for advanced studies in Zoology was
fitted up in an upper room in the Tower at the west end of the North
Block, and which

in the greatly

Wing, near Broad

Then

Street.

time a pause ensued, while the means to advance with the
second stage of the extension were being secured that extension along
Broad Street the opening of which in September, 1906, will mark the confor a

—

clusion of the present extension of the buildings.
Physiology and Geology
are both provided in it with suites of rooms believed to be sufficient to

probable requirements for a considerable period to come.
space vacated by the transference of these two sciences will enable
very desirable additions to be made to the accommodation of Zoology and
of certain of the medical departments.
suffice for their

The

The new department

assigned to Botany in 1896 had no provision for
or
chemical
work, or for growing plants. This defect will be
physiological
to a considerable extent made good by the addition to the department of

two rooms

in the top of the North Tower, which are being prepared for
the purposes indicated.
Agricultural Science in the University of Aberdeen. Reference

has been

made above

(p.

166) to the lectureship founded

by

Sir William

Fordyce
Chemistry, Natural History and Agriculture, which became
Yet
in
operative
1840, and was then filled for a time by Mr. John Shier.
the stimulus it brought to the study of Agriculture in Aberdeen was small
in

while the University had no other funds to devote to ihis department. But
after the appointment of the recent Universities Commission, an effort was

made to secure that a branch of study of so great importance to the welfare
of the country should be adequately taught within the University and a
Committee of the University Court was appointed, under the chairmanship
of the Rev. James Smith, LL.D., minister of the Parish of Newhills, near
;

Aberdeen, to conduct negotiations with the Trustees of the Fordyce Lecof the surrounding
tureship, the Town Council of Aberdeen, the Councils
to
such
view
provision being made.
counties, and others interested, with a

A

"Joint Committee on Agricultural Education" was formed, representative of the various bodies interested, Dr. Smith being chairman of it also
;
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and, in view of the Universities Commission having passed an Ordinance
authorising the University of Aberdeen to grant the degree of B.Sc. in

Agriculture from 1895 onwards, contributions were guaranteed to allow
of the requisite instruction being provided by lectureships within the University.

On

the recommendation of the

Joint

Committee

in

each case, the

University Court appointed a Fordyce Lecturer in Agriculture in November, 1895, and Lecturers in Agricultural Chemistry, Veterinary Hygiene,
and Agricultural Botany and Agricultural Entomology in 1896. Provision

was also made for instruction being given in certain minor subjects and
it became possible for students of the University to gain the degree of
B.Sc, (Agr.), which was conferred for the first time in the University in
;

April, 1898, on William R. Buttenshaw.
It was found desirable also to provide for a

Agriculture

them

who wished

for their

work

to

in life,

number of students

in

acquire knowledge that would be useful to
but were unable to attend during the three

years' curriculum required for the degree. To meet their case the Senatus
instituted a Diploma in Agriculture, which can be gained by attendance
during two years on the classes more directly bearing on agricultural

practice and theory, the examinations in these subjects being the same for
the diploma as for the degree.
Candidates for either must, before it can

be conferred, show evidence of not

less

than a

full

year's actual

work on a

farm, under conditions approved as sufficient to secure practical instruction.
The rooms set free by the transference of Chemistry to its new quarters

1896 were assigned to the classes of Agriculture, Agricultural Chemistry
and Veterinary Hygiene
while Agricultural Botany and Agricultural
have
been
in
the Botanical Department.
The addition of
Zoology
taught
these classes to those already housed in Marischal College has necessarily
in

;

but steady progress has been made in the
Agricultural department, despite the disadvantages of deficient space and
equipment in the past. Rooms have been assigned in the new Front
increased the

congestion

;

Block to the subjects of Agriculture, Agricultural Chemistry and Veteriwhile the other two subjects will continue to be taught in

nary Hygiene

;

the meantime as before.

The accommodation thus provided for Agrieven under the new arrangements, be sufficient for
immediate requirements only if supplemented by the loan of classrooms at
times from other departments for certain
but the far worse
large classes
cultural instruction will,

;
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congestion passed through makes the difficulties of the immediate future

appear h"ght in comparison, though sufficient to indicate that in no long
time further extension of the University buildings will be a matter of
urgency.

A

further important development in regard to Agricultural Education
North of Scotland took place in 1904, when, on the initiative of the
Scotch Education Department, steps were taken to form a College of
Agriculture in Aberdeen, with resources sufficient to extend the educa-

in the

throughout the countiy, as well as to provide curricula
and
the diploma.
The various local authorities concerned
degree
gave cordial co-operation, and the Aberdeen and North of Scotland
tional

facilities

for the

College of Agriculture

came

Education and Research
the North of Scotland.

for the purpose of developing
Forestry and allied subjects in
controlled by a body of Governors repre-

into being

in Agriculture,
It

is

sentative of the several bodies that contribute the funds, including the

The Governors have control of all the iinancial arrangements
University.
of the College, and provide for the necessary expenses of instruction in the
subjects of the curricula for degree and diploma, as well as for courses of
lectures

free to all in

open

Aberdeen and

in

numerous centres throughout

the contributing counties, and for experiments in matters of practical imThe University is thus no longer
port to Agriculture and allied subjects.

same relation as before to the provision of education in Agriculture
but the bond remains very close, as the Governors of the College have
appointed the Lecturers within the University to be the Lecturers of the

in the

;

College, while

subjects and

making

provision outside the University for certain other
The Agricultural department of the
work.

for extension

University, therefore, continues to be the centre of Agricultural study and
teaching for the North of Scotland, to which application is made by those
in search of information or
expert advice. There is good evidence that

the work of the College of Agriculture has already commended itself to
and extensions of that work, such as a four
agriculturists in its district
weeks' course for those actually engaged in farming, which was given in
;

the

Januaiy and

February, 1906, are largely taken adreason
to anticipate for the College a future of
vantage
every
and
great
increasing value to the community, with the hearty goodwill and
co-operation of the University in its work.
University
of.

in

There

is

Instruction in Natural Science for Teachers.— The

re-
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Education Department that those intending to
quirement by the Scotch
have
must
teachers
become
gained such a knowledge of plant and animal
life

as

would enable them

to

communicate

things around them made

to their pupils

some

true ideas

of the livino'
necessary that suitable instruction
of
these
students.
reach
should be brought within
Accordingly, in 1900,
and
were
courses of instruction in Botany
planned and taught by
Zoology
it

the Professors of these subjects in the University and have since been
Each course extends to not less than
repeated each summer session.

aim in it is to help the students to learn
forty hours' instruction, and the
to study plants and animals as living things, so as from their own
experience to know how to help their pupils to observe and discover for

how

themselves.

methods

Common

to be

plants and animals are used as examples of the
employed, the object being to induce the students to

advance afterwards along the paths opened to them, and not to repeat
These courses are
statements that they have merely heard or read.
students in training to be teachers at the Normal Colleges
(King's scholars), or at the University (King's students), except by those
that prefer to take the ordinary class and the practical class in each subject,

attended by

all

as an increasing

Geology was

number now do each

year.

A

similar short course in

King's students, and has been continued
not required of all intending teachers.

instituted, in 1902, for

but this subject is
Briefly summing up the contrast between 1877

annually

;

a-'id

1906 as regards

—

the sciences of Botany, Zoology, Geology and Physiology, it stands thus
In each the instruction was limited to an elementary course of
1877.
lectures, illustrated by diagrams, etc., and in Botany by specimens in the
hands of the students for examination but in none of the subjects was
:

;

teaching of a practical class.
Zoology
and Geology were combined for Arts students in the winter course, while a
summer class in Zoology was provided for Medical students. All candidates

there provision of

any kind

for the

A.M. had a written examination in Zoology and Geology. Candidates
A.M. with Honours in Natural Science had to pass a higher standard in
these two, and to add Botany and Chemistry, an oral being added to the

for

for

written examination in each.

Candidates for medical degrees had a

written and oral examination in Botany, Zoology and Physiology.
Instruction and Study.
Geology has been virtually separated
1906.

—

from Zoology as a distinct lectureship.
Each of the four sciences has
accommodation that permits of elementary and advanced instruction being
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and also of research work being done by
given, including practical classes,
Each departcontinue
their
studies after Graduation.
to
wish
that
those
equipped with microscopes and other necessary instruments for
teaching and for research within limits that are being widened as the funds
for equipment allow, the grants for such purposes and for class expenses
having been very considerably increased. In each department assistance

ment

is

has been provided to the Professor, as also more adequate service, the
work carried on in the department having very largely increased. In each
of the sciences the following classes are taught
Elementary lecture course,
advanced
each
course
session, including lectures,
elementary practical class,
demonstrations, discussions, and guidance in the laboratory work done by
:

each student.

I

n Botany, Zoology and Geology there are the special classes

for teachers described above.

— In Arts, Natural History

is no longer a compulsory subA.M., nor can the degree be now taken with Honours in Natural
Science.
Botany, Zoology, Geology and Chemistry may be selected as
the degree and many students add one or more of these to the
for
options

Graduation.

ject for

;

number

of subjects absolutely required.
In Science, which now forms a Faculty, the degrees of B.Sc. and
D.Sc. are conferred in pure Science and a Department of Agriculture has
;

been constituted, with several new lectureships, and the degree of B.Sc.
(Agr.) and a Diploma in Agriculture are conferred.
In Medicine the conditions as regards Botany, Zoology and Physiology
in 1 877, except that students are required to take instruc-

remain much as

tion in practical Physiology, and that the examination has
side added to it in each subject.

The

access to a

good

library

and freedom

had a

practical

in its use are too well

under-

stood to require to be enlarged on.
In 1877 students were rarely allowed
to-have access to the shelves of the University Library, while there were
few books of value in the departments that they might use. Within recent
years works of reference have been placed within the departments for use
in research.
The rules in use in the University Libraiy have been altered,
and now permit of access to the books on the shelves for purposes of reference, while students are encouraged to borrow books freely, without charge
or even deposit.
For a time the funds available were utterly inedaquate to

purchase even the most necessary new books that ought to have a place in
such a library; but the grant of ^1,000 annually from the Carnegie Trust
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has been of very great assistance during the last four years. A much
larger
sum, however, might be spent on the Library to great advantage in filling

many gaps due to past poverty, and in extending the works of reference
that ought to be added to the Library as they are
published.
The transference of the books on Science, pure and applied
(except

Mathematics and Physics), from their former location in a room ill-suited
for a reading-room to the new
Library, equipped for convenient access to
the books in a commodious reading-room, will, it is believed, do much to
in

extend the usefulness of the Library among the students.

window

in the

reading-room, symbolical of the Sciences,

is

The very
a

gift

fine

from Miss

Anne Hamilton

Cruickshank, in memory of her father. Dr. John Cruickshank, Professor of Mathematics in Marischal College and University from
1
829- 1 860, who had charge of the Library of the University from 1844- 1860,

and spent much labour on

its

behalf.

In addition to the General Library there are departmental libraries for
the service of students within several of the scientific departments.

Thus, while great progress can be traced within recent years in the
equipment for instruction and research in the Natural Sciences within the
University of Aberdeen, the stimulus to continue the effort to secure the

means necessary to enable the work to advance is not likely to be withdrawn from the University, for as each urgent need is supplied new developments lead to others pressing on in its place and already congestion
is felt in some of the
departments provided with rooms within the last ten
;

Nor can one wish it should be otherwise, for that congestion is
years.
at once a proof of the vitality of the University and a spur to further
advance.

—

Alumni and Graduates
addition to those

members

In
distinguished in Natural Science.
and
Marischal
that
of King's
have been
Colleges

more

particularly referred to in the preceding pages, there are some
contributions to the progress of the sciences should be noted here.

whose

Some

gained reputation by work done beyond the limits of Scotland, while others
gave their services to Scottish Natural History.

Among
1753,

whose

the former
letters

to

may be named Alexander Garden, M.D. (M.)^ in
Linn;eus on the Natural History of S. Carolina

form a large part of the published
'

K. and

M.

in

letters in the

Linnean correspondence.

brackets denote respective!}' that the person attended classes

the degree from, King's or Marischal
College.

in,

or receixed
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first collector sent from Kew
and Azores in 1778, to South Africa in 1772-73 and in
1786-95, and to North America in 1798; Rev. Colin Milne, at Arts in
1760-64, LL.D. in 1771 (M.), author of several works on Botany; George
Fordyce, A.M. in 1753 (M.), F.R.S., author of Elements of Vegetation and

Francis Masson, at Arts (M.) about 1755, the

to the Canaries

known as a
Bentham
Rev.
George

Agriculture, better
botanist,

;

physician, grandfather of the celebrated
Patrick Keith, A.M. (K.) in 1798, author

A

System of Physiological Botany and other botanical works; William
Hunter, A.M. in 1777 and M.D. in 1808 (M.) and William Jack, A.M.
in 1810 (K.), both in the medical service in tropical Asia, v/hose services

oi

;

Botany are commemorated by the genera, Hunteria and fackia ;
A.M. in 1826 (K.), F.R.S., noted as a botanist in India,
Falconer,
Hugh
and as the explorer of the rich fossil deposits in the Sivalik Hills, the

to Asiatic

donor of a natural history

museum

to his native town, Forres

Colonel

;

Grant, at Arts in

1840-44 (M.), F.R.S., explorer of
from
which
he
of
the
sources
Nile,
brought a valuable collection of plants,
described in the Trajisactions of the Linnean Society Thomas Edmon-

James Augustus

;

ston, at Arts in 1843-44 (M.), author of a Flora

by a gun-shot
H.M.S. Herald,

of Shetland, whose death

1846, while Naturalist in the exploring voyage of
cut short a life of great scientific promise; Peter Cormack

in

Sutherland, at Arts in

1842 (M.) and M.D. in

who

1847 (K.), afterwards

valuable botanical and geological
Natal,
Surveyor-General
work in the Arctic regions and in Natal; Andrew Leith Adams, A.M.
in 1846, and M.B. in 1848 (M.), who entered the Army Medical Service
and became distinguished as a zoologist and palaeontologist in the East,
in

did

Paul
Professor of Natural History in Cork at the time of his death
Howard MacGillivray, second son of Professor MacGillivray, A.M. in
;

1

85

1

(M.),

who

in 185

i

published a small Flora of Aberdeen, in which are

some additions

to previous records afterwards studying medicine he went
to Australia, where for a time he was in medical practice, but for a number
of years devoted himself to the study of the fauna of Australia, and was
;

author of important contributions on the lower marine fauna Rev. James
M. Crombie, student in Arts (M.) in class of 1847-49, for some time
;

minister of Braemar, of which he published a short guide, with notes on
studied
for many years in London and at Aldershot as Chaplain

the flora

;

;

Lichens and

}:)ublished a volume British Lichens in the British

series; died in May, 1906.

Museum
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may

be named the following aluiiuii of King's College
Captain Alexander
in rSii, and
in
G.
A.M.
A.M.
Gerard,
1808; Surgeon James
Gerard,
at
Arts
all
in
Thomas
the
H.E.I.C.S.
Patrick
1808-12,
Gerard,
Captain
:

;

Simpson, A.M. in 1828, explorer of Boothia Eehx, and his brother and
biographer, Alexander Simpson, A.M. in 18 17, author of works on the
Sandwich Islands and Oregon; Brodie Cruickshank, /\.M. in 1 831, author
of Eighteen Years on the Gold Coast of Africa.

Were
scientific

it

permissible to

work and

name

travel abroad

living alumni and graduates that in
have won honour for themselves and for

Alma Mater, it would be still more apparent that the University of
Aberdeen has no unworthy roll of proved worth to rejoice in.
Among sons of the Universities of King's and Marischal Colleges that

their

have done good service in the investigation of the Natural History of
Scotland, a number have been ministers of country parishes or of the smaller
towns.

Of

such studies

such were James Wallace, already mentioned as the pioneer of
in

Orkney, and

his successor

George Low, A.M.

in

1766 (M.),

Minister of Birsay and Harray, in Orkney, author of the Fauna of Orkney,
published by Dr. W. Leach in 18 13, eighteen years after the author's

death; Rev. George Skene Keith, A.M. (M.) in 1770, and D.D. (M.) in
1803, minister of Keithhall, author of .i General View of the Agriculture of
Aberdeenshire (181 1 ) James Farquharson, A.M. in 1798, and LL.D. in 1 837
;

(K.), for many years minister of Alford, in Aberdeenshire, won reputation
by his researches in a wide range of scientific pursuits Meteorological
of
(particularly on the aurora borealis). Botanical (on the agricultural value
:

native plants, and on their distribution). Zoological and Geological, whose
A son, also James
value gained him the Fellowship of the Royal Society.
in
A.M.
was
a
student,
1846 (M,), and acted as
Farquharson,
distinguished
Professor MacGillivray's substitute during his illness and consequent inMr. P"arquharson was for
ability to teach the class of Natural History.
over forty years minister of Selkirk, where he took an active share in the

He received the degree
investigation of the flora of the Border counties.
of D.D. from the University of Aberdeen in recognition of his merits as a
clergyman.

He

died in April, 1906.

in Elginshire, A.M. in 181 9 (M.),
In 1832 he became
studied Theology at King's College.
minister of Birnie, near Elgin
and here he spent fifty-seven years, until

George Gordon, the son of a minister

LL.D.

in 1859,

;

^3
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from active service in 1889. He died in 1893, aged ninetygreat ability, he was an exemplary clergyman, to whom his
colleagues often looked for guidance in difficulties, and an ardent lover of
He particularly devoted himself to
the Natural Sciences and x'\rchaiology.
his retirement

Of

two.

"

Province of Moray," as the district around Elginand throughout his long life he did much to throw light on
these studies in Moray, occasionally extending his researches to Ross-shire,
As early as 1827 he was referred to as an
Shetland and other districts.
of
the
North of Scotland. In 1839 he published
on
the
plants
authority
Collectanea to the Flora of Moray, the worth of which as a contribution to
the topographical records of Scottish plants has been very fully acknowthe investigation of the
shire

is

called

;

The results of his researches into
ledged by H. C. Watson, no lax critic.
the fauna appeared in the form of numerous papers, some of considerable
These
length, in the pages of the Zoologist and the Scottish Naturalist.
His studies in the
papers relate to most of the larger groups of animals.
Geology of Moray are probably more general 1)^ known than his other work,
he discovered the reptilian fossils of the red sandstones about Spynie
and Lossiemouth, which disclosed a number of types new to palaeonThese have been studied by Huxley, who named one Hyperotologists.
as

dapedon Gordoni, and by Newton, who found among them very peculiar
types of Dicynodontia, one of which he placed in a new genus, Gordonia.

He

also published a description of shell-mounds

Moray

Firth,

and a paper on the

on the south shore of the

antiquities of Morayshire.

He

took a

great share in forming the Elgin and Morayshire Literary and Scientific
and to the latter he
Association, and in originating the Elgin Museum
;

contributed most liberally of his personal labour, as well as by donations of
valuable specimens.

John Malcolmson was

in the class

behind Dr. Gordon at Marischal

College, but they were fellow-workers in their studies in the Geology of
Malcolmson did good geological work both in
Morayshire for a time.

Scotland and

in

India,

where he was

in

the medical service of the East

India Company.

The New

Statistical

Account of Scotland, by the ministers of the

respective parishes, published in 1845, affords proof that a knowledge of
the Natural Sciences was becoming more general.
In a good many of the

accounts of the parishes the notes on the animals, plants and other natural
or archaeological objects are of distinct interest.
In most cases these were
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by the clergymen but in some it is explained that they were
supplied by some one else, such as the schoolmaster or medical man of the

written

;

Dr. Gordon's Collectanea supplied the information for a good
Professor Dickie, in his Botanist's Guide
of
the parishes of Moray.
many
to the Counties of Aberdeen, Banff and Kincardine, bears testimony to
how much assistance in its preparation he obtained from clergymen and
parish.

other helpers scattered through the counties, some of whom had given
similar aid to Dr. A. Murray for his Northern Flora, almost a generation
Among the names most prominent in these sources of inpreviously.

formation occur Drs. P'arquharson and Gordon, already mentioned, along
with Rev. John Abel, A.M. in 1841 (K.), minister of Forgue, in Aberdeenshire; Rev. George Gairdner (or Gardiner), A.M. in i8or (M.), minister
of Aberdour, in Aberdeenshire; Rev. Walter Gregor, A.M. in 1849, ^"^1
LL.D., in 1885 (K.), schoolmaster at Macduff, and afterwards minister of

whose contributions to the study of the local fauna and folk-lore
were still more extensive than to the local flora; Rev. John Minto, A.M.
Pitsligo,

1829 (M.), for many years schoolmaster in
Rev. Andrew Todd, A.M. in 1817, and D.D.

in

Clatt,

in

Aberdeenshire;

in

1858 (K.), for many
and
well
in
with the flora
minister
of
Banffshire,
Alvah,
acquainted
years
of the vicinity of Banff; William Chrystal, A.M. in 1810 (M.), school-

master at Arbuthnott,
about the

flora

in

who

supplied much information
Dr. Lewis Stewart, A.M. in
supplied information for Mortlach

Kincardineshire,

of central Kincardineshire

;

army, who
in Banffshire
James Barron, a farmer in Cluny, Aberdeenshire, who gave
much aid to Professor Dickie as to the plants of various parts of Aberdeenshire
Alexander Murray, who occupied farms in different parts of Aber1837 (M.), a surgeon

in the

;

;

deenshire,

acknowledged by Professor MacGillivray in his
Mollusca, as well as by Professor Dickie in his Guide ;

and whose

work on the

local

aid

is

Andrew Fleming, son of Professor John Fleming, A.M. in 1838 (K.),
who supplied information to Professor Dickie, and who afterwards entered
Others also are mentioned in the Guide,
such as " Dr. Stephen," who contributed very largely to the records for
south Kincardineshire, as well as for Strachan in the valley of the Dee
who is quoted for localities of alpine plants in
and " Mr. R.

the Indian Medical Service.

;

Mackay,"
There is little doubt that both were students of Marischal
in absence of more full means of
College, though this is not certain,

liraemar.

identification.

"

Dr.

J.

Smith,"

who

localities
supplied notes for various
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near Aberdeen and in the valley of the Dee, was probably John Smith,
A.M. in 1843 and M.D. in 1844 (M.), Eordyce Lecturer in 1847-52, who
became Professor of Experimental Physics and Chemistry in the UniverFrancis Adams, to whom Dickie often acknowledges his
sity of Sydney.

indebtedness in the Guide, took A.M. in 1813, and M.D. in 1856 (K.).
He had a great reputation as a classical scholar, and had a peculiarly intimate knowledge of the works of Paulus vEgineta and other Greek

He

writers on medical subjects.

translated

some of

these works for the

Society and he contributed an appendix to Dr. A. Murray's
Northern Flora under the title Notes from the Ancients on Certain Indi-

Sydenham

;

He was the father of Dr. Andrew Leith Adams, the
and
Robert Dawson, A.M. in 1844 (M.), Schoolmaster
traveller.
zoologist
of Cruden, on the east coast of Aberdeenshire, did good work in the study

genous

Species.

of the marine shells of the

district,

and published the

results in several

Rev. George Davidson, A.M. in 1848 (K.), Minister of LogieColdstone in Aberdeenshire, made a special study of Diatomaceae, par-

papers.

ticularly those in

"

kieselguhr ".
Rev. James Keith, A.M. in 1845 (K.), and LL.D. in 1882, for a time
Schoolmaster of Knockando, and afterwards for more than iifty years
minister of Forres in Elginshire, was a man of the type of Rev.
Gordon, though he began the study of the natural sciences later in

He made

Dr.
life.

important contributions to the records of the natural history of

Moray, particularly in the groups that had not previously been carefully
Of the latter he discovered a number
studied, such as mosses and fungi.
not previously found in Britain, several being new to science.
The standard works on British fungi issued during the past thirty years bear frequent evidence to the value of his researches, which are commemorated by

He

species that bear his name.

the

museum

given to Forres

the Forres Field-club

was

;

warm interest in the progress
Hugh Falconer, and in the work

took a

by Dr.

and he did not spare himself

in

any labour

of
of

that

for the public welfare.

Botanic Garden.

—

Probably the existence of botanic gardens in
and
had
roused the desire among lovers of plants in
elsewhere
Edinburgh
Aberdeen to have one here also before there is any actual record of such a
wish having been felt but the earliest effort to carry it into effect, of which
;

a record exists,

is

found

in

1

780, in the minute-books of the two Universities
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and of the Town Council of Aberdeen, which show that an application was
made to these bodies by Rev. Robert Memis, an Episcopalian clergyman
residing in Stonehaven, who had during the two previous years taught
His request was for assistance to enable
botanical classes in Aberdeen.
him to cultivate about a quarter of an acre as a Botanic Garden and grants
were made to him for the purpose, amounting in all to ^20. The experiment does not seem to have proved a success at least it was soon aban;

;

doned.

Although there are occasional references in the minutes of the
Universities that show how the need of a garden was realised by a few of

the professors, and particularly by Professor Ogilvie of King's College, who,
in 1784, protested in vain against the alienation by feu of a part of the
property of King's College, then as now peculiarly well suited for the pur-

poses of a garden, the difficulties to be overcome were too great, and nothing
could be spared from the revenues of the Universities for such a purpose.
For more than a century no apparent progress was made towards the
provision of a garden, although during the nineteenth century Botany was
continuously taught by lecturers until the union of the Universities in i860
rendered it possible to institute a professorship of Botany.
Fortunately

on in the century there were numerous localities fairly rich in wild
within
an hour's walk of any part of Aberdeen, permitting of the
plants
Thus the instruction
botanical class making easy excursions to them.

until far

naturally inclined to the study of plants in their natural surroundings, and
to the principles of classification as exemplified in native plants, more

than to those aspects of the science that require the equipment of laboraIn the absence of the latter, Professor Dickie devoted
tories and a garden.
useful in supplying specipart of his own garden to a collection of plants
mens of families, or of structures, not afforded by the wild flora and his
;

example was followed by

his successor.

But the provision thus made was

of the increasing difficulty of
necessarily insufficient, particularly in view
a
convenient distance, so many
within
conducting excursions to localities

no longer so, owing to the expansion
of the city, to agricultural changes, golf courses, and other causes. Thus the
excursions had to be made to more distant localities, requiring longer time,
number of engagements in the evenings and on Saturwhile the
of the localities formerly available being

increasing

days made

The

it

more

difficult to

obtain the necessary leisure for excursions.
Garden had thus become a \-ery desirable

provision of a Botanic
to
the study of Botany.
adjunct

Professor Dickie's ill-health had prevented
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him from being

make any effort to obtain that provision. It thus
make representations to the authorities of

able to

to his successor to

naturally fell
the University with regard to the need
but, as of old, the resources of the
Univ^ersity did not permit of undertaking to make such a provision, even to
;

the extent of quarter of an acre.
''
However, a Report on Wants of the University," originally drawn up
in 1880 by a committee of the Senatus, and revised and re-issued by the

under the head of "External Improvements'';
Botanic Garden in connection with the University. The most
favourable situation for such an establishment would be near King's College,
Senatus

"III.

in 1889, included,

A

in some of the as yet open undulating spaces lying to the westward from
But years passed, and the recommendation as to a garden
that building."
seemed not likely to find a response while the need became greater, es;

pecially after the institution

Senatus

in 1889,

of degrees in Science

by

resolution of the

confirmed and regulated by an Ordinance of the Univer-

Commission in 1892.
In the minutes of the University Court, of date 8th December, 1896,
"
There was read a letter from the Professor of
the following record

sities

is

:

Botany, of date 30th November, forwarding copies of a letter (printed) of
same date addressed by him to the Court, urging the necessity for some
provision being made for the practical teaching of Vegetable Physiology in
way as to enable students to study growing plants, and to observe

such a

them of experiments or of varying treatment and environand
ment,
recommending as suitable for the purpose the field to the west of
the Manse of the Professor of Biblical Criticism, and at present attached

the effects on

After discussion, the Court, by a majority, agreed to this resolution
That the Court, while concurring in the desirability of having such a
garden as that proposed by Professor Trail, regrets that it has not at prethereto.

:

'

'

"

sent funds for the purpose.
In 1897 there was formed

the

Aberdeen University Endowment

Association, for the purpose of assisting to

fill

the gaps that

still

existed in

the educational equipment of the University, by directing public attention
to these deficiencies, and by collecting funds for the provision of whatever
could promote the efficiency of the University.
The Board of Manage-

ment of the Association prepared a statement of the more urgent wants of
the University, based upon that issued by the Senatus, but modified to
meet new conditions and in view of the resolution of the University Court
;
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Garden that was given the second place
being assigned to the endowment of the Chair of History, already in large part provided for under condirelative to the provision of a Botanic

in the scale of relative urgency, the first place

it
necessary to complete the endowment without delay.
The statement of the Association having come under the notice of
Miss Anne Hamilton Cruickshank, she expressed her wish to provide a

tion that rendered

Botanic Garden,

in

memory

of her brother. Dr. Alexander Cruickshank,

distinguished graduate in Arts (1840) of Marischal College, and
LL.D. of the University of Aberdeen, who had been keenly interested

a

the natural history of Scotland, as well as in the welfare of the UniIn fulfilment of this wish, she conveyed by a deed of gift,
versity.
dated 13th April, 1898, the sum of iJ"! 5,000 to six Trustees, viz., the
Principal, the Professor of Botany, and the Professor of Mathematics
in

in

and

University of Aberdeen,

the

their

successors

in office, along
Anderson, LL.B., David M. M.
Milligan, A.M., and Joseph Ogilvie, LL.D.), to be administered for the
purchase and equipment of the Cruickshank Botanic Garden, and for
advancing the study of Botany in Aberdeen in such manner as the Trustees
shall determine, the sum of £'jf)0O to be retained to provide an endowment

named by

with three

herself (P.

J.

towards carrying on the garden and

The
garden

;

for the other purposes of the Trust.
of
the
was to secure the best site for the
Trustees
duty
and after full consideration this was found in Old Aberdeen.
first

A

known

private school,
of years for its

Gymnasium, distinguished during a number
success in training boys for the Universities and for the
as the

The
public services, had not long before been given up as a school.
buildings were for sale and the playground, extending to between three
and four acres, was in temporary use as a football field, but could be had
;

— partly on

feu,

partly

on

lease.

The

chief disadvantages were an abso-

anda want

of water except that obtainable from the town
but
the
soil
was
suitable, the shelter as good as appeared anywater-pipes
where obtainable, and the buildings could be adapted to afford accommodalutely flat surface,
;

tion for a herbarium, small library,

museum and

time at least to permit of advanced work

in

other rooms, suitable for a
Botany being carried beyond the

accommodation afforded

in the Botanical Department of the University.
In accordance with expert advice, the Trustees resolved to lay out the
ground for the growth of herbaceous plants, selected from among such as

experience showed to be hardy under the conditions to which they must
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garden, and as were desirable representatives of the more
important families of plants, or as showed peculiarities of structure. The
greater part of the space is given up to representatives from other lands

be exposed

in the

;

but a considerable extent

set aside for the

growth of as complete a
collection as possible of the wild plants of the North of Scotland.
Una
of
these
are
hard
to
in
or
cultivation,
fortunately,
good many
very
grow
become so much altered in aspect as to be very unlike their condition in
and the want of water precludes success with
their natural environment
a considerable number of marsh and water plants.
A part of the ground
is

;

has been granted for the use of the Lecturers in the Agricultural School in
Various trees and shrubs have been planted, grown from
the University.
seed or procured when two or three years old but a considerable number of
these, like a good many of the herbaceous plants, have not proved hardy
;

in

the garden.

Gardens of

Very generous

Kew

and Calcutta.

aid has been given from the great Botanic
It is hoped that in a few years the collec-

tions will include materials of very great value to students of

Botany

—

systematic, economic and bionomic.
Progress was delayed at first by the necessity of thoroughly clearing
the ground of weeds, which were very numerous and difficult to dislodge.
The expense of the ground and buildings, and of the necessary alterations,

made very

strict

economy necessary

for a time

and has prevented the

fitting-up of the herbarium, library, museum and laboratories.
very important addition to the resources of the garden

A

was made

Mrs. Stephen Wilson bequeathed to the Trustees for the
when,
of
the
trust
the property of North Kinmundy, about ten miles to
purpose
the north of Aberdeen.
As a good deal has had to be expended on farm
in 1902,

buildings, the revenue

from

this source

has not yet become available,

though likely to be so in part in the course of this year.
There is good cause to hope that the Cruickshank Botanic Garden,
provided and equipped by private generosity, will be of very great value
in the advancement of the study of Botany in Aberdeen.
Already provided with resources that will very soon permit of efficient equipment for
advanced instruction being provided, and research being carried on by those

desirous to

do

so,

there will

still

be room for benefactions towards the

formation of a good library of reference, and other costly appliances that
but there is good reason to
the rapid progress of the science demands
;

anticipate that

its

future will be

one of increasing usefulness and success.
James W. H, Trail.
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Greek language, which had long been
extinct in Western Europe, "rose from the grave with the New Testament
in its hand ".
The fall of Constantinople to the Turks in 1453 had caused
a great dispersion of Greek scholars by which the western nations benethe eve of the Reformation, the

fited.

Early

In Italy, and ere long in France, Greek learning began to flourish.
the sixteenth century Erasmus learned Greek in Oxford and

in

it
in Cambridge, numbering among his pupils William TynIn 15 15 while still at Cambridge
the
future
translator and martyr.
dale,
Erasmus received a commission from the Basel printer Froben to produce

taught

New

Testament, and, if possible, forestall the
great edition of the Bible upon which the Spanish Cardinal Ximenes was
known to be engaged. From a meagre supply of manuscripts, and, in

an edition of the Greek

one passage at

least,

translating back from the Vulgate into Greek,

Erasmus

New

Testament which was ready to be
hurriedly prepared
Four successive editions were
issued from the press by ist March, 1516.
afterwards prepared by him with considerable improvements, and it is his
Greek text which, through the Textus Receptus, as Stephen's edition of
his

1550 came to be
labours of

Greek

called, underlies

Erasmus

in this field

1.

The

go

direct

our Authorised version of 161

enabled Luther and Tyndale

to

to the original for their translations of the New Testament.
Before the middle of the sixteenth century Greek had found

its

way

In 1534 JOHN Er.SKINE of Dun returning from abroad
with
him
a Frenchman acquainted with Greek and .settled him as
brought
GEORGE
a teacher of Greek in the Grammar School of Montro.se.
into Scotland.

home at Fitarrow in Kincardine.shire was only
and who, like Erskine, is said to have studied
at King's College, taught Greek in the school in the capacity of assistIt is said that he
ant.
imported copies of the Greek Testament from the
WiSHART,

some

the martyr, whose

thirteen miles distant,
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On account of this he
Continent and distributed them among his pupils.
and then to
betook
and
the
himself
to
and
Continent,
flee,
England
in the
Melville
learned
Andrew
Greek
About
later
twenty years
Cambridge.

had to

Grammar

Greek, however, like Hebrew, was

under
whose
by heretics. George Buchanan,^
Latin was held in such high esteem, had also a knowledge of Greek, but what
Hector Boece, the first Principal of Aberdeen
he had he taught himself.
University, was a good Latinist and may have obtained a tincture of Greek
seeing he was a correspondent of Erasmus and held him in great admiraOf this, however, we cannot be sure, and the same uncertainty pretion.
vails as to John Vaus, one of his colleagues, whose Rudimenta was in
That Greek early found admittance into the
use for students of Latin.
is
shown
the
fact
that James V. and his queen who visited
by
University
"
it in I 541 were entertained among other
divers orations made
things with
in Greek, Latin and other languages ".
One of the earliest Greek inscripSchool of Montrose.

still

suspicion as being cultivated chiefly

tions in Scotland

to be seen on a

is

and

Kinkell, near Inverurie,

the University.
KepSo<i (Phil.

i.

The

—
21)

it

may

inscription
is

in

— e^oX

memory

tomb within

the ruined church of

be taken as indicating the influence of

XpLaro^ Kal to cnrodavelv
Ardmurdo, who died
be necessary in the newly

'yap to ^P]v

of John Forbes of

That the new learning was felt to
1592.founded Universities we can gather from the utterances of enlightened

in

men

In 1540 Archibald Hay, afterwards Principal of
College (St. Mary's), St. Andrews, is heard deploring the ignor"
It will be of
ance, negligence and hypocrisy of the unreformed clergy.
far more consequence," he says, in a panegyric addressed to Cardinal

before the Reformation.
the

New

"
Beaton, to procure teachers capable of instructing the youth in the three
In I543
learned languages than to endow a rich but illiterate College."^
the
an Act of the Scots Parliament was passed allowing
Scriptures of the

Old and

New

Testaments

to be translated into the English or Scottish

tongue and read by the people.
Meanwhile, the Reformation which we date from 1560 had reached
Aberdeen.
It is with Principal Alexander Arbuthnot that the reorganisa-

Hume

'

2

Rait,

Brown, Life of George Buchanan, p. 13.
The Universities of Aberdeen, p. 56. On a tombstone

Cyrus and Ecclesgreig

is

ayyeKcov Koivwviav, a fact
*

in the churchyard of St.
an inscription of date 1662 to this effect r<f vikuvti Swaerai t7]v tUv
which I owe to Rt.w. R. Davidson, B.D., minister of the parish.

McCrie's Life of Andrew Melville,

:

p. 453.
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on the basis of the Reformation took place.

In

when he was

minister of Logie-Buchan, he was appointed Principal.
569,
His ecclesiastical sympathies may be inferred from the fact that he was
1

the intimate friend of x'\ndrew Melville and his

"

nephew James.

He was a

man," says the latter, "of singular gifts of learning, wisdom, godliness and
sweetness of nature."
James Melville also pronounces him one of the
It was through him that the powerful influence
"learnedest in Europe".
of Andrew Melville, the founder of Scottish Presbytery, told upon Aberdeen.
In the First Book of Discipliite which came from the hand of the

leaders of the Scottish Reformation in 1561, approval had been given to the
three Universities then in existence, and among the studies recommended
"

It had been the ideal of John Knox
Greek, Hebrew and Divinity ".
and the authors of the First Book of Discipline that in the more notable

were

towns, especially the old cathedral cities, there should be a college, or secondary school, in which the languages should be taught by competent masters,
bursaries being provided out of the revenues of old foundations to enable

poor scholars to attend. And then the Universities with their professional
would crown the goodly edifice of the educational system. It is well
known how this noble ideal came short of realisation.
studies

From 576
1

gaged

to

1

579 one of the earliest Universities Commissions was en-

in considering the condition of St.

mission both George Buchanan,

1566 to 1570, and

Andrew

Andrews

University.

Of this Com-

who had been

Principal of St. Leonard's from
Melville, Principal of St. Mary's, were members.

The

course of study laid down for St. Mary's, St. Andrews (set apart
"
"
for the study of theology), was specially noteworthy because of
allenarly
"
the prominence given to the sacred tongues.
Professors were to " expone
the various books of Scripture as well as to read them in the original,
comparing the Hebrew of the Old Testament with the Septuagint and the

Chaldee paraphrases, and the Greek of the

New Testament

with the old

himself was

Principal and Professor of
a
in
had
share
this work of University reSystematic Theology, having
less
that
than
which is ascribed to him
organisation scarcely
important

Syriac

in

translation.^

Melville

The system which Melville
Andrews was extended in course of

the establishment of Presbyterianism.

endeavoured to introduce into
1

Prof. A. F. Mitchell, D.D.,

The

Scottish Reformation,

Brosvn, Life of George Buclianan, p. 240,
of study and its
failure.

subsequent

St.

who

Appendix

A., p. 288.

Cf.

Hume

points out the impracticability of such a course
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time to Glasgow, and through Arbuthnot, as
in practice in Aberdeen.

we have

indicated, was in
Greek was added to the
curriculum.
Aristotle, which up to the Reformation had been read from
the Latin, was now to be taught "de Gneco contextu".
But the " Nova
"
Fundatio met with bitter opposition in Aberdeen, where the leaven of
and there is little doubt that the founding of
Prelacy lingered long
Marischal College in 1593 by the Earl of that name, who had imbibed the
Protestant principles of the great French reformer and scholar, Theodore Beza, was prompted by the desire to have a college in Aberdeen on
a thoroughly Protestant and Presbyterian foundation. When Marischal
was founded, Greek, Hebrew and Syriac were included in the curriculum,
clearly showing the purpose of the noble and cultured founder to promote

some measure put

;

the study of the Scriptures in the original tongues.
In Marischal College
besides the week-day lectures the reading of the Greek Testament was

—

St. Luke's Gospel for the first class, the Acts of
prescribed for Sundays
the Apostles for the second, the Epistle to the Romans for the third, and
the Epistle to the Hebrews for the fourth.
The foundation thus established

by Earl Marischal received the approval of the General Assembly and of
Parliament the same year.
Before the end of the sixteenth century great progress had been made
in classical studies.
Schools in which Greek was to be taught were established in many parts of the country.
The most difficult Greek authors
were now read

The

best evidence of the progress
New Testament studies, along with other departments of Biblical learning, in Great Britain at this period, is King James's version of the Bible,
in all the Universities.

of

completed in 161 1. How competent these translators were maybe seen
from a perusal of their preface.
In the seventeenth century, with some

and New Testament learning was
the
maintained, notwithstanding
prevalence of strife, both in the civil and the

fluctuations, the standard of scholarship

That Aberdeen was pre-eminent in scholarship, and
especially in theological learning, is vouched for by Clarendon in his History,
In the great controversies of the time it became identified with cavalier
politics and anti-Puritan sentiments in religion and Church government.
Patrick Forbes of Corse, who became Bishop of Aberdeen in 161 8, was

ecclesiastical sphere.

also Chancellor of the University,

The Aberdeen

and exercised a powerful influence upon

Doctors, including Bishop Patrick Forbes,
author of a Commentary on the Apocalypse, his son. Dr. John Forbes, and
its

fortunes.
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Dr. William Forbes, Principal of Marischal, who ultimately became
Bishop
of Edinburgh, and who had a wide and accurate acquaintance with
patristic
literature, formed a galaxy of theologians whose lustre shone brightly and
far.

They made

their time

an Augustan age

in

Theology, as

Thomas

Reid, George Campbell, James Beattie and their contemporaries made
theirs an Augustan age in Philosophy a
century later.
From 1647 to 1648 we have the minutes of a Commission which sat
in

Edinburgh and took cognisance of

all

interesting details of the courses of study,

position of

Greek and

the Universities.

They furnish
in them the

and we can discern

New Testament

In King's College Greek
learning.
greatest part of the Greek New Testament, the Epistle of
Basil the Great, an oration of Isocrates and another of Demosthenes, and

Grammar, the
a book of

Homer were
same

College the

the principal studies prescribed.

classical writers

In Marischal

were prescribed "with the

haill

New

Testament ". In the Old Laws of King's College, promulgated anew in
1641, and again by John Row, Principal from 1653 ^o 1661, we find Greek
orations ordained to be spoken on Saturdays, and a rule established that
Greek as well as Latin, French and Hebrew were to be used in conversa-

In 1676 a visitation found that the knowledge of the Greek tongue
had decayed in the Colleges since they had left off interpreting Aristotle's
text, and required that in eveiy class, once a week, in the forenoon,
tion.

the students should interpret

some good Greek author

in their respective

schools.

In 1690, the year of the Revolution Settlement, a general Commission
of visitation was appointed by the Scots Parliament.
It laboured for ten

main purpose, to effect uniformity in the subjects of study in
the Universities, was left in 1 700 as far from accomplished as ever.
An
injunction to assign to one of the Regents the special duty and designation
years, but its

all

of Professor of Greek was obeyed in King's College in 1700, but not in
Marischal till 17 17. In the Report of the Commission there are references
to the study of Greek, and it is interesting to note that when the Masters
of King's College were asked as to the propriety of " fixing a constant
Professor of the Greek tongue," they answered that their neighbours in

Marischal College tried the practice some years before but did not find the
"
Nor do we," they continue, " see any necessity of
experiment a success.

renewing

it,

it

being more

difficult for us to find

ledge of Philosophy than the Greek tongue."

men eminent

in the

know-
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now, and

for long after, the studies which are included under
Biblical
of
Criticism fell to the Professors of Divinity in
the designation
as
we
the Colleges, who,
may gather from the published works of later
occupants of the Chair, did their best to overtake their proper subject.

Up

till

Systematic Theology, and also the Exegesis and Interpretation of the New
The vital importance of the latter
Testament and even of the Old.
studies had been apparent to the Church since the Reformation, and

was asserted from time

to time

General Assembly passed an

"

by the General Assembly. In 1696 the
Act against atheistical opinions," and

deplored the widespread prevalence of infidelity with a denial of

"

the

certainty and authority of Scripture revelation," taking into consideraIn another Act
tion also the character and attainments of the ministry.
"
General Assembly, considering how
dealing with this subject the same
it is that they who declare the oracles of God to others should
necessary

themselves understand them

in the original languages, do require that
to preach, or ordained to the ministry, unless they give
good proof of their understanding the Greek and Hebrew and the
General Assembly recommend to all candidates for the ministry to study

none be licensed

;

also the other Oriental languages, especially the Chaldaic and Syriac,
That the means of instruction up to that standard
so far as they can ".

we have no doubt, although it
whether
were
be
they
questioned
largely taken advantage of, and
may
whether many pursued them in their practical application to the study
existed in the Universities at that jDeriod

and interpretation of Holy Scripture.
Of the men who have achieved enduring fame

in

the

first

half of

the eighteenth century in connection with Biblical studies, Aberdeen
possesses one in the person of Alexander Cruden, compiler of the well-

known

Concordance.

trates of the city.

He was

the son of Bailie Cruden, one of the magisin the list of students in Marischal

His name appears

College from 171 3 to 171 6, 171 7 to 171 8, and he graduated M.A. in 1721.
During his course of study he gave attendance upon the lectures of
Thomas Blackwell, the elder, Professor of Divinity, and later Principal
of Marischal College.
His mind having become deranged, he never
settled down to a profession
and we hear of him first as a private tutor,
then as a bookseller, and again as corrector for the press. His Concordance, completed in 1737, was dedicated to Queen Caroline, and has gone
through a great number of editions. It has not yet been superseded,
;
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He
although improvements have been made upon it in its later editions.
died in 1770, being found dead on his knees, and his memory is kept
by the Cruden Bursary.
when Greek had begun to be taught in both Colleges
as a preliminary to the philosophical course by "ane fixed Greek ProHe was
fessor," the most eminent was Thomas Blackwell, the younger.
alive in the University

From

the time

made Professor of Greek in Marischal College in 1723, and was raised
His work entitled
to the Principalship in 1748, still retaining his Chair.
an Inquiry into the Life atid Writings of Homer had a high reputation
with his contemporaries, and he is spoken of as having revived the study
It was under him that
of Greek literature in the North of Scotland.

George Campbell, James Beattie and Alexander Gerard laid the foundaand learning. It is notable as a proof of interest
in New Testament learning that in 1746 the degree of D.D. was conferred by Marischal College upon Nathaniel Lardner, whose monumental
work in ten volumes on the Credibility of the Gospel History was then
Blackwell was succeeded in the
attracting the attention of scholars.
Greek Chair by William Kennedy, who entered upon his duties in 1758.
It was in 1769, during his tenure of the Chair, that the Earl of Buchan,
through Beattie, then Professor of Moral Philosophy, presented the
Silver Pen to the Greek Class as a prize to be competed for every year.
After long discontinuance the bestowal of this distinction was revived in
tions of their scholarship

If we may take Beattie's
901 at the instance of Professor Harrower.
a good Greek scholar
of
of
attainments
an
the
own son as
example
he was the winner of the Silver Pen -we learn that during his course as
1

—

—

a student he had read

Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, the Batrachomyo-

machia, and a great part of Hesiod, the greatest part of Xenophon, the
Phcedo of Plato, six or seven books of Euclid, Arrian's History of Alexander^ two plays of Sophocles, part of Herodotus and Plutarch, of the

Septuagint and the
Longinus,

several

New

Testament, the Ethics and Poetics of Aristotle,

of the

Odes of

Pindar,

and other works

—

-a

very

creditable profession, even taking into account his superior advantages

and

his

undoubted precocity.^

of GEORGE CAMPBELL brings us to the greatest name
Great as he is in philosophical power
Marischal College.
and acumen, he is not less eminent in scholarly attainments and Biblical

The mention

in the history of

1

Margaret Forbes, Beattie and

his Friends, p. 224.
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His ripe and varied learning

is

on Miracles with which he refuted David

seen in the famous Dissertation

Hume, and

also in his Sermons,

of which that on The Spirit of the Gospel, a Spirit neither of Superstition
nor of Enthusiasm and that on The Success of the Gospel a Proof of its

His less known but admirable lecand
The
Pastoral Character are distinPulpit Eloqtience
same
the
But
he
has
left behind him works
qualities.
guished by
belonging
His Translation of the
directly to the field of Biblical Criticism.
Four Gospels ivith Preliminary Dissertations and Notes in two volumes,
entitles him to a place in the foremost rank of New Testament
This work occupied his leisure to a late period of his life.
scholars.
Truth, are

tures

among

the most notable.

on

From

the days of his early ministry in the quiet parish of Banchoryto the days of his Principalship in Marischal College he was
always
working at it. "As far back as 1750," he says in his Preface, "soon after
I had gotten the charge of a country parish, I formed the design of collect-

Ternan

ing such useful criticisms on the text of the New Testament as should
either occur to my own observation, or as I should meet with in the course
particularly to take notice of such proposed alterations in
translating the words of the original as appeared not only
defensible in themselves but to yield a better meaning or at least to express

of

the

my

reading

;

manner of

the meaning with more perspicuity or energy."

He

then describes his

procedure and mentions Scholia, which he added, giving the reasons of
"
The Scholia," he proceeds, " were indeed very brief,
changes introduced.
being intended only to remind me of the principal reasons on which my
judgment of the different passages had been founded. But soon after,
upon a change of circumstances and situation, having occasion to turn my

thoughts more closely to Scriptural criticism than formerly,
a minute examination of many points concerning which
together some

I

I

entered into

had thrown

Thus

the book grew upon his
my
said
of
and
could
as
of his works " Juvenis
he
one
hands,
Augustine
say,
inchoavi, senex edidi," for it was not till 1789 that it was published, seven
hints in

collection."

:

years before his death.

The work

consists of twelve Preliminary Dissertations,
Translations of the Four Gospels separately, each preceded

and then the

by a Preface

containing matter of the nature of Introduction and followed by copious
notes, grammatical, historical and exegetical, of the kind he had indicated
in his general Preface,

P"or the text of the

New Testament

he had before
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famous

critical edition

1707, and Wetstein's
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with valuable prolegomena, published

New Testament, issued

two

in

volumes, 175 1 and
1752 distinguished not only by a complete critical apparatus but also by a
wonderful collection, still drawn upon by commentators, of parallel passages
and illustrative quotations from Classical and Rabbinical sources. He had also
in

folio

Vulgate Latin and other ancient versions, the Latin
and Arias Montanus, while more
than one French version were frequently in requisition. That he took

at his service besides the

translations of Erasmus, Beza, Castalio,

account of the renderings of the earlier English translations, including the
Geneva and the Rhemish, was only to be expected of such a conscientious
worker.

Attempts had been made

King James's

at revision of the

whole or of parts of

version before Principal Campbell's day.

cipal of King's College,

Aberdeen,

in

John Row, Prin1655, made proposals for a more

perfect version of a very scholarly but too elaborate character, of which,
however, nothing seems to have come. Specimens of such revision seem to

some instances as beacons of
With the works of Richard
J. D. Michaelis, and of J. A,
the
Dissertations
and Notes show
the
of
commentators,
Bengel,
prince
But his independence of mind is undoubted, and
intimate acquaintance.
no one will contest the claim he makes for himself to be, in the words of the
have been

in

Dr. Campbell's hands serving in

warning rather than examples for imitation.'
Simon, the father of the Higher Criticism, of

poet

:

—

NuUius addictus jurare

in

verba magistri.

It is interesting to notice the principles with which he approaches the
task of translation. In one of his Dissertations (Diss, xi.. Part ii.) he gives

his estimate of the

Authorised version of 161

He

1.

admits

it

to

be one of

But it
the best of the versions produced so soon after the Reformation.
it from the times when it was executed, and
with
brought imperfections
especially, in Campbell's judgment, from the scholars of Geneva, and
notably Beza (from whose last folio edition, i 598, King James's revisers
would likely take their readings) to whose judgment too great deference
1

Mention may be made of E. Harwood's Liberal Translation of the New Testament,
Dr. Johnson opening it found the subHme yet simple words of the Evangelist,

London, 1768.

He
wept, translated, And jfesus, the Saviour of the world, burst into a flood of tears.
"
"
Puppy
contemptuously threw the book aside, exclaiming
(see Lightfoot on Revision,
jfesiis

!

p. xix.).
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A

was now abroad, scholarship had advanced, pronot
only in the domain of literature, but also in that
gress
It seemed desirable to give effect to these in
of antiquities and criticism.
a fresh revision.
Moreover, language was always undergoing change, and

was

paid.

larger spirit

had been made

already there were archaic and obsolete expressions requiring to be changed.
He was well aware that any one attempting a new translation was open to
the charge of doing harm to religion. By appearing to discredit the casket
in which the treasure was preserved, the treasure itself would seem of less

esteem

by introducing questions as to the proper rendering of passages or
a
measureof uncertainty would be attributed to the whole Scripture
words,
Such charges have always been made when a new translarevelation.
:

tion is spoken of.
Principal Campbell meets them by pointing to the
Latin translations of Erasmus, Beza and others to Wycliffe's translation
;

before their day
alternatives

;

and even

by King

to the marginal renderings given as probable
James's translators, all of which so far from being in

"
There
the end prejudicial to the faith, had proved of advantage to it.
"
a topic which the present adversaries of an improved
is not," he says,

translation in English

employ now, which was not with the same

plausi-

the Vulgate,
at present in universal use in the Latin Church, and which was not also
employed against the English translation of James VI., that very version

bility

employed against Jerome's Latin

translation, called

On
which our adversaries on this article now so strenuously contend.
the other hand, there was not any plea which Jerome urged in support of
his attempt, or which the English translators urged in support of theirs,
that will not equally serve the purpose of any present or future well-meant
attempt of the like kind, and consequently that does not strike against
for

every measure which might effectually preclude any such attempt in time
In point of fact he anticipated the chief pleas put forward a

to come."

^

generation ago by Archbishop Trench, Dean Alford, Bishops Lightfoot
and Ellicott, and others in favour of Biblical revision, which led to the

execution of the Revised version.

and

Like these scholars, he was ready to

improve the Authorised version wherever it should be found
inexact
or insufficient.
He takes exception at once to the pracincorrect,
of
tice
King James's translators in varying too freely the rendering of the
alter

to

same Greek word as a sin against lucidity he complains of the opposite
fault, when they render Greek words clearly different in meaning by the
;

'

Works,

vol.

iii.,

p. 29.
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same English expression he regards it as desirable to define more
accurately, and to express with greater precision titles of honour, proper
names and technical terms and he points out quite a large number of
;

;

expressions which even in his day had changed their meaning or become archaisms, such as meat for food, coasts for territories, quick for
With a view to greater accuracy of rendering, he
living, and many more.
subjects a

and

tion,

number
this is

of

to a thorough and scholarly
investigathe most successful of his efforts at New Testa-

synonyms

among

We cannot help admiring the facility in grasping the
shades of meaning, and the skill in giving them suitable expression,
which are natural to the trained metaphysician and the author of the
ment

criticism.

finer

one minute and yet notable particular,
of
his critical investigations, he anticipated
which shows the thoroughness
He expresses strong dissatisfaction with the use
the revisers of 1881.
Philosophy of Rhetoric.

King James's

translators

In

have made of

supply words not in the
accommodate the expression to

italics to

original for the sake of perspicuity or to

One of the express rules of the Rewas
that
all
such
words, printed in italics, as are plainl}'
Company
in
the
and
implied
original,
necessary in the English, are to be printed in
common type. There was one department of revision in which Principal

the idiom of the English tongue.
vision

—

Campbell was, by the necessity of circumstances, behind our Revisers the
The Textus Receptus was still the
department of textual alteration.
standard authority, and although he could consult the Alexandrine Codex,
and several of the ancient versions, to correct its readings, he was not in
Yet he puts the doxology of the
a position to make many alterations.
Lord's Prayer in brackets because of
authorities, and with reference to the
a note exhibiting considerable

We

have dwelt

at

critical

its

omission

last

in so

many good critical
Mark he has

twelve verses of St.

judgment.

some length upon the

principles which

Campbell

followed in executing his translation of the four Gospels, because they
show his aptitude for the discussion of critical questions and the fulness
of his learning. The performance itself, however, decidedly disappoints
expectations.
of occasional

The

translation, notwithstanding the merit

and excellence

passages, cannot as a whole be pronounced a success.
the
that he had submitted the work before publication to
fact
Despite
his friend and colleague, Beattie, for criticism and emendation, especially
in

the matter of style, and that Beattie gave

him seventy or eighty quarto
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pages of remarks and suggestions,^ he fails conspicuously, when he deviates
from King James's translation, to maintain the rhythm and refinement
and simplicity of that incomparable version. Often, when greater precision has been sought after, the result is pedantic, and in other cases
the deviation from the standard version is so abrupt that it jars upon the
ear and sometimes offends the taste.

Here are a few out of a multitude
"

of examples that might be given In Matt. ii. 6, for Thou, Bethlehem, in
"
in
the land of Juda," we read "Thou, Bethlehem, in the Canton of Juda
:

;

"

Blessed are the poor in spirit," we read " Happy the poor
who repine not" in Matt, xviii. 35, for "So likewise shall My heavenly
Father do also unto you," we read " Thus will My Celestial Father treat
Matt.

V. 3, for

;

every one of you," a translation which Dr. Morison calls an outrage on
"
good taste in Mark x. 38, for Can ye be baptized with the baptism
;

am

we

"Can ye undergo an immersion like
Luke xvii. 20, for "The Kingdom of
God cometh not with observation," we read " The reign of God is not
that

I

baptized with?"

that which

I

must undergo?"

read
'in

in John xxi, 5, for "Children, have ye any
"
"
meat ? (" Children, have ye aught to eat ? R. V.) we read " My lads,
"
have ye any victuals ? A very fair and able reviewer in the MontJily

ushered in with parade";

Review, lygo, after praising highly the Dissertations, expresses disappointment regarding the Translation. "We are compelled to add,"
he says, "that the instances of a partial improvement of the old version
that its simplicity and energy have been freare comparatively few
;

quently injured without any change, or at least any material change, of
sense.
Colloquial and even vulgar expressions are sometimes substituted
while, on the other hand,
derived
from
the Latin, and uninwords
are
obscured
by
many passages
the
common
congregation nor can we suppress
telligible to a great part of
for others less dignified yet sufficiently plain

;

;

our opinion that to readers of learning and taste the general effect of this
translation will appear very inferior to that of our common version."

The

Translation

is

disappointing, but the Dissertations exhibit a

learning and a scholarship which have sufficed to rescue Principal
Of the Dissertations his colleague,
Campbell's labours from oblivion.
said that they were " really a
to
William
Sir
Forbes,
Beattie, writing
treasure of theological learning, exact criticism, and sound divinity,"
adding that they had given him more information in regard to what may
^

Beattie and his Friouis, pp. i86, igo.
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all the other books he had read.i
As
upon the Dissertations that Campbell's reputation as a Biblical critic
ultimately rests, it may be worth while to give some idea of their contents.
In the first Dissertation, on " The Language and Idiom of the New
Testament," he discusses the questions which have been raised in recent
There were scholars
times by Dr. Hatch in his Essays in Biblical Greek.

be called Scripture knowledge than
it

is

in Campbell's time

who thought

it

beneath the dignity of the record of

New Testament

revelation to admit that St. Paul's style and that of
other inspired writers was less classical than that of Plato, and who .set
down the deviations from cla.ssical models to Hebraisms or Syriacisms.

Against

this

Campbell properly

insists

that

Hellenistic

Greek cannot

be denominated a .separate language, or even dialect, when the
term dialect is conceived to imply peculiarities of declension and conjugastrictly

tion.

must

To understand

properly the idioms of the New Testament, we
the LXX, and not with it alone but

ourselves with

familiarise

with the spoken language of Palestine between the exile and the time of
Christ, which has greatly influenced the Greek translation of the Old

Testament and the New Testament also. Principal Campbell would have
been one of the readiest to appreciate and welcome the work of Dalman
and Deissmann, and others who have prosecuted just the kind of researches
which he suggests, and to avail himself of the copious materials offered

by the recently discovered papyri.
Throughout all the Dissertatio)is there runs a clear and powerful
Out of the homely style of the New Testament writers
apologetic vein.
he constructs a valuable argument.
"

"

The

writings of the

New

Testa-

the very expression and idiom an intense and

ment," he says,
carry in
evidence of their authenticity. They are such as in respect of
style could not have been written but by Jews, and hardly even by Jews
And
superior in rank and education to those whose names they bear.
irresistible

what greatly strengthens the argument is that under this homely garb
we find the most exalted sentiments, the closest rea.soning, the purest
morality, and the sublimest doctrine."
In the third Dissertation, which is remarkably fresh and able in its
treatment of the style and manner of the Evangelists, we feel the hand of
the author of the PhilosopJiy of Rhetoric. He brings out with great acumen
and with ample detail the characteristic of the sacred writers which we
^

Bcaitic

and

his Friends, pp. i8g, 190.

^

Vol.

iii.,

p. 43.
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might

and which he describes

call reserve,

from their narra-

as the absence

"
The historians," he says,
tives of the quality of style called animation.
"
speak of nothing, not even the most atrocious actions of our Lord's

persecutors, with

symptoms

of emotion

exclamation ever escapes them

;

no angry epithet or pathetic

not a word that betrays passion in the
In displaying
writer, or is calculated to excite the passions of the reader.
the most gracious as well as most marvellous dispensation of Providence

towards man,

all is

directed to

;

mend

his heart, nothing to

move

his pity or

be also produced, they are maniof
the
the
naked
festly
consequences
exposition of the facts and not of any
adventitious act in the writers, nay, not of any one term, not otherwise
kindle his resentment.

necessary,

employed

If these effects

for the purpose."
"

And

in

continuance of the same

Never could it be said of any preachers with
remark, he says
more truth than of them, that they preached not themselves but Christ
Jesus the Lord.
Deeply impressed with their Master's instructions, and
line of

:

far from affecting to be called Rabbi, or to be honoured of men as fathers
and teachers in things Divine, they never allowed themselves to forget that
they had only one Father who is in heaven and only one Teacher, the
The unimpassioned, yet not unfeeling manner wherein they
Messiah.
relate His cruel sufferings without letting one harsh or severe epithet escape
them reflecting on the conduct of His enemies is as unexampled as it is
inimitable, and forms an essential distinction between them and all who
have either gone before or followed them, literate or illiterate, artful or artYox if in the latter class, the illiterate, the artless
less, sceptical or fanatical.
and the fanatical, fury and hatred flame forth whenever opposition or con-

tradiction presents them with an occasion, the former, the literate, the artful
and the sceptical, are not less distinguishable for the supercilious and contemptuous manner in which they treat the opinions of religionists of all

The manner of

the Evangelists was equally removed from
making the least pretence to learning,
nowhere
affect
to
it
but, on the contrary, show a readiness
they
depreciate
to pay all due regard to every useful talent or acquisition." ^
And here

denominations.
both.

Add

to this that, without

;

again he draws the conclusion that the Christian hypothesis that they spoke
the truth and were under the influence of the Divine Spirit accounts for the
fact

and is the only hypothesis that does so.
His estimate of the early Christian Fathers well
1

Vol.

iii.,

p. 96.

attests his sanity
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In the fourth Dissertation he introduces the

"The

Fathers," he says, "are not entitled to our adoration,
subject.
If some of them are weak and
neither do they merit our contempt.
credulous, others of

them are both learned and

judicious.

In

what de-

pends purely on reason and argument, we ought to treat them with the
same impartiality as we do the moderns, carefully weighing what is said,
In what depends on testimony, they are in every case
not who says it.
wherein no particular passion can be suspected to have swayed them to
be preferred before modern interpreters or annotators. ... I do not see

we ought

to confide in the verdict of the Fathers as judges, but that we
an impartial hearing as, in many cases, the only comto
them
give
ought
witnesses.
And
petent
everybody must be sensible that the direct testi-

that

mony

of a plain

knowledge,
scholar

who

is

man

more

in

a matter which comes within the sphere of his

to be regarded than the subtle conjectures of an able

does not speak from knowledge but gives the conclusions he
own precarious reasonings, or from those of others." ^

has drawn from his

Principal of Marischal College would have made short work of the
sceptical critics who are ever on the outlook for difficulties and discrepan-

The

ambiguities and obscurities in the sacred writings. "If there has not
been," he says, "such a profusion of criticism on the obscurities and am-

cies,

biguities

which occur

in other authors,

it

is

to

be ascribed solely to this

circumstance that what claims to be revelation awakens a closer attention

and excites a more scrupulous examination than any other performance
Nor
which, how valuable soever, is infinitely less interesting to mankind.
is there a single principle by which our knowledge of the import of sacred
writ, especially in what relates to Jewish and Christian antiquities, could be
overturned that would not equally involve

all

ancient literature in universal

scepticism."
It would have been instructive to quote passages from his interesting
discussion of the influence of inspiration upon the style of the Scripture
writers, and similar subjects which he treats with his wonted acuteness.

We

can, however, only notice his treatment of
which shows his scholarship and his feeling for

New Testament synonyms
minute shades of difference

words to the greatest advantage. In the discussion of such synonyms as
and fxerajjieXecrdai, of ayco'i and ocriO'i, of KTjpvcrcreiv, evayyeXi^eii',
KarayyeWeii^ and hihdaKeiv he proves himself as great a master of the

in

fjueravoelv

iVol.

iii.,

pp. 102, 103.
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study of words and as resourceful a New Testament scholar as Archbishop
Trench whose Neiv Testament Synonyms is a standard authority. Nothing could be finer or more scholarly than the treatment of

a^io<i

and

ocrto9 and their Hebrew conjugates which he follows through fifteen pages.
One can hardly put aside the impression that Trench in his interesting
discussion of the same words draws not only from the same .sources as

Campbell, but though he does not mention Campbell's

name

indebted

is

to the Dissertation in question.

His Dissertations

will still

repay

peru.sal

and cannot

fail

to

evoke ad-

In
miration of the industry and scholarship and acuteness of the writer.
its day his critical work was scarcely less esteemed than his philosophical,

never attracted the same attention as his triumphant encounter
Hume. Dr. T. Hartwell Home, whose Introduction was long re-

though
with

it

garded as the standard authority on the New Testament writings, pronounced upon Campbell's Translation and Dissertations the following
judgment: "The extensive circulation of this valuable work which has
placed the author high in the rank of Biblical critics, sufficiently attests
the esteem in which it is held.
Although his version has not altogether
answered the expectations entertained of it, yet the notes which accompany it form an excellent philosophical commentary on the four Evan-

and the Dissertations are a treasure of sacred criticism." That
Principal Campbell's Dissociations were of value to thoughtful students
long after their first publication may be noticed from biographical and
other records.
For example. Principal Story in his Life of Dr. Robert
Lee, the first Professor of Biblical Criticism and Biblical Antiquities in
Edinburgh University, quotes from his diary, while still only a student, an
entry to the effect that he had derived information from Campbell's Dissertations which would enable him to peruse the Greek Testament, the
It is a
Septuagint, and even the Hebrew Bible with great advantage.
tribute to the estimation in which his New Testament labours were held
that the Translation and Dissertations went through seven editions between 1790 and 1840 the quotations given above being taken from
the Works of George Campbell, D.D., L\K.S., in six volumes, published in

gelists

;

—

London, 1840.

The

labours of Principal Campbell in the field of Biblical learning were

continued with equal industry and scholarship, though with less distinction

and success by

his

younger contemporary

in

King's College, Dr.

GILBERT
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Gerard.

Gilbert Gerard was the distinguished son of a distinguished
Alexander Gerard, Professor of Divinity, first in Marischal then
in King's College, and one of the founders of the Philosophical Society,
Whilst still minister of
along with Thomas Reid and George Campbell.
the English Reformed Church in Amsterdam Gilbert Gerard had been
created D.D. of King's College, and in 1790 he was appointed Professor of
Greek in King's College.
On the death of his father in 1795 he was
elected Professor of Divinity, and held the Chair till his death in 181 5.
As part of his Divinity course he was wont to deliver lectures on Biblical
father, Dr.

Criticism, to

which then, and

for

long

after,

no Chair was appropriated.

It

into this subject that he seems to have thrown his strength, and the
fruit of his stiidies is preserved to us in a volume of Institutes of Bibli-

was

was issued in 1808. Of his
work gives a very favourable impression. That he was
equally at home in Greek and the Semitic tongues is clear from the lectures,
which cover both the Old and New Testament. He had grasped the bearings of Textual Criticism and shows discrimination in his judgments upon
cal Criticism, the second edition of which

scholarship this

various readings, noticing the doxology of the Lord's Prayer, the text of
the Heavenly Witnesses in St. John's First Epistle, and other controverted

His chief authorities are Richard Simon, J. D. Michaelis
(translated by Marsh, to whom the volume is dedicated), Lowth and
Lightfoot, for Old Testament subjects, while for the New Testament he
refers to Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach, with Macknight and occasionally Campbell for the
Gospels and Epistles. The work made the impression of great
learning and sound scholarship upon his contemporaries, and it is favour"
ably reviewed in the Scots Magazine for 1809. As an attempt to reduce
the general principles and rules of Sacred Criticism to a regular system,"
which was the author's purpose, it is highly meritorious, but the form in
which he presents the subject, as heads of his class lectures, in numbered
readings.

paragraphs reaching up to 1,253, leaves us with a dry and hard skeleton
rather than a body of flesh and blood.
His eminence as a Churchman
may be gathered from the fact that he was one of his Majesty's Chaplains

and Moderator of the General Assembly

him in
With the

before

in

1803, as his father

1764.
close of Dr. Gilbert Gerard's career

we

had been

are brought

down

to

the verge of the modern period, when men of note were
growing into fame
whom people of middle age still remember. In Marischal College Prin-
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cipal Campbell \vas succeeded in his Chair and in the Principalship by Dr.
William Laurence Brown, who had studied in Holland and had held a
Chair in the University of Utrecht, which made him a Doctor of Divinit}'.
He was a formidable debater and a voluminous writer, but published

His son, afterwards Dr. R. J. Brown, was
nothing on Biblical Criticism.^
minister of Drumblade till he was appointed to the Chair of Greek in
"
He
Dorian ".
Marischal, where he was known among his students as the

from his Chair at the fusion in i860 and survived to 1872, having
been Moderator of the Free Church in 1846. Principal W. L. Brown was
followed in the Chair of Divinity by Dr. Black, then minister of Tarves,
who was one of the deputation, including Rev. Dr. Keith of St. Cyrus, Rev.
retired

M. McCheyne of Dundee, and Rev. Dr. Andrew Bonar, appointed by the
General Assembly in 1838 to visit the Jewish communities in the East, with
a view to the establishment of a Jewish Mission.
Dr. Black had contested
R.

the Chair of Divinity in King's College with Dr. Duncan Mearns, and had
acquitted himself so well that the University bestowed upon him while still

a probationer the Degree of D.D. He joined the Free Church at the DisiTiption in 1843 ^"<^ was made Professor of Exegetics in the New College,

Edinburgh. He was a man of remarkable linguistic acquirements, and it
was said of him, and of his friend and latterly colleague, the well-known
Rabbi Duncan, that the two of them together could ha\e spoken their

way to the great wall of China.
came Professor of Divinity in

At the Disruption Dr. W. R. Pirie beMarischal College, in i860 Professor of

United University, and in 1877 its PrinciIn
Duncan Alearns succeeded Dr. Gerard as
Dr.
pal.
King's College
Professor of Divinity, and occupied the Chair till his death in 1852, his
Ecclesiastical History in the

Rabbi Duncan, who
strength lying in the field of Christian Evidences.
was a student under him, has left a remarkable record of Dr. Mearns'
teaching and influence. "Time was," he said, "when I was so sunk in
There is no
atheism that once on seeing a horse I said to myself
difference between that horse and me
But Dr. Mearns brought me
out of that, and I have never since doubted the existence of a personal,
But he convinced me besides of the truth of the Bible
living God.
as a historical record.
So I have come to believe in the Jewish
'

:

'.

1

For

his

powers

in

debate see his Speech delivered in the General Assembly on the quesKingsbarns of Professor Arnot, D.D., of St. Mary's College, St.

tion of the Settlement at

Andrews.
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Duncan was
religion and in Christianity as the complement of it."
led on to the full acceptance of all the doctrines of grace, but he always

named Mearns, David Brown

Professor and Principal in
and Malan (the famous Caesar Malan of
Geneva), as the three men to whom he had been most indebted.^
Professor Mearns was succeeded in the Chair of Divinity by his sonin-law. Dr. Robert Macpherson, then minister of Forres. Like Dr. Gilbert
Gerard and Principal Campbell, he endeavoured to secure time from the

Aberdeen Free Church

(afterwards

College),

more strictly theological subjects of his course for the critical interpretaThe
tion of Scripture and for lectures on the New Testament Canon.
Epistle to the Romans was a book on which he lectured, and the volume,
published after his death, on the Resurrection of Jesus Christ is sufficient
voucher for his scholarship and his critical gifts.
In this volume he deals
with Baur, Strauss and Renan, whose works were at the time doing so
much to unsettle the faith on the Continent and even in this country. Dr.

Macpherson subjected, in particular, Strauss's Neiv Life offcsus to examinaand refutation in a manner not unworthy of the traditions of Aberdeen
In a Memoir prefixed to the volume and
scholarship and philosophy.

tion

Principal P. C. Campbell, D.D., notice is taken of his
"
in this direction
For several years," says the Memoir, " he devoted

written

work

by the

late

:

Sacred Hermeneutics much more time and attention than is usually
done by Theological Professors.
As a Biblical scholar his attainments

to

were of the highest order. His remarks in reference to the exercises of his
students on the original text of the Hebrew Scriptures show how full}'
and successfully he had for himself investigated the meaning of important

and difficult passages and in familiarity with the text of the Greek New
Testament and with all questions relative to the authenticity and criticism
While
of its various parts, he had probably no superior in Scotland.
turn
own
naturally led in this direction as a student and a teacher by his
of mind and by the academical traditions of Aberdeen, he was even more
;

so

by the consideration that such

studies, at all times necessary to enable

its true import, have become in our
the
able
and popular opponents." After
chosen
battlefield
its
most
of
day
the institution in the University in i860 of a separate Chair of Biblical
Criticism, Dr. Macpherson restricted himself mainly to Systematic The-

the friends of Revelation to determine

ology, with a certain measure of regret
^

it is

believed, as his predilections

David Broivn, D.D., LL.D., by Professor

Blaikie, pp. 30

ff.
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were

distinctly in favour of criticism,

and

in particular, of

New

Testament

Studies.

The Union

of the Colleges in i860 forms the starting-point of the
of
the University.
history
By the retirement of Dr. R. J. Brown
in that year, Professor W. D. Geddes became sole Professor of Greek in

modern

the United University.
Appointed to the Greek Chair of King's College
in 1855, at a time when Greek scholarship had fallen somewhat low, he at
once communicated to it new life.
His name, and that of Melvin, our
great Latinist, will, for generations to come, be associated as the chief
factors in the classical renaissance in the North.

Greek

Grammar and

his edition of the

By

the publication of his

Phtvdo of Plato, he stepped at once

Greek scholars, and his gifts as a teacher of
Greek awakened new enthusiasm for the study. During his thirty years
tenure of the Chair he gave an impetus to the study of Greek in the North,
which it had never known before, and which has not yet spent its force.
While he opened up to his students new vistas into the poetry and philosophy of Greece, with Homer and Plato as the chief figures, he was a
into the foremost rank of

devout and accomplished New Testament scholar, and delighted to import into the study of the Greek tragedians, or of Plato, New Testament
An incident of the
parallels, and illustrations from the Gospels or St. Paul.
closing days of his life is not unworthy of mention in this connection.
Only two days before his death, early in February, 1900, he had attended
in his capacity as Principal the concluding lecture of a series on Pastoral

Theology delivered by the Rev. J. Stewart Wilson, D.D., of New Abbey,
and expressing his appreciation, and by way
who were looking forward to the work of
the ministry, he referred to the words " God hath not given us the
spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind" (2 Tim. i. 7).
They were, we believe, his last public utterance in the University, and they
were the words of the text of Principal George Campbell's famous sermon,

to the students of Divinity,
of encouragement to those

TJie Spirit

thusiasm.

of the Gospel, a Spirit neither of Superstition nor of EnTo the scholarly ideals and eminent gifts of Sir William

Geddes as Professor of Greek, New Testament Scholarship, as well as
North will stand for long indebted.
As far back as 1826 a Universities Commission had reported that in

Classical Scholarship in the

order to afford a complete course of Divinity there should be in each of
the Scottish Universities a Professorship of Systematic Theology, a Pro-
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fessorship of Oriental Languages, a Professorship of Church History, and
No legislative enactment to carry
a Professorship of Biblical Criticism.
out the finding of the Commission followed upon the report, and the de-

siderated Chairs of Biblical Criticism

Assembly adopted an overture

"

still

tarried.

In 1838 the General

Anent the importance of

establishing and
endowing a Professorship of Biblical Criticism," which was sent down to
Presbyteries, and with the approbation of a majority of them enacted in

1839 '"^° ^ standing law of the Church.
follows

"

Whereas

The Act

of Assembly ran as

of the

highest consequence to the character,
influence and efficiency of the ministers of the Church that no branch of
theological study should be neglected or superficially cultivated, and
:

it

is

whereas there

is not at present any sufficient
security or provision for
the
of
Biblical
conducted
as
an essential part of the
Criticism
having
study
in
of
course
our
the
General
Universities,
any
theological
Assembly direct

that all practicable efforts shall be made for establishing a Professorship of
that department of sacred learning in every one of the Universities of
and further the General Assembly enact and ordain that after
Scotland
.

.

.

the institution and

endowment of such

additional Chair for giving instruction

in Biblical Criticism, all students of Divinity, in

required

to give regular attendance

every University, shall be
on the lectures and other exercises

during two years of their attendance at the Divinity Hall ". The time,
The Ten
however, was not favourable for the institution of new Chairs.
Years' Conflict was running its course, and was to culminate in the DisNotwithstanding, the movement for new Chairs was not
In 1846 a Chair of Biblical Criticism and Biblical
altogether resultless.
Antiquities was instituted by the Crown in Edinburgh University, and the
first incumbent. Dr. Robert Lee, who was also minister of Old Greyfriars,
ruption of 1843.

was appointed one of the three Deans of the Chapel Royal, the terms of
"
so long as he shall hold the office of Professor of
the gift to him being
Biblical Criticism and Biblical Antiquities in the University of Edinburgh,
and to his successors in office ". For more than a decade nothing was done
to give complete effect to recommendations strongly supported by academic and ecclesiastical authorities alike.
It was left to the Universities Commission, appointed under the Act
of Parliament of 1858 amid many other important changes, to i)rovide
What the Commission of 1 826 recommended as to all
the lacking Chair.
the Universities, the Act of 1858 rendered imperative as to the University
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of Aberdeen, for it enacted that in the Faculty of Divinity there should
be Professors of Systematic Theology, of Oriental Languages, of Church
History, and of Biblical Criticism, But the Commissioners appointed under
the Act held it to be most important that provision should be made for
the establishment of the necessary Chair in the other Universities as well.

In Edinburgh, as we have seen, a Chair of Biblical Criticism with adequate
endowment was already provided. In St. Andrews the second of the
two Professors of Divinity was to be made Professor of Biblical Criticism,

and

In Glasgow and Aberdeen funds had to be

to be styled accordingly.

found for the new Chair.

In view of the difficulty of obtaining further
for such a purpose, the Commissioners fell back

grants of public money
upon the precedent already set to them in Edinburgh and had recourse
This Deanery
to the revenues of the Deanery of the Chapel Royal.
which, before the abolition of Episcopacy in Scotland, had been attached
See of Dunblane, fell on that event to the Crown, and the revenues

to the

had been expended since that time in grants to three of the Crown Chaplains, who were commonly called Deans of the Chapel Royal, and divided
Besides Dr. Robert Lee, the Chapthe revenues equally among them.
of
lains in 1858 were Principal Lee,
Edinburgh (who had been Professor
of Moral Philosophy in King's College, Aberdeen, for the brief period of
Session 1820-21), and Dr. Norman Macleod, of St. Columba, Glasgow,

When the revenues
Barony.
should
be
set free by the
equal proportions
deaths of the present holders, they were to be disposed of as follows
One-third was to remain with the Chair of Biblical Criticism in
Edinburgh University, in terms of the foundation of 1 846 and the

father of

Dr.

Norman Macleod,

which they received

of the

in

:

;

remaining two-thirds were to be applied to the Chair of Systematic
Theology in Edinburgh, the Chair of Church History in St. Andrews,

and the new Chairs of Biblical Criticism in Glasgow and Aberdeen, the
incumbents of which were each to receive a sixth part of the entire
revenues of the Deanery.
By the death of the venerable Principal Lee
his
of
revenues
the
Chaplaincy were available before the Report of the
Commissioners was issued.

In

Aberdeen

in

addition to the sixth part of

the Deanery revenues, a Parliamentary grant, formerly voted annually to
the Principal, the emoluments of the Murray Chapel Lectureship, and the
class fees,

were to go to increase the emoluments of the Professor. By
Crown was constituted patron, and in 860 the

the Universities Act, the

1
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William Milligan, M.A., minister of the parish of Kilconquhar in
was appointed the first Professor of Divinity and Biblical Criticism

University of Aberdeen.^
Professor Milligan has so recently passed away that little needs to be
said to revive his memory in the University and in the Church of Scotin the

Born in Edinburgh in 1821,
amid
the
he grew up to manhood
plain living and high thinking of a
Fifeshire manse, his father having become minister of Elie in 1832.
He
which he was so great an ornament.

land, of

entered the
in

graduated
promise.

University of St. Andrews at the age of fourteen, and
Arts when just eighteen, after a College career of high

He

studied

Edinburgh, just as the

Divinity partly in St. Andrews and partly in
Years' Conflict was coming to its crisis in the
In 1844 he was ordained to the ministry of the

Ten

Disruption of 1843.
Church of Scotland in the parish of Cameron, whence he was translated in
1850 to the parish of Kilconquhar, both in the county of Fife. Having

found

it

necessary from considerations of health to rest from parochial labour
he went to Germany and took advantage of the leisure to

for a year,

attend the University of Halle, laying there the foundation of that knowledge of German which proved of such service to him in his later studies.

The

duty among an attached and devoted
and
the
people,
systematic prosecution of Biblical studies, formed an
excellent preparation for the work of a Theological Chair.
He had
for
Kitto's
written
some
articles
scholarly
already
Journal of Sacred
a
in
his
to
860
and
Chair
Literature,
opened up to him a
appointment
and
for which he was
career which was in the highest degree congenial,
In 1861 his Alma Mater conferred upon him the
thoroughly equipped.
He was an excellent Greek scholar, and in the Univerdegree of D.D.
sity he encouraged the love and study of the Greek Testament by Sunday
morning readings for students of all Faculties, which were greatly appreOf Syriac he had also a working knowledge, acquired under
ciated.
faithful discharge of pastoral

1

summer vacation in Germany.
was
that of Biblical Criticism, Dr. Milligan
Although
con-^
In this he acted in accordance
fined himself to New Testament studies.
with the practice of the occupants of the new Chairs, with the solitary
" Biblical
Criticism and Bibexception of Edinburgh, where the designation
lical Antiquities^' appears to require special attention to Old Testament
Professor Roediger during a
his Chair

'

For the above particulars, see Scottish Universities Commission Reports, 1858.
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It was the time when Renan and Strauss were making
subjects as well.
their attacks upon the Christian faith and its records, and Dr. Milligan
set himself with all the resources at his command to meet their assaults.

The

mapped out for his class included a careful study of the
the other books of the New Testament, as far as time perand
Gospels
the
\\'ith
Canon of New Testament Scripture, and readings in the
mitted,
To Textual Criticism he gave
Apostolic Fathers from time to time.
attention at a time when it was by no means so prominent a study as it
has since become. But the doctrinal and practical side of New Testament
course

study was more in accordance with his bent of mind than the critical.
This soon became manifest from papers which he contributed to the
theological magazines, such as the Journal of Sacred Literature and the
Expositor, as well as to other magazines like the Contemporary Revieiv,
the British and Foreign Evangelical Revieiv, and the Sjinday Magazine.
When the revision of the Authorised version was determined upon, and the

Convocation of Canterbury

in

members

of

to co-operate with

1870 invited scholars of other Communions
its own body in its learned and responsible

was one of those summoned to the task, and naturally
Testament
the
New
Company. In this capacity he became assojoined
ciated with Bishop Ellicott, the Chairman of the New Testament Company,
Bishops Lightfoot and Westcott, Professor Hort, Dr. W. F. Moulton,
labours, Dr. Milligan

Professor Alexander Roberts, and other well-known scholars.

Of

his

share in the work of revision, there are friendly notices in the recently
published lives of Bishop Westcott and Dr. Hort, and warm testimony has

been borne to his helpfulness by Dr. Moulton and others who sat along
with him in the Jerusalem Chamber at Westminster. The revised New
Testament was issued hi 1 881, and in 1882, partly no doubt as a compliment

on the completion of the work, Dr. Milligan was chosen Moderator of the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. For the duties of this high
office he was admirably fitted, by proved business aptitude as well as large
experience in the Church Courts. The General Assembly had already
trecognised his gifts in this direction by choosing him as its Depute Clerk
in 1875, and, on the death of Principal Tulloch, appointing him Principal
Clerk in 1 886.

He

had now entered upon a career of literary activity which estabeminence as a Biblical scholar and added to the lustre of the
In co-operation with the late Professor Roberts of St.
University.

lished his
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in 1873 a little book on The Woi-ds of the New
Smith's Dictionary of Christian Biography and the EnIn 1875 ^e joined
cydopcEciia Briiannica he was a valued contributor.
on
Moulton
a
St.
¥.
in
Dr. W.
commentary
John's Gospel which was

Andrews he published

To

Testament.

"
He had as his message to the age," it has been said
published in 1881.
It was a true affinity
of him, "the interpretation of the beloved disciple.

him to St. John." But it was by the series of
works on The Resurrection of Our Lord, The Ascension and Heavenly
Priesthood of Our Lord, and Tlie Revelation of St. fohn that he may be
said to have really influenced theological progress in the nineteenth
His work on The Resurrection of Our Lord (delivered as the
century.
Published in
Croall Lectures, 1879-80) has become a theological classic.
It
1 88 1 a second
edition was called for in 1883 and a third in 1890.
and
The
attracted attention from the first,
especially in Anglican circles.
first three lectures of the volume are occupied with a presentation of the
Nature and the Evidence of the Resurrection as a historical fact, and with
of nature that attracted

a description of the theories propounded by opponents to account for the
belief of it in the Early Church.
The lectures are an excellent marshalling
of the evidences for this vital and

momentous

fact.

But

is

it

the three

further lectures that evidence so strikingly Dr. Milligan's power of deep
and reverent thought, and his originality and freshness as a theologian.

He

strongly enforces the Scripture doctrine of the mystical union betu^een
"
This doctrine," he says, " of the union between
Christ and His people.
the Lord Jesus Christ and His people is the central doctrine of the New

Testament,

It

may

well be doubted whether

of the Church in our day as

upon

it

than

we

The

do.
in

it

ought to

it is

be.

as

Our

much

mystical union, as they called it,
it holds in ours.

their thoughts than

prominent place
popular language of

mind
more
held a far more

before the

forefathers dwelt

We

speak

in

justification, adoption and sanctification, together
with the benefits that accompany or flow from them, as if these were
several parts of a process by which we are brought near to Christ and in
which we are united to Him. But that is not the order of things either in

Scripture or in the standards of our own Church.
They are not steps
He
Him they are deductions from what we have in Him."

that lead to

proceeds to show
derives

its

^

;

how from

this

character and scope,
'

union with the Risen Lord the Christian

its

separation from the world,

The Resurrection of Our Lord,
15

p. i6i.

its

life

consecration
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God, and

entrance upon the freedom wherewith Christ makes His
nourishment
and strength and its hope of immortality. In
people
the last lecture he applies the conclusions he has reached to the Church and
her mission to the world, setting forth the New Testament ideal of the Church
in her unity and spirituality^ and world-wide scope with a persuasiveness
to

its

free, its

and attractive. "What the Church ought to possess,"
which the eye can see.
If she is to be a witness to
her Risen Lord, she must do more than talk of unity, more than console
herself with the hope that the world will not forget the invisible bond by
which it is pleaded that all her members are bound together into one.
which

he

is

convincing-

says, "is a unity

Visible unity in one form or another is an essential mark of faithfulness." ^
There is no doubt that if higher conceptions of the Church have come to
us, and if the longing has become more keen for a unity
bring to an end the ecclesiastical jealousies and strifes that have
so long marred the fair face of our Scottish Christendom, the result is
in no small degree due to Dr. Milligan's able, and
spiritual, and convincing

among

prevail

which

will

treatise.

His work on The Resurrection was followed

in

1886 by TJie Re-

Jo/i!/, delivered as the Baird Lectures of the preceding year.
This subject had occupied his interest and his thoughts ever .since his visit
to Berlin in 1865, where, through his intercourse with Professor Piper, he

velation of St.

had become attracted to Christian Symbolism. It was the subject of frequent papers from his pen in The Expositor and other magazines, and in
"
Commentaiy on the Apocalypse in Schaff' s Comnientary on the New
Testament (published by Messrs. T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1883), he
was able to investigate it still more thoroughly. Accordingly his lectures

his

"

on The Revelation of St. fohn are a remarkably able and thorough piece
of work, and conspicuously free from the extravagances of interpretation
that mar so many expositions of this precious but difficult book of Holy
literary perception and exegetical ingenuity
there are spiritual sympathy and insight going
hand in hand with patient labour and discriminating scholarship to the

Scripture.

in Dr.

There

is

more than

Milligan's lectures

fulfilment of their task.

;

Although

it

has not attracted the same amount

of attention as his book on The Resurrection his book on

Tlie Revelation

equally valuable as a contribution to Biblical scholarship and Biblical
On the same high plane of thought is his third work in this
theology.
series
The Ascension and Heavenly Priesthood of Our Lord a second
is

—

—

'

Op,

cit., p.

206.
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It is a continuation and excourse of Baird Lectures delivered in 1891.
tension of his previous studies, and is the natural sequel to his work on TJie
Resurrection as well as the complete presentation of views which he had

Here again
dealt with in a fragmentary way in theological magazines.
we find the same spiritual insight and the same practical aim of lifting up
the actual

life

and thought and work and worship of the Church of the

present day to a higher level and a closer conformity with the Risen Life
and Heavenly Ministry of her exalted Lord. It is matter of regret that
a further continuation of this line of studies and their application to the
Epistle to the

Hebrews were broken

off

by

his death.

He

had already

published in TJie Expositor and elsewhere special studies on difficult passages, and he was engaged with a commentary on the Epistle which was

when the busy brain and hand were stayed by
we have already named we should mention his

just approaching completion

death.
"

Besides the works

Revelation

of

"

"

in Tlie

Bible Characters

Expositor
"

s

Bible

of Elijah in a useful series
and Discussions on the ApoHis articles and
features of that book.
;

his Life

published by Nisbet

;

being essays on the literary
in
He resigned
theological and other magazines are very numerous.
papers
his Chair in 1893, and had just taken up residence in Edinburgh when on

calypse,

nth December,

His last published paper was
In
a notice of Professor Hort in The Expository Times early in 1893.
1894 there was posthumously issued a volume entitled The Resurrection
of the Dead, comprising articles he had previously published in Tlie
He had lived a busy and in many ways a full
Expositor and elsewhere.
He was honoured in the University in which he was for many years
life.
Secretary of Senatus, and in the Church which he served devotedly and
1893, he passed to his

rest.

He left his mark upon theological
and
are
there
North,
many ministers of the Church, and
some occupying theological Chairs, who look back with gratitude and affection to their old professor who gave them a deep love of the New Testament and opened up to them its stores of spiritual nourishment and truth.^
On the death of Dr. Milligan, the Rev. David Johnston, D.D., minister

which raised him

to her highest offices.

learning in the

of Harray, in Orkney, was appointed to the Chair of Biblical Criticism.
Dr. Johnston was not without scholarly attainments, but they lay rather
in the Semitic field.
Unfortunately his treatment of Biblical subjects
1
For details reference has been made to an In Memoriaiii privately printed by the Aberdeen University Press, 1894.
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awakened

dissatisfaction

among

his students.

The

result

was

that the

University authorities found it necessary to intervene and to provide a
course of lectures on New Testament Exegesis superseding the prelec-

During the Sessions from 1896 to 1899,
by appointment of the University Court, the late Very Rev. Paton J.
tions of Professor Johnston.

Gloag, D.D., previously of Galashiels, and now retired from the active
duties of the pastorate, acted as Lecturer on Biblical Criticism.
Dr.
Gloag, who has recently passed away, was a ripe scholar and an able New
Testament exegete, who had written valuable Introductions to the books of
the New Testament and other works of merit, and his services were greatly
appreciated by the students and acknowledged by the University authorities.
Before the commencement of Session 1 899-1 900 Dr. Johnston had
Before his commission as
died, and the present Professor was appointed.
Professor of Biblical Criticism was issued the University authorities considered the propriety of addressing the Secretary for Scotland with the
suggestion that the new incumbent of the Chair should consider himself

department of New Testament Exegesis and Criticism.
was found, however, that such a change could not be effected in the
designation of the Chair except by a new Ordinance, and the matter was
restricted to the
It

same

position as before.
would not be right to pass from the occupants of University Chairs
without some reference to a Professor whose official field was Hebrew and
left in

the

It

Old Testament, but whose studies embraced the New Testament also
Forbes, LL.D., D.D, Dr. Forbes, in connection with
the Old Testament Studies, in which he was a master, had accepted and

the

— Professor John

applied to the Old, and the
lelism in

Hebrew

poetry.

New as well. Bishop Lowth's discovery oi paralHe held that this characteristic pervades the

New

Testament, and when properly applied enables us to follow the conIn the Sermon on the
nection and meaning of the Apostolic writers.

Mount, and in other of our Lord's discourses, and in the Epistles to the
Romans and Galatians, Dr. Forbes discovers this principle and shows how
it lends impressiveness and beauty as well as perspicuity to many passages.
In his works on The Symmetrical Structure of Scripture and his Analytical
Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans^ he vindicates and applies the
As an aid to interpretation the principle has value, whether
principle.
or not it has all the value attributed to it.
Dr. Forbes shows himself in
and
in the New a devout and
work
both
in
Testament
the Old
all his
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reverent student whose stores of erudition are inexhaustible, and whose
conscientious labour is worthy of the highest praise.

We

have now concluded our sketch as

of University Chairs

entrusted

more or

far as
less

it

concerns the occupants

directly with

University
cannot, however, be regarded as complete without some notice
of scholars, both within and outside the academic circle, whose labours in
this field have reflected honour upon the University.
Of scholars within
Studies.

It

who have contributed to the progress of New Testament
we have already named the late Principal, Sir William D. Geddes,

the University
learning

whose services to Classical Studies, and especially to the study of Greek,
have also served the cause of New Testament Science. And Aberdeen
University possesses in Professor W. M. Ramsay, one of her own alumni,
a scholar who has laid New Testament students everywhere under the
His learned labours we trust will be long continued,
deepest obligations.
and therefore it is not necessary to enlarge upon them here. It is sufficient
to say that in almost every department of New Testament study he has
performed distinguished service. In the field of Textual Criticism he was
one of the first, in his works on The CJuircJi in tlie Roman Empire and .S7.

Paul

the Traveller, to recognise the value of Codex Besce ; in Historical
Criticism he has revolutionised the interpretation of some parts of the Acts
of the Apostles and of St. Paul's Epistles by his advocacy of the South

Galatian theory, in which his expert studies as a traveller and an archaeand a historian have enabled him to establish his position against
scholars like Lightfoot and others almost beyond challenge in Exegesis and

ologist

;

Interpretation his Historical

Commentary on Galatians and

his Letters to

Seven Cluirches are works of permanent value. Of his more strictly
scientific work in Archaeology and Epigraphy this is hardly the place to
speak, but its bearing upon the history and literature of the New Testathe

ment

is

known

to

all

of satisfaction to the

students of the early Christian centuries. It is matter
many students of theology who are indebted to him

that the University of Edinburgh has bestowed upon him, though a layman, the compliment, rare if not unparalleled in Scotland, of the Degree of

Doctor of Divinity.

When we

pass outside the strictly academic circle there are notable
have
well worthy of recognition here.

names of Aberdeen alumni

We

mentioned the name of Dr. Black, who in 1816 contested, while still a pro.
bationer, the Chair of Divinity in King's College, and who filled that Chair
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Marischal from 1831 to 1843, when he joined the Free Church, and was
appointed Professor of New Testament Exegesis in the New College,

in

Among his intimate friends whom we have already menEdinburgh.
tioned as coming under the influence of Professor Mearns was David
Brown, afterwards Professor of New Testament Exegesis in the Free
He also had left the Church of
College, and latterly its Principal.
chosen minister of Free St.
and
in
was
the
at
Scotland
1843
Disruption,
Church

He

proved himself specially
interested in exegetical study, and had come under the fascination of that
During his Glasgow
prince of commentators, John Albrecht Bengel.
ministry his studies bore fruit in two works one on the Second Advent,

James's

in

Glasgow.

had, as a

student,

—

and the other a Commentary on the Gospels. The former passed through
seven editions, and has been truly pronounced by a competent authority.
Professor J, Agar Beet, "a noble example of careful Biblical research".

The

other, however, has

been the chief foundation of his fame as a Biblical

forms part of a succinct commentary on the whole Bible,
expositor.
projected by Messrs. Collins & Sons, Glasgow, in which the late Rev. Dr.
Jamieson, of St. Paul's, Glasgow, and Canon Fausset, of York, were his
It

Dr.

coadjutors.

had to

Brown had undertaken the whole New Testament, but
It is no
the Acts and Romans.

restrict himself to the Gospels,

reflection

upon the other portions of the Commentary

to say

that

Dr.

Brown's part is the most popular and helpful of the whole. In Great
Britain and America the Commentary had great vogue, and is still of value.
In conciseness and point, in felicity of expression, and in fine exegetical tact,

and

in spiritual feeling,

many

Dr. Brown's Commentary

of the qualities of his master

is

ideal,

having in

To

in this

it

the

department, Bengel.
an excellent study of
Romans, and to Dr. Schafifs well-known Commentary he contributed an

series of Bible Class

Handbooks he

later contributed

When in 1857 there was a
exposition of the Epistles to the Corinthians.
in
the
Free
Church
of
in
the
Chair
vacancy
College, Aberdeen,
Exegesis
Dr. Brown was appointed, having Apologetics and Church History besides,
His lectures on Exegesis were specially interesting, and he
attention both to Textual Criticism and Introduction,
Dr.

as his subjects.

gave much
Robertson

Nicoll,

one of

his students, has left

it

on record that "he was a

great exegete in his way, competent in scholarship, well acquainted with
relative literature, and always with a mind of his own.
He had a fine perof
of
his
the
devotional
ardour
and
the
feeling gave life
spiritual,
ception
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and freshness to his teaching.
He practically confined himself to the
and
their
never
to lose its wonder for him." It was
seemed
story
Gospels,
that
a
scholar
of
Dr.
Brown's
fitting
gifts and eminence should be invited
to become a member of the New Testament Revision Committee, and considering the distance and his time of life, he gave exemplary attendance at
its
In 1876 he became Principal of the College, and in 1885, at
sittings.
the age of 82, he was chosen Moderator of the Free Church General
Assembly. To the end he remained a diligent student of Holy Scripture,
and when in 1897, at the age of 94, he laid down his earthly burden, his
eye was not dimmed nor his natural force abated.
It is

up the career of Principal David Brown with a
modern scholar of the foremost rank, and a dis-

natural to follow

notice of his successor, a

tinguished alumnus of the University, Principal STEWART D. F. Salmond,
After a highly distinguished
D.D., who has very recently passed away.
career

at

the

University of Aberdeen, and theological studies in the
Aberdeen, and in the University of Erlangen,

Free Church College,
Dr.

Salmond acted

for three years as University Assistant to Professor

Geddes, where his accurate and extensive Greek scholarship made him an
invaluable guide to students.
On two different occasions afterwards he
renewed his direct connection with the University, as Examiner in Classics

and for the B.D. Degree respectively.
In 1865 he was called to the charge
of the Free Church of Barry, in Forfarshire, and there still maintaining his
habits as a student, he translated the works of Hippolytus, Julius Africanus,
and others of the Fathers, for Messrs. T. & T. Clark's Ante-Nicene Library,

and

Augustine by the same publishers he transof the Evangelists and other pieces.
In 1876, on the
advancement of Dr. David Brown to the Principalship, he was appointed
for the valuable edition of

lated the

Harmony

Professor of Systematic Theology and New Testament Exegesis in the
In 1883 he contributed the "Commentary on the

Free Church College,
"

Epistles of St. Peter to Schaff' s Commentary on the New Testament, and
in 1889 the "Commentary on the Epistle of St. Jude" to the Pulpit
In 1895 he published his Cunningham Lectures on The
Cojnmentary.
Christian Doctrine of Immortality, a massive treatise which at once
became the standard work on the subject.
In this volume he handles

with ample scholarship and great fulness of knowledge the great ethnic
beliefs on the subject and the Old Testament
preparation for the full disclosure of the doctrine in Christ, and then proceeds to set forth Christ's
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teaching, and that of St. Paul and the other Apostolic writers on this great

theme, dealing in a concluding book with the doctrines of Annihilation
and Conditional Immortality and other modern views. In 1904, shortly
before he was laid down with his last illness, there appeared in the third

volume of The Expositor' s Greek Testatnent a Commentary by him on
the Epistle to the Ephesians, which for exact scholarship, exegetical skill,
and practical helpfulness, is worthy to rank with the best contributions to
it belongs.
He was Editor of a series of Bible
Class Primers, published by T. & T. Clark, to which he contributed several
himself, and he was one of the Editors of the International Library of

the valuable series to which

Theology promoted by the same publishers.
Editor of The Critical Review^ which ceased

He

was

for several years

to exist with his death,

and

performed a great service to the world of Biblical scholarHis contributions to Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible WQve numerous

in this capacity
ship.

and all marked by the thoroughness and accuracy characteristic of the
man. It happened as a matter of course that on the death of Principal
David Brown in 1897 he stepped into the vacant office, and filled it with
advantage to the highest interests of theological learning in the North.
When he died in 1905 the University had to mourn the loss of one of her
most scholarl}', laborious and distinguished sons.

The

labours of Professor Robertson Smith, one of the most brilliant

sons of our northern

Hebrew Chair

in

Alma

Mater, were specially associated with the
the Free Church College, Aberdeen, and fall to be

noticed in connection with Old Testament studies.

But he was also a
Testament scholar of no mean attainments, and articles on New
Testament subjects like the "Epistle to the Hebrews" are to be found
from his pen in the Encyclopcedia Britannica of which he was Editor-

New

in-Chief.

There are two alumni of Aberdeen University whom it would be
culpable to omit from a sketch like this, although their chief activity belonged to other spheres. These are the Rev. Alexander Roberts, D.D.,
for many years Professor of Humanity in St. Andrews University, and
Dr.

James Donaldson, Principal of St. Andrews University. Before
in St. Andrews they were associated as Editors of the

being colleagues

Ante-Nicene Christian Library, which comprises some twenty-four volumes
of translations of the Early Fathers, and which has been such a help to the
study of the early Christian literature. Dr. Roberts entered the University
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He
of Aberdeen as First Bursar, and left it Simpson Prizeman in Greek.
was for some time a minister of the Free Church, and occupied a charge in
the Presbyterian Church of England, prosecuting New Testament studies,
which bore fruit in his Inquiry into the 07'iginal Language of St. Matthew's Gospel, and his Discussions on the Gospels.
His main contention in
these acute and able volumes that Greek was the language spoken by our
Lord has not commended itself to scholars. His scholarly gifts and attainments nevertheless pointed him out as worthy to be a member of the New
Testament Revision Company, which he joined in 1870. In 1871 he was
appointed Professor of Humanity in St. Andrews, an office which he
Dr. Roberts died in 1903.
1893, when he retired.

filled

till

Principal Donaldson was a brilliant classical student in the University
of x\berdeen and continued his studies at New College, London, and Berlin

As Rector successively of Stirling High School and the Royal
School, Edinburgh, he increased his reputation as a scholar and
He was Professor of Humanity in Aberdeen University
an able teacher.
University,

High

from 1 88 1 till 1886, when he was appointed Principal of St. Andrews.
His Critical History of Christian Litej'ature from the Death of the Apostles
to the Nicene Council \s a work of the highest learning, but to the regret of
scholars remains unfinished. His Apostolical Fathers is a work of very
high quality and only enhances the regret that he has not been able to
give us more. What he has accomplished in the way of literary output is

marked by fine scholarship and keen critical insight, and we trust he may
yet be spared to give something more to the world out of the resources
of his classical and patristic learning.

As
for

Professor Roberts and Principal Donaldson will be remembered
work in connection with the Ante-Nicene Fathers, another

their

pair of

Aberdeen graduates

will

be remembered

for

monumental work

on the Dictionary of the Bible, published by Messrs. T. & T. Clark,
Rev. Dr. Hastings, of St. Cyrus, and Rev. Dr. Selbie, formerly of MaryThe same two scholars collaborate in The
culter, now of Aberdeen.
In this conExpository Times, of which Dr. Hastings is chief editor.
nection it is a privilege to remember another accomplished editor who

has reflected great honour upon his Alma Mater, Rev. W. Robertson
Nicoll, LL.D., whose conduct of The Expositor, and whose labours in
connection with The Expositors Bible, and more recently The Expositors
Greek Testament, have laid Biblical scholars underadeepdebt of gratitude.
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Among

who have gone

those

from the University and done

forth

Biblical Science furth of Scotland,

service to

we may name

Professor

Gibb, of Westminster College, Cambridge Professor Mclnnes, of Sydney,
New South Wales Professor Macnaughton, of Toronto, in the Canadian
Dominion and Rev. Dr. Mackie, of Beyrout, whose Bible Manners and
;

;

;

Customs and numerous articles in Hastings' Dictionary are of the greatest
Of Aberdeen alumni who have contributed to the progress of
value.

New

Testament studies

at

home we may name

of Dunning, whose Greek Tenses in the

Rev. Dr. Peter Thomson,

New

Testament, proceeding on
Melanchthon's principle that " Scripture cannot be understood theologically unless it be first understood grammatically," is a scholarly and
conscientious piece of work
Rev. George Ferries, D.D., of Cluny, whose
able work on the Groivth of Christian Faith is worthy of his reputation
;

New

and Rev. Dr. George Milligan, of Caputh,
The English Bible, his Theology of the Epistle
to the Hebrezus, and contributions to The Expositor has shown himself to
have inherited the critical insight and expository gifts of his venerated
There are, besides, throughout the country many occupants of
father.

as a

who by

his

Testament

scholar,

text-book on

manses belonging to the different communions who cultivate New Testament studies without caring to attract the attention of the world, giving
their congregations the benefit of their scholarship and helping to maintain
the high character of the Scottish clergy for sacred learning.

Thomas

Nicol.

THE FACULTY OF LAW.
In

contribution to the Ouatercentenary Studies it is proposed to
indicate the ends which the Founder of our University intended the
this

Law

to serve, to give a brief account of some of our early
commemorate a few out of the many aluDuii of our
University who attained special distinction as jurists and statesmen, and

Faculty of

to

teachers,

to sketch, in outline, the varying fortunes

I.

To

us,

and present

state of the Faculty.

Our Founder.

even more clearly than to

his contemporaries.

Lord Chancellor

Elphinstone stands out as the most patriotic and far-sighted statesman of
the century which lies between the wars for Scottish Independence and the
Scottish Reformation.

In that century the influences which preserved or

revived civilisation on the Continent were brought into full play in ScotThe channels of national life were deepened, multiplied and filled
land.

by the new

intellectual spirit.

more than by other institutions the new forces had
By
been created, or co-ordinated, and brought to bear upon our national
character.
The Universities were closely related to the Church in origin,
the Universities

endowment and many common

ends.

But the University traced its
and Constantinople.
Its gates

pedigree to Athens, Alexandria, Rome
It gave
stood open to students of every rank, or condition or race.
universal instruction according to the knowledge of the time.
It emanci-

pated the mind from conformity to tradition, promoted research and
discovery, and encouraged a freedom of opinion not elsewhere tolerated.
Like the Church, the University awarded its honours to capacity, irrespec-

and its honours led to high place in Church and
"
mind not so much for the " cloistered virtues as
Its best teachers aimed to make the
of civic society.

tive of birth or wealth,

State.

It

trained the

for all the duties
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student feel himself the heir of ancient learning, to instruct him in the
highest thoughts, to foster noble impulses, to set tried ideals of truth and

wisdom before him

make

that he might apply his knowledge and faculties to
Universities encouraged national sentiment, but

the world better.

"

were also cosmopolitan. They were the " free cities
of the empire
of mind.
A citizen of one was a citizen of all, yet so more fully qualified
the}'

to serve his nation as well as humanity.
One main problem was the
in other words, how to subdue the powers

establishment of social order

;

of barbarism and disorder by the reign of law.
This end had been most
In them the
completely realised in the Universities of Italy and France.

study of law had grown and flourished.
application of the

two systems

— Canon

Law meant the knowledge and
Law and Roman Law. Canon

vast organisation of the Catholic Church and its
had always been taught by the Church.
The energies of these Universities were devoted mainly to the
renewed investigation of the Roman Law, named par excellence the Civil
Law. This was due to many causes. Roman Law was the most coherent
and equitable system of jural relations between man and man and man
and the State. It was the only example of a body of law, gradually

Law, which regulated the
relations with the State,

It
developed by experts in legal science, who were also men of affairs.
had governed an empire extending over three Continents, including men
and customs of many races and distinct civilisations, and therefore united
Its code of Commercial Law was, perhaps, the
generality with elasticity.
of
it most
But it also supplied the elements
part
obviously needed.
of Constitutional Law, International Law, Public and Private, and of
Comparative Jurisprudence. To some minds it was recommended by the
defects which the edicts of the later Emperors had increased or introduced,

Imperial autocracy, its use of torture as a means of proof, its recognition
of slavery, its requirements of orthodoxy as a test of civic capacity.
But
It came to our ancestors as the
its qualities far outweighed these defects.
its

precious legacy of the ancient world, the treasury of principles and rules
by which new problems and new situations could be solved or faced, as

vested with something of the Roman majesty, which had
been more powerful than the sword in reducing disorder and barbarism.
They proved that its study was a most effective organ of intellectual and

the force,

still

ethical training.

formity to

Law was

command,

presented not as an external, unmoral conbut as the realisation of justice in the State. It made
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thinkers that they might be judges and administrators and
public
Therefore the Universities treated its study not merely as a training

for forensic or judicial occupations, but as a
necessary part of a

liberal

Therefore the Universities moved into closer contact with all
well
as professional life.
This movement was most clearly
public, as

education.

marked

in

the Universities of France, with, for a time, the exception of

Paris.

the Roman as developed under Hellenic
ways, mainly in that union of intellectual activity with
Less practical
practical utility which makes for all-round excellence.
than the Englishman, less speculative than the German, the Frenchman

The French mind resembled

influences in

many

appreciates both ideas and

He

sees the

power of knowledge to
them as levers. In
of
the
Scots
mind
with
the
the
French
this point
is most
affinity
apparent.
The Scotsman, perhaps because compounded of the same elements, in
differing proportions, has this power to make ideas and facts work toTherefore the Scottish Univergether, though with less ease and grace.
sities, though founded on Italian models, developed after the example of

work

results.

As soon

facts.

as he has got his ideas, he uses

the Universities of France.

These general considerations have been stated because Elphinstone
seems the typical man in which this all-round excellence reached its
No man was more perfectly fitted by the
highest growth and fruit.
various experiences of his life to comprehend the uses and functions of
Universities in relation to the Church, the State and the community of
nations.

Vicar, official and bishop in the Church, advocate in France
legislator and Lord Chancellor in Scotland,
in the Universities of Glasgow, Paris and

and Scotland, judge, arbiter,
student and teacher of law

Orleans, Dean and Rector of Glasgow University, man of letters, ambassador to England, France and Austria, he had seen and studied every

phase and condition of intellectual and social life, its defects or diseases, and
The forces which made for
remedies.
Scotland needed such a man.

its

barbarism were

Commons

in

many and

combination.

strong, often too strong for King,

Church and

The

higher nobility, by ignorance, selfishness
good government all but impossible. Their ignorworse than Turks. As feudal lords they waged

and brute force, made
ance was proverbial
private war at will, and defied the authority of King or Parliament: as

—

feudal judges they violated justice with

impunity.

As

counsellors of
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State they were even more factious and turbulent than the nobility of
Poland, and, with some striking exceptions, they were ready to despoil
the Church and sell their country.
As Major says, " they educated tlieir
children neither in letters nor in morals

".
Feudalism, resting on the
birth and the right of the sword, was the enemy of rising
of
privilege
civilisation, and the feudal lords were its effective standing army.
Elphin-

stone saw that the deepest root of the evils was ignorance, not original
He combated them in many ways. He steadily pursued a policy

sin.

of strengthening burghs, increasing the power of the Royal Courts, of
multiplying the lesser landholders, and raising up a body of men learned

One may instance a royal grant
law for the service of the State.
to
enable
him
to
of
to
be a learned lawyer.
But his
a
lad
to
Skye
study
to
was
to
and
brute force. These
main policy
oppose knowledge
ignorance
in the

which we owe to his influence.

One

lines

can be traced

in the statutes

may

instance

regulating the circuits and procedure of the Royal
creating justices and sheriffs-depute for the Highlands

x'Ycts

Courts of Justice

;

and Islands; encouraging commerce and the construction of shipping;
providing for the good government of burghs specially by enacting that
the Provost, Bailies and other Magistrates be annually changed enacting
that strangers bringing in merchandise and articles of food should receive
honourable treatment and speedy justice; making subfeuing of land lawful
to any proprietor, spiritual or temporal
protecting tenants, mailers, and
;

;

inhabitants of the King's lands against lords and gentlemen
prohibiting
the taking in execution of any oxen, horse or other goods pertaining to
;

Other legal reforms, such
the plough at the time of labouring the ground.
as limitation in time of summonses of error, the requiring that notaries
should undergo examination before admission to office, space requires us
to pass over.
is the
special honour of Lord Chancellor Elphinstone that he
and
conceived
placed on the statute-book his famous Act for Compulsory
Higher Education (1494, c. 54): "It is statute and ordained through all
the realm that all Barons and Freeholders, that are of substance, put their

But

it

and aires to the Schules, fra they be six or nine zeires of age,
remaine at the Grammar Schules quhill they be competently
founded and have perfite Latin and thereafter to remain three zeirs at the
Schules of Art and Jure swa that they may have knowledge and undereldest sons

and

till

:

standing of the Lawes

;

through the quhilks Justice

may

remain universally
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Realme

throw

all

ances

under the King's

the

:
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svva that

they that are SchirefTs or Judges OrdinHienesse may have knawledge to do justice.

And quhat Baronne or Freeholder of Substance that haldis not his
soune at the Schules as said is, havend na lauchful essoinzie, but Tailzies
.

.

.

herein, fra

knowledge may be gotten

summe

Twenty Pounds."

of

thereof,

he

In boldness and

sail pay to the King the
wisdom this statute remains

The Church made its wise men into nobles the
without a parallel.
Chancellor aimed at making nobles into wise men.
Education would
silently, but more effectively as time went on, do its reforming work
it would
destroy the evils by destroying their causes.
It is no mere coincidence that in the same year he laid the founda;

;

tion

of King's College and University, "the Schule of Art and Jure".
Schules" already existed in Aberdeen and in many other

"Grammar

The Universities of St. x-^ndrews and Glasgow supplied the
burghs.
needs of the southern provinces in x-\rts. Theology and Science, and parLaw.
Many Scotsmen

tially in

— for example, the

multiplication of Universities.

poorer,

smaller

Scotland

—

famous John Major opposed the
England was content with two for the
;

one National

Elphinstone took a broader view.

University might well suffice.
France had about twenty-five Uni-

These were not only political centres of
Italy nearly as many.
but
centres
of
in
their
Therefore he built
several provinces.
gravity,
light
the third fortress of Scotland's " Academic Quadrilateral," in the chief city
versities

;

north of the Tay, already distinguished by
access for the Highlands and Islands.

its

schools,

and convenient of

It is clear that he intended his University to be pre-eminently a
School of Law, and for all Scotland.
In the foundation of St. Andrews
Canon Law only had been specified. Similarly at Glasgow Canon Law

had a recognised place.
In both, however, the Roman Law
was taught, but casually and intermittently. Therefore Aberdeen was
founded as a Studiuni Goierale in Canon and Civil Law and Jurisprudence, as well as in Theology, Medicine and the Liberal i\rts.
It
was constituted with the rights and privileges of Bologna, the
most democratic of student Universities, the oldest of the great Law
only

Schools, and of Paris, the leading University in Arts, Canon Law
and Theology.
Of all its faculties Law was the strongest and best
It
had
one chair of Canon Law, one of Civil Law (with
equipped.
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houses, glebes and salaries attached), and provisions for lecturers, students
and bursars. The regulations, which were reduced to form in 1527,

probably embodied his instructions. They enact that the Canonist shall
read every reading day in his Doctor's dress in his Manse or the Chapel,
after the manner of the First Regent in Paris, and that the Civilist shall
similarly read, but after the

manner of the Regents of the University of

Orleans.
Orleans, the rival of Bologna, was at the end of the fifteenth century
the most liberal and flourishing of the French Law Schools, though in the

next generation eclipsed by the success of Alciatus and Cujas

in

the

Ten years' study was usually required for admisUniversity of Bourges.
sion to the degree of Doctor of Laws.
Elphinstone's establishment looks
small beside Orleans, with

its

five chairs

of Civil

Law and

its

thousand

students, not to say Bologna, with five times as many chairs and its many
But Elphinstone's establishment was not disproporthousand students.

tioned

to

the

number of students

University

in Britain

by placing

in

at

could then show.

Aberdeen, and as ample as any
And its position was strengthened

the office of Principal and other leading posts

men who had

been thoroughly trained in the Civil Law.
For many years the Faculty
of Law prospered, gained a wide repute as a School of Law, and fulfilled
its

founder's intentions.

II.

Professors in the Faculty of Law.
Canonists.

1.

Arthur Boece,

a judge of the

an excellent

He

brother of the more famous Principal, afterwards

He was reputed, like his brother,
(1532).
"
Ferrerius calls him
utriusque juris peritissimus ".

Supreme Court

Civilian.

taught Canon

Law

about 1520, and published

Excerpts from the

Canon Law.
2.

John Leslie

(i

527-1 596), the famous Bishop of Ross.

Theology, Greek and Hebrew at Paris, Civil and Canon

Law

He studied
at Poitiers

and Toulouse. He graduated in Civil Law at Toulouse, in Canon Law at
In 1547 he was appointed a
Paris, where he taught it for some time.
canon of Aberdeen, in 1554 official and Vicar-General of the diocese, in
1563 was created a Lord of Session, and in 1566 raised to the see of Ross.
It is

uncertain

how

long he held the Chair of Canon Law, probably between
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In exile, he became, about 1579, Vicar-General of the
1554 and 1563.
diocese of Rouen, and it is said that he was made Bishop of Coutances
some fourteen years later. LesHe's varied Hfe is a great part of the history
of

Mary Queen

of Scots from her accession to her execution.

He was

her

devoted servant, ambassador and
York, then in every
Court of Europe, constant in loyalty, making head with undaunted
courage against every new reverse of fortune. Few public men shine so
defender, first at

well where they stand in our Scottish annals as this learned man of letters
and affairs, strenuous diplomatist and loyal friend. His religious meditations testify to his faith and piety his letters and State papers on behalf of
his mistress
his history of Scotland, sketched during his illegal imprison:

;

ment by Queen Elizabeth and his treatises on Female Sovereignty and
the Succession to the Throne of England testify to his intellectual powers
and his mastery of Public Law.
;

The Scots seminaries which he founded at Paris and Douai are standing evidence that even in exile he did not forget his countrymen.
Civilians.
I. Thomas Nicolson,
advocate, was elected to the chair in 161 9.
His identity is not clear.
Probably he was the same person as the Commissary of Aberdeen, and Clerk of the General Assembly of the Church
from 1597 to 161 8.
But he is sometimes identified with a younger

Thomas Nicolson who, having
against King
the Estates of

Charles

I.,

sided
in

was,

Parliament".

with

1641,

The

the

Parliamentary party
"Procurator for

appointed

statute-book

of

1649

records

of

the Procurator that "it pleased God to give him a lawful call to the place
and office of His Majesty's Advocate by the Estates of Parliament," His

Majesty not being consulted, for
Archibald Johnston of Warriston.

sufficient reasons, in succession

to Sir

pleased His Majesty,
then arrived at Falkland, to knight him after supper.
He had been a
zealous Protester, or extreme Covenanter, but perhaps inclined by his
In July, 1650,

it

marriage with Lord Crimond's daughter to the moderate Royalist party,
he had opposed their famous Remonstrance. But Cromwell's victory at
Worcester displaced His Majesty's Advocate by Henry Whalley, Judge-

Advocate of the English Army.

Sir

practised before the English judges.
16

Thomas does

He

died at

not seem to have

Edinburgh on 15th
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December, 1656, "to the grief of mony in this land," and leaving the
reputation of having been "an excellent and judicious lawyer",
passed advocate in 1661, was
member for Aberdeen City in i66r, and filled the chair from 1673 till
The "salary was mean" and he seems to have lectured only
1681.
2.

Sir

George Nicolson

of

Kemnay

by the influence of Lord Aberdeen, he was raised
was reputed an able lawyer,
delivered his introductory lecture,
3. James Scougal, Lord Whithill,
"
De Justitia et Jure," on 9th December, 1685. He was called to the Bar
in 1687, held the offices of Commissary at Aberdeen and Edinburgh, and
once a week.
to the

Bench.

In 1682,

He

Bench in 1696. If the best judges are those who are
least talked of, he must have been one of the best.
Dalrymple (i722(?)-i784), Lord Westhall.
He was
4. David
called to the Bar in 1743, appointed Sheriff- Depute of Aberdeen in 1748,
filled the chair from 1761 to 1765, and was raised to the Bench in 1777.
He was a hard-working and capable lawyer, but left no special mark on

was

raised to the

the law.

III.

Professors of

Law

in

Other

Universities.

During the sixteenth and part of the seventeenth centuries the
Universities of France, notably Orleans, Toulouse, Poitiers, and Bourges,
drew students from all parts of Europe to their schools of law. The
primacy

in

Legal Science had passed to France from

Italy.

The

State and

the leading cities encouraged legal studies by liberal endowments and
privileges, by securing the most distinguished jurists as teachers, and by
requiring the degree of Doctor of Laws as a condition of being admitted an
advocate or appointed a judge. Of the many Scotsmen who resorted to the

French Universities, not a few remained as professors. Two Aberdeen
students may be taken as examples Alexander Scot and William Barclay.
I. Alexander Scot (I56o?-i6i5) was a native of Aberdeen, and
:

a graduate of King's College.
He studied theology at the University of
Tournon. But, like other intellectual and ambitious young men, he was

drawn to the University of Bourges by the reputation of Cujas. Cujas
was the most brilliant and successful teacher of law, Roman and feudal.
By his application of historical methods of interpretation, especially
his study of sources and his use of the Byzantine law and commentators,
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an accurate text, his lucid, orderly exof each text, and his mastery of
and
relation
sense
the
true
of
positions
had
revolutionised
a
the study of Roman
as
science
Cujas
jurisprudence

by

his critical labours to secure

Law

in

He

France and Germany.

has never been surpassed as a com-

mentator and interpreter though no longer the oracle of universities and
That Alexander Scot became
courts, his is still a name of high authority.
:

his favourite disciple

Scot's character

and

and familiar friend

of

is,

Bourges, and taught in the Faculty of Law.
filled

But

Cujas' chair.

itself,

conclusive proof of

Scot took his degree in

abilities.

his chief praise

Lyons, 1606) the

earliest

is

It is said

that,

with

iitroqiie

jure at

that after 1590 he
filial

affection,

he

edition of his master's collected

published
works, revised and supplemented from his notes of lectures, conversations
(at

and

dictations.

To

his

scholarship.

legal

attainments

His Greek

Alexander

Grammar

added high classical
to be a popular
continued
(1593) long
Scot

Lawyers remember him by his
Vocabulariuui utriHsqiie juris (i6or), a book of great research and practical
It is interesting to notice that this book is dedicated to William
utility.
Chisholm, Bishop of Vaison, and that Scot entitles himself a Scottish
He also wrote Dc Officio Judicis and De jiidiciis.
jurisconsult.
About 1606 he accepted an invitation to Carpentras, where he
engaged in practice, and probably held some judicial office, during his
later years.
A contemporary epigram describes him as advocate of Car-

text-book

"

pentras
2.

in schools

and

universities.

ornatissimus et eruditissimus

William Barclay

(i

".

546-1608), a cadet of the famous family of

Barclay of Towie, was born in Aberdeen and educated at King's College.
He studied law under Cujas at Valence and at Bourges. Cujas presided
on the occasion of Barclay's being created Doctor of Laws. It is said
that Barclay lectured on law at Bourges, Poitiers and Toulouse.
But his fame as a teacher is chiefly associated with the Universities

of Pont-a-Mousson, in Lorraine, and Angers.
In Pont-a-Mousson, recently founded, of which his uncle, Edmond
Hay was the first Rector, he began to read lectures on law in 1577 as sole

a Faculty of Law was formally instituted, he became
He was
principal Professor of Roman law, and in i 598 Dean of the Faculty.
also appointed a Grand Councillor of the Duke of Lorraine, and Master
Professor.

When

of Requests or Chamberlain of his household.
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But

in

consequence of some quarrel with the

Jesuits, either

regarding

his precedence as head of the Faculty of Law, or because they endeavoured
to induce his son (the author of the Argents) to enter their Order, or

perhaps because of his lively admiration for Henry IV. of France and
his visits to the Court of France, he lost the Duke's favour, and resigned
his chair with his other offices in 1603

and

visited

London.

James

I.

and

VI. received him with great favour, both as a learned jurist and as the
He
advocate of royal power against George Buchanan and others.
offered

him a

seat in the Privy Council with great appointments

on con-

dition of his conforming to the Church of England.
Barclay refused,
though in poverty, to renounce his Catholic faith, and went to Paris to seek

employment. A Chair of Law in the University of Angers was offered to
him and accepted in 1604 on condition that he should rank as first Professor
of Law and be bound to teach for five years only.
His reputation filled
the town with students, and he continued to discharge his duties with success
and glory till his death. According to Menage it was his custom to proceed
attended by servants, wearing a magnificent gown
with a great gold chain and medallion round his neck. This chain and medallion were a gift from King James, and appear in the portrait of Barclay
which hangs in the Lecture Hall of the Public Library at Nancy. He was a
in state to his lectures,

man

of kindly disposition, generous to the poor, of irreproachable character,
time fair and moderate, and of a steadiness and

for a disputant of that

constancy which Bayle thinks

is

it

rare to find

in

Doctors.

Barclay's leading contribution to the literature of Roman law is his
commentary De Rebus Creditis et de Jurejurando (Paris, 1605). But his

reputation as a civilian has been overshadowed by his fame as a constituIn his work on Royal Power (Paris, 1600)
tional and political writer.

Henry IV., he had condemned with equal severity the
Catholic Leaguers and the Calvinists, Boucher on the one side, Buchanan
and Languet on the other all extremes were wrong, and democracy the

dedicated to

:

The

revolt of the people against royal authority had
served to ruin the Catholic faith in Scotland and the Protestant faith in

worse extreme.

PVance, and public peace in both.

dangers of revolution,
ing.

But he

is

no

and thought

He

was moved,

like

Burke, by the

that the prerogative required strengthen-

absolutist, for

he admits

at least

two cases

in

which

when the king conspires to the injury
revolt against a king is justifiable
kingdom or submits himself to a foreign prince.
:

of his
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Papal power {De Potestate
and became the

after his death (1609)

In this treatise (i) he denied to the

power over the temporal authority of kings and princes
Pope any
he challenged even the " indirect power" for which Bellarmine contended
and which Suarez approved (2) boldly and precisely he affirmed that
direct

;

;

or

spiritual

ecclesiastical

and

power and temporal or

political

power

are

Neither ought to encroach upon the
other.
may not agree with all his conclusions or applications, but the
true principle by which to solve the problems which divided nearly every
State in Europe against itself, and prolonged religious wars for more than
absolutely separate

distinct.

We

a century, was clearly perceived by his keen intellect.
His first proposition
was approved by the Parliament of Paris which formally condemned
Bellarmine's reply (1610), maintained by the Third Estate in the States-

General of 161 3, adopted in the famous Galilean Declaration of 1682, and
warmly defended by Bossuet. It is now an accepted doctrine of public

The second proposition has not yet
law, national and international.
secured equal acceptance except in Scotland and the United States.
But
it is of William Barclay rather than of Sir Harry Vane that we may
justly
say

"The bounds

of either sword to thee

we owe".

No

one can study

his portrait without receiving the impression of great intellectual keenness,

Terrasson reckoned him one of the
high courage and nobility of nature.
two greatest jurists whom Scotland had produced.
One must content oneself with mention of some Aberdeen students
who have filled chairs of law in British Universities.
3. William Forbes (c. 1680-1746?), advocate, who was the first
"

Laws

"

in the University of Glasgow after the Chair of
He was presented
and endowed by Queen Anne.
to the chair in 17 14, and for thirty-two years did good service in reviving
the study of law.
He wrote several books on legal subjects. His Insti-

Professor of the

Law was

tutes

re-instituted

of tJie

Law

of Scotla)id axe

still

consulted.

4. George Moir (1800-1870) passed advocate in 1825, was Professor
of Rhetoric in the University of Edinburgh, Sheriff of Ross, 1835, afterwards of Stirling, and in 1864 was elected to the Chair of Scots Law in

the University of Edinburgh.
He was distinguished by wide scholarship,
and a faculty of clear exposition of legal doctrines. A translation of
Schiller's Wallenstein and Piccoloinim, and his Lectures on Poetry and
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Romance

testify to his

rank as a scholar and

critic,

while his

MS.

lectures

on law have enriched subsequent editions of text-books. Unhappily his
He published nothing on law except
tenure of the law chair was brief.
His death was a severe
his Appellate Jurisdiction in Scotch Appeals.

and

loss to general

legal literature.

Cosmo Innes

Sheriff of
(1798-1874), called to the Bar in 1822.
of
the
Professor
Clerk
of
of
Court
Constitutional
Session,
Moray, Principal
Law and History in the University of Edinburgh from 1846 until his
5.

He was

the most learned lawyer and historical antiquary of his
and
or edited over thirty volumes.
wrote
century,
6. William A. Hunter (1844- 1898), graduated with honours in
1864, gained the Murray, Ferguson and Shaw Scholarships, was called to
the English Bar in 1867, appointed in 1869 to the Chair of Roman Law,
and in 1878 to the Chair of Jurisprudence, University College, London.
His articles on Jurisprudence and his Systematic and Historic Exposition
death.

of Roman

and

Law

(2nd edition, 1885) placed him in the first rank of civilians
and Scotland will not forget the man who secured free ele-

jurists,

mentary education.

Judges and Statesmen who were
Students of the University.

IV. Distinguished Jurists,

I.

Sir

John Skene

Universities

studies

in

of Aberdeen

France,

of Curriehill (1549-1612) was educated at the

and

St.

probably at

Norway, Denmark and

Andrews.

Bourges

He

or

He

completed his legal
Poitiers, and travelled in

Ad

Daniae
published Epistles
In 1574-75 he lectured and acted as Regent at St. Andrews.
Optimates.
He passed advocate in 1574, with a reputation for learning and industry,
and quickly rose into practice. In 1589 he was conjoined in the office
Poland.

of Lord Advocate with David Macgill, who was more renowned as a
Five years
determined pluralist and crafty politician than as a lawyer.
later he was appointed Clerk- Register and a judge of the Court of Session,
it is said
For
by the interest of his brother-in-law. Lord Blantyre.
some time he was one of the Octavians, the eight Lords who managed the

took part in the abortive conferences for " a
"
as one of the
perfect union of the realms of Scotland and England
King's

affairs.

Commissioners

He

also

for Scotland.
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The King employed him while Lord Advocate in embassies to the
Sir
Palgrave, the Duke of Saxony and the Marquis of Brandenberg.
"
Melville
had
him
recommended
as
a
stout
man
like
James
good, true,
"
a Dutchman," " acquainted with the conditions of the Germans
and
"
make them long harangues in Latin ". These ambassadorial
able to
"
duties he
discharged with good credit

on a more solid foundation

—his labour

".

in

But Skene's reputation rests
revisin£r, correcting and editing;

the ancient laws and statutes of Scotland.

Between 1567 and 1593 four
Commissions were appointed by Parliament to digest or codify the law.
The first two came to nothing. Nothing came of the third, except a
pension to Skene, granted in 1577, out of the revenues of Arbroath Abbey,
for his services.
Of the fourth he was a member, and, by his own
The code has not yet been made.
assertion, the only working member.
But Skene turned his researches to profit. In 1598 he published a collection of Acts of Parliament, and a Law dictionary, entitled, in imitation of
the

title

"

the

of the Pandects,

terms and

" with divers rules

difificil

Dc

words

Vcrboruui Sigtiificatione, which expounds
"
occurring in the Regiani Alajestateiii,

and commonplaces of the Laws".

After other nine

years of assiduous toil as in "an Augean stable," he presented to the Privy
Council his great work containing the Laws of Malcolm IL, the Four
Books of Regiain Majestatem, the Quoiiiam Aitachiamenta, and the
Statutes of early Scottish Kings, " licked into shape as a cub by its dam ".
With true Aberdonian caution, he obtained an Act ordaining it to be
printed at the expense of the judges and members of Parliament. Then he

published two editions, one in English and the other in Latin, by which he

much money.
As Lord Hailes has

cleared

critic.

That

hinted, Skene was more of an antiquary than a
accepted the Regiain Majestatein somewhat too implicitly.
not an exposition of the ancient laws of Scotland, but an adap-

He
it is

Randolph de Glanville's treatise De Legibns et Consuetudinibus
was
Angliac^
suggested by his contemporary Sir Thomas Craig, the most
learned of Scottish lawyers, urged by Arthur Duck, and is now generally
tation of

It is not necessary to adopt the extreme theory of its publicaaccepted.
tion in Scotland as an artful design of Edward I. to palm it off upon
the Scottish Parliament.
Scots lawyers still read and profit by his Law

"

a matter," as he says
nor treated be others of before

dictionary,
itself,

in
".

his

"

preface,

His plea that

"

nocht pleasant in
absolute

memory
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knowledge, in na thing erroneous, is proper to God and not
competent to man," may be conceded, without thinking as highly of his

and

perfite

labours as the plea suggests that we ought to think.
The occasion of his death was " pitiful, and

men

He had

much

regretted

by

all

son James to Court with his
despatched
under express order not to
of
office
as
but
resignation
Clerk-Register,
The astute Lord
deliver it to the King until assured of the succession.

honest

".

his

Advocate Hamilton, who wanted it for himself, had James Skene worked
"
on " by politick wits to present the resignation on condition of being made
"
an Ordinary Lord of Session. When the " good, true and stout old man
"
learned how his purpose had been
circumvented by the simplicity or
of
his
he
his
face
to
the
tumed
son,"
wall, and died, like James V. at
folly
As this simple young man became President of the Court of
Falkland.
Session, he must have inherited his father's ability to profit by experience.

Few men have
of Rosehaugh (1636-91).
more severely
hatred
suffered from the energy of political and theological
It is now, when the burning controversies
than Sir George Mackenzie.
2.

Sir

George Mackenzie

of the seventeenth century have died down into ashes, possible to do
justice to his qualities as a scholar, jurist and reformer of the law, to weigh
the acts of his public life in fairer scales, and appreciate the constant
loyalty with which, in good or evil fortune, he served the House of Stuart.

Dundee was the place of his birth and first education. At an early
he
studied Classics, Philosophy and Law in the Universities of Aberage
deen and of St. Andrews, in which his grandfather was Principal of St.
Leonard's College. The full course of study in Roman Law and JurisIn
prudence he took at Bourges, where he remained for several years.
1656 he was called to the Bar, under the Commonwealth, and re-admitted
In 1669 he entered Parliament as member for Ross-

at the Restoration.
shire.

For some time he acted as one of the Criminal

Justices.

In

1677 he became Lord Advocate and in 1682 Dean of P"aculty of Advocates,
the offices with which his name and acts are most closely connected.
He came to the Bar with a reputation for scholarship and independence
of character.

His

qualities as

an advocate were soon put

to the test.

He was

one

who defended the Earl of Argyle in April, 1661. The
was
The Government were set on a conviction and
treason.
charge
Mackenzie's boldness of speech startled all who heard him.
forfeiture.

of the counsel
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He

attacked with great acuteness the evidence led by the Lord Advocate,
and illegally supplemented by private letters which General Monk had, to
his great dishonour,

There was neither

despatched from London to be used against Argyle.
nor sufficient proof of treason.
Every one in

legal

Scotland, said Mackenzie, had been guilty of compliance with Cromwell,
and therefore of treason, if Argyle was guilty. Without compliance no man
could have preserved his estates, or kept his wife and children from
life against the snares laid in these troubled times.
hinted broadly, what every one knew, that the judges had been as
"
What could be more unjust than to
deep in compliance as the accused.

starving, or secured his

He

make Argyle

suffer for frailty

when

ringleaders and malicious plotters

went unpunished?" (This glanced at Lord Advocate Fletcher.) "My
Lords," he solemnly warned them, "as law obliges you to absolve this
noble person, so your interest should persuade you to it.
What is now
intented against him may be intented against you and your sentence will
make that a crime in all compliers which was before but an error and
a frailty."
I know of no
parallel for courage and plain speech except
;

Berryer's address to the French House of Peers in defence of Louis
Mackenzie ran serious risk of
Napoleon, which strikes the same keynote.
being disbarred and prosecuted, but he turned censure aside with the

was impossible to speak for a traitor without speaking treason.
and eloquent, Mackenzie quickly attained
ingenious
eminence in his profession.
When he entered Parliament the same
of
made
him
one
its
Probably his best-known
qualities
leading men.
But other incidents
achievement
is
the
Act
entails.
introducing
legislative
remark that

it

Intrepid,

In 1669 ^"'^
are of greater interest in the study of his political activity.
so
far
as
it
to
moved an amendment
the Address,
proposed appointment
He objected that
of a Commission to consider a Union of the Kingdoms.
the nomination of Commissioners was left to the King, whereas union

ought to be a national Act, and the nomination of Commissioners was the
chief part of the treaty, as so much must be referred to their fidelity and
conduct.

On

another occasion he showed that he did not fear even the

In debate on Lauderdale's Act for making
overbearing Lauderdale.
merchants take an oath that they had paid duty on all their imported
goods, Lauderdale urged that stealing the King's customs was a crime.
"

"
Then," said Mackenzie, if it is a crime, no man can be forced to swear
for it."
Lauderdale swore he would have that " factious young man re-
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moved from Parliament," but the wily Primrose secretly persuaded Lauderdale that an attempt to unseat Mackenzie would make the people jealous
of some design to overturn their liberties which, as they believed, Macoccasions.
During the same session Mackenzie
Lord Advocate Nisbet's Bill (1669, c. 11), which
and conviction of accused persons in their absence, and

kenzie defended on

all

led the opposition to

authorised

trial

ratified the

sentences of death illegally passed in absence against the
Pentland Insurgents.
He held it a dangerous innovation, and protested
"

"

"

while we study only to
place of laws
are
let us not hazard the innocence of such as are
as
such
traitors,
punish
Advocate
lo}'al subjects," but the Bill passed, for the safety of the Lord
against

making snares

in

;

whom

he had persuaded.
In 1674 Mackenzie prepared
from
the
King
Royal Burghs, which complained of recent
His
and
statutes,
Majesty to call a new Parliament. Lauderdale
prayed
promptly had the Provosts of Glasgow and Aberdeen imprisoned, and
fined, along with other magistrates, for this insult, as he regarded their
and the judges

the letter to the

action, but did not venture to proceed against

Mackenzie.

In the Constitutional dispute between Parliament, the Bar and the
Court of Session as to the Right of Appeal, Mackenzie took a prominent

v Dunfermline.

Callender intimated an

appeal to Parliament against the Court's decision

on a point of procedure.

part.

It

was raised

in Callender

.

treated this as contempt of Court. Callender's counsel (of whom
Sir George Lockhart was the senior and Mackenzie the junior) defended
the right.
The judges complained to the King, who ordered the advo-

The judges

cates never even to mention appeals on pain of being forbidden to plead.
The advocates declined to submit, and almost the whole Bar quitted

Edinburgh in fact boycotted the Court. Lockhart prepared the address
of the Bar to the Privy Council.
The Privy Council sent it on to the
with
a
was
Lord Advocate Nisbet
declaration
that
it
seditious.
King
;

hastened to prosecute the signatories.
Mackenzie, believing that Lockhart
was leaving him to face the storm alone, succeeded in effecting a recon-

between the Court and the Bar.

His brethren were in danger of
urged that it was no dishonour to submit
His action
to the Prince, ceding being dishonourable only among equals.
was such as might be expected from so convinced a supporter of royal
ciliation

being martyrs by mistake.

prerogative.

It gratified

He

the King.

Privy Councillor, and declined the

Mackenzie was knighted, made a
Lord Justice Clerk.

office of
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iGyj Sir John Nisbet resigned office as Lord Advocate rather

In

than face investigation into personal charges of collusion and fraud.
Sir
George Mackenzie was appointed his successor, after a keen contest with
Lockhart, for whom, as a former lover, the Duchess of Lauderdale exerted
her utmost influence.
Until after the Union the Lord Advocate had, merely in virtue of his
In matters either of municipal or constitupower.

office, little political

tional law,

specially

whether arising

charged

property, interests

in

Parliament or the Court of Session, he was

with the duty of

safeguarding and advancing the
As the public prose-

and prerogative of the Crown.

cutor he was invested with discretion

all

but unlimited in the investiga-

The limit is notable. Against all
tion, prosecution and trial of crimes.
such persons as the Privy Council desired should be prosecuted the Lord
Advocate was, by a then recent statute, bound to proceed. Before touching on Mackenzie's conduct in office, his merit as a reformer of criminal law
accused should be noticed. The Lord Advocates had
framed or used the criminal law, both in procedure and substance, for the
end and purpose of making condemnation certain, whenever desired by the
Government. Before the Restoration the prisoner could not even cite
in favour of persons

witnesses for his defence.

Mackenzie had introduced, while acting as a

criminal judge, precepts of exculpation, granted by the justices to the
accused which contained a warrant for citation.
But by the Act of 1672
there was secured to
for the defence,

all

persons accused the right of citing witnesses
list of the Crown witnesses before trial.

and receiving a

In all prosecutions, except for treason and rebellion against the King,
Mackenzie
accused or his counsel were given the right of the last word.
also gave or restored to the jury the right of electing their foreman or
And he began his official career as Lord Advocate by drawchancellor.

new

regulations for criminal procedure, under which the Lord
tied to greater precision in statement of time and place in
criminal indictments.

ing up

Advocate was

In his history and vindication (referred to below) he has defended his
administration of criminal justice during the stormy years between 1677
and 1689 of conflict between the Crown and the Presbyterian party.

keep in mind. Mackenzie was a convinced supporter of
and
episcopacy
monarchy. He was a determined believer in the efficacy
of resolute government to cope with disaffection and rebellion.
Certainly
This

it is

fair to
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no Government, autocratic or democratic, has ever conceded to the
governed a right to rebel or to murder magistrates, officials or soldiers.
That Lord Advocate Mackenzie enforced severe and arbitrary laws is true
that he went beyond the law in any material point cannot be
proved.
Certainly he sometimes pressed for a conviction more keenly than would
now be thought becoming, and urged legal pleas to the Court which
:

accorded neither with reason nor with justice as they appear to

What Lord Advocate

or Attorney-General

in

us.

any period of our

history can go free from this criticism

?
More than a century later the law
Scotland
and Ireland, in order to convict
England,
reformers, strained the law nearer to breaking-point than Mackenzie ever
did.
Tried by the average official standard, his acts are defensible:

officers of the

tried

Crown

in

by the standard of his predecessors Fletcher and Nisbet, or his sucDalrymple and Stewart even after the Revolution, his character

cessors

and administration appear moderate and just.
Compared with some English law officers of the same period Lord
Advocate Mackenzie acted honourably and humanely. By our modern standards some of his acts lie open to remark.
In Sir Hugh Campbell's trial for
treason (1684), he vehemently argued for a conviction, after his witnesses had
broken down, and showed great temper when the jury asserted their right
to

be sole judges of the evidence and returned a verdict of

"

Not

guilty ".
in prosecuting Baillie of Jerviswoode for complicity in the
Plot, he pressed, by special order of the Privy Council, charges

His conduct when

Ryehouse
which he owned that he had some time before said to the prisoner in private
conversation that he did not credit, was censured at the time. He might have
left

the conduct of the prosecution to the Whig counsel who appeared along
To have resigned office, or to have refused to bring the evi-

with him.

dence and arguments, which his official superiors ordered, before the tribunal
which alone had the duty and responsibility of deciding upon them, would
have been heroic, but in the seventeenth century unexampled.
And one
cannot but regret that he prosecuted simple religious women, such as Isobel
Semple and Marion Harvey, though as the law stood they had committed
technical treason.

a sense of

official

But one cannot disregard
duty, and within the law.

his defence that

And

he acted from

the facts that while Lord

Advocate he more than once gave timely hints which enabled suspected
persons to escape, for example, to his friend Lord Stair and to Stair's
son, John Dalrymple his rival, and remained officially ignorant of James
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Stewart's hiding-place in London, while personally discussing with
questions of Church Government, do some credit to his humanity.

him

His colleagues found him more conscientious than suited them.
Mackenzie doubted the dispensing power claimed by King James,
Rothes, who had ousted x'\berdeen and secretly turned Catholic, determined

When

more pliant Lord Advocate. Lord President Lockhart acted as
Lord Advocate till the man was found.
John Dalrymple, the Whig
patriot, out of prison, returned to Edinburgh with a royal gift of i^ 1,200
and the office of Lord Advocate. Dalrymple did his work with zest and
It was Dalrymple who prosecuted D. and John Hardy
thoroughness.
for
merely
opposing the taking away of the laws against Popery. It was
to find a

Dalrymple who, by the aid of envious brethren, tracked, arrested, brought
trial and hastier execution, young Renwick, the most learned,
and
clear-sighted leader among the Covenanters, and the most
pious
of
all the victims of arbitrary power.
But on one occasion
lamented
Dalrymple was foiled by Sir George, who had again put on his gown

to hasty

Lord Glasford had arranged to get the lands of
the lands (and their lives) could be forfeited to the
Crown. Dalrymple took the matter in hand. He arraigned some twenty
of the feuars on the charges of having been at Bothwell Bridge, rendezvous-

as a private advocate.

the Glasford feuars,

if

By threatening the Crown witnesses with a
ing and resetting rebels.
if
failed
to
swear
they
hanging
up to the charges, he imagined that he
had made sure of a conviction.
But Sir George, whom the prisoners had
retained, tore Dalrymple's case into shreds, appealed to the juiy with more
than his wonted eloquence and

won

a verdict of

"

Not

guilty

".

When

Dalrymple became Lord Justice Clerk on 17th February, 1688,
Mackenzie resumed office until the Revolution broke out. In the Convention of Estates he led, with all his old courage, the scanty and disheartened
No part of his life does him greater honour. He made a
Opposition.
gallant effort to save the Episcopal Church of Scotland, though he thought
as little of the Bishops then in office as Claverhouse did.
He remained in

King against Dalrymple, who had once more
and
was
about to hold office as Lord x'ldvocate of King
changed
William, and against other colleagues who had in like manner made sure of
impunity and promotion. When, on 4th April, 1689, Dalrymple's resolution
that James Stuart had forfeited the Crown of Scotland was carried,
Mackenzie felt that his public life was ended. He retired to Oxford,

the Convention defending the
sides
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where he had many friends and congenial society. He spent his days in
On 8th October,
literary studies, and probably in revising his memoirs.
1

69 1,

in

London,

From

his life quietly

his political

scholarship and

life

ended.
one turns to

his less contentious attainments in

literature.

In the sphere of law he did excellent work.
TJie Laws
of Scotland in Matters Criminal (1678); Observations on

and Customs
tJie

Statutes

(1686); Institutions of the Lazv of Scotland (1684); Essay on Forensic
Eloquence a7id Collection of Pleadings (1673) ^"cl his Treatise on Heraldry
and Precede7icy (1680) are clearly arranged, written in a pleasant style,
J

with great knowledge of comparative law and history, and contain many
His Observatiofis ofi the Statutes are still a useful commencurious facts.

example, on the statutory law of bankruptcy. The Institutions,
though now cast into the shade by the more elaborate and scientific Institutions by Lord Stair, were the first and for a century the best exposition
tary, for

of the whole law of Scotland according to the method of Justinian.
It
"
treats of terms and principles, leaving out nothing that is necessary, insert"
it
lays down that the great principles of
ing nothing that is controverted
:

In Criminal Latv his large
justice and equity are the same in all nations.
entitled
him
and
to
he wrote " to inform his
that
authority
say
experience
illuminate
and
the
As
noted
law".
above, he had introduced
countrymen

many reforms. Capital punishment for simple theft he condemned as
There is no proportion, he
contrary to the law of God and to humanity.
life and money
in
theft
the
between
crime
can be repaired it is
argues,
:

:

absurd that theft and murder which are not equal crimes should have equal
punishments. But Mackenzie's opinion did not become law until Sir

James Mackintosh and Romilly persuaded a

British Parliament in

the

nineteenth century.

His exposition on the Crime of Witchcraft seems out of joint with his
Yet in 1678 most lawyers (except Cromwell's judges)
liberal opinions.
"
theologians would have agreed with him against Wierus that if \ve
deny witchcraft, we must deny the truth of all history, ecclesiastical or
But he lays down that "of all crimes it requires
the most
secular".

and

all

.

.

.

convincing probation," and he condemns "next to the witches themselves
those cruel and too forward judges ".
Many accused of this crime confess
"
make one solid body penethe
cannot
even
devil
to things impossible
"
nor can the devil transform one species into another," such
trate another,"
:
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Mackenzie's theory as to the mode in which
as an old woman into a cat.
images of clay or wax (still employed in amorous rivalries and ecclesiastical
controversies in one part of Scotland) work their evil effects on the persons
.

represented

is

admirably ingenious.
"

Those who think of him as the Bloody Advocate" may note that he
condemns arbitrariness as " most dreadful in matters criminal where life
and fortune are equally exposed ".
In discussing insanity, responsibility and punishment his views were
also in advance of his times.
Any degree of insanity which clouds the
reason, though it does not destroy it, should be taken into account to
"
an opinion now given effect to in
lessen and moderate the punishment
He strongly vindicated the Roman and Scots doctrine always repractice.
"

:

It is not just
jected in England, that statutes are abrogated by desuetude.
"
that people
who know law not so much by reading the books of statutes
"
as by seeing the daily practice
should be prosecuted under old laws which

have been disused and forgotten.

Another doctrine of the

Roman Law,

by Scots lawyers till overruled by English judges, he emphatically
Decided cases or precedents do not make law. Judges are not
asserted.

received

bound except by laws, and none can make laws but Parliament. Decisions
pass on less premeditation, with more bias from circumstances than laws.
Judges should no more be "tied from altering their decisions than philoThese few references
sophers to continue in the errors of their youth".
ma)^ serve to show the value of Mackenzie's work on Criminal Law, as
a record of advanced opinions, and a treasure house of incidents, facts
and curious customs.
His Observatio7is o)i Precedency and On the Science of Heraldry are
read by antiquaries.
Crown of Scotland.

Naturally he maintains the

independence of the

Apropos of the origin of surnames, he informs us
that Malcolm Canmore gave surnames to all his nobles, and how a Robertson got the name of Skene, with arms three dirk points, by having killed
a wolf with only his dirk, in the forest of Stocket. His references to " slughorns or cris de guerre^' and to employment of round tables and several

doors as devices to avoid disputes of precedency
of the more interesting contents.

may

be taken as samples

His Defence of the Antiquity of the Royal Line of Scotland, and his defence of the royal prerogative against Buchanan, Milton and other writers,
dedicated to the Universities of Scotland, are written with great vigour,
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but

modern

He

begins with Fergus

would not regard them as exact or convincing.
B.C. ^;^o, and successfully ridicules Buchanan's
contract
of
an
between Fergus and his subjects. The series
original
theory
of passages relating to Scotland which he gathered from many classic
His constitutional
writers and Christian fathers, proves his wide reading.
"
Monarchs
are absolute, deriving their royal authorproposition is that
But qualifications in cases of
ity immediately from God Almighty".
historians

I.,

of the kingdom to strangers, or abdication, or
of
a
limited
constitution
are admitted.
The proof he finds in
acceptance
the statutes of Scotland (the recent arbitrary Acts in particular) and in
insanity, or alienation

Law (but mainly cites selections from the Novels of Justinian).
In the discourse concerning the three unions (or projects of union)
between England and Scotland, he defines the " requisites of a perfect

the Civil

union" so as to exclude the case of England and Scotland. He appreto the law of Scotland,
with reason.
He praises "that

—

hended danger

wonderful scholar Sir Francis Bacon".
confine their studies within their

But English lawyers "ordinarily
"
laws
-a remark which

own municipal

—

its point.
Proceeding partly on Scottish experience of a
Parliament during the Commonwealth, he asks this question,
"
How can a Parliament of
not yet answered to Scottish satisfaction
"
understand
to
make
laws
for
Scotland ?
One does not
Great Britain
now sympathise with his point on the difference of constitutions, that the
still

retains

common

:

King had an absolute supremacy

in

the Church of Scotland and

influence over the Parliament of Scotland

more

but his objection to appeals
to
the
the
Court
House of Lords has been
from
allowed
Supreme
being

justified

by

:

events.

have no right
and
therefore no
to demit or resign
itself,
was afterwards adopted and
right to consent to an incorporating union,
used with great effect in 1707 by Fletcher and other opponents of the
union with England, and by Plunket and the independent Irish party in
His

constitutional

its

plea

that

a Parliament

could

powers, or extinguish

1799 against the union of Great Britain with Ireland.
In the Memoirs of Affairs of Scotland from the Restoration and
Vindication of the Government of Charles

II., posthumously published,
his
Mackenzie
makes
Sir George
personal apology and a plausible defence
the
of
of the arbitrary government
King in Church and State. He rests
the weight of his plea on the statutes passed by the Parliaments of the
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;

were

statutes

25;

a plea technically valid, but ignoring the fact that these
just the head and front of the grievances which brought

Some of his points are good. He comments on
the greater severity of the laws of England, New England, and Sweden, and
contrasts the ampler protection which the law of Scotland gave to an accused
person (in great measure introduced by himself). That he ever threatened
about the Revolution.

juries

he denies, but (remembering Campbell's case) admits that he exerundoubted right of protesting for an assize of error. He affirms

cised his

that torture, the reproach of the Scotch Privy Council, was never inflicted
except against men proved to be personally guilty and in order to discover accomplices
that not one of a thousand capital sentences was
;

executed

;

and that not

six

persons died except for being in actual

Then he pertinently
and allege conscience,
would the Presbyterian Government sustain that as a just defence ? " But
"
"
was never bigot in King Charles'
his assertion that the Civil Government
reign is rather daring, unless he means that no religious or ecclesiastical
opinion was treated as in itself a crime, but was taken only as evidence or
an overt act of sedition or treason. To do justice to Sir George Mackenzie
one must look at his political acts and read his political works from his
His convictions and his duty "screwed up the
constitutional standpoint.

rebellion or being proved guilty of assassination.
asks " If any should rise in defence of Episcopacy
:

"

to the highest point of supremacy in all causes
To use a later phraseology, he
persons, civil or ecclesiastical.

royal prerogative

over

all

and
was

Like the Roman jurists, he
thoroughly Erastian and anti- Ultramontane.
a
a
and
a
fortiori Presbyterian theocracy, as inconsistent
regarded theocracy,
with the well-being, or even the existence, of the State.

In the risings of

the rigid Presbyterians he saw rebellions which aimed, not at freedom
of conscience or toleration, but at a Presbyterian tyranny under forms

He had

seen in his )'outh a government by
From a higher
Presbytery which even Presbyterians found intolerable.
standpoint we can now perceive that the battle did involve freedom of
conscience, but the party which conquered at the Revolution never
substantially republican.

inscribed the rights of other persons' consciences on their banners.
Mackenzie's earlier works reflect his philosophical studies before he

became an administrator of the law, and contain his opinions on religion
and toleration. In the Religio Stoici he condemns persecution for opinions.
Opinion is a pure act of the mind to punish the body for the fault of the

—

17
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is as unjust as to punish one relative for another.
But he is ready to
exact a certain external passive conformity to the religion of the State.
"In things not necessary to salvation the laws of my country are my

soul

He says of "Fanatics of all sets and sorts," by way of "friendly
"
When they have set the whole globe ablaze, this they term a
address,"
new light ". Some of his opinions must have seemed to rigid Presby-

creed."

terians

more deserving of the greater excommunication than

so

much

his harshest

"

In religion, as in heraldry, the simpler the bearing be it is
the purer and ancienter." Churches " lace so strait, like coy maids,

official acts.

as to bring on a consumption," and " allow no wedding garment but of their
own spinning ". " Stand not some Episcopists and Presbyterians at greater
"
"
distance than either do with Turks and Pagans ?
True religion and

undefiled is to visit the widow and the fatherless, and the indictment
drawn up against the condemned spirits shall be that when our Saviour's
poor ones were hungered they did not feed them, and when they were
naked they did not clothe them, without mentioning anything of their
belief in matters of controversy or

government."

Essay on Reason he ventures a

definition of "bigotry," it contoo
stress
much
circumstantial
point of religion,
laying
upon any
and making all other essential duties subordinate thereto ". In other places

In the

sists in

"

asks, in the spirit of Erasmus or of Sir Thomas More, "Why should we
show so much violence in these things whereof we can show no certain
"
"
evidence ?
Are we not ready to condemn to-day what yesterday was
to
ho.
judged
jure divino?" In a vein of humour he reflects that "the
most infallible Churchmen, the most learned judges, the most zealous
It
patriots must trust to Voting because they cannot to Reasoning".
must be admitted that Mackenzie, when he followed his classical masters
"
in maintaining that it is easier to be virtuous than vicious, and that
men
no
fear of the Westminster
naturally love truth as the eyes do light," had
Confession, or even the Articles of the t^piscopists, before his eyes, and
had perhaps incomplete foresight into the entanglements of professional
and official life. If he and his colleagues had laid to heart his admirable
maxim that " Severity increases the number and zeal of bigots," the House
of Stuart would never have forfeited the throne.
One remark by
Mackenzie on the historical origin of Presbytery, passed at the Bishop of
St. Asaph's table, seems to have been understood too literally by Evelyn.
Evelyn says the late Lord Advocate observed that Presbyterian dissent

he
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was introduced by a Jesuit, who " began to pray extemporary," and died
in Scotland, Evelyn cannot recollect where, and had on his monument,
"
Rosa infer spinas ". This sounds like a piece of Mackenzie's humorous
after-dinner table-talk.
It is w6rth noting as the probable original of
Lord Beaconsfield's theory that four Jesuits, in the nineteenth century,
founded the United Presbyterian Church, which Mr. Cunninghame Graham,
Mackenzie's vein, has described as an obscure religious sect occasionally

in

alluded to in the writings of the late R. L. Stevenson.

One word

is

due to Mackenzie's

lighter literary work.

After the fashion of the day he indited poems in his youth. Some
of them are sprinkled with conceits, in Dryden's first manner, for example,
"Our Saviour's Picture". His paraphrase of the 104th Psalm may rank

with similar efforts of Lord Bacon.
of

Dryden
love," and

in his strength,
"

such as

"

Occasionally we find a line worthy
P'riendship the wiser rival of vain

Montrose, his country's glory and her shame ". No one now
reads his serious romance, Areii/ia (1660), though it has the merit of being
the first novel in Scottish literature.
One of his most popular works was
the Essay on Solitude in Praise of a Private Life exempt from Public
Cares (1666), answered by John Evelyn (1667) in his little book on Public
Employment and an Active Life preferred to Solitude. Each seems to

have been converted by the arguments of the other
troversy

The

made them

:

in

any case the con-

friends.

style of Mackenzie's prose works,

as that of Fletcher of Saltoun, differs
writers of the period.

little

though not so terse or strong
from the better-style English

In style Mackenzie most resembles Sir William

Temple.
In speeches he employed the old, or Court, Scots, which he calls
the Scottish idiom of the British tongue," and maintained its superiority
"
for the purposes of forensic eloquence
Our pronunciation is, like our-

"

:

selves, fiery,
"

abrupt, sprightly and

bold,"

and the bending of our great wits
much smoothed

to study the law, the chief science in repute with us, hath

our language as to pleading ".
In discussing the advocate's vocation he held up to his brethren the
"
An advocate without an exhighest standard of professional learning
:

knowledge of jurisprudence is a soldier without arms ". In his
advice to them he follows Ouintilian, sometimes qualified by his own
"in cases where the pleader is )^oung and the cause
experience, e.g.
cellent

:
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unfavourable, the strongest arguments should be first useci in order to
His own reported pleadings are more brief than
conciliate the judge ".
one expects in forensic work. Two of his arguments (i) Whether a contract

made by

a minor

who

swore not to revoke

held himself out to the other party as major and
nevertheless revokable on the ground of minority,

it, is

and (2) Whether passive compliance in public rebellions is punishable as
treason (his plea in Argyle's case), are fair examples of his reasoning and
methods of debate.
his own profession he was, and has continued, popular and
There was nothing mean or envious in his nature. He honoured
his vocation and his brethren.
His sketches of other leaders of the bar,
from Nicolson, whom he had seen " only in his setting," to Lockhart, his
Even the Whig, Sir
most influential rival, are pithy and appreciative.
"
John Lauder, characterised him as the brightest Scotsman of his time ".
It is due to him to record that he did more for Icral education than anv
Lord Advocate or any Dean of Faculty before or since. He began the
movement, though he died before it succeeded, to institute a Faculty of Law

With

admired.

When Dean of Faculty he founded that
University of Edinburgh.
noble Library of the Faculty of Advocates which is used as the National
Library of Scotland, in the hope that lawyers and others might leave their

in the

and that many generations would profit by it to
His inaugural oration, pronounced in the very
enlarge the study of law.
crisis of the Revolution, when he knew himself in danger of assassination,
It discusses again the uses of
reveals and repeats his favourite studies.
the texts of the Civil Law, " happily saved from Tribonian," and, as became
He
a student of Bourges, the methods introduced by Alciatus and Cujas.
and
of
of
the
the
the
of
value
the
study
Paraphrase
Thcophilus,
impresses
books

to increase

it,

developments of law

in

the East after Justinian.

He commends

to his

which are necessary

and

rhetorical,
profession the studies, historical, critical
to train and form the mind to jurisprudence, the Scieiitia Impcratrix.
What evil he did, rather compelled by the times than by his

own

the good he did lives after
One prefers to think of him as one whose private
him, in many forms.
life was unstained by the vices of his age, whose public life was marked by
nature,

was interred even before

his

bones

energy, courage and loyalty, whom the
jurists of Europe admired, whom great

Bourges, praised and honoured,

;

great Voet,

Huber and

Universities,

like

who bequeathed

other

Oxford and

to his profession a great
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tradition

of independence, learning and eloquence, and whose character
one word expressed, " that noble wit of Scotland ",

in

Dryden
3.
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Sir

George Gordon

of Haddo, First Earl of Aberdeen (1637-

1720), one of the most eminent alumni of King's College.
He was the second son of Sir John Gordon of Haddo, the famous
Cavalier.

The execution

of his father, for what they called treason in
and the forfeiture of his father's property by

virtue of a retrospective law,

the Covenanters, impressed upon him in youth the dangers of popular
government and the evils of civil warfare. In 1659 he took his degree at

King's College, and, with scarcely an interval, was appointed one of the
Regents in succession to John Strachan. He professed Philosophy, and
taught as Regent in the College until 1663, when he resigned in order to
complete his studies for the legal profession. After taking the usual law
classes at a Continental University, he passed advocate in 1668.
Practice

was not wanting, but

said that, on his succession,

by the death of his
and estates he ceased to take fees. Like
other ambitious and energetic lawyers of his day, he united forensic with
In 1669 he was elected to Parliament for the County
legislative duties.
of Aberdeen, and retained his seat for the next ten years. In 1681 he was
one of the Lords of the Articles, the Standing Committee of Parliament
which prepared legislation.
In 1678 he entered the Privy Council, at the
same time as Sir George Mackenzie.
On 8th June, 1680, he took his seat
as Lord Ordinary of the Court of Session, with the title of Lord Haddo.
His judicial promotion was rapid. Lord Stair having refused to take the
new test enacted by the Act of 1681, Sir George succeeded him as Lord
President of the Court.
In July, 1682, he was created Lord High Chanit is

elder brother, to the family

cellor of Scotland, and, a

As

title

few months

had been

later,

Earl of x'\berdeen.

and popular. In depth and variety
of professional learning, in experience at the Bar and on the Bench, Lord
But in .sound common sense Sir George was not
Stair had no equal.
In prompt despatch of business, one of the rarest
to
even
Stair.
second
a judge he

successful

of judicial qualities, in good, impartial administration of justice, a virtue
even rarer and more desired in the seventeenth century, he excelled his
colleagues, and perhaps the greater number of his successors in the Chair.

These
al.so

qualities

made him

commended him

to

men

of

all

ranks and degree.s, but they

enemies.

In the Privy Council, the centre of arbitrary power, Sir George, like
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Lord Stair, took as small a part as his offices allowed. He kept within
the law, but the limits of the law of the Privy Council enclosed a very
ample space, and used his influence in favour of moderation. He was too
honest for most of his colleagues, and the causes of his

fall

from

office are

him as they are disgraceful to his successful rivals.
Lord Aberdeen had quarrelled with Oueensberry as to the keeping of
men in prison without trial. He had also opposed in Council a project
which Oueensberry had devised to bring money into the Treasury, and,
The project was that the Council
subsequently, into his private purse.
as creditable to

should fine husbands for the neglect of their wives to attend their parish
The statute requiring attendance had been obeyed by men, but
church.
their

wiv^es

all

Perth warmly supported Queensberry's

away.

stayed

would extirpate Presbyterians, or at least bring them to
Lord Aberdeen as warmly opposed it on constitutional grounds.
poverty.
The project was clearly illegal and unjust. The Attendance Act made no
one liable except for his own failure to attend. It sanctioned the infliction
of heavy fines and corporal pains on noblemen, gentlemen, heritors, yeoUnder the Conventicle Act, men were
men, tenants and burgesses.

proposal

;

it

made liable for the transgressions of their wives or children
who resorted to Conventicles to the extent of one-half the fines

expressly

in

family

so

incurred, because they

had power to

restrain them.

But

this

Act neither

required wives to attend church nor made their husbands answerable for
their delicts.
As the ladies had for years withdrawn, the fines which
could, in Queensberry's view, be inflicted would make all the estates in the
The King was appealed to.
country lie at the mercy of the Council.

Charles, who, to use the

words of a Bishop,

"

all his life
expressed as great
of
for
women's
as
their
consciences
neglect
regard
persons," decided in
favour of Perth and Oueensberry.
Lord Aberdeen had law and reason so

him that, in 1685, the majority of the Council procured an
Act of Parliament declaring that their procedure " in fining husbands for
"
their wives' withdrawing from the Ordinances
was to be observed in all
time coming, and expressly ratifying all their decrees and sentences. But
all the more the "Junto" aimed to
In 1684 they tried to
put him out.
for
him
as
of
Midlothian
Sheriff
proceed against
neglect of duty in not
a
but
it
out
that
the
turned
Conventicle
had met in
Conventicle,
stopping
plainly with

Tweeddale, beyond Aberdeen's

One

act of service to the

jurisdiction.

King had

swelled the ranks of Aberdeen's
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third Earl of Lauderdale,

had

freely

Master of the Mint to put the King's money in his own
The Lord Advocate had sued Lauderdale and other officers of

office as

pocket.
the Mint for repayment.

Lord Aberdeen,

for ^70,000.

had
Mint

as President of the Court,

Some thought

that " he carried on the

given judgment
The Lord Clerk Register
decreet with an eye to get the benefit of it ",
"
inflamed Lauderdale by the hint that
they were his enemies whom he
The King sisted execution of the decree,
should see getting his pelf".

and reduced the sum to ^^"20,000, or a conveyance of certain estates to
Aberdeen and Claverhouse. The matter was compromised after some
Claverhouse was alienated from
unedifying negotiations and litigation.

Aberdeen by this dispute, or, if Colin Mackenzie told the truth, because
Aberdeen had planned to make the intended bride of Claverhouse the

And among

Ludovic Gordon.

the higher nobility there
had been great envy at Aberdeen's advancement ". The Marquis of
Athol had been bitterly annoyed at being passed over for Chancellor.
third wife of Sir
"

Aberdeen
had saved his

relied

on

his friendship with the

Duke

of York.

The Duke

wreck of the Gloucester by taking him into his
own barge, along with the dog " Mumper ". The Duke had helped to make
him Lord Chancellor. When Viceroy of Scotland the Duke had in person
life

in the

laid before the Council the letters patent in favour of

Aberdeen. With

all

his

Duke was

constant in his friendships, and did not fail to defend
Aberdeen against the coalition. Then the coalition played their trump
card, a cash payment of ^27,000 to the Duchess of Portsmouth, and won.
faults the

Perth and Queensberry arrived

in

Edinburgh,

"

having carried out

all

their

A

word of the King's mistress had outdesigns against Aberdeen ".
his father's sufferings, his own
of
his
the
services
ancestors,
loyal
weighed
faithful discharge of his duties to the Crown, and had made Perth Lord
Chancellor.

His enemies did not "suffer so great a

man

to fall softly".

They exerted their interest and malice to find pretexts for prosecuting him,
but even John Dalrymple could make no discoveries, to the great disLauderdale raised an action against him to
pleasure of the treasurer.
decree
in
Mint
case and the compromise which followed
have the
the
formally set aside.

This was done

"

to

accumulate matter to blacken and

Aberdeen's reputation". Lauderdale alleged that the other judges
had been concussed by Aberdeen, and claimed to adduce them as
In point of fact, only Lauderdale's brother had opposed the
witnesses.
sully
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"

the Lords

who swore by

"

had not ventured to
While
and
dissent.
this
was
action
being debated King Charles
appear
died, and the judges, remembering the new King's friendship, became
more clear for x'\berdeen. The action was stopped by an arbitrary comdecree, even

his family

mand of James in March, 1686. But, in the debates in Parliament on the
new Act regarding the Mint, Lord Aberdeen introduced a series of
amendments

exposed again Lauderdale's
and
maintained
the
mal-administration,
justice of the Mint decree.
The published volume of letters received by Lord Aberdeen in his
to prevent peculation in future,

years of office as Lord President and Chancellor yields some interesting
personal details.

The Duke

of Hamilton thanks him for "justice and favour" in
a
The Duchess of Lauderdale writes a
process
against him.
delaying
of
of
one
her
cases
in Court.
Queensberry recommends
long explanation

the suit of a friend " to his favour and justice ".
The Earl Marischal
wants a share of the fines, the Bishop of Edinburgh wants a treasury
credit for p^200, the Earl of Strathmore wants his pension continued, the

Earl of Perth desires that a friend from Blair should be

made

a Lord of

Sir George Mackenzie's letters show the friendly footing on
Session.
which he stood with Aberdeen perhaps King's College counted for

—

something.
The Chancellor had

shown "extraordinary kindness"

to

Colin

George had procured the Clerkship
of Justiciary for Thomas Gordon, Writer to the Signet ("honest Thom
Gordon"), and writes from the Justiciary Circuit to say that though he
Mackenzie, Sir George's brother.

Sir

he had made up
Thomas Gordon's losses another way "and legally too". Lord Fountainhall gives the explanation Thomas Gordon, as clerk, "got much money
"
for Acts of Caution," and
took the management of the Court mainly
himself had not seen one dollar on the whole

circuit,

:

upon him". When the Chancellor fell, "honest Thom" had to pay the
Duchess of Portsmouth to keep his office. In 1682 Sir George writes
what pains he took to influence elections everywhere, to "hector such as
speak ill of you," and to "assist honest men in all the elections both here
and in the West ". The Whig, Sir John Cochrane, offers Aberdeen a
share in a syndicate to take up 70,000 acres of land in South Carolina,
and adds that he has also reserved shares for any judges " who incline to

come

into the undertaking".

Sir

George Mackenzie suspected

this as

a
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scheme to plant a colony of fanatics". Sir John was then expecting to be
The correspondence reveals no
served with an indictment for treason.
and is more pleasant reading than
of statesmen after the Revolution.

secrets

some

confidential correspondence

Lord Aberdeen retired from active political life after the new Act for
In the Revolution he took no part.
regulating the Mint passed into law.
His love of peace and hatred of civil war, perhaps his dread of the evils of a
second Restoration with James' then advisers, kept him back from joining
Claverhouse. His constitutional principles and his memory of James' personal friendship did not permit him to acknowledge King William's title.
He did not attend the Convention, and was not appointed as a Commissioner
of Supply. His name does subsequently appear as a Commissioner, but is
again omitted (in 1696), probably because he did not take the oath of
allegiance.

In

cession.

In Parliament he did not reappear until after Queen Anne's acQueen Anne's first Parliament he took the oaths, and his seat,

He seldom intervened in debate, but in judicial
appeals to Parliament, and questions as to private Acts, his experience and knowledge of law gave great weight to his counsels.
In the
Cramond case, he pointed out that Parliament in its judicative capacity
on nth May, 1703.

He
pass no censure without first calling all parties concerned.
the
or
enthat
or
opposed
Whig proposal
quarrelling,
impugning,
deavouring to alter or innovate the Claim of Right, or any article thereof,
could

should be treason (a proposal which violated justice and liberty as outrageously as the worst Act on the statute-book). One observer describes
as he appeared in this Parliament, " the solidest statesman in ScotIn the fiery Union
land," "a fine orator who speaks slow but strong".

him

debates he exercised a moderating influence.
sion to an incorporating

Mackenzie's

amendment

Union which had
in

Probably he still felt the averhim to second Sir George

led

the Parliament of Charles

II.

But Union, how-

ever unpalatable to Scottish pride and patriotism, seemed to many the only
alternative to separation and civil war.
In the Lockhart papers it is said
that he

"

turned

tail to

the Cavaliers

"

on the Duke of Hamilton's motion

He was induced to stay away from the
against an incorporating Union.
decisive divisions.
After the Union he lived on his own estates the quiet
life

of a country gentleman,

till

his death at Kellie in 1720.

application to business,

and a

gift

Strength,

honesty of purpose, great power of
of grave, deliberative eloquence were the

solidity, constitutional respect for law,

266
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qualities

which raised him to eminence and maintained him

fidence of the moderate
their address

on

family

".

all

parties during

in

the con-

his public career.

In

with

expressed with a simplicity and sincerity not
documents of the kind, the Town Council of

by the wish that his descendants
honour and dignity, but in virtue which
many generations bygone, been the praise of your honourable
No wish has ever been more amply fulfilled.
their congratulations

might succeed him,
has, for

of

his earldom,

usually associated

Aberdeen crown

men

"

not only

in

4. Sir Francis Grant of Cullen, Lord Cullen (1660-1726)— educated
Aberdeen pursued the study of Law at Leyden under Voet, the
most celebrated of Dutch Civilians, whose works are still of authority in
Scotland and South Africa.
He was called to the Bar about 1691. Both
in jurisprudence and
He
politics he held advanced liberal opinions.

—

at

enjoyed the friendship of Sir George Mackenzie, widely as they differed
In the Convention of 1689 he distinguished himself in
in politics.
He maintained by speech and writing that King James had,
debate.
even on the rules of feudal law, forfeited the throne.
On all public

He opposed the
questions his breadth and foresight were remarkable.
in
the Church.
restoration of patronage
Of the Union with England he
At the Bar he was a
was a distinguished and convinced supporter.
His
persuasive and elegant speaker, much in request for appeals.
the
and
fixed
him
name
of
"the
was
on
library".
living
great,
learning
No fault could be found with him even by the severe section of his party,
"
except that he was ambulatory in his judgment as to Church government," a matter on which contemporary Scotsmen had such fixed, if
But he made it a rule to give his professional serconflicting, opinions.
vices to clergymen of

all

denominations without a

fee.

His Essays on Lazu,

Religion and Education are not unworthy of the friend of Mackenzie and
His Parliamentary services were rewarded by a
the pupil of Voet.
baronetcy, and his professional eminence recognised by promotion to
As a judge he was quick in percepthe Bench in 1709 as Lord Cullen.
like Coke, preferred to draw his
in
of
citation
and,
tion, ready
authority,

law from the original sources. Perhaps he sometimes estimated
by the depth of the well, not the purity of the draught.

Duncan Forbes

of CuUoden,

Lord

its

value

It is
685-1747.
with a .sense of pleasure that one passes to consider a statesman and jurist
who, in times scarcely less venal and arbitrary than the Restoration is
5.

President,

1
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reputed to have been, raised himself to power, not by the arts which others
used to rise, but by the excellence of a noble character and manly in-

dependence.
stirring

His

events.

life

spans a period of Scottish history thronged with

Born under Charles

II.,

old

enough

to

remember

the

death of Claverhouse, educated amidst the patriotic struggle against
Union with England, active for peace, order and clemency through two

an energetic reformer, who saw and aided the growth of commerce and manufactures, he was for nearly thirty years a prime mover in

rebellions,

all

Scottish affairs in the direction of progress.

He was

The

leading dates of his

Bar in 1709;
was member for the Inverness Burghs from 1722 to 1737; in 1725
became Lord Advocate; in 1737 Lord President of the Court of Session,
and died in December, 1747.
The son of a family, not ancient, but which had been for three
generations the head of the patriotic Liberals of the North, and was

career

may

be given.

born

in

1685

;

called to the

closely allied with the House of Argyle, he received his first education at
the Parish School of Inverness.
He next studied at Aberdeen University,

then went to Edinburgh, where he attended Spottiswood's lectures on
Law. He finished his student life at the University of Leyden. There

he was thoroughly grounded

in

Jurisprudence and

Roman Law, and

acquired a good critical knowledge of Hebrew.
For some time after his call to the Bar, he seems to have been
busy in convivial and literary circles than in the Courts of Law.

more

He

the haunts of the Junior Bar or in the

was a king among good
castles of Highland chieftains.
His genial, honest face, handsome figure, persuasive manners and
But he read more law
natural sweetness of temper made him welcome.
and argued more cases than he sometimes got credit for when great
In seven years after his
practice came, it did not find him unprepared.
call to the Bar he was a busy man, and from that time he soon became
one of the leaders of the Bar. In Appeal cases before the House of
fellows, in

;

Lords he was the favourite and a most effective counsel until he quitted
His clients often became his friends for life. Even Lovat, who
the Bar.
never outwitted him, felt as much regard for him as his nature allowed.
The notorious Francis Charteris left him a large legacy and the life-rent of
In 17 14- 15 he threw his energy into
country estate.
General Election of February, 171 5, he gained his first

his

politics.

political

In the
laurels.
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The

times were stirring, and for the Hanoverian dynasty ominous.
The
"
"
never higher in their looks or hopes,"
Tories were
they counted
on speedy invasion ". His brother contested with success the County of

Duncan Forbes
Inverness as a Liberal and a supporter of Government.
canvassed for him, spoke for him, made friends and gained influence.
When the Rebellion of 17 15 broke out, he worked even harder to dissuade
the Northern clans from joining the Earl of Mar, and with great results.
The Duke of Argyle and his brother. Lord Islay, recognised his capacity
and services to Government. He became the Duke's legal adviser, and

was marked

for political office.

When

the Rebellion collapsed, largely be-

cause of the defection of the Inverness-shire clans, the cry in England was
loud and furious for the most severe and cruel measures.
Any one who

suggested clemency was regarded by the King and London society as a
Both Duncan Forbes and his brother were "ill-looked

secret Jacobite.

on

"

because they would not swell the cry.
stuff.

stronger
"
the Lord
says

On

19th March, 17 16,

But the brothers were of
qualified, he

Duncan Forbes had

as Advocate Depute.
He protested against
the proposed measures of repression.
Lord Advocate Dairy mple agreed
with him, and presented a memorial to Government against forfeitures of

knows how,"

the rebels, and suggested a pardon to all who were under age or had been
But to the English Cabinet this meant that " every
compelled to come out.
rebel in Scotland was to escape ".
And the Solicitor-General (Stewart) and

the Lord Justice Clerk pressed for speedy measures against rebels.
Ultithe
Lord
Advocate
was
forced
into
Duncan
Forbes
mately
resignation.

went on

his

way.

He

to prosecute except

discouraged prosecutions of the rebels, he declined
on signed informations, and not one seems to have

The Government, with an arbitrariness unsurpassed under
the Restoration, illegally detained rebels in Edinburgh, then transferred
them, by a greater stretch of arbitrary power, to England for trial
in Carlisle
where conviction could be depended on. Duncan Forbes was
been lodged.

—

—

selected to appear for the Crown at Carlisle.
Islay that he was determined to refuse that

He

promptly wrote Lord
employment, and that no

motive whatever would induce him to accept it.
"struggle thro' with it," but Forbes stood firm.

Islay advised

him

to

The Lord Advocate

went to a German Spa to avoid appearing, but Solicitor-General Stewart
and the English Solicitor-General, with two other less scrupulous members
of the Scots Bar, undertook the prosecution.
Duncan Forbes did more
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He

act.

collected

money among
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his friends,

Whig and

the support and defence of the prisoners at Carlisle.
The
Tory,
"
of
him.
as
he
no
law
Government
condemned
can
But,
said,
partisans
hinder a Scotsman to wish that his countrymen, not hitherto condemned,
for

should not be a derision to strangers, or perish for want of necessary
defence or sustenance out of their own country".
Against the whole
policy of the Government he expressed himself strongly in an unsigned

He said that the Rebellion vi^as
remonstrance addressed to Walpole.
crushed, nearly every Scotsman was connected with some of the rebels and
the Forfeiture Bill was a mistake
the Ministry
favour of mercy
had taken no pains to find out the real feeling in Scotland
they
had dismissed from office the Duke of Argyle, moved by a parcel of
fictions.
The King's friends in Scotland began to fear that the nation had
been devoted to destruction. There was no true and wise policy except
in

:

:

:

indemnity and amnesty to

all

who

shall surrender within a given time.

But, instead of adopting this policy the English
They sent
step, which aroused keen feelings.

Government took a

down

further

Comrebels who

to Scotland a

mission of Oyer and Terminer to try and find bills against the
two
It was prepared by the English Attorney-General
had escaped.
But the Scottish
English barristers were sent to conduct the prosecutions.
;

Grand Juries refused (except at Cupar) to become accomplices of the
Government.
The Commission was even more of a blunder than an
he might stand with the Government, Duncan
However
illegality.
Forbes had gained the place
never

lost.

the seat.

in

the hearts of his countrymen which he

The

Liberals of the Inverness Burghs invited him to contest
After a petition he was declared duly elected.
No one was

better fitted to represent and rally the Northern Liberals.
They had
opposed by constitutional means the Government of the Restoration, they
had stood by the Government of the Revolution, they had opposed the

of the Act of Union, they supported the Hanoverian
from
dynasty
principle.
They were Liberals of a broader, more rational
and more tolerant type than the Whig of the South and West.

unfair clauses

In the

partly

by

House of Commons the member

his courtesy, partly

by

his

became a power,
of
affairs
and
effectiveness
knowledge
for Inverness

but mainly because all parties knew him for the " most uncorrupt
in the
What he said he meant, what he meant he adcountry.

in debate,
"

person
hered to.

No

majority ever was more venal and servile as that which kept
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—

power most of its members received their ten guineas or more
one man had not " his price," and voted for Government
But
weekly.
measures when he thought them right, but against them when he thought
This was not the way to promotion, yet in succession to
them wrong.

Walpole

in

Dundas (who twenty-two years later succeeded him as Lord President), he
was appointed Lord Advocate.
He was scarcely settled in his seat when a fierce agitation broke out
In Glasgow the Excise officers did
against the new tax on Scottish malt.
not dare to collect the duty

the

:

mob

destroyed the house of Campbell of

Shawfield, who had supported

Lord

the tax, and a dangerous riot followed. The
Advocate and General Wade went to Glasgow the Lord Advocate
;

held an inquiry into the conduct of the magistrates, and caused them to be
apprehended for gross neglect of duty. The disturbances were suppressed.
In Edinburgh the brewers combined to stop all brewing until this tax

The Lord Advocate applied to the Court of Session.
should be repealed.
The brewers were ordered, on 31st July, to continue brewing enough to
supply their customers till the following November, on pain of imprisonIt showed
ment, and after some resistance the brewers' strike collapsed.
new Lord Advocate was no more

to be moved from his duty by
than
ministerial
influence.
by
popular agitation
During his tenure of office he broke completely with some old and evil

that the

In his
conceptions of the Lord Advocate's duties as Public Prosecutor.
His
view and practice as Public Prosecutor his duties were partly judicial.
discretion in instituting prosecutions was not influenced by political conNo prosecution was instituted except after adequate inquiry
siderations.
and probable cause. No case was to be pressed unfairly against a prisoner.

In this respect, except during the Tory reign of terror from 1794 to 1827,
his predecessors have followed his example.
Not only did he make the

of Lord Advocate honourable, but he increased its administrative and
This change was due both to his personal
parliamentary importance.
of the Secretaryship of State for Scotland.
and
to
the
abolition
qualities
office

of Roxburgh, who had made this office "a nuisance," as Forbes
Lord Islay (afterwas
dismissed, and no successor was appointed.
.said,
wards Duke of Argyle) continued to act as the unofficial and confidential

The Duke

adviser of the Cabinet in Scottish affairs.
confidence, and so controlled
for

all

Scottish

But P'orbes possessed

affiiirs.

He became

Scotland as well as the legal adviser of the Crown.

Islay's

the Minister

Unlike his
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predecessors and some of his successors, he made a rule to attend regularly
Since he " had the honour to serve the Crown," he writes

in Parliament.

that he " never

had from

was one day absent from Parliament," whatever

his private affairs to be in

calls

he

Edinburgh, Inverness or elsewhere.

The

Jacobite districts of the Highlands, as no one knew better, were
The Lord Advocate's remedy was not force. His policy
dangerous.
was to open up the country by roads, to break up the military cohesion of
still

the clan system, to introduce recruiting for the Imperial forces, to remove
the permanent causes of disturbance or disaffection.
Some parts of this

General Wade made his famous roads connecting
Fort William, Fort Augustus and Inverness with Perth and Stirling. The

policy he got carried out.

Lord Advocate personally visited the works and sent reports to London
on their progress.
The most exciting incident during his tenure of office was the
Porteous Riot.
Captain Porteous had been sentenced to death in July,
for
1736,
ordering and personally taking part in firing on the crowd at
Wilson's execution, but by powerful influence had been respited, and
a pardon was expected.
In September the Edinburgh mob broke his
and
No one would inform.
with
prison
lynched him,
general approval.
The Lord Advocate and Solicitor-General, after an inquir\', had brought
to trial two men, who were acquitted.
The Government, or the English
members of it, brought in their famous Bill of Pains and Penalties against
the City of Edinburgh and the Lord Provost, abolishing the town guards of
the city, taking away one of its gates, condemning (without trial) the Lord
It easily passed the House of
Provost to disability and imprisonment.
In the Commons the Lord Advocate and Solicitor-General spoke
Lords.
and voted against it.
On the motion to go into Committee, the English
and
Solicitor-General, Walpole's henchmen, pressed
Attorney-General
the Bill vigorously and resolutely. The presidency of the Court of Session
had just become vacant. Any other Lord Advocate would have voted
But Forbes
with the Prime Minister, or, at best, abstained from voting.
tlie last)
most
in
the
to
telling
(and
lawyers
replied
Walpole's English

He " spoke in the sincerity
speech which he ever delivered in the House.
of his heart ". "What motive could he have in what he had spoken but the
he declared that his
discharge of his duty as a member of the House"
;

conscience would ever afterwards have accused him had he not given his
reasons against the Bill.
The Government carried the motion, but in

572
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Committee the Bill was reduced to disabling the Lord Provost and fining
Even in this state the motion
the city in reparation to Porteous' widow.
to report it was only carried by the casting vote of the Chairman.
It
would have been lost had the Lord Chancellor not detained the SolicitorGeneral and Erskine of Grange before him

the

in

House of Lords while

the division was being taken.

Perhaps Walpole, in his secret heart, respected an honest man,
perhaps he thought independence a quality fitter for a judge than for a
Government official. For whatever reasons, the Lord Advocate was made

Lord President of the Court. No man came to the chair with so great
The Bar offered him
popularity and so general predictions of success.
and
thanked him for his services as Lord Advocate.
special congratulations,
No man had better deserved his reputation. One can use no words of
praise sufficient to express his character, as nearly perfect as human nature
Even the Advocatus Diaboli would be hard put to it to find a flaw.
allows.

His

life is

as open before us as even the

worst to be said against him
abolishing the clans'

life

of Sir Walter Scott.

Yet the

that the Jacobites misliked his policy of
military power, and that the rigid Presbyterians
is

"
(whose ideal Lord Advocate was Wily Jamie," who made long prayers,
and hanged a student for too advanced views in Biblical Criticism) recorded
with horror that at Glasgow he shook hands, and whispered, with General
Wade " in time of sermon ".
In the Court his mastery was soon felt.
In morals the judges had

They inperhaps improved since the Revolution, but not in manners.
took
and
with
each
other
on
the
bench.
sides,
terrupted counsel,
wrangled
The new Lord

President, partly

by the example of personal courtesy and

strict impartiality, effected

attention, partly by
the dignity of his high judicial office, as well as

a change.

its

He

maintained

traditions of legal learning

and scholarship. He raised the standard of forensic as well as of judicial
It sometimes happened that papers signed, but not prepared by
duty.

The President laid
counsel, misrepresented the facts of the case.
the rule that counsel were responsible for whatever they signed.
Another abuse which needed, and

— he

still

needs, reform

down

— the accumulation

Lord Aberdeen's diligence
Lord
President Forbes, on
not
been
had
assuming office, directed rolls of the cases undecided at the end of the
Summer Session to be made up and published. Some had been for ten or
vigorously attacked.
imitated by his successors.

of arrears of cases
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in Court.
Rentham's saying, that some judges instead of
added to the heap, is not without justification.
the
stable
cleansing
Augean
The President enacted that during the Winter Session these cases were

twenty years

and that no delays would be granted on pretence of counsel not attending or not being prepared.
The effect was
of 1740 to
seen.
He
close
at
the
of
the
Winter
Session
wrote
quickly
to be heard in their order,

"
that no cause ripe for judgment remained undeternone that within the rules of the Court could possibly have been
decided remained over till the Summer term, a circumstance that had not

the Solicitor-General

mined

;

happened within any man's memory ". He meditated substantial reforms
of the law, and tried to gain Lord Chancellor Hardwicke to support
them.
But Lord Hardwicke, with every expression of esteem " for an old
friend" and of desire for the " improvement of the laws of your country,"
laid stress on the difficulties and obstacles to passing such Bills through
Parliament.

and theological studies the President still found time.
to a Bishop, which ran through several
Both these works were
editions, and in 1735 Thoughts Regarding Religion.
One of his
translated into French and enjoyed considerable reputation.
later and incomplete manuscripts was published after his death under the
title of Reflections on Incredulity ( 1750).
These works evidence his Hebrew
and
of the time, particuhis
controversies
with
the
learning,
acquaintance
the
Tindal.
and
The style is clear
raised
Hutchison
larly
questions
by
and effective sometimes it reminds one of a charge to a jury, or Trials of
the Witnesses, Trial of the Man of Sin, by Dean Sherlock, and his imitators.
One of the best passages in his works is his criticism of the theory which
His theology is reasonably
attributed a late origin to the Mosaic Law.

For

his classical

In 1732 he had published Letters

;

orthodox, except his doubt as to the perpetuity of punishment.
Nor did he abate his interest in social and political questions.

He

continued an active correspondence on public affairs in Scotland, specially
the state of the Highlands.
Many years afterwards Lord Chatham
boasted that he was the first minister who called the Highlanders from
If Lord Chatham
their mountains to the military service of the empire.
has the merit of carrying out this policy, it is to Lord President Forbes
In 1741, when war
that the merit of originating it rightfully belong.s.
"

revolving in his mind different
Spain .seemed imminent, after
schemes for reconciling the Highlander to Government," he proposed that

with

18
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Government should

raise four or five regiments of Highlanders.

They

enem)- abroad, and be hostages for the
good behaviour of their relations at home, and it would be impossible
Lord Islay laid these proto raise another rebellion in the Highlands.

would serve

gallant!}- against the

The Cabinet rejected the
posals before the Cabinet.
"
in
the
superiority of a wisdom which was
Judge

"

plan of the Scots
the

condemned by

event.

Within

five

years the Rebellion of 1745 suddenly broke out, taking

Government completely by surprise. The Lord President, at the first
rumour of Prince Charles' invasion, started for Culloden. He used all his
influence and resources to inspirit the friends of Government, decide the
The
wavering, and warn those who inclined to join the Prince's standard.
"
rout of General Cope at Prestonpans did not discourage him.
Almost
the

alone, without troops, without arms, without money or credit, provided
with no means to prevent extreme folly except pen and ink, a tongue, and
some reputation, and, if you will except Macleod, whom I sent for from
the Isle of Skye, supported by nobody of common-sense or courage," he

did

more

effective service to the

Government than

their generals in pre-

venting the spread of the insurrection.

The Government now adopted
dependent companies
commissions.
to send

They

in

the President's plan of raising inthe Highlands, and transmitted to him blank

neglected, though pressed

arms and ammunition.

by him again and

again,

They informed him that he might draw
In their service he used all his
needed.

on the Treasury for the money
own ready money, and borrowed as much as he could from his friends.
When the Rebellion was over, he asked for money to repay these loans;
repayment of his own money he was content to wait for. The Government
dishonoured their assurance, and repaid nothing.
They did not even
thank him for his services. The reason of their conduct is more discreditable than the conduct. His offence was that he urged justice and clemency
on the Ministry and on the King's favourite son, who introduced flogging
into the British army, and in this campaign earned the name of" Butcher".
Forbes spoke plainly to the Duke on the lawless acts committed by the
The answer is
English troops, even in peaceful parts of the country.
"
historical.
The Laws of the Country, my Lord I'll make a brigade give
The "Butcher" was even better than his word. The
laws, by God."
atrocities imputed to Claverhouse were lawful and merciful in comparison.
;
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"

"

monstrated

had a number of wounded prisoners
the
Butcher
The President rethe courtyard of the President's house.
in vain.
The Duke wrote to the King denouncing the

President.

To him

After

Culloden

murdered

in

who had more than all others saved
woman who talked to me about humanity ".

the statesman

the kingdom was
that old
President Forbes returned to his judicial duties, and even continued to
counsel the Government as to measures of pacification, the abolition of
''

hereditary jurisdictions, and to plead, as thirty years before, against penal
laws.
His health steadily grew worse his doctors talked of some form of
;

consumption, his friends

knew

that he

was dying of a broken

heart.

On

loth December, 1747, to the profound grief of his countrymen, the end

came.

and affection was paid to his memor}'.
public man in Scotland has been so trusted and so honoured, or so
lamented.
The marble statue which, placed in the scene of his judicial
in act of administrating justice, bears the dedication
life, shows him
"
One would but
Judici integerrimo, Civi optimo, priscae virtutis Viro ".
add the tribute of the poet " Seldom has Scotland found a friend like

Every

tribute of public respect

No

;

:

thee

".

James Burnett

(17 14-1799), Lord Monboddo, survives in the
Edinburgh society and the comic literature of the Bar as the
eccentric old law^yer, who had a beautiful daughter, and believed in the
6.

traditions of

"
Fair
gracious presence of the
Burnett will not fade away so long as Burns is read, and the theory which
made her father a subject for ridicule in his own times may pass him
down to posterity as a Darwinian before Darwin. But he has many other

descent of

man from

a monkey.

The

"

be remembered by his University, his profession and his country.
was born at Monboddo, in Kincardineshire, one of seventeen

titles to

He

Monboddo, to which he ultimately succeeded, is called by
Boswell "a wretched place, wild and naked, with a poor old house". But
"
his Jacobite father had probably suffered for " being out
at Sheriffmuir,
children.

and certainly sold part of the estate to give this son " an education, the
"
fruits of which," said Lord Monboddo in his old
I
now enjoy, and
age,
make me happier than if he had left me a dukedom with the greatest
fortune

".

He

was educated

at King's and Marischal Colleges,

where he

chiefly

applied him.self to Greek under Principal Blackwell, and Philosophy under
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effectively, for in his eighty-fourth year he began a correspondence with Lord Chancellor Thurlow on Greek accents, and till his
;

dying day championed Plato and Aristotle against Locke and Hume.
From Aberdeen he went to Groningen, where for three years he studied
Roman Law and Jurisprudence, and acquired a knowledge of the language

and literature of France. In 1737 he was called to the Bar, welcomed by
Lord President Forbes, and received into the literary set of Edinburgh.
His shrewdness, learning and zeal for his clients brought him success at
the Bar. Sometimes his zeal was not sufficiently tempered with discretion
for example, when, insisting on
personally inspecting salmon cruives, which
were in litigation, he fell into a deep pool, only to hear his client jest at
;

"

the young gentleman who wishes to get to the bottom of the question ".
a counsel he is best known by the Douglas cause
the great Scots

—

As

cause celebre of the eighteenth centuiy.
To his profession he did great service

by

his collection of decisions

from 1737 to 1768.

His analysis of long, involved pleadings is clear and
brief his criticisms of the
judges' opinions and his notes on the development of legal doctrines are vigorous and keen, especially where any rule
;

Roman law is concerned. One may instance his condemnation of
arrestment to found jurisdiction as " the invention of later and barbarous
ages, altogether unknown to the Civil law," and his terse statement of the
relation of the "lex loci" to the "lex fori" in questions of contract.
In
of the

—

1767 he was appointed a judge of the Supreme Court, for no apparent
During thirty years he administered justice to the

reason except merit.

and criticism to his colleagues of the Bench. Like the late Lord
Deas, he was a vigorous dissenter. Conscious of his acuteness and learnHe
ing, he never dissembled his estimate of heads less amply furnished.
said with truth, if not with modesty, that he had forgotten much more
than most men knew.
As a judge he was characterised by mastery of
and
a
legal principles
spirit of equity.
lieges

One need

not discuss

why

he took his seat at the

clerks' table instead

of on the Bench, possibly to allow of his slipping away to the Outer
House. Some of his habits were sneered at as unbecoming the dignity of

a judge but what more humorous proof of his appreciation of judicial pomp
and circumstance could be desired than his habit, when it rained, of send;

ing

home

his

No man was

wig
less

the solitary state of his sedan chair while he walked.
epicurean, yet he crowned his wine with roses and

in
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oil, for which he could give a better reason than
He loved society, and was a genial host.
imitation
of
the
ancients.
simple
He loved the theatre so much that in his later years he twice proposed

anointed himself with

widow

to the

of David Garrick.

of spirituous liquors,

"

bottled

fire,"

His passion for baths, and his hatred
met with no sympathy from his con-

temporaries.
The fourteen or fifteen tomes which contain the historical and scientific
life, are somewhat too solid to suit the taste of modern
The Origin and Progress of Language (1773) and Ancient

labours of his
readers.

like Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary, treat of all
with the copiousness of a Dutch commentator,
divine
things
but often with racy humour, and always in the spirit of a searcher after

Metaphysics {17 7g)^

human and

truth

by the best

Man
by

He

methods known

to him.

logical animal, capable of acquiring intellect

and

against Locke, on the distinction between percepthe senses of the material and individual, and conception by the

knowledge.
tion

scientific

he defines as a
insists,

intellect of universals

matical definition

if

and of

science.

How

could

we knew nothing beyond

Mind, as the particular immaterial idea
principle of motion, of cohesion, and of

in

we understand

a mathe-

the perceptions of sense

every several substance,

identity.

is

?

its

If identity consists in

matter, no one substance, animal, vegetable or mineral, can be proved to be
the same to-day that it was yesterday.
He distinguishes four degrees
or classes of mind
One
intellectual, animal, vegetable and elemental.

—

"
recognises the student of Plato by his affirmation that
Every planet is
under the guidance of a particular mind ".
In the world-old problem of
Freewill or Necessity, and Responsibility, Monboddo, both as a jurist and

a philosopher, was keenly interested.
He distinguishes (i) a material or
mechanical necessity, and (2) the " necessity of intelligence," which deter-

mines the

will to follow

the most powerful motive or reason.
was no "setter forth of paraHe
method of investigation.

In anthropological science Monboddo
He had got hold of the scientific
doxes".

man

Man's structural similarity to other animals
was a fact to be accounted for. In his Ancient Metaphysics he explains
his theory of the gradual ascent by which man raised himself from the
brute, and the struggle of early civilisations for life against wild beasts and
studied

as an animal.

In the Origi)i of Language he traces man's ancestry
Articulate language had been gradually
orang-outang species,

the forces of nature.
to

the
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man in different parts of the world, probably not from one
Social organisation could, and did, exist without language.
Like

evolved by
original.

—

Plato and other ancient sages, he appeals to the societies of animals of
"
seacats of Kamskatcha, who practice the most difficult of

beavers and the

human
to

arts
government over females, in which most men have failed ".
His firm and broad conception of evolution included orders superior
man in power and intelligence. The heroes, demigods and daemons of
.

.

.

classic antiquity were to him (if I
"
Walton) as real and solid as sheriffs

may quote a witty phrase from Professor
He prayed in aid of his theory
".

of the missing links intermediate between the ape and man, the one-eyed
Arimaspians of Herodotus, the Ethiopian women who bore their eyes in
their breasts, for whom St. Augustine vouches, and even the 1 20,000 dog-

headed Indians

whom

He

Ctesias reckoned up.

collected

and

summed

as testimony it is not easy to refute.
up the evidence for mermaidens
account
of
the
tailed men of Nicobar delighted him
Lieutenant Keoping's
Linnaeus, the foremost scientific man of the day, also believed it.
vastly.
:

Quod

Jiomines volnnt id facile crediint.

— the

Keeping was not a

Nicobarians wore the

liar,

but merely

For the
and to illustrate his theory of language, Lord Monboddo
"
"
Wild Boy of Hanover at Berkhampstead, and
personally examined the
"
"
the
Fille Sauvage
at Paris, in the last case, as fitted judicial investigation, accompanied by his clerk.
Lord Monboddo disclaimed " what is called politics," but he had most
definite views on social problems which we have not yet solved.
If he
believed that men of family and birth were destined by God and Nature
to govern their fellow creatures, he strenuously urged that rank and
property have their duties and responsibilities.
Agriculture he held the
most natural and healthy of all occupations and most vital for the prosHe lamented the decline of the lesser gentry, the
perity of the country.
short-sighted

same

tails

of other animals.

reason,

buying up of small

throwing together of small farms to make
the number of yeomen and cottagers, " rusticorum

estates, the

great ones, the decline in

mascula militum proles

".

He denounced

the

"

"

bothy

system which made

The Highland clearances, then only
impossible for labourers to marry.
beginning, the Highland landlords "who choose rather to have their lands

it

inhabited by sheep than by men," he indignantly condemned.
For landlords to think it permissible to make the largest rent out of their land

without regard to national consideration was wrong.

He

foresaw the
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certain evils of congested towns and desolated fields which the neglect of
tlieir duty to the people by the landlords would inflict on the race and

He

nation.

called for stringent agrarian laws to stop this unpatriotic

and

unnatural action.

What he

It made him proud that his estate
preached he practised.
sustained more families than any other of similar size.
One part of it
yielded him only ^100 annually, but supported in comfort 200 persons.
One farmer rented at ^^"30 had thirteen cottagers on his farm. His rents

could be doubled by throwing small farms together, but neither he nor his
father had ever disturbed even a cottager.

Probably his happiest

days were spent at

Monboddo

— dwelling

own

among
people, hunting, carrying out agricultural improvements,
better rotation of crops, and the new Norfolk plough.
Once a year he
his

rode up to

London on horseback

to

pay

his court to

George HI.

King

"
Scotch metaphysics
we know, could not abide
even from
Dundas, but "Farmer George" talked of turnips and legs of mutton with
"
Farmer Burnett ". At Monboddo, Dr. Johnson and he debated whether

"

George,

the cockney shopkeeper or the noble savage led the better life.
Burnett
and
indeed
sometimes
seemed
to
the
the
preferred
savage,
regret
days
when the inhabitants of the Mearns (Maeatae) had gone absolutely naked,

and fed on uncooked vegetables.

Many

Time has

of his criticisms the arch-arbitrator

on Gibbon, were as

sustained

;

others

of his literary judgments, e.g.,
wrong as Jeffrey
upon Wordsworth but as a skilled jurist, a ripe scholar, an original
thinker and a liberal-minded patriot, he deserves to retain his place in any
The essential qualit}' of his life and thought
Scottish Temple of Fame.
be
in
his
own words " And, as we advance in x^Lrts,
summed
may
up
Sciences and Philosophy we are always enlarging our system till at last we
arrive to the knowledge of the greatest, as well as the most perfect of all
systems and which may be called the System of Systems I mean the
far

;

:

—

System

This knowledge we can never attain perfectly in
we
but
may go a certain length and, if we do so, I have no

of the Universe.

this short

life,

;

be made perfect in the life to come."
Douglas, Lord Glenbervie (i 743-1823), was educated

doubt but our knowledge
7.

Sylvester

Aberdeen and Leyden, studied medicine and pubLeyden, but turned to law and was called to the English
1776, appointed King's Counsel in 1793, and in the same year

at the Universities of

lished a thesis at

Bar

in

shall
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elected a Bencher of Lincoln's Inn.

His

legal

fame

rests

on

his reports

of Lord Mansfield's decisions, and his History of the Cases of Controverted
In 1794 he abandoned law for politics, was
Elections, 15 ^' 16 Geo. III.
for
Ireland and sat in the Irish Parliament.
Chief
Secretary
appointed
In 1795 he was returned to the British Parliament, where he sat, with
a short interval, until 1806.

His

political

advancement continued.

In

1800 he was created Baron Glenbervie in the peerage of Ireland.
Many
high and lucrative offices fell to him, particularly the offices of JointPaymaster General, Surveyor-General of Woods and Forests, and Sur-

He was an able administrator
Revenue.
His most elaborate speech, delivered on 22nd

veyor-General of the Land

and

effective

debater.

April, 1799, in seconding Pitt's motion in favour of Union with Ireland,
he thought worthy of separate publication.
He was a good classical
scholar and well acquainted with Italian literature.
His edition of the
Lyj'ic

Poems of Major Mercer

figure in

(his brother-in-law,

Aberdeen society) (1806, 3rd

edition),

and

and a distinguished

his TranslatioJi

of the

First Canto of Ricciardetto, with Introduction and Notes (1822) are still
read.
From 1805 till 181 3 he was Rector of King's College.
The clan
8. Sir William Grant, Master of the Rolls (175 5- 1832).

Grant numbers in its Book of honour eminent men of every profession, but
none more distinguished than the great Master of the Rolls.
He was born on the banks of the Spey. His father, though descended
from the Grants of Baldornie, earned his livelihood as a timber-floater
on the estate of Rothiemurchus. An uncle, who had made his way in

London as a merchant, impressed with the boy's capacity, resolved that
he should not want a good education. William Grant was sent to the

Grammar School

of Elgin.

To

From

school he advanced to the University

in Civil Law he went to Leyden.
On
he began to keep terms for his call to the English Bar. Before
being called he sailed for Canada, in expectation of legal preferment, and
arrived at Quebec in time to take part in its defence against Montgomery
and Arnold. He exchanged his gown for a uniform, worked on the

of Aberdeen.

perfect himself

his return

and commanded a corps of volunteers. When the enemy
he took up the duties of Attorney-General of
Canada. The laws of the colony were then in a state of chaos.
No one
knew how far the French law had been superseded by the Proclamation of
For eight years the young Attorney-General laboured to reduce
1763.
fortifications

had been

finally repulsed
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of the Civil Law, and which

owed

has preserved
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largely to his

his

memory

in

knowledge
Canadian

But when his work was completed he returned to England to
powers in a larger sphere. He was called in 1787 and selected the
"
Western Circuit. For two or three years he underwent the " law's delays
history.
test his

in

providing for

its

children, but beguiled the time

by entering with

great
(afterwards Chief Commissioner
of the Scottish Jury Court) told Sir Walter Scott how^ " the Chevalier
"
Grant
talked of Circuit songs and pranks " with delight to his dying
zest into the

"

Circuit fooleries

".

Adam

he despaired of success. Lord Brougham speaks of
"
"
as "scanty
comparative obscurity," and of his
knowledge of law
"
and not enlarged by practice until he became Master of the Rolls.
These phrases were probably intended to heighten the effect of his des-

day
his

".

It is said that

"

how

"

his genius then shone forth with extraordinary lustre ".
But they do not correspond with the facts. By " knowledge of law " Lord
"
Brougham really meant knowledge of ^^.y^ law," as he acknowledges that
"
his familiarity with the principles of jurisprudence and his knowledge of
"
their foundations
were ample.
But in Grant's third and fourth years at
the Bar he appeared as counsel in important cases before the House of
Lords, and from 1792 onwards few advocates were so constantly employed

cription

Lord Chancellor Thurlow^ who
appeals, especially from Scotland.
knew a good reasoner when he heard him, predicted that the young man
would one day replace him on the woolsack, a prediction which was only
defeated by Lord Eldon's obstinate clinging to the seals for nearly thirty
Lord Chancellor Loughborough, when he made Grant a King's
years.
in

In
Counsel, advised him that Chancery business best suited his ability.
the Chancery Court the Civil Law still retained its value.
that
time
he
By

was well known, and the term of obscurity and despair overpast.
His opportunity had come through the Premier. Pitt, who had probably met him at the Union Club of the Western Circuit, invited him in
1790 to assist him in preparing his Bill for the Regulation of Canada.
Pitt was so impressed by Grant's perspicuity and reasoning powers that
he placed a seat at his disposal. Grant, with some misgiving, accepted,
and in November, 1790, entered Parliament as member for Shaftesbury.
Subsequently he sat for Windsor, and from 1796 till 18 12 for the county
of Banff.
His professional promotion quickly followed on Parliamentary
In 1792 he took silk; in 1793 was appointed Serjeant-at-Law
success.
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and one of the Welsh judges in 1795 he became Solicitor-General to the
Queen; in 1798 he was made Chief Justice of Chester, and in 1799
In 1801 he was promoted to the office of
Solicitor-General for England.
Master of the Rolls, with which his reputation as a jurist is chiefly assoBut the qualities which made him, in the opinion of the late Lord
ciated.
Chief Justice Coleridge, the greatest judge in English history, had not been
;

hid in obscurity until then.
Even the scanty notes of his arguments at the
which
remain
in the Law Reports, sufficiently evince his clearness of
Bar,
view, closeness of reasoning, exact acquaintance with case law, English

and Scottish, and his mastery of jurisprudence. His argument in the
Thebuson case was regarded as a masterpiece. In the only criminal trial of
interest which, as Solicitor-General, he conducted, along with the AttorneyGeneral, the trial of Hadfield, his intended reply for the Crown was cut
out

by

the intervention of the presiding judge, to the disappointment of
who eagerly waited for his answer to Erskine's elaborate defence

the Bar,

of insanity.

and quality of a judge he surpassed even the expectaBar and the public had welcomed his promotion. On
this opinions agreed.
Some praised his learning, others admired more
his powers of logical analysis and reasoning from first principles, some his
skill in narrating facts and his
sagacity in inference, others thought more
of his style and diction, according to their several predilections.
But his
in
which
the
and
patience, courtesy
way
dignity, his quickness of decision,
he made conscience of his work, were qualities which all appreciated.
These were not exactly characteristic of the Court of Chancery. Nor did
he forget his early military service, for he took command of a corps of
In every duty

tions with which the

was afterwards merged in the famous " Devil's Own ".
As Mansfield and Hardwicke, Sir William Grant by his judgments
not only explained and developed the law of England, but enriched general

volunteers, which

He never " confined himself to English municipal law ".
jurisprudence.
His studies in Scottish and foreign law were not intermitted. It may be
noticed that he was one of the first to appreciate Professor Bell's early
study

in

the Mercantile

Law

of Scotland.

He

frequently cites Justinian's

modern Civilians, chiefly Voet and Pothier, the master of
French lawyers. Sometimes he draws his illustrations from the law of

Digest, the

Scotland.

But always he is the master of authorities and precedents, not
There are few departments of equity which do not bear

their servant.
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One may refer to his opinions in cases of disputed
the stamp of his mind.
and
cases
on
the
scope and execution of powers of appointment,
vesting,
on the ademption of

legacies,

on the degree of uncertainty which voids

charitable legacies, cases on construction of documents, and on the adOne example
missibility of extrinsic evidence as an aid to interpretation.

maxims may be taken from Gregory

of his power of formulating legal
V.

—

Parker

"

an agreement between

trust in favour of

C

A

and B that B

shall

pay C creates a

enforceable in equity".

In a series of cases he laid down that sales of reversionary interests
"
could be set aside for mere inadequacy of value, and that
acquiescence
while the situation of distress continued went for nothing as a defence ".
"

An

expectant heir dealing for his expectancy is entitled to nearly as much
protection as a person under incapacity to contract," and absence of fraud
In a case on a sale of real property
does not make the transaction valid.

he reminded the Bar that

"

the buyer's right to a good title does not grow
out of agreement but is given by law, though the purchaser may waive it ".
trustee must
He rigidly enforced the equitable duties of trustees.

A

not purchase trust property.
That is buying from himself The question
The trustee, to take himself
is not whether the sale was at a fair price.
out of the rule, must show notice, full information and subsequent acquiescence.

In Clayton's case he formulated the rules by which the law applies
In Featherstonehaugh v. Fenzuick he fixed principles
indefinite payments.

Law

of Partnership, which are

now embodied

in the Partnership
a partner continuing
a lease clanto trade with partnership assets must account for the profits
is deemed a trust for the
own
name
in
his
renewed
a
destinely
by partner

of the
Act.

Indefinite partnerships are dissolved

by notice

;

;

partnership, and therefore partnership property.
On questions of international law his opinions carry great authority.
One may instance Brodie v. Bain, as to when an election is governed by

Pottinger, as to when the domicile of a child after
the father's death follows the changes of the mother's domicile
Stevens,

the local territorial law

;

;

as to the date of vesting of the captor's right in prize, and the retrospective
and Beekford (P.C), as to the law of Jamaica.
effect of condemnation
;

If

one had to

the case of Pnrcell

was the

select a single case to
v.

Macnaniara

is

as

exemplify

good

as any.

his judicial powers,

The matter

in issue

had
validity of certain conveyances of property which the defendant
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make in his favour, ostensibly in security of debts
Even Lord Eldon had set the deeds aside as proinfluence.
But Macnamara, who was acquainted with

induced two ladies to

due by

their brother.

cured by an abuse of
Lord Chancellor Erskine, had obtained from him an order for a rehearing,
and boasted that Erskine would overturn Eldon.
He even invited his
friends to

come

to witness

his triumph.
Fortunately for justice, the
Master of the Rolls sat along with the Chancellor.
Sir Samuel Romilly
committed to his private diary a graphic description of the scene.
Lord
"
Erskine, during the argument, with great rashness expres.sed a very strong
The Master of the Rolls,
opinion that the decree could not be supported.
after his usual manner, remained perfectly silent."
When the case had

been

fully heard, the

Master of the Rolls convinced the Chancellor that to

reverse or alter the decree was impossible.
His delivered opinion is not
and
unanswerable vindication of the decision appealed from,
merely a lucid

but a valuable discussion of the criteria and effects of undue influence.
retired from the Rolls on 23rd December, 18 17,
vigour of his faculties. Sir Samuel Romilly recorded
in his diary the extreme regret of all who practised in his Court, the great
misfortune to the public, and his own intention, in consequence, to dis-

Sir

whilst

William Grant

still

in the full

The diary proceeds " His eminent
continue practice in the Rolls Court.
qualities as a judge, his patience, his impartiality, his despatch, and the
masterly style in which his judgments were pronounced would at any time
:

but his mode of administering
appeared to the greater advantage by the contrast they afforded to
the tardy and most unsatisfactory proceedings both of the Chancellor

have entitled him to the highest praise

;

justice

(Eldon) and the Vice-Chancellor (Plumer) ", Nor did the Bar allow the
After the Master of the Rolls had delivered his last
occasion to pass.

judgment, Sir Arthur Pigot,
unfeigned

respect,

their

"

the father of the Bar," gave voice to their
sense of the promptness and wisdom of his

decisions, of his uninterrupted

equanimity and patience, to their sincerest

wishes that he might enjoy health and happiness in repose from the toils
and anxieties of the judicial station to which he had added eminence and
lustre.

Bar

Sir William Grant,

for this

moved

and other marks of

words thanked the
and respect he " received

to tears, in a few

their kindness

—

their approbation with pleasure, and should ever remember it with gratiThe Bar had his portrait painted by Lawrence, and placed in the
tude ".

Court where he had administered

justice.

Many

judicial portraits,

even
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In this
Mansfield's, portray chiefly judicial curls and scarlet millinery.
accessories
the
are
not
the
man
the
fixes
and
fills
noticed,
portrait
eye.
Many other testimonies might be selected from contemporaries, legal

statesmen and

historians,

of the

leaders

His

Bar.

Court had

been

frequented by the Bar as a school of law, which trained them to be profound as well as acute, to detect analogies as well as distinctions, and

formed them

One young

to forensic eloquence.

barrister wrote that

manner of the present Master of the Rolls has given me the

"

the

idea of an

it may be practicable to
There are secrets in
acquire.
a maxim (of Leibnitz) which has
the art of thinking as in all other arts
Even a grave conveyancing counsel was
perpetually recurred to me."

excellence which

—

"

He spoke no
But Sir William Grant did much
In decompounding and analysing an immense mass of confused
more.
and contradictory matter, and forming clear and unquestionable results,
The whole was done with such
the sight of his mind was infinite.
admirable ease and simplicity that, while real judges felt its supreme
raised

to enthusiasm as he set

more than

down

his recollections.

just the thing he ought.

.

.

.

done the same.
of his style was undescribable its effect on the hearers
was that which Milton describes when he paints Adam listening to the
excellence, the herd of hearers believed that they could have
,

.

.

The charm

:

after the Angel had ceased to speak.
Often and often has the
reminiscent beheld the Bar listening at the close of a judgment given by
Sir William with the same feeling of admiration at what they heard, and

Angel

it was heard no more."
Let me place beside this
of
the
a
fuller
the
conveyancer
part
description by
painting of the same
After noting Grant's great quality
scene by Lord Chancellor Brougham.
for real, not affected, despatch of business, his power of steady and con-

the

same

regret that

centrated attention to the matter and arguments, and its effect in pre"
After a long and silent
venting repetitions, he presents the Rolls Court
the
of
all
could
be
counsel of every party,
a
that
urged
by
hearing,
hearing
:

unbroken by a single word, and when the spectator of Sir William Grant
(for he was not heard) might suppose that his mind was absent from a
scene in which he took no apparent share, the debate was closed, the
advocate's hour was passed, the parties were in silent expectation of the
it seemed as if the
event, the hall no longer resounded with any voice
and
the
of
for
Court
was to adjourn or
affair
the day
the present was over,
had
now arrived, and another
call another cause.
No! The judge's time

—
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was to fill the scene. The great magistrate began to pronounce his
judgment, and every eye and every ear was at length fixed on the bench.
Forth came a strain of clear, unbroken fluency, disposing alike, in most
artist

all the facts and of all the arguments in the cause,
and simple arrangement the most entangled masses of
broken and conflicting statements, weighing each matter and disposing of
each in succession, settling one doubt by a parenthetical remark, passing
over another difficulty by a reason only more decisive that it was condensed, and giving out the whole impression of the case, in every material
view, upon the judge's mind, with argument enough to show why he so
thought and to prove him right, and without so much reasoning as to make
you forget that it was a judgment you were hearing by overstepping the
bounds which distinguish a judgment from a speech.
This perfection

luminous order, of

reducing into clear

.

,

of judicial eloquence Sir William Grant attained, and
listeners

was

as certain

and as powerful as

and exalted."
Sir William Grant did not

retire in

1

its

817 from

.

its

effect

upon

all

merits were incontestable

all Judicial

work.

He

con-

some years

to hear colonial appeals.
It was proposed that he
should be raised to the peerage that he might strengthen the House of
Lords. But Lord Chancellor Eldon did not desire a colleague whose judicial

tinued for

qualities presented so striking a contrast to his

own.

Had

Pitt lived,

who

picked out Grant as his father had picked out Wolfe, Lord Eldon might
have been replaced by the Master of the Rolls, to the great advantage of
Eldon, though unequalled in knowledge of forms
litigants and of justice.

and precedents, delayed and darkened whatever he touched. His doubts
endlessly involved, his language which reached the depths of obscurity,
Even his
procrastination for half a lifetime, made his Court a byword.
"

was delighted that Eldon's " damned Court
was to be
clean
and
Lord
The
austere
constitutional
swept
by Brougham.
Grey
"
see Eldon hanged in his robes ".
expressed with what pleasure he would
In public Eldon paid to public opinion the homage of joining in the
general respect to the Master of the Rolls, on his retirement, characteris"
would ever see a judge of
tically by "a doubt" whether the Rolls Court
and
in
he
".
But
ability
greater
integrity
private
complained that when
men of Grant's eminence talked, and sometimes judged, so quickly, " their
conduct imposed great hardship on .such a dull, slow, deliberating, plodding
political

dog

as

I

chief

am ".
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fact

to be

Lord Eldon
pointed the contrast in judicial efficiency.
ill for over a week in term-time.
The Master of the Rolls

him heard and decided

sitting for
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all

the cases ready for hearing.
As one
for clearing Eldon's arrears was that

of the counsel said, the only remedy
Eldon should stay away " If he were only confined to his room for two
terms, all the arrears of business (except in bankruptcy and lunacy, which
the Master of the Rolls could not competently hear) would be entirely got
:

rid off".

Happily Sir William Grant was not ambitious of either honours or
He longed for rest and leisure to study. A peerage he had twice
He had even refused an increase of salary when the salaries of
declined.
wealth.

When the King asked him what
the other judges were raised in 1809.
"
His
astounded
he
he
increase
none, as he
desired,
Majesty by replying,
what
he
had
".
This
was
his
one
with
was perfectly satisfied
unjudicial act.

He enjoyed society, and could command
All his tastes were simple.
He excelled as a listener, which got him the names of " Equity
the best.
"

"

Mackintosh were present.
talk to better purpose on
how Pitt and himWalter
Scott
literature.
Sir
and
telling
enjoyed
poetry
self had succeeded in making Grant talk by remaining dumb and passing
While Master of the Rolls Sir William lived in three
the claret quickly.
Reserved

and

William the

As Lord Teignmouth

Silent," especially if

discovered,

no man could

rooms on the ground floor of the Rolls House there were some good
rooms upstairs, but he had never been there, as he informed his successor.
But many were welcomed with genial hospitality in these rooms. One of
the Grants of Rothiemurchus in her old age still remembered how Sir
William used to stand at the windows of his library and smile at her sisters
and herself as they pa.ssed on Sundays to church.
;

When

he retired completely from judicial duties he gave himself up

to his favourite literary studies.
With the best Greek and French authors
he had been familiar from his youth up.
Into his first speech in Parlia-

ment he had introduced an

effective quotation from Demosthenes, which
turned against him.
His judgment and speeches bear internal evidence as to the authors who influenced him.
The style of Lord Stowell.

Fox

it smacks of
only rival among judges, is excellent but florid
Cicero and D'Aguesseau.
Sir William's style is severely Attic, founded
on Demosthenes and Isc-eus, but in some degree fashioned by study of

in style his

Pothier and of Cochin, the closest and

;

most nervous reasoner among
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French advocates.

Among his favourite books, in literary leisure, first at
then
at
His friend Sir
Walthamstow
Dawlish, he spent his later years.
John Sinclair sent him his Code of Longevity, two precepts of which were
matrimony and eight hours' sleep. By a good constitution and obedience
to the second of these he reached his seventy-eighth year.
Though Sir William's eminence among lawyers and judges is rarer
and more unquestioned, he also held a high place among statesmen and

No

He
measure bears his name.
and
in
of
law.
general politics
changes
municipal
One
jurists he had a low opinion of statutory law.

Parliamentary orators.

was Conservative
Like many great

legislative

in

"
The wisdom of our ancesphrase of his invention is often quoted,
tors ".
Accordingly he opposed vehemently several suggested reforms,

Samuel Romilly's Bill to make real property liable for personal
But he cordially supported the Bill to abolish capital punishment
for small thefts
perhaps he remembered Sir George Mackenzie's opinion.
Great advocates have been often great failures, sometimes great bores, in
Sir

e.g..

debts.

;

—-Eldon

and Erskine, for example. Sir William was neither.
In Lord Brougham's opinion, no man, with the exception of Pitt, had
"
No speaker," he says,
ever greater personal influence with the House.
"
was more easily listened to none so difficult to answer."
Fox said
Parliament

;

"
Do you think it
sharply to an interrupter, when about to reply to Grant,
"
One
so very pleasant a thing to have to answer a speech like that ?
who
first
heard
in
on
the
Grant
wrote
1805
Spanish question,
young Whig,

Edinburgh friends of that "extraordinary oration," "a masterpiece
done without a single note,"
of his peculiar and miraculous manner,
"
an hour and a half of syllogisms ... so artfully clear that you think
to his

.

.

.

He adds that this style was
every successive inference unavoidable ".
This criticism
unsuited to the discussions of a political assembly.
may

be answered by Lord

Brougham's more experienced estimate of

"
from first to last, throughout pure reason and the
Grant's speeches as
This "rare excellence was no doubt limited in
reason
".
of
pure
triumph

was no imagination, no vehemence, no declamation, no
wit
but the sphere was the highest, and in that highest sphere its place
was lofty. The understanding alone was addressed the faculties that
distinguish our nature were those over which the oratory of Sir William
its

sphere, there
:

;

Grant asserted

its

control

part of this estimate

:

".

One may doubt

the accuracy of the negative

probably Lord Brougham was thinking of Grant's
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There is ample evidence that he could
speeches on constitutional law.
and
himself
be
Windham's phrase of a " coup dc
wit,
witty.
appreciate
"
main in the Court of Chancery convulsed him with laughter.
Some

comments on phases of the Parliamentary Inquiry into the Duke of
York's relations with Mrs. Clark are sufficiently pungent.
And not even
of his

Brougham's own speeches can one find passages more vehement in
declamation than Sir William Grant's reply to Grey and Whithead in the
great debate in 180 1 on the continuance of the war with France.
They
in

had urged the high price of bread as a reason for making peace. Sir William
answered " wish to God that all the upper classes of life would display
I

:

the

same sober

community.
endure.

.

.

.

fortitude that has characterised

the lower orders of the

They have real and serious evils to struggle with and to
But in spite of excitement and example the British people

They have not yet been prevailed
for
the
ruin
and
clamour
disgrace of their country under the vague
upon
of
and deceitful name
peace.
They would not, I am persuaded, purchase

still

retain their ancient characteristics.

to

from the distresses of the moment by the sacrifice of their country's
They would not consent to become tributaries to France, even if
France should undertake to dole out to them a daily allowance of bread

relief

honour.

for the

remainder of their

terms, and

lives.

Propose that

relief to

them, on these

am

certain they would refuse to sell, for a mess of pottage,
the birthright of their independence."
It is pleasant to record that Sir William Grant was not without honour,
I

and academic, in his own country. Banff was proud to return him
and he was elected Rector of Marischal College.
Sir James Mackintosh
9. Sir James Mackintosh (1765- 1832).
united powers of mind and achieved successes which rarely meet together
He was an advocate, judge and
in the life and actions of one individual.
professor of law, a statesman, publicist and orator, a literary critic, an
Yet in this variety there was no discord all
historian and a philosopher.
his faculties were informed with the same culture and catholicity of mind,
and worked for the same ends, the investigation of truth and the advancepolitical

to Parliament

:

:

ment of civilisation.
His education began as soon as he could read, and he read whatever
his hands on.
Fortrose Academy was his .school, and, long
He
after, in Bombay he remembered his happy days and schoolfellows.

he could lay

came

to

King's

CoUeg-e with

"reat

stores

Languages, law, history, philosoph\- were
'19

of miscellaneous

his chief studies.

erudition.

His college
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They
days are memorable by his intimate friendship with Robert Hall.
read Xenophon, Herodotus and Plato together they discussed, in attic
Both formed their
nights, problems of philosophy, theology and politics.
:

and Racine, but Plato formed their minds, especially
For example, Plato's view of punishment as corrective
in ethics and politics.
and reforming, not vindictive, influenced Mackintosh as a judge and politician.
Mackintosh's powers of assimilating knowledge and of discerning
In history, jurisprudence and
first principles were already developed.
ethics he had read extensively.
French, Italian and German he knew
style

by

Virgil, Cicero

sufficiently, but

envied Leyden, " who did not know more than seventy
"
may be true that he never acquired the habit of vigorous

languages ". It
and methodical industry

He

".

hesitated as to choice of a profession.

He

first

selected medicine,

which he graduated in Edinburgh. But he liked its study more than its
Other forces drew him to active public life and to London
practice.
in

The turning-point of his career was his undertaking to reply to
Burke's Reflectiotis on the French Revolution.
His Vindiciae Gallicae, a
defence of the French Revolution, published in 179I, at once gave him a
society.

name and rank among

scholars and statesmen.

He

had ventured to take

up the challenge of the most powerful and eloquent of political writers,
In vigour of thought, and even in style, his
with not unequal success.
In historical knowledge and
reply sustained comparison with the attack.
and effects of political change, in advocacy of liberty
the
advantage has remained with the reply.
justice,
His prediction that the example of France would change the form of

insight into the causes

and

every despotic government, doubted so long, has since his death been ful"
" The
"
filled.
Gothic governments of Europe have lived their time
their

—

maturity
past, and symptoms of decrepitude are rapidly accumulating".
This reply not only admitted Mackintosh to the society of the best men,
it made Burke his friend.
Some of his views on the prospects and results
is

of the Revolution he afterwards qualified, but his judgment, twenty years
the Revolution was a destruction of great
after, was in essence unchanged
:

"

abuses,

executed with

destruction of abuse

is

much

and inhumanity," but
so much, a good ".

violence, injustice

in itself,

and

for

"

the

In 1795 he was called to the English Bar, a time when the general
learning and culture of English lawyers had touched the lowest point.

The younger men
market.

cared little for any knowledge not saleable in the
But the Revolution had kindled many burning questions in
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International and Public

Law, involving its origin, sanctions, limits and
to
deliver a course of lectures on the " Law of
proposed
"
Nations
at Lincoln's Inn.
The Attorney-General (afterwards

He

authority.

Nature and

Lord Eldon) and the Tory benchers refused him the use of the rooms but
the Premier (William Pitt) and the Lord Chancellor (Lord Loughborough)
intervened in his favour.
His introductory discourse became, and remains,
;

a

It sketches the large
classic.
plan of his lectures, including a discussion
of the progress of law and a comparative view of the laws of Rome and
of England.
One may also note his definition of the law of nature and

nations as the "science which teaches the rights and duties of men and
and " includes the fundamental truths which apply to questions
of morality, politics and municipal law," his description of libert}- as security

states,"

against wrong, and therefore the end of all government, his reasoned estimate of Grotius and Puffendorf, and his anticipation of the new lights on

comparative and historical jurisprudence to be gained from recent

re-

searches in the East.

The lectures were attended not only b}- lawyers but by public men and
students of history and philosophy.
They constitute a new era in the
of
as
as
two
law,
study
important
generations later Sir Henry Maine's

Law

work on Aiicioit

inaugurated.

was not large. But he appeared in
seven }'ears he had reached an income of iJ^ 1,200
important cases,
a year.
He was not run after attorneys, as one observer said, do not
think well of a man who is troubling his head about reforming abuses when
he ought to be profiting by them.
But his speech in defence of Jean
It

is

said

that

his

and

practice

in

:

French refugee, against the charge of libel on Napoleon
then
First Consul, reached the height of forensic eloquence.
Buonaparte,
He " spoke as a minister of justice," pleading for a " defenceless, prosecuted
"
he described the trial as the first of a long series of conflicts between
exile
Pettier (1803), a

;

the greatest power in the world and the only free press now remaining in
"
still inviolate
Europe, the
asylum of free discussion ". He traced the
history of the press in England, its connection with the national spirit of
liberty, its vindication even against Cromwell by the courage and indepen-

dence of English
meet,

let

juries.

them not

the suppliant
loyalty and conscience".

altar

Whatever

fate

England might be destined

to

"

violate the rights of hospitality, nor
tear from the
who claimed protection as the voluntary victim of

At

the time this speech excited the highest
Erskine.. the leading advocate at

admiration from the Bar and the Bench

:
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"
as " powerful and wonderful
a later critic of Parforensic eloquence (I think Edward Everett) doubted

the Bar, described

liamentary and

it

"

whether there was

single speech in the English language that can be

it ".

of Justice that

is

any

Certainly it is the only speech in an English Court
was ever separately translated and read in Europe and

compared with
America.

:

Surely to carve a single perfect

more than

the temple of justice

pillar in

have bought or sold io,ooo beasts

to

in

its

courts.

One

proof of his reputation as a jurist is that the Emperor Alexander
invited him to digest and codify the laws of Russia, an invitation which
other employments compelled him to decline. In 1804 he was knighted and
He left Engappointed Recorder of Bombay, and Judge of Admiralty.

land with regret
the

young

;

how his friends
who wrote that

barrister

felt

to

his absence

Mackintosh

"

was best expressed by
my obligations were of

a far higher order than those even of the kindest hospitality. He has been
an intellectual master to me, and has enlarged my prospects into the wide
regions of moral speculation more than any other tutor I have ever had in
the art of thinking. Had Mackintosh remained in England, I should have
possessed ten years hence powers and views which are now beyond my
reach."

In

Bombay he was

active, but not

He

happy.

continued his studies,

and added to them Sanscrit and Oriental History. He maintained a large
correspondence, literary and political, which kept him in touch with men
and events in Europe. His letters contain many acute observations on
Indian affairs.
He admired many qualities of the Mohammedans. He
ridiculed, as effectively as Lord Curzon, the State-paper style of officials,
"

Ceremonial, stately, evasive ".
Naturally he founded a Library and a

Literary

Society.

In his

he reviewed the exertions of Halhed, Gladwen, Wilkins and Sir William Jones, and recommended the study of the Mineralogy
and Botany of India, the collection of facts and statistics as part of

opening address

economy, and inquiry into native literature, arts, languages and
In his judicial duties he put in practice his theories
authentic history.
He was opposed to capital punishof the true purpose of criminal law.
political

ment except

in

cases of deliberate murder, and on laying down his office
Grand Jury that in six years the death penalty had not

congratulated the

been

inflicted

by

his

security for property

ambition was to be

"

Court, and that there

and

life.

had been no diminution of

At another time he

lawgiver of Botany

Bay

".

declared

that

his
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he entered Parliament as

member

In ParliaNairn about the time when Sir William Grant quitted it.
ment he uniformly advocated measures of reform, and of justice in cases

for

He strongly supported Catholic emancipation. He
of individual wrong.
defended and vindicated Lord Dundonald, a vindication which is now unAlong with Romilly he secured amendments on criminal law,
abolishing the death penalty for thefts, and prepared the way for more

questioned.
in

His speech on the state of the criminal Iaw(i8i9) is still
liberal measures.
the most telling exposure of abuses worse than crimes, and exposition of
It persuaded the House against
principles which are now acknowledged.

Government.

the

members
of

It

may

be noted that he was

to the Scottish Universities, which

making Parliament Imperial

in

fact

Lord

in

favour of giving

]\Ioncrieff effected,

as well as

and

name by

introducing
of 1832
Bill
of
the
Colonies.
His
the
Reform
on
representatives
speech
of the
extension
is one of the finest historical
of
in
favour
arguments

To the argument that franchise was property, his reply is
and cogent. If proprietors assented to the doctrine that political privilege was property, they must be prepared for the inevitable consequence that it is no more unlawful to violate their possessions than
to resume a delegated trust.
A niggardly reform he demonstrated was the
most unsafe of all. It cannot conciliate, for it is founded in distrust. It
practically admits an evil, yet will satisfy nobody.
If Sir James did not speak often, yet on every great question of constitutional or international law, he made a great speech.
Some of his

franchise.
felicitous

complete success as a Parliamentary debater.
His mind was not partisan, and he had too many ideas. As Campbell,
But those who
Wilberforce and others said, he was above his audience.
listened admired, and got hints which made the fortune of their own
qualities militated against

He had not, or would not use, the tremendous power of invecwhich made Brougham so feared b)' his opponents, but he persuaded

efforts.

tive

or convinced the doubtful

whom Brougham

repelled.

One may

instance

an address to the Crown regarding the trial and
to
death
of
the
persecution
missionary. Smith, by an illegal court-martial
of Demerara.
Mackintosh's speech is more finished and more weighty

Brougham's motion

for

;

demonstration that neither by the law of Holland nor of
England (Demerara had both systems of law) could non-military persons
be tried by court-martials, except in case of absolute necessity. Wilber-

for instance his
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Mackintosh to Brougham
teemed with ideas ".

force preferred

beautiful

—

in that debate,

"

his

speech was

Indeed, all his speeches on questions of constitutional law or foreign
Take him on
policy contain treasures of political wisdom and foresight.
civ'il Government of Canada
(1828), where he sums up the maxims of
the " Policy of the great British Confederacy," " a full and efficient protection from all foreign influence full permission to conduct the whole of their

the

:

own

internal affairs

of their

:

compelling them to pay

own Government, and imposing no

all

the reasonable expenses
any kind on the

restrictions of

and industry of the people ". He praised the Canadian code, " which
grew up under the auspices of the Parliament of Paris ". Against the protraffic

posal to give the English minority a representation larger than their propor"

Are we to have an English Colony in Canada separated from
the rest of the inhabitants, a favoured body with peculiar privileges ? Shall
they have a sympathy with English sympathies and English interests ?
tion,

he said

And

shall

:

we

deal out to

have dealt to Ireland
in

Canada equal

six hundred years of such miseries as we
" Let our
policy be to give all the King's subjects

Canada

"
?

justice."

particularly objectionable

In other speeches he protested against " our
"
of the integrity of the Ottoman
guarantee

empire, the injustice of a policy which would "doom to perpetual barbarism
and barrenness the Eastern and Southern shores of the Mediterranean ".

He

"

yoke on the neck of the Christian
natives of Asia Minor, of Mesopotamia, Syria and of Egypt ".
Such a
"
shortly give rise to the very dangers against which it
guarantee would
was intended to guard ".
Of his speeches on foreign policy, the most elaborate was delivered in
He did justice
favour of the recognition of the states of South America.
to the precision, circumspection and dignity of Canning's foreign policy,
recoiled from riveting the Turkish

but he dealt with the principles which underlie the law of recognition of
new states, and urged its immediate application.
Independence existed in
fact

:

governments of comparative

stability

were established.

For

Britain,

the only anciently free .state in the world, to refuse her moral aid to communities struggling for liberty would be unnatural.
In his speech against the annexation of the Republic of Genoa to the

kingdom of

Sardinia, he
"

condemned

its

forcible transfer to a foreign

and

an act by which the faith of Britain pledged to their
had
been
forfeited, the fundamental ))rinci})les of European
independence
policy shaken, and the odious claims of conquest stretched to an extent
hated master as
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unwarranted by a single precedent

in the good times of Europe," by the
Europe of the three military powers, the spoilers of Poland.
permanent value as an exposition of accredited principles of
He
public international law and the limits of the right of conquest.

dictatorship in
This also is of

"

"
the balance of power
is properly
pointed out that the system of
"
defensive only
to destroy independent nations in order to strengthen
the balance of power is a most extravagant sacrifice of the end to the
:

means

".

Tried solely by the test of what
career might be called a failure.

he

political offices

filled,

his poli-

He

lacked political ambition.
His
real ambition, never gratified, was to obtain a Chair of Moral
Philosophy.
tical

As professor at Haileybury College (1818-24), he contrived, however,
to teach philosophy in Law.
There was no selfishness in his nature no
"
desire of power for its own sake— nothing of that " pushfulness
which in

—

our day is the essence of statesmanship.
When in 1830-31 the Whigs
came into power it was generally expected that he would be offered higli
Cabinet rank.
In 1827, during negotiations for a coalition. Canning, who

regarded Mackintosh as

"

one of the foremost of his party," was ready to
office.
But Mackintosh was both too independent and
too liberal for the Whigs.
They treated him as they treated Burke.
Many thought that he would be made Foreign Secretary it was rumoured
in America that he was to come to
Washington as Ambassador, and
Americans prepared to give a warm welcome to one who had always stood
their friend, and whom they greatly admired.
But as Mackintosh " was
assign him high

:

Brougham nor a relative of Grey," he was made only a
Commissioner of India, an office which he had refused long before. Like
Burke and Wilberforce, his Parliamentary praise rests not in titles or
neither a tool of

offices but

in

the reforms which his influence effected.

"
his
of his papers,
Memoir of the Affairs of
Account of the Partition of Poland," " Essay on the
Holland,"
"
Sketch of Struensee's Administration," '' StateWritings of Machiavel,"

In history

many

^.^<,'".,

"

ment of Donna Maria's Claim
authority.

Some

to the

Throne of Portugal," are of high

of his views on historical eras,

now

generally accepted,

were then new.
in

For example, he clearly saw that the Reformation was
substance no mere struggle for the redress of ecclesiastical grievances

or for

new

dogmas, but a great revolt of intelliand absolutist domination, " an emancipation," as he

definitions of theological

gence against

clerical
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"of the human understanding under the appearance of a
about
justification by faith ".
controversy
his
It
Unhappily
only matured historical work is but a fragment.
after
his
death
a
under
the
of
tJie
Revolution
in
title
appeared
History of
expressed

England

it,

in 16S8, with the disadvantage of an ill-informed, insufficient and
Macaulay, then in Calcutta, who felt for Mackintosh

self-sufficient editor.

gratitude and reverence, indignantly denounced the editor's imbecilit)' and
malevolence, adding that he was incompetent to serve Sir James Mackintosh

We

the capacity even of a corrector of the press.
owe to Macaulay's
of
one
his
best
a
which
includes
reasoned
estimate of
articles,
indignation
in

Sir James' qualifications and success as an historian
July, 1835).

He

compares him with James

Mill,

{Edinburgh Review,
Hallam and Charles Fox.

in their praise or censure, made allowance for the
state of political science and political morality, discerned in

Both Mill and Mackintosh,
contemporary
the

germ

truths which were only fully developed in later times.

Mill

is

Hallam and Mackintosh alone of English hisJames
But Hallam is the
torians are calm and impartial judges, not advocates.
a
maiden
assize.
Mackinlikes
too
well
Mackintosh
rather
hanging judge
severe, Sir

lenient.

:

—

"
had one eminent qualification for writing history
had
they
spoken history, acted history, lived history". Sir James is as
superior to Mr. Fox as a historian as Mr. Fox to Sir James as orator.
"
Mr. Fox wrote debates. Sir James Mackintosh spoke essays." This anti-

tosh and

Fox both

Though Sir James distinguished himself
he
"rather
lectured than debated," "his proper place
Parliament,
highly
was his library, a circle of men of letters, or a Chair of Moral and Political
thesis

Macaulay develops.

in

Macaulay agrees that even his familiar talk showed the ripe
of study and meditation, and describes the style of the history as
weighty, manly, unaffected, uniting the diligence, accuracy and judgment of
Philosophy".

fruits

Hallam to the vivacity and the colouring of Southey. Perhaps one may
add that Macaulay was indebted to Mackintosh for many of his ideas, and
also that Mackintosh may be read as a corrective to Macaulay's own history
of the same period.
Mackintosh had a faculty of wide vision and historic
which
did
not
equity,
permit him to divide men sharply into Whig saints
and Tory dcviLs.
He hated injustice and oppression as strongly as
Macaulay, but he was both a more acute and a more just judge of character
and of human nature.
His literary criticisms are chiefly to be collected
from his correspondence and occasional notices or essays. The best known
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are his Reviews of Rogci's Poems and of Madame de Stael's De
r Alleiiiagne.
In Moral Philosophy he was deservedly during his later years accounted " the first of living writers in the English language ".
His
his
when
he
reputation began
published
introductory discourse on the
"
Law of Nature and Nations ". It was maintained by his conversation,
and what was known of his lectures on Ethics and Jurisprudence at
Haileybury College, and heightened by the publication (in 1828) of his
dissertation on the " Progress of Ethical Philosophy," prefixed to the

The exigencies of space comhim
to
restrict
its
to
the
sixteenth and seventeenth
pelled
scope mainly
and
more
to
still
British
writers.
His retrospects
centuries,
unfortunately,
of ancient and of scholastic ethics are compressed into a few pages.
No
one was so qualified by reading and catholic judgment to survey the
EncyclopcEdia Brita)inica (seventh edition).

on

Continent, but he could only notice
Fenelon, Bossuet, Leibnitz, Malebranche and Buffier, in their
To attempt an analysis is unnecessary. W\.
relation to British thought.
progress of philosophy

the

Grotius,

Aberdeen students are

familiar with

it,

either in

the original or in the

summary by Professor Bain in his Mental and Moral Science.
was welcomed, except by the doctrinaires of Bentham's school.

The work
In

most

of the practicable legal reforms which Bentham advocated Mackintosh had
agreed with him, and perhaps done more to secure them. But his criticism
of Hobbes, Mandeville and

Hume

displeased

them

:

they misliked his con-

viction of the subordination of positive law to ethics, his view of conscience,
his limited acceptance of utility, and his historic disbelief that men could

be made good by command, and that the enforcement of Bentham's code
of law would bring in a social millenium.

Like Socrates and Dr. Johnson, Sir James Mackintosh delighted in
He was a good listener and a brilliant talker. Those who

conversation.

moved

in his circle, or even crossed it, agree that in society his ideas
His conversation charmed men of very opposite
flowed most freely.
and
characters
and opinions.
Among his friends he counted
pursuits

Wilberforce, Canning, Sir William Grant, Sir Samuel Romill}',
Sir James Scarlett, Lord Jeffrey, Lord Brougham, Earl Russell, Sydney

Burke,

Smith,

Pitt,

Rogers,

Campbell,

Lord

B>'ron,

Thomas Chalmers, Madame de Stacl,
Coleridge thought he was too much of
liked his

"

metaphysical head

".

Macaulay,

Dugald

Stewart,

Schlegel, Villemain and Thiers.
a " literary fencer," Dr. Parr dis-

Earl Russell was most impressed by his
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"

learning,

available for serious or light matters

Certainly Mackintosh's

".

knowledge was never, like Dr. Parr's, barrelled down in subterranean cellars
of the mind.
It was always on tap, and all were welcome to draw it off.
Out of many testimonies take Wilberforce's private diary " Mackintosh is
"
a paragon of a companion," " sparkling like a firefly
and again " I drew
:

:

;

the highest prize in the lottery.
I sat
by Sir James Mackintosh."
But little of his table-talk has survived. Homer was " the first balladwriter

long.

"
Shakespeare's superiority consisted in his deep knowledge of
nature ". Sir Walter Scott's poetry he thought doubtful to survive
Spenser (whom Mackintosh loved because Spenser loved Virgil),

".

human

out of compliment to

Queen Elizabeth, gave all his beauties yellow hair.
master of the tragedy and comedy of low life ".
Home
Tooke he described almost severely as " corrupted by philology and disBurke he called " the greatest philosopher in
appointed ambition ".
"
Gibbon could have been cut out
practice that the world ever knew ".
Hogarth was

"

of a corner of Burke's mind without his missing it."
Among English statesmen he thought Sir Harry
in

mind

to

Lord Bacon, and the

first

man

Vane not

inferior

to assert liberty of conscience.

One of his political observations was at its date remarkable, regarding the
"
Prussia by mere science has become a military
growth of Prussia
But these fragments give no better idea of what his conversation
State ".
was than a few dried leaves can give of the living tree. He had no Boswell.
One must rest content with the impression which it made on those
who were privileged to enjoy it.
If one were to attempt an estimate of his position solely by what
remains of his lectures, essays, speeches, dissertations, letters and tabletalk, one might hesitate to place him on so high an eminence as did the best
Madame de Stael and Lord Byron
judges among his contemporaries.
"
that
man in England ". His works are
Mackintosh
was
the
first
agreed
an inadequate memorial of the influence and fame of the man.
Whatever
he said, in private or public, commanded a fit audience whatever he
:

;

wrote was eagerly read in Europe and America every great measure which
he advocated was carried, or advanced towards success.
But those who
;

had been delighted and inspired by his fine mind and true heart knew that
in none of his works had he put forth his full strength, that these only
half-revealed

the

profound

scholar,

the

original

the friend of humanity.
Perhaps of
Smith paid the truest tribute to his memory in

reformer,

all

thinker,
his

the

friends

sincere

Sydney

saying that when he
wished to think better of the world he thought of Mackintosh.
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Of minor celebrities one may select
10. Sir William Morison (1741-90), who
:
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rose to be Chief Justice

of the Bahamas.

The Hon. ALEXANDER Addison (1759-1807) who had a varied
Educated at Marischal College, he was first schoolmaster at
In 1785
Aberlour, and afterwards assistant to the minister of Rothes.
he emigrated to Pennsylvania, and had some success as a preacher, but
He was admitted to the Bar of Washington
adopted the legal profession.
11.

career.

He is
1787, and was appointed a judge four years later.
of
a
author
volume
of
law
and
the
it is
reports
locally celebrated as
"
an accomplished classical scholar,
recorded in his epitaph that he was
in

County

;

profoundly skilled
12.

and
Canada.

land,

papers

in

jurisprudence

Adam ThOM

till

at his death the

".

who was

the first Recorder of RupertsFather of both Bench and Bar of Western

(1802-90)

He

graduated at King's College in 1824, edited Canadian newsFrom
1837, when he was called to the Bar of Lower Canada.

1839 t^ll 1854 he filled the office of Recorder, or President of the Red
He was the chief author of Lord Durham's famous Report
River Court.
which fixed the true principles of Colonial Government. Like many
Aberdeen students, he studied Hebrew, and wrote The Clirouology of
Prophecy.

V.

Sketch of Subsequent History of Law Faculty.

The other Faculties in the Uni\ersity have flourished and expanded
The causes
the development of the Faculty of Law has been arrested.
;

which checked

its

growth were partly common

to all Universities-

temporary, partly continuous.
Indirectly all Universities suffered by the Reformation.
created new Universities, and ultimately secured greater

— partly

special, partly

opinion.

No

But

its

No

doubt

it

freedom of
immediate, though partly unintended, effects were bad.

country purchased

its

benefits at so high

a price as did Scotland.

There was the disorder, deprivation and pillage inseparable from the
violent breaking up of the old order.
In Aberdeen and the North there was
little enthusiasm for the new order.
The abuses of the Catholic Church
had been little felt in Aberdeen its benefits were substantial and visible.
It was easier to command the obstinate clerks of Aberdeen to ward than
to convince them.
Consequently this University was out of favour with
;
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the new Government, and before Principal Arbiithnot's appointment
almost deserted by students.
In both England and Scotland the stud}' of law declined.
The

Canon Law had ceased
with

to be of authority, except so far as incorporated

law of the land.

the

The Chair of Canon Law maintained

a

struggle for existence till shortly before the Revolution, when the struggle
ceased, and the Faculty of Law was reduced to the single Chair of Roman
Law. Roman Law did not advance in Scotland, though Principal Ar-

student of Cujas and writer on jurismaintained
it
in
In the next place the sources
our
prudence,
University.
of further endowments were cut off.
Bishops were abolished, and their
buthnot, himself a distinguished

His educaThis was not the fault of John Knox.
was nearly as high as Elphinstone's he proposed that every
Lord should live on his just rents, and the revenues of cathedrals be

revenues diverted.
tional ideal

;

But the nobles disposed of them. In the
assigned to the Universities.
last place the Universities lost their international position.
The bonds
of fellowship between them were relaxed or broken.
They also became
less representative of the nation, and tended to sink into merely sectarian

This tendency, counteracted for a time, reached its height
higher schools.
in Scotland during the
In 1638 there was a
reign of the Covenanters.
serious attempt to abolish entirely the Faculties of Law and Medicine in
this University,
In 164 1 it was enacted that no one who did not profess
the orthodox religion according to the formula now received in the realm
of Scotland should be received even as a student.
This was a degree of

barbarism surpassed only in Episcopal England.
At this time Scottish Protestant students freely attended the Universities of Catholic France and Italy.
reasons, both intellectual and financial, to thank God
During the Commonwealth and Restoration the UniverIt received and sent out many
sity, including its law school, revived.
.students.
x^rthur Duck,
Sir Thomas Urquhart speaks to its prosperity,
the learned Civilian, in his comprehensive work (1676) on the Use
and Authority of tlie Civil Laiu in the Kingdoms and States of Europe,

Aberdeen had

for

Cromwell.

Glasgow, notes as to St. Andrews that it maintained one
Professor of Laws, but Aberdeen he calls a College of Jurists instituted for
the teaching of the Civil Law.
He also refers to the number of Scotsmen
who studied or became professors in French Universities, "to the great
is

silent as to

renown of

The

their nation

".

reviving fortunes of our law school were again depressed

by the
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Union with England and the contemporary foundation of the Faculty of

Law

The Scottish Parliaments and
University of Edinburgh.
took
in
the
Universities.
The British Parliament and the
Sovereigns
pride
in

the

Hanoverian dynasty cared
Scottish Universities

little

nothing

and

for the

the seat

of the

for the English Universities,

at

all.

Edinburgh,

as

Courts, naturally became, and must continue to be, the principal
school of law in Scotland.

Supreme

Notwithstanding these discouragements, King's College through the
It
eighteenth century strove to maintain the ideals of Elphinstone.
educated men like Forbes, Monboddo, Grant and Mackintosh, who bore the
stamp and likeness of their Founder. Nor did Marischal College neglect
the study of law.

College) gave

The Regents

lectures

on Civil

(and sometimes the Civilist from King's
Law and Jurisprudence. In both the

Law ought to be pursued both as a part of general
as
as
a special preparation for the legal profession had not
well
education
tradition that Civil

quite lost

its

force.

Principal Laurence

and philosopher, had been

Brown (1796- 1832), clergyman

also thoroughly

educated

law under the

in

Civilians of Utrecht.

In the earlier half of the nineteenth century, but for the exertions of
the Society of Advocates, the Faculty of Law might have ceased to exist
in Aberdeen, as it had ceased in St. Andrews and been suspended in Glas-

gow.

The

College.

Society founded a lectureship in Conveyancing at Marischal
But both Aberdeen and Glasgow Universities suffered from two

erroneous ideas which widely prevailed
useful as

— one, that Universities were chiefly

examining bodies, and therefore that any selected examiners

could as well, or better, judge of professional qualifications

;

the other, that

was expedient, Edinburgh sufficed for
any
the needs of Scotland.
Accordingly at the Union of the Colleges in i860
the Lectureship on Conveyancing was suppressed, the lecturer became the
substitute-professor and the sole teacher of law in the united University
and the University Commissioners continued the same policy. Parliament had in 1873 abolished the privileges of the legal bodies which
required a University training as a condition of admission, and conferred
if

University instruction in law

;

the right of entrance into the legal profession (except the Bar) absolutely
without requiring any University instruction or training either in Arts or
in Law.
In this way Parliament not only neglected, but positively

discouraged, the study of law and
Scottish legal education.

The

signs of the times are

reversed

now more

the soundest traditions of

encouraging.

Truer notions of
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the uses and functions of Universities and of the connection of the

leg-al

We

are going
profession with the service of the State find acceptance.
back to the old idea that the influence of lawyers in the State and the
value of their service to the State depend on their scientific knowledge as
well as practical training, and that University education is the true basis
both of general culture and of special fitness for the professions.
It is
mainly to Professor Dove Wilson (1891-1901) that our University owes the

He re-established the Lectureship of
regeneration of the Faculty of Law.
he
reintroduced
the
Conveyancing
teaching of Roman Law, and gave the
a
in
the
This is a part
standing
Faculty
University and before the public.

—

of the general return to ancient standards and ideals which the last twenty
In Glasgow a new spirit has been infused into the
years have witnessed.

teaching of law.
their

In

In the

youth.

Oxford and Cambridge the law schools have renewed

new English

Universities, Liverpool,

Manchester,

North Wales, Faculties of Law have been founded, fairly equipped with
teachers and libraries.
It is somewhat humbling to confess that, while the number of students

now

of law

of students

attending the University is somewhat greater than the number
entered in all the Faculties for many years after 1494,

our teaching staff and equipment are less than when the Faculty of
Law was first founded. Compared with any Continental University, our
resources and means of teaching are beggarly.
Compared with American

which the

or Colonial Universities, for

example with McGill University,

number of law students

nearly the same, they are sufficiently meagre.

We

indeed

teach

Scots

is

in

Law, Conveyancing, Roman Law and Scots

Procedure, but in General and Comparative Jurisprudence, Constitutional
Law, Administrative Law, International Law, Public and Private, we can
neither provide instruction or confer a degree.
It is not the fault of the
University, which counts the history and the institutes of Roman Law

among

It has done what it could to
the subjects for the Arts degree.
its standards and ideals.
From Parliament we can expect little.

maintain

Our hope

for the

advancement of

legal education,

and the realising of our

Founder's aims, rests mainly on the public spirit of the legal profession.
In the fifteenth century educational reformers began with the higher education

:

in

century elementary education has been firmly
remains for us of the twentieth century to bring both into

the nineteenth

established

:

it

co-ordination and fuller development.

N.

J.

D.

Kennedy.

FOUR CENTURIES OF MEDICINE
To

IN

ABERDEEN.

appraise aright the history of Aberdeen as a School of Medicine

through the long vista of four hundred years, the troublous character and
changing conditions of the times, social, religious and political, should be
kept

in view,

but cannot here be entered on.

the actors have been chronicled elsewhere

;

The

events and

what here

is

names of

essayed

by a

is,

study of events and men, to gain some insight regarding the phases through
which the University has passed, in its relation to Medicine, and the influences that have determined their character and features.

To

secure right

perspective, the contemporary history of Medicine in other universities
must occasionally be introduced.
It

is

how there came to be
Town, founded 1 505 and
They were separate and distinct

unnecessary to repeat the oft-told tale of

two Colleges

in

Aberdeen

—-King's in the Old

;

Marischal College in New Aberdeen.
In King's, from the
universities, each granting degrees.

was represented,

in

somewhat embryonic form, by the

first.

office of

Medicine

"

Mediciner,"
In Marischal, though founded
until 1700.
Thereafter the educa-

equivalent to a professorship of Medicine.
in 1593,

no

like provision

was made

tional character of each was similar

prejudicial

than stimulating.

In

;

the rivalry, however, proved more
by .'\ct of Parliament, the two

i860,

were merged into one, and designated " The University of Aberdeen ".
Except where it is necessary to distinguish between them, it may be convenient to speak as if they had been always one, or use the name Aberdeen as implying both.

Through the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.
The year

1505, in which King's College was founded, saw also the
and
barbouris" of Edinburgh incorporated by "seal and
surregeanis
From this humble origin was
cause," or charter from the Town Council.
"
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to develop the

Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, a body that has
a
taken
always
prominent part in medical education but close on two
hundred years had to pass before any system of instruction was organised
;

"
ilk ane instructother than that of apprenticeship to one of the members,
a
once
a
demonstration
in
year,
ing ithers," with,
anatomy when a body

Such was the infancy of the
could be procured.
Surgery in Scotland.
In the
"

Mediciner

"Art and Craft"

of

same
"

intrinsic part

in

in

year, Bishop Elphinstone, by instituting the office of
King's College, secured that Medicine should form an
the constitution of the University.
This was the first

university recognition of the subject in Great Britain.
1540, and Oxford

Cambridge followed

1546; but during the same two centuries. King's
stood
alone
in Scotland in assigning this intrinsic position
College virtually
The relation in this respect has not been understood and
to Medicine.
in

in

consequently has been misjudged.
In instituting the office the idea was not to found a medical school

—

in

the present-day sense such an organisation began to develop only in the
The intention was, that in the studinin generale
closing years of this period.

then founded, facilities should be afforded for the study of medicine as a
branch of scholastic learning.
History shows that at this time it was not
unusual for men of education to include physic among their literary and
philosophical studies, even when there was no intention of adopting it as a
whilst, for those who were to practise the art, an acquaintance
profession
;

with the ancient writings was considered the best mental training, and the
fittest means of perfecting technical knowledge otherwise acquired.
King's
The science was to
College was to be a home for medicine, not a school.

be

cultiv^ated as in the cloister, not

on the hearth.

was essential for the physician as
lawverand the rlivine. All lectures were delivered in the Latin
tongue the prelections were mainly philosophical, and little more than
"
"
the works of Hippocrates, Aristotle and other ancient
setting forth
writers.
The spirit of the teaching is indicated to us in the Foundation
Charter of Marischal College, where it is stated that, amongst other duties
"He
there being no Mediciner in this College
assigned to the Princijjal
shall also (after the eight acroamatic bookg which the third Regent will
explain) set forth all the rest of Physiology from the Greek text of ArisThe term
totle, to which he shall add a short explanation of Anatomy ".
In those days a classical education

well as the
;

—

—
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—-does

not imply

the restricted application of the word in modern times, but corresponds
with the present terms Physics or Natural Philosophy the mention of
:

however, indicates that

Anatomy,

now

more was intended than

these terms

Physiologia represented science generally, which, in all dewas
partments,
yet in a rudimentary state.
At this early period Aberdeen presents to our view the purely scholinclude.

The aim was

of Medicine.

astic side

to

erudition, not craftsmanship.
practitioner
so far as it went, was approached through
;

produce the scholar, not the

The

instruction in medicine,

and bound up with the course
in Arts and Philosophy.
There was a closer mutual relation between the
it became weakened, however,
Faculties then than now
and all but
;

The University at this
time resembled those of Oxford and Cambridge
in the other sister
universities there was never the same close relation between Arts and
parted, as purely medical instruction developed.

;

Medicine.
It may seem strange to iind Medicine and Oriental Languages
taught by the same man, or Mathematics linked with Physic yet Greek,
Latin and Arabic were the languages in which all medical knowledge was
and the systems of medicine that men strove to establish had a
stored
:

;

distinct

mathematical trend.

In the two centuries following the foundation of King's College notwithstanding the ecclesiastic ferment of the times, a robust medical element

pervaded Scottish society, and notably

Aberdeen

not merely by the
presence of well-educated practitioners, but also by the frequency with
which the study of medicine was conjoined with literary, linguistic and
Of the eminent men may be mentioned :—
philosophical studies.

Alexander Arbuthnot

(i

in

538-1 583),

first

;

Protestant Principal of

Of him Archbishop Spottiswood, an

opponent, says
King's College (1569).
he was " Pleasant and jocund in conversation, in all sciences expert, a good
poet, mathematician, philosopher, theologue, lawyer, and in medicine
skilful

".

Gilbert Skene was

He

went

the

first

Mediciner after the Reformation (1556).

Edinburgh (1575) and was appointed physician to the King
"
De Peste
published a tract, printed in Edinburgh (1568),
Ane breve description of the Pest," and others, published by the Banna-

(1581).

to

—

He

tyne Club.

Robert Straloch,

"
a contemporary with Skene,
Taught at

20

I'aris
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with great reputation and afterwards exercised his profession at

home"

(Robertson).

Duncan LiDDELof Pitmedden(i55[?]-i6i3). He studied abroad
taught mathematics at Rostock and the University of Hehnstadt. He

and
was

His principal works were
Disputationes
Ars Medica, succincte et
Medicinales, printed in 1605 at Helmstadt
The two latter were
perspicue explicata (1608), and De Febribus (1610).
issued at Hamburg, and bore dedications to King James VI. and Henry,
equall\-

famed

medicine.

in

:

;

Prince of Wales, respectively.

GILBERT JACK (1578-1628) was

a pupil of

and probably was a student at Marischal College. He
in
medicine, and in 1604 was appointed Professor of Philosophy
graduated
in the University of Leyden.
His book, entitled Institutiones Medicae,
was published at Leyden, 1624, reprinted 163 1 and 1653.

Duncan

Liddel,

Alexander

Reid, M.D., brother of Thomas Reid, Latin Secretary
James VI., became a distinguished medical practitioner in London, and
M.D. of Oxford by royal mandate, 1620. He
Physician to Charles I.
published a Manual of Anatomy a Treatise of Surgery, 1634 a work on
He died in 1680, and bequeathed his valuable library to
Muscles, 1637.

to

;

;

;

Marischal College.

Robert Morrlson (1620-83) was Physician to Charles II. and Regius
Professor of Botany in Oxford.
Arthur Johnston of Caskieben (M.D. of Padua, 1610) was Rector
of King's College, 1637 Physician in Ordinary to Charles T. P'amous as a
;

writer of Latin verse, rivalling George Buchanan.
His brother, William
Johnston, M.D., was Professor of Mathematics, 1626, and was said to have

been "well seen both

in

mathematics and the medicine" (Gordon).

The Mediciner.
The

duties of the Mediciner

other office-bearers.
to lectui'e

at

all.

He was left

The

were not defined as were those of the

free to lecture as he

holders of the office were

deemed

men

of

fit,

or even not

good position and
Several were men

learning, generally practising as physicians in the town.
of note and energy, not confined to medicine.
Zeal varied however, then

as now,

and teaching being

optional,

Gordon, having, as he

said,

As

some naturally preferred honour and

early as 1636 the Mediciner, William
"exercesed the students sufficientlie in the dis-

leisure to the toil of the lecture.
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"
section of beasts," petitioned the Privy Council for the delivery of executed
creditable
but
were
rebels
and
outlaws".
the
times
malefactors,
fact,

A

not ripe for such a development it came to nothing.
Dr. Patrick Dun
held simultaneously the offices of Mediciner in King's (1619-1632) and
In later years four members
Principal in Marischal College (1621-1649).
:

of the eminent family of the Gregorys were Mediciners at King's,

seems strange in the present day that men should occupy the position of Professor of Medicine and not lecture.
The peculiarity, however,
was not confined to Aberdeen, Thus in Glasgow there was a nominal
Professor of Physic for nine years (1637- 1646), but nothing more was heard
of medicine in the University until the chair was revived in 17 14, and in
1719 a Professor of Anatomy conjoined with Botany was appointed. In
"
It does not appear that
his Life of Dr. Ciillcn, Prof. Thomson remarks
the persons appointed to these offices had ever delivered any lectures upon
the subjects they were respectively appointed to teach ",
Another writer
"
The
and
function
was
exercised for
says
examining"
degree granting
It

:

:

nearly half a century before the College used effectively

its

powers to

teach".!

Again, in Edinburgh in 1685 three eminent physicians were appointed
"
Professors of Medicine in the University,"
by the Town Council to be
but "teaching was left optional".
"They never lectured at all." The
same thing occurred in the case of the first two Professors of Law.- These
appointments were titular only, and were evidently made more in view of
conferring degrees in the respective subjects than of teaching.

The Doctorate of Medicine,
In the seventeenth century the Doctorate in Medicine represented
.something very different from the M,D. of later times a point to this day
overlooked by the critics of Scotti.sh Universities, There were then no
;

systematic lectures, no .set curriculum of professional studies those who
intended to become practitioners received their technical instruction by
;

apprenticeship, and the lectures, when given, were expositions of ancient
authorities and the sy.stems of later writers.

The degree was not

conferred at the end of the collegiate course.

^Memorials of the Fac. of Phys. ami Stivg. of Glasgojc. By A1l-x. Duncan, B.A.
-The Story uf the University of Edinburgh. By Sir A. (jiant.
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prolonged their studies abroad, and frequently
Others
graduated
engaged for some years in private practice, at
home or abroad, or in the medical service of the army or navy. Having
thus added practical experience to their theoretical training, and having
Students, then as now,
there.

proved themselves worthy, either by the status they had attained
or by examination before the faculty,
degree of their Alma Mater.

The degree was

it

in society,

was open to them to obtain the

by the University of general and
It was free
however
and
wherever acquired.
professional attainments,
from the notion of a licence to practise, superseding all such it kept aloof
from the pretentions and feuds of the surgeons and physicians it did
the recognition

:

:

much

to integrate physic and surgery by recognising that the chirurgeonapothecary, who had attained an honourable position in his calling, might

be worthy of the degree equally with his brother physician who disdained
to use the knife or the pestle and mortar.
The ad ciiiidcin principle was

more

liberally exercised

;

and the degree not infrequently was conferred
a power still retained by Oxford and Cam-

as an honorary distinction

bridge, but

now

;

lost to Scotland.

Such was the broad concept of the degree-granting function entertained by all the Scottish Universities, until, in each, a definite medical
school was formed.
So far as the records of Aberdeen Universities have been pieserved,

name mentioned as receiving the degree in King's, is that of
Dr. Joannes Glover, Londonensis," 15th May, 1654.
It is interesting to
note that he was B.A. of Harvard (1650).
In Marischal College "there

the earliest
"

were probably no degrees granted
Professor of Medicine

till

after

1700 and the appointment of a

'.

Edinburgh University the first M.D. was David Cockburn, A.M.,
who graduated 14th May, 1705. There were fifteen graduates in Medicine
In

prior to 1726, the date of the creation of a medical faculty in the UniverIn some cases the degree was conferred ad cujidcui, in some by resity.

commendation, and in absentia, but in the greater number by examinations,
which were conducted by the Royal College of Physicians.
In Glasgow University probably the first medical graduate was in
"
Mr. Andrew Grahame was
1703, an Englishman, and so late as 1720 a

made

There are also one or two entries recording that
the degree had been bestowed on persons who zvere not cxainijied."
doctor in absentia.
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the celebrated Dr. John Arbuthnot appears to be the
He underwent
physic created there, nth September, 1696.
examination, and the University long retained the custom of conferring
degrees by examination alone, without residence.
first

—

Various influences, however, were soon to produce
Transformation.
As
a change for better or for worse in the conception of the Doctorate.
the eighteenth century advanced, and the sciences were taking definite
In Edinburgh and Glasgow
form, medical subjects became specialised.
chairs were instituted in the various departments, the medical faculties
were strengthened by new members, and a definite curriculum of studies

was formulated. In fine, organised schools of medicine were being deConseveloped, separate from and independent of the other faculties.
the
ideas
and
customs
the
underwent
considerdegree
regarding
quently,
able modification.

The grounds on which it was granted became restricted. It was no
longer conferred wholly ad cnndcm or for proficiency, however attained,
It was
but by examination on the particular curriculum of the school.
a bare
of
the
career
with
but
taken at the completion
university
by youths

knowledge of their profession. It thus assumed the nature of
a "licence to practice," and entered into competition with the Colleges of
And further, the pathway to higher professional
Physicians and Surgeons.
status as indicated by the degree was closed to all who, in their youth,
theoretical

had not enjoyed the advantage of matriculating in a university.
changes here summarised belong properly to the next century {v. p.

The Transition
Towards the

Period, 1700 to

half of the period

latter

The
315).

i860.

with which

we have

dealt

various influences were gathering together, soon to manifest themselves in
changes that mark the eighteenth century. The spirit of independent

inquiry was springing up men no longer were content to ruminate on the
they must investigate the phenomena of
opinions of ancient authorities
;

;

Nature

for

themselves.

The

ancillary subjects, Anatomy, Chemistry,
were
scientific
form, and were rich in promise.
Physiology
as.suming
Men began to realise how inefficient were apprenticeships alone, and how
inadequate were the prelections of but one professor to fit them to become

physicians or surgeons.
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ment.

was not, however, the Universities that originated the onward moveIt came from without.
The mode differed in Aberdeen from that

it is
interesting to contrast them.
Specialisation in teaching was. the desideratum.

in

Edinburgh

in

Edinburgh by the energy and

:

This was supph'ed
of
the
College of Surgeons and
foresight
In 1697 an anatomical theatre was opened

of the College of Physicians.
in the Surgeon's Hall and demonstrations given.
Previous to this a
summer course in Botany had been given.
In 1720 the celebrated
Alexander Monro (primus) began to lecture in the anatomical theatre, and
in 1722, on petition to the Town Council as patrons, he was made Professor
of x^natomy.
After a short time the department was transferred to the

The same thing happened with other subjects.
University buildings.
Theory of Medicine was taught by St. Clair, Practice of Medicine by Drs.
Rutherford and Innes, Chemistry by Dr. Plummer- all members of the

—

^

On 9th February, 1726, these gentlemen applied
College of Physicians.
"
to the Town Council to have their departments taught in the
Town's
College,"

and were,

at that date, constituted Professors of Medicine

On
patrons of the University.
appointed Professor of Midwifery.

by the
the same day Mr. Joseph Gibson was

Thus a Faculty of Medicine within the University was constituted,
and a foundation for a medical curriculum laid on a systematic, specialised
and continuous course of study. No traditionary ideas, no vested interests
retarded the development.
The circumstances of Aberdeen were very different, and adverse to
It is necessary to note these to understand the tardy developprogress.

To alter the organisation of an old established
school.
a different matter from starting a new and unopposed one:
and in this case the problem was complicated by the presence of two
ment of the medical

institution

is

constituted

similarly

Universities, not on the best of terms.

For two

and moved in an atmosphere charged with
The
mediaeval ideas, philosophical and metaphysical more than scientific.
scholastic mind, strongly swayed by ecclesiastical influence, distrusted the
progress of science, and fostered enervating contentment and dislike to
hundred years they had

lived

change.

The century opened seemingly with promise. A Professorship of
Medicine was instituted in Marischal College, but it was of the old nominal
'

M.A., King's College, 1721.

^

Originator of Plummer's

pill.
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The
type before described, with a perfunctory discharge of duties.
accession of the Gregory family, father and two sons, succeeding one
another as Mediciner in King's College (1725-66), revived the dormant
energy

but the effect was transient.

;

Space does not here permit of the

characterisation of these remarkable men, their eminence has been
fully
recognised.
They were the first to lecture in English instead of Latin,

an innovation that must have greatly enhanced their teaching.
The
youngest, John Gregory, who afterwards became Professor of Physic in
Edinburgh {ij^Q-yi), published his introductory lectures on The Duties
and Qiialificatioiis of a Physician, a book which well represents the high
ideals of the profession of the time,

with

and

may

in

the present day be read

profit.

By

time the prejudicial effect of having "two Universities side

this

teaching the same subjects to a mere handful of students," began
to be grievously felt.
Nevertheless, efforts towards union, four times

by

side,

made

in forty

retained

and

its

years (1747-87), proved

unsuccessful.

and arrangements
The degree -granting function was

original constitution

distrust.

Each University

— with

mutual jealousy

liberally

exercised by

each, but the old scholastic features of the Colleges were no longer in
accordance with the vigorous development of medical science.
No attempt

was made to adjust the organism to the changing ideas of the times the
day of titular professorships was gone, yet Medicine continued to be reThe fault lay in
presented by a single professor, and he did not lecture.
:

the personal

interests

of the

appointments were too
teaching bodies
the bias of kinship too often

strongly influenced by those holding office
prevailed over that of merit.

;

;

In those days, as already noticed, the significance of an

was

different

from what

it

afterwards became.

It

M.D. degree

implied a higher pro-

than that of the surgeon or the general practitioner, and
was taken only by those who intended to practise as physicians. For
The bulk of the
this class onl\' had the Universities existed in the past.

fessional status

profession did not seek a University degree, and were simply licensed to
practise by one or other of the incorporate societies.

The
different.

educational requirements of each class of practitioners were then
When, however, the Sciences developed, a knowledge of An-

atomy, Chemistry and

common

to

all.

Physiology formed the professional equipment
made for imparting separate instruc-

Provision had to be
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apprenticeship and private reading were no longer
have seen how in Edinburgh the necessary steps were
Aberdeen the University was callous, and there was no

tion in each subject

We

sufficient.

taken

but in

;

:

College of Surgeons to take the lead
school were there.

Development of the

;

—nevertheless, the germs of a medical

x-^berdeen Medical School.

The presence of a University in a town has an attractive and mental
stimulating influence.
Considering the times, and the comparatively small
of
Aberdeen,
there seems to have always been a large proporpopulation
amongst whom there were
was opened in 1742 cowith
in
the
same
movement
Edinburgh later on the
temporaneous
in the making of a
was
founded
two
elements
Dispensary
important
tion of physicians of the early cultured type,
men well qualified to teach. The Infirmary

—

—

:

medical school.

There were

also medical students, "fit

In 1789 twelve

though few".

number formed themselves into a medical society to make up by
mutual help what was sadly deficient in the educational fare supplied
them. The Universities were indifferent, but the young men were enThe society increased in numbers and
thusiastic, earnest and determined.
^

of their

It drew forth the latent teaching energy apart from the
importance.
Lecturers on .scientific subjects were obtained from amongst the
Colleges.

in

physicians

:

practical instruction

was had

at the Infirmary

and Dispensary.

Something approaching an extra-mural school was taking form

:

but each

was acting in his private capacity, the movement lacked the staand
bility
support of an incorporated faculty.
The quickening was slow in extending to the Universities. In 1793
a Chair of Chemistry had been founded in Marischal College, but the first
Professor, Dr. George French, nominated in the will of the donor, and
who held the post for forty years, was cantankerous and ill-disposed

lecturer

towards the Medical Society.

During the same time, 1793- 1838, King's College was unfavourably
by having as Mediciners the two Bannermans, father and son,

situated

who, during the forty-five years they severally held
^

This

is still

cal Society".

city

a flourishing association under the

The members, however,

and surrounding country.

are

name

no longer the

of the "

the Chair, never

Aberdeen Medico-Chirurgi-

studt;nls, but the

medical

men

of the
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lectured.
Chemistiy, however, was not neglected, but from 18 17 was
His
ably taught by Dr. Patrick Forbes, the Professor of Humanity.
lectures were largely attended by students in all the faculties, and by
in town.
As teacher of Latin he was equally successful.
the death of the younger Bannerman (1838), the post of Mediciner
was filled in the following year by Dr. William Gregory, grandson of Dr.

manufacturers

On

John Gregoiy, Mediciner (1755). Henceforth this venerable office became the Chair of Chemistry in King's. Dr. Gregory, in 1844, was
appointed Professor of Chemistry

in

Edinburgh.

In the
Greater enterprise was manifested by Marischal College.
same year (1793) Dr. William Livingston was appointed Professor of
Medicine.
He had previously shown much attention to the students
The
they elected him Honorary President of the Medical Society.
meetings were held in a hall placed by him at their disposal, and in his
own house were kept their library and museum.
He was an earnest
worker in the Infirmary wards, and had delivered anatomical lectures to
the students.
He died in 1822, and was succeeded by Dr. Charles Skene
in the Chair of Medicine.
Previous to this, from 1802, Skene had been a
;

Lecturer on Anatomy in Marischal College. In 181 1 Dr. William Dyce
was appointed Lecturer in Midwifery, in 18 18 Dr. George Barclay on
Surgeiy and Dr. William Henderson on Materia Medica.
A movement of much promise arose under this system of instituting
Lectureships.
They were not life appointments like the professors, and
were in some instances limited to a short period of years. In 18 18 a
proposal was made and finally carried out to establish, by the appointment
of Lecturers, a Medical School under the joint patronage and control of
the two Universities.
The Theory and Practice of Physic were reserved
Professors of Medicine, '"should they at any time wish to give
Courses of Lectures, the choice of either subject lying with the Professor
"
that first undertakes the duty of lecturing".
Should any of the Lecturers

to the

allow a Session to pass without giving a regular Course, his appointment
"
is to be declared void
unless prevented by bad health or from other

A standing committee of each P"aculty was appointed
and promote the objects of the institution. The appointments by Marischal College, already mentioned, were confirmed by King's,
and others were made till all the special subjects were represented.

reasonable cause.
to superintend
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This combined scheme continued until 1839, ^^'hen a paltry quarrel
was made the pretext to withdraw from an arrangement which jealousy
and distrust had made unsatisfactory.
For twenty years after the rupture, till the union of the Colleges,
each Universit)'' pursued an independent course as regards teaching and
granting degrees.

—

The position of Marischal College was more favourable
Teaching.
The former posses.sed an active professor in
than that of King's.
Dr. MacDr.
Thomas
Clark, and in Practice of Medicine
Chemistry

—

robin.

—

In this year also (1839)

Queen

Victoria founded

two new Chairs,

and appointed Dr. Allen Thomson to be Regius Professor of Anatomy,
and Dr. Pirrie Regius Professor of Surgery.
Lecturers in the other
branches of medicine were appointed by the Senatus.
In King's College there was still but one professor
the Mediciner
the office becoming with Dr. William Gregory the Chair of Chemistry;
other subjects were represented by Lecturers.
Two of these deserve
special mention, for the influence each exerted on the reputation of the

—

—

The name of the one is now almost unknown, Andrew Moir,
the Lecturer on Anatomy.
He was a devoted teacher, beloved by his
students his ability as an anatomist was recognised in Edinburgh and

school.

:

London.
He taught in a private dissecting room in St. Andrew Street.
In those days Anatomy was a study fraught with dangers, when pursued
with the energy of Andrew Moir.
In 1831 the building where he worked

in

was burned down by an infuriated mob.
He died in 1844, "highly
valued, and long remembered with tender regret by his friends, he was gentle
and kindly, and far from the ruthless anatomist he was imagined to be ".
The other name is Alexander Kilgour, the well-known Consultant
in the north of Scotland, a great physician and able public-spirited man.
In 1839 h^
he resigned

appointed Lecturer on Medicine in King's College, a post
1849; '^"t continued long to be a highly esteemed teacher
of Clinical Medicine in the Royal Infirmary,
Dr. John Brown, author of

Rab and

^^'^s

in

his Friends, called

him

"

the Northern

Sydenham

".

On

the

union of the Colleges he was for twelve years one of the General Council's
Assessors in the University Court, and exercised a beneficial influence in
all

medical

affairs.^

For a short and appreciative biographical sketch of Dr. .\ndrew Moir and Dr. Kilgour
see Mrs. Rodger's book Aberdeen Doctors.
^

'
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—

The Medical Degrees. Towards the end of the eighteenth century
Edinburgh had become the leading medical school in Great Britain.
The influence of its Universit}- on the degree-granting function was
From it sprang the changes in the character of the
predominant.
Doctorate of Medicine already described {v. p. 309).
For two hundred
this
before
Aberdeen
had
been
the
years
granting
degree, under very
different conditions
to the northern mind, deeply imbued with old
scholastic ideas, change was more difficult.
A curriculum was drawn up,
examinations were instituted, and for a time (181 5-1 840) an effort was
made to retain the connection between the Faculties of Arts and Medicine
:

—

by requiring all candidates to be Masters of Arts not necessarily of
Aberdeen and to be not under twenty-five years of age. These con-

—

ditions,

however, proved too severe

;

so few candidates for the degree

came forward that it became necessary to relax the regulations and bring
them more in accordance with those of the other Universities. Later
the same desire to maintain a high standard of preliminary education
was shown by requiring the candidates for M.D. to pass an examination
Greek and Logic as well as in Latin.
In 1840 another important step
was taken by Marischal College
the University instituted the lower
degree of Bachelor of Medicine, a modification that forty years later was
introduced by Act of Parliament into the L^niversities of Edinburgh and
This movement was in the right direction, but it left the M.D.
Glasgow.

in

:

in a

degraded position from which

it

has not yet recovered.

AFTER THE UNION

I

860

—

.

The jealousies and
From 1858 onwards, by

bickerings of the Colleges were at last to end.
various Acts of Parliament, the organisation of
the Scottish Universities and medical education generally were brought into

some degree

and regulations regarding the curriculum of
and granting degrees were laid down in ordinances.
King's and Marischal Colleges were welded in one, and on a new founda"
tion arose the
University of Aberdeen," 15th September, i860.
With the exception of Medical Jurisprudence, which had a recent and
of uniformity

;

studies, examinations,

special foundation, the patronage of all the medical chairs was henceforth
vested in the Crown a beneficent change in the interests of the University.
By retaining those already existing, and creating new ones in the subjects
:

previously entrusted to Lecturers, a

full

Medical Faculty was formed,

re-
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presenting all the branches of Medicine according to the educational ideas
of the time.^

The

test of a

Medical School

is

not the number of

its

students, but

the efficiency of its teaching and how far that is kept abreast with, and
reflects the advance in medical science.
Efficiency is not dependent solely
on the teacher, the character of the taught is an important element. In

Aberdeen students have earned a good reputation hard to
up
present day, when there is so much more ground to
overtake the value of the teaching again is shown in the honourable
This would not be
positions the graduates hold in all parts of the world.
the case had the University not fulfilled the other condition, and kept her
this respect

;

to in the

live

;

teaching up to the requirements of the day.
The reorganisation of the school coincided, in time, with what may
be regarded as the dawn of modern medicine the beginning of that

—

wondrous development

medical science that has thrown so great a
lustre over the latter half of the nineteenth century.
Some idea of how
in

great has been the corresjoonding advance in the amount and method of
teaching, may be obtained by contrasting the conditions in the sixties

with those of the present time.
At an early period Anatomy attained a preponderant place, which it
still to some extent retains, out of
Except
proportion to other subjects.
Chemistry,

had an

it

was the only subject taught

assistant

:

now

practically,

a University Assistant

some have two or more, and by their aid,
combined with the theoretical teaching.

is

and whose professor

appointed to each chair,

practical

and

tutorial classes are

In the early years Physiology, as then understood, could be taught
lectures, with a few diagrams, and an occasional microscopic

simply by

term liistology was only coming into use. For a quarter of a
century now, every student with a microscope studies for himself the
minute structure of the tissues; and experimentally becomes acquainted
slide: the

with the chemical and physical changes in the body: practical rooms
and research laboratories have been equipped with delicate and expensive apparatus.

Pathology, as a distinct and

was

treated in a
1

manner by the

scientific

branch, did not then exist.

For sketches of the members of the Medical Faculty of iS6o, see Mr. P.

Aurora Bore alls.

It

several professors of Surgery, Practice
J.

Anderson's
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Physiology, in their ordinary course of instruction

favourite introductory subject, largely discussed
by all three, used to be, "What is Inflammation ?

and

differently

:

a

handled

"

Erasmus Wilson, an Aberdeenshire
London, a Chair of Pathology was founded.
The Department, under the able and energetic professor, has grown with
the development of the subject, and is now provided, by the earlier building
In 1882, by the munificence of Sir

man and eminent

physician in

where
extension, with large laboratories, practical rooms and museum
there are carried on not only the training of the students and private
research, but also the bacteriological work in connection with the Public
:

Health Department of the City.
Like progress with the times has been made

in all

the other depart-

ments.

The ancillary subjects, Chemistry, Botany, Natural History, have out-

grown

the narrower limits or requirements of a purely medical education and
in the full University or scientific aspects of each.
Materia

are

now presented

Medica has changed, with the changed relations of the subject, from the
"
"
of
Pharmacology and Therapeutics

old empirical Pharmacy, to the
modern experiment and research.

In Public Health there

is

an entirely

new department, the growth of the last quarter of a century.
The rapid development in all these subjects has gradually brought
about a change in the method of teaching.
The lectures of to-day are
very different from the prelections of twenty or even ten years ago.
Demonstrations and practical work are interwoven with the vocal in-

The hands and eyes equally with the ears are gateways of
knowledge. There is much a student can acquire within a University
struction.

that

he cannot get after he has

left.

All this

necessitates increased

accommodation and equipment.
Hence the various building extensions
at Marischal College which from time to time have been in process for
If now it be thought that with the later additions the work
thirty years.
is
complete, it must be remembered that under the rapid development
in every branch of medical science they do no more than barely meet
the present necessities of the University.

The academic

^

teaching within a University, however able

it

may

be,

cannot by itself constitute a School of Medicine. The three great divisions,
Medicine, Surgery and Midwifery must extend beyond the University
walls, into the field of practice [)rovided by the hospitals and kindred in-
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These, with their staffs of physicians and surgeons, are essential
components of the Medical School. It has taken long for Aberdeen to
stitutions.

It is doubtful whether the
recognise this very evident consideration.
a
or
the Managers of the Hospitals yet fully realise its
body,
University as
importance, not only to the University, but also in the interests of the

and the public at large,
Aberdeen is now well provided in this respect. The lately extended
Royal Infirmary with its Medical, Surgical and Gynaecological wards, its
Eye, Ear, and Throat, Skin and Electrical departments the Dispensary
and Vaccine Institution, the Maternity Hospital, the Children's Hospital,
the Lunatic Asylum, the City Infectious Hospital, and the Ophthalmic
Institution, fully meet all the requirements.
hospitals,

:

In each of these institutions courses of practical instruction are given.
is ample, the opportunities of gain-

For the undergraduate the material

to
ing insight are not stinted, if he assiduously avails himself of them
fourfold
be
him
same
were
would
the
the
result
to
indifferent
the
they
:

greater.

University and its Hospitals,
Aberdeen has organised a complete School of Medicine, venerable in its
history of four hundred years, yet active and progressing with all the
vigour of youth.

Thus,

in

the course of years, by

Floj-eat res

its

Medica.

Wm. Stephenson.

THE ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY EDUCATOR.
It was natural enough that after the invention of printing the Scotsman
first employed the new art in
publishing his own work should be

who

the Aberdeen professor in a Continental University.
He was no great
for
in
the
fifteenth
as
in
the
twentieth
the
rarity,
century
importance of
the northern city depended mainly upon its reputation as an educational
centre,

and

all

the most enduring honour

name had earned was due

its

to the peerless profession of teaching.
Then, as now, her educated sons
a
wider
for
and
ambition than their native soil
sought
scope
progress

afforded,

and while the

richly

endowed

Universities

of

England were

generally closed to them, they resorted for higher education to those of
But it is not my intention to trace
France, their country's ancient ally.

minutely the progress of learning in North-East Scotland from the depth
method to the height of efficiency it has now attained. What

of archaic
I

in

have undertaken

in

obedience to the

my own bookish way,

versity,

the memories of

whose works, creditable and

will

of the

some

useful in

editor

is

to revive,

literary alumni of the Unitheir day, and leaving an

now mostly forgotten,
upon
crowded out by improvement and change in the forward march whereon
they merely marked advancing steps. Taught during the long generations
indelible impression

intellectual growth, are

preceding the union of our Universities by a succession of classical prowho could seldom impart more than the learning that they had

fessors

for their office, pedagogue produced
fit them
and
native
pedagogue
ability and energy our alumnus came
although by
to adorn all the learned professions and higher vocations of life, he was
ever a teacher.
deal with him, for
In no better or loftier aspect can
with the teacher began in a far remote age, in some medieval seminary
of which now no trace remains, the cultivation of the love of knowledge
which has filled for centuries the throbbing heart of the Scottish nation.

themselves acquired to
;

i
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As the literal"}' history of xA.berdeen commenced hundreds of years
before the foundation of King's College, I may be excused for introducing
a few names which properly belong to the academic institution alluded
by Hector Boece in his life of Bishop Elphinstone as existing before
he assumed the reins of his principalship. My opening sentence refers to
James Liddell, from the diocese of Aberdeen, who graduated in Arts
to

at Paris, and, in 1484, was elected to the important office of procurator
of his nation, carrying with it a seat in the governing council of that
ancient and justly famous University.
Becoming a professor in one of
its forty colleges, he published for the use of his students, about 1493,

signonim, a guide to the literary disputations
theses
which
formed part of the academic course of the
upon appointed
the
earliest
This,
printed book by an Aberdeen author, was
period.

his Tractatus conceptuinn ct

before 1497 by his Ars obligatoria logicalis, an elementary
on the science of logic.
Another Aberdeen teacher who went

followed
treatise

Bishop Elphinstone's foundation began its work
was Gilbert Crab, laureated at Paris in 1503, and shortly afterwards
advanced to a professorship in the faculty of Arts and a regency in the
Burgundian College, one of the largest and wealthiest in the University.
He later became a professor in the University of Bordeaux, where he
died in 1522, at the early age of forty.
He was a voluminous scholastic
his
and
most
writer,
largest
important work being an edition of the
Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle, with commentary and notes, published
at Lyons in
5 1 7, one of the rarest of early printed books, the only copy
to the Continent before

1

known being

in

our University library.

Then, with Principal Hector Boece, comes Professor JOHN Vaus,
poet and grammarian, to whom at present I shall only allude in passing
as our earliest catechetical writer.

From

interrogated his class at King's College

menta,

answer

"

How mony
*'

declinationes of

the day in 1522 when he first
from his newly published Riidi-

nownes

"

and, receiving the
"
Five," proceeded to the further question,
Quhilk five?" until
is

there

?

within years still recent, this method of pedagogic torture, involving
every possible subject of instruction, has seldom lacked an exponent
among our teaching alumni. Theophilus Stewart, his editor of 1553,

upheld the system, and
reformer, set the

in

example

1581

JOHN Craig,

to our clerical

the

alumni by

the whole Catechism, wherein the question is

eminent Protestant

A

Short Surnme of

proponed and answered

in
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wordes, for the greater ease of the coniuioime people and children,
"
To the professovres of
honouring his native city by its dedication
Christis evangel! at Newe Abirdene".
The same path was followed in

few

by JOHN Leech (1624) and DAVID Wedderburn
by such models and high authorities, the
Aberdeen teacher in more modern days became mighty in catechetics,
and the quantity he sent to the press will dumbfounder the man who
Not oneattempts the compilation of a Bibliography of Catechism.
fiftieth part of them can be mentioned here, but I am glad to palliate
their publications

(1637), so that, encouraged

the matter in most cases by admitting his genius in other directions.
His most daring venture was certainly achieved when Robert Smith

(M.A., 1683), schoolmaster, first of Glenshee, afterwards of Glamis,
one of his rude rhymes describes himself

—

in

who

Out of the Colledge Marischall,
One who baith Greek and Latin speaks,
TJie Assevtblys Catechism in Metre, and published it in
a
1729;
very rugged performance, but a most scarce and curious book
even in the reprint of 1872.

actually did

Robert Burns, the poet, was taught orthography catechetically from
a book which was popular in Scottish schools for more than half a century.
I have not seen the first edition, and do not even know the
year it was
issued

;

but there

for the use of
syllables

is

An

Museum,
English spelling book
Part I. Treating of letters,
three parts.
F'art II. Treating of Dissyllables and

in the British

In

schools.

arid monosyllables.

Polysyllables.

Part

ortJiography by

way of

III.

Containing Observations, or pronunciation and

question

and anszver

.

.

.

By ARTHUR Masson,

M.A., [Mar. Coll., 1750] Teacher of languages in Edinburgh. The
tion improved i^dXv^xix^, 1 76 1 ).
This was the poet's primer, and

tJiird ediits

author

must have continued improving it, for the fourteenth edition, printed by
Morison of Perth (1794), contains a collection of Fables with woodcut
Masson was
illustrations, as does another published at Montrose (18 14).
the compiler of a Collectiofi of reading lessons, of which the earliest edition I
have seen is the eleventh (Edinburgh, 1788). " An' he war a wee thing better
grunit in English

— through

Masson's Collection maybe"

— was

a recom-

goodwife of Clinkstyle when
in fohnny Gibb of GushetBirse
the
education
of
future
lienjie
discussing
21

mendatory remark by Jonathan Tawse

to the
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neu/c,

his

He justified
bringing its popularity in rural schools forward to 1843.
l''(xr
to teach languages by Nouveau Recueil des pieces clwisies

title

.

Arthur Masson, Maitre des Arts

.

.

de Langue, devant en Edinbou?-g, actuel-

Nouvelle edition (Edinburgh and Aberdeen, 1782).
was not discernible

leinent en Aberdeen.

often the catechetic nature of the works

Very
from

et

their title-pages.

Andrew Baxter

(M.A.,

King's

Coll.,

1703J

published Afatho, sive cosmotheoria piierilis (2 vols., 1738), a catechetical
dialogue of a severely learned type upon philosophical astronomy, the
usual course being inverted by the pupil becoming interrogator.
Upon
opening the Speculum Linguaruni^ or Greek made easy to scholars by an

English Grammar only, neither tedious nor obscure, by JoilN Entick
(M.A., Mar. Coll., 1735), the author of many educational works, it is found
But the principal writers employed no disguise.
to be a Catechism.
William Fordyce Mayor, a native of New Deer (LL.D., Mar. Coll.,
1789), one of the foremost elementary educationists and most successful
authors of his time, wrote Catechisms of British Biography, of Health, of
the History of Scotland, of General Knowledge, a Mother's Catechism,

of Catechisms (2 vols.), besides a large number of other
For half a century his System of Stenogi'aphy was the most
popular; a Collection of Voyages which he published in 25 volumes was
several times reprinted and is still esteemed, and of Mavors English
Spelling far more editions have been printed than of any other book in

and a

Collection

useful works.

the language.
At the present time editions are issued by ten different
of
works in England, and an equal number in
educational
publishers

America.

Its

India there

is

his edition of
this

method has been long adopted on the Continent, and in
in Gujarati and English.
Mavors Primer and
the Eton Latin Grammar are also text-books in England to
an edition

James MITCHELL (M.A.,

1800, LL.D., 1823, King's Coll.)
a beautifully printed octavo
Universal
Catechist,
1824
published
volume, the questions in red, the answers in black, and well illustrated. It
contains catechisms of thirty different subjects so wide in range as to

day.

in

his

embrace the British Constitution, the

Civil

Law, the Criminal Law, with

jurymen, the Histories of England, Greece, and Rome,
He wrote also several excellent
Heraldry, and all the popular sciences.
schoolbooks, three dictionaries, a portable cyclopaedia, and a fat little
golden rules for

book six inches square and 740 pages
The Scotsmati s library ;

cherish ever,

thick,
bci?ig

which we all know and shall
a collection of anecdotes and
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facts illnstrative of Scotland and Scotsmen
Quite half of its contents
relate to the northern and highland counties, so that it is especially
.

Another Catechism-maker was WiLLlAM Rhind (Mar.
who must have been a kind of walking
His catechisms were of Botany, of Zoology,
encyclopaedia of everything.
and of the Natural History of the Earth, besides which he also wrote
tourist guides, surgical and medical works, histories of India and China,
books on geology and geography, and his magnum opus, a History of the
interesting to us.
Coll., 1812-14),

a Morayshire man,

(1840), the envy of all the professors of botany in
of
a new and profusely-illustrated edition, as big as a
which
Scotland,

Vegetable

Kingdom

And now good-bye to
family Bible, was published only the other da}^
into
eternal
cast
the
Catechism
dust-bin by the trained educator whose
;

founded upon common sense.
Almost the only basis of European learning four hundred years ago
was a knowledge of the Latin tongue, and the earliest allusion to its
primary teaching in Scotland is found in Andrew Wyntoun's Cronykil
(circ. 1400), and refers to the work by /Elius Donatus (circ. 354), popularly
Before Donat could be displaced, as it was on the
called the Donat.
teaching

is

Continent, by the much improved elements of Despauterius (circ. 1500), the
of our eminent grammarians, JOHN Vaus, was teaching at King's
College from the old rhyming Doctrinalc of Alexander de Villa Dei, a

first

thirteenth-century author

puerorum

in

upon whose writings he grounded

aTtem gra?njnaticain, the

earliest

his

Riidimenta

grammar by

a Scottish

Since
author, fully described in the bibliography prepared by our editor.
his day the University has never been without a representative among
At Leyden,
grammarians, and many of them have been men of mark.

was published Apparatus Latinae locutionis in icsuni studiosae
Auctore Alexandro Scot, Scoto, Aberdonensis academiae
juventiitis
artium liberalium magistro ... of which several other editions are
noted.
This ALEXANDER ScOT was also the author of the famous
Greek grammar, Universa Grammatica Graeca (Leyden, 1593), which
in

1596,

.

.

.

"
Institutes
completely superseded the

"

of Nicholas Clenardus, passed

through a large number of editions, and remained the text-book in Continental universities for a century.
The book is a ponderous octavo of
1002 pages, with indices extending to 200 pages more very different
from the modest little Greek Grammar by Principal Geddes, from which
Aberdeen boys imbibed their Hellenic first principles fifty years ago.
;
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John Leech

(M.A,, King's Coll., 1614) published in London in 1624
Rudimenta Grammatical dedicated to James Murray, viscount Annand,
to whom he was tutor, a work which, so far as I can ascertain, was never

But several editions are
used as a primer in Scotland, or reprinted.
known of A Short introduction to Grammar (1637), by DAVID Wedder-

BURN, master of Aberdeen Grammar School, and one of the earliest
Its popularity must have been congraduates at Marischal College.
siderable, for, so late as 1696, the

Town

Council of Edinburgh enacted

In 1701 William
Sanders (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1659), who was successively under-master
of Aberdeen Grammar School, professor of mathematics in St. Andrews
University, and rector of Perth Grammar School, published at Edin-

that

it

should be the text-book in the High School.

grammaticae succinctae ac faciles, which had but small
must be allowed that at the beginning of the eighteenth
century Scotland's primers were behind the age, cramped by medieval
methods. The country had been too greatly occupied, first with the
drastic changes of the Protestant reformation, and afterwards in the long
weary battle against priestcraft and kingcraft, to give due attention to
That a remedy was being
systematic and practical progress in education.
is
evident
from
the
Latinists
sought by
publication of several suggestive
is
Nova,
et artificiosa methodus docendi
of
which
a
fair
works,
example
burgh

lustitntioj/cs

success.

And

it

JOHN MONRO (M.A., King's Coll., 1672), professor
of philosophy at St. Andrews, which was first published in 1687 and
But with security of the popular form
reached a third edition in 17 11.
of religious government came better days for teacher and student, and the

linguam Latinam, by

grammarian Scotland had ever produced. The Rudiments of the
Latin language, by Thomas Ruddiman, keeper of the Advocates' Library,
and sometime schoolmaster at Laurencekirk in the Mearns, was published

greatest

Edinburgh in 17 14. Wedderburn was immediately ousted from Edinburgh High School, the popular appreciation of the new work rapidly
became universal throughout Scotland, and for nearly one hundred and
fifty years it was the standard text-book.
Thomas Ruddiman, whose fame thus became national, was a Banffshire man, M.A. of King's Coll., 1694, and already well known as a classic
editor and authority.
He followed up his initial success with a larger and
more advanced work, Grammaticae Latinae Institutiones, published in two
at

parts

— the

first

in

1725,

the

second

in

173

1.

His labours as editor
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Tranqiiillitate

dialogus, first

Lyons (i 543) by Florence Wilson, a King's College graduate
of the days when Boece was principal, an excellent scholar and teacher,
who became rector of the Academia at Carpentras (1534) and a splendid
published at

;

George Buchanan's Opera Omnia (2 vols., folio), published in
171 5.
Bishop Gavin Douglas' spirited version of Virgil's Aeneid in
Scottish verse (London, 1553) had long been out of print, and in 17 10
Ruddiman brought out his edition, enriching it with a glossary which is
our earliest Scottish dictionaiy.
His editions of Ovid (1723) and oi Livv
(4 vols., 1751) were highly esteemed, and have been frequently reprinted.
The success of the Rudiments caused numerous imitations, in which
the obligation to superior genius was seldom acknowledged so openly as in
The Greek Rudiments after the Plan of Mr. Ruddiman
(Edinburgh,
1754), the author of which, and of a Treatise on Education, published in
edition of

.

.

.

was James Barclay (Mar. Coll., 1722-26) of Dalkeith Academy.
The rector of Montrose Grammar School, Hu(;h CHRISTIE (M.A.,
King's College, 1730), a worthy teacher whose local fame was of long
endurance, published a Grammar of the Latin Tongue in 1758, and a
Primer in 1760. JOHN Mair (M.A., King's Coll., 1734), a native of
Aberdeen who became rector of the Grammar School at Ayr, wrote in
1743,

1755 an Introduction
Dictionary, and

Charman

to

several

Latin Syntax, often reprinted, the Tyro's Latin
other elementary educational works.

(M.A., King's

Coll.,

1741

LL.D., Mar.

;

An

Abridgmejit of Mr. Ruddiman s Rudiments
Grammar, which had reached its third edition

.

.

Coll.,
.

GE0R(;e

1786) wrote

and of

his I^atin

1803, and also a
Treatise on Education (1773), i" which "the advantages of a classical
and its usefulness in the attaineducation, the importance of Latin
.

in

.

.

"

ment of the English language are urged very much as that quaint old
philologist Roger Ascham, the father of English prose, had done 220
years before in TJw Seho/emaster the first booke teachyng the brynging
:

up of youth,
tong.

master

and

William
in

published

the second booke teachyng the ready ivay to the Latin
Angus (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1794; LL.D., 1841), school-

Glasgow, author

A New

of

several

System of English

Allen (M.A., King's Coll., 18 13)
Grammar (1813), and other {^rimers
1806-08;

educational

successful

Grammar

in

1812

;

works,

WiLLlAM

The Elements of English
and jAMES TORRIE (King's Coll.,
M.D., 1823), who simultaneously taught school and studied
wrote

;
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•

Aberdeen, published TJie Latin Praeceptor ; or an essay
as a guide to learners in t/ieir Latin compositions
(Aberdeen, i8i8), containing grammatical observations and rules in English.
He afterwards became lecturer on the Institutes of Medicine in his Alma

medicine
intended

in

sei-ve

to

Mater.

But a whole century elapsed before Scotland produced a grammarian
whose Latinity was comparable with the great Scottish classics, George
Buchanan, Thomas Ruddiman and Arthur Johnston, with whom he is
justly ranked in the memorial window of King's College library
James
Melvin (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1813 LL.D., 1834), rector of Aberdeen
Grammar School, author of ^-J Latin Graimnar {1^24), containing English
The book does little justice to his
text explanatory of the Latin rules.
as
a
He was the classical bookand
teacher.
celebrity
great learning
hunter who founded the fine library bearing his name which is now
preserved in his Alma Mater, and his unexcelled knowledge and scholar;

;

ship are exemplified in his frequent marginalia upon
His whole heart was in his art of teaching, and his

many
life

of the books.

devoted to the

arduous work of his large classes, duties which left him little time for
His pupils honoured and loved him, and his reputation was
authorship.
extended by three small volumes of his famous Latin Versions and
exercises published, one

in Edinburgh in 1857 by Patrick Calder, the
another in 1873 by James
bursar at Marischal College in 1838
Pirie (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1845), and the third in 1894, edited by Joseph

first

;

Ogilvie (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1856; LL.D., 1889) and

James Wilson Legge

A

felicitous appreciation, rich in reminiscence,
(M.A., King's Coll., 1855).
contributed by his most distinguished pupil, David Mather Masson (M.A.,

Mar.

Coll.,

in

1895.

LL.D., 1864), the eminent historian, essayist and critic,
Magazine in 1863, was republished separately at Aberdeen

1839

to Macmillan's

;

William Pyper

professor of

Humanity

at St.

(M.A., Mar. Coll., 1815; LL.D., 1844),
Andrews, published in 1843 ^ Gradns ad

Parnassum, frequently reprinted and

son (M.A., Mar.

still

James DonaldPrincipal of St. Andrews

a text-book.

Coll., 1850; LL.D., 1865),
University, is author of an excellent Elementary Latin Grammar and
many other educational works and GEORGE Ogilvie (M.A,, Mar. Coll.,
;

LL.D., 1873), who was headmaster of George Watson's College,
Edinburgh, published A Neiv First Latin Course in 1873. At the present
time the well-known English grammatical works of ALEXANDER Bain
1848

;
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Coll., 1840), the eminent philosopher who was twice elected
Lord Rectorship of the University, and of THOMAS MORRISON
(M.A., King's Coll., 1847; LL.D., r88i), who was rector of the Free
Church of Scotland Training College at Glasgow, uphold our traditions,
and occupy in their several degrees the very highest rank as class-books,

(M.A., Mar.
to the

not

in

Scotland only, but wherever over the whole world the English

language

is

taught.

remark that first editions of successful
The two little fifteenth-century books by

here interpose the
school-books soon become rare.
I

may

are known only by copies preserved in the Advocates'
Library at Edinburgh. The four known editions of John Vaus' RiidinienUx
have been described elsewhere in this volume from unique copies, two of

James Liddell

which have disappeared within the last half-century, and his edition of the
Doctrinale of Alexander Gallus is also represented by a single copy preserved in Aberdeen University library.
Yet both works were text-books
in Scotland for eighty years or more.

Several editions of Wedderburn's

Graininar are known by a few copies only, although
superseded by Ruddiman, whose Rudiuients of 17 14

it

is

was

in

use until

not likely to be

discovered in the fourpenny-box at a bookstall, for I have seen it only in
a public libraiy.
First editions of the popular primers of Masson, Mair
or Mavor are quite unattainable, and the great mass of the unsuccessful
or partly successful but now
are almost equally scarce.
illustrating the

Roman

FRAY, M. A. [King's

poets.

Coll.,

superseded school-books of former times

How many
For

An

illustrative

"

Essay for
J AF-

By Thos.

Printed by fames Watson

1679].

burgh, 1705), with its curious
grammatically construed and

copies exist oi

the use of schools.

(4to,

Second Satire of Aulus

literally translated into

Scots

"
?

equally curious System of Rhetoric iu a method entirely new.

Or

Edin-

Persius,

of the

By JOHN

Stirling, M.A. [Mar. Coll., circ. 17 10], and Master of St. Andrews
School in Holhorn (4to, London, 1736); said method being a rhythmic
"
"
Or even
style, only worse ?
jingle in the
Thirty days hath September
of Delectus ex Aeliano Polyaeno aliisque by Francis Douglas (i2mo, 1758),
the earliest book printed in Greek te.xt at Aberdeen ?
When we pass from grammar to lexicography, wherein the Aberdeen
philologist takes very high rank,

prompted me

to

it

may

interest the reader to record the

More than forty years ago curiosity
personal test.
consult, for the English word of simple Latin derivation

result of a slight
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"

displenish," the then

newly published CompreJiensive English Dictionary
Ogilvie (M.A., 1828; LL.D., 1848, Mar. Coll.).
by
John
(1864,
None knew better than Dr. Ogilvie that Aberdeenshire had never been
8vo),

able to conduct
is

not

this

in

auctioneering efficiently without using the word, yet it
I
could not consult his Imperial Dictionary
dictionary.
its

(3 vols., 1850-55), of

possess

which the other

But unsuccessfully

it.

a condensation, because I did not
consulted the great folios of Dr. Samuel

I

is

Johnson, in the beautiful reprint of 1830; N. Bailey, 2

Dyche and Pardon, 1750

vols.,

3rd

1737

ed.,

John Ash

(LL.D., Mar. Coll.,
a
of
obsolete
words and, I
2
vols,
1774),
perfect treasury
1775 (8vo),
think. Chambers, for which ANDREW FiNDLATER (M.A., Mar. Coll.,
(8vo)

;

(8vo)

;

;

1832

;

LL.D. 1864) was

own, but
consulted

I

had

others.

and,

patience,

At

I

responsible.

Janiieson s Scottish Dictionary

(vol.

ii.,

1880;

dictionaries of

my

offered, unavailingly

word turned up

the

length

had no more

when opportunity
5 vols.,

in

the edition

of

4to, 1879-87) edited

by John Longmuh<(M.A., Mar. Coll., 1825 LL.D., King's Coll., 1858)
again in The Standard EnglisJi Dictiotiary of PETER AUSTIN NUTTALL
The Encyclopcedic
and afterwards in
(LL.D., King's Coll., 1822)
ROBERT
of
HUNTER
Dictionary (vol. iii., 1884; 7 vols., 8vo, 1879, etc.)
;

;

;

LL.D., 1883), the best work of reference to
Coll., 1841
words
that
has
English
yet been completed.
a
These are but {qw of our lexicographers, and each of them did much
more literaiy work.
Dr. John Ash kept school at Bristol, and besides
other educational books, wrote an Introduction to Bishop Lowtlis EnglisJi
Grammar, an excellent primer, which ran through a large number of
editions.
Dr. John Longmuir, the best authority on local dialect that
Aberdeen ever had, was poet, antiquary, preacher, and an earnest apostle
of temperance.
Among the many books he published during his active
career in Aberdeen are two editions of IValhers Rhyming Dictionary, with
and
considerable improvements an excellent Guide to Dunottar Castle
(M.A., Mar.

;

;

;

Speyside, its pictui-esgue scenery and antiquities (Aberdeen, i860). Should
any one desire to examine for himself an extraordinary example of how

the

same story may be

told

in

ways

entirely different,

let

him read
"

The
Speyside and
Yarn of the Black Officer," spun from the same wool by Mr. Andrew
Peter Austin Nuttall, long
Lang in Angling Sketches {l^ondon, 1891).
Longmuir's

resident in

account of the

Gaick

avalanche

in

Old Aberdeen, spent nearly the whole of

his literaiy

life

in the
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Of the dozen which were published, several
compilation of dictionaries.
have been repeatedly reissued, and his Dictionary of Scientific Terms is in
Andrew
particular a most exhaustive and useful work of reference.
Findlater, after a

W. &

R.

'iii.\N

Chambers

years spent in tuition, joined the publishing firm of
the important position of editor and compiler of the

in

educational literature issued in their name,

Encyclopedia (10
Course,

many of the

items being entirely

The well-known

his original work.

vols.),

owed most

Iiifonnation for the People (2 vols.),
several volumes of the Educational

besides

of their usefulness and popularity to his gifted mind.

His Language : the Physiology of Speech and Classification of Tongues, is
an example of his masterly condensation of a great subject into little
Robert Hunter, besides the great work which I have mentioned,
space.

which

now

passing through an extended and improved edition, wrote a
India
History of
(1863), and the Illustrated Bible Manual (1894).
is

There were many other lexicographers and encyclopaedists among
the alumni.
ful

William JOHNSTON

teacher in London, produced

(M. A., King's

1717), a success-

Coll.,

A P ronouncing and

Spelling Dictionarv,
1764.
John Entick (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1735) was the author of The
English Spelling Dictionary and The Student's Latin Dictionary which

have been often reprinted and are

still

issued from the

London

press.

James Tytler

(Mar. Coll., 1757-61) compiled three-fourths of the second
edition of the Encyclopccdia Britamiica at sixteen shillings a week.
This
ill-rewarded
creature
was
poor,
poet, essayist, scientist, historian, politician,

and inventor of a cheap process
of bleaching, a novel printing press and a balloon.
John Kay etched his
portrait, the balloon earned him only a nickname, and his advanced politics
made him an outlaw, compelling him to end his days at Salem, Mass.,
where he founded a newspaper, conducting it till his death in 1803.
translator, journalist, printer, publisher

Among
and

many works are The Edinburgh geographical historical
grammar (2 vols.), and a System of Surgery (3 vols.,
George Gleig (M.A., King's Coll., 1773; LL.D., 1796) wrote
his

connnercial

1793).

a supplement to the Encyclopcedia Britannica (3rd ed.) in two volumes,
and made considerable contributions to following editions. Beckwith

DODWELL Free

(M.A., King's

Coll.,

1783), the translator of Dionysius

into blank verse, wrote also a

New

the English language (1808).

WiLLlAM MooRE JOHNSON

Coll.,

1806) and

Spelling dictionary,

Thomas Exley(M.A.,

King's

and

sure guide

to

(M.A., King's

Coll., 181 3) collaborated in
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the Imperial

Ency clop xdia

(M.A., 1822;
ability,

(4 vols., Lond.,

LL.D., 1838, Mar.

compiled

A

Coll.),

1

809-12).

JOSEPH BOSWORTH

a philologist of extraordinary

Dictionary of the Anglo-Saxon Language (1838) and

A

He was
Compendious Anglo-Saxon and English Dictionary (1848).
the author of the famous Elements of Anglo-Saxon Grammar, and of
several works on the early history and literature of the English, Germanic
and Scandinavian nations, and is considered a standard authority on the
Northern Europe.

literary antiquities of

Our alumnus

is

polyglot, for

many different
To begin with

languages have enlisted

the glottology of Eden
William Shaw (M.A., King's Coll., 1772) compiled the earliest Gaelic dictionary (2 vols., 4to), and an Analysis of the Gaelic language {4X.0, London,
1778).
Among our other Gaelic scholars of note are John MacPherson
his philological labour

and

skill.

:

THOMAS LLEWELLYN (M.A.,
King's Coll., 1754); EWAN MacLachlan (M. A., King's Coll., 1800);
Thomas MacLauchlan (M.A., King's Coll., 1833; LL.D., 1864);
Alexander Stewart (D.D., Mar. Coll., 1820), co-author of the Elements of Gaelic Grammar (Edinburgh, 1801), which is still the best text(M.A., 1728;

book

;

and

D.D., 1761, King's Coll.)

the

;

names of many more

Bibliotheca Scoto-Celtica (1832); and in
the Highlanders (Inverness, 1892).

are

recorded in

John Reid's

Nigel MacNeill's Literature of

Alexander Nicoll (Mar. Coll., 1805-08), professor
Oxford, that if he had travelled overland from Paris to
Pekin, he could have conversed in their own languages with all the
His chief works were Catalogues of the
villagers he met on the journey.
It

of

was said of

Hebrew

at

MSS. preserved in the Bodleian Library (Oxford, 181 2-21).
Robertson
John
(Mar. Coll., 1710-14; M.D., King's Coll., 1730) wrote
Oriental

The true and antient manner of reading Hebrew without points, and the
whole art of the Hebreiu versification deduced from it. Both laid down in
so plain a way as to be easily learned in a few (/c?;/i- (London, 1747) a very
;

James ANDREW (M.A., 1792; LL.D., 1809), who in
1799 was parson at Monymusk, and ten years later principal of the East

curious

India

book.

Woolwich, published a Hebrezv
;
Dictionary
together zvith a complete list of
such Chaldee words as occur in the Old Testament^ and a brief sketch' of
Chaldee grammar (London, 1823).
He had previously published A Key
to Scripture Chronology, made by comparing Sacred History with
Prophecy,

Company's military academy

at

and Grammar, without points
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(London, 1822), and
fellowship of the

his

Royal

Society.

Professor John Stuart Blackie (Mar. Coll., 1821-24), one of the
most eminent Grecians our University has produced, was author of Horae
Hellenicae^ Greek and Eitglish Dialogues, Homer and the Iliad (4 vols.),
He founded the Celtic Chair in the
and many other well-known works.
"
"
Scots wha ha'e
from the platform
University of Edinburgh, and sang

on the top of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh.

EDWARD Masson

(M.A.,

the Scottish Philhellene, a native of Laurencekirk, who
was successively schoolmaster at Farnell secretary to Lord Dundonald,
High Admiral of Greece; professor of Greek at Belfast; and Attorney-

King's

Coll., 1824),

;

General at Athens, became a

important works being

prolific Philhellenic author,

^lAEAAHNIKA,

introduction on the condition

and prospects,

one of his most

or poetic translatio7is, zvith an

social, religious,

and

literary, of

Greek nation (Edinburgh, 1852).
Among the numerous works of
John Stuart Stuart-Glennie (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1849), *^he historian
qS. Arthurian localities, I note Greek folk-songs from the Ottoman provinces
the

of Northern Hellas (London, 1888). The English translation of Callimachus in Bolins Classical Library (originally published in London, 1793)
was made by Henry William Tvtler (M.D., Mar. Coll., 1789), and

was one of the

earliest translations

by a Scottish author from a Greek

classic.

of India have long been familiar to our alumni, who
her highest public offices, taught in her colleges, practised the

The languages
have

filled

learned professions in her

cities,

and

officered her native troops.

JOHN

LL.D., 1803), professor at Calcutta, was
the author of Grammars of Persian, Arabic, and other Oriental tongue-s,
and his successor MATTHEW Lumsden (Mar. Coll., 1789 LL.D., King's

Baillie (King's

Coll.,

1784-87

;

;

Coll.,

1808) wrote a Persian

Grammar (improved

edition, 2 vols., r8ro)

value to philologists; an Arabic Grammar (18 13); and
Moontukhub-ool-loghaut ; or a Dictionary of Arabic words zvith a Persian
of inestimable

translation (1808).

FoRP.ES

FALCONER (M.A., Mar.

Coll.,

1824

;

LL.D.,

King's Coll., 1849), professor of Oriental Languages in University College,
London, was author of a Persian Grammar, of Selections from the Bostan,
Inspector-General Sir WiLLTAM
(M.A., King's Coll., 1830; M.D., 1856), besides numerous
translated into Hindustani Gregoiy's Practice of

and editions of several Hindoo

Mackenzie
professional

writings,

classics.
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Physic and Thomson's Conspectus of f/ic Britisli PJiannacopcia, a good
example which the many alumni in the Indian Medical service have not

been slow to follow.
the

Scriptures

into

John Hay (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1833) translated
Telugu. John Murray Mitchell (M.A., Mar.

LL.D.. 1858) wrote Letters to Indian Youth on the Evidences
of Christianity, of which there are editions in several of the Indian
languages; and James Kennedy (M.A., King's Coll., 1838), missionary
at Benares, translated many books of Scripture into Hindustani.
The
lamented William Robertson Smith (M.A., 1865; LL.D., 1882),
one of our most erudite Orientalists, edited and revised Wm. Wright's
Grammar of the Arabic language (1896), and Lectures on the Comparative
1833

Coll.,

Grammar

Now
China

is

;

of the Semitic languages (1890).
traversing its remotest corners,
longer the mysterious country of a century ago when our

that the

no

European

bicyclist

is

pioneer missionary, William Milne (Mar. Coll.,
native Aberdeenshire to prepare for his life's work.

1806), began in his
He was one of the

founders of the Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca, where in collaboration
with Dr. Robert Morrison he prepared the earliest Chinese translation
of the Scriptures (i 81 3).
He also wrote in Chinese a Life of Christ (i 81 4)

and
first

other religious works.
He opened a primary school, and was the
The Examiner
to
a
European
publish
periodical journal in Chinese

many

—

William Chalmers Milne

His son,
Coll., 1834), also became a Chinese missionary, and
in China {l^ondon, 1858).
David Collie (King's
(Malacca, 1821).

is

(M.A., Mar.
the author of Life

Coll., 1817),

Principal
of the Anglo-Chinese College, published in 1828 a school treatise on the
Chinese classics. John Stronach (Mar. Coll., 1808) translated ^S'.fo/'j-

Fables into Chinese (Singapore, 1843).
James Legge (M.A., King's Coll.,
of
at Oxford, was the greatest
Chinese
1835
LL.D, 1869), professor
;

Sinologue that Europe has yet produced.
Many of his books were
his
but
at
and
best work was done at
published
Shanghai,
Hong Kong

Oxford, where he rendered

many

chief publication being a series of

of the Chinese classics into English, his
them with translation in seven volumes.

Among the books which he prepared for class work in China is A Lexilogue
of English, Malay and Chinese (1841). JOHN CHALMERS (M.A., King's
Coll., 1848; LL.D., 1878) was a voluminous writer of useful Chinese
class-books.
His English and Cantonese pocket dictionary, first published
in

1859, has ^^^^ through

many

editions

;

he published also The Chinese
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Phonetic Vocabulary
1

(3 vols.,

in 1855,

and

A

Concise Khang-Jiai Chijiesc dictionaiy

William Macgregor (M. A.,

868).

an Arithmetic

in the vernacular of

^33

Amoy

King's

Coll.,

(M.A., 1875) dedicated "from far Cathay to the revered

W. D. Geddes " his English-Chinese
Hakka people (S\\B.ng\\3.\, 1905); and

1

857) published

DONALD Maciver

1882.

in

memory

of Sir

dictionary, in the vertiaailar of the

J AMES ScOTT (M.A., 1871) in the
of Corea publishes The Ejiglish-Corean Dictionary,

newly opened Kingdom
1
891), and a Corean

(Seoul,

Our

ubiquitous

Grammar

teacher

in 1893.

known

well

is

ALEXANDER ROBB

tinent of Africa.

in

many

(M.A., King's

parts of the
Coll.,

con-

1848; D.D.,

1868), who endured the torrid heat of Old Calabar for a {&\v years
as a missionary, translated portions of Scripture into Efik, which were
printed at Edinburgh for his mission, and is also the author of The Gospel
to the Africans, of which several editions were
The most
published.
extensive translator of Scripture into African languages is ROBERT Laws
(M.A., 1872; M.B., 1875
M.D., 1877; D.D., 1891), who has long been
;

principal of the Livingstonia mission,

Tonga, Chinyanja, and other

and has published the Gospels in
His life and work is the chief

dialects.

subject of a large, well written, illustrated volume by the Rev. James W.
Jack, M.A., U. F. C. minister at Arngask, Daybreak in Livingstonia

(Edinburgh, 1901).
Central Africa

(M.B.,
the

Another

interesting account of missionary effort in
the zvild Ngoni, by
ANGUS Elmslie

WALTER

Among

also published an Introductory Grammar of
as
{Zulu) language,
spokoi in Alomberds country, and Notes on

CM.,

Ngoni

is

1884),

who has

Henry
published

za

(M.A.,

1885;

M.B.,

A Grammar

"

Tables of Concords and Paradigms
GEORGE
Press, Aberdeen, 1891).
another
member
of
the
mission,
1887),

Tunibuku language, with separate
of Verbs" in each (at the Belmont
the

of Chinyanja (Aberdeen,

Mulungu (Aberdeen,

1896),

a

collection

of

1891) and Zinyimbo
hymns in the same

Central African dialect, with sol-fa music.
ALEXANDER Hetherwick
D.D., 1902), of the Blantyre mission, is the author of A
(M.A., 1880
;

practical manual of the Nyanja language (1901), containing grammar,
exercises and vocabulary and of a similar Handbook of the Yao language
(2nded., 1902), in which the vocabulary is very copious. James ROSE INNES
;

(M.A., 1822
LL.D., 1840, King's Coll.) was Superintendent-General of
the Government Education Department of the Cape of Good Hope, and
;
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John Bkebner (M.A„

Mar. Coll., 1852; LL.D., 1893) was for many
of the Orange Free State at Bloemfontein.
of
Education
Minister
years
the
modern
in
languages of Europe has always been
Proficiency

common enough among

our alumni, but the competition of alien teachers
and publications having made it useless, they have seldom attempted the

preparation of class-books, rather devoting their attention to translation,
especially in recent times when the works of many French, German and

and physicians have been translated by members of the
and medical professions, who have also contributed in these

Italian theologians
clerical

I shall
languages to the scientific periodicals of the respective countries.
name only a very few of the less known translators John Calder
(M.A., 1750
D.D., 1771, Mar. Coll.), a teacher and dissenting minister in
;

;

London, who was for many years librarian of the Williams Library,
Le Courrayer's Last Sentiments on religion (1787) SVLVE.STER
Douglas (Lord Glenbervie) (M.A., King's Coll., 1765) translated from
the Italian of Fortiguerri the First Canto of Ricciardetto, and published it

translated

in

1

;

82 1 with an introductory history of the principal romantic, burlesque,
JOHN Maver, a Moray man who studied at

and mock-heroic poets

;

King's College (1777-81), published a translation from the Spanish of
Martinez de Zuriiga of An Historical View of the PJiilippine Islands
(2

vols.,

London, 1814); William Johnston (M.A., King's

Coll.,

1793)) while practising as a surgeon in London, published several translations from the German, Bartolomeo's
Voyages to the East Indies

(1800),

two medical works by

C. A. Struve (1801),

and Sturm's Morni^ig

WILLIAM Meston

vols.,
1823);
(M.A., Mar. Coll.,
a
of
Pierre's
translation
Harmonies
St.
1807) published
of Nature (3 vols.,
and
George
MoiR
Mar.
London, 1815)
Coll., 1817), wrote very
(M.A.,

Communings

(2

;

readable

translations of

Schiller's

Wallenstein (Edinburgh,

Thirty Years' War {2 vols., 1828).
Others among our educators have attained
writings on special subjects.

distinction

Alexander Wright

1827)

by

(M.A., King's

and
their
Coll.,

1728), writing master in Aberdeen, was the author of two arithmetical
works with very lengthy title-pages. James GORDON (M.A., King's Coll.,
1
"Master of the Public Commercial and Mathematical School,
812),
Aberdeen," published The Elements of Arithmetic (1831). ANDREW

Mackay

Mar.

Coll.,
1786; King's Coll., 1795), teacher of
Mathematics, Aberdeen, was the author of The Commencement of the

(LL.D.,
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dctenniued (Aberdeen, 1800), the perusal of which
might have settled the doubts of the German Kaiser seven years ago of
articles on Navigation, Parallax, Projection of the Sphere, Shipbuilding,
nineteenth

century

;

and of several works on
in the Encyclopcedia Britannica (3rd ed.)
mathematics and navigation, the best of which, TJie tJieory
offinding
t/ie latitude and
at
sea
was
vols.,
(2
London,
longitude
repeatedly
1793)

etc.,

;

.

reprinted.

MURDOCH DOVVNIE

(King's

Coll.,

.

1782-84),

.

teacher

of

A

Marine Survey of the East Coast of
navigation, published
1792
and
in
1801
Observations
Scotland,
upon the nature and properties of the
INNES
GEORGE
atmosphere.
(King's Coll., 1819-21), who combined the
in

profession of teacher of mathematics and navigation with the business of
watchmaker and maker of mathematical instruments, in 1821 published
the first of the series of Tide 7 aides, which have since, under one title or

He was the author of many
another, appeared annually at Aberdeen.
contributions to scientific magazines, and issued Meteorological Observations annually for several years.

Thom

(M.A., King's

Another meteorologist was

Coll., 1806), the

ALEXANDER

author of a valuable Treatise on

Storms (London, 1845).
GEORGE Gauld (M.A., King's Coll., 1759)
was the author of several West Indian Marine Surveys, and prepared
Charts of the coasts of Cuba, published between 1773 and 1796, and

ALEXANDER SKENE

frequently reprinted.

(M.A., King's

Coll.,

1838)

was Surveyor-General of Victoria, and the author of a general map of
that colony, and of several district maps published in Melbourne and
frequently reprinted.

LL.D.,

1865)

made

ALEXANDER Mackay
the

(M.A., King's Coll., 1840;

science of geography his own,

known

being widely

as the author of a system which has been greatly developed,
graded in separate volumes for the various stages of elementary

advanced

classes, since

he

first

published^.-/

and
and

Manual of Modern Geography

He was

also the author of Elemoits of Physiography and
Elements of Astronomy of Facts and Dates, which is Haydn boiled down
in

1

86 1.

;

for the

and other popular educational works. JOHN Pringle
1818-22; M.A., 1856), rector of Montrose
(King's Coll.,

schoolboy

;

NiCHOL
Grammar School, afterwards professor of Astronomy

in

Gla.sgow University,

more than had previously been attempted to popularise this noble
His Views of the
science by a remarkable series of excellent books.
Architecture of the Heavens and Contemplations on the Solar System
appeared in 1838, The Stellar Universe in 1848, The Planetary System in
did
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1

85 1, and

ceeded

in

^

CyclopcEciia

the Chair at

of the Physical Sciences

Glasgow by Robert

in 1857.

Grant

He was

(M.A., King's

sucColl.,

1854; LL.D., 1865), author of the Histoiy of Physical Astronomy and
WILLIAM
editor of the publications of the Royal Astronomical Society.
Spalding (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1827), professor of Rhetoric at Edinburgh,

and afterwards of Logic and Metaphysics at St. Andrews, a writer of
encyclopaedic variety, was the author of The History of English Literature
(1852), which has been many times reprinted in this country and in
The great writers
America, and maintains its position as a class-book.
on education and mental culture will doubtless be dealt with elsewhere in
this volume, but of authors less known and not already mentioned I note
John Gordon (Archdeacon of Lincoln) an Aberdeenshire man educated
at one of our colleges but unidentifiable on the class lists because the name
is more frequent than any other, and the friend of Dr. Beattie, who obtained
him the degree of D.D. (Mar. Coll., 1764) who was author of Thoughts

—

—

on the study of classical authors, the course of literature
plan of a learned education {iy62).

and

the present

of our educators, especially those who obtained church prefera glebe, devoted their literary abilities to the scientific progress
But our earliest writer on the subject was a very different
of agriculture.

Some

ment and

character, and if you tried for a year you could never guess that the
author of the anonymous Treatise concerning the manner of the falloiuing
seeds, etc. (Edinburgh, 1724), was the famous
leader
William
Macintosh of Borlum (M.A., King's Coll.,
Jacobite
as
described in a Government proclamation of May, 171 6,
1677), who,
was " commonly called Brigadier Macintosh, a tall, raw-boned man about

of ground, raising of grass

sixty years of age, fair complexioned, beetle browed, grey eyed, speaks
broad Scotch." He was taken prisoner at the surrender of Preston in
1

71 6, but escaped from

his

trial.

A

reward of

Newgate
iJ"

jail

on the day preceding that fixed for
was never earned,

1,200 offered for his recapture

and he took the field again and held a command at Glenshicl in 171 9. He
died on 7th January, 1743, aged 85, in Edinburgh Castle, where he had
His brother Lachlan, who led the clan in
been imprisoned for many years.
1
71 6, was his class-fellow at King's College.
J AMES ROBERTSON (M.A.,
Mar. Coll., 1753) wrote a General View of tJie Agriculture of the County of
Inverness (181 2), to which J AMES MacLean (King's Coll., 1776) conGEORGE SKENE
tributed The Agriculture of Badenoch and Strathspey.
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Keith

(M.A., Mar.

Coll.,

33;

1770; D.D., 1803), author of The Agriculture
was an industrious and able writer on the

of AherdeensJiire (181 1),
subject, and also employed his pen on the political economy of his time
and other useful educational topics. WlLLIAiM SiNGER (Mar. Coll., 1779of Dumfriesshire (181 2) and
J AMES
83) wrote TJie Agriculture

Macdonald
(181

1).

(M. a., King's

of the Hebrides
1799) wrote a prize

TJic Agricjilture

Coll., 1789),

William Lewis Rham

(M.A., Mar.

Coll.,

the Dictionary of the Farm ( 1 844),
essay on TJie A nalysis of Soils
and a Cyclopccdia of Practical
which has been frequently reprinted
;

;

No man

Husbatuiry.

did more to educate the farmer in his science than

Thomas Francis Jamieson

(Mar.

Coll.,

1843-46

;

LL.D., 1884), whose

WiLLlAM Hay (Mar, Coll., 1848published works are very numerous.
schoolmaster, Tillydesk, the inventor of improvements in steno52),
and WiLLlAM
whose house
Tillyfour,
in
room
with
and other
medals,
champion cups, prize
every
glittered
was
the
author
of
of
the
and
Cattle
Exhibitions,
Agricultural
trophies
Cattle Bj-eeders, which reached a third edition in 1875,
graphy, was the author of several agricultural pamphlets

McCOMBlE

(Mar,

18 19-21)

Coll,,

of

;

M.P.,

Com jnonplace book of Andrew
School
of Aberdeen, 1621-16^0
Song
William Walker has traced the history of the

In his introduction to Extracts from the
Melville, doctor

and master

in the

(Aberdeen, 1899), Mr.
seminary from 1483 to its close in 1755, ^"<^ ^^s shown that long before
it was founded music was a subject of instruction in the north of Scotland,

One

of

its

masters edited our earliest collection of Cantus, Songs,

and

and
To-day
who
led
the
and
our
teacher,
instrumental,
praise
taught everywhere,
in country kirks for ages, is usually well educated in both theory and
Under the influence probably of his ancient education, he
practice.
takes it cither solemnly or jiggingly, adores the chorale and enjo\'s
Fancies, printed by John Forbes

1662,

in

music,

vocal

is

the .strathspey, and is more generally addicted to the composition of
In The Gold.schoolbooks and sermons than of musical harmonies.

Headed

Cane, however,

we

are told that the versatile Dr.

JOHN Arbuth-

1685) wrote the music of an anthem "As pants
rememthe hart," in the collection of the Chapel Royal, St. James's and
ber some years ago in a bookseller's shop in the ancient city of Exeter
being shown a beautiful manuscrijjt of 1% pages, with elaborately designed

NOT

(M.A., Mar.

Coll.,

I

;

1

and decorated

title-page,

A

Collection

11

of Scots

.iirs,

with variations,
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for two

violincellos.

Master

in Aberdeen,

By David
^753

\

YoiDig [Mar.

Coll.,

and have always regretted

1722-26],

my

Writing

inability to pur-

George Howie (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1778) published A Co/lection
it.
of church tunes (Aberdeen, 1798); and JoHN CowiE (M. A., Mar. Coll.,
181 2), schoolmaster of Old Machar, was the author of A Catccliisni
chase

ALEXANDER EwiNG (Mar. Coll., 1844-47)
(Aberdeen, 1824).
Robert BroWxN Borthwick (Mar. Coll., 1856) are well known as

<?/"J///m-

and

composers of church music.
"
"
It was fitting that the historian of the
Sang School (for I think
his modernisation of the name was a blunder) should also be the author of
the invaluable Bards of Bon-Accord (x^berdeen, 1887), wherein the names
many of our poetical alumni are enshrined. The poetic art of Scotland

of

began with glorious old John Barbour, archdeacon of Aberdeen, born
about 1330, whose clarion note of the nobility of national freedom, forgetful

of the centuries, echoes as clearly to-day throughout his native land as
first struck in his patriotic ardour.
The Brus is not known to

when

have been printed earlier than 1571, but since then no poem of the
period has been more frequently republished.
John Craig, the reformer,
contributed metrical versions of fifteen psalms to the Scottish Psalter of
Alexander Arbuthnot, Principal of King's College, was the
1564.
author of The miseries of a pure scholar (1572), and two other pieces

included by John
(2 vols.

;

1786J.

antiquary, in Ancie/it Scotish Poems
Johnston, a graduate of King's College who

Pinkerton,

John

the

became professor of Divinity at
poems to Camden's Britannia

Andrews, contributed laudatory Latin
(1586), and afterwards published several
poetical volumes, of which the most notable are Inscriptiones Historicae
(Amsterdam, 1602) and Heroes ex historia Scotica (Leyden, 1603). ^'^
St.

principal poeni^, with those of other Scottish Latinists of the period, such
as John Barclay, Thomas Dempster, Thomas Reid, David Leech,

and

George Strachan,

Aberdeen University men, are accessible in
Amsterdam, 1637), edited by Dr.
our
Latin poet, who, after graduating
most
eminent
Johnston,
all

Delitiae PoetaT'uin Scotornni (2 vols.,

Arthur

His best
King's College, taught in several continental universities.
Davidis
work, Paraphrasis Poetica Psalnioruin
(Aberdeen, 1637), has
at

been often reprinted.

A

bibliography of his numerous writings by Col.

William Johnst(jn (M.A., Abdn., 1863;
privately

printed

at

Aberdeen

(1895), and

M.D., Edin., 1865) was
reprinted in Alusa Latina
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Aberdonoisis (two volumes of Arthur Johnston's poems, with translations
New Spalding Club, 1892-95).
by Principal William Duguid Geddes
;

William Barclay, M.A. (of King's
who had long resided in France, during

and

"

Doctor of Thysicke,"
of six years' duration to the
scenes of his youth, published Nepenthes^ or the vertues of tobacco (Edinburgh, 1 61 4), an antidote in prose and verse to the King's Counterblaste
"
Well
the locally interesting Callirhoe (Edinburgh, 161 5 j, in praise of the
Coll.)

a

visit

;

of

Spa"

;

and Sylvae Tres (Edinburgh, 161 9).
"

Apobaterion," the author's

The

latter

volume contains

"

Last Farewell to Aberdeen,"
which it was my privilege to communicate to Scottish Notes and Queries
DAVID Wedderburn,
after it had proved untraceable for two centuries.
the beautiful

Grammar

the talented rector of the

School,

was an excellent Latin

poet,

author of Abredonia at rata (1620); of two small volumes of Meditationes
campestres (1643-44), and of laudatory verses and epigrams to be found in

almost every work of local authorship issued from the press of Edward
The poetical works of the ingenious
Raban, Aberdeen's first printer.
and leaimed Williaui Meston, A.M. [Mar. Coll., 1698J, sometime pro-

Marshal College of
The greater part of

A berdeen

were collected
was devoted to
scholastic work, but he was an irreconcilable Jacobite, and his poems are
George
political satires, always clever, often witty and sometimes coarse.

fessor of philosophy in the

and published

in

1767.

his

life

Hacket (King's Coll., 1 709-11), another local Jacobite poet, who was
schoolmaster of Rathen, became a fugitive from Government prosecution
"
for his authorship of
Whirry Whigs awa','' a ballad which was very
"

popular in the north. The name of his beautiful song
Logie o' Buchan,"
has been adopted as the title of a well-written novel, in which he is
a principal character, by

Gavin Greig

(M.A., 1876), schoolmaster at
of Robert Bruce, King of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1729), was written by JOHN HARVEY (M.A., King's Coll., 1706),
a schoolmaster in Edinburgh.
There are numerous editions, and the poem
is still popular
Alexander Ross (M.A., Mar.
Scotland.
throughout
Whitehill.

Coll.,

The

poetical Life

1718J, schoolmaster at Lochlee,

was the author of The fortunate
in the Mearns dialect which

1768), a pastoral

Shepherdess (Aberdeen,
has passed through numerous editions.
It is curious that a poetical
address to Ross is the only example in print of a remarkable felicity in
broad Scots versification by Dr. J AMES Beattie (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1753),
author of The Minstrel (1771). JOHN Skinner (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1738),
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schoolmaster of
cultivated the
at

Monymusk,

muses
in

little

"

Tullochgorum,"

Controversialist, theologian, historian, as well as
much facility as in the Buchan dialect, a

Latin with as

translation of Chrisfs

neat

celebrated author of

for diversion during his long life as episcopal parson

Linshart, Longside.

poet, he wrote

the

A
Green being particularly excellent.
Scottish Poems, with an appreciative memoir, was

Kirk cm

edition of his

the

published (1859) ^Y Sir Hugh GiLZEAN Reid (LL.D., 1897) in his early
William Cruden (M.A., Mar. Coll.,
journalistic days at Peterhead.
1743). after being schoolmaster at Montrose,

became minister

at Logie-

pert, and published Hymns on a variety of divine subjects (Aberdeen,
1
He was afterwards a popular pulpit orator in London, and author
761).

works.
WlLLiAM ANDERSON (Mar. Coll., 1753),
was
the author of The piper d Peebles (1793)
of
schoolmaster
Kirriemuir,
and of other poems. James Macpherson (Mar. Coll., 1754-55 King's
Coll., 1756-57), schoolmaster at Ruthven, attained a marvellous success and

of several

religious

;

an

literary controversy by the publication of
collected in the highlands of Scotland, and
ancient
poetry
Fragments of
translatedfrom the Galic or Erse language (Edinburgh, 1760), followed by

created

unprecedented

Fingal, an ajicient epic poem in six books, composed by Ossian, the son of
Fingal (iy6i); and Te//wra (iy6^). Collected together as The Poems of
Ossian, the editions became more numerous than the varied opinions upon
the authenticity of the account of their origin, and they were translated

Macpherson's Life a)id Letters,
published by Mr. Thomas Bailey Saunders in 1894, contains a veiy fair
history and estimate of the controversy. Robert Alves (M. A., Mar. Coll.,

into every literary language of Europe.

who was schoolmaster

successively at Deskford, Banff and Edinelegy, by a student of Marischal College (Aberdeen,
and
other
volumes of verse. William Cameron (M.A.,
several
1766),
Mar. Coll., 1770), minister of Kirknewton, the author of several hymns of
1766),

burgh, wrote Time, an

poems (1780 and 181 3) and John
(M.A., King's Coll., 1770), master of the grammar school of
Few who
Lostwithiel, in Cornwall, published a volume of poems in 1787.
"
To us a
join in the Scottish version of the triumphal song of Christmas,
great merit, published two volumes of

;

McGlLVRAV

born," know that it was composed by a Highland hymMorison
John
(M.A., King's Coll., 177 1), in the old manse of

Child of hope
nologist,

is

Canisbay, a bleak Caithness-shire parish, containing a single spot of universal fame
John o' Groat's House who was the author of the Scottish

—

—
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Paraphrases, Nos. 19, 21, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 35. CHARLES KEITH (M.A.,
Mar. Coll., 1779) wrote Farmer s Ha\ a Scots poem.
By a student of
MariscJial College (Aberdeen, 1776), and "An address in Scotch on the

decay of that language,"

in

Poems

chiefly in

Andrew Shirreffs (M.A., Mar. Coll.,

the

Scottish language,

1783), -whosQ Jamie

by

and Bess {Aber-

him some local fame as a rhymer. When
Farmers Ha' next appeared in print (Edinburgh, 1794), it was accompanied by a new poem of similar character, I'he Hairst Rig, by GEORGE
Robertson, author oi Agriculture of the JAvr/v/j- (1808), and the two
have since been published together in many editions and enjoyed great
popularity in the rural districts.
James Norvall (M. A., Mar. Coll., 1783)
wrote The Generous Chief a tragedy, as it was acted at the new theatre,
deen, 1787) had already earned

:

Montrose (Aberdeen, 1792). WiLLiAM ROBERTSON (M.A., King's Coll.,
1804) wrote, with other poems, the fine ballad of The baron of Gartly.
Francis Adams (M.A., King's Coll., 181 3), the eminent translator of the
medical works of Hippocrates and of Paulus Aegineta, was the author of
Arundines Devae, or poetical translations on a new principle (Aberdeen,
1853), which was much praised for a Latin Version of Gray's Elegy.
John Cameron (King's Coll., 181 3-1 7) wrote the amusing Monks of
Grange and Tam of Ruthven (1849); and THOMAS GORDON TORRV-

Anderson

(Mar.

Coll.,

1819-23)

left

us

the

song of The
Mar. Coll., 1 826-

beautiful

JOHN MARSHALL (King's Coll., 824-26
27) before leaving college published The Robbers, ajid other
Araby Maid.

1

;

poems (AberNORVAL Clyne (M.A., King's Coll., 1835) was the author
deen, 1825).
of Ballads and Lays from Scottish History (1844), and other volumes of
verse, and of a controversial tract on The romantic Scottish ballads (1859).

Patrick Buchan (Mar.

Coll.,

1826-30), son of the Peterhead balladist,

was a fluent writer in the Doric, a contributor to Whistle Binkie, the
famous Glasgow Collection of songs by living bards, and the author of
ILie Guidman d Inglismill (1873).
JoHN OgiLVIE, the lexicographer,
contributed several exceptionally good imitations of Horace and Virgil in
the Buchan dialect to The Aberdeen iMagarjitie (1831-32), which were
collected and published, with a biographical sketch of their author, by Dr.

The historic ballads of JoHN Stuart
Jo.seph Ogilvie (Aberdeen, 1902).
Black IE interspersed through many published volumes of his verse are
known and those who enjoyed the privilege of .social intercourse
with the famous old patriot can never forget the characteristic vigour with
well

;
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own

song of Jenny Geddes and the
From distant Canada, DUNCAN ANDERthree-legged stool of St. Giles.
SON (M.A., King's Coll., 1848) sends a volume of sweet Lavs of Can (7 (fa
(Montreal, 1890), and one of prose, Scottish Foik-loir, or Reminiscences of

which he rendered

his

soul-stirring

(New York, 1895), sadly reminding us of those who carried
the eerie legends of our depopulated Highland glens to the land of their
I do not claim for
any of all those the transcendent genius of
adoption.
Aberdeenshire

George Gordon, lord Byron, who passed some of his early years under
shadow of old Marischal College, and bore with him to the inevitable
south ineffaceable memories of Auld Langsyne,

the

The Dee,
but

I

Coll.,

the

Don, Balgounie's

brig's black wall

can justly unite to the names of George
1845; LL.D., 1868), and Walter

;

Macdonald (M. A.,
Chalmers Smith

King's
(M.A.,

Mar. Coll., 1841 LL.D., 1876), whose many poetic writings are read and
admired wherever the English language is known, the remark that the art
which John Barbour introduced five hundred years ago has reached in their
work the highest point of excellence to which our alumnus has attained,
and entitled them to high rank among the poets of the nineteenth century.
Dr. George Macdonald also enjoyed wide fame as a novelist, and his
;

Alec Forbes of Hoivglen, David Elginbrod, Robert Falconer, Ufalcolni, and
several other stories, possess a distinct local interest with occasional
glimpses

of

student

life.

our

Among

other

novelists

are

TOBIAS

Smollett (M.D., Mar. Coll., 1750), author of the best translations of
Don Quixote and Gil Bias, whose Roderick Random and Peregrine Pickle
are classics
Helenus Scott (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1777; M.D., 1805),
;

author of the clever and amusing Adventures of a Rupee (London,
1782)
Robert Mackenzie Daniel (Mar. Coll., 1832), author of The Scottish
Heiress (1843), and .several other novels popular in their day; James
;

MacLaren Cobban,

a Gilcomston man,

who

received most of his college

education in London, and followed the frequent routine of teacher, minister
and journalist, author of Sir Ralph's Secret (1892), The Angel of the
Covenant, a story of Aberdeen in the days of Montrose (1898), and many
other well-written and popular tales and William Gordon Stables
(Mar. Coll., 1854-57; M.D., 1862), a well-known and popular contributor
to all the juvenile magazines in the world, the' most prolific writer of
light
;

and

instructive fiction for girls

and boys that the English language ever
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knew, whose novels are so numerous that years ago he must have found

much

difficulty in inventing new titles as in weaving fresh narratives.
In 1886 the University conferred upon WiLLiAM ALEXANDER, the
self-taught editor of Tlic Aberdeen Free Press, the well-deserved honorary

as

degree of LL.D.

His chief work, a masterly example of the broad
in the parish of Pyketillini,
tvitJi glimpses of the parish politics about A. D. iS^j (Aberdeen, 1871), is the
most realistic and powerful delineation of the character and pursuits of
Aberdeenshire rural life that has ever been penned, and in the edition de

Buchan

dialect,

Johnny Gibb of GnsJietneuk

with etchings after Sir George Reid, LL.D., published in Edinburgh
He also
(1880), is one of the most valuable and artistic books we possess.

luxe,

wrote Sketches of life among my ain folk (1875) ^otes and sketches of
Northern rural life in the eighteenth century (1877), an important history of
!

archaic agricultural methods now almost forgotten, and several other works.
But much of his literary labour is still only to be found in the pages of news-

papers and serial publications, and it is surprising that no collected edition
of what is worth preserving has yet been made, and that the interesting
history of his life and work has not been published for the emulation and

encouragement of the youth of his native county.
Every man who can read now reads the newspaper, and as it is a
great power in education, our alumni abound in the ranks of the gentlemen of the fourth estate, who may fitly be called the educators of manhood.
Our first journalist was PATRICK COPLAND, one of the earliest graduates
of Marischal College, and founder of its divinity chair, author of ^i Second
Courante of Neives from the East Indies,
.printed the i8th Februarf,
Doubtless there had been a First Courante, and there may have
1622.
been others which have not been preserved, but the real pioneer of the
newspaper in .Scotland was that excellent printer of Edinburgh, jAMES
.

.

born in Aberdeen in 1664, ^"^1 probably the Mar. Coll. student
of 1680-84, author of a History of Printing, who founded the Edinburgh
Gazette in 1699, published twice a week at the price of one penny.
Thomas Ruddiman, the Grammarian, began to print the Caledonian

Watson,

Mercury in 1720. David Henrv, born in Aberdeenshire in 17 10, who
studied at Mar. Coll. for a year or two in the third decade of the eighteenth
centuiy, became the partner in London of Edward Cave, conducted Phe
Gentleman's Magazine for more than
papers at Reading and at Winchester.

fifty

years,

He was

and established news-

the author of Phe Com-
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An

historical account of all the Voyages
plete English Fanner (1772), and of
round the world performed by English Navigators (6 vols., 1774-86).

James Perry (Mar. Coll., 1769) founded the modern method of quick
reporting, TJic Morning Chronicle and TJie European Magazine, and had
for his partner and co-editor James Gray (M.A., King's Coll., 1780).
William Gray (Mar. Coll., 1777-81) went to Canada and established
the Montreal Herald, of which he was proprietor and editor for many
David Chalmers (Mar. Coll., 1791-94) long conducted The
years.
Aberdeen Journal, the first newspaper north of the Forth, founded by his
JOHN BOOTH (Mar. Coll., 1784-87)
grandfather, James Chalmers, in 1748.
established in 1806 and edited The Aberdeen Chronicle, the second northern
newspaper, precursor of The Aberdeen Herald and Free Press.

Scott (Mar,

John

1796-99), editor of The Champion newspaper and of The
London Magazine, was the author of
Visit to Paris in 1814. (London,
18 1 5), five editions and Paris Revisited in 181^, including a walk over the
Coll.,

A

;

field of battle at Waterloo {\^ox\^ox\, 18 16).
"
says
bought Scott's Visit to Paris
:

them

We

in

Barclay

the

diligence.

(M.A., King's

They
Coll.,

are

1812

;

The Netvconies,
Revisited, and read

Thackeray,

in

and Pai-is
famous good reading",

D.D., 1849),

who

Thomas

in early life

was a

parliamentaiy reporter on the staff of The Times, became principal of the
University of Glasgow. GEORGE PiRlE (King's Coll., 181 3-1 5) emigrated

Canada and became proprietor and editor of The Guelph Herald.
Joseph Provan (M.A., King's Coll., 181 5) was proprietor and editor of
a newspaper at Macclesfield.
John Raalsay (M.A., King's Coll., 1817)
was long editor of The Aberdeen Journal, and a volume of his collected
to

by Sir George Reid, /'.R.S.A. (LL.D., 1892), is a
book of meritorious interest.
He was succeeded in the editorship

writings, illustrated
local

by William Forsyth, who matriculated at King's
poet of The Midnicht Meetin iti Defence of Marischal

in

1835, the

College,

one of the

Coll.

sweetist lyrists that ever sang in "the silver city by the sea".
James
Thomson (Mar. Coll., 18 19-21) was for a year the editor of The Bajiffshire Journal vA^q.Vl it commenced its successful career in 1845.
His successor, Alexander Ramsay, one of the ablest journalists Scotland has
produced, was honoured with the degree of LL.D, by the University in
James Bruce (M,A., King's Coll., 1827), a journalist of superior
1895,

Aberdeen Constitutional, edited
The
Madras
Newcastle Clironicle
Athenceum,
Herald,
successively
Fifeshire
literary merit, trained in the office of TJie
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and Belfast Northern Whig, and was author of TJie Black Kalcndar of
Aberdeen, a chronicle for the most part of shocking crimes committed in the
of the cruel laws which degraded justice in " the

name
of

Eminent

Men

good old

times,"

of Fife, The Aberdeen Pulpit and Universities, and other

CHARLES MacWatt (M.A., King's Coll., 1829) was
and
editor of The Nairnshire Mirror.
long proprietor
JOHN CONNON
editor
of
The
Fife Herald, afterwards a
(M.A., King's Coll., 1837),
in
studied
for
the
which
he passed at Middle
London,
bar,
journalist
a
in
and
at
became judge
1858,
Temple
Bombay. JOHN SMITH (M.A.,
historical works.

King's Coll., 1840; LL.D., 1854), editor of The Glasgozv Examiner, wdis
the author of many works on social science, and of three volumes of wellwritten sketches of 0/ir Scottish Clergy.
GEORGE DAWSON, who matriculated at Marischal College, 1837, became editor of The Birmingham

Morning News, but was much

better

known

as a platform orator of great

WILLIAM Reid (M.A.,
political and social sciences.
d.nd
of the widely circueditor
of
The
British
Herald
King's Coll., 1845),
lated British Messenger, was author of numberless religious tracts and
leaflets issued for a long .series of years from the Stirling press.
ANDREW
Hallidav Duff (Mar. Coll., 1844-46), a London journalist who was for
many years correspondent of The Aberdeen Free Press, one of the few
successful dramatic writers we can claim, will be long remembered as the
author of Every Day Papers (2 vols., 1864), Sunjiyside Papers and Tozvn
and Country {i?>66), four volumes of choice essays which embody delightful
reminiscences of the city of Aberdeen and much of the country northward
power on advanced

to Inverness including his native Strathisla.
Especially interesting are
the college memories awakened when, after years of absence during which

the Union of the universities had been effected, he returned from London
to the Broadgate to mourn over his Alma Mater left desolate by the
But the spirit of humour
removal of the scarlet gowns to the Aulton.

and fun
he

characteristic of

recalls

cused

Professor

of desecrating

all

his

Blackie's
his

work
comic

ripples over in the next

gown by wearing
"

page as

highland student acwhile he perambulated

of the

tale

it

"

a charge which, it is needless to say, was denied, although the hawking of potatoes was admitted.
John Forbes Robertson (Mar. Coll., 1838-40), for many years a well-

the

.streets

known
polis,

with a barrow, crying

tatties

;

connected with various influential journals in the metrowas author of The great painters of Christendom (1878). GeoRGE
art critic
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Murray

(Mar.

Coll.,

schoolmaster at

1844-46),

Inverkeithing

and

at

publication was Islaford and otJier pocuis (Aberdeen, 1845), seven years later, under the pseudonym of "James Bolivar
Manson," wrote The Bible in school ; a inndication of the Scotch system of
Thereafter he became journalist, editing in succession TJie
educatio)i.
Stirling Obseii>er, The Nezvcastle Daily Express, and The Daily Reviezv,

Bannockburn, whose

first

PETER Bavne (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1850; LL.D., 1879),
The Glasgozv Coinmottivealth, succeeded Hugh Miller in the
Removing to
editorship of The Witness and became his biographer.
he
edited
The
Dial
and
TJie
London,
Weekly Review, contributing largely
Edinburgh.

after editing

also to the principal magazines.

and
and

Poet, dramatist, essayist, controversialist

he published many works highly esteemed in this country
Dr. Bayne's successor as editor of TJie Witness was
America.

historian,
in

Aitken

James
historian

of

Wvlie

(Mar.

Coll.,

and

Protestantism,

Alexander Innes Shand

author

LL.D.,

1823-26;
of

(M. A., King's

the

histories.

many

Coll.,

1855),

religious
1851), a leader writer

and travelling correspondent to TJie Times, wrote Fortune s Wheel and
other novels, books of travel, a volume of reminiscence, biographies, and
works in general literature. David Grant (Mar. Coll., 1850-52), a
schoolmaster, became editor of 77ie Shejfeld Post, but is best known as
the poet of Metrical Tales (1880), and Lays and Legends of tJie North
(1884).
James Hall Wilson, the city missionary, an extensive contributor to the local journals

education

and magazines, found time

classes

by attending
wrote Ragged KirJcs and hoiv

at

Marischal

College

to

improve

(1852-54),

his

and

them and many kindred works.
Archibald Forbes (King's Coll., 1853-55; LL.D., 1884), the famous
war correspondent of TJie Daily News, wrote Soldiering and scribbling
to fill

;

and

Memories and studies of xvar and peace
biographies of Sir Henry Havelock, Lord Clyde, and Napoleon III., and
other books full of fighting and warlike adventure fascinatingly written.

BarracJcs, bivouacs

battles

;

William x^lexander Hunter (M.A., 1864; LL.D.,
WeeJcly DispatcJi for many years, and was the author
Roman Law, and M.P. for Aberdeen.
Art was well advanced
is

of

Kings

King's

College,

Coll.,

1882) edited TJie
of two books on

northern Scotland four hundred years ago,

Crown, and otJier ancient buildings
Aberdeen (1889), by NORMAN Macpherson (M.A.,
1838; LL.D., 1865), professor of Scots law in Edinburgh

shown by Notes on

as

in

;

the Chapel,
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In the succeeding century the progress of the pictorial art
University.
a
received
powerful incentive by the success of the Aberdonian George

Jamesone, the earliest British portrait painter of note. But it was not to
be taught the principles of architecture or of painting that young men
entered our colleges, though some of our alumni through inborn genius

James Gibbs (Mar. Coll., 1 696-1 700),
distinguished themselves in both,
the eminent architect of the Radcliffe Library at Oxford and the
churches of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields and

St. Mary-le-Strand, London,
was
author
of
three published works on
i\berdeen,
Nicholas,
from
a
translation
the
and
of
Latin of Jerome Osorio's
architecture,

and

St.

History of the Portuguese (2 vols., London, 1752). COLIN MORISON (M.A.,
King's Coll., 1752), a painter and art virtuoso at Rome, where he died in
1

8 10,

bequeathed by

by the

paintings

will to his

old

Italian

Alma Mater

masters.

But

his extensive

collection of

was confiscated by the

it

French military authorities, and not one item of the legacy ever reached
the University.
Joseph Forsyth (M.A., King's Coll., 1779), for many
a
successful
schoolmaster in London, and characterised by Lord
years

Byron as

"

an accomplished

traxeller, of

extraordinary capacity, extensive

erudition, and refined taste," wrote one of the best books on Italy that have
yet been published. Remarks on antiquities, arts and letters during an
excursion in Italy in the years 1802 and 180J (London, 181 3).
It is almost
"
our only
prison book," the author having had the misfortune to be
captured at Marseilles on his homeward journey in 1803, and miserably
confined in French military jails for ten years his only solace was the
;

writing of his great work.

ARCHIBALD ROBERTSON

(Mar. Coll., 1785-86)
of
the
portrait painter and teacher
long pursued
profession
of
of
the
of the art.
the
leaders
revolution, including General
Many
his
are
now of great value. An
sat
to
and
him,
Washington,
portraits
in

New York

him is accessible in The Century Magazine for May,
His
younger brother, ANDREW ROBERTSON (M.A., Mar. Coll.,
1890.
1794), was successful as an artist in London, where he was miniature

interesting account of

ARCHIBALD SiMPSON (Mar. Coll., 1803)
painter to the royal family.
was the architect of Marischal College and his native city owes much to
his correct taste and classic conceptions.
Barron Graham of Morphie
;

(M.A., Mar.

Coll.,

George Monro

1809) acquired

(M.A., Mar.

promoted the study of

art in

Coll.,

some note

as

a portrait

painter.

1822), sheriff of Linlithgow, actively

Edinburgh, and wrote Scottish art and

its
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national encotiragemeftt (1846).
1825, King's Coll.) wxotQ

modern

JOHN SMITH Memes

Memoirs of Canova,

ivith

(M.A., 1 822 LL.D.,
a historical viciv of
;

(Edinburgh, 1825), and a History of Sculpture, Paintings
works of considerable merit. WiLLlAM Dyce (M.A., Mar.
Coll., 1 823), R.A., was the author of a Theory oftJiefine arts (London, 844),
and other professional works, and painter of several of the frescoes which
adorn the corridors of the Houses of Parliament.
ROBERT Kerr fMar.
etc.

scnlptiire

(1837), both

1

836), professor of domestic architecture in King's College,
wrote The gentleman's house (1864), often reprinted; and JOHN
Coll.,

1

London,

FORBES

White

(M.A., 1848; LL.D., 1886), the art critic, and biographer of
George Paul Chalmers, R.S.A., frequently employed his facile pen for the
cultivation of art in the home.
TliOMAS Davidson (M.A., King's Coll.,

Old Aberdeen Grammar School, removed first to
and
to the United States, where he held educational
then
England,
in
Louis
and in Cambridge, Mass.
St.
He travelled much
appointments
in Italy and Greece, studying art and the philosophy of education, and
became one of the most brilliant philosophical and educational writers
i860),

rector of

our University has produced.
He wrote several important works on art
short account of the Niobe group (1875)
The Parthenon Frieze and
:

A

;

other essays (1882); TJie place of Art in education (1885)
Aristotle, and
ancient educational ideas (1892)
The education of the Greek people, and its
;

;

iiifluencc

on

human

and A history of education (1900).
America were very great, but he has been

thought (1895)

His fame and reputation

in

;

sadly forgotten in x^berdeen.
Dr. John Arbuthnot (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1685), the brightest of the
famous wits of Queen Anne's reign, who gave and fixed everlastingly

upon the typical Englishman the nickname "John Bull," entitled one of
his satirical books Laiv is a bottomless pit (London, 1 7 1 2), and the Aberdeen
teacher has been chary of entering the legal ]jrofession unless specially
by the Civilist. The roll of alumni who became great and famous

trained

lawyers and judges

is long and honourable, but it is outside my instructions,
have only to record here the names of a few who, in other lands,
There was JOHN
drifted out of the scholastic into the legal profession.

and

I

Henry (King's Coll., 1720-24), who went out to America, and after teaching
school with more or less success, became president of the County Court at
Hanover, in the colony of Virginia, and was the father of the famous
revolutionary orator, Patrick

—
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Whose thunder shook the PhiHp of the

Alexander Addison,

a native of Keith
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seas.

(M.A, Mar.

Coll., 1777), after

being schoolmaster of Aberlour, emigrated to the United States, taught
school, studied law, and became president of the Court of Common Pleas
of Pennsylvania, and author of several volumes of Reports mentioned in

Allihones Dictiojiary.

Adam Thom

(M.A., 1824; LL.D., 1840, King's

holding appointments as teacher at Udny Academy and at
Woolwich, where he published The complete gradiis (1832), went to Canada,
Coll.), after

became a journalist

at Montreal, passed for the

Canadian

bar,

was appointed

recorder of Rupertsland, and was the author of several works on
legal and political subjects, and of An Account- of Sir George Siuipsons
Voyage roiiJid the ivorld (2 vols., 1847).
first

The honorarium

of the Aberdeen teacher in his

own country

before

was generally extremely disproportionate to the
His natural
importance and extent of his qualifications and labours.
ambition to become a preacher induced him frequently to qualify himself
for the pulpit, and large numbers did obtain church preferment.
To
become a university professor was his highest aspiration, but the openings
were so few that it was seldom gratified. The great majority settled down
the Victorian period

quietly to scholastic duties, endeavouring to eke out the slender salary and
fees by the cultivation of the garden, and, in the towns, by private tuition

and whatever clerical work was obtainable. A few were more resourceful,
and it was to increase his paltry income as parochial schoolmaster that
GeorCxE Bisset (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1783), in 1786, kept student boarders,
and thus founded the locally celebrated Academy at Udny. At his death,
in 181 2, he was succeeded by his son, James BiSSET (Mar. Coll., 1808
M.A., 1839 D.D., 1850), then only seventeen years of age, whose ability
and energy enabled him to maintain the high character of the establishment.
They educated many of our notable alumni, and Professor
;

!

Samuel Trail

(M.A., King's Coll., 1825; LL.D., 1847; D.D., 1852),
Major-General Sir James Outram (Mar. Coll., 18 19), William Fasken
M.D., 1819), William Leslie (M.A., Mar.
(M.A., King's Coll., 1811
Coll., 1832) of Warthill, M.P. for Aberdeenshire; Dr. Joseph ROBERTSON (Mar. Coll., 1822-25), the antiquary; and John MiLNE (M.A.,
;

1826; LL.D., 1849), Principal of Dollar Institution, are
of
the
class of student who passed from the Academy direct to
examples
King's

Coll.,
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It was in poverty of emolument that jAMES Welsh
(M.A., King's Coll., 1807), a teacher and mathematician of much ability,
in 1 8 17, wrote an elementary treatise on Algebra, manufactured with his

the University.

own hands many

of the types and diagram blocks required, set up the
the
sheets
whole, passed
through some kind of press, bound them together,
and sold the complete book in his father's humble cottage in Black Bull
He was the author of other elementary books on
Close, Brechin.
arithmetic

became

and geography, and

minister of

New

Deer.

after

many

devoted to teaching
Malcolm (M.A., Mar.

)-ears

Alexander

Aberdonian, who became teacher of the Writing
School in 1723, at an annual salary of ;^20, had published in Edinburgh
in 1 72 1 A treatise of Musick, speculative, praetical^ and historieal, which
remained a standard work until the appearance of the General History of
circ.

Coll.,

tlie

Science

scribes

it

as

1709), an

Practice of Music {iyy6), by Sir John Hawkins, who deone of the most valuable treatises on the subject of theoretical

and
"

any of the modern languages". In
Neiv System of Arithnietick, both
theoretical andpractical (4to), dedicated to his patrons the Lord Provost and
Town Council of Aberdeen, of which the late Professor Augustus de
Morgan says in his bibliography of arithmetical books (1847), that "it is
one of the most extensive and erudite books of the last century ".
In
1
his
in
1
there
followed
Treatise
the
method
Italian
73
of Book-keeping
(4to), the best book on the subject until the beginning of the nineteenth
So this poor but highly gifted alumnus, author of the standards
century.
of his time on three important educational subjects, spent the best of his
days teaching arithmetic, mathematics and penmanship in a little schoolroom in the Back Wynd of Aber leen, for ^20 a year. His books were
successful, and he removed to London, as so many of our best alumni had
done before his time, and, to their substantial advantage, will always do.
He afterwards went to America, and died in Maryland in 1763. Let me
record here, to recall how extensive the usefulness and influence of those
London Aberdonians of byegone days must have been, the names and
status and principal works of a few of the best of them.

and

practical music to be found in

1730,

he published

in

London

A

George Charles (M.A., 1721 LL.D., 1741, Mar. Coll.), master of
School; Samuel Patrick (M.A., 1738; LL.D., 1739, Mar.
WILLIAM RosE
Coll.), master of Charterhouse and translator of Terence
;

St. Paul's

;

(M.A., King's

Coll.,

1740; LL.D., Mar.

Coll.,

1781, King's Coll.,

1783),
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founder of the academy at Chiswick and translator of Sallust, a noted biblioto the hammer in 1787
WlLLlAM Gar(M.A., King's Coll., [741), a schoolmaster in North London, father of
Sir William Garrovv, Attorney-General of England and a baron of the court

maniac whose huge library came

;

ROW

of exchequer;

JOHN Blair

(LL.D., Mar.

Coll.,

1751), a mathematical

teacher and subsequently Prebendary of Westminster, author of the celebrated Chronological Tables and of a History of the Rise and Progress of
Geography; ALEXANDER GRANT (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1765), principal of

Henley Grammar School and author of many educational works JOHN
(Mar. Coll., 1765-69), author, among other books, of The Vouiig
Ladies Arithmetic {I'/g'i), of which there are many editions John A DAMS
;

Greig

;

(M.A., King's Coll., 1768), founder of Putney School, author of school
histories of Great Britain, France and Spain, of the noted Latin primer
Lectiones

Selectae

and

Crombie, (M.A., Mar.

many

other

popular schoolbooks

;

Alexander

1778 LL.D., 1794), a teacher of the highest
renown, who established academies at Highgate and Greenwich the author
Coll.,

;

;

of

many

successful schoolbooks,

whose Treatise on English Etymology and

and Gyninasinin

sive symbola critica (2 vols., 181 2), rank

Syntax

(1802),

among

the most instructive educational works

Charles Burney

we

possess,

and are

still

LL.D., 1792, King's Coll.),
text-books;
(M.A., 1781
kept school at Greenwich and afterwards succeeded William Rose,
;

who

his father-in-law, at Chiswick,

was the best Greek scholar of

his time,

and

author of several very learned works, is remembered also for a severity of
discipline resembling that of the celebrated stalwart flogger. Dr. Keate,
Headmaster of Eton and it is said that he charged the parents in his
;

quarterly accounts for birch-rods worn out

in

the corporal chastisement of

WILLIAM Glennie (LL.D., King's Coll., 1806), a very able
who
founded the Academy at Dulwich, to which Lord Byron was
teacher,
Olinthus
sent on his removal from the Grammar School at Aberdeen.
eminent
the
Gregory (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1806),
mathematician, was prohis pupils;

Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, and wrote books on
GEORGE
mathematics, astronomy, natural philosophy and mechanics.
Brown (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1808; LL.D., 1844), who founded academies

fessor at the

at Liverpool and at Brompton, wrote, in addition to several schoolbooks,
The Scottish Ecclesiastical Register for the years 1 842 and 1 843, so critical
in the history of the kirk
ALEXANDER IRYINE (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1808),
;

a very creditable botanical author, was founder of a well-known school at
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Aeneas McIntvre

(King's Coll., 1807-13; LL.D., 1825)
founded the Hackney Academy, and was father of Aeneas John Mclntyre,
Q.C., M.P. for Worcester Charles Bradley (M.A., King's Coll., 1809),
author of Grammatical Questions and other educational works Edvvard
Chelsea.

;

;

distinguished scholar who was latterly
headmaster of the Grammar School at Norwich, author of Elegantiae
Latitiae (4th edition, 18 14), and other excellent school-books Alexander

Valpy

(M.A., King's

Coll., 1809), a

;

founder of the St. John's Wood Acaon
of
Cronihies
author
Questioiis
Gynniasinin and other school-books
demy,
Alexander Jamie.son (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1821 LL.D., 1823), who

Cowie (M.A.,

King's

182

Coll.,

1),

;

;

founded the Hoxton Academy, and wrote grammars of logic and of Rhetoric
and other educational works an able and intelligent teacher who, foreseeing
;

the approaching demand for technical instruction, published Mechanics for
Practical Men (4th edition, 1845), which Dr. Birkbeck, the founder of

Mechanics' Institutes, proncnmced "a great mechanical treasury".
JamieAcademy is now a mission hall, but the area of his labours became

son's

a busy hive of mechanical industry amid which the Shoreditch Technical
Institute has for many years been one of the most successful technological
schools in the metropolis.

When you

Thames Embankment,

not to devote a few

London and stroll along the
moments to the enigmatical hieroglyphics of Cleopatra's Needle, the monument of a long departed
civilisation and of the well-earned fame of the Aberdeen alumnus. Sir James

Erasmus Wilson,

fail

visit

a native of Huntly, partly educated at King's College,

and munificence this fine monolith was dug from
it had lain
prostrate for many centuries, and
ff e was the highest authority and an
erected upon its present site in 879.
able teacher in the branch of medical science to which he devoted himself, a
patient and skilful investigator and author of many well-known works on

by whose

patriotic zeal

the sands at Alexandria where

f

Dermatology.

Erom

the

list

names which

of

London schoolmasters

of former days and

many

am

here reviving, it will be observed that a large
the
of the honorary degree of LL.D., condistinction
proportion enjoyed
Alma
in
ferred by
Mater
recognition of their con.spicuous ability as educaother

I

The University of Aberdeen, beyond all others, is the Teacher's
University, and one of the most laudable traditions she can boast is
When
this spontaneous encouragement of the educator she has trained.

tionists.

his

name and degree were

entered

in

her records, and she sent him forth
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she held that her duty by

him was not

His future career outside her
finished, but only suspended.
walls thenceforward became full of the heartiest interest to her senatus,

whose members, constantly appreciative of especial merit in the alumnus
they had taught, were ready to reward it with the only addition the Uni-

make

versity could

to his honours.

The

traditional usage has

universal approval of the people in the North of Scotland,
honest pride in the scholastic successes of their sons

who

won

the

cherish an

and there has
been
in
more
Aberdeen
over
an
alumnus
so honoured,
always
rejoicing
than over ninety and nine men of titled rank, political demigods, learned
;

savants,
versity

musty

antiquaries, or military heroes unconnected with the Unito accept her dignities.
With my knowledge of

who condescended

the teaching alumni of the past upon

whom

the honour

was conferred,

can justly assert that no example exists of the degree being awarded
without being fully earned, and that there is no recorded instance of the
I

distinction being subsequently tarnished.
It is therefore to be hoped that
in the future the ancient practice will be generously maintained and ex-

The literary profession of journalism may possibly claim with
a
justice
greater share in the academic honour of the future, for in the
it
has
past
undoubtedly been overlooked, probably because so many
tended.

journalists of local origin

have achieved high eminence without the valu-

able aids of University education.
Many of our teaching alumni went to

America where

their

work

is

PATRICK COPLAND, to whom I have
already referred, taught a grammar school in Virginia, and founded
Henrico College, the second university of America, James Blair, a Banffshire man who matriculated at Marischal College in 1667, went to Virginia
still

recalled with high appreciation.

where he obtained the office of Commissary in 1689, He was
the author of several published works, and founder of William and Mary
In 1693 he became its first president, and enjoyed the office for
College.

in 1685,

dying at a very advanced age in 1 743. WiLLIAM Smith (King's
Coll., 1743-47
D.D., 1759), after a few years spent in teaching at Aberdeen and London, followed his profession in New York, where he attracted
fifty years,

;

the notice of Benjamin Franklin, by the publication of a .scheme of university
He proceeded to Philadelphia,
education familiar to him at Aberdeen.
in 1754, the College which many years afterwards
blo-ssomed into the University of Penn.sylvania, and was its first provost.
23

where he founded,
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He

was a noted orator and

teacher, a voluminous author

public influence.

and acquired great
he there

for Chesterton,

in

1780
Leaving Philadelphia
seminary which is now Washington College. Peter Wilson (M.xA.., Mar. Coll., 1765), classical professor of Columbia University,
New York, wrote several works on Greek and Latin prosody, and pub-

instituted the

lished useful school editions of several classics.

JoilN

Strachan

(M.A.,

King's Coll., 1797; D.D., 1811), schoolmaster at Dunino and Kettle, became a minister of the episcopal church in Canada, and first Bishop of
He was a great educationist and founder of Trinity University,
Toronto.
Toronto.
John McCallum (M.A., King's Coll., 1832) taught schools

Peterhead and at Hampstead, became an episcopal clergyman in
Hudson's Bay Territory and founded St. John's College, Rupertsland,
Charles Gordon Glass, from Birse (M.A., King's Coll., 1836), a
Presbyterian minister in New Brunswick and Canada was the author of

at

a Treatise on Education.

Henry Hopper MiLES

(M.A., King's

Coll.,

years professor of mathematics and natural
in
philosophy
Bishop's College, Lennox ville, was appointed secretary of
the department of public instruction in Canada, and was the author of

1839; LL.D., 1863), for

many

The History of Canada under tJic French Regime, and of the school hisCanada now in use in the elementary education of the Dominion
both French and English and Donald Macrae (M.A., King's Coll.,
1
851), the principal of Morren College, Quebec, was one of the most ad-

tories of

;

vanced educationists

A

new page

in

Canada.

the history of the Aberdeen educator abroad which was
opened quite recently and is hardly yet completed, may appropriately be
mentioned here. Haifa century ago, in an old edition of the Biographic Universelle,

in

Dr. Joseph Robertson

came upon a

notice of

"

Farwharson," Pro-

Aberdeen, who introduced the use of Arabic numerals into Russia, founded the Ecole de Marine
^^ more than this could he gather from the brief
there, and died in 1739.
biography, but the surname was so purely Aberdonic that he made a note for

fessor of

Mathematics

further inquiries,

at St. Petersburg, previously at

which he did not

note ten years ago, and

I
copied the
long enough to pursue.
at
Museum
the
British
investigations

live

made some

which rather increased the perplexities, leading me to form the opinion that
the Russian professor was a military engineer who assisted in the fortification of Cronstadt, and that his name was as likely to be Fergusson, for the
But the obscurities surrounding the
misspellings were extraordinary.
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matter have now disappeared, for, happily, at the suggestion of our editor,
the research was enthusiastically continued in the Russian metropolis
itself by Mr. William Sharpe Wilson (M.A. 1884), Lecturer in English in
the University there, who has successfully brought to light the creditable

Henrv Farquharson (Mar. Col, 1691-95),
year or two after finishing the Arts course, was Liddell MatheHow he made the acquaintance of Peter the
matical tutor in the college.
career of a lost alumnus,
for a

who,

Great while that enterprising monarch worked in the Deptford shipbuilding yard has not yet been discovered, but when the Czar left England in
1698 to quell the rebellion of the Strelitz he took Henry Farquharson
with him.
At St. Petersburg Farquharson founded the Ecole de Marine,

and an

official

minute of 1737,

of the Empress Anne, states
introduced the study of mathematics into Russia,

"

in the reign

that
it was he who first
and there is hardly a single Russian subject in the fleet of Her Imperial
Majesty, from the highest to the lowest, but has been taught navigation
by him". He published in Russian many books on the sciences which
he taught. The research is still being pursued, and in the meantime local
genealogists are already endeavouring to discover to what family of P'ar-

quharsons he belonged, the prename Henry seeming to indicate almost
inevitably the house of Allargue.

The educator

is well represented both directly and indirectly
upon
of benefactors of the University.
Generosity and good nature
are almost invariable characteristics of the Scottish dominie, and in tlie
ab.sence of near relatives the little he had to leave was often bequeathed

the

list

to benefit the poor scholar.

When

fortune favoured the pursuit of his

home

his bequest became munificent, and
no more notable example of direct endowment than that of JoiiN
Simpson (M.A., King's Coll., 1779 EL.D., 1820), a native of Keith, who
became a successful teacher in the city of Worcester, and in addition to a
gift of ;£"500 for the repair of King's College in 18 19 founded in 1838 the
Greek and Mathematical prizes which have since been the most coveted
honours of academic scholarship at Aberdeen, and have encouraged

profession far

there

from

his youthful

is

J

several successful wranglers to pursue the higher education at the UniAn early instance of the indirect influence of the
versity of Cambridge.

procuring benefactions for Alma Mater brings us again
Copland who, in 161 8, while serving in the East
Indies as chaplain on the English ship Rojuii Jm/ws, attended the death-

educator

in

into contact with Patrick
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bed of Dr. David Chamberlaine, the ship's surgeon, and shortly afterwards wrote the quaint letter " to the Toune and Council of Abirdeen,"
intimating the deceased's bequest of fifty Jacobus pieces of gold to
The benefactor
Marischal College, which is printed in the Fasti (i., 183).
was the son of a French refugee, Peter Chamberlaine, surgeon to Anne,

queen of James
curious

I.,

and

queen of Charles I., whose
skilfully gathered by an Aberdeen
Aveling (M.D., Mar. Coll., 1857), in The

to Henrietta Maria,

family history has

been

alumnus, James Hobson
Chamberlens and the Midzvifery Forceps Memorials of the fauiily, and
an essay on the invention (London, 1 882). David Chamberlaine's only sister,
:

Esther, was the wife of

THOMAS Cargill,

Rector of Aberdeen

Grammar

manifest from Copland's correspondence that he was
educated
there, and at the college, before entering the University of
partly
in
1 61
He was again in Aberdeen in 161 6, when he was admitted
3.
Leyden
School, and

it

is

His

connection with the Royal
family was influential enough to secure him the important appointment of
surgeon on the largest vessel of the English navy, which he unhappily
His bequest was added to Patrick Copland's for the
did not long enjoy.
a burgess of the

city.

father's professional

endowment

of the Divinity Chair.
Among our educators are a few authors of superior merit, whose work
In 1691 the
should not fail to be recorded in a memorial volume.

world of London was profoundly impressed by the publication of
The life of God in the soul of man, by Henry Scougall (M.A., King's
D.D., 1674), professor of divinity, one of the most remarkable
Coll., 1668

religious

;

books of devotion

BURN

in

the language.

A

cousin of Scougall, JOHN
minister successively at

COCK-

who was

Udny,
Old Deer, Ormiston, Amsterdam, and North Holt, Middlesex, was a
prolific writer of religious works, and the author of the curious and erudite
(M.A., King's

Coll., 1671),

ALEXANDER Cruden (Mar. Coll.,
History of Duels (London, 1720).
1
a
who
became
bookseller
in
London, compiled A Complete Concord17 3),
ance

to the

Holy Scriptures (1738), one of the most valuable books of

refer-

ence in existence, indispensable to all Biblical students in every language, a
work in which no material deficiency has ever been discovered, for the latest

and most improved of

its

numerous

editions

remains

much

as

it

came

from his own hands. Adam Clarke (M.A., King's Coll., 1807), a very
voluminous writer, is the author of a Bibliographical Dictionary (8 vols., 180206), 'The succession of Sacred Literature (1807), and an edition of the Bible
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with valuable commentary and critical notes (8 vols., 1810-26), a marvellous
monument of extensive reading and industrious research. Sheriff GEORGE

Mom (M.A., Mar. Coll.,

1817) is the author of the excellent volume of Table
Talk (Edinburgh, 1827), containing selections of the choicest continental
ana, and of Magic a>id Witchcraft (London, 1852).
James Anderson
"

"
Auld Licht
minister of Kirriemuir, was
(Mar. Coll., 1825-27), the
the author of The Martyrs of the Bass ; The Ladies of the Covenant ;
The Ladies of the Reformatio)/ (2 vols.); and Memorable Women of the

Puritan Times, a

series of biographical histories which still maintain
considerable popularity.
Several of them are authors of works which may be classed as literary

and sometimes the educator himself was an eccentric genius.
During 1833 ^"^ several subsequent years there issued from the local press
a satirical periodical entitled, The Aberdeen Sluwer, whose contributors
curiosities,

"
suspected the pre-existence of the censorious
Kovpevi diro^vpo'i:
est Tonsor ad cutem rasus
qui ... ex Ingoldstadiana Tonstrina

little

id

;

Britannos tondendi ergo emissus

;

sed

.

.

.

ipse

.

.

.

rasus et

.

.

.

remissus.

Opera A[lexandri] R[ossaei], Tonsoris Aberdonensis" (London, 1627).
This Alexander Ross was an early graduate of Marischal College, who
became head master of King Edward VI. Free Grammar School at
Southampton, and private chaplain to King Charles I. His razor was of
keenest edge, for he was the most combative dominie, one of the cleverest
Latin scholars, and the most voluminous Scottish author of the seventeenth
He not only fought the Shaver of Ingoldstadt, but with more
century.
vigorous impetuosity than solid wisdom he thundered against the astronomers Galileo and Copernicus in Latin by Commentnm de terrae motn
circiilari in 1634, and in English by The neiv planet no planet, or the
Earth no ivanderi/tg star except in the ivandering heads of Galileans in
1640.
Although his Holiness had .supported him against the new
astronomy, he attacked the Pope by Papa perstrictus {echo) ictus ; corrected the "vulgar errors" of Sir Thomas Browne's Religio Afedict by
or the physician's religion cured; and Sir Kenclm
:
about
the body, and Benedict Spinoza's theory of the
Digby's opinions
soul were ridiculed and confuted by The Philosopher s Touchstone, all in
while the philosophical works of Thomas Hobbes were in hot
1645

Medicus Medicatus

;

water when Leviathan draivn out with a hook appeared in 1653. Royalist
and Churchman, he fought Roundheads and Puritans in writings numerous
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end of his days and in Uavae^eta or a Vieiv
world (London, 1653), he tore asunder the heresies
He wrote educational works, books on divinity,
of every time and clime.
philosophy, history, public policy, translations from the Latin of important
continental theologians, and few men of his time composed better Latin

and books various

to the

:

;

of all religions in the

(London, 1638), being in some
of a period rich in classical
remarkable
most
the
performance
respects
his books are now merely
behind
his
and
was
But
he
age,
poets.
verse, his Virgilii cvangelisantis Christias

of conservative opinion.
Long after he was dead his name
became immortalised by the couplet with which Samuel Butler begins the
second canto of Hudibras

curiosities

:

—

There was an ancient sage philosopher
That had read Alexander Ross over.

Addison,

in

Spectator,

No.

50,

remarks that

"

more

these lines are

fre-

quently quoted than the finest flashes of wit in the whole poem, for the
The
jingle of the double rhyme has something in it that tickles the ear ".
philosopher, who, in the next

two

lines,

Swore the world,

Was made

as he could prove,

of fighting

and of

love,

may have been Empedocles, who lived 2000 years before Ross, an anachronism to increase the fun but just as likely the witty author had in his
mind another of our alumni, Sir Thomas Urquhart of Cromarty (King's
;

one of the most singular characters of his age, whose authorship embraces the curious Discovery of a most exquisite jewel
found
in the Kennel of Worcester Streets after the fight (1652); and a "true
Like
pedigree," tracing his family tree all the way up to Adam and Eve.
Coll., 1622),

.

.

.

Alexander Ross, he was fond of giving Greek titles to his books, and
possessed high abilities and accomplishments with the additional advantage
of a mind enlarged by foreign travel.
But he also supported the losing
and, forfeiting his estate to the Commonwealth, suffered great poverty
and privation, dying, it is said, in a fit of uncontrollable laughter on receivside,

ing the news of the restoration in 1660. His fame rests upon his admirable
translation of Rabelais (London, 1653-59), which completely caught the
spirit

and humour of the

original,

and

is

never likely to be superseded.
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successful of the

many

bool<s

of Alexander Ross, and singularly enough two other deservedly popular
works of kindred character were written by alumni. JOHN EvANS (M.A.,

King's Coll., 1790), the founder of an academy at Islington, was the author
of A Brief Sketch of the Several Deuoiiiinations into which the Christian

Divided (London, 1794), a work which, commending itself to
by its conspicuous impartiality and generosity, became
and passed through a vast number of editions in
successful,
immediately
and Robert ADA^[ (M.A., King's Coll.,
this country and in America
The
wrote
World
Religious
Displayed (1806), a comprehensive and
791)
extended
to
three volumes in 1809 and repeatedly
well-compiled book,

Wojdd

is

Christians generally

;

1

republished.

A
ture of

strange episode in the university history, possessing a curious literaown and wider results than are generally known, arose from the

its

heterodoxy of several students who joined the Quaker dissent in the sixth
decade of the seventeenth century. Its most influential leaders were

Alexander Jaffray

Provost

of Kingswells (Mar. Coll., 1630-34), reand author of the interest-

presentative of the city in Cromwell's Parliament,

in 1833
Colonel DAVID Barclay of Ury (King's
hero
of
the
Whittier's
Coll., 1626-30),
stirring ballad and father of Robert
the
and
Baillie'
ALEXANDER
Skene of Newtyle(Mar.
Apologist;
Barclay

ing

Diary published

Coll.,

;

1637-41), author of the Sueeinet Survey. Its principal local authors
the alumni were JOHN ROBERTSON of Kinmuck (Mar. Coll., 1668)

among
Coll.,

;

Robert Sandilands (Mar.
Alexander Seaton (King's Coll., 1672-74), and George

CowiE

JoiLX

1672)

Keith

;

(M.A.,

Mar.

Coll.,

1669)

;

named

a voluminous and powerwhere
he established the
writer,
England
school
for
which
the
sons
of
flourished
near TheoFriends,
boarding
long
balds in Hertfordshire. A subsequent residence of many years in America
made him acquainted with the horrors of negro slavery, which he was the
earliest British author to denounce.
The much prolonged Abolition movement made little stir in Aberdeen, which need cause no surprise, for the
negro was unknown and so late as 1765 an old lady, suddenly meeting
a genuine live specimen of the ebony African in Netherkirkgate, was
startled to such a degree that she raiseci both her hands in the air, ex-

(M.A., Mar. Coll., 1658)

;

who soon removed

ful

the last
to

;

"

When it
Hech, sirs, what canna be made for the penny
claiming
did acquire strength two of our alumni were in the front rank of literary
''

:

!
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jAMES RamSAY (M.A., King's Coll., 1753), whose Essay on
Treatment of African Slaves in the British Sugar Colonies (1784) was
often reprinted, and James Stephen (Mar. Coll., 1755-57), whose three
convincing works, War in Disguise, The Dangers of the Country and Nezv
Reasons for Abolishing the Slave Trade, had a wide circulation and overabolitionists:

the

powering influence in the earliest decades of last century. An interesting
account of this writer and of the notable Aberdeenshire family to which
he belonged will be found in The Life of Sir fames Fitqjames Stephen, by
his brother Leslie

Stephen (London, 1895).

Among other curiosities are the
rare, of WILLIAM Davidson (M.A.,

various writings,

Mar.

Coll.,

now extremely
eminent

1617), the

Alchemist, which were chiefly published in Paris and Dantzic of ROBERT
Ferguson, the Plotter (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1654), author of A History of
;

Twmilts and Insurrections in Great Bidtain {l^owdon, 17 15);
and of Robert Calder (M.A., King's Coll., 1678), who under the pseu"
"
donym of Jacob Curate was undoubtedly the author of The Scotch Pres-

all the ATobs,

byterian Eloquence Displayed (London, 1692), the cleverest of his many
satirical and controversial works.
James Clark (M.A., King's Coll.,
1689), Minister of the Tron Kirk, Glasgow, was bold enough to administer

A Just Reprimand to Daniel Defoe, now a scarce
Harper

(Mar.

published

A

were

Coll.,

Collection

But some

sold.

little

pamphlet.

WiLLIAM

1704-08), episcopal parson at Leith, in his old

age

of Songs (Edin., 1762), of which only a few copies
years afterwards an enterprising London bookseller

bought the remainder, cut out the title-pages and reissued the book as
The Buck's Bottle Companion {l^ond., 1775), disposing of the whole edition

good liquor was Dr. ALEXANDER HENof Caskieben, whose beautiful quarto
History of Ancient and Modern Wines {Y^ondon, 1824) is a valuable and
expensive book. Another curious book which was translated into several
languages is The History of Health (1760), by jAMES MACKENZIE (Mar.
Coll., 1708-12
M.D., King's Coll., 1719). So recently as 1865 Alexander
H. Grant (Mar. Coll., 1848-51), writing under the nom de plume of
"
"
Frank Seafield
published The Literature and Curiosities of Dreams,
an exceptionally interesting book, in 2 volumes, which has already become
in

The

two days.

DERSON

(Mar.

historian of

Coll.,

1794-97)

;

scarce.

But not
to

know

in all

the books

I

have noted can you learn half that

is

good

of the multitude of educators the University has enabled to carry
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forth the torch of civilisation. From recently pubh'shed vokimes of records
there can be gathered all that it has been possible to discover of
University
affairs and the names and academical degrees of her sons for
400 years,

but hardly anything at

all

besides.

Their published biographies, auto-

biographies and volumes of special and general reminiscence form an
abundant store well garnished with impressions of student life and incident,
sprinkled often with memories of professors and lecturers and fellowstudents, than which nothing can be more entertaining and instructive, or

more

illustrative of the

The

received.

good

stories of

training and education they
of the earlier men are told by David

effects of the

many

Lhrs of

Irving (LL.D., Mar.
(2 vols.,

in his
Coll., 1808),
Edin., 1804), and Lives of Seotish

James Bruce

the Scotish Poets,

Wi-iters (2 vols., 1839);
in
his
Lives of EDiinent
(M.A., King's Coll., 1827),

^y

Men

of Aberdeen (1841) in the Selections from Wodrow's Biographical Collections
Divines of the North-East of Scotland, edited with a valuable
;

:

by ROBERT LiPPE (Mar. Coll., 1851-56; LLD.,
1895) for the New Spalding Club (1890) and by James Stark (D.D.,
1895), in The Lights of the North (Aberdeen, 896).
Principal Sir William
Duguid Geddes wrote a notable memoir of Dr. Arthur Johnston, the
poet, with an introduction and historical notes in Musa Latina Aberdon-

historical introduction

;

1

ensis,

for

New

Spalding Club (2 vols.,
1830-32) wrote a biography of

the

1892-95).

JOIIN

DuNN

GEORGE GORDON

(Mar. Coll.,
(M.A.,
King's Coll., 1659 regent, 1660-63), ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ Aberdeen, Lord High
A Memoir of
Chancellor of Scotland, for the Spalding Club (1851).
'

Dun

Aberdeen doctor who
founded a great hospital in Dublin, was published in 1866. There is a
good account of college life in GiDEON GUTHRIE, a monograph written
from 171 2 to 1730, edited by Miss C. E. Guthrie Wright (Edinburgh,
Sir

Patrick

(Mar.

Coll.,

1658-62),

the

He was

M.x'\. (Mar. Coll., 1685), non-jurist minister at Glenmuick,
Brechin
and Edinburgh, and nominated Bishop of Brechin
Fetteresso,
GeoR(;e
the
old
Pretender
during his short visit to Scotland.
by

1900).

Chalmers

(King's

Coll.,

Ruddiman (M.A., King's

1757) gave us in

1794

The Life of Thomas

Coll., 1694), containing not only his college
adventures and subsequent history, but many particulars of Wat>TKR
Goodal (King's Coll., 1723-27), the historian, and other contemporaries,
an account of the origin and rise of Scottish newspapers and a store of
A very interesting life of ALEXANDER Rcjss
literary historical notes.
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(M.A., Mar.

Coll., 171 8),

inedited works,

is

with a sketch of Glenesk and an account of his

Dr. John Longmuir's edition of HcUno/r {Edinburgh,

in

Wilham Knight's Lord Monboddo and some of his Con ten t(London,
1900) is a very readable history of jAMES BURNETT
poraries
Coll.,
1728-32), the metaphysician who wrote the Origin and Pro(King's
1

866).

Professor

of Language (6 vols., Edinburgh, 1773-92), which is unhappily
marred by a good many inaccuracies. The Diary of tJie Rev. JOHN MiLL
(M.A., Mar. Coll., 1732), minister of Dunrossness (1740-1803), published

gress

by the Scottish History Society in 1889, contains the interesting domestic
memories of his long life, with stories of his school and college days at
Aberdeen.

The

Life of

James Fordvce (M.A., Mar.

Coll..

1737),

whose graceful elocution and polished pulpit oratoiy earned him great
popularit}' in London, and who was the author of many successful books,
has been

published, the

frequently

edition

of

1823

being

the

best.

William Walker (M.A., King's Coll., 1840; LL.D., 1885) has written
excellent biographies of John Skinner (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1738), Dean
and of his son, JOIIN Skinner
of Aberdeen and author of Tulloeligornni
;

(Mar. Coll., 1757-61), the eminent Bishop of Aberdeen and primus of the
The best biography of WILLIAM Smith
Scottish Episcopal Church.
(King's Coll., 1743-47

;

Philadelphia, 1879-80).

is by Horace
Wemyss Smith (2 vols.,
MORRISON
DAVIDSON
JOHN
(1860-63), in his

D.D., 1759)

book Concerning /he Fo//r Predecessors of LLenry George (\^or\dor\, 1899),
gives precedence to a biography of WiLLIAM Ogilvie, M.A,, 1759,
and professor of Humanity in King's College, author of the now esteemed

Essay on Property

in

Land

1783-86), Bishop of Ross,

(London, 1782).

Moray and Argyle,

David Low
is

(Mar. Coll.,
the subject of a memoir

The Autobiography and Serz'iees (^ Sir
published in London (1855).
James MacGrigor, Bart. (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1788 M.D., 1804), in whose
honour the fine obelisk which stood for many years in the quadrangle of
Matischal College was erected, was published in London in 1861.
Ministers and Men in the Far North, by the Rev. Alex. Auld,
;

Olrig (Wick, 1868), contains historical notes on the ecclesiastical history of
Caithness, with biographies of ALEXANDER GUNN (M.A., King's Coll.,

Watten
John Munro (M.A., King's Coll., 1 801),
and several others.
A similar work, Biographies of
Highland Clergymen (Inverne.ss, 1889), contains memoirs of ALEXANDER
Rose (M.A., King's Coll., 1791), and about a dozen other noted Gaelic
1797), minister of
minister of Halkirk

;

;
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The Apostle of the NortJi
preachers, chiefly graduates of King's College.
(London, 1866) is a memoir of John Macdonald (M.A., King's Coll.,
1
801), minister of Urquhart, by the Rev. John KENNEDY of Dingwall
(M.A., King's

Coll.,

1840; D.D., 1873), the noted author of The days of

Lfe and Times

of the late GEORGE
Latheron
King's
i^og],
(Edinburgh, 1875), the
Rev. Alexander Mackay (M.A., King's Coll., 1840; LL.D., 1865) has
contrived to introduce a good deal of Grammar School and College lore
extending over a wide period. A very remarkable educator, JOHN DUNCAN
the Fathers in Ross-shii-e.

Davidson [M.A.,

(M.A., Mar.

Coll.,

In his

Coll.,

1814; LL.D., 1840), professor of Hebrew and Oriental

New

College, Edinburgh, is commemorated by a well-written
biography (Edinburgh, 1872) by David Brown (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1821
D.D., 1872; LL.D., 1895); by Dr. Moody S^tu^n's Recollections (1872);
and by the Colloquia peripatetica of Professor WiLLlAM Knight (1870),

Languages

in

;

the last a
reprinted.

more than
Dr.

ordinarily

good book, which has been repeatedly

Davhd Brown, who was

for

many

years principal of the

Free Church College, and a familiar figure in Aberdeen, is the subject of
an excellent biography, with many University notes by Professor William
Garden Blaikie (London, 1898). The life of the Rev. jAMES ROBERTSON
of Ellon (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1820; D.D., 1843), professor of Divinity and
Church History in Edinburgh University, the founder of the endowment

Scheme

for the extension of the Scottish Church, a powerful personality

whose history as student, schoolmaster, minister, and professor is well
narrated by Professor A. H. Charteris, was published in 1863. 2fei//orials

^/Charles Calder Mackintosh

[M. A., King's

Coll.,

sketch of the religions history of the Northern Highlands,

Taylor

(M.A., King's

Coll.,

1834),

is

Memoir of the late Rev. JoHN Macdonald
by the Rev. John Mackay (M.A., King's Coll.,
matter contains an

by WiLLIAM

an exceedingly interesting volume.

A

university

1821], nvV// a

account

of his

(King's Coll., 1821-26),
1838), with much other
first

year's

expenses

at

HORATIUS BONAR (D.D., King's Coll., 1853) wrote the Life of
the Rev. JOHN MiLNE [M.A.. Mar. Coll., 1825] of Perth (London, 1869)
Professor GEORGE Smeaton, the Memoir of ALEXANDER lllOMSON

college.

;

[M.A., Mar. Coll., 1826; LL.D., 1855] ^//^'r^.y/r;;:;' (Edin., 1869); and a
Memoir of another alumnus, ANDREW GRAY (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1824), who
worked side by side with them and many of their University contemporaries in the evolution of the

Free Church of Scotland, was written by the
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famous Free Church leader Dr. ROBERl
prefixed to Gospel Contrasts

sermons (Edinburgh,

1

862).

S. Candlish, and will be found
and Parallels, a posthumous volume of Gray's
The Memoir ^/ALEXANDER EwiNG, D.C.L.,

Bishop of Argyll a /id the Isles (Mar.

was

in

the

northern

same

life

1828-30), containing notices
vicar of West Mill, Herts., who

Coll.,

JOHN AlKEN EwiNG,

also of his brother,

class at college (Lond., 1879),

and memories of

'^

I'eplete

with allusions to

their relatives connected with the Univer-

Stewart Clark;

one of Natures noblemen (London, 1898), is a
of
the King's College bajan of 1829, a surgeon in the Indian
biography
medical service, with some curious stories of Aberdeen and Upper

sity.

Deeside.
of

brother,

BURNS

IsLAY

Theology

in the

WiLLiAM

D.D., 1864), professor
(M.A., Mar. Coll.. 1835
Free Church College, Glasgow, wrote the memoir of his
CHALMERS BuRNS (M.A., Mar. Coll., 1834), missionary
;

China, published in London (1870).
Biographies exceptionally meritattention
are
those
of
David
Professor
THOMSON (M.A., King's Coll.,
ing
in

1845) (Abdn., 1894); of

James Clerk Maxwell,

Philosophy (Mar.

professor of Natural
and of Professor William

Coll., 1856-60) (Lond., 1882)
(M.A., 1865), in Literature of the Georgian Era (Edin., 1894).
Besides individual biographies there are many books of personal
;

MiNTO

re-

would not be without, some of
them written by able men quite unconnected with the University. How
intimately we are concerned with the opinions and conversation of Dr.
Samuel Johnson and his friend James Boswell on their visit to Aberdeen,
collections or University gatherings that

its

Universities and

whom

they met

in

beaten Hebrides.

I

literati, in 1774, and their associations with our alumni,
the wilds of the Northern Highlands and the storm-

The

intelligent account of the Universities in Francis

Douglas' General Description, of the East Coast of Scotland (P^.\s\ey, 1772),
but more accessible in the reprint (Abdn., 1826), is well worth perusal.
And in the lighter vein some of the alumni have enriched our literature

with priceless pages of college reminiscence such as we find in the Personal
Mejnoirs of Prvse LoCKHART GORDON (King's Coll., 1776-78), 2 vols.
;

by GEORGE COLMAN the Younger (King's Coll.,
2
works published in London (1830). Memoraboth
vols.,
1781-83),
bilia Domestica
or Parish Life in the North of Scotland, by DONALD
and

in

Random

Records,

:

S.\GE (M.A., Mar.
college

manse

life in

1808) (Wick, 1889), is one of the best volumes of
and the most interesting picture in existence of

Coll.,

reminiscence,

the Highlands.

Oor ain folk

(Edin., 1893),

by James

Inglis,
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minister of public instruction in the legislature of New South Wales, is a
charming biographical sketch of the life and famil)' history of his father,

Robert

Inglls, (M.A., King's

Coll.,

182

1),

schoolmaster at Lochiee and

subsequently Free Church minister of Edzell, and of his uncle, David
Inglis (King's Coll., 18 1 7-21), a surgeon and farmer at Gleneffock, Locha book rich in college anecdote, full of youthful adventure and enjoyment, and of the love of the beautiful Highland countiy between Montrose
and Upper Deeside. The same \A'riter also gave us The Hinnour of the
lee,

Scot (Edin., 1894), whence many more similarly interesting local anecdotes
and sketches may be gleaned and his father was the author of Memorials
of tJie Disniptioji in Edzell and Lochiee, privately printed (1872). Similarly
;

interesting works, redolent of the flavour of University

life,

are

WiLLlAM

D.D., 1853) i^^^st and Present of Aberand Howard
deenshire, or reminiscences of seventy rears (Abdn., 1881)
Angus Kennedy's memoirs of his uncle, Profes.SOR Blackie, his sayi/ii^s

Paul's (M.A., King's

Coll.,

1822

;

;

and doings {iSgS), and Old Highland Days,

the reminiscences of his father,

John Kennedy (M.A., King's Coll., 1843; D.D., 1872).
are An Echo of the olden time from the North of Scotland
Walter Gregor (M.A., King's Coll., 1849; LL.D., 1895), a
Dr.

Such
(1874),

also

by

philologist

and antiquaiy of much distinction the vivid picture of Aberdeen University life by Sir Hugh Gilzean ReidIu Past and Present {]id\r\., 1871):
and WiLLL\M Garden BlaHvIE [M.A., Mar. Coll., 1837; LI-E)-, 1871],
an Autobiography : recollections of a busy life (London, 1901), a volume
;

largely reminiscent of college experiences well told by a highly gifted
litterateur with an excellent memory and strong local patriotism.
Old

Aberdeenshire ministers
Coll.,

and their people, by JOHN David.SON

(M.A., Mar.
the
industrious
of
historian
1838; D.D., 1877) (Aberdeen, 1895);

and the Earldom of the Garioch ; and Aberdeen and its folk, by
a Son of Bon- Accord in America (JAMES RiDDELL, Mar. Coll., 1830-33)
(Abdn., 1868), are both books of similar interest. A graphic account of the
home life at Balta Sound, Unst, and school days of two Marischal College

Inverurie

given in The home of a Naturalist (Lond.,T888), b)- BlOT
Edmonston (Mar. Coll., 1846-50), and in llie Young Shetlander, being
the life and letters of THOMAS Edmondston (Mar. Coll., 1844-45),
students

is

on H.M.S. Herald {Kd'm., 1868), author of .-i Flora of Shetland
(Abdn., 1845), written when he was only nineteen, the most precocious
scientific work by an Aberdeen student that I am acquainted with.

naturalist
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Robert Harvey Smith (M.A.,

King's Coll., 1852), before he entered
of
founder
the
Mutual Improvement Societies which incollege, was the
fluenced many young men of good parts to seek higher education in the

An

AberdeenUniversity, a story which is well told in his remarkable book
Other phases of
shire Village Propagajidn forty years ago (Edin., 1889).
the propaganda will be found in Memorials ofJames Henderson, Al.D., Muir
of Rhynie, the self-educated medical missionary to China (Lond., 1867) in
Mr. John Bulloch's Memorials of the First Congregational Clutreh in Aberdeen (1898) in The Missionar Kirk of Huntly, by ROBERT Troup (M.A.,
;

;

and

biography oi fames Macdonell,
fournalist (Lond., 1890), by William ROBERTSON NiCOLL (M.A., 1870;
LL.D., 1890), John Russell (M.A., King's Coll., 1853), in his Three
King's

Coll.,

1847) (1901);

in the

Years in Shetland (Paisley, 1887), has produced one of the most entertaining narratives of a country minister's experiences, touching a wide range of
subjects, that I know, and it includes notes of his life as teacher before he

The Life at a Northern University (Gw., 1874),
Neil
Nathaniel
Maclean
by
(M.A., King's Coll., 1859), is almost
founded
on
and
in the new edition by WiLLIAM
entirely
college events,
went to Ultima Thule.

Keith Leask (M. A.,
And what have

one of the most desirable University books.
been doing here but reviving past memories

1877)
I

is

—

•

bringing together the men of old times, when the world seemed but half
and those of this age of electricity, when literature circles the globe at
men of the past who went far away and never came back,
lightning speed
others who plodded along in the dear old country, and those who to-day
astir,

;

have the world before them

?
Mine is but a scanty gathering from the
volume
could not contain half the story of the
great crowd,
Aberdeen University educator. But such as it is, when we consider what
a distant little provincial city Aberdeen was even a single century ago, the
record is somewhat wonderful, certainly honourable, and, in the great

for this

Our modestly endowed university
^-ggregate, justly proud and glorious.
has trained a greater number of distinguished teachers than the three
other Scottish universities put together.
To each of these universities she

many more professors than they together have given her.
was four centuries ago, so to-day her teachers flourish in Continental
cities
and all over England and America, in the vast empire of India,
and in the great colonies and dependencies which conquest and discovery
have added to the dominions of the crown, they are continually met with
has supplied

As

it

;
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in the

higher ranks of educationists, while in their own country they are
fill coveted
positions in the government depart-

most frequently selected to
ment of public instruction.
civiliser,

her share

Truly then, as the educator
world has been

in the civilisation of the

proportion to her academic importance.
When my list of names is perused
in
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how

manifest

it

is

the greatest

far

beyond

all

becomes that

worldly estimation the educator has generally occupied a comparatively

humble

life
and it is unhappily true that until recently his
was so much below his merit that the Scottish people, which

position in

social status

;

must chiefly thank him for its high reputation among the nations of the
The professions of
world, might well blush at the very mention of it.
law
and
which
but
for
him
would
have
been groping in
medicine,
divinity,
barbaric darkness, worshipping the fetish, crushing justice and right beneath might, practising the enchantments of demonology, look down upon

him, forsooth, for no other apparent reason except that the education they
have acquired from him enables them to earn more money than he can.
there's the gross shame of it
for ages we denied him fair emolument and even to-day he receives from us far too little in both reward
and honour. Not that the possession of accumulated wealth could make
him more worthy of respect and admiration than does his honest toil for
the advancement of knowledge.
DuNCAN DUNBAR (King's Coll., 1816a
and
18),
great
prosperous shipowner in London who died a millionaire
in 1862, ignored his indebtedness to education, founded no bursaiy for the
poor student, no endowment for teacher or school, and never even gave a
book to the library of his Alma Mater. So the pride and glory of his

Aye,

;

;

hoard perished with him. But the honour and reputation of our humblest
educator time can never destroy, for the effect of his labours is boundless
and everlasting and, although none of his works esteemed as standards
;

to-day may be class-books a century hence, yet they
cherished in the history of culture, and he will live

none the less be
them, immortal in

will
in

the literature of education.

A

of
patriotic munificence in the disposal

commercial earnings un-

precedented in the world's histoiy, wisely guided by intimate acquaintance
with the aspirations of the humbler ranks of Scottish respectability, has
now raised the student of slender means from surroundings of privation

which too often beset with hidden cares and miseries
learning in

his struggles for
the past, while his opportunities of gaining prizes and honours
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have abundantly increased. But for the inestimable services of the teacher
prizes are unknown, and the reward is often so inadequate, or so inequitably
distributed, that his

home

straitened circumstances.

is

too frequently the field of a contest with
chief honour conferred upon him is the

The

unctuous pleasure of seeing his successes recorded in the local newspaper,
a form of public gratitude which may swell his head but does not expand

To every calling but his, success brings rewards. The prohis pocket.
his
of
late pupil, the village merchant and bank agent, is recognised
sperity
by exaltation to the magisterial bench, but who ever heard of such acknowledgement of the teacher's still higher qualifications ? I suggest that, for
his encouragement and elevation, larger endowments are required on the
useful lines of the Dick Bequest, and that they should be available, not
only to masters of public schools, but to every teacher who submits his
students to the public examinations of the universities and government
Whatever his grade or status, the ascertained results of his teachservices.
ing should be amply and specially rewarded, for salaries and fees can never
be sufficient payment for really meritorious scholastic work.
I
may not
live to see

the day

educator shall bless

when a broader and more generous treatment

my

native land, but

of the

assured that long before
the university celebrates another centenary, no annalist will be able to
declare that the worldly circumstances of almost every teacher he has
known have been below the general level of men in other professions, or
I

feel

that the orphaned children of a talented schoolmaster whose ill-rewarded
exertions brought him to an early grave, have been allowed to drift
through
comparative indigence into a lower plane of social life.

Thus ends the pleasant task whose accomplishment would have been
impossible but for the inspiration of the volumes of our educators ranged

They have been gathered from Grammar School days, and
such knowledge as I have acquired I owe to them and I cannot open
one of them without feeling that its voice is dearer to me because its
around me.

:

Don and Dee and Benachie the bloom of heather, whin
and broom the breath of pine woods and fragrant birches, of bog myrtle
and the briar bush in the kailyard the granite grey Balgownie's brig,
Aulton towers and crown, St. Nicholas' steeple with the long past memory
author loved

;

;

;

;

of auld Lowrie's curfew, and that his motto was
Bon-Accord.
J.

F.

Kella.s Johnstone.

I

^
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THE BUILDINGS.
KING'S COLLEGE,

1

500-1900.

MARISCHAL COLLEGE,

1

593-1893.

The

observant visitor in the City of Aberdeen (if, in these days, there be
any such) must be impressed by the contrast between the streets and their
names. The streets are blatantly new, four square to every wind, mercilessly regular in the interval from doorway to window, handsome with the

mid-Victorian handsomeness for which the kindest word of a later generation is "substantial"; their granite alway defiant of that golden stain of
time wherein Mr. Ruskin taught us to look for the real light and colour

and preciousness of architecture. The names, on the other hand, speak
of men and things that long preceded Gothic revivals and the ravages of
"
restorations".
We hear of Blackfriars and Greyfriars, of Windmills and
Woolmanhills, of the Kirk-gate and the Green. When we leave the long
new street which commemorated the Union with Ireland a century ago,
and turn into the narrow way which seemed a Broadgate in days gone by,
and follow the old road to the Aulton, we find ourselves amid "ghosts of
speech".
They are voces et praeterea nihil, at all events while we are
still within the ancient
boundary of the City of Aberdeen. The Gallowgate, relieved of all the grim associations of its name, has also been shorn
of the last of the houses of the great which gave some element of pathos
to its squalor
if any sacred building crowns the Holy Mount, it is of
;

yesterday, and we have to pass along a "crescent" before we reach the
Spital, long since robbed of the house of St. Peter and daily despoiled by

Even from the College Bounds, the name of which
memories of a University jurisdiction, the very existence
of which has passed into oblivion, the red tiles, on which the winter sun

monstrous tenements.
recalls far distant

shone while the red gowns passed along
24

in

rapid succession, ha\c almost
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disappeared, and lend no more enchantment to the graceful curve which
bounded by the quaint towers of the Powis Gateway.
To the returned wanderer who crosses the Howe o' the Spital (the

is

home of the North Wind), there is a dearer and more memorable landmark
It is, as one of our own poets has said, a "vision
than the Powis Gate.
wondrous

"

fair

which the eye expects

A

;

calm and changeless Minster

An

Town

ever-changing sea

form the setting of memory's jewel. To every son of King's it is the
Crown that vivifies and represents the distant (or, it may be, the near)
until he light on that stately outline,
past, which the whole scene recalls
:

the Spital wanderer is restless and unsatisfied.
The bells which find their
home under the Crown are sometimes said to call back all her exiles before

they

Their sound has certainly gone throughout the earth
Crown to the ends of the world.

die.

;

the

vision of the

"

a most curious and statelie work of
hewin and corned stones, representing to the view of all beholders a brave
pourtrait of the royale diademe ". Two other such towers stood on Scottish
soil ^ one still adorns the High Street of Edinburgh
the other added an
additional charm to the Linlithgow of Mary Stuart, and perished under
It

is,

the

says

chronicler,

:

;

probably the work of the family of
Franche or French, three generations of whom are to be ranked among the

the last

All three were

George.

One of them, possibly the artist
great builders of mediaeval Scotland.
designed the Crown of King's, lies buried in an aisle of St. Machar.

who
The

Aberdeen Crown is sterner and simpler than her Edinburgh sister plain
arches arise from a buttres.sed tower and meet under a royal crown which
;

which adorn it are simple and almost
do not now look on it quite as it came from the builder's
hands.
Within a little over a century it required serious repairs (1620),
and scarcely had these been completed, when a wild February gale in
1633 blew it down, "whereby both the roofes of tymber and lead and other
adjacent works were pitifullie crushed, and that Royall crown loosed ".
A great Bishop ruled Aberdeen under Charles I., and to the efforts of
Patrick Forbes, supported by the College itself and by the City of Aberdeen, we owe its re.storation. The builder to whom the work was entrusted
rests

on

severe.

their keystones; the pinnacles

We

'

There

is

another and older example at Newcastle.
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left his name carved on the keystone on the west side of the great arch
of the Crown, thus escaping the fate of those " which have no memorial,
who are perished as though they had never been ".

has

The tower thus nobly crowned is the Campanile of the College Chapel,
which occupies the north side of the quadrangle. When William Klphinstone, the saintly prelate to whom the north-eastern corner of Scotland
owes more than to any other single man, obtained from Pope and King

permission and ratification for his double foundation of a University and
a College in Old Aberdeen, he made it his first business to secure as his
teachers men fitted to train their fellows for the service of God in Church

and

State.

He

intended to create, and he did create, an institution which

should be, above all else, a body of teachers and pupils.
When he had
obtained the services of the distinguished scholar from whom Shakespeare

was

to learn the legend of

build a

worthy home

erection of a

"

for his

House of God.

Macbeth," Elphinstone next determined to
masters and students, and he began b}' the

Boece and

his

colleasfues

and

their first

pupils could seek a place of abode in some cottage in the High Street, or
might find entertainment among the hospitable dignitaries in the Chanonry.

What arrangements

Elphinstone made we do not know that he made
his character can doubt.
These things
:

some provision no one who knows

left for future settlement.
But the College of St. Mary in the
Nativity must have a noble house in which to worship God and do honour
to Our Lady, under whose special protection the Society was placed.
The

might be

name was lost years before the time came when a painting of
the Virgin in the Chapel organ-screen was described as "a portrait of
some woman, naebody kens wha, whilk is a thing most intolerable in the
dedication

Kirk of a College ". Why the name of St. Mary perished almost immediately at Aberdeen, as, a hundred years before, it had perished among
That
the scholars of Wykeham's New College at Oxford, is a mystery.
his
and
patronage
supKing James IV. gave Elphinstone's foundation
port is true but his predecessors had similarly encouraged Glasgow and
;

St.

Andrews.

If

one

may

hazard a conjecture,

it

would be that the Crown

It was the first building in Scotland to rest under
suggested the name.
the shadow of a royal crown, and doubtless it became known popularly as
"
"
the King's College long before the time when the College of St. Mary

Professor Davidson has drawn my
disappears from formal documents.
attention to a passage in Boece's Bishops of Aberdeen (ed. Moir, p. 117),
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which Boece asserts that Elphinstone, " modestiae causa," wished the
"
The analogy of King's College, Cambridge
College to be called regale ".

in

(Collegium Regale), makes it probable that we are to translate this as
If this is so, the name "King's
"King's" and not merely "royal".
"
College must have been used colloquially almost from the beginning, as
Boece's book was printed in 1522.
Not for twenty years afterwards do
find the expression in a formal charter, and even then both names are
inserted " regale collegium B. V. M. in Nativitate ",
What Boece meant

we

Founder desired the College to be so called " modestiae
a mystery.
Possibly there was a popular tendency to call it
colloquially the Bishop's College, and Elphinstone loyally insisted that, if

by saying
causa"

it

that the

is

was not to be

The

called St. Mary's,

date of the Chapel

outside the west door

:

—

is

it

known as " King's ".
known from the inscription

should be

accurately

per serenissimum iUustnssimum ct imnctissinuun 5. 51).
ciuarto noiias Bprilis anno miUcsimo et qutnoentesinio boc
insionc colleoinni latonii inceperunt eNficare.

IR.

The Chapel
Chancel and Nave

one long building,

is
;

it

in a triangular apse.

divided

by a rood-screen

into

possesses neither aisle nor transept, and it terminates
Of two small towers which originally adorned it,

one, at the east end, has disappeared, leaving only some traces of a staircase
upon the outer wall the other, a graceful spire in the centre of the roof,
;

is

associated with the

It is

name

of

King Charles
built by

sometimes said to have been

but as

we know

that

(I. ?),

whose cipher it bears.
by his son,

that monarch, or

required substantial repairs in 1638, it is probable
that the cipher was added at that date, when it was also engraved on the
"
There is no reason for believing that the " little steeple
lead of the roof
is

it

not as old as the rest of the building.

The west and north

sides of the

any, change, save from time and weather.
The west window has, fortunately, been preserved intact, although only a
It is a roundfew fragments remain of Elphinstone's original glass.

chapel have suffered

little,

if

headed window of four lights, with rich cusped tracery, rare in Scotland,
and an inspiration from Flemish architecture led the builder to obtain an
unusual effect by making the central mullion run straight up to the top,
A somewhat similar round-headed window fills one
bisecting the arch.
of the bays on the north side

;

other four bays are

filled

with pointed
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windows,

in

1,7-^

each of which has been restored the distinctive feature of the

by the central muUion in the sixth bay is the doorwhich
bodies of early members of the College were
the
way through
carried to their last resting-place in the now forgotten graveyard outside.
Traces of change are more evident on the east and south sides of the
The east window has entirely disappeared.
In 1620 orders
Chapel.
were given to destroy its tracery, and fill the space with glass we do not
know that this was ever done, but, in 1658, a building known as the
bisection of the arch

;

;

"

Timber Muses

"

was

built against the east end, finally closing

No attempt was made to restore it either in 1873 or
window.
The two narrow windows in the apse have lost their original
One

up the
in 1891.
tracer)-.

closed up in 171 5, and when it was reopened in 1823,
both (and the nearest window in the south side) were filled with light
These have since been removed, and a
mullions with wooden mouldings.

of

them was

heavier stone tracery inserted.
The south side of the Chapel presents an obvious contrast to the rest
of the building, in being largely covered with granite, the permanent

memorial of a long and varied history. The first change in the south
was made by Bishop Stewart (Chancellor, 1532-45). He built out a
A small doorway
library and jewel-house, extending into the quadrangle.
wall

south wall represents the entrance into this treasurefallen into a state of decay by the beginning of
the eighteenth century, and it was replaced in 1724-25 by the munificent
Dr. James Eraser, of Chelsea, whom we shall meet later on.
Dr. Eraser's

in the interior of the

house.

The

library had

Library was on the first floor, and the ground
"
a number of " Schools
There
or classrooms.

floor
is

was occupied by

a tradition that this

second library was destroyed by fire somewhere about the year 1773.
This tradition is so explicit that it is scarcely possible to doubt the existence of a fire yet it depends solely on the evidence of one revered and
;

distinguished son of King's, and finds no confirmation either in the Minutes
The story shall
of the Senatus or in the Aberdeen Journal oi the period.
in his own words by Professor Norman Macpherson, of Edinburgh,
whose grandfather, Dr. Roderick Macleod, was for sixty-eight years an
official of the College, and fifteen years its Principal, and whose father
His recollections can thus go back,
was over sixty years a Professor.
with the help of one intermediary, to the appointment of Roderick
Macleod as a regent in 1749, and he has embodied them, with much

be told
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recondite information, in his iVotes on the Chapel (ind Ancient Buildings

of Kings

College,

obligations
"

I

:

—

which

to

heard of this

[fire]

"

all

from

subsequent

my

inquirers

father," says

must owe great

Professor Macpherson,

how

the north side of the Chapel came to be of
in reply to my asking
fresh-looking granite, while there were embedded in it a number of ancient

arms evidently of much more ancient date, and carved in sandtold me there had been a library there, which had been burnt,
and that when this happened the chapel wall required new support, and
was then cased and buttressed with granite as we now see it and that
the old coats of arms had been nearly all on the walls of the library, and
having escaped the fire, were, along with some others, inserted in the new
I
have heard my mother tell of this burning. She had
granite work.
the story from her father. Principal Macleod, and said that it took place
I
do not recollect any date
during his connection with the University.
The
who
was
'hebdomadar'
for the week,
mentioned.
professor
being
and so in charge of the buildings, had, one afternoon, after the students'
dinner at which he had, ex officio, presided, put his hand on some wainscotting, and finding it very hot, suspected fire, and caused some of the
lining of the room where he was to be torn down, when fire burst out, and
there was barely time to save the books of the library by throwing them

coats of
stone.

He

;

into the nav^ of the Chapel."
The Senatus Minutes of the period show clearly enough that the
occurrence of a fire was not the original cause of the destruction of

The

College was at this time occupied with great
and schemes for enlarging the College and for buildOn the 7th April,
ing manses for the professors were under consideration.
a
that
manses
should
be immediately
Committee
recommended
1773,
Eraser's

Library.

plans for rebuilding,

erected.

"

And

that these

may

be built at as

little

expence to the Fund

as possible [they] agree that the west end of the College Chappel be immediately fitted up for a Library out of the I'und belonging to the Library,

that so the present Library and Schools being taken down, the materials
of them may be employed in building the said Manses." This resolution

was confirmed on the 6th

unknown

May by

the College.

At what

date the

fire

but the language of the Minutes clearly indicates
Forthat the step was adopted as part of a great .scheme of building.
a
was
A very elaborate
carried out.
tunately, only
portion of this scheme

occurred

is

;

thp: buildings
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made by Adam, was

too expensive to be seriously considered.
It
"in
the
modern
taste,"
provided
projecting from the line of the west end of the Chapel to the street, in strictly
classical style, and adorned with a portico supported on Doric pillars.
plan,

for the erection of a large building

Money was not so easily raised in the eighteenth century as it is to-day,
and the blessing of poverty prevented not only this enormity, but a
perhaps still more hideous abomination, for another existing plan shows
a porter's lodge built on the south side of the Crown Tower, uniform with
the west end of the Chapel.
The available funds, however, sufficed only
for the erection of the two detached manses, now assigned to the Chairs of

Greek and Mathematics.

The

interior of the
Its

most

Chapel has, of course, been subject to

many

varied

distinctive feature has, fortunately, been preserved, the

changes.
noble screen of richly carved oak, which Elphinstone probably brought
from abroad, and which is worthy to be compared with the work in St.
George's Chapel at Windsor or in Henry VI I. 's Chapel at Westminster.

The

^

have all disappeared from the stalls (Calvinism had no
But the stalls with
use for misereres), and the back panels are all new.
their exquisite canopies remain, and the great doorway into the Antejniserere seats

Professor Norman Macpherson, with the help of an inventory of
has
1542,
conjecturally reconstructed the interior of the Chapel in preReformation times, and to his book we refer the reader for details. At

chapel.

the eve of the Reformation

it

contained three altars

;

the high altar, sur-

mounted by a great painting, the altar of the Blessed Sacrament in the
north side, and, in the south, an altar of St. Catherine, erected b\^ the
In front of the high altar was the now
executors of Principal Boece.
rifled tomb of the Founder.
The blue marble slab still remains but the
;

"
statue has vanished, although pious imagination can reconstruct
the tomb
of the Founder, on the upper part of which rests his efifigy, robed in his
pontificals, with two angels holding candlesticks by his head, and two
servants at his feet bearing an inscription graven in brass.
In the lower
on
the
three
Virtues
and
the
South,
Theological
portion are,
Contempla-

and on the North, the Cardinal Virtues with their distinctive symbols,
on the East and West sides of the Founder are insignia borne by angels."
Mediaeval Scotland was not rich in holy lives lived, at all events, in the
William Elphinstone was a saint and a statesman. To his
sight of men.

tion,

—

'

Some

of them remain

in

the subsellia.
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wisdom and his munificence thousands of Scotsmen have owed the richness
and the fuhiess of their Hves. We have eaten of his bounty, and have left
his resting-place desolate.
The strong common sense of which we boast
has stigmatized as weak sentimentalism any effort to do honour to his
It is true that there are higher and greater ways of indicating our
name.
but to do this
reverence and gratitude than a restoration of his tomb
The superstition
would not necessarily involve leaving the other undone.
;

and gratitude can only exist when no outward or visible
is made of their existence, has
gone far to kill reverence and
That the tomb of William Elphinstone remains to-day as it was
gratitude.
left by the sacrilegious robbers who (possibly, but by no means certainly, in
the name of religion) despoiled it of the beauty with which it had been
adorned by the loving hands of the first King's College men, is a humiliatthat reverence

sign whatsoever

ing thought in this year of rejoicing.

Two

pulpits have been placed in the chapel since the Reformation.
of these (now used as the pulpit) is a restoration of a pulpit placed in
St. Machar's Cathedral by Bishop Stewart, in the middle of the sixteenth
century, and partially destroyed by a number of Covenanters in 1640, led

One

by Principal Guild, of King's College, who "ordained our Blessed Lord
It
Jesus Christ, his armes to be hewn out of the foir front of the pulpit ".
was given to the College in the early part of the nineteenth century. The
other pulpit, now occupied by the Principal, is the throne or seat of Bishop
Patrick Forbes,

who

where he placed
for

Bishop Stewart's

How
robes,

its

or

when

pulpit, has

now been

ings,

it

restored to

it.

ornaments, its jewels and
marble pavements and coloured hang-

the Chapel was robbed of

paintings and brass, its
It survived the

we do not know.

when
and

it,

It still remains
used the Chapel as his Synod-house.
of the apse, and its base, at one time used

in the centre

first

its

ravages of the Reformation,

Principal Anderson armed the students and defended the College,
probably suffered more in the course of the seventeenth than in the

sixteenth century.

It

suffered

again

in

the

eighteenth century,

from

neglect and disuse.
Religious services within its walls fell into abeyance,
and it was used only for graduation ceremonies, for meetings of the Synod
of Aberdeen, and when the body of a dead professor lay on the Founder's

tomb
all

in

It escaped the greatest danger of
before being carried out to burial.
connection with the Building Scheme in 1773, to which we have

already

referred.

What

actually

happened then was that the nave was
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up as a library. The walls were covered with book-shelves, and a
doorway was made into the Crown Tower. But the College had before
them a plan for using the nave partly as a library and partly for lecture-

fitted

Mr.

rooms.

Adam suggested making

and placing a

floor for the library

three "schools" on the ground floor,
"
level of the west window.
All

on the

these schools are intended to be lighted from the North and the walls
must be slapped for three windows as well as for one door to the South.

There can be no access to the library but by an outer stair in the College
A chimney was to be inserted in the roof, beside the little spire.
Court."
Fortunately, accommodation for lecture-rooms was found elsewhere, but
the record of the deliberations betrays no suggestion that aesthetic considerations influenced the decision.

Early in the nineteenth century, the hand of the restorer was at work.
In 1823 the Murray legacy, for sermons in the College Chapel, became
"
in St. Machar's was abandoned, and the
available
the " College loft
;

In view
Chapel was again used for the religious worship of the Society.
"
of this, the Chapel was " restored
the
destruction
of
the
altar
by
steps,
and the introduction of pews. Five large paintings of Scripture scenes
(now in the Ante-chapel) were removed from the hall and hung on the
Chapel walls. In 1873, when the books had been removed from the
nave to the new Library, the oak screen was removed further to the

Some beautiful carved oak, forming an
west, thus enlarging the Chapel.
ambone and a gallery between nave and choir, were recklessly thrown
away, as much about the same time an equally ruthless restorer banished
the carvings from the Chapel of Winchester College.

More

fortunate

than Winchester, King's College was able, twenty years later, to find a
place of repentance in H.M. Office of Works, and part of the carved

work returned to find a site in the Chapel. This last renovation restored
some of the waste places of former generations. The chancel steps were replaced the floor was made damp-proof and adorned with heraldic designs
the roof was painted as part of a great scheme of colouring an organ took
;

;

;

the place of that which had escaped the Reformers to fall before the CovenAll this and more was done with taste and reverence, under the

anters.

W. D. Geddes) and Sir
made to deal with the
was
however,
attempt,
Want of
Founder's
tomb.
the
of
restore
the
east
window
or
to
problem
but an
in
the
course
rendered
this
the
best
circumstances,
money
probably
wise and

skilful

hands of the

Rowand Anderson.

No

late

Principal (Sir
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unfortunate step was taken when new carved stalls were made for the
This arrangement had been
Principal and Professors round the apse.

adopted

in 1823, but, in 1891-92,

it

might well have been abandoned, and

the dignitaries of the University might have returned to their historical
That Bishop Forbes placed his
seats in the stalls of the great screen.
seat in the apse for an entirely different purpose was no real reason why a
defiance of history, for which the excuse of ignorance might perhaps have
been made in 1825, should continue in the wider knowledge of to-day.
stall prepared by the Founder for the Principal may, perhaps, some
be
occupied by the Principal.
da}'
Of the remainder of the original buildings of King's College we know

The

but

little.

On

the

ea.st

side of the quadrangle stood the Great Hall, with the

Public School underneath

— probably the work of the Founder himself

Its

oak roof (alcoved like that of the Chapel) was destroyed early in the
nineteenth century, but the Hall itself remained till the mid-Victorians
Its beautiful mullioned
fell upon it in i860 and ruthlessly destroyed it.
windows may be descried in the well-known engraving dated about 1820.
"
Of all the oak in which it was so rich," says Professor Macpherson, " there

exists but one fragment, transferred to the Chapel

—

a representation of the
Public School had been spoiled in 1773 by its division
into lecture-rooms (the device which saved the Chapel at that date), but

Founder's arms."

The

both Hall and Public School would have been jealously preserved in an age
The .same remark applies to the buildings
less barbarous than the sixties.
which occupied the south side of the quadrangle. This site was apparently

who left the completion of his work to Bishop
That great Bishop erected a row of domestic buildings, of which
the painting ascribed to Jameson gives us some slight conception, and of
which the Eastern Tower still remains. We have a few details about the
rooms the Principal's chamber beautifully panelled and adorned with paint"
ane chandelar of brass with the ymage of Our Lady
ings and hangings and
and .sex flouris ". Each dormitory had its name given from the planets and
constellations, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, Venu.s, the Ram, the Bull, and so
not built on by the Founder,

Dunbar.

—

—

forth.

Within these rooms

lived all the

members

of the College, masters

.students, with the exception of the Humanist, the Mediciner, and the
Canonist.
Bishop Dunbar's buildings were found to be in a sad state of

and

decay about 1720, and Dr. James Eraser, of Chelsea,
Library and Schools on the opposite side of the quadrangle

who

rebuilt

the

— a son of King's
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—

whom

none has surpassed in loyalty and affection offered to erect new
buildings on the south side.
Fortunately, Dunbar's Eastern Tower was
spared its spire, which was blown down by a gale in 17 15, has never been
"
restored, but the
Ivy Tower" remains, and adds a beauty to the College,
its
although
significance has been somewhat destroyed in recent years by a
Eraser has been less fortunate than Dunbar.
and
servant's house.
pavilion
His Library was destroyed in 1773 his domestic building in i860.
Its
most notable feature was a cloister-like piazza which ran along its whole
The ground floor contained two classrooms, and the remaining
length.
After
space was devoted to living-rooms for students and professors.
Collegiate residence died out, about a century ago, the students' rooms be;

;

came

some years in the fifties, by
known as " Hebrew Scott ".

disused, save, for

the Professor of Oriental

The east attic, known
Languages, usually
as " the Lobby," had long been used for dancing, and the west end continued
to be occupied as a manse by one of the regents.
Professor Macpherson
recollects

can

two or three students
humble house

and he
living within the College walls
of the Oeconomus, and the great arched
^

;

recall the low,

"
In the court between it and the Hall was a
chimney of the kitchen.
—
no one could say how old."
draw-well, and in it an eel
One other building of respectable age requires to be mentioned the

—
Square Tower which by a recent confusion of ideas has come

as Cromwell's Tower.

It

was commenced

—

to be

known

order to provide
1658,
Scotland was then under General
in

in

accommodation for students.
and
he and a number of his officers gave some assistance to the
Monk,
Puritan Principal, Row.
It was completed, under different auspices, after
the Restoration, and it came to possess a billiard-room as well as chambers
and schools. Of early nineteenth-century additions^, the less said the better.
increased

The least objectionable is an addition to the Square Tower (1825), containing an interior staircase. The most infelicitous is Archibald Simpson's
west front. This side of the quadrangle does not seem to have been utilised
or Dunbar, except for the Chapel and Towers.
Jameson's
shows
a
small building, just outside, called the Grammar School.
painting
Apart from this school, which disappeared at some unknown date, the site
continued to be unoccupied, and escaped Adam's dome and Doric pillars

by Elphinstone

1

in

in 1775, and died out, as a recognised arrangement,
Professor Macpherson recollects must have obtained

Residence ceased to be compukory

Session 1824-25.

The

private leave to occupy

students

whom

some of the disused rooms.
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;

but

in

1825 Simpson built his Renaissance front, to pay for
It fails to harmonise with

which the College sold most of its bells.
Elphinstone's Gothic, and sadly spoils the

Crown Tower. Scarcely
place row of lecture-rooms of

the

less

effect of the

unfortunate

is

southern side of

the dull and

common-

860, which occupy the south and west sides,
and which equally fail to harmonise with the beauty which is a legacy
from the past. The only recent work on which the eye can rest with any
satisfaction

1

the Library, built on the site of the ancient kitchen and ex-

is

tending eastward for some 200
transepts,

feet.
It is a long and lofty hall, with double
The whole effect
1870 and completed in 1885.
no library in Scotland is so magnificently housed. Stand-

commenced

is

in

impressive
ing in the corridor beside the bust of a distinguished young graduate who
fell with Cavagnari at Cabul in
1879, and looking up the long line of books
;

to the Melvin window, one can feel that here,

if

nowhere

else in

Old Aber-

best to keep from spoiling "ancient worth ".
deen, modern
Of Elphinstone's extra-mural buildings one stone remains the coat
of arms of the Founder
which, with the remnant of an old gateway, is
art has

done

its

—

—

Humanity manse, and which used to give the
The Sign of the Mitre ". The Snow Church, served,

built into the wall of the

house the

name

of "

according to Elphinstone's plan, by the Canonist, has entirely disappeared,
and on the site of the Canonist's .manse is a house (now attached to the

Chair of Church History) dating from the year i860.

manse was

The

Mediciner's

now belongs to the Chair
The very memory of the quaint old houses is dying
memory of the vanished type of Scots professor who

rebuilt in

1842 for Dr. Gregory, and

of Biblical Criticism.
out,

with

the

inhabited them, and they can be recalled to-day only by such an old-world
drawing as that which preserves the likeness of the old Canonist's manse,

which Thomas Reid lived his simple life at Aberdeen and wrote a book
men yet read, and in which Sub-Principal Macpherson reared the
sons who, like not a few of their fellows, were to help to keep India under
"
"
brave pourtrait cast its shade
the wearer of the Imperial diadem whose
in

that

over the playground of their boyhood.

When we

turn from King's to Marischal, we find ourselves on different
was there a Founder who combined stricter economy with
Never
ground.
his piety than the Keith, to whom Carlyle was grateful for allowing
Scotsmen to cultivate the Muses on a little oatmeal. There is no evicience
that he contributed out of his patrimony

any sum

to the foundation of the
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College he contented himself with securing for it part of the lands of
In a similar
which he and his fellow-robbers were despoiling the Church.
of
his
accommodation
he
for
the
Society, by obtaining for
spirit,
provided
them from the Town Council such parts of the monastery of the Greyfriars
as had been spared in the outrages which accompanied the Reformation.
The unfortunate Friars had resigned their property into the hands of the
;

magistrates in 1559, ^^'^^ ^^'^ S^^^ ^^s sanctioned by the Crown after the
deposition of Queen Mary, the Town Council undertaking to use the
building as a hospital.

This promise they did not

fulfil,

whom

to the Earl of Huntly, from
King James gave
two years later, into the hands of the Town Council.
it

it

and

in

1587

again passed,
This flotsam

and jetsam of a building served as the Marischal College of Aberdeen
for nearly a hundred years, and in some room in it Dugald Dalgetty
"

a place at the bursar's table, when if you did not move your
jaws as fast as a pair of castanets, you were very unlikely to get anything to put between them ". Not one stone of the building thus acquired
is
known to exist to-day. The ancient Church of the Greyfriars, in
filled

which the College worshipped, was a beautiful example of Scoto-Gothic,
built in freestone by a distinguished architect, Alexander Galloway, in
the beginning of the sixteenth century.
Unfortunately, it was the proof
the
Town
not
of
the
Council,
College, and that body almost
perty
immediately permitted the erection of ugly houses to obscure its butin 1 769, under the pretext of an intention to open up the
tressed side
entrance to the College, they destroyed twenty feet of it, and added a
;

hideous
ing

aisle projecting into the

Scheme

quadrangle

;

in

connection with the Build-

work by destroying the church
window into a new granite structure.

of 1889, they completed their

altogether, and building its noble east
The architect produced a beautiful design incorporating the church in the
new College the family who have been by far the most generous bene;

known attempted to use an influence
which they might reasonably be supposed to possess but neither a sense of
beauty nor a sense of gratitude nor the half-hearted and inconsistent
pleading of the University Court availed to save the last pre- Reformation
building in Aberdeen from a Town Council of Goths and Vandals, worthy
successors of the culprits who were guilty of the equally wanton destruc-

factors Marischal College has ever

;

tion of the beautiful East
^

Some

Church

'

some seventy years

before.

portions of the East Church, fortunately, remain.

The

all-
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important consideration was the erection of a granite edifice with which
they have finally closed the quadrangle which they proposed to open up.
Of the original College there remains a single stone, added by the

an inscription with the famous motto: 'CTbG^ bilit
<^nbat sav? tbcgl Xat tbainc sa^— supposed to have been
there
by the Earl as an answer to the critics who commented
placed

Founder

himself.

It is

sai^.

The original College
adversely on his spoliation of the Abbey of Deer.
to
have
been
for
made upon it in
never
the
demands
seems
adequate
;

1633, for instance, the Town Council ordered a house at the back of the
College to be fitted up with beds for the students who were formerly
in the Town House.
It was probably from this cause that Collegiate
residence was nev-er compulsory at Marischal College, except for Bursars,
In 1639 Spalding records a fire which destroyed the east quarter of the
"
However, it was shortly bigged up again, yet taken for a visitaCollege

lodged

:

tion from God," he remarks.

the
"

fire

was

first

noticed

His

by some

Gordon, mentions that
landed and gave the alarm.

rival historian,

who

sailors,

A

"
which was all the loss,
quarter of the edifice was burned," he adds,
except of some few books, either embezzled or purloined, or by the trepidation of the crowding multitude, thrown into a deep well, which stands in

the College yard
which books the magistrates of the city had given orders
to carry out of the Library, which was next to the burning, and had it
once taken fire, would have defaced the best Library that ever the north
;

parts of Scotland saw."
After the Restoration

it became apparent that the buildings must be
and steps were taken as early as 1660 to collect money
Appeals were made to the Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge and to Eton, all of which responded with subscriptions, as did
also exiled Scotsmen living in the Baltic ports.
A representative was

entirely replaced,
for the purpose.

sent in person to

Oxford and Eton

it

:

is

interesting to note that his

his living expenses (at 2s. 6d. a day),
travelling expenses were ^5 6s. 3d.
is valued at
Oxford
^32 I2S. 6d. and a horse stolen at
£g os. 4d. No
;

;

beginning appears to have been made till 1682, when Principal Paterson
entered enthusiastically into the scheme the process of raising money was
;

and the building seems to have gone on spasmodically, as money or
stones were received. The Scottish Parliament contributed the stipends of
some vacant churches, and the Convention of Royal Burghs gave £1,200
Scots, in consideration of which the Senatus entertained the Commissioners
slow,

THE BUILDINGS
to

"two pounds of coarse

biscuit
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and six ounce of

fine biscuit, five

pounds

of rough almonds, five pounds of raisins, three pints of claret, a chopin of
ale, a pint of Canary, seven pints of ale, white loaves, pipes and tobacco ",

Professor Knight, to whose laborious investigations, preserved in numerous
in his clear and careful handwriting, the historians of Marischal

notes

^

College will always owe a debt of gratitude, has left on record some details
"
about these buildings.
The interior furnishings," he says, " were long

many years without windows
and adorned by graduates on leaving College."
The inadequate provision made by the Founder hampered Marischal College
throughout its whole separate existence until it was united with the richer
sister Foundation, whose resources have long since been drained b}' the
demands of science. It must probably have been some individual benefactor who gave the Heraldic Roof which adorned the old Hall, and which
was needlessly destroyed when the College was rebuilt in the nineteenth
postponed.

The

Hall, in particular, lay for

:

several of these were erected

century.

extend

In spite of grinding poverty, the College

made a noble

effort to

building between 1738 and 1 741, and added to the seventeentherection
a south wing which contained some schools and dwellingcentury
rooms for regents and students. The architect, Adam, remarks that the
its

"

as by the Foundation
lodgings for the masters need not be extensive,
Charter no women can be admitted into the College".
It is perhaps possible to infer from this that there were as yet no married regents resident

within the walls

;

and

it is

clear that Collegiate residence of students,

though

never compulsory, had not yet quite died out. But, before long, houses for
married regents were made, as at King's College and, by the middle of the
1 8th
century, students had entirely ceased to reside within the walls.
;

The last change which it falls to us to record is the building of what
known to some survivors of an earlier generation as the new
Marischal College.
The changes of the early nineteenth century and the

is

still

number

of students rendered the old buildings unsuitable,
and as early as 1818 a proposal was made to rebuild on another site but it
Two new sites
was not till 1834 that the work was actually commenced.
increase in the

;

in Belmont Street, and the other extending from
Denburn Bridge to Crown Street. Finally, it was decided to retain
the old site, and two alternative designs by Archibald Simpson were sub-

were considered— one
the

'

These MSS. are partly

his daughter,

Miss Knight,

in

who

the possession of the University Library and partly in that of
has been good enough to give the author access to them.
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—^"a

The Minutes record that the Gothic
Gothic and a Grecian".
in
and
was
preferred,
September, 1836, the then existing College
design
to
the
over
contractors.
The plain building, its central wing
was given
surmounted by a clock, its severe and regular south wing, its northern
block relieved by a turret staircase leading to an observatory which had
mitted

—

been established there in 1795 all these are fast fading out of human
memory, and can be recalled only by a few representations on canvas or

They seem to have made but little appeal to emotion,
and they have never been enshrined in prose or verse, although Professor
Masson, in unveiling the Burns Statue in Aberdeen in 1892, paid them a
tribute of affectionate allegiance.
Surely, he thought, there never were
steel engraving.

such stars as Professor Cruickshank used to show him from the top of the
old Marischal College.
In 1838 Dr. Glennie, the last professor to reside
in the College,

abandoned the northern wing

to the contractor,

and then

Dr. Glennie was the
quickly followed the end of a not very auld sang.
successor of Beattie in the Chair of Moral Philosophy, and he had occupied
for some twenty years the quaint rooms of the irregular old house.
One

of his grandchildren. Miss Knight, who witnessed from the window of his
drawing-room the ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of the new
College on the i8th October, 1837, has lived to see the completion of the
Extension Scheme in 1906.
Archibald Simpson's somewhat plain and

—

—

however, entirely lacking in impressiveness was
finished in 1844, and in view of the ^200,000 recently expended, it is inWant of
teresting to note that the original structure cost about ^^30,000.
severe building

not,

money prevented any effort to open up Simpson's work to the public gaze,
and the old gateway, dating from the second quarter of the seventeenth
century, survived to be associated with the College memories of later generations.
Some additions were made to the buildings of Marischal College
between i860 and 1889, as the growth of scientific teaching demanded
increased space for laboratory and lecture-room, but the outward aspect
of Marischal College was scarcely changed between the rebuilding in the
thirties and the great Extension Scheme of the nineties, the completion
of which

we

are

now engaged

in

celebrating.

We

are probably right in

regarding the year 1 505-6 as the date of the establishment of regular Collegiate residence and discipline at King's College, and it is, thus, a happy
coincidence that

we can

associate our pride in a distinguished past with

our hopes for a prosperous future.

Robert

S. Rait.

COLLECTIONS TOWARDS A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
THE UNIVERSITIES OF ABERDEEN, 1522-1906.
Academic
either

:

i.

ii.

—

bibliography has for

its

sphere

all

printed matter that illustrates

The history and development of a University as a corporate body
The literary activity of the University's sons and daughters.

;

or

of this volume, the Aberdeen Collections here
attempted deal only with the first of these two divisions. The other far
wider in extent forms part of a scheme that has been for some years on
In accord with the

title

—

—

New Spalding Club.
our quatercentenary volume was suggested, and its
preparation was greatly helped, by the existence of a bibliographical work
of unusual excellence, the late Mr. J. P. Edmond's Aberdeen Printers,

the

of the

programme

This chapter

in

1620-1JJ6, which supplies information as to the whereabouts of many of
the rarer Aberdeen books.
Following Mr. Edmond, I have recognised a

between the books printed before and after 1736: "that date
in a measure separating the antiquarian from the commercial periods in
For the earlier books, which may
the history of Aberdeen printing ".
distinction

claim, apart

from their subject matter, a certain purely typographical

have given fairly full transcripts of titlepages and collations of
For the later, only the essential parts of the titlepage have
contents.
been reproduced, according to the recognised methods of cataloguing
interest,

I

modern books omissions being indicated by the insertion of dots
.),
and the printer's name being noted, if of Aberdeen. In both classes I
have endeavoured to see the volumes myself. The greater number are in
the Aberdeen University Library
but the Advocates' Library, the Signet
Library, the Edinburgh and Glasgow University Libraries, the Mitchell
Library, the Haigh Hall Library, the Aberdeen United Free Church College and Townhouse and Public Libraries, and the Kirkwall Bibliotheck
:

(.

;

25

.
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have

been put under contribution and I gratefully acknowledge the
of
their respective librarians.
Mr. Kellas Johnstone has kindly
courtesy
examined for me several volumes in the British Museum, and Mr.
all

Madan

has supplied descriptions of a group of Aberdeen theses
the
Bodleian
preserved
Library.
It will be seen that in dealing with the earlier books I have adopted
Falconer

in

the method used by Mr.

attempt

is

is

in his

Early Oxford Press. Thus an
and lower case letters, the

to distinguish the capitals

italic

The size of type used in the
founts, of the titlepage.
"
"
recto and verso of a leaf are indicated by the superior

roman and
text

Madan

made

The

stated.

and v €5^ standing for the verso of the fifth leaf of the sheet
whose signature is C, while C5 includes both recto and verso. The title,
unless otherwise described, is on the recto of the first leaf of the first
The
sheet, and every page to which no contents are assigned is blank.
absence of vertical bars shows that the book has not been specially examined.
My list which appropriately begins with the account of the founding
letters r

:

—

of the University, written by

and incomplete, and

its

first

principal

—

is

confessedly tentative

be grateful for having my attention called to
books or pamphlets overlooked. I should, however, explain that, in order
to keep the list within bounds, certain classes of booKS have been inSuch are: works on general history, even though
tentionally excluded.
I

shall

containing incidentally
Universities,

e.g.,

much matter

directly bearing on the
Wodrow's Colleetious ;

Spalding's Troubles or

Aberdeen
works of

reference like the Dictionary of National Biograp/iy or Hew Scott's Fasti ;
professorial text-books, unless explicitly issued for use in Aberdeen University classes.
I

arn indebted for various suggestions or for valuable help in proofW. Robertson, to Mr. Kellas Johnstone, to the Rev.

revision to Mr. A.

Stephen Ree, to Mr.

W.

Keith Leask, and to

my assistant.
P. J.

Miss M.

S. Best.

Anderson.

PART

1522-1736.

I.,

1522.
Boece, Hector,
clorem Boetium Vitce.
\Coloph(m'\

|

[Device no.

Impreffli

Deo

M.D.xxii.

Salutis.

rum Murthlacen.

episcopo

htec

funt

of Badius

i

—

all

&

Afcenfiano

prelo

Aberdonen. Per He-

|

within arched border.]

Ad

Maias Anno

Idus
[

Gratire.

I

A-E** = xxxviii + [2] leaves,
Title; A2, dedication to Bishop
Gavin Dunbar; A3-E6, Episcoporum vitae
Eyr, Catalogus
Eyv, three sets of elegiac
verses -Dominus Guilhelmus Elphynstonus
Aberdonen. Episcopus & Collegii scholasti7 in.

4°.

1

pica roman.

I

suum

institutor

illic

ac patronus, collegium
Respondet Col-

alloquitur (10 lines),

—

—

legium (6 lines), loannes Vaus in laudem
huius operis & Authoris (6 lines),
Colophon

;

—

coru

;

E8

—

;

blank.

For Boece, the first principal, see Ojf. and Grad. of Kins;' s Coll. p. 23, and Diet. Nat.
His Vitac contains a detailed estimate of Bishop Elphinstone and an account of the
founding by him in Old Aberdeen of the College afterwards styled King's College. The work
was reprinted by the Bannatyne Club (60 copies) in 1825, and by the New Spalding Club
A metrical translation of the portion
(with a translation by James Moir, LL.D.) in 1894.
dealing with Elphinstone, written by Alexander Garden in i6ig, was printed by the
Hunterian Club in 1878.
Biog.

Dodl;rinalis Alexandrini de noniinum
Vans, John, -d-^ in primam *'4^
ac verboru
doco Badio
declinationibus, atq; formationibus partem, Ab lo
Afcenfio recognitam, Magiftri loanis
Vaus, natione Scoti & percelebris Abredonenfiu academic grammatici commentarii ab eode Afcen
fio itidem recogniti atq5 impreffi.
[Device no. i of Badius.]
\Colopho>i\ Sub prelo Aicenl'iano Ad Idus Martias mdxxii.
I

1

|

|

:

|

|

.

a-m* = [g6] leaves, pica and
roman.
Title: verso, lodocus
Badius Ascensius studiosis Abredonensis
Academia; philosophis salutem
a2,
loannes Vaus artium bonarum professor
4°.

small

8 in.

pica

.

The copy

.

.

;

.

.

Aberdonensium

studiosis

nuper

gymnasii

scholasticis salutem
a3-m7r. Text, colophon at foot of last page
m7v-8r,Robbertus Gra Aberdonensis studiosae
iuuentuti inibi commoranti salutem.
feliciter

instituti

.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

lower part of the title. \x\ added
piece of paper has the M\S. note in the handwriting of Professor John Ker (infra., 1725)
"
Impr. Paris, i5-'2. Liber Coll. Regii Aberdonen. iternm compactus ac deauratus impensis
loannis Ker Graecarum Literarum Professoris in Academia Regia". The margins are covered
with notes, apparently in the handwriting of Vaus.
No other copy is known to survive
(Reichling's Bibliography of Alexander de Villa-Dei; Renouard's Bthliography of Badius).
The letters from Badius, Vaus, and Gray (regent and mediciner Off^. and Grad. 35, 50) are
in

Aberdeen University Library has

lost the

:

:

reprinted in Delisle's Jossc

Bade

ct

yean Vans

(i8g6, infra).
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Vaus, John. Rudimenta puerorum in artem grammaticam per Joannera
Vaus Scotum. Paris, Badius Ascensius, 1522.
Vaus was humanist at King's College {Diet. Nat. Biog.) A copy of this, the first edition
of his Rttdimcuta, was in the possession of David Laing, and was sold at Sotheby's, 12th
December, 1S79, but has not been traced. Copious extracts from that copy are printed in
James Grant's History of the Burgh Schools of Scotland (Load. 1876), pp. 51-56.

1531.
rj^ rvdimenta
xicam
pverorvm in artem grammaVaus, John.
loannem Vaus Scotum ex variis colledla in quibus tres prsecipui funt
libelli.
C Primus de Oclo partil:)us orationis fere ex Donate. Secundus de
earundem partium interpretatione lingua vernacula. C Tertius, de vuigari
Scotis eruditione, continens in fe
quinque capita. C Primum, De Declintinarum literaru diuifione pro iequentibus
ationibus nominum, prasmiffa Lanecellaria.
C Secudum, De Formatione temporum omniu modoru. C TerC Quartum, De Refolutione gramtium, De Concordantiis grammaticalibus.
|

|

per

:

:

|

|

I

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

de conftrudlione

maticali, breuiflima

C

oratoria, adiecfta appendice.
Quintum,
partium orationis in generali.
QVartus itidem lingua
Scotica feorfum additur libel
lus, continens Interrogatiunculas de exacliore
nominii & verboru regimine, vna cum regulis, quae a pueris ob facilitatem
aure?e vocantur
fam attinentibus nominu & verprjemiiTis etiam ad rem ip|

|

De Regimine omnium

|

|

C

|

|

|

:

|

borum

diuii'ionibus.

\_Coh>phofi\

Hasc Rudimenta Grammatices imprefia lunt

eft,

minus

eft

|

Finem

mirandum.

rur-

lus
|

prelo

proinde fi quid in ea erratum
autem acceperunt viii. Calend. Nouemb.

lodoci Badii Afcenfii Scoticte linguce
|

imjjeriti

:

|

|

15318 in.
4°.
aa-ff*, gg-hh^ = [60] leaves,
Title
pica roman except where noted.
verso, C Titulus in cruce Domini Hebraice,
Graece & Latine . .
aaa-ccy, Libellus primus ex Donato (aa8v-bbi in gothic) cc8-hh4,
Libellus II, de partiu oratiois interptatioe
ling. vern.
QVhat is ane orisone ? ane
;

.

;

;

.

.

.

richt ordinatione of dictionis to signify

thing

dum

.

.

.

ony

hhsr, C Ad candilectorem, qui graiecerit lacobi Bachalaurei

(in gothic)
Scotice nationis

matices basim non

;

Carmen

par;cneticum (22 elegiac lines)
hh5v, Errata hh6'', device no. 2 of Badius,

;

;

and Colophon.

The portions printed in gothic are mainly in Scots. This is a revised edition of the
issue of 1522.
These works by Vaus are given here partly as the first textbooks printed for
Aberdeen students, and partly because the only copy of each now known is preserved in
Aberdeen University Library. See Mr. Kellas Johnstone on Vaus, Scottish N. and Q. xii. 125.

1553.

Vaus, John.

A^

rvdimenta artis gram\

nmtkcE per

10.

vavs scotvm

C^ in duo diiiifa.
Pi'ima pars dat Hterai-uin, fyllabarum, &' dictiortum
prima libamina partim latine, partitii vuli^^i lingua Iradifa. Secuuda, docet vjum
dictionmu, ad orationes congruas fta
/uendas, fecunduni Jepiendcciin congruitaiis
formulas : vnde omnis gramuiaticcc arfis oraiio dependel. [Device of Masselin]
Ex officina Roberti Maffelin. 1553.
parisiis,
felecia,

\

\

\

\

\

j

I

\

I

|
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8 in.
aa-dd\ ee\ A-D^ = [52]
4°.
Title
leaves, pica and small pica roman.
verso, IT Titulus in cruce Domini
cc8aa2-cc7, Libellus primus ex Donato
6641, Libellus I [sic] de partium orationis
D2Ai-sr, Lib. I
A3V-D1, Lib. II
:

.

.

.

;

;

.

.

3r,

.

;

;

;

Statuta et leges ludi

literarii

grammati-

corum

3S9

Aberdonensium
Nomina
D3V,
numeralia D 4r, Alexander Skeyne iuventuti
Aberdonensi Grammatices studiosae S.
lo.
Ped. hexastichon ad
Ferrerii
D4V,
Icctorem
Lutetian Excudebat Robertas
Masselin, in monte D. Stephani ad iiisigne
Palmae. 1553.
;

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

From F^rrerius' verses we learn that this third edition was brought out by Vaus' successor, Theophilus Stewart (Off. awl Grad. 45), to whom the contents of sheets A-D seem to
be due.
"

[Only known copy
Misc.

V.

in

Vausius haec primum dederat vestigia pone
Theiophilus sequitur: doctus uterque Vale."
Aberd. Univ. Library. Thi Statuta et leges are reproduced
'

'

in

Spald.

397-402.]

1566.

Rudimenta artis grammalicre per Jo. Vaus Scotum selecta.
Vaus, John,
Anno Do. 1566.
Edinburgi, excudebat Robertus Lekpreuik.
Not

seen.

Apparently a fourth edition (McCrie's Knox, 1855,

p. 3 n.).

1593.

"Verse in Latin in commendatioune of
Cargill, Thomas.
Marischeall for erecking the new College in Aberdeen."
Not

seen.

Printed for the Aberdeen

Ogston's Oratiofuncbris, 1623 (N and Q.
.

i.

7,

Town

Council

129).

Cargill

my Lord

in 1593 (Accounts), and cited in
was master of the Grammar School.

1614.

oratio fi'nebr/s in memoriam cl. viri Dvncani
Gray, Gilbert.
LlDDELII
MEDICINyE DOCTORIS ET MATHEMATVM PROFESSO- RIS CELEBERSCRIPTA ET PRONVNCiATA i) GiLBERTO Grayo Gymnafiarcha AcadeRiMi.
?)iicB novcB Abredonuv
anno 1613. cvi accesservnt et alia
Decemb. 23.
Excudebat Andreas Hart bibliopola anno dom.
Eiilogia.
[A. Hart's device]
|

\

I

|

I

|

,

I

|

\

|

|

|

|

|

|

1614.

A-C\ Xf- = [14] leaves.
7j in.
verso, dedication to George Earl
Marischal, his son William, and the provost,
baillies and council of Aberdeen
A2-Cir,
4°.

Title

;

;

" Oratio "

in

pica

roman;

Civ,

C2, memorial Latin verses
C3-D2, "Apo"
in verse, small pica italic, signed
" David
VVedderburnus, Scholae Abredonensis
;

theosis

Moderator

".

blank;

For Duncan Liddel, the benefactor of Marischal College, see under 1790 infra, also
Marisc. \. 120-148, and Dut. Nat. Biog.
Gray was the second principal.
No copy is known of Raban's 1623 print of his Oratio dc illiisfribns Scotiac
Fasti, ii. 27.
For David
Scriptoribits, reprinted in 1708 by Mackenzie, Lives of Scots Writers, i. xxi.
Wedderburn see Coll. Aberd. and Bff. 60-66, and Diet. Nat. Biog. The verses by Wedderburn are included in Dclit. Poet. Scot. ii. 549-557. The only known copy of the Oratio
funebris bears the autograph of Patrick Dun, fifth principal, 1621-49.
Fasti Acad.
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1616.
Aedie, Andrew.
7j

4^^.

Marischal College theses.

A-D^.

in.

Pp.

Edinburgh.

erales, logicae, ethicae, physicae, sphaericae

[Title

[32].

;

D4r ends with device of Andro Hart; D4V
blank except border. Types small pica and
long primer, roman, italic, Greek; within

wanting in copy examined]; A2-3, Dedication Alexandro Forbosio [sic], Tolquhoniae
Commarcho juniori Patrono & Mecjenati
nostro,' signed by seven candidates (Fasti
Acad. Marisc. ii. 191) A4-D4r, Theses gen'

:

borders.

;

Aedie was principal of Mar.

Coll.,

Buchanan uses the

class.

magistrand

1616-19 (Fasti,

ii.

28, 587)

and as such taught the

spelling Forbosius.

Kirkwall Bibliothcck.

1620.
Forbes, John.
[Woodcut] dispvtationes theologic^, dv^, habitm
IN IN- CLYTA ABERDONENSI A- CADEMIA IN MAGNO AV- DITORIO COLLEGII REGii MENSE FEBRVARIO ANNO 1620. Pro pubUca SS. Thi'ologice profcfsione.
Ioanne Forbesio.
Excudebat
edinbvrgi,
Refpondente
[Woodcut]
Andreas Mart. anno 1620.
]

[

I

\

|

\

|

\

|

|

|

|

Pp. [4] + 1-18 +
of proclamation,
printed Dec. i6ig, inviting candidates
pp.
i-io, Disputatio De Libero Arbitrio in 17

theses; pp. 11-17, Disputatio De Sacramentis
in 12 theses in small pica roman; pp. 16-18,

[A]-C^.
7 in.
Title
Aar, Copy

4°.

[2].

;

Approbatio Synodica.

;

John Forbes, second son of Bishop Patrick Forbes, was the
of Divinity founded by his father.

first

occupant of the chair

1622.
theses philosophicae, Quas adjutorio numinis
Pro MagiUerii Gradu, I/i publico Academice Regice Aberdone?i/is
Horis pomeridianis fustinebinit.
terio 10. Kalen. Auguf. i. 22 lulii, 1622.
afcePRAESIDE alexandro lvnano
Nomiua PropKgiiatorum.
[Nine names.
Excudebat
Eduardus
Aberdoniis,
{Off. and Grad. 183)]
[Woodcut]

Lunan, Alexander,

|

|

Adolefcentes

|

|

|

I

|

Rabamts,
4°.

Title

|

|

I

;

Forbes

Vniverfitatis
\

7 in.

[

]i

+

\

|

|

Anno Domini

Typographus.

A-B^,

C\

physicae,

astronomicae)

in

Coll.,

Kintore (Off. and Grad. 46, 54, 180).

italic

primer

Pp. [24].

C4 seems

to

within

borders

have been

;

C3V blank

;

utilised as the title

leaf.

;

Lunan was M.A. King's

1622.

|

on verso Dedication to Bishop Patrick
A-C3r, Theses (generales, logicas,

morales,

|

long
humanist, regent, 1618-25; min. Monymusk,
Bishop Patrick Forbes was chancellor, 1618-35.
1615

;

1623.
positiones aliqvot logicae, ethi- c^, physic/F,
Forbes, William,
Ex clariisimorum Pliiloibpho- rum Gazophylaciis
CJV., spheric^.:
|

|

|

METAPiiv.si-

I

I

|
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Hinc inde depromptie, ad veritatem limandam in publica diatriba, ultro
©ew Academiae Regiae Aberdonensis alumni,
citroque eventilandce, quas
cum laurea hac vice emittendi, poftrid. Idus lulii, propugiia- bunt, Horis Iblitis.
I

|

2w

|

|

\

PRMSiDE
I

\

D. GVLIELMO FORBESio, S. EXCVDEEAT EDVARDVS RABANVS,

I

|

ABERDONIIS,

\

|

Title + A-B-i, [Ci].
Pp. [20].
verso to Ai^, Dedication to Manes of
12
candidates
Bishop Elphinstone signed by
4°. 7 in.

Title

IVIarischal,

SVBOBITVM
I

George,

Jl/i/i

&c.

Obiit

\

Lachrymae
|

:

|

|

|

|

ANNO DOMINI

EXCVDEEAT EDVARDVS RABANVS,

\

;

:

title leaf.

|

David Wedderburn was master of the Grammar School and lecturer on
his younger brother William
Coll. Abd. and Bff. 60)
185, ii. 63
Greek {Fasti, ii. 33, 190, 588) Andrew Massie, professor of logic {ibid. 33,
Sibbald, professor of natural philosophy, infra ; William Guild was minister
154,

;

;

|

623.
;

Pp.

:

1

|

Andrew Massie, James Sibbald Greek verses
by William Wedderburn English verses by
William Guild C2 seems to be utilised for

[2]+

1-18, Latin verses (in small pica roman) by
David Wedderburn, William Wedderburn,

i.

;

academic marischallan^,

|

A-B^ C^. Pp.
7 in.
4°.
[ ]',
Title, borders at top and bottom

18.

Civ blank.

;

|

ABREDONIAE,

Potitiones

A2-Cir,

;

italic

long primer

|

623.

humanist, regent, sub-principal, 1C13-23

|

V.

I

;

183)

1

munificentifsimi
Moecenatis, &Fundatoris iui
Nobilifsimi,^
comitis marischalli,
domini de keith et altre
georgii,
/Etatis vero lxx.
April. Anno Domini mdcxxiii.
[Ornament]
I

Illujtrifsimi

and Grad.

{Off.

Coll., 1611

£ar/.

AnNO DoMINI

|

[sic] in

;

William Forbes was M.A. King's
min. Mortlach.

[Greek motto and woodcut]

|

;

humanity

{Fasti,

was

professor of
189, 5S7)
James
of King Edward,
;

infra, 1649.

Signet Library.

oratio fvnebris, In obitum maximi virorum
William.
marischalli COMITIS, D. Keith 6^ Altre, &'c. academic marisCHALLANvE, ABRE- DONI.-E FVNDATORIS ET ME- COENATIS MVNIFICENTISSIMI,
A gvlielmo ogstono philosophize Moralis
Scripta, et pronunciata
Ibidem Prokessore, In auditorio publico, quinto ab exequiis die lun. xxx.
Anno Domini, 1623.
excvdebat
abredoni.e,
[Motto and woodcut]
EDVARDVS RABANVS, ACADEMIvE TvPOGRAPHVS. 1 623.

Ogston,

|

|

GEORGII

I

|

\

I

\

|

I

|

\

|

|

|

|

|

.

|

|

woodcut

|

Marischallana; Cancellario dignissimo," and
the provost and council of Aberdeen
pp.
3-20, Oratio in small pica roman.

A-B-i, C2.
Title,
7 in.
Pp. 20.
at top
on verso Dedication to

4°.

:

:

'

William, Earl Marischal, patrono et mecoenati,' Bishop Patrick Forbes "Academia;

William Ogston bajan at King's Coll., 1602, probably M.A. Mar. Coll., 1608, regent
1619-3
(at first professor of moral philosophy, afterwards of logic), when he became min.
Patrick Forbes was chancellor of King's Coll. {RoU of Alumni, 2; Fasti,
Hailes, D.D. 16

—

ii.

—

33, 188, 588

;

.

Off.

and Grad.

i).

Deo
assertiones
phii.osopiiicae,
Quas Aufpice
Adolelccntcs Magifieni Candidati
D. iacobo sibbaldo,
academia mareschallana, Die Viceiimo lecundo lulii i)ropugnabunt,
in
AiiKKAll Aurora ad Aferidiem.
[Greek motto and woodcut of Scottish armsj
Excudehat Edi'ardus Rohan us, ANNO 1623.
DONl/K,
Siobald, James,
Opt. Max. pr.-esidk
|

|

|

|

|

\

I

|

\

|

\

I

\
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A-B^.
4°.
Pp. [16]. Title: on verso
Greek and Latin verses by William Wedderburn
A2-3, Dedication to Provost George
Nicolson and the four bailies, signed by ten

candidates {Fasti, ii. igg)
A4-B4, Theses
(logicte, morales, physicae, sphrerica;) in long
primer italic within woodcut borders.
;

;

;

Sibbald, M.A. Mar. Coll., 1618, B.D. King's Coll., 1627. D.D., 16—, was first holder of
the office of fourth regent and professor of natural philosophy 1620 to 1626, when he became
one of the ministers of Aberdeen {Fasti, ii. 33, 194, 58S S. A', and Q. 2, vii. 167) one of the
;

;

"

Aberdeen Doctors," infya 163S, Covenant.

1624.
Forbes, John, theses philosophicvE, Quas deo Aufpice, Adolefcentes,
academia regia aberdonensi, hac vice cum laurea emittendi
In publico Academiae auditorio ad xix. diem
/////V, 161 4, a meridic in vejperam
Praeside Ioanne Forbesio. [Motto and woodcut of Scottish arms]
Justinehunt.
Aberdoniis, Excudebat Edvardus Rabafius^ Anno Domini 1624.
|

|

|

e Celeberrima

:

|

|

|

|

\

I

in.

7

4°.

\

A-C-i.

1[2,

Title;

Pp. [28].

{Ojf.

verso to 112 Dedication to Alexander Gordon,
younger of Clunay, signed by eight candidates

John Forbes, M.A., 1610,
and Grad. 54, 179, 314).

[Off.

and Grad.

183)

;

A-C, Theses (logicae,
in long

morales, physicae, metaphysicae)
primer italic within borders.
;

was regent 1617-162

—

when he became

min. Auchterless.

1625.
propositiones

Leslie, William,
V. F. D. O. M.

|

&

|

problemata philosophica,

|

De

In publico Academice Regime Aberdonenfis
Acroaterio
AIATPIBH^nEIPASTIKHMnftituetur, A. D.'w YiAh.^¥.x.T. Horls pomerl- diaPraeside
nis, Anno 1625.
Refpondentibus Magii'terii Philofophici candidatis,
GuL. Leslaeo. aberdoniis,
[Quotation and woodcut]
Tvpographeo Edvardi Rahani, AcADEMiiE & Vrbis Typographi, anno sal. 1625.

quibus

I

|

|

|

\

|

|

|

I

I

|

\

7

4°.

in.

Hi blank;

11^

A-B^

C2.

Pp. [8]

+

didates {Fasti, 183)

Title; verso to II4,
Dedication to Alexander, eldest son of Arthur
" Comitis a
Forbes," signed by eight can-

20.

1[2r

pp. 1-20 Propositiones
physicae, astronomicae)
roman within borders. C2 is
;

ethicae,

(logicae,

in small pica

;

marked C3.

—

William Leslie, M.A., 1615, B.D., 1627, D.D., 16
1639 {Off. and Grad. 26, 40, 46, 54, 98,
deposed
"
Doctors
infra 1638, Covenant.

cipal

E

|

;

humanist, regent, subprincipal, prinone of the " Aberdeen

,

109, 180, 314)

;

;

Sibbald, James, theses philosophicae, Quas dec Opt. Max. aufpice,
svB PR/ESiDio iacobi siiiBALDi,
Adolcfccntcs Magiftcrii Candidati, in academia
mareschallana, Die vicefimo Tulii propugnabinit, ab Aurora ad Alcridiem.
abredonim^ Excudebat Edvardus Rabanus,
[Woodcut of Aberdeen arms]
Anno Doi7iini 1625.
|

|

I

[

|

I

|

\

|

\

I

+

A-B^.
Pp. [20].
Dedication to
Provost Paul Menzies. Dr. William Forbes
"rectori magnifico," and William Guild,
4°.

Title

;

7

in.

[

]-

on verso and next

signed by eleven candidates {Fasti, u. 201)
A-B^, Theses (logicae, ethicae, physicae,
metaphysicae) in long primer italic; within
borders.
Bodleian.
;

I

leaf,

|

1
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1626.

Lundie, John.

Theses

logicre prceside J. Lundteo, Aberdoniis, 1626.
Lundie was M.A. King's Coll., 1622; regent there, i625--'8 humanist till his death.
The title is from David Laing's Sale Cat. (iSyg), ii. 222.
\,Off. and Grad. 46, 54, 183, 314).
It is not transcribed in
Joseph Robertson's Biogr. Abrcd. (See /«/ra under 1634, Leech.)
;

these.s
philosophicae,
Sibbald, James,
Quas propitio numine, svb
PR/EsiDio lACOBi siBBALDi,
Adolefcentes Magilterii Candidati in
acade.u/a
|

|

|

|

MARESCHALLANA,
primo

Anno

Iidij,

\

|

ab Aurora in Meridiem die Vicefimo
[Woodcut of Aberdeen arms] abredoni/e,

Probugiiabunt

\_sic\

Domini, 1626.

|

anno

Excudebat Edvardus J^abanus,

1626.

\

202); pp. 5-16, Theses (iogicae, ethicae,
physicae,
metaphysicae) in long primer
italic
within borders. C2 is misprinted B2.
Bodleian.

A", B^, C-.

Pp.16. Title;
on verso and pp. 3, 4, Dedication to William,
Earl Keith (afterwards seventh Earl Marischal), signed by eight candidates (Fasti, ii.
7iin.

4°.

|

j

j

;

,

j

1627.

De formali objecto Fidei,
theologica,
& Cano- nica Authoritate, Qiiam deo
robertus baronius, ecclesiastes
beiiigne favente,
abredonensis, & in
academia mareschal- LANA S.S. T. PROFESSOR, Pro S.S. T/ieoIogiie Ductoyatu
Ad placidam & piam collationem, mutuamque exercitationem,
confequetido,
dispvtatio

Baron, Robert,

Hoc

eft,

De

iacra^

|

|

Scriptural Divina,

|

]

[

\

|

I

\

\

|

Academia Regia Abredonensi

Die XXX, //////, Anno 1627.
propone/,
praeside Clarifsiino, c^ Doctifsimo Viro, I), iohanne forbesio, S.S. Theologia Dodore &= Profeffore dignifsimo.
abredoni^e, excvdebat
[Woodcut]
EDVARDVS RABANVS, CUM PRIVILEGIO, ANNO 1 62 7.
in

\

j

I

\

|

\

]

\

in.

1\

4°.

1-43 + [i] (PPTitle
40, 33).

1T^

A-E^

F".

Pp. [4]

+

pp. [3, 4] Latin verses to Baron
and adby Dr. William Johnston, M.D.,
"
"Lectori Christiano
dress
by Baron;

theology

42, 43 misprinted 4, 5,
verso, Dedication to Provost

2, 3,
;

Paul Menzies, the Town Council, and Mr
Peter Copland, founder of the chair of

pp.

1-43,

;

Disputatio in small pica roman
italic within borders.

and long primer

Baron was M.A. St. And., 1613, and regent there; afterwards min. Keith, Greyfriars
(Aberd.), and professor of Divinity, Mar. Coll., 1625-39; one of the "Aberdeen Doctors"
Mr. J. P. Edmond's entry under date 1630 (Aberd. Print.
{Fasti, ii. 51
Off. and Grad. 98).
For Copland see Fasti, i. 159-178;
p. 32) appears to arise from a misreading of Laing's Cat.
S. N. and Q. v. i, vii. 107, ix. 9, 2nd s. ii. 32.
;

gicae
pro
theoloperseverantia
Quas au.spicechristo immanuele, preside
Doctore
D. ioanne forbesio ss. theologi/E
in antk^va & inclyta academia
regia
publico longe meritifbmo,

William.

Leslie,

vindici^

sanctorvm Jn Gratia Salvifica,
REVERENDO &: clarissimo viro
I

I

& profeffore

|

|

\

|

\

|

I

|

|

|

A.D. iv non. avg. 1627.
Publice ventilandas proponit
GULIELMUS LESL^US COLLEGII REGII SVB-PRIMARIVS, PRO ss. THEOL. BACCALAVREA'tv.
aberdoni/E, excudit edvadrus \_sic\ ra[Quotation and device]
banus. 1627.

aberdonen.si

|

|

I

I

I

I

|

A^.
4°.
7| in.
Pp.8. Title: \erso,
Dedication to Bishop Patrick Forbes
pp.
;

|

'

3-8, Vindiciae, in

long primer

italic;

within

woodcut borders.
British

Museum.
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Theses

Luiidie, John.

Like 1626 Lundie this
Biogr. Abred.

title is

logicse prjeside J. Lundi^io.
from David Laing's Sale Cat.

Aberdoniis, 1627.
ii.

222

:

not transcribed in

de imperfpxtione sanctorvm in hac vita
Scrogie, Alexander,
THESES THEOLOGiaii. De quibus DEO benigne annuente, Christiana &= pi/blica
academia aberdonensi, 31. //////', Anno
inftituetur <TviK^i^a.(ji<i, in vetufta
]

|

|

|

|

\

\

Theologiae Doctqratu. prmside ioanne forbesio, s.
Dodl. & publico in eadem ProfeiTore.
THEOL.
Refpondentis partes tuente M.
Alexandro Scrog.«o, Verb! dei Aliniftro, in Catiiedrali Eccle- sia Aberdonensi [Quotation and woodcut]
aberdonle, Excudebat Edvardus
1627.

Pro

S.S.

I

|

|

I

I

|

\

|

I

Rabanus.

Anno

Ci/m Privilegio.

I

1627.

Theses in small pica roman within borders.
According to Hew Scott \F. E. S. iii. 54), Scrogie had been a regent before 1603 min.
Skene, Drumoak, Aberdeen; rector of King's Coll., 1636; one of the "Aberdeen Doctors"
Mr. J. P. Edmond's entry under date 1629 [Abcrd. Print. 32) appears
(Off. and Grad. 9, 97).
Cat.
to arise from a misreading of Laing's
'a
A^.

7 in.

4°.

Pp.

Title

8.

pp.- [2]-8,

;

|

;

Seton,John. theses

|

philosophicae,

|

Quasaufpiceacpropitio

D.O.M.
|

IOANNE SETONO PRESIDE, Adolefcentes laurete Magifirahs candidati, in
ACADEMIA MARESCHALLANA, Die [20] lulji, Anno 1627. In publico Philofo|

\

I

\

phantium

|

Ab Aurora Ad Meridiem.
propupiabunt.
ExcuDEBAT Edvardus Rabanus. O/w FrivHegio.

confeffu

\

ABERDONLE,

\

\

[Quotation]
Anno 1627.

|

|

twelve candidates (Fasti, ii. 203); pp. 7-17
7^ in. 112, A\ B-. pp_ j5_ Title;
blank; 1[2, Dedication to Thomas
(Aiv is numbered S), Theses (logicae, ethica;,
"
Fraser, younger of Strichen,
patrono ac
physicae, metaphysicae) in long primer italic
within
mec^nati nostromunificentissimo," signed by
borders.
John Seton, M.A., 1616, succeeded Sibbald as Professor of Natural Philosophy, 1626
died 24 April, 1666.
minister of Kemnay, 1641 (Fasti, ii. 34, 191, 518]
Bodleian.
4°.

1

verso

;

;

;

theses theologicae, de primatv B. petri, Quas
Sibbald, James,
numine, preside ioanne forbesio, S. S. Theologiae Doctore &
Ibidem pro
publico ejufdem in veteri academia abre- donensi professore
S. S. Theologian Bacchalaureatu confequendo
propiignabit iacobvs sibbaldi's,
ecclesiastes abredonensis
[Device]
Kal.Augufti,ab Aurora in Meridiem.
abredoniae, Exa/dit Edvardus Rabanus, Cum Privilegio, Anno 1627.
|

propitio

|

|

I

;

|

|

\

:

\

|

I

Theses in long primer
woodcut borders.

Title
4°.
verso,
7| in. A^.
Pp. 8.
Dedication to Bishop Patrick Forbes
pp.

3-8,

:

;

British

italic

;

within

Museum.

1629.

Strachan, Andrew, propositiones & problemata philosophica de
Ad diem vicePublica & folennis o-i'^t/tt/o-i? inftituetur,
quibus a. p. D. O. M.
Ji7num lulii, Horis pomcridianis. In publico Acadeniix' Regia^ Aberdonenfis
|

|

|

I

|

\

\

Refpondentibus MagifteriiPhilofophiciCandidalis. preside andrea
strachano.
excvdebat edvardus
aberdoni/IC,
[Quotation and device]
auditorio;

|

|

I

Anno Domini

rabanus
I

lection)

:

|

1629.

Title only (Bagford colverso. Dedication to James Sandi-

7^

4°.

|

lands,

in.

|

|

British Mnseiiiii.
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1630.

|

AcADEMiA
I

philosophicae, Quas dei Opt. Max. ductu &
Adolelcentes Magilterii Candidati, in
Anno Domini 1630. In Clariflulii,
Co/ifeffu,
Propugnabunt, ab Aurora ad Meridiem,

theses

Seton, John,
aufpiciis,

|

|

Joanne Setono Pr.eside,
Mareschallana, die xxii|.

simorum Philofophorum

|

|

|

|

\

aberdonim,
[Quotation]
CVM PRIVILEGIO.
|

j

excudebat edvardvs rabanus,

\

4°.
Pp. 12 + [4].
1\ in. a\ b\ c".
Title
on verso and pp. 3, 4, Dedication to
Sir Thomas Hope of Craighall, " msecenati
ac patrono nostro," not signed by candi;

Anno
|

1630.

j

pp. 5-12, and c inot paged) Theses
(logicae, ethicae, physicae, metaphysicie) in

dates

;

long primer

italic

;

within borders.
BodUia7i.

1531.
davidis camerarii
de scotorvm fortiscoti
in Regnis Scotia^
Doctrina, & Pietate, ac de ortu & progreliu ha^relis
& Anglife. libri qvatvor. iviwc primvm ix lj'cem edit/.
Device]
PARisiis.
Sumptibus petri baillet, via lacobfea, Tub Gallo & Leone repente.
M. DC. XXX. I.
Cl'M PRIVILEGIO REGIS.

Chambers, David.

TUDiNE,

|

|

|

I

|

|

|

|

|

\

|

I

I

I

4°.

8|

in.

[

]i",

A-Nn\

Oo^.

Pp.

Title: pp. [5-9], Dedica[20] + 288 + [4].
tion to Charles I.; pp. [11-20], Index; pp.

pp. 13-2SS, Text in small
pp. [289-292] Index capitum,

1-12, Introductio

pica roman
Errata.

;

;

Chambers was an alumnus of King's College, and gives, pp. 56-9, the earliest account
of the discipline of the University (quoted in Coll. Aberd. and Banff, pp. 211-14). The book
has been wrongly attributed to David Chambers, Lord Ormond.

Lundie, John, oratio eucharistica & encomiastica, Li benevolos
A Ioanne
Aberdonen- lis Benefactores, Fautores, & Patronos
|

|

|

|

Vniverfitatis

;

|

LuND^o, Humaniorum
[Text and woodcut]

Litera|

aberdomis,

\

A-C-" (C3V is marked A4).
4°.
7| in.
Pp. 23 4- [i]. Ai is wanting; A2r Title:
pp. 5-14 Oratio in pica roman
pp. 15-17
(marked ii) address to Dr. Alexander Reid
signed by twelve alumni (Alexander Garden,
Norman Leslie, Adam Gordon, Robert
:

Brown,

James

Rait,

William

|

Habita xxvij. lul. 1631.
Excudebat Edwardus Rabanus, 1631.

rimfPt'ofeffore.

\

|

Watt, Alexander Reid, William
Reid, Robert Donaldson, William Chalmers,
Thomas Ross) pp. iS-23 Latin verses to the
same by Professor David Leech, (lilbert
Patrick

:

Middleton, William
Brown, students.

Lauder,

and

Robert

Campbell,

also Strachan's Panegyricus (1631) and
ii.
226, 234
Smith's Oratio (1702).
Among those commemorated by Lundie are James IV., Bishops
Elphinstone, Dunbar and Stuart, James VI., Robert Maitland, Prmcipals ,\rbuthnot and
Stuart, Bishop Patrick Forbes, John Forbes of Corse, James and John Watt.

For Alexander Reid, see Fasti,

;

Theses theologicae Joannis Lund;\3i, sub praesidio Joannis Forbesii.
Aberdonite, E. Rabanus, 1631.
Like 1626 Lundie this title is from D. Laing's Sale Cat.
1281.
i.
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theses philosophicae,
Seton, John.
D. O. M. Adolelcentes Magifterii Candidati,
|

I

die

Anno

lulii,

]

[

1631.

PRESIDE ioanne setono.
debat Edwardus Rabanus.

|

|

Quas Aufpice ac Propitio
Academia Marischallana,
Publice propiignabiint, ab aurora ad meridiem
aberdoni^, Excu[Quotation and woodcut]

Evergette

II-

ii.
205) pp. [5]-[2o], Theses
(logicae, ethicae, physicae, metaphysicae) in

Maximo collegii

Auditorio

Piiblici dictiis in

cvs inavgvralis,

|

;

within borders.

italic

long primer

Vniverfitatis Aberdo?ienfis

Itifti-is

|

|

candidates (Fasti,

;

Strachan, Andrew, panegyri-

&

|

1631.

A-E2.
Pp. [5] + 6-16 + [4].
7 in.
verso blank pp. [3, 4], Dedication to
the memory of Aristotle signed by eleven
;

|

in

|

|

4°.

Title

|

|

Quo

Autores,Vindices,

ornabantur

lultis elogiis

\

regii ejufdem

:
|

vnivkrsitatis,

\

7.

Quo Die Candidati Magifte)-ii in Philosophia & Ar1630.
ilium promovebantur.
Huic adjecta eft Coronis, Laudes
D. Alexandri Rh.edi, Doctoris MediciniK Exexhibens Viri ClariiTimi D.
Kal.
I

Se.Ktil,

tibus ad

Anno

|

gradum

\

|

|

cellentiff. i-ecentis benefacfo?-is munifice/ififf.

DONiis,

I

7j

A-E"*, F-.

in.

Andrew Strachan, D.D,.

|

Auno Domini

matum

i

aber|

1631.

"

professor

pp. 5-31 (pp. 17, 20, 21,

:

24 marked 25, 28, 29,

:

Grad.

|

ExcuDEBAT Edwardus Rabanus,

Pp. 39 + [3].
verso to
Title, top and bottom woodcuts
p. 4, Dedication to Bishop Patrick Forbes
" Universitatis
Aberdonensis
amplissimo
cancellario et instauratori," signed "Andreas
matheinferiorum
Strachanus, physiolog. et
4°.

[Motto and woodcut.]

|

ationem

.

.

Anno

habitam

.

32),

roman

auguralis in pica

Coronis
1631
verses to Alexander Reid.
.

.

.

Panegyricus

in-

Ad

or-

pp. 31-41,
... 4 Kal.
:

.

.

.

:

Sextil.

42 Greek

p.

1634, regent, 1621-34, professor of divinity, 1634-35 {^jf- ^'"^
those commemorated in the Pancgyvicns are Bishops Elphin-

Among

55, 68, gS, 315).

and William Forbes Principils Arbuthnot and AnderJames Sandilands, John Forbes; the physicians Arthur and William Johnston, Patrick
Dun, and William Gordon.

stone, Dunbar, Stuart, Patrick Forbes,

son

;

;

De quibus A. P. D. O. M. Publica
PHiLOSOPHiCA,
In
15. Kalend. Sextil. horis pomeridianis,
ReJ'pondentibus Magi/ferii
publico auditorio Academi^e Regiae Aberdonenfis
preside andrea strachano. [Quotation and woodFhilofophici Candidalis.
Excudebat Edvardiis Rabanus, 1631. Cvm Privilegio.
aberdoniis,
cut]
schediasmata

&

iblennis

o-u^T/Tr/o-f;

|

I

|

inftituetur

|

|

;

|

\

I

4°.

|

I

One

7 in.

leaf

-i-

B-D^

A^,

23), Theses (generales,
logicae, morales, physicae, de mathematis
inferioribus, metaphysicae) in long primer
italic within borders
E4 apparently utilised
for Title leaf.

E^.

(p.

Title
verso and A1-2,
Pp. [6] 4- 1-36.
Dedication to George Gordon, eldest son of
the Marquis of Huntly, signed by twelve
candidates {Ojf. and Grad. 185)
pp. 1-30
;

29

is

mispaged

;

;

1633.
positiones nonnull^ philosophicae,
Leech, David.
Quas Spiritu
Sancto Pn^fide,
Ingenui aliquot Adolelcentes Universitatis Abredonensis
Alumni, curriculum
Philofophicum Emetifi, Et hac vice cum Laurea emittendi,
in Acroaterio
diem lulij, horis pomeridianis,
Collegii Regii Maximo;
]
Ad\_
Davide Leoch^:o <Tv'Qr\Ti](Tw moderante. pro viri/i propugnabunt.
abredoni^, Excudebat Edwardus Rabanus, 1633.
[Greek motto and woodcut]
|

|

|

|

|

I

|

[

\

\

|

|

|

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE UNIVERSITIES
Pp. [3] + 6-24,
Title; verso
blank
Dedication
to Alexander
pp. [5]-8,
Reid, M.D., signed by fifteen candidates

A^

in.

7

4°.

and

Grad. 185); pp. g-24, Theses
morales, physicae, metaphysicae)
in long primer roman and small pica italic,
within borders.

B-E2.

asifalea(had preceded
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{Off.

title.

(logicae,

;

David Leech, M.A., 1624, was regent (professor of Greek) and subprincipal, 1627-38,
Diet. Nat. Biog.).
Ellon, Kem lay.
[Off. and Grad. 40, 51, 183, 315

when he became min.

;

1634.
Positiones nonnullie logicce et philosophical quarum <tvin acroaterio Abredonensis Academi;:^
maximo ad [16] diem Julii horis antemeridianis, respondentihus aHquot adolescentibus curriculum philosophicum emensis et hac vice cum laurea emittendis.

Leech, David.

D. O. M. instituetur

t,rjTy]m<; TreLpa^iKi} I).

Praeside Davide Leochaeo.

Aberdoniis, excudebat Edwardus Rabanus, 1634.
signed by sixteen candidates {Off. and Grad.

Dedica4°.
Pp. 20 (but incomplete).
tion to Alexander Brodie, younger of Brodie,

186).

Brodie seems to have entered King's College in 1632 {Roll of Alumni, 11). The title,
as given above, was transcribed by Joseph Robertson (MS. Biographia Abredonensis, in Aberd.
Univ. Library, ii. 293) from a copy in the possession of David Laing. It was sold in 1S79
(Laing's Sale Cat. ii. 222), but has not been traced.

theses

John.

Seton,
D. O. M.

|

philosophicae,

Adolefcentes Magifterii candidati,

I

Anno

|

Quas Aufpice & Propitio
mareschallana,

|

in .\cademia
\

|

In publico Clarifsimorum Philofflphonim Confcffii
PR.t:siDE Ioanne Setono.
pro- piignabunt, ab aurora ad t/wndiein.
[QuotaExcudebat
Edwardus
aberdoni/E,
Rabanus, 1634.
tion]
dates {Fasti, ii. .-oS)
b-c. Theses (logicae,
4'^ 7J in. a-c^ + [?] Pp. [12] + ? Title
Die [18]

lulii,

1634.

|

\

I

|

I

I

;

;

aiv-2v, Dedication to William, eldest son of

italic
within
Earl Marischal (afterwards seventh Earl a
[Imperfect, wanting all after c^.]
tertian in 1633/34), signed by fifteen candi" Olim Graeciae oculus
" Scotiae
Athenae," says Professor Seton in his Dedication,
hodie nostra benignitate Aberdonia nusquam enim ingeniorum felicior proventus, doctrinae
uberior segcs, eruditissimos Mareschallanae Academiae filios, vivos, mortuorumque manes,
illustria Europae lumina testamur ".
Bodleian.

physicas)
borders.

:

in

long

primer

;

:

vindicle cultus divini,
ceu
Strachan, Andrew.
De
natura & objet51:o cultus Religiofi,
theologic.e,
quaedam
|

|

\

ferunt, appendicis loco, Propositiones

|

propositiones
j

|

Quibus

accei-

pauculce de orationibus viveiitium pro de-

&

Quas aufpice D. O. M. cujus res hie geri- tur
a-v^r)Tr]<rn' moderante
functis
Roberto Baronio, S.S. Theol. Doctore,
rilT. Viro D.D.
Venerabili
ClaFacultatis TheoPro
logicse Decano,
ejufdemque Pro- felTore meritilT.
tuebitur Andreas Strachanus
S.S. Theol. profeffione, ejufdemque Doctura,
|

I

&

|

|

&

|

|

|

|

ad diem
Presbyter,
auditorio T/woIog.

penultimum Deccmb. A>ino 1634. ab aurora advefperam, i/i
aberAcademi/E Reglk Aberdonensis [Woodcut]
Imprimebat luiwnrdus Rabanus, 1634.
|

|

donia,
4°.

verso and

I

7

in.

p. 3,

\

Title; 0.1
[A]-C-. Pp.12.
Dedication to Bishop Patrick

|

Forbes;

pp.

|

|

4-12,

Propositiones

pica roman, within borders.

in

small
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1635.

funerals of a right rf.ve- rend father in god
Forbes, Patrick,
PATRICK FORBES OF CORSE, BISHOP OF ABERDFNE \sic\ TOV Iv dytois REVERENDISSIMI IN CHRISTO PATRIS, PATRICII FORBESII A CORSE, EPISCOPI ABREDONlENSis, TViMVLVS. A multu oinniuni ordinum collaihryinaiitibus varicgato
aberdene,
Imprinted by
[Quotations, and ornament]
opere exortiatus.
Edward Raban, 1635.
|

|

|

|

\

|

|

\

|

\

I

\

4°.

IT-irir-', 1Iirn[2,

yjin.

A

\

|

A-HHH^.

Pp. [20]

+ 429 +

[i],

and

Title

portrait.

on

1l2r.

collation with notes of printers' blunders will be found in Y.^vaonA's Ahevdeen
very
The work was reprinted in 1845, infra. Among the contributors were the
Printers, p. 54.
"
•'
and the professors John Lundie, John Seton, David Leech, Alexander
Aberdeen Doctors
six
Garden, John Ray. Bishop Forbes was Chancellor of the College and in a sense its second
full

;

founder.

de ecclesia,
confessio fidei,
In duobus Capitibus,
reali pr^.sentia in ev- charisti^ Sacramento.
Propofita ad difputandum in acade- mia regia aberdonensi, Die 21. Menfis Septemb. 1635.
A M. ioanne gordono, eccle- siaste Elginensi, Pro gradu docloratus
Gordon, John,

|

|

t\:

I

I

I

I

1

|

|

\

|

dodiffimo,
Oliin Pneceptore
\

1

Hanc Difpiifationem
Dn. alexandro scrog.'eo,

in SS. Theologia.

and woodcut]

|

|

Viro Ornatifmo [sic] ac
SS. Theol. Docftore Celeberrimo
nunc Prornotore exoptato. - [Quotation

in.

\

;

[

|

meo diledifsiinfl,
aberdoni.e, imprimebat edwardvs rabanvs.
\

\

\

by David Wedderburn

A-D2, Ei.
Pp. [6] +
verso blank IF 2-3'", Dedication
i-i3.
Latin
M.D.
verses
to William Gordon,
ir3v,
7
Title

4°.

modet-ante

H-^

;

in

;

long primer

italic

;

;

\

1635.
Theses

1-18,

pp.

within borders.

;

John Gordon was M.A. King's Coll., 1618 {Off. ami Grad. pp. gS, 181) min. KirkWilliam Gordon was M.A., 1605 mediciner, 1632-40 (pp. 35, 17S).
michael, Drainie, Elgin.
;

;

Positiones nonnullae philosophic;^ quarum rru^T/rj^o-t? vreiLeech, David.
A. D. O. M. instituetur in acroaterio Academire Regiiis Abredon. maximo

pasiKT)

ad [ ] diem Julii horis antemeridianis respondentibus aliquot adolescentibus
Pn^side
curriculum philosophicum emensis et hac vice cum laurea emittendis.
Davide Leorhoeo.
Aberdoniis, imprimebat Edwardus Kabanus, anno domini
1635Dedication to Adam
4°.
Pp. 24.
Bellenden, bishop of Aberdeen, Chancellor;
Cat.

Title taken (as for 1634)
222.

and John Forbes of Corse, Rector signed
by eleven students {Off. and Grad. 186).
;

from Joseph Robertson's Biogr. Abred.

ii.

295: Laing's Sa/c

ii.

lachrymae
academi/e mareschalMarlschal, William, sixlh Earl,
NOBILISLANiE INOBirVM ILLVSTRISSIMI COMITIS MARESCHALLI, WILHELMI,
SIM^ KETHORVM FAMILI^ PRINCIPIS, D. a KETH &- ALTRE, i-^C. Patroni ac
Mecajnatis fui munificentirfmii,
Qui obiit die 28 Octob. Anno Domini, 1635.
/Eiatis vero 50.
aberdoni^, Imprimebat Edwardus Rabanus,
[Ornament]
\

I

\

|

|

|

]

|

|

Anno
I

1635.

|

|

\

|

\

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE UNIVERSITIES
7 in.

4°.

probably cropped

burn, John Ray, William Aidie, William
Greek verses by
Blackball, Robert Dovvnie
William Aidie D2 seems to be utilised for

Pp. [20:
p, A-C", D'.
Title, borders at top

[

off].

and bottom
A-D, Latin verses (in pica
roman) by Arthur Johnston, David Wedder-

399

;

:

:

title leaf.

i

moral philosophy Aidie (M.A. 1625 Fasti, ii.
Blackball (M.A. 1631
Fasti, ii. 34, 205, 588) as professor
34, 201, 588) as professor of Greek
of logic; Downie (M.A. King's Coll., 1623
Off", and Grad. 183) as librarian [Fasti, ii. ja,).
(infra, 1643) signs as professor of

Ray

;

;

;

;

;

Signet Library.

1636.
Leech, David, Positiones nonnullaj philosophicie quarum av^i]Tria-i<; ttcipmiK-q A. D. O. M. instituetur in acroaterio Acad. Regime Aberdon. ad [ ] diem
Julii horis antemeridianis, respondentibus aliquot adolescentibus curriculum
Praeside Davide
philosophicum emensis et hac vice cum laurea emittendis.
Leochaeo.

Aberdoniae, imprimebat Ed\vardu.s
[Woodcut of College arms.]
Rabanus Anglus, almae Academiae Typographus, 1636.

Dedication to Sir Henry
teen candidates (Off. and Grad. ii. 186).
4°. Pp. 32.
Goodrick, of Ribston, bart., signed by fourGoodrick's son John had entered King's College in 1635 a John Goodrick appears also
Title taken, as for 1634, from Joseph Robertson's Bingr.
in 1673 (Roll of Alumni, 12, 35).
Abred. ii. 301 Laing's Sale Cat. ii. 222.
;

:

1637.

bonvm factvm. de hydrope
Broad, William.
theses,
Quas,
D. T. O. M. F.
Sub Rectoratu Magnifici & ClarilTimi Viri, D. artvr! ionEx decreto & authoritate facultatis Medicte, in celeberrima
STONi, Medici Regii.
Academia Aberdonenfi Regia. pro confequendis in facra Medicina dodo- ralibiis
& Facultatis Medical Decano.
pr/ESIDE patricio dvn^o, M.D.
Privilegiis.
Publice difcutiendas proponit Gvlielmvs
Broad, Berwicensis. Adprimum diem
Loco confueto.
bona verka dicite. [Woodcut]
lulii, 1637.
aberdonL'E,
Anno ut fupra dictum.
IF Imprimebat Edwardus Rabant/s
|

|

|

I

|

[

\

j

\

\

|

\

|

|

|

|

\

|

|

\

in. [
]i + B-C- + [
Pp.
]'.
on
top and bottom borders
verso, Dedicrttion to Robert, Earl of Roxburgh B, C, Theses in pica roman [ ]ir

Latin verses by Arthur Johnston and D[avid]
W[edderburn]. Only pages 8, 9 are num-

6f

4°.

Title,

[12].

;

bered.

Glasg. Univ.

;

;

philosophia illachrymans, Hoc
Le^ch, David,
Et PHILOSOPHORVM scoTORVM, (prissertim vero
|

sophic,

I

Publice habita

expreffa,

in

Maximo

Auditorio

\

Collegii

eft,
|

|

|

querela philo-

Borealium) o?-afofie
Regii Aberdonenfis

26 die Iiilii, 1637
Quo die Adolefcentes nonnuUi, Magiiterii Candidati,
red einittendi, PJiilofopJuci
curriculum P'hilolbphicum emenfi, & cum Lauexaminis rigoretn fujtinebant. In folenni Clariffimorum Vironim cflnjeffu.
Perorante davide leochco, Philofophije
Profeflbre, &: (Tvt,rjTy(rew'; Philolbphica:
;

|

|

|

\

|

|

Mode- ratore ordinario, dicti Collegii Subprimario. [Quotation and woodcut
aberdoni/E imprimebat edwardus rabanus, Alma: Academia;
border]
Typographi/s. 1637.
[Woodcut border.]
in pica roman
at end eight lines of verse adH'.
A-G'-,
4°.
7f in.
Pp. [30].
dressed to the author bj' D[avid] W[edderTitle: verso. Dedication in verse to George
burn].
Marquis of Huntly A2-H1 Philosophia, etc..
British Museum.
\

I

|

|

|

|

;

;
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Leech, David.

King's College theses.

Joseph Robertson describes (Biogr. Abred. ii. 317) an imperfect copy of the Theses of
" The
1637 in the possession of David Laing.
part which remains consists of the 4 concludthe
of
and
of 24 pages of Theses.
These are Theses logicse
Epist.
Nuncupat.,'
pages
ing
Aphorisma politicum and Aphorisma cecon(8); Theses morales (4), to which are added
Theses physicse (7). It is subscribed by seven students" [whose names identify
omicum
The sixth is Jacobus Sharpius, the future archbishop.] The
the year
Off. and Grnd. 187.
fragment is not mentioned in Laing's Sale Cat. ii. 222.
'

'

'

'

'

;

:

theses
philosophic/K,
Seton, John,
Quas Aufpice & Propitio
I/i Academia Marefchallana,
D. O. M.
Adolefcentes, Magifterii Candidati,
In publico ClarilTimorum Philoibphorum
Coiifeffi/
l)ie[2i] lulii, Anno 1637.
ad
Ab
aurora
pr.-eside ioanne Setono.
meridiem.
propui:;nabiiiit,
[Greek
|

|

|

I

\

|

|

|

\

quotation]
4°.

abredonl-e,
- S
in.
[ ]i + a
|

7l

-

Imprimebat Edwardus Rabanns
+ [ p. Pp.
signed by seventeen

verso blank second and third
leaves, Dedication to Provost Alexander
" Macenati suo
munificentissimo,"
Jaffray
Title

[20].

;

\

\

\

1637.

\_sic\,

candidates

(Fasti,

& to recto of single leaf, Theses (logicae, ethicae, physica;, metaphysicae) in long
primer italic within borders verso blank.

20S)

;

;

;

;

Bodleinn.

1638.
ProCovenant, generall demands, Concerning the Late Covenant
To
pounded by the Ministers and Proferfors of Divinitie in Aberdene
ibme Reverend Brethren, who came thither to reLOi)une)id the Late Covenant to
Them, and to thofe who are committed to their Charge
Together With the
As alfo The
Answeres of thofe Reverend Brethren to the fayd Demands
Replyes of the forefayd Ministers and Profeffors to their Answeres. Aberdene, Printed by edward raba.v, 1638.
[Texts and device]
;

|

|

|

:

|

|

|

:

|

|

\

:

|

|

|

|

|

4°.

7 in.

A-L".

Aberdeen arms on verso

|

|

|

Title with
pp. 3-44, Generall

Pp. 44.
:

Demands

in small pica

roman.

The six "Aberdeen Doctors" who signed the Demands were John P'orbes of Corse,
Alexander Scrogie, minister at Old Aberdeen William
professor of divinitv. King's Coll.
Robert Baron, profes'^or of divinity, Marischal Coll. James
Lesley, principal of King's Coll.
The Covenanters were Alexander
Sibbald and Alexander Ross, ministers at Aberdeen.
Henderson, David Dickson, and Andrew Cant. They had arrived in Aberdeen in July and
the above edition was printed in that month.
•The volume was twice reprinted in the same year, by Robert Young in Edinburgh, and
;

;

;

;

by H.M. Printer,

really printed at

Young's London

office.

OF SOME BRETHREN OF THE MINITSERIE \sic\
and Profeffours of Divinitie in Aberdene,
Printed in
concerning the late covenant
[Text between type ornaments]
ABERDENE, by Edward Raban, 1638.
verso, To the Christian reader
A-D^, E"^, with four leaves,
4°.
7 in.
pp. 3-36,
and A2. Pp. 36 + [8].
Answeres, in small pica roman the inserted
*^, inserted between A
on
Title, type borders at top and bottom
leaves, What did proceed from our pens.
The Answeres were printed on August 14, the signatories being Henderson and Dickson.

THE answeres
THE REPLYES OF The
I

TO

I

|

|

\

Miniftcrs

[

|

\

|

|

|

:

I

;

:

There

is

.

.

.

another Aberdten edition of same date (A-I", pp. 36), with the misprint on the
and without the inserted leaves (copy in British Museum).

Title corrected,
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Covenant, duplyes Of the Ministers & Pro- FESsoRsof Aberdene,
TO The fecond Answeres of fame Reverend Brethren, Coficerning The
LATE covenant. - [Texts and Ral)an's device]
Printed in Aberdene, by
Edtv. Rahan, 1638.
Reader
4°.
7 in.
A-KK-, LL. Pp. 133 + [i].
pp. 6-133, Duplyes, in small pica
ronian
Title, double lines at top and bottom
City
p. [134], Some Escapes in printing.
arms on verso
pp. 3-5, To the Unpartial
|

|

I

|

\

|

|

|

\

|

:

;

;

:

There is an Edinburgh edition of " The
printed in September.
"
also Duplies
printed by Robert Young (London office) in 1638 (A-F, D-P^, R').
The General Demands, Answers, and Duplies were reprinted in one volume by John Forbes,
Aberdeen, in 1662 (A-Tt'-^) also with an additional title-page dated 1663.

The Duplyes were

Answers

.

.

.

;

Leech, David. Theses philosophicae, de quibus A. D. O. M. in publico
Academiae Regiae Aberdon. acroaterio Star/^t/?*/ TrcipasiK'r/ instituetur die [ ] Julii
anno 1638 respondentibus magisterii philosophici candidatis. Praiside Davide
Leochaeo.
Aberdonias, imprimel)at Edwardus
[\V^oodcut of College arms.]
Rabanus.
4°.
faculty of Theology, subscribed by fourteen
Pp. 24. Hebrew types used. Dedi1

William Guild, dean of the

cation to Dr.

|

candidates

(/^o/i

()/.4/HW«i, 12).

Guild was a student at Marischal College in 1605, had D.D. [from ?] between 1633 and
rector, 1639-44
1635
principal, 1640-51, when he was ejected by Cromwell's colonels
Title taken, as for 1634, from Joseph
{Fasti, i. 223, 228, ii. 11, 187; Off. and Grad. 10, 26).
Robertson's Biogr. Abred. ii. 297 Laing's Sale Cat. ii. 222.
;

I

:

1642.

Theses.
Not

seen.

Marischal College.
Payment of 12 lib. to Edward Rabine

for printing

{Burgh Accounts, 1641/42).

1643.

Decanus, Samuel. Positiones nonnullce physiologicce de coelo quas divino
numine sub pnesidio clarissimi atque doctissiini viri M. Patricii Gordonii,
sacratioris philosophife in inclyta Academia Aberdonensi Regia professoris solertissimi publicae disquisitionis praeli die [ ] M. Jul. publicum solenne periculum
faventi

subsequenti commissas

in

maximo Academia^ diets

Samuel Decanus Bohemus.
Pp.

4°.

16.

Goray Goraysky,
tellanus

;

Dedicated to
Chalmensis cas-

;

Belzycianae antistes
Stephanus Siuellicius, Ginnasii Belzycensis
P.L.C.,

territorii

Georgius

Rzecyzca

auditorio propugnare nititur

Abredonia;, imprimebat Edv. Rabanus 1643.
Guild, rector of the College Jacobus Myleus
Zbiqueus a
Rzecyzcky,

Ecclesiae

;

rector.
Kona Slupecky, capitanei Dr.
The name of Samuel Decanus is among those appended

Georgius a

;

Title taken, like 1634
infra.
Sale Cat. ii. 222.

to Patrick Gordon's Tlicscs,
Leech, from Joseph Robertson's Biogr. Abred. ii. 305: Laing's

Gordon, Patrick. Theses philosophical, quas A. P. D. O. M. adolesccntes
Abermagisterii candidati in auditorio publico Academias Regime Universitatis
donensis Carolince, ad xiv Julii, horis antemeridianis anno 1643 suslinebunt.
Praeside Pat. Gordonio.
Aberdoniis, imprimebat Edvardus Rabanus, Universitatis et urbis

typographus.

26
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dates (Roll of Alumni, 1^).
4°. Pp. 20. Dedication to George Marquis of Huntly, subscribed by fifteen candiLord Huntly had been elected Chancellor on 6th Jan., 1643. Patrick Gordon, M.A.,
1633, was regent, 1640-50; afterwards civilist, humanist, and professor of Hebrew {Off. and
Grad. 4, 32, 47, 53, 73, 1S6, 315). Title taken, like 1634 Leech, from Joseph Robertson's
Biogr. Abred. ii. 304 Laing's Sale Cat. ii. 222.
I

j

:

Ray, John, theses philosophic.^, Qi/as aufpice &^ pfopitio D. O. M.
Adolelbentes Magiiterii Candidati, In
Acidemia Mareschallana, Z>/V[i7]
In Publico Doctifsimorum Virorum ConieiTu ProJulii, Anno 1643.
pugnapr.«side ioanne rayo.
bunt, ab Aurora ad meridiem.
[Quotation and
Rahaniis.
;
Abredonice, imprimelmt
woodcut]
|

]

I

|

|

|

|

|

|

I

E

A-B2, Ci.
Pp. [i6]
within borders. Title verso blank pp. [3][6], Dedication to Ludovic, eldest son of Sir
Robert Gordon of Gordonstoun, signed
4°.

yin.

[

p,

;

by eight

(Fasti,

iii.

211)

pp.

;

;

apparently utilised for
(Fasti,

de pace

Faculty,

candidates

Theses (logicae, ethicae, physicae,
C2
metaphysicae) in long primer italic

[7]-[i6],

;

John Ray, M.A., 1625, was regent, 1632-48

Theological
Eminentiorum in

|

|

ii.

title leaf.

34, 201, 588).

evangelicos
logorum senten-

Inter
|

|

Ecclefia Scoticana Tlieo|

|

procuranda,

|

|

a

tiai,

|

J^ev|

|

in Chrijto Pat?r
&= Domino, Domino johanne spotswodo
ArchiEpiicopo Sanct-Andreano, totius Scoti?e Primate, &c. Johanni Dur^o
In Jiidicio Facultatis Theologian Aberdoiiienfis
Scoto com&
municataj,
bus conFarcenefi Edinbiirgeiia :
Quii2 ad aliorum itudia in hifce meditationiFrancofurti Typis Mich.«lis Kochii
firmanda, publici juris fiunt.

erendiffinio

\

|

|

|

|

j

[

\

\

|

Anno

|

|

|

|

[

|

1643.

6 in.
8°.
A-E*.
Title
Pp. 80.
within double lines
Pp. 3-54, Judicium
Facultatis Theologicae Academic Aberdon:

in long primer roman
Pp.
Andreae Ramsae paraenesis irenica.

iensis,

:

55-80,

The Judicium is dated at Aberdeen, 20th Feb., 1637, and signed by John Forbes of
Corse, Robert Baron, Alexander Scrogie, James Sibbald, Alexander Ross and William Leslie,
" S.S.
Theologiae professores aliique facultatis ejusdem in Academia Aberdoniensi doctores ".

1645.

Theses.
Not

Marisclial College.

Payment of 10

seen.

lib.

to

Eduard Raban

for printing (Biivgh Accounts, 1644/45).

1649.
isagoge
catechetica;
Guild, William,
Theologicorum plenio- ri prsevia. In gratiam
\

|

8°.

5J

|

in.

Explicationi

|

juvciiiuiis,

in

Dogmatum
Univcrfitate

& prcecipue in inclyta ejujde Academia Regia. [Device]
Imprimcbat Edvardus Rabanus, 1649.
to Sir John Gordon of
A-C'^ [ ]'.
3, 4, Dedication
Pp. 48 + [2].

Illuftri Aberdofienfi,

ABERDON/yE,

|

\

|

Title, type borders at top and bottom ; on
verso Device of King's Coll. Library ; pp.

Haddo, bart. pp. 5-48, Isagoge,
roman p. [49] Errata.
;

pica

in

;

Edinb. Univ.

small
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Gord
quiti aurato, D. de Haddo
nunc vero Maecenati plurimum col
hasce philosophicas quas A. D. O. M. ingenui aliquot
o Universitatis
IVIiddleton, Alexander.
ilectissimo quondam condiscipul
.

.

nni

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Aberdonensis curriculum philosophicum emensi et hac vie ... in publico
philosophantium cons
praiside
propugnaturi ad diem 2 Julii 1649 hori
Alexandro Middletono, DD. CC.Q [Names of eighteen candidates, Roll of
Ahimnt, 15]. Aberdonia^, imprimebat Edwardu
From "fragments found in the binding of a copy of Andro Hart's Bible, 24 May, 1837.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alexander Middleton, M.A., 1630, was regent, sub-principal,
J. R." (Biogr. Abvcd. iii. 233).
principal, 1634-8^ {Off. and Grad. 27, 41, 55, 185, 315).
John Gordon of Haddo joined the
class of 1645, but was not a " candidate ".

1650.
Cant, Andrew,
Not

Marischal College theses.
Payment of £6 13s. 4d. to James Brown

seen.

for printing.

(Biii'<rh

Acconnis,

1849-50.)

1654.
Cant, Andrew, theses et problemata philosophica Qua^, Athenasi
Inured triiimphali h&c vice condecorandi,
Marefchallani Alumni,
pridie Eidus
& loco folitis. arQuintileis, A. P. D. O. M.
publice propugnabunt, horis
E Typographeo Jacobi
BiTRO ANDREA canteo.
abredoxiis,
[Quotation]
& Urbis Typothets An. .'Er. Chrifti 1654.
Brouni, Academice
A"*, B-O^, [ ]i.
4°.
7^ in.
pp. 1-47, Theses (logics?, ethicae,
217)
Pp. [8]
^53 + [i]- Title verso blank A2-4, Dediphysicae, mathematicje, metaphysicse)
pp.
cation to Anna Maria a Schurman, Utrecht,
47-53) Centuria problematum
philosophi|

|

\

|

|

|

|

|

\

|

|

-t-

signed

by

twenty

i

;

;

;

candidates

;

corum,

ii.

(Fasti,

[

in

pica roman.

Andrew

Cant, son of the famous Andrew, entered Marischal College in 1640, and was a
Principal of Edinburgh University, 1675-85.
regent 1649-59 (Fasti, ii. 35, 212, 589)
Bodleian.
;

1656.
Forbes, Robert, theses philosophicae, quas auspice & propitio
Candidati In inclyta AbredonD. O. M.
Adolelcentes laureae Magilterialis
enfi academia Mareschallana 8. Id. Jul. publice propugnabunt, horis
E
& loco folitis. Arbitro Roberto Forbesio. [Quotation]
abredoniis,
Anno
&
Academia^
Urbis
Broun,
Typothetae.
1656.
Typographa^o Jacobi
|

|

|

|

I

|

|

\

|

|

|

|

I

|

4°.

7 in.

[

f.

A'*,

B".

Pp. [4] -1-12.

on verso and next leaf, Dedication to
Provost George Morison, signed by sevenTitle;

teen candidates (Fasti,

ii.

219)

;

pp.

i

A2

instead of Ai]

—

|

|

12,

Theses

ales, physicae, metaphysica;,
in small pica roman.

(logica;,

mor-

mathematicie),

[sig.

Robert Forbes was M.A. King s Coll., 1643
at King's Coll., 1663-87, and last canonist there

;

regent at Marischal Coll., 1648-63 regent
and Grad. 30, 57, 188, 316; Fasti, ii.
;

(Off.

35) 589).

Kirkzvall Bibliothcck.
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1657.
theses

Whyte, Alexander.

philosophicae
|

Quas,

|

Athena^i

Marel-

i'terii
challani MagiLaurea TriCandidati, quadrieiinale curriculu emenfi,
das Quintileis A. P. D. O. M. publice
uniphali hac vice condecorandi ix. Ca/enloco folitis.
Prfefidf" alexandro
quhyteo. [Quotapropugnabunt horis
|

|

\

&

|

|

Abredoniis
Typothetas, Ann. JKx.
tions]

E

I

I

Chrifti,

&;

Academiae

|

candidates, including Bishop Gilbert
Burnet and James Gregory, the astronomer
{Fasti, ii. 220) p. [8] blank pp. 1-40, Theses
mathematicse,
(logicje, morales, physical,
metaphysica;) in pica roman.

fifteen

;

instrudlissimis,

|

Urbis

1657.

|

71 in. [ ]^ A-K'-^.
Pp. [8] + 40.
verso blank pp. [3]-[7], Dedication to
Title
"
Patronis suis uniMagistrates of Aberdeen,
versis virtutum honestamentis decorissimis,
4°.
;

Broun

Typographaao Jacobi

;

;

consummatissimis," signed by

Alexander White entered Marischal College in 1646, and was a regent from 1650 or
1651 till his death, 20 Aug., 1662 {Fasti, ii. 36, 213, 589).
Bodleian.

1658.
theses
philolophicae [sif]
Quas A. P. D. O. M.
Alumni, Laurea triumphali hac vice condecorandi,
ad Jul. 9 horis & loco fo- litis, publice propugnabunt arbitro andrea
aberdonhs
E Typographgeo Jacobi
Canta:o [Quotations and woodcut]
Aca- demise Typothetae, An. Mx. christi 1658.
Broun Urbis
Cant, Andrew,

Athensei

Ma-

|

\

refchallani

|

|

|

|

|

I

|

tSz:

|

4°.

7^

in.

[

r,A-P\Q'.

Pp. [6]

+

pp. [3]-[6], Dedication
to William, seventh Earl Marischal, signed

121

Title

[i].

-1-

:

by twenty-three candidates {Fasti, ii. 222)
pp. 1-121, Theses in small pica roman.

;

These Theses supply the amplest extant treatment of the subjects forming the seventeenth century curriculum in the Scottish Universities.

1659.

Douglas,

William.

academiarvm vindici^

In quibus
Novantium
Reformatas averruncantur, earundemque
Authore gi-'/l. doivglasio S. S. Theo- logiae
|

|

I

recta proponitur.

Professore

|

|

|

Academia Regia Aherdonenfi
Excudebat lacobus Bnmiis Urbis

\

|

A-M^ Ni. Pp. [14]
7 in.
[ ]',
Pp. [1-3] blank; p. [4], Device of
King's Coll. Library and Latin verses; p.
[5], Title:
pp. [6-14], Dedication to the
4°.

50.

[Quotations and device]
et Acad. 'Fypographus.
Anno
-

in

Aberdonije,
Dom. MDCLIX.

+

|

contra Academias etiam

praejudicia
Institutio

principal

followed

Hebrew;

\

|

|

and professors of King's College,
by verses in Latin, Greek and
pp.

1-50,

Douglas was M.A., 1619, minister of Forgue, professor of

The Oratio was
Dedication has some account of

Grad.

69, 182).

buildings.

Oratio,

in

small pica

roman.
divinity,

1643-66 {Off. and

The
delivered in the Theological Hall, 19th Nov., 1658.
the foundation of King's College, and a description of the
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theses philosophicae Quas pofuerunt Adolefcenks,
IVIeidrum, George,
Laurese
tis
Magifterialis, Candidati, in
inclyta UniverfitaAbredonenfis,
Academia Marefchallana, et A. P. D. O. M. ^d/i//iij 2[4] horis et loco folitis,
Pra^side Georgio Meldrumio.
bunt.
A/>republice propugna[Quotations]
doniis
E Typograph^EO Jacobi Broun Urbis et Academi^e Typothette Ann.
|

|

|

[

|

|

|

|

|

\

Mx.

|

Christ!,

1659.

Y, A-N2.
Pp. [8] + 52.
pp. 2-5, Dedication to
Provost John Jaffrey and Town Council,
signed by fourteen candidates (Fasti, ii. 223)
7 in.

4°.

Title

[6]

p.

[

verso blank

;

blank

pp.

;

physicae, ethicae,
pica roman.

;

1-52, Theses (logicae,
mathematicae) in small

;

George Meldrum entered Marischal
of the ministers of Aberdeen

Strachan, John.
Not

Coll. in 1647, regent, 1655-59, rector, 1673-74
professor of divinity, Edinburgh {Fasti, 12, 36, 213, 589).

;

King's College Theses.

(Orem's Old Aberdeen, 1782,

seen.

one

;

p. 163.)

1660.
oratio panegyrica Ad EI20AIA Potentiffimi
Douglas, William.
Monarchae, cakoli 11, Magnce Britannia:, Fraucicc &> Hibertiice regis, P'idei
|

|

|

Defenforis, reducis

|

fofpitis, pergratiffmii.

|

Quam

recitabat Guilielmus Douglaffiiis,

Maximo Philofophico Collegii Regii
TheologicX Profefibr, in Auditorio
caroling*; Aberdoneni"is,y////// 14, 1660.
[Texts]
[QuotaEDiNBURGi, Ex officind Societatis Stationariorum, 1660.

S. S.
I

|

Univerfitatis

|

tions]

|

|

|

|

I

I

4°.

in.

6f|

A-D^.

Pp.

+

[6]

26.

Title within double lines: A2-3, Dedication

1

|

Earl of Glencairn
Pp.
Panegyricus, in small pica roman.

to William,

;

1-26,

theses

philosophicae Quas Aufpice et propitio
in Inclyta AbreLaureje Magifterialis
Candidati
Publice propugnabunt horis et loco
don€7ifi \zViAQ.vsx\7\. Marifchallana \Jiilii, 17.
folitis
Prasfide R015FRT0 FORBEsio.
aberdoniis.
[Quotations and woodcut]
E ^'j'^o<a;ci.\)\\?to Jacobi B?-oiin Urbis & Aca- dcinia Typotlictic, Anno 1660.
Forbes,

D.

M.

O.

Robert,

[

|

|

xA.dolefcentes

I

|

|

|

I

|

I

\

\

A-F'^
4"]'.
7 in[
Pp. [4] + 24.
Title; verso to p. [4], Dedication to James,
eldest son of Sir Robert Innes, bart., of that
ilk,

signed by twenty candidates (Fasti,

James Innes had entered the College

224)
pp. 1-24, Theses (logicae, morales,
physicae, metaphysicae, mathematicae) in
small pica roman.
;

ii.

in 1656,

but was not a candidate in 1660.

Sandiiands, Patrick. [Co/o/>/ion] DEcermina h^ec Philofophica, A. P. D.
O. AI.
in foleniii I'iiilofophantiu diatribfi, fupra nominati Adolefcentes fjuadriennale curriculum emenfi, hac vice cum laurea Magiiteriali c Collegia
Rcgio
V ttiverfitatis Aberdonenjis emittendi, propug- nabunt, pra^fide patricio saxdiLANDio, horis et loco folitis. \J"l- 12 1660 Y.\c\!id.€t)2i^. Jacobus Brtinus Url)is
|

I

\

|

|

j

I

|

&

Academiaj Typographus.
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lyixiajin. In pica roman. No candidates' names. Verso blank.
single sheet.
the top of this sheet was originally pasted by its lower edge an address to Charles II.
The two papers
(no date, place, or printer's name) which is now placed immediately before it.
were evidently regarded as a single publication, for Ant. Wood who foliated the vol. of miscellaneous papers which contains these 2 sheets gave them but one number. Twenty candidates
Patrick Sandilands was M.A. King's Col(of 1660) sign the address [Off. and Grad. 195).
lege, 1643, regent at Marischal Coll. {Fasti, ii. 35, 5SS), 1643 to 1646, when he was transferred
to King's Coll.
sub-principal there 1657 till his death in 1673 (Off. and Grad. 41, 56, 18S, 315).
2°.

To

;

Bodleiati.

1661.
Leslie,
relucet,

|

'

Seu
Natalis Domini
"O'A^r/p 'Opdpivos
AiroXa[XTreL
In Academia Marilchallana Ca- rolinaa Univerfitatis A/>er-

James.

refulget,

|

]

|

Octavo Calendas Januarias,
Anno .Er. Chriit. 1661.
ABERDONiis,
donenfis,

\

\

\

m, dc, lxi.

|

|

[Quotation and device]

|

\

'

tyrocinium praelo calente excusetur';
blank pp. [9-25], Device with initials
F. V., Precatio, Oratio, Precatio in small pica

4°.
7 in.
[
f, A-[E]-.
Pp. [28].
Pp. [1-2] blank
p. [3] Title within border
Dedication
blank
po. [5-6]
by Leslie
p. [4]
'
to the Earl Marischal
Benevolo
p. [7]
lectori
Typographi pariter junioris im-

periti

p. [8]

;

;

;

;

.

He
is

.

;

roman

.

;

pp. [26-28] blank,

,

Leslie entered Mar. Coll., 1636; principal, 1661-78; obtained
destines this tract privato hujus Athenaei studiosorum usui '.
'

M.D. on the continent.

The name

of the printer

unknown.

1665.

Strachan, Patrick.
Not

King's College theses.
MS. vol. " Mar.

Stated to have been printed in

seen.

Coll.

Old Records,"

i

Aug.,

1665.

1666.

Theses.
Not

Marisclial College.
for printing mentioned

Pa\ment

seen.

in

Town

Council Register, 22 August, 1666.

1669.

Alexander, Alexander, philosophemata libera, Pr^epropere conierta,
challani U/i/ver/i fafis c.\rolin.^ .abekdoxexs/s Magif|

quie LyciBi Maris-

|

\

|

Laurea Triumphali hac vice condeco- randi A. P. I). O. M.
publice propugnabunt, in celebri Philofo- phantium pak^ltra, Ii/Z/i [8]
Aufplciis ALEXANDRi ALEXANDER.
aberdoniis,
[Quotations and device]
E Typographaeo Ioannis Forbesii Junioris urbis & Academii.e TvPOTHET.t:
terii

candidati,

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

Anno

1669.

4°.
-I-

[2].

seated

A-K-.
[ ]^
Pp. [S] -1- 38
on verso large woodcut of

7 in.
Title:

woman

pp. [3-7] Dedication to
George, eighth Earl Marischal, signed by
twenty-two candidates (Fasti, ii. 231) p. [8]

large

ologica;, Spicilegia physiologica,

|

in

1-3S

Theoremata

metaphysica. Theses mathematicae)

;

Alexander entered Marischal College
Glass (Fasti, ii. 37, 227, 589).

woodcut of standing woman; pp.

Theses (Profata dialectica, Positiones path-

:

in

small

pica roman.

i66o; regent, 1667-74; afterwards minister of
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1673.
Thefes hafce Philofophicas A. P. D. O. M. Propugnabunt

Gray, Thomas.

thomae grah, fupra nominati juvenes ex CoUegio
Aberdonensi, hac vice, cum Magifteriali laurea emittendi Ii/Iii [
Tub Praefidio

Marifchallano
An/io 1673.
]
E Typographa^o Ioannis Forbesii Junioris, urbis &
horis & loco folitis.
Univerhtatis Typothete, A/i/io ^re Chrijtiaiio, m.dc.lxxiii.
|

|

|

Single sheet (the only surviving copy
printed on silk with hand painted borders).
23I X 20J in. At top Keith arms and dedication to George, 8th Earl Marischal, signed

by twenty-one candidates {Fasti, ii. 237),
followed by the Theses in brevier roman
double columns, and Colophon as above,

is

Gray entered Marischal College
ii.

in

1660,

and was regent 1667-73, also

librarian (Fasti,

37, 74, 227, 589).

1674.
positiones aliquot theologic^ de
Objecto Cultus
Quas APDOM, tertio /«'. A//g. 1674 m Acidemia regia A/>erdo//efi/}'.
Propugnabit henricus scougall Prei'byter, & desfignatus S. S. Theologian
Profefior.
DUputationem moderante EruditilT. & ClaiilT. Viro, 1). ioanne

Scougall, Henry,

Religion.

|

I

|

|

|

|

|

menzies Theologife Proferfore meritilTimo, & Univerh- tatis Afierdonen/zs
E Typographaio ioannis forbesii lunioris,
Rectore magnifico. [Quotations]
urbis & Universitatis TypothetcX.
Anno Dom. m.dc.lxxiv.
I

|

.

|

|

I

|

verso.

8

bishop of St. Andrews; pp.
in pica roman.
James Sharp, Archwas
M.A..
166S,
regent 1669-73, professor of divinity 1674-78
Scougall,

4°.

in.

Dedication

Pp.

7

-f-

[i].

Title:

3-7,

Positiones

^Ojf.

and Grad.

to

57, 70, 203, 317.)

British

Museum.

1675.
thesf:s philosophic^,
Quas A. P. D. O. M.
George.
Curriculum Philofophicum emenfi, & Laurese Magifad diem 13
terialis Candidati, in inclyto .Athen;"eo Regio Abredonensi,
litis publice propugnabunt,
Praefide georgio middleluLf/, horis & loco foabredoni.e
TONO, V. D. M. & P. P. [Ornament and ([notations] Excudebat Ioannes Forbesius Iimior, universitatis Typographus. A. Ti. C.
IVliddleton,

|

Adolofcentes nonnulli,

|

|

|

|

|

|

I

I

|

\

|

\

|

M.DC.LXXV.
Title
A-F^.
4°.
7 in.
Pp. 24.
within type border: verso, royal arms; p. 3,
Dedication to Patrick, Earl of Kinghorn p.
;

1

|

names of twenty-eight candidates {Off.
and Grad. 208); pp. 5-24, Theses in roman
4,

small pica.

George Middleton was eldest son of Principal Alexander Middleton, M.A., 1662; D.D.
St. And., 1683; minister of Glamis, 1667-73 and 1684-85; regent, 1673; sub-principal, 1679;
principal, 1684 to 1717, when he was deprived of office {Off. and Grad. 27, 42, 58, 196, 316).
The Theses are fifty in number. Subjoined is the note " Theses hasce nostras, pro more,
optimis hujus aevi experimentis et detectionibus undequaque non scatere, nemo niiretur utpote
ab initio, nihil quod non discipulis meis publice dictaverim, publice evenlilandum et ab iis
:

;

propugnandum proponere decrevi".
Edinh. Univ.
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A

True and Faithful accompt of
others.
material PalTages of a difpute betwixt fome Students of Divinity
dene, and the People called Quakers,
(fo called) of the Univerfity of Aberhis clofe (or Yard) before
in Aberdene in Scotland, in Alexander Harper
held
Ibme hundreds of Witneffes, upon the fourteenth day of the fecond Month
Skene, Alexander, and

The most

]

\

|

]

\

|

\

\

I

|

]

\

(John Lefly.
called April, 1675.

There being

0^\)Ontn\.?,\

Alexander Shirref^ry\?i^L of Art.

{Paul

And Defendants upon

Gellie.

)

the Quakers part.
Robert Barclay and Geory;e Keith.
Pra^fes for moderating the meeting,
chofen by them, Andreiv Thomjone Advoand by the Quakers, Alexander Skein, fom- time a Magistrate of the
cate
I

\

|

|

:

|

I

preventing mifreports,
by Alexander Skein, John Skein,
Akxan- dcr Harper, Thomas Merfer, and John Co?vie. To which is added,
Robert Barclay's offer to the Preachers of Aberdene, renewed and re-inforced
London Printed, in the Year, 1675.
[Text]

Publifhed

City.

for

|

I

\

I

|

|

'

I

I

I

I

£->.
Pp. 71 + [i].
Epistle signed by the
Skenes, Mercer and Cowie
pp. 5-53, The
Dispute in long primer roman
pp. 54-62,

5i

in.

pp. 3,

4,

8°.

Title

;

A-D«,

The

;

Barclay's

offer

signed G. K.

pp. 63-71, A postscript
Pp. 49, 52, 57 are mispaged
;

65, 68. 97.

;

Robin Barclay
Quakerism canvassed
Theies againft young Students at Aber dene, and
Keith and the reft ol his friends, found guilty of
A molt
OR,
treafon, lying, shifting, quiljling, tergiverfmg, &c.
blal'phemy,
true and faithful accompt of a Dii'pute betwixt fome
Students of Divinity at
about the place, hf)lden in Alexander Harper
Aberdene, and the Quakers in and
his Clofs (or
Yard) April 14. 1675. years, before fome hundreds of wit- neiles,
Shirreff,

Alexander, and

baffled in the defending of his
he, together with Mr. George

others.

:

|

\

[

\

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

Andrew Thonifon being

Prefes
Together with the Quakers pretended true
As alfo, A further
and faithful accompt of the fame Dilpute examined.
Confutation of the Quakers
Arguments more
Principles, by the former
;

|

|

|

|

amplified,
{Al. Shirreff. \

fully

and diverfe other demonftra-

John Leslie. ^M.A.
Paul Gellie.)
\

|

-

)

|

[

[Texts]

|

&c.

tions,

Publifhed

|

|

by

Printed in the Year, 1675.

a-, b^ A-R^.
4°.
Pp. [12] 4- 1-135
signed A.S., J.L., P.G. b, Preface pp. 1-134,
Title
A most true and faithful accompt pp. 135-6,
a2, Dedication
(misnumbered 236).
to Kenneth, Lord Mackenzie and Kentail,
An advertisement to the reader.
Printed in Edinburgh, except the last two pages which were added in Aberdeen (Barclay
and Keith's Quakerism Confirmed, p. 87).
:

:

:

:

1676.

A

Barclay, Robert, and Keith, George.

Quakerism

|

confirmed,

or
|

|

of the chief Doctrines and Principles
of the people called
Qi^AKERS from the arguments and objections of the Students of divinity (fo
of Aberdeen in their book entituled Quakerism convassed \sic\ By
called)
vindication

|

|

I

ROBERT BARCLAY,
and
GEORGE KEITH.

[Motto]

Printed
I

in the

Year. 1676.

BIBLIOGRx'\PHY OF

THE UNIVERSITIES

signed by Robert Sandilands, James Alexander, Alexander Seatone and Alexander
Patersone, students.

Title;
[ ]-, AL-i.
Pp. [4] 4- 88.
address to the Friendly Reader p. [4]
contents
pp. 1-88, Quakerism confirmed,
4°.

p. [3]
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:

:

[Skene, Alexander] and others. QUVKERisAr confirmed, In Answer to
Wherein The Account the Students of Divini- ty
QUAKERISM CANVASSED
of Aberdeen gives of the Difpute they had with
the Quakers, is examined, and
[

|

:

I

|

|

|

|

from their own words

they are proved guilty of

|

dictions

and prevarications

feverall Students, present at

which

;

[

the people called Quakers.
and their oivn Vindication.
\

Pp. [2]

4-

2g

|

Title

4- [i].

—

1-29,

|

the Difpute, and fince
Published by the /aid people at Aberdeen for Truths
Printed in the Year, 1676.
[Texts]
[
signed by Robert Sandilands, James Alexander, Alexander Seatone, Alexander Pater-

:

section
Quakerism confirmed
first signed
by Alexander Skein, John Skein,
Thomas Mercer, John Cowie section second
pp.

grofs lyes, contra-

by the Subfcription of
come to own and walk with

|

\

A-D^.

many

atlefted

is

|

j

4°.

alio

sone, students.

;

i.

Barclay and Keith seem to have had nothing to do with this part (Smith's Friends' Books,
178; S. N. and Q. x. 57).

1677.

;
|

an appendix to the history of The Church
The Succeffion of the archbishops and bi- shops

Thomas,

IVIiddleton,

of Scotland

|

containing

[

|

|

\

|

in their feveral Sees, from the Reformation of
as
Religion, until the year 1676.
ALSO The feveral Orders of mOiVK'S and FRfERS, &c. in Scotland, before the
|

|

I

|

Reformation

The Foundation

with

:
|

|

of the uiviversit/es and colledges,

\

and
and prefent Mafters
An Account of the government, laws and constitu- t/on of the Kingdom.
= LONDON, Printed by E. Flefher, for R. Royfton, Bookfeller to the king's
molt Sacred majesty, Anno Domini mdclxxvii.
F°.
A", B-G^
Pp. [^] 4- 47 + [i]their Benefactors, Principals, Profeffours of Divinity,

:

|

\

\

I

1

I

I

This volume contains, on pp. 23-g, the earliest printed account of the two Aberdeen
The Appendix is
Colleges, including some notes on their "Learned men aid Writers".
to the fourth edition of John
Spottiswood's History.

1680.
Theses [)hilosophicje pro veterana veritate et antiqua
Forbes, Robert.
philosophandi methodo tuenda adversus petulantis hujus saeculi subdolam novitatem et heterodoxiam Cartesianam.
Aberdoniae
excudebat Joannes Forbes
Universitatis typographus. 1680.
Not seen {A herd. Printeys, p. 126). King's College. Copy sold in David Laing's Sale,
:

11.

222.

1681.

Buchan, John,
O. M.
I

theses phh.osophic^,

Laurei\i Magifterialis Candidati, in

|

\

Quas

aufpice,

&

propitio,

I).
[

publico Athen^-ei regii Ai;kedo-

|

ABERDEEN QUATERCENTENARY STUDIES

4IO

afceterio ad diem ^.Jiilij
Prcxfide johanne
propugnabunt, horis folitis,
BUCHAN.
ABREDONl.-E.
Excudcbat lOANNES
[Device and quotations]
Forbes colle- gii regii Typographus. Anno Domini 1681.

NENSis

\

|

I

|

|

]

I

.V,B-L2. Pp.48. Title within
7J
border
verso, Device of King's College
Library; pp. 3-8, Dedication to Sir Hugh
in.

4°.

\

:

Campbell of Calder, bart., signed by thirty
candidates {Ojf. and Grad. 211)
pp. 9-48,
Theses in small pica roman.
;

John Buchan, brother of the laird of Auchmacoy, entered King's Coll. in i656, and was
regent there, 1674-86 {Off. and Grad. 58, 316; Roll of Alumni, 29).
Edinb. Univ.

Garden, James, theses theologic/e, de Gratis Efficacia A. P. D.
O. M. fecundo die Febr. 1681. in Collegio Regio Aberdonenjt, publico examini
iacobo garden Prefbytero, & Defignato S. S.
fubjiciendte, Propugnante
aherdoni/e, Typis Ioannis
Theologian Profeifore.
[Quotations]
Forbesii
uRBis & Universitatis Typothet?e. Anno Domini M.vic.\.^y^y.yi\..\sic\.
]

|

|

|

|

|

]

|

|

|

I

|

7^ in. A^, B^. Pp. ii+[i]. Title
within border; on verso, Dedication to Bishop
Patrick Scougal
pp. 3-11, Theses in pica
4°.

roman;

device

[12],

p.

of

King's

Coll.

Library.

;

James Garden, M.A.

1662, had been selected for the Chair of Divinity 14 Oct., 1680
(while minister ot Balmerino), by Bishop Scougal from a leet of three prepared by the Synod.
Deposed 25 Jan., 1697, by a Parliamentary Commission (Off. and Grad. 70, 98, 197; Ramsay's
Scotland and Scotsmen ; Aurora Borealis, 211).

Edinb. Univ.

1682.
of
or the
Mudie, Alexander. Scotice Indiadum
Cprefenf ^f afe
SCOTLAND Together with divers Reflections Upon the Antient State thereof.
By ^. Af. Philopatris. - [Motto] - London. Printed for Jonathan
1682.
WilJiins at the Star in
Cheapside next Mercer s Chappel.
:

|

I

I

|

|

|

j

I

\

|

|

\

\

J

6 in. A-M12, N«.
Pp. [24] + 274
Air, Explanation of frontispiece Aiv,
Frontispiece A2'', Title within lines A3-7r,
Epistle dedicatory to Charles, Duke of Lenox
12°.

+ [2].

;

:

;

;

Chapter

13,

pp.

217-246,

The

A7^-8, To the reader; A9-10, Contents;
Aii-i2r, Books printed for Jonathan Wilkins
pp. 1-274, The Present State in pica roman
pp. [275-6], Advertisement.
;

;

University of Aberdeen

supra.

1683.
Fraser, George.
Not

seen.

Cited

in

King's College theses.

Album

E. {Off.

and Grad.

p. 213).

1684-.

Forbes, Robert.
Not

seen.

Cited in

King's College theses.

Album

E. {Off. and Grad.

p. 213).

:

mainly from Middleton, 1677
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duncan liddel, And his
Duncan. A vindication of M[.
.]
GEORGE LIDDEL, The OH ProfeiTor of the Mathematicks, and the other a
Student of Philofophie, and John Forbes, Printer to the University and Town of
Aberdeen, by way of Anfwer of a fcourrilous Ryme fent from Edinbur}:;h
To the Tufteof The Gentlemans Mear is behind ... A confutation of james
SETON And Mr duncan liddel
[1684].
Liddel,

.

|

Son

I

|

-

\

I

|

.

I

|

\

.

.

]

\

F°. broad sheet,

Pica roman.

iij x 13J in.

Advocates' Library.

A MathematicallCertamen Alathematicum,
or,
Liddel, George.
Betwixt George Liddell, Student of Philo- fophv and Mathematicks into
\

Difpute,
the Ma-

I

|

\

and ^amCB (^aterfon, (OXlai^C
ri/c/iatt- Col/edge oi
maiicixB no- mine fenue) in f0e Con)=gafe of Edinburgh, aii^ ^ign
Wherein George L/dde/ undertakes clearly, to demonftraie
of t^C Crofs-ltaff
and prove the laid 3amC6 CpClterfon, to be grofly ignorant into all the MaA^is.Yi.v>¥.K^

:

\

\

|

|

|

:

I

\

|

|

|

Aberdeen, Printed by John Forbes,
Deceml>er ^th. Anno 1684.
And are to
feller at the Tron-Kirk in Edinburgh.

thematicall Sciences.
[Motto]
Printer to
the tYri' and univer'^ity,
I

\

\

|

|

be fold by Andrew Dumbar, Book8°.
A^ Pp.
5 J in.
border at top verso to p.

|

|

\

\

|

candid reader; pp. 6-16, Quinque problemata
Title, type
in small pica roman.
Epistle to the
Duncan Liddel, nephew of the benefactor, was M.A., 1634, was appointed professor of
mathematics in 1661. His son George, M.A., 1685, became assistant and successor to his
father, 1687, and was deposed in 1716 (Fasti, i. 146; ii 53, 207, 252).
:

16.

5,

Signet Library.

1685.

the solution of The five Problems, Which was
Liddel, George,
in the Mathe/naticatt Difpute, by
propofed to /awes Paterfon,
George Liddell
Student of Philofo- phy and Mattiematictis in the Marijchall Colledge of
Aberdeen Decern- ber 4. 1684.
Aberdeen, Printed hy John Forbes
[Woodcut]
Printer to
the Toivn and Univerfity, 15 February 1685.
|

|

|

\

|

\

|

\

|

|

|

|

8°.

5J

in.

signature B2).

Pp. 8 (p, 2 has the only
type border at top

Title,

2-8,

pp.

Solution in small pica roman and

j

italic.

long primer

:

|

Signet Library.

1686.
Black, William,

theses,

problemat.4

&.

paradoxa
\

|

philosophica

:
|

Quje, Laureje Magifterialis Candidati, in Collegio Regio Aberdonenfi, ad diem
A. P. D. O. M. publice propugnabunt,
horis & loco folitis.
Arbitro
i^Julii,
GuLiELMO Blak. [Device of King's Coll. Library] - [Motto] - abredeis.
Excudebat Ioannes Forbesius, urbis & universitatis Typographus, 14
lunii. A. ^F. C. 1686.
|

I

I

|

|

I

|

|

|

|

10.

to

|

4°.
8J in. [ ]i, B-C-, D'.
Pp. [2] +
Title within borders; verso, Dedication

Alexander,

Earl

of

Black, M.A., 1672,

Moray, signed

thirty-four candidates (O^. cnuf Grarf. p. 214)
pp. i-io, Theses, etc., in long primer roman,
double columns D- utilised for the Title.

;

by

was regent 1684-1711

;

;

sub-principal, 1711-14 (Off.

and Grad.

42, 58,

205, 317)-

Haigh

Hall.
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Burnet,
DONi.E, in
sidio

I

Thomas.

theses philosophic.e,

\

'\nc\yii\Aaidt'?niaM<iri/cha//a?ia,Univer-

\

Quas {Favenie Deo) abrefihifis

CAROLiN.E,{uh\)rx-

\

Thom.b Burnet ibidem

pugnabunt
Philofophicc Profefforis, publice proroUa hac vice condecorandi, ad diem 24 Junii, horis
|

fplendida laurese coloco folitis.
[Device and quotation]
|

I

I

urbis

Forbes,

|

&

abredoni/e, Excudebat Joannes

|

|

Universitatis Typographus 1686.
by thirty-four candidates (S. N. and Q. 2, ii.
pp. 7-15, Theses in small pica roman.

41)

;

;

Burnet was M.A. Mar.
ii.

&

|

4°.
yjin. A-B». Pp. i5+[i]. Title
within border verso blank pp. 3-6, Dedication to George, Duke of Gordon, signed

{Fasti,

;

|

Coll.,

1677

;

;

regent there, i68i-85, and

in

Edinburgh, i686-go

39, 243, 589).

Kirkwall

Bibliotlicck.

1687.

theses philosophic.e, Quas A. P. D. O. M. ingenui
Keith, Robert,
In celeberrimo Collegio
Adolefcentes Laureaj Magifterialis Candidati,
Marischallano Univerfiiatis carolinm Abre- denensis ad diem 23 Junii,
Publice propugnabunt horis &^ loco folitis.
Prasfide roberto ketho.
[Quotaabredeis, Excudebat Ioannes Forbesius, urbis & Universitatis
tions]
Typographus, A?mo Dom. 1687.
\

aliquot

|

|

I

|

I

|

\

I

|

" Literarum & Literatorum fautori
warth,
propensissimo," signed by fifty-nine candidates {Fasti, ii. 256)
pp. 5-12, Theses
philosophicje in pica roman.

Sin. A-C".
4°.
Pp.12. Title within
borders; on verso Roval arms and arms of
Marischal College with mottoes
pp. 3-5,
Dedication to Sir George Lockhart of Carn;

Robert Keith entered Marischal Coll.

;

in

1668

;

regent there, 1683 to 1687 (Fasti,

ii.

39,

235, 590).

Bodleian.

1688.

Act of Privy Council,
the Kings
reparing
day o( April/, 1688.
|

F°.

Single page.

act,
of

Colledge

[

Appointing a voluntar Contribution for

Edinburgh

Aberdeen:

the

feventeenth

|

12 x 7^

Skene, George,

in.

Positiones philosophic;^ pri^side G. Skene, x^berdoniis,

1688.

Not seen. Like 1626 Lundie, this title is from David Laing's Sale Cat. ii. 222 not
transcribed in Biogr. Ahred.
Skene entered Marischal Coll., 167.S {Fasti, ii. 248) regent.
King's Coll., 1687, till his death in Session 1708/09 {Off. and Grad. 58, 317).
:

;

1689.

Peacock, George,
aliquot

|

theses philosophic^,

Adolefcentes Laurea^ Magifterialis

Univerfitatis caroling
Publice propiigjiabunt, horis er' loco folitis.

|

Marischallano

\

P. D. O. M. ingenui
In celeberrimo Collegio

Quas A.

candidati,

|

Abre-

denensis ad diem 23 Mail,
georgio peacock. [Quotaabredeis, Excudebat Ioannes Forbesius, urbis & Universitatis
tions.]
Typographus, Anno Dom. 1689.
|

j

I

I

Pra^fide

\

\

|

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE UNIVERSITIES
A^.

in.

7j

4°.

borders

Pp.

Title, within
to Robert,

8.

on verso, Dedication

;

Viscount Arbuthnot, " Musarum fautori proGeorge Peacock entered Marischal College
was deposed (Fasti, ii. 38, 232, 589).

pensissimo,"
ii.

(Fasti,

signed

260)

;

413

by thirty candidates
Theses philosophicie

pp. 3-8,

roman.

in pica

when he

regent there, 1673 to 1717,

in i665,

Bodleian.

the account ok the Popes Proceision at
Pope's procession,
ABERDENE, The iith oi January, 1689, which was deUvered to the new
Elected Magii'trats and Council
thereof, by the Students of MarifhalCo//edge,
WITH The Students Letter to the iaids Magiftrats thereanent. - [Rude
woodcut of crowned figure] - Printed in the Year, 1689.
|

|

|

|

|

|

\

I

I

|

|

A^ B2.
7j in.
Pp. II +[i].
on verso begins Dedication to Provost
and Town Council signed R. R. and I. I.,
which continues to top of p. 3; pp. 3-8,
A true account of His Holiness Procession
;

'

'

— the

in

speeches

verse

— pica

This tract was reprinted

Edinburgh

in

tract is noticed in Sir

|

|

|

4°.

Title

|

|

roman

9-11, The Students of Marischall's CoIIedge
attestation anent the burning of the Pop,'
'

signed, 2nd Feb., i68g, by ggstudents, grouped
as Magistrants, Tertians, Semies, Begians
ii.

(Fasti,

262).

pp.

;

Laing's Fugitive Pieces of the ijth Century, 1S23.
Alexander Grant's Story, ii. 474.

A

similar

1691.
Fraser, George.
tyrocinii

jam

Positiones aliquot philosophicae, quibus in philosophic!
specimen decertabunt adolescentes nonnulli ex Collegio

praeterlapsi

Regali Abredonensi, ad magisterialem lauream aspirantes.
Fraser.
Abredeis. 1691.
Not seen. (Constable's Collection 0/ tracts, 1827, p. 181.)

Sub praeside Georgio

1693.
Fraser, Alexander.

Determinationes philosophicae, quas laurcae magiscandidati in Collegio Regali Abredonensi, publice propugnabunt. Arbitro
Alexandre Fraser. Abredeis 1693.

terialis

Not
Grad.

seen.

(Constable's Collection of tracts, 1827,

p. 181.)

Cited in

Album

E. (Off,

and

p. 215).

theses philosophic.e, ()ua3 CoUegii MarischalPeacock, George.
bredonensis, Laurece Ma- gifterialis canUniverfitatis carolin.e AA. P. D. O. M. ad
diem 27 ////// horis & loco folitis propugnabunt.
didati,
Pnefide georgio peacock,
abredeis, Excudebat Joannes
[Quotation]
FoRBESius, urbis & Universitatis Typographus, Aitno Dom. 1693.
\

LANi

I

|

I

|

|

|

I

|

|

j

|

Title, within
Pp. 8.
borders
on verso. Dedication to George,
"
Earl of Aberdeen,
Pietatis & Iustiti;e asser-

7^

4°.

in.

;

The

first

A^.

tori,"
ii.

signed by nineteen candidates (Fasti,

266)

;

pp. 3-8, Theses philosophical in pica

roman.

Earl of Aberdeen had been a regent at King's College, 1659-63.
Bodleian,
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1694.
Black, William.
Not

seen.

King's College theses.

Cited in .\lbum E. (Off. and

GnuL

p. 215).

1695.

theses ph/losop/z/cs, Quas aufpice & propitio
Fraser, George.
D. O. M. Adolel'centes Laureae Magifterialis ca/vo/dati, in celeberrinio Co/REGio Abredonensi, ad diem 4 Iiilii, publice propu/t'j{/o
gnabunt, horis
Praefide georgio fraser.
i^f loco folitis.
[Woodcut and motto] & Universitatis Typo.VBREDEis, Excudebat Io.\nnes Forbesius, urbis
\

I

|

|

|

I

I

|

I

[

|

|

|

]

Anno Dom.

graphus,

1695.
nine candidates {Off. and Grad. p. 217) pp.
Theses in small pica roman device of
King's Coll. libra y at end.

y^in. A-B^. Pp.16. Title within
borders on verso, Dedication to Sir Hugh
C-impbell, bart., of Calder, signed by twenty4°.

;

3-16,

;

;

George Fraser, M.A., 1677, was regent and afterwards sub-principal 1679-1710 {Off. and
Grad. 42, 58, 201, 316).
The last ot the candidates is Simon Fraser, afterwards Lord
Lovat (Chalmers' Riiddiman, p. 14).

1696.
King's College theses.

Skene, George.

A

fragment of two leaves much decayed

thirty-four candidates (S.

A^.

and Q.

2, vi.

is

in the

University Library, including a

list

of

124).

1697.
Fraser, Alexander.
King's College theses.
Not seen. Cited in Album E. (Off. and Grad. p. 215).

theses ph/losoph/c.e, Quas CoUegii MarischalPeacock, George,
BREDONEN.sis, LaurcK Ma gifterialis c.-^.v/vUniVi.'7-fitatis CAROLiN.E KA. p. D. O. M. ad diem 3 Junii, horis & loco folitis propugnabunt.
DATi,
Vx-3t{\d.&GE0RGI0 peacock.
ABREDEIS, Excudebat lOANNE.S
[Motto]
& Universitatis Typographus, Ah?io Dom. 1697.
FoRBESiu.s, URBLS
|

LANi,

I

I

I

I

|

I

I

|

\

|

|

|

|

|

A^.
Title; p. 2,
7 in.
Pp. 8.
Dedication to Sir David Ramsay of Ballmain,
4".

bart.,

" in

quondam

stativis

nostris

primipilo charissimo,

philosophicis

nunc Ma;ce-

nati munificentissimo,"

signed by eighteen
candidates (Fasti, ii. 270) pp. 3-8, Theses
in small pica roman, within borders.
Glasff. Univ.
;

1698.
Marischal College.

To The right honourable
|

T/w lord Prce/es and

Commiffioncrs from the Royal/ Ihirroiv s of scotlanu affembled at
ABERDEEN. Thc Petition of the Principall and Afafters of the Marifchall Colledge.
Humbly sheweth,
[Aberdeen, 1698].
re?fianenf

|

|

.

.

.

I

In English roman.
13^ + 8^ in.
The Petition, anent rebuilding the College, is given in Fasti,
paid ^4 19s. for printing it.

Single sheet.

i.

354.

John Forbes was
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1699.

To

IViarischal College,

our Generous and Charitable Countrey-

all

within the Cityes oiDanfzick and

Men
|

Poland.
Konings-beri;, and the Kingdom of
of the Principall and Mafters of the Mai-ifchall
|

|

The humble Reprefentation
<?/ Aberdeen in Scotland.
ABERDEEN, June 2^ 1699.
I

CoUedge

\

Sheweth

.

.

Marischall Colledge

.

|

of
j

\

+

In English roman.
anent
rebuilding the College, is signed by the Principal and proRepresentation,
given in Fasti, i. 357. John Forbes was paid £^ 4s. for printing it. See also

Single sheet.

\zh

'i\ in-

The
fessors

:

T. A. Fischer's Scots in Germany,

INFORMATION Fof
Colledge.
F°.

The

268.

p.

the JVezv

Old

Colledge of Aberdeen, Against the

[1699.]
In pica roman.
Pp. 2.
13^ in.
Information, anent division of William

III.'s

grant of ;^3oo,

is

printed

in Fasti,

375.

i.

theses philosophic.e, Quas Collegii MarischalMore, Alexander,
bredenensis, Laureaj Ma- gifterialis candiUniverfitatis carolin.e Adiem "6 Junii, horis & loco iblitis propugnabunt.
k. P. D. O. M. ad
DATi,
Prtefide alexandro moro.
abredeis, Excudebat Ioannes
[Quotation]
URBis «& Universitatis Typographus, Anno Dom. m.dc.xcix.
Forbesius,
\

LANi

|

I

|

I

I

|

\

|

|

I

4°.

borders

;

Crrnegy

Title within
Pp. 8.
on verso, Dedication to John
of Boysick, " Maecenati meritis7

|

|

signed by twenty-four candidates

simo";

A^.

in.

ii.

{Fasti,
in pica

27.2)

;

pp. 3-8,

Theses philosophical

roman.

Alexander More entered Marischal Coll. in 16S2 regent there, 1688 to 1717,
Ramsay's Scotland and Scotsmen, 290).
{Fasti, ii. 39, 254, 590
;

was deposed

when he

;

Bodleian.

1700.
King's College theses.
Album E. {Off. and Grad, p.

Skene, George.
Not

Cited in

seen.

215).

theses philosophise, Quas, propitio Numine,
rites ad Lauream Philofophicam, in Collegio Maabrepo.vensis Aipirantes, ad diem 23
Univerfitatis carolin.e,
William.

Smith,

Generofi Adolescen-

.schallano

\

|

|

\

Maij, horis

Iblitis in
|

novo

dicti Collegii Auditorio,

Prsfide GULIELMO SMITH

-

\

doctorum

fubjicient examini.

CANDiDATi

-

Quibus,
[twenty-scvcn names]
ut amicorum votis satiffiat, eos qui annis fuperioribus in eadem fuere Claffe,
adjunximus [fifteen names, Fasti, ii. 274]. abredeis, Excudebat Ioannes For(S: Universitatis
besius, URBIS
typographus, Anno Dom. 1700.
Seton of Pitmedden, bart. pp. 3-12, Theses
within
Title
4°.
7f in. A'^.
Pp. 12.
I

I

]

]

|

|

\

\

I

;

borders

:

verso Dedication to Sir Alexander

in

small pica roman.

William Smith, M.A. King's Coll., 1684, was regent
Fasti, ii. 39, 590).
{Off. and Grad. 213

was deposed

;

at

Mar.

Coll., 1693-1717.

when he

ABERDEEN OUATERCENTENARY STUDIES

4i6

1701.

Edinburgh University.
Printed in the
LONDOx

=

:

j

I

8°.

pp.

3-56,

5j in. A-C^
Introduction

an

Title,
Pp. 56.
pica roman ex-

D"".

in

TO

introduction

(^cfap^pftcils,

|

year, 1701.
cept p. 55

in brevier.

Edinb. Univ.

Andrews

St.

LONDON

Printed

:

an 3nfrot)ucfion

University.
in the

I

to

LOGICKS.

=

|

Year, 1701.

Pp. 56. Title
5^ in. A-C8, D-*.
PP- 3-561 Introduction in pica roman except
8°.

pp. 54-5 in brevier.

:

The Commission of Visitation appointed by the Scots Parliament in 1690, directed the
preparation and printing of uniform courses of study for the four Universities: logic being
allotted to St. Andrews, ethics to Glasgow, physicks to Aberdeen, and metaphysicks to
Edinburgh. No copies have been traced of the Glasgow and Aberdeen printed treatises, but
the MS. of the latter is extant (S. N. and Q. i. 35).
Edinb. Univ.

King's College theses.

Skene, George.
Not

seen.

Cited in

Album

E. (Off. and Grad.

p. 215).

1702.

Buttery College. The institution and progress of the Buttery College at
Slains in the parish of Cruden, Aberdeenshire, with a catalogue of the books and
Abredeis
manuscripts in the library of that University, Sess. 1699-1700-1701.
:

excudebat Joannes Forbes Universitatis typo. 1702.
See
Not seen.
Reprinted in Watson's Curious Collection of Scots Poems, 171 1.
Edinb. Topog. Trad, and Antiq. Mag., Dec, 1848, p. 184; Chambers' Domestic Annals, iii.
230; S. N. and (). X. 113.

Smith, William, oratio In qua, Inclyt^ academic maris- challan^
ABREDONENSis, NobiHlTunus parens, Illuftres m^- cenates, & Eximii benefarefervatis amplilTimis
Commemorantur.
ctores, ad Antrnm m.dc.xcvi.
/EDiFicii Novi
benefactoribus - Habita a gui.ielmo smith P.P. vii Cal :
abredeis, Excudebat
Qniniil : Attno Dom. m.dc.xcvi.
[Quotations]
Ioannes Forresius, urbis & Universitatis Typographus, An?io Dom. 1702.
|

|

|

I

|

I

I

|

I

I

|

|

|

|

|

I

+

31

cation

on verso, woodcuts of arms of Aberdeen and of Marischal
College, with Latin mottoes pp. [3, 4], Dedi-

Town

4°.

+

[i].

7f

in.

[

p, A-H--'.

Title within border

:

:

Pp. [4]

to Provost John Allardes and the
Council pp. 1-3 1, Commemoratio in

pica roman.

:
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commemorated

are George, fifth Earl Marischal, the founder
Wilham,
Mr. John
George, eighth Earl the city of Aberdeen
Liddel
Duncan
Dr.
i.
Dr.
Johnston {Fasti,
(ib. 120);
James Cargill (ib. 149); Mr.
113);
Alexander Irvine of Drum {ib.
Patrick Copland {ib. 159); Dr. David Chamberlane {ib. 182)
Dr. William Guild
Dr. Alexander Reid ((7). 226, 234)
Mr. Thomas Reid {ib. 194)
207)
Sir Thomas Crombie {ib. 248)
Dr. William
Katharine Rolland {ib. 294)
{ib. 223, 280)
Johnston {ib. 246) William Jamieson {ib. 221) Dr. Patrick Dun {ib. 231) Dr. Robert Dun
Mr. William More {ib. 233) Mr. George Robertson Gilbert Eraser; Dr. Alexander
{ib. 286)
William Leslie of Balquhayn {ib.
Rosse {ib. 272)
William Rosse of Roseyle {ib. 291)
Mr. John Strachan {ib. 266); Robert Gumming {ib. 320) Mr. George Melvill {ib. 323)
311)
James Milne {ib. 316) George Keith of Lentush {ib. 331) John Turner {ib. 337) Mr. John
Eraser {ib. 361).
The Oratio was printed "on the town's expenses in respect the same
contains a full account of the antiquity of the town and benefactors to the college" (Council

benefactors

sixth Earl

William, seventh Earl

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Reg.

Ivii.

;

;

;

800).

1704.

De Efficacia
Propofitiones nonnuUce Theologicce.
Anderson, George.
Mortis CHRiSTi. Quas A. P. D. O. M. In Aca- demia Regia Abredo- nen.si,
Miniiter Evangelii, & degius andersonus
fignatus
propugnabit georDecembris
S. S. Theologize
abredeis, ex Typo1704.
profelTor, [14] die
tatis Typographi,
forbesii, urbis & Universi
graphaeo Defuncti joannis
|

|

|

I

|

|

|

|

|

\

|

|

|

|

[

1704.
7 in.

4°.

within border

:

[
]^.
Pp.
verso blank
;

7

+

p. 3,

Gulielmo Regulo de Haddo
positiones in pica roman.
'

Title

[i]-

Dedication

George Anderson, M.A., 1655 min. Methlick, Tarves, 1663-1704
1710 {Ojf. and Grad. 71, 98, 193).
;

till

For the Reformation of
Propofals
In order to the Better Education of Youth.

Proposals.
fitieS.

|

|

\

I

Serious Consideration
in the Year 1704.
4°.
7j
A2-B2r, Text

in.

in

|

Of The

|

High Court
|

duction

A-", B-.
Pp. [12]. Title
Advocates repica roman.
;

and

;

William.

Smith,

|

;

pp. 4-7, Pro-

professor of divinity

^C^oofs & (Unttjer=
Humbly Offer'd to the

|

|

Ok ^avftameuf

Printed

.

of Scottish Universities to

their assimilation to

two,

English system.

British

Generoji Adolescen-

'

Museum.

theses philosophic.^,
Quas, Propitio
tes ad Lauream Philofophicam, in Academici

Numine,

\

Ma-

ri|

SCHALLANA Ufiiver/ifatis carolinaz aberdonensis Afpirantes, ad diem 15
Praifide gulielmo smith.
fubjicient examini h. Iq. fJuiiii doctorum
non
Ab
Hs
CANDIDATE
fu/it peiiitus emeiiji difqui Curriculum PJiilofopliicum
criminantiir. [fifty-three names twenty-seven with prefixed for §. i^a.?//, ii. 279].
abredeis, Excudebat Ioannes Forbesius urbis & Universitatis Typographus,
Ann. Dom. 1704.
\

|

|

|

|

|

|

;

|

4°.

borders

:

9 in.
verso,

Title within
]*.
Pp. S.
Dedication to Robert Vis-

[

count Arbuthnot, one of the candidates
pp. 3-8, Theses in small pica roman.

1705.
cog/tata nonnuli.a philosophica. Quae A. P. Q.
Black, William,
in Collkcio regio aberdonensi
)ATI
D. O. M.
Laure;\i Magifterialis CANPn)ATi
\

|

I

27

|
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4i8
I

Eruditorum examini Subjicient

|

ad Diem

Pr^hde gulielmo blak,

2

Maij

A. M,. C.
\

|

H. L.

1705.

|

[Device of King's Coll. Library]
urbis & UniversiABREDEis, Excudebant SucceiTores joannis forbesii
TATis Typographi, 1705.
8 in.
candidates {Off. and Grad. 219)
K\ B-C^. Pp. 15 + [i].
4°.
pp. 3-15

Q.
I

-

S.

I

I

-

P. P.

|

|

|

I

;

verso, Dedication to John
Urquhart of Meldrum, signed by twenty-four

Title within border

Cogitata, in small pica roman.

:

Glass". Univ.

1706.
Theses philosophicae, quas auspice & propitio D. O. M.
Fraser, George.
adolescentes laureae magisterialis candidati, in celel)errimo CoUegio Regio Aberdonensi, ad diem 2 Maij, public^ propugnabunt, horis & loco solitis, praeside
Abredeis, excudebant
[Device of King's Coll. Library]
Georgio Fraser.
successores Joannis Forbesii urbis & universitatis typographi.
1706.
4°. [ y, A*, [ ]'.
Pp. 12. Title verso,
by twenty-five candidates (Off. and Grad. p.
;

Dedication to Charles, Earl of Erroll, signed

Not
the only

seen.

known

Mathematical Professorship.
Not

seen.

ejection of

220)

;

pp. 3-12, Theses.

Charles, twelfth Earl of Erroll (whose descendant the present earl possesses
copy), was Chancellor of King's College, 1705-1G.
Slains Castle.

(Town

Council Register,

George Liddel.

Program

Iviii.

40.)

for election.

This was

in

connection with an attempted

See infra. 1717, 1726.

1707.
Urquhart, James.

Principia medicinae,

Deo Opt. Max.
summa privilegia in

favente

(juae

gradum

et

tum

theoreticae turn practicae,

CoUegio Regali Aberdonensi ad doctoratus
facultate medica obtinenda, praeside D. Patricio
in

Urquhart, Medicinae Doctore et Professore ibidem, in publico auditorio dicti
Ad
Collegii medicorum atque eruditorum examini subjiciet lacobus Urquhart.
diem 20 Novembris anno 1707, ab hora decima matutina ad vesperam. [QuotaAbredeis, excudebant successores loannis Forbesii urbis & universitatis
tions.]
typographi, anno domini 1707.
Title within
A-G-.
Pp. 28.
verso. Device of King's Coll. Library
pp. 3, 4, Dedication to the Earl of Erroll,
4°.

border

;

;

Not

Chancellor, David Forbes of Lesly, Rector,
and George Middleton, Principal pp. 5-27,
;

Principia.

Urquhart, M.A. 1695, regent 1709, was deposed in 1717 (Off. and Grad.

seen.

59. 125, 217, 317).

Slains Castle.

1708.

^fafe
London

OK

I

Great
I

.

.

.

1708.

Britain,

or the ^rcf^nf
By John Chamberlayne, Eiq

MagticB Britannice Notitia:

Chamberlayne, John.
|

...

\

|

;

.

|

.

.
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8°.

7|

A-Ddd*.

in.

+

Pp. [12]

x

+

[10]

|

+ 756 +

[28],
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with frontispiece.

The two colleges are stated to make " one
University of Aberdeen on p. 540.
See infra, 1714, Peacock.
University, called the University of King Charles the Second".

The

Quas Propitio summo numine,
Candida ti, in celeberrima
AcADEMiA Marischallana. Univerfitatis Carolina Abredonensis, Eruditorum Subjicient examini, ad Diem [29 Aprilis in MS.'\ H. L. Q. S. - Sub
Praeiidio gulielmi smith P. P.
[Woodcut of Marischal College arms, and
Excudebant
Succefiores ioannis forbesii, urbis
& Uniabredeis
quotation]
theses philosophic^.

Smith, William,

generofi

&

|

Ingenui Juvenes Laureae Magifte-

rialis

|

|

I

|

|

|

|

|

|

versitatis Typograplii 1708.
4°.
7f in.
[
within borders
verso,
:

Pp.

]'"'.

Title

12.

names of

sunt' (Fasti, 2S4)

\

;

George, Lord Keith
small pica roman.

sixty-six
'

candidates, thirty being in italics, qui curriculum Academicum penitus emensi non

pp. 3, 4, Dedication to
pp. 5-12, Theses in
;

1709.

Act of Parliament. An act for the encouragement of learning by vesting
the copies of printed books in the authors or purchasers of such copies during
8 Anne, c. 21.
the times therein mentioned.
1709.
Original not seen. Reprinted in StatiiUs of tlic Realm, ix. 256-8.
Universities to receive copies of all books registered at Stationers' Hall.
1836.

The

four

\_sic]

Scottish

See infra, 1737, 1814,

1710.

placita nonnulla philosophica De Rerum CogUrquhart, James,
Quk (Favente deo Opt. Maximo) Ingenui aliquot Adolefcentes, Curriculum Philofo- phicum emenfi & Laurea^ Magifterialis Candidati, xncoLLEGio
E.xamini I^ublico subjicient,
REG/0
Univerfitatis AbredOxNENsis, eruditorum
ab Hora Dccima ante Meridiem, ad Vefperam diei 20 Aprilis - Sub Praiftdio
JACOBI URQUHART abredeis, Excudebat ioannes for[Quotations]
Anno Dom. 17 10.
URBIS
&
Universitatis
BESius,
Typograj)hus,
|

nitione.

j

|

|

I

|

I

\

\

\

|

|

\

\

\

|

I

10 leaves -t- D^.
Pp. 28.
8J in.
Title within border verso woodcut of King's
Coll. book plate, and names of twenty
candidates {Off. and Grad. 220)
pp. 3, 4,
4°.

:

Dedication to Sir Hew Dalrymple of North
Berwick, hart. pp. 5-28, Pliicita philosophica
in small pica roman.
;

;

1711.

Act of Parliament, An
made in Great Britain

paper

.

act for laying severall duties
.

.

ro Anne,

c.

18.

171

upon

all

sope and

1.

Tiie Scottish
Original not seen.
Reprinted in Stattitfs of tlic Realm, ix. 595-639.
Universities to have a drawback of the duties on paper. Act modified by 54 Geo. III. c. 153
(28th July, 1814), and 57 Geo. HI. c. 76 (7 July, 1817).
'

'
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Anderson, David, dissertatio theologica inauguralis, De peccato
Quam, jesu christi Adjutorio, In yEde Sacra Inclytte academi.^
REGi.s ABERDOiVEXs/s, ad Septimiim Fcbruarii diem 171 1,
Horis AntePublici^ dilquii'itionis alei^ committet
david anderson, Ecclel'iae
meridianis,
Fo- veranenfis hactenus Pastor, & in dicta academia S. S. Theologiae Profeffor
More Solito. - [Quotation] defignatus, jam vero conltituendus
abredeis Excudebant SuccelTores igannis forbesii urbis & Universitatis
|

original!,

|

|

|

|

I

|

|

|

I

|

I

|

|

|

|

|

|

Typographi,

Anno Domitii

171

1.

73 in.
Pp. 16.
(Sig. A on p. 5.)
verso to p. 4, Dedication to Sir John

4°.

Title

:

Anstruther son of Sir William Anstruther,

David Anderson entered Marischal

pp. 5-16, Dissertatio, in pica roman,
with device of King's Coll. Library at foot
of p. 16.
bart.

:

Coll. in 1688 {Fasti,

ii.

262

;

and Grad.

Off.

yi, 98),

Edinb. Univ.

Black, William. Theses, quas, A. P. D. O. M. publice propugnabunt
juvenes aliquot laurea magisteriali in Collegio Regio Universitatis Aberdonensis
hac vice condecorandi, ad diem 2 Maii, A. ^'E. C. 171 1. H. L. Q. S. praeside
Gulielmo Blak P. P. [Device of King's Coll. Library and Greek quotation.]
Abredeis, excudebant successores Joannis Forbesii urbis et universitatis typographi,
anno 171 1.
]i.
[
]' + B-C2 + [
Pp. 10 + 2.
within border
verso, Dedication to
Earl
Erroll
of
Charles,
pp. 3-10, Theses; p.

4°.

Title

;

[11], names of twenty-two candidates
and Grad. 220).

{Off.

;

Not

The

seen.

last

known Theses

of King's College.

Slains Castle.

1712.

Smith, William, theses philosophic^, Quas, Propitio summo numine,
Generoa & Ingenui Juvenes, Lauren Magiite- rialis candidati, in Celeberrima
Academia Marischallana, Univerfitatis carolin.b abredonensis, EruSub Prasiidio
ditorum Subjicient E.\amini,ad Diem [ ] Aprilis, H. L. Q. S.
gulielmi smith p. p. - [Arms of Marischal Coll., and motto] - abredeis
Excudebant Succefibres igannis forbesii, urbis & Universitatis Typographi
|

|

I

|

I

|

|

I

|

|

I

|

|

1712.
4°.

border

:

7 in.
verso,

[

Pp. 12.

^.

names of

Title within

sixty-six candidates

(twenty-eight in italics) including George,
Marischal {Fasti, ii. 28S) pp. 3, 4,

last Earl

;

Dedication to John Viscount Arbuthnot and
Robert Innes of that Ilk pp. 5-12, Theses in
small pica roman.
Univ.
Glasg.
"is
;

1714.

Peacock, George,

theses philosophic^,

|

Quas, A. P. D. O. M. ingenui

In celeberrimo Collegio
Laureae Magifterialis candidati.
aliquot Adolelcentes
ad Diem 22 Aprilis,
marischallano,
Univerfitatis carolin.e abredenensis
loco folitis.
Prrefide georgio peacock.
Publico propugnabunt, horis
|

|

I

|

&

|

I

[Woodcut

Igannis Forbesii
|

|

arms and quotation.] abredeis Excudebant SuccelTores
urbis & Universitatis Typographi, Anno 17 14.

of College

|

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE UNIVERSITIES
Title
yj in.
[
y.
Pp. 8.
Dedication to George [last] Earl
Marischal [a member of the 1708-12 class],
4°.

pp.

:

signed by fifteen candidates (Fasti, ii. 2gi)
pp. 4-8, Theses philosophicte in pica roman.

I

2-3,

This

page gives the

title

421
;

1

latest official use of the

name

"

Caroline University ".
Bodleian.

Sharp, John, de rebus liturgicis oratio Pro Gradu Doctoratus in
Theologia, habita In Sacello Collegii Regii Universitatis AberDONENSis, in Fefto S. Epiphani^. A.D. 1714. A 10 sharp Ecclefise Angliabredkis
cance
apud Americanos Presbytero. [woodcut and mottoes]
Excudebant Succeffores ioannis for- besii urbis & Universitatis Typogra|

|

S. S.

I

|

|

:

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

phi, Afi/io
4°.

Domini

7 in.

double lines

:

17 14.

Library, and underneath

Middleton

Earl of Erroll, Chancellor, George Middleton, Principal, and the Professors of the
College
pp. 5-16, Oratio, in small pica

A-B^. Pp. 16. Title within
verso, Device of King's Coll.
"
Geo

Imprimatur

"

:

;

pp. 3-4, Dedication to Charles,
"
Sharp was educated in this College

roman.

;

John

".

[Off.

and Grad.

99.)

Glasg. Univ.

1717.
IVlathematical Professorship.
[Aberdeen arms] pr^efectus, consules,
Datinii
Reliquufque senatus abredonensis, Bcmarumartium Jtudiofis S.
ABREDONi.-E privio die Men/is Maij Anno Domini lyij, Jub Jubfcriptione
al Thomson.
J/a^////'/ Alexandri Thomfon Sccrefarii
Noftri.
|

.

.

.

|

|

\

\

Broad Sheet,

F°.

iif

in.

Pica roman.

"
This is the " Program
issued on the deposition of George Liddel, for a competition to
be held on 29th August. Colin Maclaurin was successful (Fasti, i. 146).

1719.

King's College
December

28,

v.

1719.

Against Mr. Falconer oi

Law papers.
Falconer.
additional memorial for the King's Colledge of Abevdecn,
|

New tonn

in.

Pp.2.)
[1720] Memorial for the Magistrates and Masters of the King's Colledge of Aberdeen
.

.

.

(13I

|

.

.

.

(i2f

in.

Pp. 3

+

[i].)

January i7#.y. David Falconer of Newtown, Esq. Appellant. The Principal and
Masters 0/ King's Colledge 0/ Aberdeen, a7id the Ma- gistrates of the said City o/ Aberdeen.
|

\

|

I

The Appellants Case

Respondents.

.

.

.

|

(14^

in.

Pp.

4.)

British

Museum.

1721.

King's College

v. IVIiddleton.

Law

papers.
Mr. George Chalmers, Principal, and the
The
rest of the Masters and Regents of King's Colledge, Old Aberdeen.
Respondents.
Appellants Case
Pp. 4.)
(14J in.

May.

Dr.

George Middleton, Appellant.

|

\

|

.

.

.

British

Museum.
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dissertatio philosophica, de passionibus five afVerner, David,
FAVENTE SUMMO NUMINK, In Auditorio PublicO ^rrt^/f7;^/(^
Quain,
NovcP ABREDONExsis, ad diem ii Aprilis, H. L. Q. S.
Propugnabunt, david
VERNER Pr^eles, Et hi Candidati Laurea Magilteriali con- donandi. [Names
of thirty-nine candidates: eleven in itah'cs {Fasti, ii. 297)]
aeredeis, Excudebat JACOBUS nicol, urbis & Universitatis Typographus, An. Dom. 1721.
j

|

FECTIBUS,

I

I

|

|

|

\

|

|

|

|

|

|

to Adam Cockburn, Lord Ormeston, Justice
[A]\ B--^. Pp. 12. Title,
Clerk; pp. 3-12, Dissertatio, in pica roman.
top and bottom borders: verso, Dedication
Verner was regent 1717-52 LL.D. and lectured on law (Fasti, ii. 40, 95, 591).
Haigh Hall.
4°.

7I

in.

;

1724.

Marischal College

v.

Law

King-Edward,

papers.

January 23rd, 1724. The petition of the Magistrates oi Aberdeen, and Masters of the
Colledge thereof, Against the Minister and Kirk Session of King-Edivards
(Pp.
•

13J

.

.

|

2.

|

|

in.).

This action had reference to Katharine Rolland's Mortification (Fasti,

i.

294).

1725.

Donaides
sive
Musarum Aberdotietifium De eximia
Ker, John.
In Acadeniiam Regiam Abcrdoncnfem munificentia,
Jacobi Fra.serii, J. U. D.
Carmen Eucharilticum. Notis illtiftratum, c/ nil) us ftrictim perjcribitur Historia
V- niverfitatis 6^ Collcgii Regii Aberdonensis, a pri- niceva ipfiiis Institutione,
:

|

\

|

|

|

|

|

I

ad

\

noftra

Audlore Joanne Ker, GraeAcadeniia Regia Aberdonensi.
[Device]

ujque tempora perpe-

tiia

\

ferie

-

\

\

carum Literarum ProfelTore in
EDiNBURGi, in Kdibus Tho. Ruddimanni, 1725.

|

|

|

I

yf in. A-B^ C-E^, Pp.28. Title;
blank; pp. 312, Donaides
(301
numbered hexameters), pica roman, dated

"ad

4°.

ostia

Dome

in vicinia Coll. Regii

Aber-

]

donen. a.d. 1725, Mart. 25";
Nots, small pica roman.

verso

1

pp.

13-28,

For Fraser, see Ker's Frasere'ides, 1732. Ker was M.A. Edinb., 1697, and classical
master in the High School there professor of Greek, King's Coll., 1717-34 of Humanity,
Edinburgh, 1734-41 (Bower's Univ. Edin. ii. 296). His poem, Donaides, was read before the
King's College faculty 29th March, 1725. The Notes are of much use for College history.
There is commonly found bound up with Donaides, "A Poem In Imitation of Donaides,
By David Malloch, A.M.", 66 English lines on pp. 1-3 of a quarto sheet. Malloch
(afterwards Mallet, Diet. Nat. Biog.) had the degree of M.A. conferred by King's College in
;

;

|

|

|

I

1726.

Viri Humani, Salfi,
iVIeston, William.
Multarum Artium et Scientia rum, Doctoris
[

Broadsheet.

9J x 7^

in.

Title

and

line
|

et Faceti

Gu/ie/mi

Su

|

therlatidi,

DoctilTmii, Diploma. [1725].

of ornament at top.

Small pica roman.

Written "ten years after the race of Sheriffmuir ". Reprinted in several collections and
in Dunbar's Social Life, 1865, infra.
F"or Meston, M.A. Mar. Coll., 1698, regent 1715, see
the D. N. B. account is inaccurate.
A^. anil Q., 7, x. 21
:

Advocates' Libr.
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1726.
For fetting on Foot a Compleat Courfe
Marifhal College of Aberdeen. [1726].
Proposals in
pica roman
p. 3, form of acknowledgment.

proposals

Marischal College,

|

q{ Experimental Philofophy in the

I

F°.

i2|

in.

Pp.

The Proposals

4.

P.

2,

|

;

|

are printed in Fasti,

i.

410.

IVlathematical professorship. [Aberdeen arms.] PRiEFEcxus, consules,
Reliquufque senatus abredonensis, Bonarum Arfiuin Studio/is. S.
JDatum ABREDONi.^ Vige/imo Tertio die Men/is Martii Anno Domini 1726, fub
Magiffri Alexandri Thomfon Secretarii, Noftri. al. Thomson.
fubibriptione
.

|

I

|

.

.

|

\

\

|

Broadsheet.

F°.

Pica roman.

13 in.

Issued on the demission of Colin Maclaurin (Fasti,

i.

148).

AbcrdecH Town House.

theses academics De Pulcherrima Mundi cum
Turnbull, George
Ma- terialis tum Rationalis conftitutione Quas deo Volente, fub Prsefidio
GEORGH TURNBULL P. P. In Auditorio publico Ac- ademiae Novai Abredonenfis
ad diem 14 Aprilis,
H. S. propugnabunt hi Generofi Adolefcentes, ad Gradum
Magisterialem laudabiliter contendentes.
[Names of thirty-nine candidates, in
roman and italics Fasti, ii. 300] [-] abredeis, Excudebat jacobus nicol,
URBis & Universitatls Typographus, Anno Dom. 1726,
[

;

|

I

|

|

\

|

:

|

|

I

of the University; pp. 3-12, Theses in pica
roman, followed by Annexa i-ii, in italics.

]''.
Pp.12. Title verso.
4°. 7| in. [
Dedication to Patrick Duff of Premnay, Rector
:

George Turnbull, M.A. Edin., 1721, LL.D. Mar. Coll., 1727, LL.D. Edin. 1732, was a
ii.
The copy of his Theses was presented to Marischal
40, 95, 591).

regent, 1721-27 {Fasti,

College

1840 by David Laing.

in

1729.
IVlagistrates v. Balmain.
July 21, 1729. PETITION
•

•

•

(15I

in-

Pp-

November
Aberdeen.

.

.

[Answers

A

1729.
(15^ in.

for

papers.

Town Council

magistrates and

of

Aberdeen.

(

|

2.)

the

27,
.

|

Law
for the

|

|

Pp. 5

Not

Ramsay.

dispute regarding the

+

The

of

petition

|

and

Magistrates

Town

Council of

[i].)

seen.]

method of

election to the

bursaries (Fasti,

Ramsay

i.

414).

173-.

Theses philosophicae.

?

paged 5-11, Theses in pica roman p. [12] Annexa i-ix,
bound between Turnbull's Theses of 1726 and Duff's of 1732.

Title wanting: Bi-3r,

This fragment

is

;

in italics.

|

1730.
illustrlssimis ac perhonorificls optimkque de reVerner, David,
1.).
I). GULIKLMO CrUIKSHANK CoNSULL
PUHLICA MERITIS, VIRIS
JACOBO
MOORISON, JOANNI GORDON, GULIELMO MOWAT, HUGONI HAY,j PfiT^toribuS.
|

;

|

|

I

|

|

|
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ALEXANDRO LIVINGSTON, ^EcUH.
antiquijjimae ac

ALEXANDRO ROBERTSON,

\

aberdoni.e

Civitatis

nobilifjimae

QlUtftori.

Cccterijqiie

\

CoHcordiLC

Senatoribus,

\

De Finibus BonoPatronis Spectatijfimis ; Differtationem hatic philosophicani,
rum & Benevolentia. in devotiffimce Mentis, perpetuccqiie observa?iticE Indicium,
D. D. C. Q. DAVID VERNER, Prffifes. Et hi Alagiftcrii in Artibus candwati.
Quavi cum
[names of twenty-six candidates eight in italics {Fasti, ii. 303)]
mise Marifchalannexis, F. 1). O. M. publice propugnabunt in ^Edibus Acadelanae aberdonensis, H. L. Q. S. ad diem 16 Aprilis 1730
abred^is, ExAn. Dom.
cudebat jacobus nicol, urbis & Universitatis Typographus.
\

|

—

I

I

|

,

|

|

|

|

1730.
[A]^ B-.

7 in.

4°.

with

top

12.

Pp.

and bottom borders

pp.

:

Title

Dissertatio

2-12,

Annexa

small

in

roman

pica

12,

p

;

1-15 in italics.

Glasg. Univ.

1732.
dissertatio philosophica de Natura & Legibus MaAnnexis, Aufpice deo Opt. Max. Generofi hi, op- timae
lice propugnabunt,
fpei Adolofcentes [sic], Laureae MagifteriaHs Candidati, pubin jedibus inclytae Academice Marifchallanse
aberdonensis ad diem 13 Aprilis,
H. L. Q. S. Prjeside gulielmo duff, P. P. candidatorum nomina.
1732.
[Names of thirty-nine candidates, in roman and italic Fasti, ii. 305] [-]
ABRFD.-Eis:
'EjXcwdQh^iX. JACOBUS NICOL, URBIS & UNiVERSiTATis
Typographus,
Anno Dofn. M, dcc, xxxii.
Duff, William,

teriae

:

|

|

Quam cum

|

|

|

I

I

|

:

I

|

|

I

4°.

7I

in.

|

[

]«.

Pp. 12.

Title

:

Theses

in pica
1-13 in italics.

verso,

Dedication to James Moorison, provost, and
the town council of Aberdeen
pp. 3-12,

roman, followed by Annexa

;

William Duff, M.A. King's Coll., 1721, was regent at Marischal College from 1727 to
1738, when he was "extruded".
[Off. and Grad. 225; Fasti, ii. 42, 591; S. A'^. and Q. i.
These Theses are the latest that have been traced of either Aberdeen
141
infra, 1739).
College. For some account of the discovery of the only known copy see N. and Q. 6, vii. 444.
;

In laudem
frasereides
sive Funebris Oratio 6^ Elegia,
Ker, John,
DESIDERATISSIMI VIRI,
COLLEGII REGII ABERJACOBI FRASERII, J. U. D.
DONENSIS Maecenatis & Patroni beneficentiffimi Qui Londini obiit, xxvi Maii,
A.D. M.DCC.xxxi. yEtatis fuas lxxxvi. Habita in ejufdem collegh Maximo
Auditorio ejujdemque Anni xxviii die Septembris, qui fraserio Natalis fuit ;
coram Uni- ver/itatis rectore, moderator/bus &^ profes- soribus ; tiec non
Uteris pietate &= virtu te itifignium.
frequenti convent u auditor um, genere,
Jubente Senatu Academico. - Perorante joanne ker, Graecarum Literarum
Profeffore.
Excudebat jacobus nicol, Urbis
aberdonim
[Device]
& Universitatis Typogra- phus. A. ^. C. m.dcc.xxxii.
:

|

|

\

\

|

;

|

I

|

|

\

\

\

\

|

\

|

:

|

|

|

|

\

|

4°.
7^in. A-C''. Pp. 23 + [i]. Title:
Dedication to Cosmo George, Duke of
Gordon; pp. 5-18, Funebris Oratio in pica

p. 3,

roman

;

pp. 19-23,

Lachrymae

et planctus in

elegiac verse

;

device of pot of

at foot of p. 23
of King's Coll. library,

by gryphons

lilies
;

supported
device

p. [24]
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1733.

Brown and Gordon

v.

King's College.

Law

papers.

information for Mr. David Brown Moderator of the Synod
17 December 1733.
oi Aberdeen, and Mr. Janus Gordon Professor of Divinity in the Old College of Aberdeen,
and others; against Mr. George Chalmers Pri)icipal 0/ the said College
8| in.
(4".
Pp. 31 + [I].)
The
Masters
for
and
other
information
of the
17 December, 1733.
Principal
Mr. david brown, and others.
Pp. 8.)
College of Old Aberdeen; against
(13J in.
|

|

|

|

|

|

\

\

|

|

|

.

|

|

|

claim
vi.

.

.

|

A

disputed election to the Divinity Chair.
and the House of Lords affirmed.
{Off.

The Court of Session
and Grad. 71

;

rejected Gordon's

Paton's Appeal Cases,

663.)

1734.

DufF

V.

Marischal College.

Law

papers.
Mr. William Duff Professor of Philosophy in
February 21, 1734.
the Marishal-CoWege of Aberdeen (Pp. 2.
14I in.).
February 24, 1734. Unto the Right Honourable, the Lords of Council and Session, the
Petition and Complaint
of Mr. William Duff Professor of Philosophy in the Marishal-

for

memorial

\

|

|

\

|

I

|

|

I2| in.).
College of ABERDEEN (i p.
Feb. 25, 1734. ANSWERS for Mr. Thomas Blackwell
College of Aberdeen.
12J in.).
(Pp. 2.

Professor of Greek in the Marishall
\

I

June 23, 1734. ANSWERS FOR The Principal and other Masters of the Marishal
to the Petition and Complaint of Mr. William Duff Pro/i's- sor of
College of Aberdeen ;
Philosophy in the said College. (13J in.)
Aberdeen Tojvn House.
I

\

|

I

|

|

PART

II.,

1736-1906.

1736.

An account of the erection of the Marishal
[Blackwell, Thomas.]
College and University in the City of Aberdeen, extracted from the foundationcharter and other records, by order and appointment of the Hon'^.'f the Magistrates of

was
ii.

interest in the University

Aberdeen, as having special

and public

library.

No printer's name or date. See /«//'«, 1786 [Gordon]. Blackwell
16 X loj in.
Pp. 4.
professor of divinity, 1711-28, and held the principalship in conjunction from 1717 {Fasti,

pp. 29, 51).

King's College

v.

Heritors of

New

IVlachar.

Law

papers.

Information for the King's College of Aberdeen, against Skeen of
January
Pp. 5 + [i].)
(14^ x 8f in.
Lethinty, and two other heritors of the parish of New Machar.
June iS, 1736. Information for Alexander Skeen of l.ethendy, Alexander Thomson of
Rannieshil, and John Cuthbert of Rosehall
against the King's College of Aberdeen.
(Pp. 8.)
1736.

29,

;

Memorial for Alexander Skeen of Lethendy
July 13, 1736.
(Pp. 3 + [i].)
College of Aberdeen.

.

.

.

against the King's

Lord Strichen.

In causa Skeen of Lethindy and others, against the
(Pp. 2.)
February 25, 1737. Petition and answers for Alexander Skene of Lethendy and Alexander Thomson of Rannishil, to the [reclaiming] petition of the King's College of Aberdeen.

December

i,

1736.

King's College of Aberdeen.

+ [I]-)
A dispute

(Pp. 3

as to the teinds of

Ramsay

v.

Chalmers.

New

Machar, of which the College was

Law

titular.

papers.

The petition of Mr. James Chalmers, professor of divinity in the
i7j6.
July
Marischal College of Aberdeen.
Pp. 4.)
(14^ x g in.
July 16, 1736. Answers for Sir Alexander Ramsay of Balmain to the Petition of Mr.
James Chalmers. (Pp. 8.)
13,

A

dispute about presentees to the

Ramsay

bursaries.

1737.
Stationers' Hall.

Law

papers.
and other masters of King's College. Not .seen.
Answers for the Marishal College or University of Aberdeen to
February 23, 1737.
the Petition of the principal and other masters of the King's College in the Xuld Toun of
Petition of the principal

Aberdeen.

^14^ x 9

The Lord

in.
Pp. 4.)
Ordinary's Interlocutor was pronounced 20th December 1737.
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Petition of the Marishal College of Aberdeen.
(Pp. 8.)

427

and Session.

The

February i, 1738. Answers for the University and King's College of Aberdeen to the
Petition of the Marishal College.
(Pp. 7 + [i].)
Decision of the Inner House was given, ist July, 1738.
For inter-collegiate disputes
about the Stationers' Hall privilege, see Fasti, i. 389.

1738.
State of the

[Blackwell, Thomas.]

University and

buildings of the

Marishal College of Aberdeen.

No printer's name or date. The outcome of a resolution
Broadsheet.
16J x loj in.
Town Council, 12th October, 1737, to apply a year's income of bursary funds towards
the erection of new buildings (Fasti, i. 423-25).

by the

1739.

An amazing and

Duff, William.

e.xtraordinary instance of frauds

and

oppressions in any country governed by laws, and an affront upon the equity and
b n. Being the case of William Duff, professor of philosophy in
justice of A
Address'd to the Rt. Hon.
the Marshal University of Aberdeen in Scotland.
the L
d
and offer'd to the consideration of all honest men. Shewing
the barbarous treatment of an honest family in a short narrative of certain most
remarkable facts.
London printed for the author and sold by the
[Mottoes.]
booksellers of London & Westminster.
1739.

——

—

H

:

7J X 4^

Museum.

British

Pp. 20.

in.

Febris morborum optima medicina
Hossack, Colin.
Aberdeen: 1739.

:

dissertatio

in-

auguralis.

8vo.
Not seen: cf. Medical Register, 1780,
King's College {Off. and Grad. p. 12S).

p. 93.

Hossack's degree of M.D. was from

1741.
Statutes.
.

.

.

Mores

.

Statuta
.

.

Two

15 X 19^ in.

Academicc Mariscallanaj Universitatis Abredonensis
Sacra
Vicina Academia.

Disciplina
sheets.

.

40

.

.

.

rules.

.

Endorsed

.

.

in

.

manuscript "June, 1741

.

".

See infra,

1799.

1744.

Gordon

v.

Catanach.

Law

papers.

Information for Mr. Cha-les Hamilton Gordon, advocate, against James
Catanach, procurator in Aberdeen.
June 29, 1744. Information for James Catanach, advocate in Aberdeen, against Mr.
Charles Hamilton Gordon, advocate at Edinburgh.

June

28, 1744.
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July 27, 1744.

November
Catanach and

Petition of Mr.

Answers

i,

1744.
others.

James Catanach [and others].
Mr. Charles Hamilton Gordon

for

November 26, 1744. Memorial for Mr. James Catanach.
The case of James Catanach, Appellant.
1745.
The case of Charles Hamilton Gordon, Respondent.
Not seen. This case had reference to a disputed election of
The Court of Session found Catanach not qualified, but the House
Appeals,

ii.

Appx.).

For a

full

account see S. N. and Q.

i.

to the Petition of

James

Civilist in King's College.
of Lords reversed (Paten's

129.

Alexis, a pastoral to the memory of Alexander Innes,
Innes, Alexander,
P.P. in Marishal-College, Aberdeen.
Aberdeen Printed by J.
[Quotation].
Chalmers, printer to the city and university, 1744.
:

151 lines of blank verse.
7^ X 6^ in. Pp. 12.
there 1739-42 {Fasti, ii. 44).

Innes,

M.A. Mar.

Coll., 1732,

was regent

Mitchell Library.

1749.

An act for explaining and amending an act
Parliament.
and establishing a fund for the provision for the widows and
children of
the heads principals and masters of the Universities of Saint
Andrews, Glasgow and Edinburgh. 22 Geo. II., c. 21,
1749.
Act of

...

for raising
.

.

.

Statutes at large, vol. vii. pp. 137-141.
The Act amended, 17 Geo. 11., c. 11, had provided for St. Andrews, Glasgow and Edinburgh. The benefits were now extended to Aberdeen.

An

act for applying part of the personal estate of Gilbert late

Lord

Bishop of Salisbury for the purchasing of lands or rents in perpetuity in Scotland,
to be settled to several charitable uses and purposes in the will mentioned.
22 George H.,

c.

mortification, see Fasti,

22 (private)
i.

For Burnet bursary

not printed in Statutes at large.

:

392.

Dunbar of Grange.

Law

papers.

Information for the principal and masters of the Marishal College of
Aberdeen, with consent of the presbyteries of Dornock and Tain, and for George Monro now
of Navarre, grandchild and heir and executor of the deceast Hector Monro of Navarre, and
David Monro, writer to the signet, his curator ad litem, pursuers; against Joseph Dunbar of
Grange, defender. (14^ x 8| in. Pp. 5 + [i].)

June

I,

1749.

Joseph Dunbar of Grange, defender
Pp. 3 + [i].)
(14^ x 8| in.
dispute regarding Walter Denune's mortification {Fasti, i. 407).

June

26, 1749.

Information

for

against the Maris-

;

chal College of Aberdeen, pursuers.

A

1750.

Burnet
June

Law

IVlortification.

28, 1750.

1
Petition
of

Its of the Colleg(
regents
College of
(12J X 7i in.
Pp. 2.)

New

papers.

Alexander Burnet of Leys,
the Principal and
Aberdeen, and the provost and baillies of New Aberdeen.
.

.

.

Sir

.

.

.
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February 26. 1751. Unto the Lords of Council and Session: the Petition of the
and masters, and the provost and baillies. (Single page.)
[

prin-

Not seen.]
Petition of the principal and masters, and the provost and baillies.

Petition of Sir Alexander Burnet.

?

November

i,

1751.

(Single page.)

November
December
December

and answers

Alexander Burnet.

15, 1751.

Petition

13, 1752.

Petition of the principal and the provost.
Answers for Sir Alexander Burnet.

28, 1752.

For some account of

for Sir

this dispute, see Fasti,

i.

(Pp. 2.)

(Pp. 2.)

394.

1752.
IVlarischal College,
Scots Magazine, xiv. 606,

The order of teaching in the Marischal College.
December, 1752.
1753.

A

Smith, William.
1753Not

general idea of the college of Mirania.

New York

:

Smith entered King's College in 1743, and had the degree of D.D. conferred
His scheme for an ideal university was based on the curriculum of King's College,
and was realised in the University of Pennsylvania, of which he was the first Provost. See
S. N. and Q. i. 137.
seen.

in 1759.

Statutes.

Old Aberdeen,
6f X 4^

in.

Abstract of
mdccliii.
Pp. [2]

+

14.

some

statutes

James Chalmers,

and orders of King's College

in

printer to the University.

1754.
Statutes. Abstract of some statutes and orders of King's College
Aberdeen, mdccliii. With additions, mdccliv.

As above

;

with a supplement of date April

6,

1754,

paged 17-21 +

in

Old

[3].

1755.
Plan of education in the Marischal College and
Gerard, Alexander.
Drawn up by order of the
University of Aberdeen, with the reasons of it.
Aberdeen printed by James Chalmers, mdcclv.
Faculty.
:

6 X 3J

in.

Pp. 35

+

[i].

See 1770, infra.

Union of Colleges. Memorials, &c., relating
and Marischal Colleges of Aberdeen. 1755.

to the union of the King's

in.
Issued by the masters of King's College " to vindicate their
39 + [i].
" Pp.
characters
The Memorials had been submitted by King's College, Marischal College
and the Town Council of Aberdeen to the Earl of Findlater as arbiter.

8x5

own
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1756.

Skene

papers.

Petition for Francis Skene, regent.
for Patrick Duff of Premnay.

lo February.
25 February.

Not

Law

v. DufF.

Answers

Anent lease of Cuningar

seen.

Hill to Duff (May. Coll. CJi. Ch.).

1758.

An account of the rise and progress of the Infirmary at
Infirmary.
addressed to our nobility and gentry at home and our countrymen
Aberdeen: printed by James Chahiiers, printer to the city, &c.
abroad.
1758.
Aberdeen

:

8f X 7

;

in.

Pp.

Another edition

8.

in 1768.

1762.

Thom

V.

Law

Dalrymple.

papers.

The petition of Mr. William Thom, advocate in Aberdeen Dr. John
1762.
Chalmers, principal Mr. Alexander Burnett, sub-principal Mr. Roderick Macleod, and Mr.
John Leslie, regents of the King's College of Old Aberdeen George Burnet of Kemnay, Esq.,
March

9,

;

;

;

;

Rector; and Mr. Andrew Burnet, merchant in Aberdeen, James Thomson of Portlethen, Mr.
P'rancis Skene, professor ot philosophy in the Marischal College, and Mr. John Robertson of
Pitmillan, procuratores nationum of the said University,
(g x 7J in.
Pp. 22.)
.

Mr.
(Off.

and Grad.

Appeals,

.

.

Thom was
vi.

p.

defeated by Mr. David Dalrymple in a contest for the office of Civilist
The House of Lords upheld the election of Mr. Dalrymple (Paton's
34).

738).

1764.
Proposal for a publick library at Aberdeen.

[Ogilvie, William.]
deen, May 4th, 1764.
8 X 5

in.

Pp.

The books purchased were

8.

to be deposited in the libraries of

Aber-

King's

and Marischal Colleges in alternate years. Ogilvie, M.A. King's College, 1759, was regent
S. iV. and Q. iii. 3).
there, 1764, and humanist, 1765-1819 (Off. and Grad. pp. 49, 63, 241
;

1766.

Time, an
deen

:

8| X 6f

in.

By

elegy.

printed by

J.

a student of Marischal College,

Chalmers,

Pp. [2]

+

[Quotation.]

Aber-

m.dcc.lxvi.

10.

1770.
Gerard,
pt)i(ofopbi[ct)cn

coUegio unb
bie

Alexander,

'^lieranbcr

'!lBiffcn[cl)aftcn

nebft

auf ber Unitierfttdt

*4.5t)i(c)fovlne

betrcffenben

6| X 4

in.

Pp. 86.

''iUan

-^(berbeen,

^Betrad^tungen.

1770.
See 1755, supra.

©cbaufcn

©erarbg

bem

bci?

^wi bem
JHiga

:

oon

llntcrridite
(Jngli[cl)en
bcl)

ber
in

Crbnum]

bem

itbcrfc^t,

ber

i)(arfct}aU^^=
iiiit

einigen

3ot}ann Jricbrid; ^partfnod).
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1772.

Douglas, Francis. A general description of the East coast of Scotland,
from Edinburgh to CuUen, including a brief account of the Universities of St.

... By

Andrews and Aberdeen

author by Alexander Weir,
6f X 4

in.

Pp.

[4]

+ 310 +

Orem, William.

Francis Douglas.

Paisley

printed for the

:

mdcclxxii.
xiv.

Reprinted at Aberdeen in 1826 by D. Chalmers

&

Co.

Bibliotheca

No. III. Contopographica Britannica.
Chanonry in Old Aberdeen, in the years 1724 and
London printed by and for
by William Orem, town clerk of Aberdeen.

taining a description of the

1725

;

:

Nichols.

J.

son's

.

.

.

MDCCLXXII.

loj X 8 in.
Pp. [4] + xlviii. + 191 + [i].
of 1746.
See infra, 1791 and 1830.

With a reproduction of G. and W.

Pater-

map

1775.

An act for enabling ... the four Universities
Act of Parliament.
... to hold in perpetuity their copyright in books ... 15 Geo.

in Scotland

IIL,

c.

1775.

53.

Statutes at large, vol.

xii.

pp. 341-43.

1776.
Farmer's ha', a Scots poem.
[Keith, Charles.]
Marischal College.
Aberdeen printed by
[Quotations.]
:

.

.

a

student

Chalmers

&

of
Co.

MDCCLXXVI.

.

6 X 3f
ii.

By
J.

129, 348

in.

Pp. 24.
Riiddiman's

;

Frequently reprinted.

Mag. Dec.

Keith was M.A., 1779; M.D., 1784 (Fasti,

1774).

Mitchell Library.

1779.

An

and securing a fund for
a provision for the widows
heads, principals, and
masters in the Universities of Saint Andrews, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen,
and for repealing two acts made in the 17th and 22nd years of the reign of his
late majesty King George the Second for those purposes.
19 Geo. III., c. 20.

Act of Parliament.

act for the better raising
and children ... of the

1779Statutes at large, vol.

xiii.

[Seattle, James.]

Aberdeen

:

pp. 333-44.

A

list

of two hundred Scoticisms.

With remarks.

mdcclxxix.

" Published for the use of his class " Bower's
in.
Life (1804), p. 199
Pp. 18.
Forbes' Life, ii. 16, 42.
A revised edition with name of author published in Edinburgh
in 1787.
Mitchell Library.

6x3^

Sir

W.

:

;
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1784.

Pischecow, Daniel.
Not

seen.

De nova methodo psoram

Thesis for M.D., at Mar. Coll. (Fasti,

ii.

129)

sanandi.
;

the author a Ukraine Tartar.

1786.
[Gordon, Thomas.] An examination of an account of the erection of the
Marischal College of Aberdeen by Dr. Thomas Blackvvell by order and appointment of the honourable the magistrates of Aberdeen. [Motto.] Shewing from the
foundation charter and acts of parliament that the Marischal College is not an
University, and has no pretensions to the privilege of granting the degrees of
batchelor, licenciate or doctor in the faculties of divinity, law or medicine.
9^ X 7J in.
supplied in MS.

The copy examined

Kay, John.

The

is

imperfect, containing only pp. 3-34, the Title being

Sapient Septemviri.

A

print 7 x 5J in., engraved by John Kay from a drawing by a Mr. Ross, formerly a
The seven King's College opponents of Union who are caricatured
student of medicine.
are Principal John Chalmers and Professors Alexander Gerard, Roderick M'Leod, John Leslie,

Thomas Gordon, William Thom, and William Chalmers.

Union of Colleges.

See infra, 1838.

Papers afterwards collected.

[Ogilvie, William.] Outlines of a plan for uniting the King's and Marischal Universities
of Aberdeen, with a view to render the system of education more complete
Aberdeen,
No. I. in K. C. Collection, infra, 1787).
Pp. 4.
July 20th, 1786. (8^ X 7 in.
.

.

.

Articles of Union, agreed upon between the principals and masters of King's and
Marischal Colleges, in a conjunct meeting, November 8th, 1754.
Aberdeen, July 20th,
I p.
No. II. in K. C. Collection.)
1786.
(8^ X 7 in.
.

.

.

[Gerard, Alexander, and Gordon, Thomas.] Memorial from the University and King's
College of Aberdeen, concerning Outlines of a plan for uniting the King's and Marischal UniNo. V. in K. C.
versities
King's College, August 21st, 1786. (8^ x 7 in.
Pp. 10 + [2].
Collection.
Nos. III. and IV. are letters from Aberdeen jfournal.)
.

.

.

Observations on a Memorial from the University and
[Ogilvie, William.]
No. VI. in K. C. Collection.)
College
(Original print not seen.
.

.

King's

.

Information from the principal and professors of the University
[Gerard, Alexander.]
and King's College of Aberdeen. (8^ x 7 in. Pp. 10 + [2]. No. VII. in K. C. Collection.)
Remarks on the Information from the principal and professors
[Ogilvie, William.]
of the University and King's College
No. VIII. in K. C.
(Original print not seen.
.

.

.

Collection.)

Address to the reverend the clergy, concerning the projected plan of union of the
King's and Marischal Colleges. (9 x 7^ in. Pp. 4. Pro-union. No. IX. in K. C. Collection.)
" Memorial from the
[Hamilton, Robert, and Stuart, John.] Reply to a paper entitled
." (8J x 7 in.
Pp. 20 -h 6 (ApUniversity and King's College of Aberdeen concerning
No. X. in. K. C. Collection.)
pendix).
.

.

[Campbell, George.] Defence of the conduct of Marischal College, in relation to the
present scheme of union, against the attack made on it by the principal and six professors of
In a letter to a friend.
King's College.
By a member of Marischal College. (8x7 in.
No. XI. in K. C. Collection. There were two editions, K. C. Coll., p. 51).
Pp. [2] + 17 + [i].
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Answer for the University and King's College of Aberdeen, from
[Gerard, Alexander.
Doctor John Clialmers, Principal Doctor Alexander Gerard, Professor of Divinity Doctor
WiUiam Thorn, Professor of Laws; Doctor William Chalmers, Professor of Medicine;
Mr. Roderick Macleod, Sub-principal
Mr. John Leslie, Professor of Greek and Mr. Thomas
" Defence of the
."
conduct of Marischal College
Gordon, Professor of Philosophy, to a
No. XIL in K. C. Collection.)
(9 X 7j in.
Pp. 7 + [i].
1

;

;

;

;

.

.

An estimate of the expediency, justice, and legality, of the plan proposed by the
Marischal College of Aberdeen, for an union of it with the University and King's College
of Aberdeen.
By the principal and professors of the University and King's College of Aberdeen,
No. [XIII.] in K. C. Collection.)
(gf X 8 in.
Pp. 35 + [r].
[Ogilvie, William.] Copies of memorials, and reasons of protest, inserted in the records
of King's College, in the years 1784 and 1785. King's College, March 22nd, 1787. (9 x 7^ in.
Pp. 6.
Reprmted in M. C. Collection, p. 228.)

Extract from letters to a gentleman in the country written by a member of
[
]
King's College, October 21st, 1786.
(g x 7J in.
Pp. 3 x [i].
Reprinted in M. C. Collection, p. 238.)

1787.

A collection of all the -papers relating to the
Union of Colleges.
proposal for uniting the King's and the Marischal Colleges of Aberdeen, which
have been published by authority of the colleges.
London printed for T.
L Sibbald, Edinburgh and Dunlop and Wilson,
Evans, Paternoster Row
Glasgow and sold by the booksellers of Oxford and Cambridge. 1787.
:

;

;

;

gf x 8

in.

Pp. 99

+

[i].

This was the King's College Collection, against the Union.

A

complete collection of the papers relating to the union of the King's
of Aberdeen
containing, not only those already published by authority, but also several original papers, and many by anonymous
writers on both sides of the question.
Aberdeen printed by A.
[Mottoes.]
Leighton for A. Shirrefs, bookseller, and A. Leighton, printer, and sold by them

and Marischal Colleges

:

:

.

.

1787.

.

7i X 4J

in.

of the Union.

+

Pp. vi

According

241

This was the Marischal College Collection, in favour
Knight there was also an edition of the Union papers
Aberdeen Chalmers.
private circulation.

+

[i].

to Professor

printed on fine writing-paper for

:

Estimate of the Estimate.
8 X 5 in.

Pp.

4.

Probably by Professor Hamilton.

Union of Colleges.

to the Collection of papers (published
union of the King's and Marischal Colleges of
containing papers never ]:)ut)lished before, and intended chiefly to
on the affairs of King's College, and the opposition to an union, which

Supplement

in April, 1787) relating to the

Aberdeen
throw

:

light

has arisen in that society.
10 X 8 in.

Pp. 36.

Eight items, mainly by Professor Ogilvie.
Aberdeen U.F.C. Co! I. Lib.

28
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1789.
The Ogilviad, an heroic poem, with its
[Grant, ? and Ogilvie, James.]
answers being a dispute between two gentlemen at King's College. [Quotation.]
Aberdeen.
1789.
:

8 X 5 in.
O
who
Dedicated to the students at King's College by J
Pp. 16.
collected the verses by Grant and himself. The only copy known to me is in the possession

of Mr. William Walker, Aberdeen.

179~.
Beattie, James.
Syllabus of lectures on natural history, under six heads
meteorology, hydrology, geology, mineralogy, vegetation, zoology.
Not seen. Cf. Stat. Acct. of Scotland, vol. xxi. p. iig. This was the younger Beattie,
M.A., 1783, regent 1788- 1810. See 1795, 1810 infra.
:

1790.
Notes on zoology used by him

[Ogilvie, William.

in

teaching his natural

history classes in King's College, 1790- 181 5.]
Pp. 10 + 8 + [2] + 10 + [4] + 13-16.
7^ X 4I in.

Aberdeen Public Library.

A sketch of the life of Dr. Duncan Liddel, of Aberdeen,
[Stuart, John.]
professor of mathematics and of medicine in the University of Helmstadt.
Aberdeen printed by J. Chalmers
Co.
1790.

&

:

10 X 8

and

in.

Pp.

[2]

+

14.

Portrait.

.

.

Reprinted

.

in

Aberdeen Magazine of 1796,

p.

209

;

in Stuart's Essays, 1846.

Catalogue of books, belonging to the Theological
Theological Library.
mdccxc.
Library of Marischal College, Aberdeen,
7^ X 5j
versities.

in.

Pp. 16

+

[2].

About 750 volumes.

The

oldest printed catalogue in connection with the Uniin Catalogue of 1901.

See Historical Sketch

1791.

Orem, William. A description of the Chanonry, cathedral, and King's
By William Orem, townCollege of Old Aberdeen, in the years 1724 and 1725.
clerk of Old Aberdeen.
Aberdeen printed by J. Chalmers and Co. mdccxci.
:

Two plates (King's College Church of
6J X 4:J in.
Pp. [2] + viii + 13-200 + [2].
Old Aberdeen, with Bishop Dunbar's Hospital: the latter usually missing). See infra, 1830.
;

1794.

Remarks on Dr. Paterson's will relating to some
Campbell, George.
and on the memorial and queries of Alexander Paterson and the
Hammermen trade of Aberdeen, and the answers returned by Mat. Ross, Esq.,
Advocate.
By Principal Campbell. [1794.]
10 X Si in.
For John Paterson's mortification, see Fasti,
433.
Pp. [2] + 13 + [i].
bursaries,

i.
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Chalmers, George. Life of Thomas Ruddiman, A.M. ... By George
m.dcc.xciv.
London printed for John Stockdale.

Chalmers, F.R.S.S.A.
8 X 5

in.

Pp. [S]

:

+ 467 +

[i],

.

with portrait.

.

.

Account of King's College, pp.

6-15.

1795.
[Beattie, James.

5|x3fin.

Pp. 31

-t-

Latin syllabus of versification, 1895.]
[i].

Theology Chair. Carta erectionis professionis theologiae in Academia et
Universitate Veteris Aberdonie.
i2mo. die mensis Martij, 1642.
[i795-]
10 X 8J in.
Printed in connection with the vacancy caused by the death of
Pp. 8.
Professor Alexander Gerard on 22nd February, 1795.
Portions of the deeds were reprinted
at subsequent vacancies.

1796.

Appendix

Theological Library.
Not

to catalogue of 1790.

seen.

1798.

An

Shirrefs, James.
inquiry into the life, writings, and character of
the reverend Doctor William Guild.
With some strictures upon Spalding's
account of him, and of the times in which he lived.
By James Shirrefs, D.D.,
senior minister of Aberdeen, and patron of the Licorporate Trades. [Quotation.]
.

Aberdeen
8 X 5

:

printed by

in.

Pp. 8

+

J.

5-121

Chalmers
+

[i].

.

.

&

Second

Co.

mdccxcviii.

edition in 1799

;

third in 1S36.

1799.
[Gordon, Thomas.] University and Iving's College of Aberdeen. Transmitted to Sir fohn Sinclair, Baronet, by the members of the University, anno
1798.
Pp. 51-104 in Appendix to vol. 21 of Sir John Sinclair's Statistical Account 0/ Scotland
Edin. 1799.

.

.

.

Statutes.
Leges et instituta Academiae Mariscallanas
Abredoniae excud. Jac. Chalmers, Acad, typ., 1799.

:

Abredonensis

:

Broadsheet.

17 J x 11 in.

20 rules.

See

iw/rrt,

1816.

Historical account and present state of the Marischal
[Stuart, John.]
Anno 1798.
College and University of Aberdeen.
Pp. 105-140 in Appendix to vol. 21 of Sir John Sinclair's Statistical Account,
Reprinted in Professor Stuart's Essays, 184(1, pp. 5-40.

Iklin., 1799.
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18—.
King's College.

CoUegii

Regii Universitat. Aberdoneii. primtevte

fun-

dationes, &c.
lof X 8^ in.
Pp. 32. The title is on p. 3
p. i gives the docquet on the original deed,
Bishop Gavin Dunbar's Charter of Confirmation, 1529-31.
:

Extracts from the charters of the University of Old Aberdeen, shewing
various places, they expressly require the only medical professor possessed by that University, to teach medical science, within its own precincts, in
the City of Old Aberdeen.
that,

in

13 X 8J in.

Single page.

1800.

Heads of part of a course of Mathematics
the Marischal College of Aberdeen.
Aberdeen printed by
Chalmers and Co. ... for A. Brown
1800.
[Hamilton, Robert,]

.

as taught at

:

.

H

X 5^

in-

+

Pp- [4]

Aberdeen

and

8 X 5 in.
Q. x. 180.

Pp. [2]

A

printed by

+

58.

The

in.

prize

dissertation

Pp. 25

+

J.

Chalmers

.

.

.

on the excellence of the
minister of Keith-hall and

1800.

to be printed of the Blackwell Essays.
Mar. Coll., 1770; D.D., 1803.

Keith was M.A.

[Ogilvie, William.
5f X 3J

.

By George Skene Keith, A.M.,
:

.

J.

Six plates.

86.

Keith, George Skene.
British Constitution.

Kinkell.

.

.

first

See S. N.

Excerpts of Latin poetry for his students. 1800.]
[i].

1802.

Law

iVI'Kay V. Duncan.
16 December, 1802.
Petition
(loj X 8

in.

Pp. 26

+

:

papers.
Dr.

Andrew M'Kay

against Lord Hermand's interlocutor

4).

Answers for William Duncan, one of the regents and professors of
13 January, 1803.
(Pp. 35 + [i]).
King's College, Aberdeen, defender.
A disputed election to a regency. See Off. and Grad. 65.

1803.

Theological Library.
Not

Second edition of Catalogue of 1790.

seen.

1804.

An account of the life of James Beattie, LL.D.,
of
moral
professor
philosophy and logic, Aberdeen. ... By Alexander Bower.
London printed for C. and R. Baldwin
1804.
yj X 4^ in. Pp. viii + 230. Sections II. and VII. give much information about Aberdeen University life.
Bower, Alexander,
:

.

.

.
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1807.
Lectures on systematic theology and pulpit eloCampbell, George.
Ijy the late George Campbell, D.L., F.R.S. Ed., principal of Marischal

quence.

London

Aberdeen.

College,

.

.

.

1807.

"
Composed for the benefit of the students of divinity in
8J X 5^ in. Pp. xvi + 542.
Marischal College
first deli\'ered in the years 1772 and 1773."
New edition in 1840.
.

.

.

to Roderick M'Leod, D.D., principal of
Aberdeen
from Hugh Leslie, A.M. of said
The second edition. Aberdeen printed by A. Aberdein & Co.,

Letter

Hugh.

Leslie,

first

King's College and University,
University.

:

:

Netherkirkgate.

1807.

Letter
in.
Pp. 8. The first edition not seen.
Leslie was son of
edition has an Elucidation dated June 15.

8x5^

M.A. 1776

and Grad.

[Off.

I.

dated April

is

John

8.

The second

Leslie, professor of

Greek

;

63, 252).

M'Leod

Letter second to Roderick
in.
Dated April 25.
Pp. 16.

.

.

.

1807.

Also a second edition, apparently unaltered.

8J X 5J

Hugh Leslie of Povvis, Esq., J. P., a trustee named by
1800, addressed to his co-trustees for the ninth district.
Aberdeen printed by A. Aberdein & Co., Netherkirkgate. 1807.

Letter from

HL,

Geo.

Stat.

[Quotation.]

8x5

a.d.

:

in.

Pp.

The

+

vi

7-22.

Dated

doctors outwitted

May
;

20.

Two

who's afraid.

or,

Vide Laurus Leslaana, numero

tation.]

and Keith, Long Acre.
8J X 5J

in.

editions.

xcii.

By Hugo de

Aberdeen

:

la Loy.
[Quoprinted by Lnlay

1807.

Pp. 72.

Ewen. Attempts in verse. [Motto]. By Ewen Maclachlan.
printed for the author by J. Chalmers & Co.
1807.
Dedicated "To the Students of University and King's
5f '^ Zh. '"•
Pp- 61 + [i]College". The first attempt is an "Elegy on the death of a student at King's College".
Maclachlan, M.A. 1800, became librarian in that year [Off. and Grad. p. 88). See infra, 1816.
IVlaclachlan,

Aberdeen

:

1808.

Adamson, Alexander. Ode in Collegium Bengalense praemio dignata
quod alumnis collegiorum Aberdonensium proposuit vir reverendus Claudius
Auctore Alexandro
Buchanan, U.D., Collegii Bengalensis praefectus vicarius.
Adamson, A.M., Coll. Marischal. Aberd. alumno. Aberdoniae excudebant Jas.
Chalmers et Soc, academiae typographi.
Adamson was at Mar. Coll., 1807-g.
9 X 7| in.
Pp. I.'.
;

:

Leslie,

Downie,

Hugh. Audi alteram partem. Dr. Jerrit, alias Cierard Ogilvie,
Dauney Moir, Fordyce, M'Leod, and Jack, and Messrs. Shand,
;

alias

;

and Copland, advocates in .Aberdeen, and others, versus Leslie.
Leslie of Powis, Esq., A.M., LL.D. Dunstab.
Edinburgh: printed
Robertson
1808.

Sheriffs,

.

By Hugh
by

J.

.

.

8| X 5^

in.

.

.

Pp. 24.

.

.

.

.
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Hugh.

Leslie,

de

la

Loy.

Edinburgh

:

8^ X si

Hot pressed doctors outwitted or who's afraid. By Hugo
Vide Laurus Leslaeana, numero xcii. Propositi tenax.
1808.
J. Robertson, No. 4 Horse Wynd.
Three plates.
[4] + 'V + 335 + [i].
;

[Quotation.]
reprinted by
in-

Pp-

IVIaclachlan, Ewen.
Collegium Bengalense, nobilissimo et ornatissimo
Auctore Evano
Marchioiii de Wellesley Indiae Orientis prccfecto carmen.
AberM'Lachlan, Abriensi, Regii Collegii Aberdonensis alumno.
[Motto.]
1S08.
excudebant Jac. Chalmers et soc. Academic typographi.
doniae

viro

:

g X 7J

was

in.

successful.

Pp.

An

8.

Reprinted

unsuccessful ode in the competition where Alexander
Metrical Effusions of 1816.

Adamson

in the

1810.
Elegy on the death of Mr. James Beattie, professor
IVIaclachlan, Ewen.
of humanity and natural history in the University and Marischal College, Aberdeen.
[Motto.]
By Ewen M'Lachlan. Aberdeen printed for the author by
18 10.
D. Chalmers and Co.
:

5l X 3f

in-

Pp- 23

+

[i]-

1811.

Heads

Knight, William.
Not

of a course of Lectures.

seen.

Ewen.]
Catalogue of books belonging to the TheoAberdeen
Library of Marischal College, Aberdeen.
printed by 1).
181 1.
Chalmers and Co.
[Maclachlan,

logical

:

^i X si

in-

Pp- 31

+

[i]-

Ewen Maclachlan was

librarian of this library 1807-11.

an account
Thorn, Walter. The history of Aberdeen
including
the two Universities, with biographical sketches of eminent men connected with the bishoprick and colleges.
In two volumes.
By Walter Thom.
Aberdeen printed by D. Chalmers and Co., for Alex. Stevenson
181 1.
.

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

As Appendices I. and II. are reprinted the
7 X 4J in.
Pp. 370 [2] -t- 222 + 134.
accounts of King's and Marischal contributed to Sir John Sinclair's Statistical Account {q.v.
the former stated to have "been revised by the Gentlemen of the College, who have
1799)
made several additions".
;

—

1812.
Regulations, list of the members,
IVIedico-Chirurgical Society.
The
catalogue of books, of the Aberdeen Medico-Chirurgical Society.
edition.
Aberdeen printed by D. Chalmers and Co. 181 2.
:

8| X 5i

in.

Pp. xxii

+

23-98

+

[i].

and
fifth
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1813.

Knight, William.

Outlines of botany intended to accompany a series
in that science, given by William Knight, A.M.
18 13.
printed by D. Chalmers & Co.

of practical demonstrations

Aberdeen

:

8x5
M.A. Mar.

An enlarged edition (pp. loo) issued in 1828. Knight,
Pp. 32, with Table.
Professor of
taught a botany class intermittently from 181 1 to 1840.

in.

Coll., 1802,

Natural Philosophy, 1823-44.

1814.

Acts of Scots Parliament.
The acts of the Parliament of Scotland.
Printed by command of His Majesty King George the Third in pursuance of an
address of the House of Commons of Great Britain.
11 vols.
mdcccxivMDCCCXLIV.
17J X loj

New

in.

ed. of vol.

i,

1844

;

vol., 1875.

vol. 5,

1870; vol. 6 in 2 parts, 1870-72; Index

"

Act 12 James VI., c. 5,
Anent the visitatioun of the Universiteis and
98
Off. and Giad. p. 324).
Act 18 James VI., c. 18, " Commissioun to considre and approve the
1584, August 22.
"
erectioun off the College of Aberdene
(vol iii. p. 355).
Act 26 James VI., c. 48, " Ratificatioun to The Erll Merschell anent the
1593, July 21.
College in Aberdene" (vol. iv. p. 35 Fasti Acad. Mar. i. 84).
Act 31 James VI., c. 52, " In favour of the lard of Phillorthe anent
1597, December 16.
1578, July 15.

Collegis"

iii.

^vol.

p.

;

;

"

the College of Fraserbrughe
Fasti, i. 78).
(vol. iv. p. 147
Act 31 James VI., c. 63, " Anent the new fundatioun of the Colledge
1597, December 16.
"
of Auld Aberdeen
(vol. iv. p. 153
Off. and Grad. p. 327).
"
Act 50 James VI., c. 55, " Ratificatioun to the old College of Abirdene
1617, June 28.
;

;

(vol. iv. p.

576

;

Off.

and Grnd.

p. 328).

Act 50 James VI., c. 56, " Ratificatioun to the new College of Abir1617, June 28.
"
dene [Liddel mortification] (vol. iv. p. 577).
"
Act 9 Charles I., c. 67. " In favour of the King's College of Aberdeine
1633, June 28.
(vol. V. reissue, p. 73
Off. and Grad. p. 329).
Act 17 Charles I., c. 228, " Ratificatione in favoures of the old and
1641, November 17.
new Colledges of Aberdeene" (vol. v. reissue, p. 475).
Act 20 Charles I., c. 192, " Anent the Universities of St. Andrews, Glas1644, July 23.
"
gow, Aberdene and Edinburgh (vol. vi. reissue, pt. i. p. 196 Fasti Acad. Mar. i. 265).
" Commissione for the Universitie of Aber8.
Act
March
20
Charles
I., c. 185,
1645,
"
;

;

dene

(vol. vi. reissue, pt.

i.

p. 394).

"

Commission for visiting of the Uni\ersities
21 Charles I., c. 131,
January 24. Act
"
and Colledges of Abirdene (vol. vi. reissue, pt. i. p. 535).
Act 22 & 23 Charles I., c. 510, "Commission for visiting of the Uni1647, March 27.
"
versitie of Abirdene
(vol. vi. reissue, pt. i. p. 834).
Act I Charles II., c. 299, "Commissioun for visitatioun of the Universitie
1649, July 31.
1646,

of Abirdeine

"

(vol. vi. reissue, pt.

1654, August 8.
versities in Scotland

ii.

p. 509).

Ordinance by the Lord Protector for the better support of the Uniand encouragement of publick preachers there (vol. vi. reissue, pt. ii.

p. 831).

" Commission for
Act 12 & 13 Charles II., c. 56,
1661, February 22.
visiting the Uniand Colledges of Aberdein " (vol. vii. p. 37).
"
Act 12 & 13 Charles II., c. 99, Ratification in favours of the College
1661, March 20.

versities

of

new Aberdein

"

(vol. vii. p.

69

;

Fasti,

i.

p. 306).
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Act 12 & 13 Charles II., c. 126, " Rescinding and annulling the pre1661, March 28.
tendit Parliaments in the yeers 1640, 1641, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1647 ^"'^ 1648" (vol. vii. p. <S6
Fasti, i. p. 308).
Act 12 & 13 Charles II., c. 209, "For an allowance out of the vacand
1661, May 9.
"
(vol. vii. p. 198).
stipends to certain regents of His Majesties Colledge of Old Aberdein
Act 12 & 13 Charles II., c. 230, " Ratification in favours of the City and
i66i. May 20.
"
(vol. vii. p. 214; Rec. of Old Abd.
University of Old Aberdein of their rights and priveleges
;

i.

p. 21).

Act 12 & 13 Charles II., c. 365, "Licence in favours of Mr. Robert
1661, July 12.
Forbes professor of Philosophie in Marishall Colledge to print ane book" [General Demands]
(vol. vii. p. 334; A herd. Printers, p. 215).
Act 14 Charles II. c. 13, " Concerning Masters of Universities, Ministers,
1662, June 24.
&c." [requiring Oath of allegiance] (vol. vii. p. 379).
Act 14 Charles II., "In favors of the Masters of the Kings Colledge of
1662, July 8.
Aberdeen " (vol. vii. App. p. 86).
Act 15 Charles II., c. 22, " For the establishment and constitution of
1663, August 21.
a National Synod" [King's College and Marischal College to send a member each] (vol. vii.
p. 465).

Act 15 Charles II., c. 62, " For additionall provision in favours of the
491 Fasti, i. 309).
Act 22 Charles II., c. 34, " Ratification of the rychts of the University
1670, August 22.
and Colledge of old Aberdeen " (vol. viii. p. 26).
Act 24 Charles II., c. 46, " For imploying vacand stipends for the
1672, September 10.
Universities" (vol. viii. p. 94 Fasti, i. p. 313).
Act i James VII., c. 22, " Concerning vacant stipends" (vol. viii. p. 474
1685, May 22.
1663, October 11.

Universities"

(vol. vii. p.

;

;

;

Fasti,

i.

p. 330).
1690, July 4.

Act

2

William and Mary,

c.

and Schoolls " (vol ix. p. 163).
Act 5 William and Mary,
1693, June 15.
(vol. ix. p. 329).

deen

1695, July
"

I-

Act

7

William

II., c.

"
25,
c.

67,

For visitation of Universities, Colledges
"

Altering the

quorum

of the 1690

" In favours of the
21,
King's Colledge in

Act"

Old Aber-

(vol. ix. p. 394).

Act 7 William II., c. 75, " In favours of the Earle of Marishall's Colledge
1695, July 17.
of Aberdeen" (vol. ix. p. 463
Fasti, i. p. 351).
Act 8 William II., "In favors of the Marishall Colledge of Aber1696, September 28.
"
deen (vol. X. p. 37 Fasti, i. p. 367).
"
Act 8 William II., " In favors of the King's Colledge of Aberdeen
i6g6, September 29.
;

;

(vol. X. p. 40).

1698,

August

31.

Colledge of Aberdeen
1704,

August

g.

"

Act 10 William
(vol. x. p.

168

;

II.,

Fasti,

" In favors of the Masters of the Marischalls
i.

p. 369).

Act 4 Anne, appointing commission of visitation

(vol. xi. p. 152).

:

[first

reading only]

"

For securing the Protestant religion and PresbyAct 6 Anne, c. 6,
1707, January 16.
terian Church government" [Ordains inter alia "That the Universities and Colledges of
Saint Andrews, Glasgow, Aberdeen and Edinburgh as now established by law shall continue
within this kingdom for ever "] (vol xi. p. 403 Fasti, i. p. 386).
Act 6 Anne, c. 81, " In favours of the toun of Aberdeen for an imposition
1707, March 25.
"
upon liquors [endowment of Chair of Mathematics in King's College] (vol. xi. p. 481).
Act 6 Anne, c. 83, " In favours of the burgh of Kirkcaldy for an imposi1707, March 25.
"
tion upon ale and beer
[do.] (vol. xi. p. 482).
;

Act of British Parliament. An act to amend the several acts for the
encouragement of learning by securing the coj)ies and copyright of printed
books to the authors of such books or their assigns.
54 Geo. III., c. 156.
29 July, 1814.
11^ X 7

in.

Pp. 1317-22.
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1816.

An essay on the
Brown, William Laurence.
Ey William Laurence Brown. ... 2 vols.

creator.

.

.

.

D. Chalmers
8| X 5^
Burnett essay

&

Co.

.

.

.

:

1816.

Pp. [4] + ii +
prize) of 1815.

in.
(first

existence of a supreme
Aberdeen printed by

Ivi

+

+

xviii

19-342

;

[4] 4-

ii

3S3

4-

4- [i].

This was the

See 1828, Burnett.

viri, Georgii, marchionis de Huntly, domini de Gordon
Aberdonensis praefecti regii, academias Marischallanas cancellarii,
xxii'^° Decembris die, anno Christi mdcccxv'° inaugurandi, formula atque modus.
Prascipue, preces fusae, oratioque habita, a Gulielmo Laurentio Brown, S.S.T.D.
et P., academias Marischallanas praefecto, &c.
excudebant D.
Aberdoni^e
Chalmers et Soc. 1816.

Nobilissimi

;

provinciae

:

8 X 5

Pp. 16.

in.

Dewar v. Jack. Law papers.
Memorial for Doctor William Jack, principal of the University and King's College of
16 January, 1S16.
Aberdeen, against the Rev. Dr. Daniel Dewar.
Pp.
(11 x Si in.
36 + 5 4- [i].)
For the disputed election giving rise to this Memorial, see Off. and Grad. p. 43.
IVlaclachian, Ewen,
unus. [Motto.] Abredonia
1816.
6| X 4J

in.

Pp. [2]

:

+33 +

Eveni Lachlanidae, Abriensis, carminum liber
excudebant D. Chalmers et Soc, Acad, typograph.
5-

Metrical effusions, on a variety of subjects.

and improved.
Grammar School, Old Aberdeen.

edition, enlarged

[Motto.]

By Ewen Maclachlan, A.M.,
Aberdeen

The second
teacher of the

printed by D. Chalmers

:

&

Co.

1816.
"

The first edition was the " Attempts in verse of 1807.
l\ ^ \\ '"•
Pp- '^'i'' + -75"
Carminum liber unus editio altera, priore emendatior ". Pp. 130-141
Pp. 1-37 reproduce the
contain a " Valediction to King's College, delivered before the Literary Society on Friday
evening, March 21, 1800".
:

[IWerson, Peter.]
Not seen. Merson,

Appendix
M..\.

to

Theological Library Catalogue of 181 1.
1807, was librarian, 1818-22; afterwards

King's College,

schoolmaster, Elgin.

.

.

.

Statutes.
Abredoniae
Broadsheet.

:

Leges et instituta Academias Mariscallan^ Abredonensis.
18 16.
excudebant D. Chalmers, Acad, typograph.

17^ x 11

in.

20

rules.

1818.

Annals of Aberdeen. ... By ^V^lliam Kennedy,
Kennedy, William.
2 vols.
London printed for A. Brown and Co.
Esq^, Advocate, Aberdeen.
Aberdeen. ...
1818.
:

iij x q\

in.

Pp.

xviii 4-

489

-t-

[i]

;

iv 4-

500.

Book ii. chap. v. deals with Marischal College Book
are two editions of vol. i. (S. A^. and Q. vii. 175).
;

v.

One
chap.

D. Chalmers and Co.
with King's College. There

plate.
iii.
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1819.
Scott, Sir Walter.

A

legend of Montrose.

In Tales of My Landlord, third series, vols. 3, 4.
It is thought right not to overlook
the best known graduate of Marischal College
Dugald Dalgetty.
:

1820.
Eccentric Magazine. The eccentric magazine. ... By Alexander Laing.
1820.
Price one
Aberdeen printed for and sold by the author.

[Motto.]

:

shilling.

2nd issue, 1821 pp. 72. 3rd issue (The lounger's commonplace
7 X 4 in.
Pp. 70.
book, being the third and last number of the Eccentric Magazine), 1822 pp. 72. A print of
"
Buttrie Collie" accompanies the second number.
Abci'd. Public Li by.
:

:

1821.
Delectus.
Delectus in usum studiosae juventutis Collegii Regii AberdonAberdoniae excudebant D. Chalmers & Co.
1821.

ensis.

:

6| X 4

in.

Pp. [2]

+

292.

1822.
List of books and manuscripts which belonged to the
[Stuart, John.]
Franciscan convent in Aberdeen at the time of the Reformation.
In Archaeologia Scofica, ii. pp. 466-468.
Almost all the items enumerated are now in
the Universit}' Library, but their connection with the Friars

is

not proved.

An historical account and delineation of Aberdeen.
Wilson, Robert.
Embellished with beautiful engravings of the principal
AN'ilson, A.M.
Printed for
bridges, public buildings, and sacred edifices in and about the city.
and published by James Johnston, Union Street, Aberdeen. 1822.
18 plates, including King's College and Marischal
7^ X 4^ in.
Pp. xii + 226 + [2].
By Robert

College".

Wilson was M.A. Mar.

Coll.,

1818.

1823.
Court of Session.
tained in

all

Edinburgh

:

Index

Court of Session, conthe original collections, and in Mr. Morison's Dictionary of Decisions.
mdcccxxiii.
printed for W. and C. Tait.

10^ X 8J

to the decisions of the

.

.

+

.

The

—

lollowing are noted
1629, March 26.
College of Aberdeen v. Menzies. Reduction of tacks. Mor.jg^^.
Teinds of St. Machar. Moi\ 7948.
1637, March 25.
College of Aberdeen v.
Old College i^. Town of Aberdeen. Tack of teinds. Mor. 2533.
1669, July 13.
Old College v. Earl of Northesk and others. Reduction of tack of
16751 Ju'y 14teinds.
Moy. 7230.
1676, January 18.
College of Aberdeen v. Heritors of Rathen. Vacant stipend. Mor.
in.

Pp. xiv

536.

:

.

.

.

158971676, Feb. 8.
College of Aberdeen v.
Stipends in bishopric of Ross. Mor. 14789.
Lord Ross and laird of Auchlossin ?•. College of Aberdeen. Bursary
1678, January 31.
mortification.
Mor. 2536.
1679, January 10.
College of Aberdeen v. Earl of Aboyne. Vacant stipend of Coull.
.

Mor. 14791.

.

.
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1679, December 12.
College of Aberdeen v. Town. Spuilzie of teinds. Mor. 15645.
Irvin of Hilton v. the factor of the College of Aberdeen.
1683, March.
Poinding in
labouring time. Mor. 10519.
Aberdeen College v. Crafts. Dr. Guild's mortification. Fount, ii.
1710, February 14.
567Sir Alexander Bannerman of Elrick
v. the masters of the Queen's
1710, July 12.
College in Old Aberdeen.
Bursary mortification by Rev. William Watson. Mor. 161S7.
171 1, January 24.
Burnet, Gordon, etc., v. Simpson, Middleton, Urquhart, etc. Voting
.

[5/r]

.

.

.

.

.

Mor. 2389.
1721, June g.
King's College v. Dr. George Middleton.
Disputed arbitration.
Robertson's Appeals, 391.
Falconer of Newtown v. King's College. Bursary mortification.
1721-2, January 31.
Robertson, 397.
Vacant stipend.
1734, February 27.
King's College v. Heritors of New Machar.
Mor. 8503.
Sir Alex. Ramsay v. Mr. James Chalmers.
1736, July 28.
Qualifications of bursars.
for a regent.

Elchies, "Jurisdiction," 11.
Skeen of Lethindy v. King's Coll. Deduction from rental. Mor.
1737, February 16.
157391738, June 30.
King's College v. Marischal College. Stationers' Hall books. Elchies,

"

Literary Property".
1741, January 27. King's College z>.
1741, February 23.
King's College
.

.

Ramsay

.

v.

.

.

.

mortification.
Mortification

E/rAiVs, "Jurisdiction ".
bursaries.
Elchies,

for

"Trust".
1744,

December

Mor. 12253.
1748, June

29.

4.

James Catanach

King's College

v.

v.

Charles Hamilton Gordon.

Heritors of Old Machar.

Election of

Repairs of manse.

civilist.

Elchies,

"Manse".
1749, January
" Husband
Elchies,

10.

College of Aberdeen

and Wife,"

v.

Widows' Scheme.

Liability of professors.

31.

1758, January 27.
King's College v. Lord Falconer of Halkerton and others. Teinds
of Marykirk. Mor. 6568.
Do. do. Mor. 15682.
1758, July 12.
Charles Fullerton v. The New College.
Valuation of teinds.
Mor.
1772, July 22.
15762.
Margaret and Mary Macra v. Principal of College of Aberdeen and
1786, February i.
others.
Mortification by Alexander Macra. Mor. 15948.
1803, July 8.
King's College v. Earl of Kintore. Teinds of Marykirk. Mor. 15712.

i8og, June 7.
Simpson v. King's College. Fac. Coll. xv. 296, No. 104.
Allan v. King's Coll. Fac. Coll. xvi. 158, No. 42.
1811, January 23.

[IVIorren, Nathaniel.]
Catalogue of book.s belonging to the Theological
Aberdeen printed by 1). Chalmers
Library of Marischal College, Aberdeen.
and Co.
1823.
Morren, M.A. Mar. Coll., 1S14, was librarian 1S22Pp. viii + 3-87 + [i].
8^ X 5i in.
:

24.

A

"
is given,
abridged from a larger account
See infra, 1828, 1834, Wilson.

short sketch of the history of the Library

drawn up by Mr. Merson,

late Librarian".

1824.

A letter to the students of Marischal College on the
[Forbes, James.]
tiie approaching election.
Aberdeen printed by J. Booth,
[Motto.]
Chronicle Court, Queen Street.
1824.

subject of
jun.,

P-

8J X 5^
394)"

:

in.

Pp. 14

+

[2].

In favour oi Joseph

Hume, who was

elected (Reel. Addr.
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Things in general being delineations of persons, places,
[IVIiidie, Robert.]
scenes, circumstances, situations, and occurrences, in the metropolis, and other
parts of Britain, with an autobiographic sketch, in limine, and a notice touching
;

London published by Smith,
By Laurence Langshank, gent.
Edinburgh.
Elder & Co., Cornhill.
1824.
One plate. The date in some copies is 1S25. Page 294
4i '".
yi
Pp. viii + 294.
The autobiographic sketch gi\ es an
bears " End of a first volume," but there was no other.
:

.

.

.

'-<

account of King's College (where, "however, Mudie seems not to have studied) including the
"
first appearance in print of the legend of
Dauney's slauchter ". See 6". A^. and Q. 2, iii. 1S5.

1825.
Hectoris Boetii Murthlacensium et Aberdonensium
Hector.
iterum in lucem editae.
Edinburgi, mdcccxxv.

Boece,
episcoporum
10 X 8

vitae,

in.

Pp.

[4]

+

+

89

The

[Cumming, John.]
printed by

J.

Booth, jun.

.

Sixty copies printed by the

1.

.

Stabliad,

Bannatyne Club.

and other poems.

[Motto.]

Aberdeen:

1825.

.

6J X 4. Pp. 28. The first publication of John Gumming, then a student at King's
College; M.A., 1826; D.D. Edin., 1844; writer on prophecy.

[Forbes, Patrick.] Syllabus of lectures on chemistry
delivered in the University and King's College of Aberdeen.
students.
Aberdeen printed by D, Chalmers and Co.
.

:

+

+

Two

.

.

7 X 4J in.

Pp. [2]

Library.

Regulations of the library of Marischal College
D. Chalmers & Co.
Single page.

9j X 8J

in.

245

[i].

plates.

[Longmulr, John,] The College and other poems.
1825.
printed for Lewis Smith, Aberdeen.
6 X 3I

in.

Pp.

Marischal College
iVIedical

:

vi

+

The

90.

M.A., 1825

Degrees.

first

.

.

.

7th Oct., 1825.

[Motto].

Edinburgh:

publication of John Longmuir, then a student at

LL.D. King's

;

and natural history,
For the use of the
mdcccxxv.

Coll., 1858.

Marischal College and University, Aberdeen,

Regu-

lations respecting medical degrees.
10 X 8

in.

Single page.

D. Chalmers

&

Co.

Approved by minute of 7th March, 1825.
"

"

subjects of pure and undefiled religion
IVIurray Lectures. Discourses on
delivered in the chapel of the University and King's College of Aberdeen ; at
:

the lecture founded by Alexander Murray, D.D.
[1825.]
to
serve
for collections of the separate
was
This
title
8 X 5 in.
printed
Pp. [4I.
Murray Lectures (Off. and Grad. pp. 77-82) but no complete collection is
known to exist. The following have been traced
;

;

1825.

Mearns, Duncan.

D. Chalmers and Co.

Pp. [5]-47

The knowledge
-I-

—

requisite for the attainment of eternal

life.

[i].

[Two lectures.] D. Chalmers and Co. Pp. 44.
M'Lean, George Gordon. [Three lectures.] D. Chalmers & Co. Pp. 67 + [i].
Cruickshank, John, and Williamson, David. The superiority of the Gospel
and The connection between the Jewish and
information regarding the divine nature
1826.

Paul, William.

1827.
1828.

;

Christian dispensations.

D. Chalmers and Co.

Pp. 44.
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The futility of all attempts to furnish an adequate
1829.
Lillie, William.
D. Chalmers and Co.
religion without the assistance of revelation.
Pp. 19 + [i].

A

Robertson, Duncan.
D. Chalmers & Co.

to the Gospel.
1830.

scheme of

statement of the leading causes of the Jews' opposition

Pp. 25

+

[i].

The reasonableness

William.

Lillie,

445

of

D.

Christianity.

Chalmers

&

Co.

Pp. 20.

The

Tulloch, George.

Christian character.

D. Chalmers and Co.

Pp. 42.
Pp. vi + 5-59 + [i].
The parables of our Lord ten discourses. G. Cornwall.
Tulloch, George.
The
Pp. xiv -r 305 + [i].
[This seems to have been printed on paper of about 6J x 4 in.
copy in the University Library has been inlaid to the size of a title page, 8J x 5 J in.]

Taylor, Alexander.

1831.

Prophecy.

G. Cornwall.

:

The

Simpson, Robert.

1832.

Chalmers.

viii

Pp.

+

The prophecies

Taylor, Alexander.

+

Pp. xvi

Pp.

.

.

.

Vol.

ii.

Discourses

The

Ingram, James.
Pp. [3]-43

+

Pp.

[1834.]

on "subjects of pure and undefiled

Brown and Co.

;

Herald

principles of Christian morality.

Office,

by G.

[?].

Bremner, George. What has Christianity done
printed by John Davidson and Co.
Pp. 82.
Tulloch, George.

A.

re-

[i].

Taylor, Alexander.
;

G. Cornwall.

[2].

for

1835.

Co.

Our Saviour.

viii

Murray Lectures,
1834.

delivered by

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans. Herald
+ g-31 + [i].
Simpson, Robert. The early progress of Christianity, and the preaching of the
D. Chalmers & Co.
Pp. viii + g-87 + [i].

Apostles.

Cornwall.

D.

Ingram, James.

by G. Cornwall.

ligion".

and ascension of Our Lord.

17-70.

1833.
Office

nativity, crucifixion,

5-60.

Herald

mankind

?

A.

Brown and

The propagation

of Christianity in Asia Minor and Greece.
Pp. 23 + [i].
freeness of the Gospel plan of salvation.
G. Clark

by G. Cornwall.

Office,

Henderson, William. The
Herald Office, by G. Cornwall. Pp. iv + 5-36.
M'Kenzie, Peter. The moral character of the Christian religion. G. Clark &.
Son Herald Office, by G. Cornwall. Pp. ig + [i].
The danger of unbelief.
Herald
G. Clark & Son
1837.
Henderson, William.
Office, by G. Cornwall.
Pp. 18.
The reasonable and attractive character of the Christian
M'Kenzie, Peter.
William Munro, Old Aberdeen Herald Office, by G. Cornwall. Pp. 30.
religion.
The adaptation of Christianity to the wants and the
1838.
Macdonald, Donald.
moral constitution of man. Lewis Smith Herald Office, by G. Cornwall. Pp. 64.
Taylor, Alexander. The miracles wrought by our Saviour. John Davidson.
1836.

and Son

;

;

;

;

;

Pp. X

+

11-47

1839.

1840.

+

[i]-

Macdonald, Donald.
Taylor, Alexander.
Mitchell,

1841.

Adam.

Greig, James.
Mitchell,

life

and character of

St. Paul.

G. Mackay.

Pp. 40.

[?].

The

Adam.

life

and character of Balaam.

Herald

Office.

Pp. 4i

+ [i].

[?].

Todd, Alexander. The third commandment.
by William Bennett. Pp. 24.

1842.
Office,

The

Greig, James.

[?].
[?J.

William Collie; Constitutional
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Mitchell,

1843.

Adam.

Morgan, John.
Sessions 1841/42, 1S42/43.)
Pp. viii + 69 + [i].
Clerihew, Peter.
1844.
Mitchell,

Co.

Pp. [4]

+

[?].

The

Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Philippians.

D. Chalmers

2-46.

The

Falconer, John.

1846.

Pp- 39

+

[?].

Adam.

Falconer, John.

1S45.

&

[?].

The typical character of the Jewish economy. (Lectures for
WilHam Collie; Constitutional Office, by WilHam Bennett.

history of Elijah

and Elisha.

D. Chalmers and Co.

[!]•

The exodus of the Israelites. William Bennett. Pp. [2] +
The history of our Saviour. George Cornwall. Pp. 34.
The conflict and the armour. William Bennett. Pp. 24.

1848.

Abel, John,
Abel, John.

1849.

Abel, John.

1850.

Fraser, James.
Webster, John.

1847.

36.

{Brit.

Mils.)

1852.

Geo. Cornwall.

[?].

The

Epistle to the Hebrews.

(Lectures for Session 1850/51.)

Pp. 32.

The parables. (Lectures for Session 1851/52). Geo. Cornwall. Pp.33 + [i]Milne, George Gordon. [?].
Sacrifice and atonement.
[1854]. Milne, George Gordon.
John Avery. Pp. 3i + [i].
1853.

Rannie, John. Two lectures. Herald Office, by John Finlayson.
Campbell, Peter Colin. Christ our advocate. William Bennett.

1855.

1856.

Pp. 28.
Pp. 20.
William Bennett. Pp.14.

M' Irvine, George.
A. King and Co.
1858.

Pp. 15

+

Christ the light of the world.
The parable of the mustard seed.

Macdonald, Charles.

1857.

Pp. 15

+

Free Press Office, by

[i].

Macdonald, Charles.

Divine repentance.

Free Press Office, by A. King

&

Co.

Macdonald, Charles.

The unknown God.

Free Press Office, by A. King

&

Co.

Macdonald, Charles.

Labour.

[I].

1859.

Pp. 14.
i860.
13

+

Free Press Office, by A. King and Co.

Pp.

[!]•

Campbell, Peter Colin.
Pp. [t]

+

Four discourses (1856/57

Five discourses (1855/56 to 1859/60).

November, 1S25.
proceedings, &c.
4.

Pp. 48.

William Bennett.

Pp. [4]

+

3-84.

A

full and correct report of the proceedings of the
Marischal College and University, Aberdeen, 14th
With an appendix containing documents connected with the

Rectorial Court.
court, held in

rectorial

7J X

William Bennett.

to 1859/60).

3-66.

Aberdeen
Ritchie,

:

1825.
printed for Lewis Smith
See Rectorial Addresses, 1902,
.

.

.

Cobban and Co.

p.

351.

1826.

Brown, William Laurence.

Lecture introductory to the course on prac-

religion, instituted by the will of John Gordon, Esq. of Murtle
in the great hall of Marischal College and University of Aberdeen, on
tical

22nd, 1825, before the honourable the magistrates of that city

number of the

clergy

;

all

the professors, lecturers,

;

;

delivered

November

a considerable

and students, of every de-
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and many most respectable gentlemen
Marischal College
Published by desire of Mr. Gordon's trustees.
By VV. L. Brown,
D.D., professor of divinity and principal of Marischal College, &c. Aberdeen
mdcccxxvi.
printed by D. Chalmers & Co.
of

nomination,

;

inhabitants.

:

.

.

8J X 5^

in.

Pp. 23

+

.

For the Murtle foundation, see Fasti,

[i].

i.

487.

Graduates. An account of the proceedings of the committee of graduates
with an inquiry into the constitution of the Scotch Uniof Marischal College
versities and the privileges of their graduates.
By a member of the committee
1826.
Aberdeen: printed for Lewis Smith.
of graduates.
:

.

8J X 5j

in.

.

.

Pp. 36 [misprinted 63].

Examination of a pamphlet, entitled Plan of education in
[Kerr, George.]
the Marischal College and University of Aberdeen, with the reasons of it, drawn
up by order of the faculty, mdcclv. Aberdeen printed for the author's family
1826.
and to be had of all the booksellers.
:

8J X 5^
1786-go (Fasti,

in.
ii.

Pp. [2]

+

5-54.

J.

Booth, jun.

;

Kerr had been a student at Mar. Coll.,

365).

Novae academiae Aberdonensis, per Comitem Maris-

Marischal College.

callum, auctoritate regia, erectio et institutio. [1826].
II X 8^ in.

Pp. II

+

[i].

Mearns, Duncan, Introductory address to the students of the University
and King's College of Aberdeen delivered on the morning of Sunday, November
13th, 1825, in the College chapel, at the opening of the lecture endowed by the
late John Gordon, Esq. of Murtle.
Published at the desire of Mr. Gordon's
trustees.
By Duncan Mearns, D.l). Aberdeen: printed by D. Chalmers and
MDCCCXXVI.
Co.
;

.

.

.

8J X 5^

in

Pp. 20.

in.

Rectorial Court.
A report of the proceeding at the Rectorial Court held
Marischal College, July 31, 1826. Together with copies of most of the
papers

and documents produced

in

Aberdeen

Court.

:

printed for Lewis Smitli.

.

1826.

7x4

in.

R.

Pp. 20.

Cobban and Co.

1827.
Scottish Universities Commission, 1826-30.
Minutes and proceedings
of the royal commissioners appointed for visiting the Universities and
Colleges
of Aberdeen.
13^ X 8i

in.

Pp.

2.

Code
coming

in

of rules, statutes, and ordinances, to
the United University of Aberdeen.

13^ X Si

in.

Pp. 15

+

[i].

l)e

observed

in

all

time
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Scottish Universities Commission,
13A X Sh in.]

[Documents printed by the commis-

sioners.

—

King's College
Minutes of evidence
17th and i8th September, 1827.
Pp. [2] + 67 + [i].
Returns by the Senatus Academicus. Pp. 36.
Appendix to Returns. Pp. 73 + [i].
Supplementary appendix. Pp. 21 + [i].
Accounts, by David Hutcheon, 1824/25, being for crop 1824.
Pp. 12.
Report relative to the University and King's College of Aberdeen [printed
Pp. 39 + [i]
:

.

.

.

Marischal College

:

—

Minutes of evidence
igth, 20th, and 21st September, 1827.
Returns by the Senatus Academicus. Pp. 34.
Appendix to Returns. Pp. 15 + [i].
Supplementary appendix. Pp. 6.
[Second] Supplementary appendix. Pp. 15 + [i].
Supplementary account respecting the bursaries. Pp. 12.
Alexander Irving's mortification. Pp. 5 + [i].
.

.

1830.]

.

Election of rector, 1829.
Pp. 5 + [i].
Report relative to Marischal College, Aberdeen [printed 1830].
See infra, 183 1 ari*d 1837.

Pp. [2]

+

74.

Pp. 36.

1828.

Deed of mortification of Kinnadie, by Mr. John Burnett,
Burnett, John.
merchant in Aberdeen, 24th March, 1783, and codicils thereto all recorded in
Aberdeen:
the sheriff court books of Aberdeenshire, on ist February, 1785.
1828.
printed by D. Chalmers and Co.
;

.

.

.

Pp. 32. The deed founding the Burnett prize (see 1816,
later into the Burnett lectureship (see 1887, Burnett).
Reprinted in 1838.

7J X 4f

in.

Brown) converted

Christian Knowledge Association. The association of students in the
Universities of Aberdeen in aid of the diffusion of Christian knowledge.
Regulaoffice bearers for 1828.
tions
.

.

.

.

8J X 5J in. Pp. 4. D. Chalmers
were probably earlier issues.

&

.

.

Co.

Similar annual issues for 1829 to 1834.

There

By Jacob Ruddiman, A.M. of
[Hay, William.] Tales and sketches.
Marischal College, Aberdeen.
John Anderson, jun., Edinburgh.
[Quotation.]
.

.

.

1828.
7f X 4|in.

Pp.

[4]

+

300.

"
Reprinted as Tales of a Scottish parish".

London, 1889.

[Wilson, John.] Appendix to the Catalogue of books belonging to the
Aberdeen printed by
Theological Library, Marischal College, printed in 1823.
mucccxxviii.
D. Chalmers and Co.
:

.

8J X 5

in.

Pp. [4]

+

.

.

28.

Wilson, M.A. Mar.

Coll., 1819, vi^as librarian 1S24-54.
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1829.

An

Calamy, Edmund.
Calamy. ...
vol.

2 vols.

.

historical

London.

.

.

.

account of

.

my own

life

.

.

.

By Edmund

1829.

.

An interesting account of his having the degree of D.D. conferred in 1709,
9 X 5^ in.
pp. 197-203.

ii.

Hume, Joseph. Letters addressed to the students of Marischal
By Joseph Hume, Esq., M.P., late Lord Rector. Aberdeen published
:

mission) by Lewis Smith.
8J X 5J

in.

Pp.

R.

8.

1829.

Cobban and Co.

See Rcctovial Addresses (1902),

Mackray, William. An essay on
By William Mackray,

society in Europe.

William Blackwood, Edinburgh.
8^ X 5J
Reprinted,

in.

New

xii

Pp.

+

York, 1S30

College.
(by per-

.

.

.

p.

354.

the effect of the Reformation on civil
minister of the gospel, Stirling. [Motto.]

mdcccxxix.

The Blackwell prize essay of 1820 (S. N. and Q. x. i8r).
Aberdeen, 1846.
Mackray was M.A. Mar. Coll., 1822. See

320.
;

infra, 1S60.

[Degree and prize

IWarischal College.
12^ X 8

list.s,

1829-60.]

Offprints from the local newspapers of the annual results pub-

32 leaves.

in.

lished in April.

183-.

[Farquharson,
Aberdeen Journal.
7 X 4^

in.

Pp.

IVlarischai

Aberdeen Colleges.

.]

.

.

.

To

the Editor of the

Palaeophilus minor.

8.

College.

in

Subscriptions

aid of a grant from

Government

for re-building Marischal College.

5j X 4

in.

Pp.

ii

4-

3-23

-1-

[i].

D. Chalmers and Co.

1830.

Brown, William Laurence. Librorum societas carmen. Recitatum, in
commitiis academicis, quae, prima, post ferias jestivas, an. mdcccxxix habebantur, a Gulielmo Laurentio Brown, academi;^ Marischallanae Aberdonensis
;

eadem,

in

gymnasiarcha,
qualecunque,

demum

excudendum

dedit

et,

S.S.

theologize
:

MDCCCXXX.
8 X 4^ in.

Pp.

])rofessore.

Hocce opusculum,

rogatu quorundam, limati judicii, Auditorum, typis
excudebanl 1). Chalmers et Hoc.
auctor.
Aberdoniiv;
sit,

10.

29
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2 vols.

[Motto.]

S X 5 in.

+

xii

Pp.

Colman's residence

Random Records; by George Colman, the
London: Harry Colburn and Richard Bentley.

the younger.

Colman, George,
younger.
1830.

.

+

323

[i]

+

vi

;

305

+

Portrait.

[i].

Pp.

61-211

deal

.

.

with

at King's College, 1781-83.

The

Gordon, Pryse Lockhart.

Nos.

land of cakes.

iv.

iii.,

Aberdeen

awa'.
In Nezv Monthly Magazine, xxviii. 504
xxix. 49
June and July, 1830. The Downie
is given in No. iii.
The articles are condensed in Aberdeen Awa' (see infra, 1897,
;

;

story

Walker),

pp. 108-127.

abroad

Personal memoirs, or recollections of men and manners at home and
being fragments from the portfolio of Pryse Lockhart Gordon, Esq.
London Henry Colburn.
1S30.

2 vols.

.

.

.

:

8| X 5i
to

life

in.

.

.

xii

Pp.

at King's College,

-|-

455

+

[i]

;

viii

.

-(-

where Gordon was

452

;

with portrait.

Chapters

and

i.

ii.

relate

a student, 1776-78 (Roll, p. 94).

A letter to the managers of the Aberdeen Infirmary, on the
Infirmary,
present state of that institution, and of the medical school of Aberdeen.
By a
Aberdeen

country practitioner.
9 X 5J

in.

Pp.

A

Orem, William.
College

of Old

:

printed by John Davidson

& Co.

.

.

.

mdcccxxx.

16.

description of the Chanonry, cathedral, and King's
in the years
1724-5.
John Rettie, Aberdeen.

Aberdeen,

MDCCCXXX.

Two plates. Neill & Co., Edinburgh.
6| X 4^ in.
Pp. [4] 4- 349 4. [3].
found with the imprint: A. Brown & Co., Aberdeen, mdcccxxxii.

Copies are

1831.

Aberdeen Lancet.
.

.

.

Aberdeen

Guestrow.

.

8J X 5f

.

:

.

in.

June, November.

printed
1831.
Pp. 72.

No

title

The Aberdeen lancet. No.
and published by R. Cobban
Only three numbers issued

(in

i.

&

Contents
April, 1851.
Co., 35 Duthie's Court,

coloured paper covers) for April,

page.

Scottish Universities Commission, 1826-30.
Report made to His
Majesty by a Royal commission of enquiry into the state of the Universities
of Scotland.
Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 7 October, 1831.
X
in.
13
8|
Pp. 436. The general Report fills pp. 1-94 the special Aberdeen Reports,
;

PP- 303-384-

1832.
Spring.] A bill to authorize the purchase of the rights ot
enjoyed by the King's and Marischal Colleges of Aberdeen.
Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, i August, 1832.
[Rice,

Thomas

literary property
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"
See
in S. A^ awif ()• ii. 3See " A forgotten Universities bill
13^ X Si in.
Pp. 3 + [i].
also Copy of Treasury Minute, dated 17th July, 1832, respecting the purchase of the rights of
the University of Aberdeen to certain copies of books. The Bill, brought in by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, Mr. Spring Rice, was read thrice in the Commons and tw^ice in the Lords,

but

was then dropped.

1833.
[Burton, John

Hill.]

The two

great northern Universities.

In Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, May, 1833, pp. 182-191.

See Alma Mater, xv. 136.

[Cruickshank, Robert.] Letter to the Right Honourable Baron Brougham
and Vau.x, Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain, on the proposed suppression
of one of the colleges of Aberdeen.
By Ignotus. Aberdeen Peter Gray.
:

8J X 5^

in.

Pp. 59

+

[i].

D. Chalmers

&

.

.

.

Co.

Pair of Spectacles. A pair of spectacles for the magistrates and the public,
wherewith to view the state of our infirmary with some account of the state of
the medical school (so called) of this city in a letter addressed to AVm. Allardyce,
"
By a benevolent individual and interested person ". [QuotaEsq., treasurer.
Aberdeen
printed by John Davidson &: Co., and sold by all booksellers.
tion.]
;

;

:

1833^l X 44

in.

Pp. 12.

1834.

Aberdeen

IVledical

December, 1834.

Vol.

IViagazine,

Aberdeen medical magazine.

Only
J. Davidson and Co.
Pp. 184.
Page 184 promises a title page and index.

8 X 5^ in.
Apr., 1835.

No.

I.

I.

five

numbers, dated Dec, 1834, to

Dioscope. The Dioscope, or return for the "Spectacles," and a reply to
the letter addressed to William Allardyce, Esq., on the state of the infirmary and
medical school.
By a citizen and burgess. Aberdeen printed by J. Davidson
:

&

Co.

.

.

1834.

.

8^ X 5j

in.

Pp. 32.

A letter to the principal and professors of King's and Alarischal
Dixi.
By Dixi. Aberdeen printed for the
Colleges of Aberdeen relative to a Union.
mdcccxxxiv.
author by D. Chalmers and Co.
:

9 X 51

in.

Pp. 20.

iVlarischal College.

Marischal College and University, Aberdeen.

Re-

ling of the College.
13 X 8

in.

Pp.

[4].

Appeal

for subscriptions.

Reprinted several times with additions.
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The

Medical school of the Universities of Aberdeen.
IVIedical School.
following courses of lectures will be delivered during the session 1834-35.
13 X 8

in.

8 X 5

.

.

Single page.

Library for the use of the students
Marischal College.
Instituted November, 1826.

[Knight, William.]
philosophy

.

class,

in.

Pp.

4.

D. Chalmers and Co.

John.]

[Wilson,

Catalogue

of

Second edition 1845 not

books belonging

in

the natural
[1834.]

seen.

the

to

Theological

Appendix I., containing the additions
library of Marischal College, Aberdeen.
made to the Library since 1823. Aberdeen printed by D. Chalmers and Co.
:

.

.

.

MDCCCXXXIV.
8J X 5i

in.

Pp. [4]

+

40.

1835.

Abercrombie, John. Address delivered in the hall of Marischal College,
Aberdeen, 5th November, 1835, on the occasion of his installation as Lord
Aberdeen AlexRector of the University. By John Abercrombie, M.D.
mdcccxxxv.
ander Brown and Co.
.

.

many

8 X 5 in.
editions

.

.

Pp. 29 + [i]. The first Rectorial Address to be printed
reprinted in the 1902 collection.

;

:

.

.

;

has passed through

Bannerman, Alexander. Dr. Forbes against Dr. Forbes on University
with a letter from Alex. Bannerman, Esq., M.P.,
reform
reply to some
statements put forth by Dr. Forbes in his late pamphlet.
(From the "Aberdeen
Herald" of 21st November, 1835.) Aberdeen printed by G. Cornwall, Herald

m

;

:

Office.

5i X 3f

Pp. 12.

in.

Bannerman, Alexander, and Oswald,

.

A

bill

for

uniting

King's College and University of Old Aberdeen and Marischal College and
University of Aberdeen into one University and College.
(Prepared and
Ordered by the House of
brought in by Mr. Bannerman and Mr. Oswald.)
Commons to be printed, 22 June, 1835.
Read a second time 7th July, but did not become law.
Pp. 31 + [i].
13J X 8J in.
was printed in Aberdeen by John Davidson & Co., 8J x 5I in., pp. 30 + [2].

An

edition

Private memorandum, relative to the union of the
[Clark, Thomas,]
King's and Marischal Colleges and Universities, into the United University of
Aberdeen.
Glasgow printed by George Brookman. mdcccxxxv.
.

.

8 x 5i in.

:

.

Pp. 94.
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[Cruickshank, Robert.] A letter to Alexander Bannerman, Esq., M.P., in
apology for the opposition made by the inhabitants of Aberdeen and the north
of Scotland to his University bill.
By Philodemus. Aberdeen published by
P. Gray.
1S35.
:

.

.

.

7j X 4^

Pp. 28.

in.

A

letter to

Davidson

J.

&

Co.

Thomas Bannerman,

Esq.,

on the Aberdeen Committee on

education and their " Interim report".
By Philologus. Aberdeen printed by
and sold by P. Gray and W. Laurie.
John Davidson and Co.
1835.
:

.

8J X 5^

in.

.

.

Pp. 36.

Aberdeen Universities bill.
Remarks on the proposed
delivered at the board of the Town Council, on Monday, 13th
July, 1835.
^y D. Dunn, Esq. (Extracted from the Aberdeen Herald of the
18th July, and published with the permission of the author.)
Aberdeen.

Dunn, David.

Universities

bill,

.

6 X 4

.

.

G. Cornwall.

Pp. 12.

in.

A

Forbes, Patrick.

letter to

Alexander Bannerman, Esq., M.P., being a
Patrick Forbes ... to which is ap-

reply to his letter addressed to the Rev.

pended Mr. Bannerman's letter.
for Lewis Smith
1835.
.

8^ X 5^

in.

.

Pat. Forbes,

By

D.D.

.

.

.

Aberdeen

printed

:

.

Pp. 63

+

[i].

D. Chalmers and Co.

Hon.

Letter to the Right

the

Lord Advocate

for Scotland, regarding
of next Session, for the regulation of the Colleges of Aberdeen, in reference to the recommendations of the
Royal Commission of Visitation of 1826 and 1830. By Pat. Forbes, D.D.,
Printed for Lewis Smith,
professor of humanity, Sec, in King's College.

...

a

bill

to

Aberdeen.
8J X 5^

.

be brought

.

in.

Junius.
certain views

Town
deen
letter

:

.

in at the

commencement

mdcccxxxv.
Pp. 27

+

[i].

D. Chalmers and Co.

A letter to the Lord Provost of Aberdeen, containing strictures on
and expressions of sentiment, ascribed to him in the reports of

Council proceedings, relative to the University
1835.
published by P. Gray.
.

.

bill.

Aber-

15y Junius.

.

Second edition in same year, with prefatory
Pp. 30.
J. Davidson cS: Co.
7^ X 4I in.
dated from " Anti-Union Street, Sept. 17, 1835".

King's College. A statement of the proceedings of the University and
College of Aberdeen, respecting the royal grant to the Scottish
Universities and the bill recently before Parliament, for the union of King's
and Marischal Colleges. Aberdeen printed l)y D. Chalmers and Co.
1835.
King's

:

8} X

5-^ in.

Pp. 52.

Dated

"

King's College, 7th August, 1835

.

".

.

.
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James.

IVIackintosh, Sir

James Mackintosh. ...

Sir

Memoirs of the life of the Right Honourable
London.
1835.

2 vols.

Mackintosh was
9 X 5J in.
of the College life of that period.

.

.

.

.

M.A, King's

Coll., 1784,

.

.

and on pp. 9-20 gives an account

Letter to the students of Marischal College, on the
Rectorial Election.
Lord Rector. Aberdeen: printed for Peter Gray.
1835.

election of
8| X

.

5 J in.

D. Chalmers

S.

Pp.

&

Co.

Signed by

Union of Colleges. University reform,
of the leading objections urged against Mr.
notice of the attempts formerly made to unite
From the Aberdeen Herald of
Aberdeen.

"

A

.

.

fellow student".

considered in reference to some
Bannerman's bill. With a brief
the Universities of
7th

October, 1835.

New and Old
Aberdeen

:

printed by G. Cornwall.

6x3!

in.

Pp. 23

+

[i].

1836.

The Aberdeen

Aberdeen University Magazine.
January-August, mdcccxxxvi.

Aberdeen

:

P. Gray.

.

.

.

University magazine.

mdcccxxxvi.
+ [i]. Sixteen numbers.

Pp. iv + 1-232 + 133-166 -t- 267-273 + [i] -f- iii
8| X 5^ in.
This was not a students' magazine, but an outcome of the
Printed by J. Davidson & Co.
It contains much
interesting
opposition to the bills of Mr. Bannerman and Lord Melbourne.
historical matter relative to the Colleges.

Act of Parliament. An act to repeal so much of an act of the fifty-fourth
year of King George the Third, respecting copyrights, as requires the delivery
the four universities of
of a copy of every published book to the libraries of
20 August, 1836.
Scotland. ... 6 and 7 Will. IV., c. no.
.

12J X 7I

'"•

Pp-

I

.

.

'37-8.

Universities of Scotland.
At a numerous and respectof the graduates and alumni of the University and King's College
Resolutions
.
Petition.
.
[23 June, 1836]

King's College.
able
.

.

.

meetmg

.

10 X 8

in.

Pp.

.

.

.

.

.

.

[4].

A bill intituled An act for the visitation
IVIelbotirne, William, Viscount.
and regulation of the Universities of Scotland (presented by the Lord Melbourne).
Ordjred to be printed 6th June, 1836.
Withdrawn in the House of Lords. An edition of the bill
Pp. 8 + [2].
13J X 8| in.
was printed

in

Aberdeen by

J.

Davidson

&

Co., 12 J x 7 J

in.,

pp. 2.

An abstract of the general
Scottish Universities Commission, 1826-30.
report of the Koyal Commissioners appointed to visit the universities of Scotland.
With notes and tabular states relating to the state of these institutions in 1826.
Edinl:)urgh

:

8J x 5^

Adam and
in.

Pp.

viii

Charles Black
-l-

161

4-

[i].

.

.

.

mdcccxxxvi.
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Synod. Resolutions of the provincial synod of Aberdeen, met and constituted at Aberdeen, on the 4th of July, 1836, in reference to the university bill.
13 X 8 in.

Single page.

1837.
Minutes of evidence
Aberdeen Universities Commission, 1836/37.
taken before the Commissioners for visiting the Universities of King's and
Marischal Colleges, Aberdeen.
12J X 8

in.

+

[i].

Occupies pp. 26-70

On

William Garden.

Blaikie,

chemical

Pp. 45

in First

Report of 183S.

the atomic theory.

Prize essay in the

Marischal College, Aberdeen, Session 1836-7.

class,

By William G.

Blaikie.
^h ^ si

M.A.,

i'837

;

'"•
Preface by Professor Thomas Clark.
Pp- ^^- ^- Cornwall.
D.D. Edin., 1864; LL.D. Aberd., 1871. See i«/ra, 1901.

Blaikie

was

Examination Papers. Competition exercise on the course of lectures and
examinations on chemistry, in Marischal College, Session 1836-7.
Prizes for
ist Mr. Robert White, Aberdeen.
2nd Mr.
highest eminence awarded to
William D. Ewan, A.M., Peterhead.

—

8i X 5i

Pp. 8

in.

+

[4].

Henderson, Williami Syllabus of lectures on materia medica including
pharmacology, and pharmacy.
By William Henderson, M.D., lecturer
:

dietetics,

on these branches of medical science
deen printed by D. Chalmers & Co.
:

to the Universities of
.

.

.

Aberdeen.

Aljer-

1837,

Henderson, M.A. Mar. Coll., iSog M.D. Edin., 1813 was lecturer
7 X 4J in.
Pp. 42.
in the Joint School, 1818-39, and afterwards in Marischal College {Fasii, ii. 66, 68).
;

;

Marischal College.

new

[Papers connected with laying foundation stone of

buildings.]
Letter of invitation dated 25th September.
(13 x 8 in.
Pp. [4].)
List of magistrates, office bearers, commissioners.
(16 x io|^ in.
Pp. [4].)
Plan of ceremonial, i8th October. (iSJ x 14^ in. Broadsheet.)
Inscription engraven on a brass plate in tlie foundation stone.
[By James
(g| x 8 in.
Single leaf.)
List of toasts at dinner.
(13 x 8

Melvin,

LL.D.]

See Fasti,

i.

in.

Pp.

[4].

Forty-three toasts!)

513.

Scottish Universities Commission, 1826-30. Evidence, oral and documentary, taken and received by the Commissioners appointed by His Majesty
George IV., July 23d, 1826; and reappointed by His Majesty William IV.,
October 12th, 1830; for visiting the Universities of Scotland.
Vol. IV. UniPresented to both Houses ot Parliament Ijy command of
versity of Ai)erdeen.

His Majesty.

H

London

:

printed

.

.

.

for

His Majesty's Stationery

'" Pp- [2] -1- xxii + 342. A parliamentary paper.
13J ^
both Colleges, a mine of information on their history.

Office.

1837.

Includes the Returns by
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1838.

Aberdeen Universities Commission, 1836/37. First report of the Commissioners appointed l^y His Majesty William IV., November 23, 1836, and
reappointed by Her Majesty Victoria I., October, 1837, for visiting the Universities of King's College and Marischal College, Aberdeen.
Presented to
both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty. London printed
for Her Majesty's Stationery Office.
1838.
.

:

Pp. X + 75
13^ X 8J in.
evidence, 20th-2ist Oct., 1837.

+

A

[i],

parliamentary paper.

Aberdeen University Magazine.
7i ^ 4i

•"•

f P-

No.

.

Minutes of

Includes the

November, 1838.

.

i.

Constitutional Office, by G. Cornwall.

24.

Aberd. U.F.C. Coll. Lihr.

On the cause of the holes that occur perforating sheets
Prize essay in the chemical class, Marischal College, Aberdeen,
By John Ferguson of Nigg, student of medicine.

Ferguson, John.
of melting ice.
Session 1837-8.
8J X 5I

in.

Pp. 9

+

Herald

[3].

Office

:

G. Cornwall.

Jones, Harry Longueville. Statistical illustrations of the principal uniUnited Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

versities of the

In jfounial of the Statistical Society of London,

i.

385, Nov. 1S38.

Kay, John. A series of original portraits and caricature etchings, by the
John Kay, miniature painter, Edinburgh, with biographical sketches and
2 vols.
anecdotes.
Hugh Baton
Edinburgh, mdcccxxxviii.
late

.

Included here because
plate.

See

vol.

shows

plate 35

i.

"

The Sapient Septemviri

is

IVlissionary Association.

The

.

initialed " J. K. 1786," but the impressions are not
Several editions.
supra, 1786.

The prmt

College.

.

earliest report seen

is

"

of King's

from the original

[Report.]

the tenth, 1847.

8 x 5J m.

Pp.

4.

G. Cornwall.

Issued

annually.

1839.
Analysis and review of
for visiting the Universities of King's
report of the Commissioners,
By the standing committee of
College and Marischal College, Aberdeen.
graduates and alumni of the University and King's College of Aberdeen, 1839.
Aberdeen A. Ikown
Co.
1839.
8| X 5J in. Pp. viii + 3-150. D. Chalmers and Co.

Aberdeen Universities Commission, 1836/37.

the

first

.

:

&

.

.

.

.

.
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Aberdeen Universities Commission.
13^ X ^4

•"•

Biackie

I^P-

6

+

xxxiv

+

333

+

Marischal College.

v.

[i].
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Second report.
1839.
Includes the Returns by the Colleges.

Law

.

.

.

papers.

Dec. 31, 1839. Summons of declarator, John S. Biackie, Esq., against Marischal College,
Aberdeen. (lof x 8} in. Pp. 6.)
Feb. 26, 1840.
Defences for the principal and professors and Senatus Academicus of
Marischal College.
(Pp. 5 + [i].)
Mar. II, 1841. Reclaiming note for the presbytery of Aberdeen, compearers, against
Lord Cunninghame's interlocutor, in causa J. S. Biackie, Esq., against the Marischal College
of Aberdeen.
(Pp. [2] + 133 + [i].)
This case arose out of Professor Blackie's position with respect to the Confession of

See Fasti,

Faith.

i.

321.

King's College. Documents relative to the University and King's College,
Old Aberdeen. Compiled by a committee of graduates of the University of
Aberdeen.
Aberdeen George King
mdcccxxxix.
[Mottoes.]
:

8| X 5J

in.

Pp. 34.

.

.

.

Robert King, Peterhead.

Colquhoun, John Campbell. Speeches of J. C. Colquhoun, Esq., M.P.,
Lord Rector of Marischal College, Aberdeen, Wednesday,
27th November and at a public dinner, given him in the county rooms, Aberdeen, Tuesday, 28th November, 1839.

at his installation as
;

8J X 5^

in.

Pp. 30.

William Collins and Co.,

printers,

Glasgow.

IVlarischal College.
Reply by Marischal College to the King's College.
Analysis and review of the first Report of the 1836/37 Commissioners.
Not seen. (Knight's Collections.)

Extracts from the records of the Marischal College and
iVledical School.
i8th April, 1839.
University of iVberdeen, respecting the medical school
gf X 6 in. Pp. 7 + [i]. D. Chalmers & Co.
.

.

.

Resolution of the Senatus of the University and King's College of

Aberdeen respecting the medical school.
14J X 9j

in.

Pp.

2.

D. Chalmers

Synod of Aberdeen.
the Universities of Scotland.

&

April 11, 1839.

Co.

Report of the Synod of Aberdeen's Committee, on
Aberdeen printed by 1). Chalmers & Co.
.

:

.

.

1839.
8i X $h

in.

Pp. 20.

With

especial reference to the

first

Report of the 1836/37 Com-

mission.

1840.

The Aberdeen monthly circular, devoted to
Aberdeen
Contents.
domestic
and
intelligence.
politics,
printed by J. Daniel, at the Columbian Press, 48 Castle Street.
Aberdeen

literature,

IVlonthly Circular.

.

.

:

.

with
13J X 8^ in. 13 numbers, June, 1840 to June, 1S41. Pp. 104, and cover
University sketches reprinted in Bruce's Aberdeen Pulpit, 1S44, first appeared here.

title.

The
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To

Marischal College.

the Queen's most excellent Majesty, the humble
dean of faculty, principal and professors of

petition of the chancellor, rector,

Marischal College and University, in Aberdeen.
"
an unprecedented and unwarrantable infringement
13 X 8 in.
Single page. Anent
by King's College.
'•

Regulations respecting the medical classes.
15J X 9j

in the

in.

I

.

.

.

Oct. 20th, 1840.

page.

Marischal College and University.
Medical schedule to be
handwriting of each candidate for a medical degree.

9 X 7^

in.

Pp.

Pp. 3

up

4.

Marischal College and University, Aberdeen.
medical degrees.
8 X 5 in.

filled

+

[i].

D. Chalmers

&

Regulations for granting

Co.

1842.
[Clark,

board

in

... By

Thomas.]

Scotland

Memorandum

for licensing general

of a plan for establishing one examining
practitioners in medicine and surgery.

a professor in Marischal College.
in.
Pp 4. Dated "Tavistock Hotel, Covent Garden, July
.

.

.

i2| X 8

19,

1842".

Gordon, James, Abredoniae utriusque descriptio. A description of both
touns of Aberdeen.
By James Gordon, parson of Rothiemay. With a selection
of the charters of the burgh.
printed for the Spalding Club.
Edinburgh
:

iMDCCCXLII.
gj X 7^

in.

Pp. xxviii

+

95

+

Four plates and map by Gordon, from the original

[i].

University Library), which supplies the earliest extant
Printed by T.
Edited by Cosmo Innes.
representation of King's College.
(loj x 6| in.)
What is here printed is a translation by an unknown hand of Gordon's Latin
Constable.
The rendering is by no means
original, still preserved in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh.
accurate (S. N. and Q. 2, ii. log).

Dutch engraving of 1661 (copy

Marischal College.
18 leaves.
12J X 8 in.
advertised in October.

in

[Announcements, 1842-59.]
Offprints from the local newspapers of the annual

programme

1843.

Ramsay, John. Remarks on the second report (ist of February, 1839)
of the Royal Commissioners appointed to visit the Universities of Aberdeen.
1843.
By John Ramsay, M.A. Aberdeen printed by D. Chalmers and Co.
X 5J in.
Ramsay, M.A. King's Coll., 1817, was editor of Aberdeen
Pp. 31 + [i].
:

H

yournal.

.

.

.
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1844.

John Stuart.]

[Blackie,

humanity

class,

4f X 3f

in.

[Bruce,

Session 1843-4.

+

Pp. 7

Valedictory address to the students of the second
5th April [1844],
.

.

.

D. Chalmers

[i].

&

The Aberdeen

James.]

Co.

and

pulpit

a

universities:

series

of

sketches of the Aberdeen clergy, and of the professors in the Aberdeen colleges.
Aberdeen J. Strachan.
1844.
:

.

5^ X 3^ in. Pp. iv
deen Alonthly Circular.
Blackie.

Burnett

v.

.

+ 5-167 +
The last

Sketches reprinted from the Aba'[i] + 3-80.
J. Daniel.
78 pages deal with Principal Dewar, Professors Black and

Law

King's College.

House

In the

.

of Lords.

papers.

Dr. William

Burnett of Leys, Respondent. The
Opinions of the judges. (Pp. 9

Jack, principal, etc., Appellants; Sir
Pp. 34.)
Appellants' Case.
(17J x uj in.

+

Thomas

[i].)

1845.
Blackie, John Stuart. De Latinarum literarum praestantia atque utilitate
orationem academicam in CoUegio Mariscallano Abredonensi, habuit Joannes S.
Londini
Blackie, literarum humaniorurn professor
Aberdonite, mdcccxliv.
apud Taylor et Walton, mdcccxlv.

;

:

:

8 X 5 in.

+

Pp. 23

[i].

Court of Session.
Vol.

series.]

vi.-

Cases decided

Edinburgh.

.

.

.

in

the Court of Session.

.

.

.

[Second

1845-

Burnett v. King's College, vi. pp. 731-754. See supra, 1844.
1844, February 22.
1845, November 29.
Harvey v. King's College, viii. pp. 151-155. See infra, 1845.
1852, March 11.
King's College v. Lady James Hay, etc. xiv. pp. 675-721. See
infra, 1852.
See
iS65, February 8.
University of Aberdeen v. Irvine. 3rd S., iv. pp. 392-427.
infra, i858.
1869, July 20.
University of Aberdeen v. Irvine, vii. pp. 1087-1097.
1876, July 18.
University v. Magistrates of Aberdeen. 4th S., iii. pp. 10S7-1104. See
infra, 1876.
igoi, November 4.

Aberdeen University Court,

Forbes, Patrick,

The

petitioner.

funeral sermons, orations, epitaphs, and other pieces
From the
bish()[) of Aberdeen.

on the death of the Right Rev. Patrick Forbes,
edition

original

of

1635.

^Viih

Farquhar Shand, Esq., advocate.
Societ)

.

biographical

Edinburgh

memoir and
:

printed

for

notes,

by Charles

the Spottiswoode

MDCCCXLV.

8J X 5i

in.

illustrative matter.

Pp. cxvi

+

476.

See 1635 supra.

The

editor has

added much valuable
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Account of the University and King's College of
professor of medicine and

Gregory, William.
Aberdeen.
chemistry.

.

.

.

.

.

Drawn up by William Gregory,

.

Pp. 1139-1161 in Vol.

Harvey

.

of The Neiv Statistical Account of Scotland

Law

King's College.

.

:

Edin. 1845.

papers.

Reclaiming note, King's College against
April 16.
X 9 in.
Pp. 93 + [i].)

(la

.

v.

xii.

Lord Cunninghame's

interlocutor,

Knight, William. The Marischal College and University of Aberdeen.
Drawn up by Professor William Knight, LL.D.
Pp. 1163-1192 in Vol.

of The

xii.

New

Statistical

Account of Scotland

:

Edin. 1845.

1846.
Education in Scotland: an appeal to the people
Blackie, John Stuart.
of Scotland on the improvement of their scholastic and academical institutions.
Edinburgh. 1846.
Not seen.

A

letter

to

Aberdeen on the improvement of

the citizens of

their

academical institutions. By John Stuart Blackie, professor of the Latin language
and literature in Marischal College. [Quotation.] Aberdeen Lewis Smith
1846.
:

7| X 4J

in.

.

Cray, David.

.

King's College IVIiscellany,

.

.

3,

1845.

Brown

King's College miscellany.
12, 1846.

Aberdeen, Saturday, December
9x5! in. Eight numbers, to March 12.

I.

Pp. 120.

IVlarischal College.
in.

14 leaves.

1846.

[Motto.]

.

.

.

G. Cornwall.

[Bursary Competition papers.

The papers

By David

& Co.

British

12J X 8

.

Introductory lecture delivered at the opening of the class of

natural philosophy in Marischal College, Aberdeen, November
Aberdeen: A.
Gray, M. A., professor of natural philosophy.
Re-issued in 1848.
D. Chalmers and Co.
8f X 5J in.
Pp. 28.

No.

.

Pp. 58.

Museum.

1846-59.]

set yearly in October.

Stuart, John.
Essays, chiefly on Scottish antiquities.
By the late John
Stuart, f^squire, of Inchbreck, professor of Greek in the Marischal College and
With a brief sketch of the author's life. Aberdeen:
University of Aberdeen.
printed by William Bennett,

mdcccxlvi.

Three plates, one of these being a view of old Marischal
gj X 7^ in.
Pp. xxx + 116.
College, from a sketch by A. Stuart.
Pp. 1-40 contain the historical account of Marischal
College contributed to Sinclair's Statistical Account in 1799; pp. 41-45 the sketch of the life
of Dr. Duncan Liddel printed separately in 1790.

Thomson, David.

Natural philosophy [Examination paper].

March

18,

1846.
15^ X 9^ in.
Thirty questions.

Single page.

For

Believed to be the

their effect, see

first

regular class paper printed in Aberdeen.
[infra 1894), p. 58.

Canon Low's David Thomson
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1848.
University reform
eight articles reprinted from
Blackie, John Stuart.
the Scotsman newspaper with a letter to Professor Pillans. By John S. Blackie,
professor of humanity in Marischal College, Aberdeen.
[Motto.]
Edinburgh
Sutherland and Knox
1848.
8 X 5 in.
Pp. 67 + [i].
:

;

:

.

.

.

Robertson, Patrick.
Inaugural address of the Lord Rector of the
Marischal College and University of Aberdeen.
By Lord Robertson, LL.D.
Aberdeen: Lewis Smith.
Delivered on 24th March, 1848.
1848.
8A X 5^ in.- Pp. 30. George Cornwall.
.

Aberdeen Universities' Magazine.

—

December, 1849
Wilson.

.

.

1850.

April,

The Aberdeen

[Motto.]

.

.

Universities' magazine,

Aberdeen: published by John A.

1850.

.

gf X 6 in. Pp. [2] + 158. George Cornwall. Five numbers. Coloured covers. For a
full account of this magazine, see A Village Propaganda, by Robert
Harvey Smith (Edin.,
and Alma Mater, x.xi. 121.
i88g), pp. 56-62
;

1849.

Gordon, John Thomson. Address delivered by Mr. Sheriff Gordon at the
ceremony of his installation as the Lord Rector of Marischal College and UniAberdeen D. AVyllic and Son.
versity, Aberdeen, on Friday, 23rd March, 1849.
:

.

.

.

1849.
Sf X 5|

in.

W.

Pp. 18.

Bennett.

Address delivered by Mr. Sheriff Gordon, the Lord Rector of Marischal
College and University, Aberdeen, at the opening of the session, Thursday, 8th
November, 1849. Aberdeen: D. Wyllie and Son.
1849.
.

8| X 5|

in.

Pp. II

-t-

[i].

W.

.

.

Bennett.

List of the medical graduates of the University and
King's College.
King's College, Aberdeen, from the year 1800 [to 1849].
8x5^ in. Pp. 16. Continued annually on leaves paged 17-26 down to 1S60.

[Martin, William.]

Notes on the foundation and history of Marischal

College.
8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 3

+

[i].

Signed

"

W.

M., Marischal College,

December

22, 1S49 ".

1850.
Clark, Thomas.
Suggestions for making more ea.sy and more effective a
union of the University of Old Aberdeen including King's College and the University of Aberdeen including Marischal College.
By Thomas Clark, M.l).,
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London

professor of chemistry in the University of Aberdeen.
Griffin

John Joseph
8J X 5

in.

&

Co.

.

Henderson, William.
on materia medica
William Henderson, M.D.
in.

.

:

published by

1850.

Pp. 22.

lectures

8J X 5^

.

+

Pp. 49

Syllabus for the use of students attending the
Marischal College and University, Aberdeen.
By
Aberdeen printed by Geo. Cornwall.
1850.

in

:

.

.

.

[i].

Letters to the Right Hon. the
University reform.
Kllgour, Alexander.
Earl of Aberdeen, on the constitution and government of the Scottish Universities.
By Alexander Kilgour, M.D. Aberdeen: Lewis Smith.
1850.
6J X 4 in. Pp. iv + 5-33 + [i]. J. Finlayson, Herald Office.
.

Library.

October
isi

.

Rules of the University Library, Aberdeen.

.

.

.

.

King's College,

16, 1850.
><

8J

iri.

Broadsheet.

IVl'Taggart, David.
the faculty of arts
Greyfriars' church.

Aberdeen

:

7 X 45

15 rules.

Substance of an address delivered to the students of

and of medicine, on Sabbath afternoon, Dec. 23, 1849, '"'
By the Rev. David M'Taggart, A.M., minister of the parish.

printed by William Bennett.
in.

.

.

1850.

.

Pp. 20.

Marischal College and University of Aberdeen. Address
Plrrie, William.
to the students of medicine.
By William Pirrie, M.D., F.R.S.E., regius proPublished at the request of the
fessor of surgery in Marischal College.
.

Aberdeen

Senatus.
7f X 5

in.

:

.

.

printed by Geo. Cornwall.

.

.

.

mdcccl.

Pp. 14.

Memorial of certain of the medical
Templeton, William, and others.
in King's College and University, to the reverend and learned the
vSenatus of King's College, November, 1850.

lecturers

8 X 5J
lecturer

John

in.

Pp. 10

+

on materia medica

;

Printed by George Rennie.
Signed by Wm. Templeton,
Robert Jamieson, medical jurisprudence Geo. Rainy, midwifery

[2].

;

;

Christie, institutes of medicine.

Thomson, Alexander. Outlines of a scheme for the union of King's and
Marischal Colleges into one University.
By Alexander Thomson of Banchory.
Aberdeen George Davidson. 1850.
:

8J X 5^

in.

Pp.

D. Chalmers and Co.

r8.

[Thomson, David], Has Marischal College, in New Aberdeen, the power
Aberdeen:
of conferring degrees in divinity, laws, and medicine?
[Motto.]
D. Wyllie and Son.
1850.
.

8J X 5 J

in.

Pp. 51

.

+

.

[i].

W.

Bennett.
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1851.

Address delivered by the Right
Eglinton, Archibald, i^th Earl of.
Hon. the Earl of E^^hnton and Winton, at the ceremony of his installation as
the Lord Rector of Marischal College and University, Aberdeen, on Tuesday,
Aberdeen: D. Wyllie and Son.
i8th March, 1851.
1851.
,

7J X 5

in.

Pp. 19

+

[i].

.

.

D. Chalmers and Co.

Catalogue of the Humanity class library,
Humanity Class Library.
Marischal College.
Supported by voluntary contribution. [Motto.] Aberdeen
mdcccli.
printed at the Herald Office, by John Finlayson.

:

7J X 4J

.

.

.

in.

Pp. 14

^-

[2].

King's College. University and Ring's College [Programme of classes]
George Ferguson, Interim Secretary. October 2, 1851.
" The
gi X 8 in. Pp. 3 + [i]. The appended statement
University and King's College
:

the only Institution in Aberdeen which has the legal power of granting diplomas in
Medicine," called forth the rejoinder by Professor Thomas Clark of Marischal College
is

:

infra, 1853.

1852.

The baronial and ecclesiastical antiquities of
Billings, Robert William.
Illustrated by Robert William Billings, architect, 1845-52.
In four
Scotland.
William Blackwood and Sons.
volumes.
Edinburgh.
.

.

.

.

Four plates of King's College, with

II X 8J in.

.

.

.

letterpress

by John

.

Flill

.

Burton.

On the studying and teaching of languages: two
Blackie, John Stuart.
delivered in the Marischal College of Aberdeen.
By John Stuart
mdccclii.
Blackie
Edinburgh Sutherland and Rnox

lectures

.

8 X

.

.

:

.

in.

5.^

Pp.

vi.

+

The second

48.

lecture

:

.

.

De linguarum discendarum

ratione.

Cowtts, James.
Fordyce lectureship on agriculture in the Marischal
Agricultural physiology
being a reprint
College and University of Aberdeen.
of a review, published in December, 1850, of Dr. Kemp's treatise ... By James
Aberdeen: printed by Geo. Cornwall. 1852.
Coutts, M.A.
:

SJ X 5j

in.

Pp. 23

+

[i].

Who murdered
[Duff, Andrew Halliday.]
In Household Words, July 24, pp. 436-438.
King's College
In the

House

v.

of Lords.

Hay

of Seaton.

(From the

Law

Downie?

papers.

First Division of the

Court of Session.)

Dr. William

the Right Hon. Elizabeth b'orbes Lady James Hay of
Appellants
Seaton, etc.. Respondents. The Appellants' Case.
(ii| x 9 in.
Pp. 56 •(- 8.)
1852, March 4.
Opinions of consulted judges. (Pp. [2] + 63 + [i].)
others
and
against Lord Curriehill's
1853, Feb. 10.
Reclaiming note. Principal Jack

Jack, principal,

interlocutor.

etc..

;
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IVlaclure, Robert.
Introductory lecture delivered to the students in humanity in Marischal College, Aberdeen, on November ist, 1852.
By Robert
Maclure, LL.D., regius professor of humanity in Marischal College and University.
Aberdeen D. Wyllie & Son.
1852.
.

:

Si X 5i

in.

+

Pp. 23

.

.

[i].

An introductory lecture delivered at the opening of the
Ogilvie, George.
medical session in Marischal College and University, Aberdeen, on November
ist, 1852.
By George Ogilvie, M.I)., lecturer on the institutes of medicine.
Aberdeen A. Brown & Co.
1852.
.

.

:

8J X 5^

in.

+

Pp. 27

.

W.

[i].

Bennett.

1853.

Act of Parliament. An act to regulate the admission of professors to the
16 and 17 Vict., c. 89.
20 August,
lay chairs in the universities of Scotland.
185312J X 7I inlonger necessary.

The

Pp- 869-871.

declaration required by the Scots act of 1707 to be no

Address delivered by the Right Hon. the
Carlisle, George, -jtJi Earl of.
Earl of Carlisle, at the ceremony of his installation as the Lord Rector of
Marischal College and University, Aberdeen, on Wednesday, 31st March, 1853.
D. Wyllie & Son.
mdcccliii.

Aberdeen

.

:

7^ X 5

in.

Pp.

.

.

18.

[Clark, Thomas.] The right of Marischal College and University, Aberdeen,
to confer degrees, not only in arts, as admitted, but in divinity, laws, and medicine,
vindicated against the attacks of the responsible administrators of King's College

and University, Old Aberdeen, and shewn to have been affirmed, more than a
hundred years ago, by the House of Lords, as the supreme court of appeal,
under the instructions of Lord Chancellor Hardwicke. By one of the professors.
mdcccliii.
Lewis Smith, Aberdeen.
.

8| X 5^

in.

Pp. 55 x

.

[i].

.

D. Chalmers

&

Co.

Catalogue of the collections in natural history
iVIacGllIivray, William.
which belonged to the deceased William MacGillivray, LL.D., professor of
natural history in Marischal College and University, Aberdeen.
1853.

7x4

in.

Pp. [2]

-f

39

+

[i].

On the study of natural history as a branch of general
Nicol, James.
education an inaugural lecture at Marischal College. By James Nicol, F.R.S.E.,
F.O.S., [professor of natural history in Marischal College and University of Aberdeen.
mdcccliii.
Edinburgh Oliver and Boyd.
:

:

8| X 5^

in.

Pp. 32.

.

.

.
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Biographical account of the late William MacGilA.M., LL.I)., regius professor of natural history in the Marischal College
and University of Aberdeen. By Alexander Thomson, Esq., of Banchory, Aberdeen.
Edinburgh printed by Neill and Company, mdcccliii.

Thomson, Alexander.

livray,

.

.

.

:

9x5!

in.

Offprint from Edin. Nciv Phil. Jl. for April,

Pp. 20.

1854.

Aberdeen University Magazine.
April.

[Motto.]

Aberdeen

:

A.

&

The Aberdeen

R. Milne.

.

.

.

University magazine,

1854.

8J X 5^ in.
George Cornwall. Only four numbers issued (in coloured paper
Pp. 128.
No title page. The joint editors were Robert Stephen,
covers) for April, May, June and July.
M.A., divinity student, and Peter Moir Clark, magistrand. Among the contributors was

William Duguid Geddes.

Union of the Universities of
Blalkie, Sir Thomas, and Webster, John.
Resolutions proposed in Committee of the
King's and Marischal Colleges.
Town Council of Aberdeen, by Provost Blaikie and Mr. Webster respectively.
3rd November, 1854.
8J X si

in.

Pp. 5

+

[I]-

The union of the universities. A leading article from
Clark, Thomas.
Revised.
Aberdeen printed at the
the Aberdeen Herald of January 14, 1854.
Herald Office, by John Finlayson, 1S54.
:

6J X 4^

in.

Pp. 12.

Documents relating to the
Cruickshank, John, and Clark, Thomas.
proposed union of the two universities in Aberdeen and Old Aberdeen.
5^ X 4

in.

Pp. 12.

Innes, Cosmo.

Preliminary

letter

dated 4th July, 1S54.

Fasti Aberdonenses.

University and King's College of Aberdeen.
the Spalding Club,
mpcccliv.

Selections from the records of the

1494-1854.

Aberdeen: printed

for

gj X 7i in. Pp. [10] + xcii + 60 + 691 + [i]. Frontispiece portrait of lilphinstone.
few copies on large paper with frontispiece in colour. William Bennett. The volume was
The
See infra, 1861, Innes.
presented to the Club by the Earl of Aberdeen, President.
portrait is from the copy by Alexander: also reproduced in Pinkerton's Icono<rraphia, 1797;
Garden's Theatre, 1878 {infra) Old Glasgoiv, 1894. A different copy is in Sir W. Eraser's
Lords Elphinstonc, 1897. The original is reproduced for the first time in this volume.
:

A

;

King's College.
(juestion, read at the

1854.

Explanatory statement by the committee on the union
meeting of the senatus of King's College, October 23rd,

^Vith alterations

8J X 5^

in.

and additions.

Pp. 12.

30
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Address delivered by Lieut. -Colonel W. H.
Sykes, William Henry.
Sykes, at the ceremony of his installation as the Lord Rector of Marischal College
and University, Aberdeen, on Thursday, 30th March, 1854. Aberdeen printed
mdcccliv.
at the Herald Office, by John Finlayson.
:

7j X 5

in.

Pp. 30.

Union of the Colleges. Documents relating to the proposed union of the
two Universities in Aberdeen and Old Aberdeen, laid before the Town Council
Ordered to be printed, 7th August, 1854. x^berdeen printed by
of Aberdeen.
:

Wm.

Bennett, 42 Castle Street.
8J X 5J

in.

1854.

Pp. 50.

The proposed constitution
6^ X 4 in.
Pp.
Marischal College".

8.

of the united University

"
Reprint of letter to Aberdeen Herald, signed

.

.

June

.

One

16, 1854.

of the minority in

1854-60.
Aberdeen

Union of the Colleges.
lating to their union.

universities

and colleges

:

papers re-

1854-60.

in.
6 pp. of Title and Contents, printed in 1897, fo'' ^ collection of papers
formed by Professor John Cruickshank and presented by his son, Alexander
Cruickshank, LL.D., to the University Library. All those not detailed under
separate headings are given below with their titles or docquets more or less
condensed. The size is as above, unless otherwise noted.
Interim report of joint committee of King's and Marischal Colleges,
1854, February.
read i8th February, 1854.
Signed W. R. Pirie.
Pp. 7 + [i].
August. Proposed heads of a bill for uniting King's College and Marischal College,
as proposed by the joint committee.
Signed Andrew Fyfe, W. R. Pirie.
Pp. 8.
Draft act of parliament, August, 1854.
Submitted by Alexander
September.
Pp. 4. With letter dated i8th September.
Kilgour, M.D., to Provost Blaikie.
December 9. Memorial of the Town Council to the Earl of Aberdeen. Pp. [4].
Memorial to the Earl of Aberdeen from a Head Court of the inhabi1855, January 24.

13 X 8

tants held 12 Jan.

11^ x 7J in.
Pp. 8.
30.
Report of a meeting of the Committee

November
Pp. 3

+

named by

the

Head

Court.

[I].

December.
10 X 8

1855.

1856,

10 X 8

in.

Extract minutes of Senatus of Marischal College, 23 Jan. to 29 Dec.
Pp. 3 + [i].
10.
Do., containing heads of a constitution for a University of Aberdeen.

in.

May

2.

Pp.

May

Report of a deputation of graduates of King's College appointed to
Pp. 4.
Signed by Edward Woodford, Convener.
12^ x 7 in.
Memorial to the Commission by the Committee reappointed by a Head

22.

confer with the Senatus.
1858,

May.

Court 14th May, 1858.

Pp.

4.

BroadPetition against the Universities (Scotland) bill by the Head Court.
Signed by Sir Thomas Blaikie.
18^ X 13 in.
May 18. Letter from Sir Thomas Blaikie to accompany Petition. 9 x 7A in. i p.
Documents in support of Petition. 12J x 7J in. In three parts pp. [2]
June.

May.

sheet.

:

+

4' 3

+

[i]. 3

+

June
July.

I.

[i].

Letter from Sir

Addenda

to

List of 92

Thomas

Documents.

Blaikie to
I2;J

x 7I

accompany Documents.
in.

i

10x8

in.

i

p.

p.

members of the House of Commons who voted

for the preservation of the Colleger as Colleges of Arts, 25th June, 1858.

in

Committee
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Petition by principal and [five] professors of IVIarischal College against
July 10.
i
the suppression of the chairs in Arts either in King's or Marischal College.
loj x 8 in.
p.
July 7. Petition against the Bill by Lord Provost and Head Court, iz^x y'^in. i p.
i p.
Letter by Lord Provost to ministers of various parishes.
9^ x 8 in.
July 2.
Letter to Commissioners from Rev. James Bisset, D.D., with letter from
October.

Rev. James Paull.

Pp.

[4].

December 14. Memorial to Commission by Committee appointed at Head Courts
of 12 Jan. 1S55, and 14 May, 1858.
12J x 8 in.
Pp. 10.
Letter to Secretary of Commission from Senatus of Marischal College.
1S59, January 24.

Memorial to Commissioners by Town Council. Pp. 4.
Second memorial by Committee appointed at Head Courts, i p.
Memorial to Commissioners by principal and five professors of

Marischal College.

January

Pp. 3

+

[3].

Third memorial by Senatus of Marischal College. Pp. [4].
Town Council making over site and revenues of Grey-

26.

Extract act of
friars place,

24 Sept. 1593.

March 26. Curious exposure from the Aberdeen Herald of 26 March, 1859. Pp. 4.
May. Two letters by J. D. Milne, junior. Pp. 3 + [i].
Memoranda. Pp. 3 4- [i].
Universities, Aberdeen.
April 18.
Petition to the Queen in Council by the Town Council.
Pp. 4 4- [2].
April 29.
Petition to the Queen in Council by the Senatus of Marischal College,
April 30.
:

iij X 8

Pp. 12

in.

+

2.

Aberdeen Colleges. On the disadvantages of large classes in Arts. By
the late Bishop Russell of Glasgow.
Pp. 2.
Memorial by Committee of Senatus of Marischal College against the
July I.
ordinances of 12th March.
Pp. 2 + [2].
[i].
Report by Commissioners on sundry petitions. Pp. 19
July 22.
August 9. List of apartments in Marischal College. Pp. 2 4- [2].
August II. Number of students for the last seven years given in the Report of
Commissioners printed in 1858. Pp. 3 4- [i].
-I-

Number

of students at Marischal College, 1857/58.

Pp.

[6].

Memorial to the Earl of Derby by the Town Council. Pp. 2 +
Statement for the Town Council and citizens. Pp. 3 + [i].
The College question. Letters by Edward Woodford.
i860, January 10, 30.
(ii X 8 in.)

;

[2].

Pp. 4

4.

by graduates of King's College. Pp. 2.
January
January 10. Notes with financial tables relating to ordinances of 12 Mar., 1859,
and 9 Jan., i860. Pp. g (one side only).
February 25. Petition to Queen in Council by Senatus of Marischal College.
10.

Pp. 2

Petition

4- [2].

Financial statement for the petitioners.
Pp. 2 4- [2].
Financial tables and memoranda relating to the Ordinances.
Pp. 4.
March 31. Financial notes and tables relating to the Ordinances. Pp. 15 4- [i]June 5. Financial notes and tables relating to the Ordinances. By a committee
of Senatus of Marischal College.
Pp. 14 + [2].
Petition of inhabitants of Aberdeen in favour of bill to amend Universities
(Scotland) Act.
Pp. [4].
May 2. Our Colleges the County Memorial. From Aberdeen yournnl of May 2.
10 X 73 in.
Pp. 3 + [i].
:

Report by Commissioners on petitions relating to Ordinances. Pp. 14 4- [2].
Memorandum by William Ramage, architect. Pp. [4].
Case for the Town Council, etc., petitioners against
In the Privy Council

May 9.
May IS.
July.

the Ordinances.

:

Pp. 40

October
Counsel.

Pp. 3

23.

4- [2].

Queries for the

Town

Council anent mortifications

;

and opinion of

4- [i].

Petition to Queen in Council by inhabitants against Ordinances.
Pp. [4].
Comparative cost of the commissioners scheme, and of a modified scheme.

Pp. 8

4-

[2].
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1855.

A letter to Alexander Kilgour, Esq., M.D., containing some
on the speech delivered at the public meeting in the Court House, on
Aberdeen A. &
Friday, the 12th January, on the subject of university union.
Citizen.

strictures

:

R. Milne.

.

8J X 5^

.

1855.

.

in.

Pp. 9

+

[i].

William Bennett.

Signed

"

A

citizen ".

Analytical tables, arranged expressly for the
[Brazier, James Smith.]
use of the students attending the practical class of chen\istry in Marischal College
and University. By James S. Brazier, F.C.S. Aberdeen.
1855.
Revised editions in 1861 (G. Cornwall & Sons)
Pp. [68]. Herald Office.
8^ X 5i in.
;

1870 (A. Brown

&

Co.)

1856.

A bill to provide
Bouverie, Edward Pleydell, and Thompson, George.
union of the Universities of King's College and Marischal College, Aberdeen.
(Prepared and brought in by Mr. Bouverie and Mr. Thompson.)
Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 25 June, 1856.
Pp. 9 + [i].
13I X 8^ in.
for the

Cruickshank, John, and Clark, Thomas. Heads of a scheme for uniting
the two universities in Aberdeen and Old Aberdeen into one University, comRespectfully submitted to the principals
prising King's and Marischal Colleges.
and professors of both colleges by Doctors Cruickshank and Clark of Marischal
College.
8J X 5^
.

.

.

May

3,

Pp.

8.

in.

1856.

King's College. List of persons admitted to the degree of Master of Arts
and King's College of Aberdeen, from the year 1800 inclusive.
Aberdeen: printed by William Bennett.
1856.

in the University

.

.

.

Pp. 57 -f- [i]. This list was prepared (mainly by Principal P. C. Campbell,
and Substitute Professor John Fyfe) for the election of a Rector on 13 Nov. 1856 {Off. and

8f X 5J

Grad.

in.

p. 21).

Return to an address of the Honourable the House of
King's College and
1856: for Returns from
Aberdeen.
Ordered by the House of Commons to be

Licences.

IVIedical

Commons, dated

11

April,

.

Marischal College at
printed 17 July, 1856.
13J X 8^

in.

.

.

Parliamentary paper.

Pp. 92.

.

.

.

Aberdeen on pp. 47-52.

1857.
Bursaries.

9| X 6|

in.

of bursaries at the University and King's
Aberdeen
Printed by order of the Senatus Academicus.
& Co., 'Free Press' Office
1857.

Deeds of foundation

College, Aberdeen.
printed by A. King

Pp. [2]

:

.

+

iv.

+

5-68.

.

.
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Address delivered at the commencement of the
Henderson, William.
medical session in Marischal College and University, on the 2nd November,
1857.
By VVm. Henderson, M.D., lecturer on materia medica. Printed by
Aberdeen printed by William Bennett.
request.
1857.
:

8J X 5^

in.

.

+

Pp. 15

.

.

[i].

Inaugural discourse delivered to the graduates of King's
Inglis, John.
College, Aberdeen, on his installation as Lord Rector, October 14, 1857.
By
John Inglis, LL.D., Dean of the Faculty of Advocates.
Edinburgh: printed by
William Blackwood & Sons, mdccclvii.
8J X 6J

in.

Reprinted in the igo2 collection,

Pp. 24.

p. 92.

The Scottish universities, and what to reform
Kilgour, Alexander.
them.
By Alexander Kilgour, M.D. Edinburgh: Sutherland & Knox.
MDCCCLVII.
.

9x5^

Pp. vi

in.

+

D. Chalmers and Co.

3-66.

A

in
.

.

revised edition of his " Letters"

of 1S50.

[Walker, George, advocate.] Notes on the constitutions of universities,
with reference to the rights of the Scottish graduates.
Aberdeen
[Quotation.]
printed at the Herald Office.
1857.
:

.

8i X 5*

in.

Pp. 67

+

.

.

[i].

1858.

Aberdeen Universities Commission, 1857. Report of Her Majesty's Commissioners appointed to inquire into the state of the Universities of Aberdeen,
with a view to their union.
Together with the evidence and appendices.
Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty.
Edinburgh

:

printed

Her Majesty's

for

Stationery

Office,

by Thomas Constable.

1858.

The Commissioners recommended the union of the
13 x 8J in.
Pp. [4] + 177 + [i].
Universities, but the retention of separate classes of Latin, Greek, and Mathematics.

Act of Parliament,

An

act to

make

provision for the better government

discipline of the Universities of Scotland, and improving and regulating the
course of study therein and for the union of the two Universities and Colleges

and

;

of Aberdeen.

21 and 22 Vict.,

c.

83.

2

August, 1858.

The union of the Aberdeen Universities became operative
12J x 7f in.
Pp. 625-639.
on 15th September, i860, under Ordinance No. 7 of the Commissioners appointed by the Act.

Aberdeen Universities Commission.
Sequel to Dr.
[Clark, Thomas.]
Additions offered by the witness on making verbal corClark's oral evidence.
rections of his evidence.
7^ x 4^

in.

Pp.

j.

Signed

" T.

C, January

30, 1858 ".
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Proposal to restore and improve the buildings
Explanatory statement.
29th January, 1858.

King's College Buildings.
of King's College, Aberdeen.
13 X 8

in.

Pp. 3

+

.

.

.

[i].

Address delivered by Earl Stanhope, at the
Stanhope, Philip, 5//? Earl.
ceremony of his installation as the Lord Rector of Marischal College & University,
Aberdeen. On Thursday, March 25, 1858. Aberdeen D. Wyllie and Son.
:

.

.

.

1858.
7J X 5

in.

Pp. 31

+

G. Cornwall and Sons.

[i].

in

Reprinted

the 1902 collection,

p. 107.

The Student a literary magazine.
Session 1857-58.
Student,
Robert Walker.
1858.
A. King and Co.
Ten numbers, i^th November,
8^ X sk '"• PP- i^ + ^^2.
:

deen

.

:

.

Aber-

.

1S57, to

20th March, 1858.

1859.

Act of Parliament. An act to remove doubts as to admission to the office
22 and 23 Vict., c. 24.
of principal in the Universities of Scotland.
13 August,
1859.

The principal of Aberdeen University to be no longer reI2i X 7f in.
Pp. 159-160.
quired to make the declaration required by the Scots Act of 1707.
Address delivered by the Earl of Airlie at the
Airlie, David, 7/// Earl of.
ceremony of his installation as Lord Rector of Marischal College and University,
Aberdeen, on Thursday, March 17, 1859. Aberdeen: D. Wyllie and Son.
.

.

.

1859.
7^ X

5 in.

Pp. 44.

G. Cornwall and Sons.

The Scottish university system: problem of
Anderson, Alexander.
reconciling the elevation of its standard with the maintenance of its public
with a reference to the question of college fusion in Aberdeen.
By
utility
:

Alexander Anderson, A.M., Old Aberdeen.
Black G. Davidson, Aberdeen.

Edinburgh

:

Adam &

Charles

;

8J X 5i

in.

Pp. 22

-t-

[2].

A letter to the working classes of Aberdeen
[Bothwell, George B.]
showing the deep interest they have in the union of King's and Marischal
By a lover of truth. [Motto.] Aberdeen: A. Brown & Co. 1859.
Colleges.
:

8J X 5^
with pp. 23 +

in.

Pp. 18.

G. Cornwall

&

A

Sons.

second edition appeared

in the

same

year,

[r].

The midnicht

[Forsyth, William.]

meetin'.

" The midnicht
69 verses.
Reprinted (two editions) as
This report whairof is dedicat' to the committee of
meetin' in defence o' Marischal College.
"
x j,^ in.
citizens for that ilk.
Aberdein
Robert Walker, 92, Braidgate
176
Pp. 20.
(6.^
"
Also reprinted as " Ye midnicht
verses, together with the 27 lines
Bonailie, O Bonailie ").
"
in
meetin' o' ye ghaists in defence o' aul' Yerl Marischal's College, wi' marginal notes

15 X g\ in.

Broad

sheet.

:

Selections from the writings of the late

William

Forsyt/i.

Aberdeen

:

1882.
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UniMaitland, Edward Francis, and Clark, Andrew Rutherfurd.
Aberdeen. Speeches of the Solicitoi-General (Maitland) and Mr. A.
Rutherfurd Clark against the ordinance of the Scottish Universities CommisHeard before the Commissioners at
sioners, of date 1 2th March, 1859.
Edinburgh on the 4th July, 1859. Aberdeen
printed by John Avery.
MDCCCLIX.
versities of

.

.

.

.

:

8J X 5^

in-

Second edition issued

Pp- 46.

Murder by Jest. In Beeton's
A version of the Downie legend.

in the

Onm

J^ovs'

same year

:

Magazine,

pp. iv

iii.,

+

.

.

5-48.

250.

Palmer, Roundel!. Universities of Aberdeen. Speech of Mr. Roundell
Palmer, Q.C., as counsel for the petitioners against an ordinance of the Scottish
Universities' Commissioners, of date 12th March, 1859, as to the Universities
and colleges of Aberdeen. Heard before a committee of Her Majesty's most
honourable Privy Council, at Whitehall, London, on 15th August, 1859. Aberdeen Printed by D. Chalmers and Company.
mdccclix.
:

.

13J X 8^

in.

Pp. 14

+

.

.

[2].

Letter to the honourable the University Commissioners
on the subject of duplicate classes in the faculty of arts in the Aberdeen University. ... By William Paul, D.I)., minister of Banchory Devenick.
Aberdeen Lewis and James Smith.

Paul, Williarn.

for Scotland

:

8J X 5j

in.

+

Pp. 23

James Brown, Herald

[i].

Office.

" Aulton ".
Air "Bonnie Dundee".
[Smith, Patrick.]
lay of the
(Dedicated without permission to the "Aberdeen Herald".) To the Lords o'
Commission 'twas Thomson that spoke.

A

.

.

.

" Blin'
Bob".
SJ X 5j in. A leaflet with four stanzas, distributed by
M.A. King's Coll., i860 {Off. and Grad. 311 S. N. and Q. 2, v. 172).

Smith was

;

186-.

Senatus,

Report of the Committee on the tenure of bursaries.

8J X 5^

Pp.

in.

Arthur King

8.

Wilson, Robert.
Wilson, so

&

Co.

Excerpts from the

far as relates to the constitution

last will and codicils of Dr. Robert
of the trust and the purposes thereof,

connected with the University of Aberdeen.
8^ X 5^

in.

Pp.

8.

1860.
IVlackray, William.

The Blackwell

prize essay for i860.

On

the causes

have retarded the progress of the Reformation.
By Rev. William Mackray,
i860.
London: E. Marlborough & Co.
A.M.
that

.

.

.

.

yi X 5

in.

Pp. [8]

+

100.

See supra, 1829.

.

.
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Maitland, Edward Francis, and Clark, Andrew Rutherfurd. Univerof Aberdeen.
Speeches of the Solicitor-General (Maitland) and Mr. A.
Rutherfurd Clark, at the hearing (under remit from Her Majesty's Privy Council)
of petitioners against certain ordinances of the Scottish Universities Commission,
dated 12th March, 1859, and 9th and loth January, i860, at Edinburgh on
mdccclx.
Monday, April 9, i860. Edinburgh: Thomas Constable.
sities

.

8^ X 5i

in.

.

.

Pp. 48.

Medical Degrees.

Marischal College and University, Aberdeen.

Regula-

tions for granting medical degrees,
[i860.]
D. Chalmers & Co.
Pp. 3 + [i].
8| X 5^ in.

Syllabus of the course of lectures on medical logic,
University of Aberdeen.
By Francis Ogston, professor of
mdccclx.
medical logic and medical jurisprudence. Aberdeen John Smith.

Ogston, Francis,

delivered

the

in

.

:

5j X 4^ in.
in 1866
pp. 36.

Pp. 31

-t-

[i].

A, King

&

Co.

.

.

Passed through several editions

:

the fourth

:

Sykes, William Henry, and

others.

A

bill

to

amend An

act to

make

the union of the two Universities and Colleges of Aberdeen,
(Prepared and brought in by Colonel Sykes, the Earl of March, Lord Haddo, and
Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 6
Mr. Edward Ellice.)

provision for

.

.

.

March, i860.
13J X 8J

in.

Pp. 5

-t

[i].

Did not become law.

At a meeting of
William Andrew.
Youngson, Thomas Alexander
"
Class," Marischal College, commencing
gentlemen who had attended the
session 1847-48, and ending session 1850-51, held at Aberdeen, the 12th day of
Thos. A. VV. A.
October, i860. Rev. Alex. Gray, Preses It was resolved
Youngson, Secretary.
10 X 8 in.
Pp. [4]. A list of members of the Class on pp. 2, 3, being the earliest Class
:

.

.

.

Record connected with the University.

1861.
Bain, Alexander.
Not seen

:

Barclay,

i)ifi'a,

English extracts.

1866.

James William.

& University, Aberdeen.
Cornwall & Sons.
1861.

College

7^ X 4^

sity

in.

Pp. 32.

Records of the bageant class of Marischal
Session 1848-49.
Aberdeen: printed by G.

Coloured paper cover with view and arms of Marischal College.

Classical Library.
Supplement to Catalogue of Classical library, Univerof Aberdeen, 1861-62.

A. King & Co.
Books numbered 265 to 639, Nos. 311 to 5ii
8J X 6f in.
Pp. 4.
being from the Humanity class library, Marischal College. See supra, 1851.
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Food for thought. A new theory of
Food for thought.
By a student of the University of Aberdeen. [Quotation.]

system.

George Davidson.

473
the nervous

Aberdeen

:

1861.

8i X 5^ in.
Pp 15 + [i]. A. King & Co. Read at a meeting of a Literary and Philosophical Society, and dedicated to the students of the University.

Innes, Cosmo.

By

Sketches of early Scotch history and social progress.
1861.
Edinburgh Edmonstone & Douglas.
XX
the
Preface
to the Fasti Aberdoiienscs
+
254-324
Pp.
624.
Pp.
reproduce

C. Innes.

8^ X 5^
of 1854.

.

.

.

:

in.

Edward

Maitland,

Inaugural address by

Francis.

land, LL.D., rector of the University of Aberdeen.

Edward Francis MaitEdmonstone and

Edinburgh

:

MDCCCLXI.

Douglas.

84 X 52 in.

Pp. 23

+

in the

Reprinted

[i].

1902 Collection.

Maitland was afterwards

Lord Barcaple.

8i X 5j

Tables of classification of the animal kingdom.

James.]

[Nicol,

in.

Pp. 15

+

Ogston, Francis.

A.

[i].

King

&

For use

Co.

[1861.]

Several editions.

in the class.

Outlines of lectures on medical jurisprudence
[1861.]
with title on cover.
King and Co.

in

the

University of .Aberdeen.
8| X 5J

in.

Pp. 26,

The

Rectorship.
of Aberdeen.
8J X 5^

By

in.

Defence of the students of the University
Aberdeen: George Davidson.
1861.
Cornwall & Sons. A protest against the election of Mr. E. F.

rectorship.

a student.
G.

Pp. 16.

.

.

.

Maitlaiid.

year.

Students.
University of Aberdeen.
Week from ... to ..

9x5!
roll,

Session 1861-62.

Students of

first

.

seems

to

in.

Pp. 7

-t-

Students

[i].

have been printed

for

in arts.

every session

A

similar alphabetical
to 1892/93, after

down

list,

to serve as a class

which the old " class "

disappeared.

Thomson, Alexander.

man

To

of the Scottish Universities

the Right

Hon. the Lord

Justice Clerk, Chair-

Commission.

Pp. 4. A letter dated 15th February, 1861, regarding natural history as
12J X 8 in.
a subject for degree of M.A.

University Court.

Minutes.

See infra, 1887.

1862.

Act of Pari lament.

An

act to alter

and amend the Universities (Scotland)
Murray in the

act in so far as relates to the bequest of the late Doctor Alexander
30 Jiuie, 1862.
25 and 26 Vict., c. 28.
University of Aberdeen.
I2f X 7^

in.

Pp. 277-8.
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Syllabus of course of lectures on chemistry as
Brazier, James Smith.
delivered by James S. Brazier, F.C.S., professor of chemistry in the University of

Aberdeen.

[1862.]

S^ X 5J

in.

+

Pp. [2]

46, printed

on one side only.

Catalogue of books which have been added to the University
[Fyfe, John,]
Library, Aberdeen, from the ist January, 1857, to the 20th of August, 1862.
Aberdeen printed by Arthur King and Company, printers to the University.
1862.
:

8^ X 5^ in. Pp. 47 + [i]. John Fyfe, M.A. (King's Coll.), 1848 LL.D., 1895 professorEleven similar
substitute of moral philosophy, 1854; appointed Librarian 23rd April, 1857.
Catalogues of annual additions were issued in the years 1863 to 1873.
;

;

Medical education including preliminary or general
IVIedical Degrees.
education, and graduation in medicine and surgery in the University of Aberdeen,
1862.
etc., etc.
University of Aberdeen.
8f X 6^

in.

Pp. 15

+

A. King

[i].

&

Co.

Seafield, John, 7//; Earl of. Collection of extracts from newspapers on the
bursary ordinances.
Not seen. (Report of 1858 Commissioners, p. 257.)

1863.

The methods of debate, an address delivered to the
Bain, Alexander.
Aberdeen University Debating Society. By Alexander Bain, A.M., professor of
Aberdeen A. Brown & Co.
mdccclxiii.
logic.
.

:

7^ X 5

in.

.

.

Arthur King and Co.

Pp. 38.

A

[Beaton, Patrick,]

chapter showing

how Lord P

became our Lord

Rector.
In Eraser's Magazine, July, 1863, pp. 46-62.
Rectorial Addresses, p. 357.

Lord

——

P-

,

=

Patrick Robertson.

See 1902

[Geddes, William Duguid.] Notes on the bursary ordinances, (University
of Aberdeen), and specially on the conversion of bursary funds into scholarships.
1863.
By a professor in arts. Aberdeen John Smith.
.

:

8x5^

in.

Pp. 15

+

[i].

Arthur King

&

.

.

Co.

General report of the ComScottish Universities Commission, 1858,
missioners under the Universities (Scotland) Act, 1858.
With an appendix containing ordinances, minutes, reports on special subjects, and other documents.
Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty.
Edin-

burgh

:

printed

.

.

.

for

Her Majesty's Stationery Office.
A Parliamentary paper.
[3] + 290.

1863.

The seventh ordinance

of
these Commissioners constituted the " University of Aberdeen," dating from 15th September,
13 X 8J

i860.

in.

Pp.

xlvii

+
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Scottish Universities Commission, 1858.
Ordinances of the Scottish
EdinCommissioners, relating to the University of Aberdeen.

Universities

burgh.

.

.

[1863.]

.

12^ X 8

in.

A

title

to

page printed

accompany

sets

of the ordinances

special

to

Aberdeen.

A society

Valentine, James.

of

Aberdeen philosophers one hundred years

ago.
Soc.

In Macniillan's Magazine, Oct. 1863, pp. 436-444.
See S. A^. and (?., Apr. 1900, p. 156.
pp. ix-xxiv.

Reprinted

in

Trans. Abcni. Philos.

iii.

Index

to the acts

of the Church of Scotland
MDCCCLXIII.

... By

Wilson, John.

The

following entries

may

be noted

:

and proceedings of the General Assembly
the Rev. John Wilson.
Edinburgh
.

.

.

—

The Commission instructed to apply to Government for the right application
1715, 12.
of bursaries and mortifications in colleges, particularly at Aberdeen, and for recovery of what
thereof is misapplied.
Anent the right of the Marischall College of Aberdeen to send a commissioner
173O) 15to the General Assembly.
Anent the qualifications of students presented to the Ramsay bursaries in
1735. 6. IIAberdeen.

A process relating to the settlement of a professor of divinity in the King's
1736, II.
College, Aberdeen.
Committee to watch over a Bill relating to King's and Marischall College, Aberdeen.
1835.
Recommended that the duration of the session in the theological classes at
1837-8.
Aberdeen ought to be not less than five months, and that a professorship of biblical criticism
be instituted.
their

The Presbytery of Aberdeen to communicate with the two
1852, ult.
bounds on the subject of theological education.

universities within

1864.

The Aberdeen University Calendar for the year
Calendar.
Printed by John Avery, and published by D. Wyllie & Son, Aberdeen.

.

1864/65.
1864.
,

.

Henceforth published
Part II., pp. 29 + [i].
Title; Part I., pp. 3-51 -f [i]
annually Part II. forming the variable half
in
II.
Part
List of bursars in Arts, 186S-69, introduced
1869/70.
Part I. reprinted, with Lists of former Officials of King's and Marischal
1870/71.
Colleges.
Pp. xviii -f 52.
Part II. now includes papers set at Bursary Competition, 1871.
1872/73.
Part II. now includes Bursary List,
Part I. reprinted.
1878/79.
Pp. [2] -h vi -h 82.

7x4!

in.

;

:

1878.

Part

II.

Examination papers

for

1879/80.

now

includes a Financial Statement, a

Degrees in medicine, 187S.
Part II. announces Local Examinations.
Division into Parts abandoned.
Pp. xiv

of Donations to the Library,

list

1880/81.
4- 174
Appendices [2]
18S1/82.
Lists of Students' Societies included.
Printed by A. King tS: Co., Printers to the University.
1882/83.
1885/86.
1889/go.

;

Examination papers for M.A. now given.
" The armorial
bearings of the University
Appendix G
:

".

+

89

4-

[1].
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Supplemtnt containing the new ordinances.
"
Notes on the University Libraries," by
Appendix B.

1891/92.
1893/94.

P. J.

Anderson.

Pre-

The li>t of Members of General Council now
liminary examination papers now included.
Price 2S. 6d.
gives full addresses and dates of qualifying degrees.
"
Additions to General Library," continued in subsequent issues.
1894/95.
Appendix B
:

"

King's College Chapel. Schemes for restoration and improvement."
"
1896/97.
Appendix B includes Classified list of current serials. Appendix L Short
Record of Celebrations of October, 1895."
Calendar again divided into parts.
Part L, the permanent portion
1898/99.
pp. viii +
126.
Part II., the current portion: pp. xviii + 418.
Supplement.
Accessions to Library and List of General Council now form Appendices A
1900/01.

Appendix

I

:

:

:

and B.

The Aberdeen University Press Limited. Pp. xviii Part L, pp. 168
+ 1-206. Appendix N " Sir W. D. Geddes Memorial". Price

Printed by

1901/02.

;

+

[2]; Part IL, pp. 171-548
3s. 6d.

N

Appendix

1902/03.

:

"
:

The Carnegie Trust

".

Appendix P

:

" Aberdeen
University

Studies".
Total pages 858 as against 82
See 1900, Johnston, W.

1905/06.

;

1864/1865.

Aberdeen Royal Infirmary.

Infirmary.
the hospital

in

Report on clinical teaching in
G. Cornwall
staff, &c. &c.

with letters from medical and surgical

and Sons.
8| X 51

in.

Dated iSth

Pp. 28.

IVlasson, David.

April, 1864.

Old Marischal College.

Dr. William Knighl.

.

.

.

In Macmillan's Magazine, Feb. 1S64, pp. 325-334.

1865.

A

letter to the Right Hon. Earl Russell, K.G., Lord Rector
Abel, John.
of the University of Aberdeen, on the course of study in the faculty of arts in
that University.
By Rev. John Abel, A.M., minister of Forgue. [1865].

8J X si

in.

Pp. 28.

Buildings. Statement in reference to the buildings of the University of
Aberdeen. Edinburgh: printed by John Hughes.
1865.
.

9x5!
Russell),

two

[DufF,

.

.

+

[i].
Pp. 31
Signed by the Chancellor (Duke of Richmond), Rector (Earl
e.x-Rectors (John Inglis and E. F. Maitland), and Principal (P. C. Campbell).

in.

Andrew

In All the Year

Halliday.]

A

Round, November 4

Dunbar, E. Dunbar.

Social

;

Pp.

viii

-|-

vol. xiv., pp. 349-353.

former days, chiefly

life in

Moray. ... By E. Dunbar Dunbar.
9 x 5j in.

bundle of Scotch notes.

.

.

.

"Education" [King's

422.

in the

Province of

Edinburgh mdccclxv.
College], pp. 1-16.

Alec Forbes of Howglen.
IVlacdonald, George.
By George Macdonald,
M.A. ... In three volumes. London Hurst and Blackett.
1865.
:

.

.

.

71 ^ 5^ in- Pp. [4] + 304 [4] + 300 [4] -f 300. This and the same author's Robert
Falconer {infra 1868) give pictures of King's College life in the forties. George Macdonald
was M.A., 1845 LL.D., 1868.
;

;

;
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Students' Society.

Laws

of the
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Aberdeen University Medical

Students' Society, 1865.
8| X 5l

in.

Pp. 14.

&

A. King

Co.

1866.
Bain, Alexander.
English extracts supplementary to a Manual of English
composition and rhetoric. By Alexander Bain, M.A., professor of logic in the
London: Longmans, Green, and Co. 1866.
University of Aberdeen.
iv
A. King & Co.
For use in the class. E.xtracts in both prose and
+
7J X 4J in.
64.
Pp.
verse.
A collection of prose extracts was issued in 1870 (English extracts pp. 64 beginning
:

;

with Helps); another, also of prose, in 1876 (Illustrative extracts, 1876
with Swinburne) another, of verse, in 1878.

;

;

pp. 64; beginning

;

Brief stateLibrary, 1866. University of Aberdeen. Site of the library.
in support of the representations made by the General Council of the
Printed at the Aberdeen
University, of dates October, 1862, and April, 1866.
Herald Office, by James Brown.

ment

8 X 5f

in.

Pp. 13

+

See Aurora Borealis,

[i].

p. 215.

.

1867.
Duff, IVIountstuart Elphinstone Grant.
Inaugural address delivered to
the University of Aberdeen on his installation as rector, March 22, 1867.
By
Mountstuart E. Grant Duff, member for the Elgin district of burghs. Edinburgh
:

Edmonstone and Douglas.
8J X 5j

in.

.

.

.

1867.

Pp. 50.

1868.

Act of Parliament. An act for the amendment of the representation of the
people in Scotland.
31 and 32 Vict., c. 48.
13 July, 1868.
The franchise conferred on the members of General Council
12J X 7I in.
Pp. 421-458.
of the Scottish Universities.

Thomas Clark, M.D., last professor of chemistry in
[Bain, Alexander.]
Marischal College and University, Aberdeen.
Read before the Royal Chemical
Society, 30th March, 1868, and reprinted from the Journal of the Society.
8^ X 5^

in.

Offprint, with title

Pp. 12.

on cover.

Address with regard to the
DufF, IVIountstuart Elphinstone Grant.
By Mountstuart Elphinstone
Bursary Competition, delivered 9th October, 1868.
Aberdeen
Grant Duff, M.P., Lord Rector of the University of Aberdeen.
mdccclxviii.
printed by D. Chalmers and Company.
:

.

8| X

5.^ in.

Pp. 13

-I-

[3].

.

.

Delivered to University Court.
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members of General Council of Glasgow and
who have intimated their intention to support the
Right Hon. the Lord Advocate, Edward S. Gordon, as Member

General Council.
Aberdeen Universities
election of the

List of

.

.

.

of Parliament for the Universities of Glasgow and Aberdeen.
8J X 5^

,

.

8th July, 1868.

.

Pp. 20.

in.

of Aberdeen.

University

General

Council.

Aberdeen: printed by Arthur King and Company.
Some copies bear " 19th Nov.
13 X 8 in.
Pp. 35 + [i].

.

.

ist

1868.

October,

1868.

.

1868 to 31st Dec. 1869

".

King's College. University of Aberdeen. Election, 1868. King's College
students, who likely attended four years, but did not receive A.M.
8^ X 5^ in. Pp. 26. Printed on one side only. Students of 1800-61.
Masters of Arts of King's
Election, 1868.
University of Aberdeen.
College, never registered as members of General Council.
8i X 5:^ in. Pp. 12. Printed on one side only. Supplementary to List of persons, 1856,
supra.

...

Robert Falconer.
By George Macdonald,
IViacdonald, George.
186S.
London Hurst and Blackett.
In three volumes.
.

:

7f X 5^

in.

vi.

Pp.

+ 326;

vi.

+

303

+

[i]

;

vi.

+

.

LL.U.

.

See 1865 supra.

306.

IVIarischal College. University of Aberdeen.
Election, 1868.
Magistrands
of Marischal College who did not receive A.M., but likely studied four years.
Printed on one side only.
Students of 1800-61.
Pp. 15 + [i].
8^ X 5^ in.

Masters of Arts, Marischal
Election, 1868.
University of Aberdeen.
College, Aberdeen, who have never been registered as members of the General
Council.
8i X 5i

in.

Pp. 33

+

[i].

Printed on one side only.

Students of 1800-60.

Moral evidence and its relation to religion. The introMartin, William.
ductory address to the Aberdeen University Uebating Society, session 1868-69.
By William Martin, A.M., professor of moral philosophy, University of Aberdeen.
Aberdeen A. Brown & Co.
mdccclxviii.
.

.

.

:

.

7^ X 4J

in.

Pp. 21

+

.

.

[i].

IVloncriefF, James.
Speech of James Moncrieff, Escj., M.P., LL.D., dean
of the faculty of advocates, delivered at a meeting of members of the General
Council of the University of Aberdeen, on Tuesday, ist September, 1868.
.

printed by G. Cornwall and Sons.
Moncrieff became the
8| X 5i in.
[i].
Pp. 25

Aberdeen

:

-j-

.

.

1868.
first

member

for

Glasgow and Aberdeen

Universities.

Our higher education its necessity and nature. An address
Nicol, James.
the Aberdeen University Debating Society, delivered at the opening of the
session 1867-68.
By James Nicol, F.R.S.E., F.G.S., professor of natural history
:

t<j

.

in the

.

.

University of Aberdeen.

8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 31

-f [i].

Aberdeen

:

I).

Arthur King and Co.

Wyllie and Son.

.

.

.

mdccclxviii.
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Aberdeen fifty years ago being a series of twenty-one
[Rettie, James.]
engravings of buildings in and that were about Aberdeen
along with wood
Aberdeen Lewis Smith.
engravings of some of the wells, &c., &c. [Quotation].
1868.
;

;

:

.

.

.

8| X 5^ in. Pp.
Marischal Colleges.

+

viii

+

129

G. Cornwall

[i].

&

Sons.

The

plates include King's

and

Aberdeen and its folk, from the 20th to the 50th year of
[Riddell, James.]
the present century.
By a son of Bon-accord in North America. [Quotation.]
Aberdeen Lewis Smith.
1868.
:

.

.

.

6J X 4 in. Pp. viii -1- 136. D. Chalmers
Riddell was at Mar. Coll., 1830-33.

University
In the

v. Irvine

of

&

Co.

Law

Drum.

Chapter

II.

:

School and College days.

papers.

House of Lords (from

Alexander
Appellants
Pp. 264 + [2]).
(loj X 8f in.
etc.,

;

the First Division of the Court of Session). The
University,
Forbes Irvine of Drum, Respondent. The Appellants' Case,

The Respondent's Case. (Pp. 94 4 [2].)
March 26, 1868. Judgment. (13J x 8J in.

An
i.

Pp. ri + [i].)
action anent Sir Alexander Irvine's mortification for bursaries dated 1630 {Fasti,

217).

Remarks on

Woodford, Edward.

the bursary competition, submitted
Court to the Senatus Academicus, 14th
By Edward Woodford, LL.U., Lord Chancellor's Assessor in

through the Aberdeen

November, 1868.

the University Court.

University

Edinburgh

:

mdccclxviii.

SJ X 5;^ in.
Pp. 14. Edward Woodford, M.A. King's Coll., 1S24
Chancellor's Assessor, 1864-69.
Inspector of Schools

;

LL.D., 1843; H.M.

;

1869.

[Chalmers, Patrick Henderson.]
College, session 1854-55.
10 X 8

in.

Pp.

[8]

+

Records of bajeant

class,

Marischal

[1869.]
23

+

[i].

One

plate of photographs.

G. Cornwall and Sons.

See infra, 1879, Crombie.

Geddes, William Duguid. Classical education in the North of Scotland.
By Wm. D. (leddes, M.A., Professor of Greek in the University of Aberdeen.
[Motto].
Edinburgh: Edmonstone & Douglas. Aberdeen John Smith. 1869.
Address to senior Greek class at
A. King & Co.
Pp. [2] + 6g -h [i].
8J X 5J in.
:

opening of session 1869-70.

Draft of scheme for transference and cataloguing of the University
Library.
10 X 8

in.

Pp.

2.

General Council.

Minutes.

See 1898, iufm.
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Introductory address on midwifery, delivered at Aberdeen
Inglis, Andrew.
By Andrew Inglis, M.D., F.R.C.S. Edin., proUniversity, October 27, 1869.
fessor of midwifery. Aberdeen printed by D. Chalmers and Company.
1869.
:

8J X 5^

in.

Pp. 27

+

.

was M.D. Edin.,

Inglis

[i].

Aberdeen graduation and

Kerr, John.

1859.

lessons.

its

Offprint from Edinburgh Conrant of November

.

.

Mr. Kerr became Senior Inspector

16.

of Schools.

The claims of classical studies whether as information
[Minto, William.]
By a Scotch graduate. Aberdeen John Adam.
1869.

or as training.

:

.

.

.

Minto, M.A., 1865, LL.D. (St. And.), 1892,
8| X 5I in. Pp. [4] + 44. John Avery.
was in i86g assistant to Professor I5ain professor of logic 1880-1893 (Diet. Nat. Biog.).
;

Notes on medical education bemg replies to the inStruthers, John,
By John
quiries addressed to teachers by the General Medical Council.
Struthers, M.D., F.R.C.S., professor of anatomy in the University of Aberdeen.
:

.

.

.

Aberdeen
8| X 5J

:

in.

printed by D. Chalmers and

Company.

.

.

.

1869.

Pp. 14.

1870.
Hints on the origin and significance of certain educational
Black, John.
An address delivered to the Aberdeen University Debating Society, on
terms.
1 2th November,
By the Rev. John Black, M.A., professor of humanity.
1869.
A.

Brown

&

7i X 4|ir>-

Pp- 31

+

Aberdeen

:

Co.

.

.

mdccclxx.

.

[I].

Buchanan, William. Glimpses of olden days in Aberdeen, being sketches
from memory of incidents and characters in and about Aberdeen during the last
Bv William Buchanan. [Quotation.] Aberdeen printed for the
fifty years.
author at "Free Press" Office.
1870.
:

6^ X 4

in.

Pp.

viii

+

9-181

+

[i].

Portrait.

Chapter XV.: Dr. Kidd,

etc.

Demogeot, Jacques, and IVlontucci, Heinrich. Del'enseignmentsuperieur
en Angleterre et en Ecosse.
Rapport addresse a Son Exc. M. le Ministre de
instruction publique par MM. J. Demogeot
Paris.
et H. Montucci
.

loj X 6|

in.

.

.

.

.

.

mdccclxx.

Imprimerie imp^riale.
Pp. [4]

4-

iv

+

733

-1-

[i].

Aberdeen, pp. 500-504.

Senatus. Observations by the Senatus Academicus of the University of
Aberdeen relative to the establishment of new examining boards, proposed to the
General Medical Council by its committee on professional education, 1869.
8 X 5j

in.

Pp.

8.

A. King

&

Co.
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1871.
Notes on schools and colleges

in America, from a sumaddress delivered to the Aberdeen University Debating
By the Rev. Charles Grant, M.A., assistant professor
Society, November 1870.
Aberdeen: A. Brown & Company.
of Latin.
187 1.

Grant, Charles.

mer

An

tour in 1868.

.

8^ X 5 J

in.

+

Pp. 39

.

.

Free Press Office.

[i].

Historical Manuscripts Commission. Second report of the Royal Commission on historical manuscripts.
Presented to both Houses of Parliament by
command of Her Majesty. London printed by George Edward Eyre and
:

AVilliam Spottiswoode.

.

.

1871.

.

A Parliamentary paper [C. 441]. Dr. John Stuart's
15 X 8^ in.
Pp. xxii + 349 + [i].
Report on the Records and Manuscripts of the University of Aberdeen is on pp. 199-201.
:

Memoir of Rev. Patrick Copland, Rector elect of the
Neill, Edward D.
projected college in the United States, a chapter of the English colonization
of America.
New York, Charles
By Edward D. Neill.
[Quotation.]
Scribner & Co.
1871.
8 X 5J in.
See S. N. &> Q. vii. 76, 107.
Pp. viii. + 9-96.
first

.

.

Scott,
1871.
Not

.

Andrew.

seen.

February, 1871

.

Catalogue of the sale of the library of Professor Scott.
prepared by William

Partly
;

.

.

Aberdeen

Awa\

p.

Robertson Smith {Aberdeen

Journal,

ist

261).

Memoir of John Milne, M.D., late president of the Medical
founder of the medical bursary at Aberdeen University and of
"
"
Milne Bequest
the
to the parochial schools of Aberdeenshire.
By John
in Aberdeen.
Aberdeen: A. Brown & Co.
advocate
Smith, A.M.,
1S71.
Smith, John.

Board,

Bombay

;

;

.

7J X

5 in.

Pp.

viii

+

G. Cornwall

Portrait.

134.

&

.

.

Sons.

1872.

Aberdeen
by Artiuir King
Mackay.

&.

Co.

The Aberdeen medical student.
Printed
and by James
published by Robert Walker

Student.

IVIedical
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in.
Twenty numbers, Nov. 6, 1872, to Aug. i, 1873.
Pp. 240, with an
number (Huxley v. Huntly) of 8 pp., Dec. 4, 1872. See Alma Muter, xxi. 122.

10^ X 8J
Rectorial

.

.

extra

Geddes, William Duguid. The jjhilologic uses of the Celtic tongue. An
address delivered by VV. D. Geddes, M.A., professor of Greek, University of
A. iv R.
Aberdeen, to the University Celtic Debating Society. Aberdeen
Milne; A. Brown & Co.
1872.
:

8^ X

5;V in.

Pp. 22.

See 1874, /«/m.

31
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Here, there, and everywhere.

9x5!

Four

in.

nos., of

which only No. 4

Student's

Medical
January, 1872.
8J X 5^

in.

See

16.

Pp.

(pp. 7

+

[i])

Shaver,

The medical

Alma

xxi. 122.

Mater,

has been seen.

A rectorial

student's shaver.

skit.

No.

i.

At a Class dinner of the students who attended the curriCollege and University, Aberdeen, commencing
session 1852-3, and ending 1855-6, held in the Northern Hotel, on the 30th day
of March, 187 1. ... It was resolved.
Secretary, John Parker, Esq., Advocate, 52 Skene Terrace, Aberdeen.
Parker, John.

culum of

at Marischal

arts

.

.

.

"
loj X 8J in. Pp. [4]. Pp. 2, 3 give a list of the members of the Class, revised at Class
Similar issues appeared after dinners on 5 January, 1874
Dinner on 5 January, 1872 ".
28 January, 1880 6 February, 1888 27 February, 1891 12th September,
5 January, 1875
;

;

;

;

;

1895.

1873.

The Aberdeen university
Aberdeen University Gazette.
and published by James Mackay.
Printed by A. King & Co.
.

.

loj X 8^
Rectorial

Mater,

gazette.

.

.

.

.

Nine numbers, Dec. 5, 1873, to Mar. 20, 1874.
Pp. 108, with an extra
See Alma
(Forster v. Lindsay) of 4 pp. undated, but issued in 1875.

in.

number

xxi. 123.

[Besant, Sir Walter, and Rice, James.]

London

My

little

girl.

3 vols,

.

.

.

1873.

The prominent character in this novel, Alexander Macintyre, M.A., Aberdeen, has been
identified with a member of the King's College class of 1848-52,
See Alma Mater, 22 Oct.
1902, p. 14.

[Fyfe, John.]

Aberdeen.

Vol.

i

(2).

Catalogue of the General Library of the University of
Aberdeen, mdccclxxiii, (mdccclxxiv.)

[i], ([ii] + 803 4- [i]).
John Avery, "Northern Advertiser
Pp. [iv] + 931 -|"
" General
was that in King's College, together with Henderson,
Library
Melvin and Wilson collections in Marischal College.

10^ X 7

Office ".

in.

The

Syllabus of
Harvey, Alexander, and Davidson, Alexander Dyce.
materia medica for the use of teachers and students.
By Alexander Harvey,
and Alexander Dyce Davidson, M.I).,
M.D., professor of materia medica
London H. K. Lewis.
assistant professor.
1873.
,

.

.

.

5j X 4

.

Pp. xviii

in.

:

.

+

34

+

[2].

.

,

.

.

A. King

&

,

.

Co.

1874.

Anderson, Alexander.
teaching of
director of
.

.

.

Professor

Science

Chanonry
Aberdeen A. & R. Milne.
:

8^ X 5J

in.

Pp. 80.

— theology—

religion

:

with notices of the

Struthers and others.
By Alexander Anderson, M.A.,
school (the Gymnasium), Old Aberdeen. [Quotation.]

1874.

G. Cornwall and Sons,
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Catalogue of the Library of the University of Aberdeen.
[Fyfe, John.]
Aberdeen, mdccclxxiv.
iii. Law, Medicine, &c.

Vol.

io| X 7
College.

in.

Pp.

+

[ii]

The volume included books

John Avery.

314.

Marischal

in

See 1897, infra. Library.

A

The philologic uses of the Celtic tongue.
Geddes, William Duguid.
lecture by William D. Geddes, M.A., professor of Greek, University of Aberdeen,
to the University Celtic Society.
Published by request.
Aberdeen A.
R.

&

:

Milne,

mdccclxxiv.

8^ X 5A

"

in.

+

Pp. 25

[i].

A. King

&

See 1872, supra.

Co.

General Fund, Report of the committee, appointed 30th October, 1874,
Dr. Struthers' application ".
the general fund
report on
X
for
An
in.
i5
10.
additional assistants.
+
8^
9,
5^
application
Pp.

to

.

.

.

Duncan.

IVIacgregor,

The

scald

.

.

;

or the northern ballad-monger.

.

Pub-

lished at request of University Literary Society.
James Mackay.
1874.
Mr. Macgregor has been minister of InverA. King & Co.
7^ X 5 in. Pp. 34 4- [2].
.

.

.

allochy since 1881.

Life at a northern university.
Maclean, Neil Nathaniel.
By Neil N.
1874.
Glasgow: John S. Marr and Sons.
Maclean was at King's College 1853-57, M.A., 1859. The
•j\ X 4I in.
Pp. viii + 304.

Maclean, A.M.

.

.

.

•

"

Life

"

reprinted in 1906, under editorship of Mr. VV. K. Leask.

Ploughman Student,
University.
This ran

in Tlie People's

The ploughman

student,

a story of Aberdeen

yoiinial from July 25th to September igth.

Borland Hall.
[Smith, Walter Chalmers.]
By the author of Olrig
Grange. Glasgow James Maclehose.
1874.
"
6J X 4^ in. Pp. viii + 252. Book I. opens with
College life"
There's an old University town
Between the Don and the Dee."
:

.

.

.

:

''

Address on evolution.

Struthers, John.

Reprinted from the Aberdeen

Daily Free Press of 24th February, 1874.
8^ X 5^

in.

Delivered, 21 Feb., to Medical Students' Society.

Pp. 12.

1875.
L.
England and Scotland as influenced by the Reformation.
William Blackwood
by J. L. Blake, M.A., minister of Langton.
mdccclxxv.
and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

James

Blake,

A

prize essay

.

7.^

X 5

in.

Pp.

viii

+

64.

.

.

Blackwell essay.

[Fyfe, John.] Supplement to the Catalogue of the library of the University
Aberdeen, mdccclxxv.

of Aberdeen.
loj X 7

in.

Pp. 141

+

[i].
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Testimonials
Geddes, William Duguid.
MDCCCLXXV.
8J X 5i in. Pp. viii + 9-53 + [3]. A. King & Co.
Chair.

in application for

Enlarged edition, 1882,

in favour of Professor

In application for

Geddes.

Glasgow Greek

Edinburgh Greek Chair.

On University improvement an address delivered to
Aberdeen University, on opening the session of the
by John Struthers, M,D.,
University Debating Society, 12th November, 1875
Aberdeen 1). Wyllie & Son.
1875.
professor of anatomy in the University.
Struthers, John.

:

the students in arts of

;

:

8J X 5^

in.

Pp. 32.

Free Press.

On freedom of thought, and the proper influence of
Trail, Samuel.
An address delivered to the Theological
authority, in matters of rehgious beUef.
Students' Society, University of Aberdeen, on November 7, 1874.
By Samuel
Trail,

D.D., professor of systematic theology
A. Brown & Co.
1875.

Aberdeen

.

.

:

8J X 5j

in.

in

the University of Aberdeen.

.

Pp. 16, and cover with

title.

A.

King

cS:

Co.

1876.

How to do credit to a University education. An address
Aberdeen University Debating Society, on 17 th November,
Aberdeen:
1876.
By the Rev. John Black, M.A., professor of humanity.
1876.
published by John Adam.
7i X 4f in. Pp. 22. A. King & Co.
Black, John.
to the

delivered

.

.

.

Choral Society, Evening concert of the Aberdeen University Choral
Society in the Music hall buildings, on P>iday, loth March [1876].
Programme
Conductor, Herr K. \V. Meid.
Organist, Mr. [James] Thomson.
.

.

.

A programme has appeared annually, in varying forms. Herr
gf X 6 in. Single leaf.
Hoffmann became conductor in 1885, Mr. John Kirby in 1888, Mr. C. Sanford Terry in 1899.
"
" Gaudeamus
has been an integral part of the programme from the outset Sir W. D.
igitur
"
See Alma Mater, 6th March, i88g.
since 1893.
Geddes' " Canticum

J.

;

Scottish Universities Commission, 1876.
Report of the Committee
appointed to consider and report on matters proper to be brought before the
Universities Commission.
8J X 5^

in.

University

Pp. 6

+

[1876.]

[2].

v. IVIasjistrates.

Law

papers.

House of Lords, from

the First Division of the Court of Session in Scotland
Aberdeen Town Council, appellants Aberdeen University et al. respondents.
Petition of
appeal,
(ri x 8| in.
Pp. 8 + [2]).
In the

;

;

The
The

A
Torrie.

appellants' case.

respondents' case.

(Pp. 2 + 42 + iv
(Pp. 13 + [i]-)

+

8g

+

[3J.)

dispute regarding the rights of salmon fishing in the sea adjacent to the lands of
The House of Lords confirmed.
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1877.

The Academic

Academic,

conducted by students
Aberdeen: Alexander Murray.
1877.

of the Aberdeen University.

:

a weekly periodical

.

.

.

.

.

.

6| X 4I in. Nos. 1-7, 12 Jan. to 23 Feb. 1877, pp. 140; New Series, Nos. 1-8, 7 Dec.
Title only for first series.
See Alma Matey, xxi. 123.
1877, to 8 Feb. 1878, pp. 156.

Ogston, Alexander, Medical training in Aberdeen and in the Scottish
Universities an address delivered before the Aberdeen Medical Students' Society,
on Friday, i6th November, 1877. By Alexander Ogston, M.I).
Published by
the Society. Aberdeen printed at the Free Press Office.
1877.
:

.

.

.

:

8J X 5|

in.

+

Pp. 21

[i].

1878,

Garden, Alexander. A theatre of Scottish worthies: and the lyf, doings,
and deathe of William Elphinston, bishop of Aberdeen. By Alexander (larden.
Privately printed mdccclxxviii.
qI X 7j in. Pp. XX + 201 + [i] + xvi + 85
Hunterian Club; supra, 1522, Boece.

+

with portrait of Elphinstone.

[i],

Printed

for the

John Duguid.

Tables illustrative of the course of study for a degree
Oxford and Cambridge and at the Universities of
With notes. By John Duguid
Scotland, as exemplified in that of Aberdeen.
Aljerdeen
A. Brown and Co.
Milne, A.M., advocate, Aberdeen.
1878.
G. Cornwall & Sons.
i2j X 10 in. [i] + 9 leaves.
IVlilne,

in arts at the Universities of

;

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

Scottish Universities Commission, 1876.
Report of the Royal Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Universities of Scotland with evidence and
4 vols.
appendix.
Edinburgh printed for Her Majesty's Stationery Office.
1878.
.

.

.

.

:

.

.

9^ X 6

in.

Pp.

viii.

+

328

;

iv.

+

[Shand, Alexander Innes.]

983

+

[i]

;

560

;

+

viii.

533

+

i.

North-country students.

In Cornhill Magazine, April, 1878, pp. 452-467.

1879.
Records of bajeant

[Crombie, John.]
1854-55-

Marischal College, session

class,

[1879-]

loj X 8J

in.

Pp. 37

+

[i].

G. Cornwall and Sons.

See infra, 1897, Garden.

Jack, Alexander. A guide to the bursary competition at Aberdeen Unian Appendix containing a full set of examination papers since 1861.

versity, with

Not seen. Mentioned in the 1SS2 Rtxnrds of Arts Class, 1S68-72, ol which class Mr.
Jack, afterwards minister of Towie, was a member.

Leach, Alfred. The quadrangle by moonlight or meditations in Marischal
and other poems. By Alfred Leach. [Photographic print of Marischal
Aberdeen U. Wyllie & Son. 1879.
College.]
Free Press Office. Mr. Leach was M.B., CM., 1888.
7^ X 5 in.
Pp. [2] + 49 + [i].
:

College

;

:
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Robert.]

[Walker,

Library, Aberdeen. 1S76-9.

New

Aberdeen

Aberdeen.

+

8^ X 5j in. Pp. [2]
pp. 59 + [i] + 24.

127

Catalogue of the works added to the University
Part IL, Library,
Part I., Library, Old Aberdeen.
printed by A. King

:

-i-

[i].

A

&

Company.

similar catalogue for 1880-2

1879.
was issued

in 1882

:

188-.

James Augustus.

Grant,

Memoranda.

J.

A. Grant.

Grammar

+

[i].
Pp. 3-6 contain a record of classfellows at Aberdeen
Pp. 31
School and Marischal College, 1841-43. The African explorer LL.D., 1890.

8J X 5i

in.

:

Leask, William Keith. Companion to Jebb's Primer of Greek Literature.
W.
K.. Leask, M.A., assistant professor of Greek in the University of AberBy
deen, late scholar of Worcester College, Oxford.
7I X 5

[

With

in.

]

Pp. 12.

University Press, Aberdeen.

Prepared for the provectiores division of the

Semi

Class.

Local humbugs or, studies in social ethics.
By the Baron of Leys.
by Murillo Major and Poussin Minimus.
:

illustrations

.

Si X 5^ in. Pp. ig -|- [i], and cover with title.
" The
" The
bajan masher,"
magistrand masher," etc.

Two

plates.

.

.

Among

the studies are

1880.
[Anderson, Peter John.] University of Aberdeen.
[Aberdeen: 1880.]

Preliminary record of

arts class, 1868-72.

gf X 7^

in.

Pp. 26

-f [2].

A.

King and Co.

Ettles trust lectures under the auspices of the
Bruce, George Taylor.
Aberdeen University Extension Scheme. Syllabus of lectures on the " Literature
of the Elizabethan era," by George T. Bruce, M.A.
8^ X 5i

in.

Pp. 12 and cover with

University Press.

title.

Campbell, James Alexander. Addresses of James A. Campbell, llsq.,
LL.D., of Stracathro, at the meetings of electors, in Aberdeen and Glasgow,
20th and 23rd March, 1880.
1880.
Glasgow printed by Bell and Bain.
X
in.
for
the
two
Dr.
M.P.
was
-f
Universities,
5^
31
8^
Pp.
[[].
1880-1905.
Campbell
:

.

.

.

Local Examinations.
Report of the University of Aberdeen local examinations for 1880, containing paj)ers and lists for 1880, regulations and subjects
for 1 88 1.
Printed for the University by A. King and Company and published by
D. Wyllie and Son, Aberdeen.
1880.
7 X 5 in.

Pp. 76.

Issued yearly.
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Rosebery, Archibald, 5/// Earl of. A rectorial address delivered before
the students of Aberdeen University, in the Music Hall at Aberdeen, Nov. 5,
1880.
1880, by Lord Rosebery.
Edinburgh: David Douglas.
.

8^ X 5^

in.

+

Pp. 29

Reprinted

[i].

in

.

.

the 1902 Collection.

Minute of Committee of Senatus on the proposals of the Town
Senatus.
Council of Aberdeen with reference to the bursaries under their patronage.
Aberdeen, 6th Feb., 1880.
.

8i X 5^

in.

+

Pp. 5

.

.

[I].

Report of Committee on the wants of the University.
[6th March, 1880.]

" Benefactoribus

at benefecturis ".
8^ X 5^

in.

+

Pp. 6

A King

[2].

and Co.

Stirling, William. University of Aberdeen, iSSo. Institutes of medicine.
By William Stirling, M.D., D.Sc,
Introductory address on animal magnetism.
F.R.S.E., Professor of the institutes of medicine.
Pp. 12, and cover with

7 X 4^ in.

Reprinted from Daily Free Press of 28 Oct.

title.

1880.

1881.

An

Act of Parliament.

act to

make

further provision in regard to the

registration of parliamentary voters, and also in regard to the taking of the poll by
means of voting papers, in the Universities of Scotland.
44 and 45 Vict., c. 40.

22 August,

1

iij X yi

88 1.
in.

Pp.

+

ii

10

+

Registration

[2].

made

a necessary preliminary to gradua-

tion.

Geddes, William Duguid.
Wilson's

trust,

iij X 8J

in.

Report presented to the trustees of Dr. Robert

1881.

+

Pp. 11

Wilson was M.D. King's
1889 Commission.

Similar Reports were printed in 1883, 1886, i88g, 1895.
See Fasti Mar. Coll. i. 541 Ordinance No. 106 of

[i].

Coll.,

1815.

;

Past and present of Aberdeenshire, or reminiscences of
the Rev. W^illiam Paul, D.D., minister of Banchory Devcnick.
Son, Aberdeen. 1881.

Paul, William.
seventy years.

Lewis Smith
7^ X 5

&

in.

By

Pp.

viii

+

"

3-132.

Aberdeen Universities past and present" on pp. 75-S2.

Ramsay, William IVlitchell. Descriptive notes on the classical vases in
Henderson Collection, Marischal College. With a short notice of the donor.
mdccclxxxi.
University of Aberdeen,
the

W.

II X 82 in.
D. Geddes.

Pp. 25

+

[i].

A.

King & Co.

The

notice of the donor

was by Professor
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A Scotch student.
Steven, George.
minister of the Free Church, St. Fergus.
Edinburgh

Logiealmond.
6f X 5i

in.

+

viii

Pp.

:

&

Macniven

Memorials of Peter Thomson, A.M.,
By the Rev. George Steven, M.A.,
1881.

Wallace.

Thomson was M.A.,

216, with portrait.

1872.

Stirling, William. University of Aberdeen, 1881. Institutes of medicine.
Introductory address on colour sense and colour blindness. By William Stirling,

M.D. ...
7J X 4^

and cover with

Pp. 22

in.

Reprinted from Daily Free Press of 27 Oct.

title.

1881.

University of Aberdeen.
class of practical physiology.

A. King

&

in.

:

1881.

Company.

8^ X 5^

Outlines of physiological chemistry for the
Aberdeen printed by
Stirling, M.D.

By William

Six plates.

Pp. 38.

1882.
Allan, John Buckley.
8 X 5

in.

Pp. 7

+

University of Aberdeen.

[i].

Records of the arts class, 1868-72, University of
Anderson. Aberdeen privately printed at the

Anderson, Peter John.
Aberdeen.

Edited by Peter

University Press.
iij X 8f in.
See 1892, infra.

sity,

Arts Class of 1872-76.

Preliminary record.

J.

:

1882.
Pp. 108

-t-

[2].

4 plates.

Appendix

III.

discusses the University arms.

Rectorial address to the students of Aberdeen UniverBain, Alexander.
Wednesday, 15th Nov. 1882. By Alexander Bain, LL.D. Aberdeen: A.

Brown

&

1882.

Company.

^J X 5i

"

Pp- 28.

University Press.

Reprinted

in

1902 collection,

p. 241.

——

Report of the proceedings at the banquet held in Marischal College,
Aberdeen, 27th December, 1882, on the occasion of the presentation to the University of the portrait of Alexander Bain, LL.D., Lord Rector.
Reprinted from
the Aberdeen Daily Free Press of 28th December, 1882.
8J X 5^

in.

Pp. 30.

Geddes, William Duguid.

Flosculi graeci boreales, sive Anthologia graeca
Apud Macmillan et Socios,

Aberdonensis.
Contexuit (iulielmus D. Geddes.
Londini.
mdccclxxxm.

8x5^
Reid.)

in.

Pp. xvi

Arthur King

&

+ 249 +

Co.

[i].

One

plate.

(King's College Crown, after Sir George
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Leask, William Keith.

Is there a science of history?
Introductory
1882-83.
By William Keith Leask, M.A., assistant professor of
Greek in the University of Aberdeen late scholar of Worcester College, Oxford.

lecture, session

:

8| X 5^

Pp. 16.

in.

Ogston, Alexander. Address delivered to the students of the surgery class
Aberdeen University on the occasion of the death of Professor Pirrie, M.D.,
Published
LL.D., etc. By Alexander Ogston, M.D., etc., professor of surgery.
1882.
by request of the students. Aberdeen the University Press.

in

:

8i X 5^

+

Pp. II

in.

[i].

Senatus. Report of the Medical Faculty to the Senatus Academicus anent
the George Thompson medical bursaries, on the remit of the Senatus to the
Faculty, of nth November, 1882.
8J X 5^

in.

6.

Pp.

•

1883.
Balfour, John Blair, and others.

A

the better administration and
(Prepared and brought in by the
Lord Advocate, Secretary Sir William Harcourt, and Mr. Solicitor-General for
Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 3 April, 1883.
Scotland.)

endowment

bill for

of the Universities of Scotland.

Pp. ii + 14. Did not become law. Similar bills were ordered to be printed
13^ X Si in.
26 May,"'i884"(pp. [2] + ii -f- 16) 27 March, 1885 (pp. 16) 4 August, 18S7 (pp. 17 + [i])
ig
March, 1888 (pp. 20 + 2) 28 February, iSSg (pp. iv -|- 22 -h [2]). The last became law as 52
;

;

;

;

&

53 Vict.,

c.

55

:

see 1889, infra.

[Geddes, Sir William Duguid.] Hylas. A lament in memory of William
Cameron, M.A. (Aberdon.), scholar of Magdalen College, Oxford. Drowned
:

when bathing
gf X 7^

In.

in the
Pp.

Rhine.

[8].

No

Notes and Queries.
The

July 10, 1883.
printer's

name.

Sixth [seventh, etc.] series.

following contributions

may

be noted

:

London,

.

.

.

—

Behind the dial plate [of Marischal College]. J. P. Edmond.
1883, June 9.
Scottish University arms and seals.
1885, March 28, and i8go, August 9.
Anderson.
A forgotten university [Fraserburgh].
1886, September 4.
Scotch academic periodicals.
1887, July 23.
Arms of the Uni%'ersity of Aberdeen.
1889, January 26.
June 22. Graduates of Scottish Universities.
Meston the imitator of Hudibras.
1890, July 12.
Academic hoods.
i8gi, September 26.
Dr. James Fraser.
1899, June 24.
Downie's slaughter.
1902, May 10 and 1903, Aug. 22.

P.

J.
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University of Aberdeen, 1883. Institutes of medicine.
Stirling, William.
By William Stirling,
Intraduclory address on heredity in health and disease.

M.D.

.

.

.

7^ X 5

in.

Pp. 18, and cover with tide.

The admission

Struthers, Christina.

Aberdeen: John Rae Smith.

sities.
7:J

X 5

in.

Pp. 18, and cover with

of

women

to the Scottish Univer-

1883.

title.

Alma Mater Aberdeen

University Magazine. Session 1883-84. Vol.
mdccclxxxiv.
printed by \V. and \V. Lindsay, Market Street,

i.

:

Aberdeen

:

With a special
13 nos., price 2d. each, 28 Nov. to 5 Mar.
7J X 5 in.
pp. 268.
Christmas no. pp. 24.
Vol. II., beginning 12 Nov. 1884 changed the size to 10 x 7J in., which has been retained.
A coloured cover for each
Joint title-page for Vols. II. and III., none for Vol. IV.
number began in Vol. V. changed to a design by Mr. James Cadenhead m Vol. VI. colour
Full page illustrations first
changed to red in Vol. VIII.
design modified in Vol. XXI.
"
appear in Vol. VI. In Vol. VIII. the imprint becomes Aberdeen Student's Representative
Council ".
Summer numbers begin in Vol. X., after the institution of a summer session at
King's College. A detailed list of the successive editors will be found in the number for 13
Jan. 1904, p. 127. including the names of [Professor] Grierson in 1S85-86, Mr. J. M. Bulloch m
Mr. W. Keith Leask has been a greatly appreciated con1887-92, Mr. R. S. Rait in 1893-94.
tributor from Vol. I. to the present time.
Alma Mater is the doyen of Scottish University magazines, being senior by six years to
the (St. Andrews) College Echoes and the Glasgow University Magazine, and by four years to
the (Edinburgh) Student.
Among the more important articles dealing with University history are the following
;

:

;

;

;

:

:

—

A glimpse of student life in the seventeenth century. J. M. Bulloch.
1886, Feb. 3.
Feb. 17. The University of Fraserburgh. P. J. Anderson.
and 1904, Jan. 7. Arms of the University of Aberdeen.
1887, Feb. 2
1889, Jan. 23
;

;

P. J.

Anderson.
Nov. 16, and 1888, Jan. 25. Scotch academic periodicals. P. J. Anderson.
Dec. 21. A mathematical coach [Davie Rennet]. W. C. Macdonald.
1888, Jan. 18.

Feb.

I.

List of first bursars.
P.J.Anderson.
Dr. Melvin and the Version, P. J. Anderson.

Oct. 31, to 1894, F'eb. 21.
Except No. i, by J. M. Bulloch as the
College Carols.
A selection reprinted in 1894.
Professor Alexander
Nov. 14. The history of chemical teaching in Aberdeen.

Jackdaw of Rhymes.
Bain.

Professor Bain.
Recollections of Dr William Knight.
Professor
Football and cricket at the University twenty years ago.

1889, Jan. 16, to Feb. 27.

Mar.

6.

W, M. Ramsay.
The Choral Society, 1875-89. J. M. Bulloch.
Donald Sime, H.M.I.S. Professor W.
13 to 27.
Professor Black. W. K. Leask.
1890, Jan. 29.
Feb. 26 and Mar. 5.
Bursary night. W. K. Leask.
Mar.
Nov.

Nov.
1891, Jan.

6.

26.
7.

Our Lord Rectors.

A famous

J.

M. Bulloch.

M. Ramsay,

(Reprinted in enlarged form.)

coach [Davie Rennet].

W.

D. Geddes.]
Feb. II.
[Sir
Our new University song. Setting by John Kirby.
1892, Oct. 26.
The sunniest season of life. J. M. Bulloch. Setting by John Kirby.
1893, Mar. I.
In Memoriam William Minto.
Mar. 4. Special number.
I remember, I remember.
W. Gordon Stables.
Oct. 25, to 1894, F"eb. 14.
Dec. 20. Coloured plate of Aberdeen student, after Sir George Reid.

Buttery Willie Collie.
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1894,

William Robertson Smith. Sir W. D. Geddes.
W. A. Mackenzie.
June 5. Priifessor Blackie at Marischal College. J. Forbes WhiteP. J. Anderson.
Jan. 20.
Buttery Willie Collie.
Oct. 28
Bygone Days at Aberdeen Universities. Series current.
Beattie and Garrick.
Sir W. D. Geddes.
Jan. 10.
Feb. 14.
In Memoriam W. D. Geddes.
Special number.
and
Feb. 14
21.
P. J. Anderson.
Principal Geddes' writings.
Jan. II.
King's College quadrangle as it stood before i860. The late Sir

May
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9.

Shon Campbell.

1S95,
iSgy,

1900,

1901,

—

.

W.

D.

Geddes.
Jan. II.
Nov. 20.

King's College

in

the pre-Fusion days.

W.

K. Leask.

In Memoriam Robert Alexander Neil. J. Forbes White.
In Memoriam Alexander Bain.
1903, Oct. 14.
Special number.
Oct. 14 and 21.
List of Professor Bain's writings.
P. J. Anderson.
1904, Jan.
Jan.
P. J.

life].

7.

W. K. Leask.
(Majority number.) Twenty years after.
colours of the University of Aberdeen (with coloured plate).

Arms and

7.

Anderson.

The forerunners of Alma Mater. P. J. Anderson.
Jan. 13.
The adopted daughter [a tale of Aberdeen University
1905, Nov. 15 to igo6, Feb. 14.
By Edward Marten Payne, M.B. [1895].
1906, Jan. 10.
Supplement of Quatercentenary invitation by S. R. C.

1884.

Campbell, James Alexander. General culture: an address delivered to
the Aberdeen University Literary Society, on 30th November, 1883.
By J. A.
Campbell, M.P. Glasgow: James Maclehose and Sons, St. Vincent Street, publishers to the University.
1884.
7* X 5

in.

Pp. 24.

Mayo, Isabella Fyvie, Mrs.
Not

seen.

Her

object in

life.

Gives a picture of the social side of Aberdeen student

life

circa 1880.

Printed
In memoriam.
Professor Allen Thomson.
[Struthers, John.]
by Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, mdccclxxxiv.
8i X 5i in.
Pp. 15 + [i].
Offprint with title from Edinburgh Medical Journal, June,
Thomson was the first professor of anatomy in Marischal College, 1839-41 (Fasti,
1884.

i.

524;

ii.

62).

1885.

—

Curriculum 1859-60
[Clark, Alexander.]
University of Aberdeen.
Memorandum of reunion held in the Palace Hotel, Aberdeen, on
1862-63.
Also list of semi class for Session 1860-61 (first year of the
30th January, 1885.
Fusion).
10 X 8J in.
Similar Memoranda issued in 1886 (pp. ii
Pp. 8.
Univ. Press). See infra, 1899, Johnston.
1888 (pp. 16

+

[i]

:

Univ. Press), and

;

Geddes, William Duguid. Historical characteristics of the Celtic race.
address to the University Celtic Society.
By Professor Geddes, University
Published by request.
Aberdeen: A. eV R. Milne, mdccclxxxv.
of Aberdeen.

An

8| X 5^

in.

Pp. 24.

University Press.
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Geddes, William Duguid.

The Melvin memorial window

in the University

Library.
7J X 5

in.

Pp.

Offprint (with half

8.

title)

Rules, report, and

London Club.

from Aberdeen Journal.

list

members

of

for

1884-85, of the

Aberdeen University Club, London.
For some account of the Club, founded 23 Jan.

5J X 3I in. Pp. 24. Issued annually.
1884, see S. N. and Q. xii. 86.

[Pirie,

King's College, Aberdeen.

George.]

A

Sh X 7 in.
Pp. 8.
University Press.
of the British Association.

[1885.]

description prepared for the visit to

Aberdeen

Senatus. Report of the Committee of the Senatus Academicus appointed
23 December, 1884, to report on the present and future arrangements of the
Archccological Museum.
5th March, 1885.
Professor Struthers was convener.
9 X 5§ in.
Pp. 3 + [i].
.

.

.

Listitutes of medicine.
University of Aberdeen, 1885.
Stirling, William.
By William Stirling,
Introductory address on time as a physiological factor.
M.L). ...
7i ^ 4f

iri-

^P- ^^ ^^^ cover with

Watt, James Cromar,

title.

Reprinted from Daily Free Press.

Chapel and Tower, King's College, Aberdeen

University.
In the Builder, 6th June, 1885.

Four plates of drawings.

1886.

[Anderson, Peter John.] Marischal College and University, 1593-1860.
Printed for private circulation.
Collections towards the preparation of the Fasti.
1886.
8J X si

in-

Pp- 28.

Edmond, John

Philip.

By

Nicol, 1620-1736.
1886.

112 copies printed by Milne

J. P.

&

Hutchison.

The Aberdeen printers Edward Raban
Aberdeen J. & J. P. Edmond

Edmond.

:

to

&

James
Spark.

9 X 5^ in.
Pp. Ixiv + 274, and two plates, 275 copies printed by Milne & Hutchison.
Supplies the whereabouts of many books noted in this Bibliography. See 1888, infra.

Harrower, John. Inaugural address delivered to the senior Greek class,
Aberdeen University (session 1886-7), by John Harrower, M.A., professor of
Greek.
Aberdeen the University Press. 1886.
:

8J X 5i

in.

Pp. 26.
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1887.
Transactions of the Aberdeen Ec-

Aberdeen Ecclesiological Society.
P'irst

clesiological Society.

Aberdeen

:

printed for the

1887.

Society.
11;^

mdccclxxxvi.

year.

X 8J

in.

Five plates.

Pp. 34.

W.

Jolly

and Sons.

Fourteen parts issued, bound

in four volumes.

1886, April
rectori

6.

Christie, John.

Year

de Nivibus.
8.

June

Assignatio mansionis decimarumque personalium, &c.,

p. 21.

I.

Position for an organ in chapel of King's College

:

with plate.

Year

I.

p. 10.

Cooper, James. Greyfriars Church, Aberdeen. Year VI. p. 14.
Notes on the restoration of King's College
Dec.
Geddes, William Dugfuid.
Chapel with plate. Year VI. p. 61.
i8gg, Feb. 16.
Mackenzie, Alexander G. R. Remains of conventual buildings, Greywith plate. Year XII. p. 3.
friars, Aberdeen
July.
Cooper, James. Greyfriars Church, Aberdeen one word more in favour
with plates. Year XII. p. 89.
of its retention and restoration
Continitcd as : Transactions of the Scottish Ecclesiological Society.
The old Greyfriars Church, Aberdeen an account of
1903, Dec. 19.
Cooper, James.
vol. i. pt. i. p. 72
two plates.
particulars brought to light in the process of its demolition
1891, Oct. iS.
;

:

:

:

:

:

:

Museum. Catalogue of antiquities in the Archceological
of King's College, University of Aberdeen.
1887.

Archaeological

Museum

7J X 5

in.

Pp. 26

+

[2].

[Bain, Alexander.]
of the University Court).
8| X 5^

in.

Pp.

and

Leslie

Russell.

Memorandum on

members

the graduation oath (for

[1887.]

8.

Burnett Lectures.
Instituted under the authority of a Provisional Order of the Secretary of State issued
in 1881 on the application of John Burnett's trustees.

(7

1883-85.
Stokes, George Gabriel.
X 4I in.
Pp. xiv H 342).
1888-91.
Smith, William Robertson.

The fundamental
Pp.

institutions.

On

light.

On the
Edinburgh; Adam &

London

:

Macmillan

&

religion of the Semites.
Charles Black.
1889.

Co.

1887.

First Series

(8J x 5!

:

in.

+ 4S8.)
1891-94.

xii

Davidson, William Leslie. Theism as grounded in human nature. London
[i].)
Longmans, 1893 (8i x 5J in. Pp. xxvi + 469
The funds have now been devoted towards the endowment of the Chair of History

:

-t-

and Archaeology.

Crombie, James Edward.
Aberdeen, 1878- 1882.
g| X 7^

in.

Pp.

16.

[Hail, Harvey.]
9 X 5^

in.

Pp. 6

-t-

Preliminary record of Arts class, University of
1887.

Privately printed.

Second

issue (pp. 29

4-

[3]),

1890.

Third issue (pp. 13

Marischal College, Aberdeen, 1856 to i860.
[2].

List of

members

of the Arts Class, 1856-60.

+

[3]),

1893.
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Synod, Synod of Aberdeen thanksgiving service in acknowledgment of the
protection afforded to Her Majesty and the manifold blessings bestowed on these
realms during fifty years of her auspicious reign, held in King's College chapel,
Old x\berdeen, on Tuesday, 28th June, 1887, being the anniversary of Her
Majesty's coronation.
8J X 6|

in.

W.

Pp. 12.

Jolly

and Sons.

Trail, James William Helenus.
Syllabus of lectures on botany in the
The Aberdeen
University of Aberdeen.
JBy Professor James W. H. Trail.
[1887.]
University Press.
8J X 5^

in.

Pp. [4]

+

45

+

New

[i].

editions in i8gi

and 1904.

Minutes of the University Court of the University of
University Court.
i6th March, 1861-iith May, 1886.
Vol. I.
Aberdeen.
Meetings i.-cxxv.

Aberdeen

:

the University Press.

1887.

8J X 5J in. Pp. [2] + 283 + [i] + X. Vol. II. i8go. Meetings cxxvi.-cxlvii., 8th Oct.
Vol. III. changes, with the new constitution of the
i886-4th Oct. 1889; pp. [2] + 74 + ii.
Secretaries: Mr. John Fyfe, 1861-77, and Mr. Robert Walker, 1877Court, to ID X 7^ in.
Current.
1906.

[Walker, Robert.] Supplement to the Catalogue of the General Library
Aberdeen at
of the University of Aberdeen, being the works added 1875-87.
mdccclxxxvii.
the University Press,
:

loj X 7 in. Pp. [4] + 544. See 1S73, 1874, Fyfe, supra
incorporates the supplement of 1875.

;

i88g, infra.

This supplement

1888.
Abstract of accounts for the year
Accounts.
University of Aberdeen.
ending 15th September, 1888. Aberdeen University Press.
8^ X 5i in. Pp. 31 + [i], and cover with title. Also issued in this form i88g to 1894.
For 1895 and 1896 the

size is

gj x 7I

in.

See infra, 1897.

Cruickshank, John. The armorial ensigns of the royal burgh of Aberdeen,
with some observations on the legend relating to the capture and demolition of
the castle.
By the late John Cruickshank. Aberdeen J. and J. P. Edmond
1888.
Spark.

&

:

200 copies printed by Milne & Hutchison.
14 plates.
9I X 7^ in.
Pp. xxvi -f 121 + [i].
Issued posthumously under editorship of P. J. Anderson.
Pp. 114-5 contain some account of
Mr. Cruickthe armorial bearings of Marischal College and of the University of Aberdeen.
shank left a legacy of £50 for the due registration of the latter.

" Latin v. the
reviewed
Version," by VV. M. Ramsay
Dey, William.
Aberdeen.
Old
the
Grammar
of
rector
late
School,
William
LL.D.,
by
Dey, M.A.,
"
1888.
Aberdeen printed at the " Free Press Office.
.

:

8J X 5i

in.

Pp. 27

+

[I].

.

.
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Edmond, John
Phih'p

Edmond.

7^ X 5

and

in.

Last notes on the
Philip.
1888.
Privately printed.
.

+

Pp. [8]

.

56 copies reprinted by

36.

Aberdeen
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By John

printers.

.

W.

Jolly

& Sons

from Scottish Notes

See 1886, supra.

Queries.

[Geddes, William Duguid.] The armorial bearings of the University of
Aberdeen. Reprinted from the Aberdeen Daily Free Press, November 26, 1888.
8J X 5 J in. Pp. II + [i]. Offprint.

Goschen, George Joachim. Intellectual interest, an address delivered at
Aberdeen University, January 31st, 1888. By George Joachim Goschen, Lord
Rector.
8J X 5^

in.

+

Pp. 3-69

Printed by Harrison

[i].

&

Sons.

Reprinted

in

the 1902

collection, p. 259.

The professor v. the versions or Education
[Gray, William Anderson,]
By graduates of Aberdeen University. [Quotation.] Aberdeen
1888.
printed by W. & W. Lindsay, 30 Market Street.
in the north.

:

7i X 4f.

+

Pp. 13

[I].

Eminent divines in Aberdeen and the north their work
embracing the period from St. Columba to Dr. Ale.x. Dyce
late James Martin, schoolmaster.
Aberdeen published at
By the
"

Martin, James.

and

their influence

Davidson.
"
Free Press

the

8J X 5^

in.

:

;

:

1888.

Office."

Pp.

xii

+

267

+

[i].

Portrait of Dr. Kidd, counted in paging.

Reminiscences of a northern University.
The writer was IVI.A. Mar.
Magazine for April;
pp. 343-58.

Milne, Robert.
In Scots

D.D., 1885

i.

Coll.,

1S51

;

min. Towie, Ardler.

;

Penelope E.] William Robinson Pirie. In memoriam.
Portrait.
University Press.
Pp. 165 + [i].

[Pirie,

8| X 5J

[1888.]

in.

Scotland and Scotsmen in the eighteenth century. From
John Ramsay of Ochtertyre. Edited by Alexander AUardyce. ... In
volumes.
W'illiam
Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Ramsay, John,
the

MSS.

of

two
MDCCCLXXXVIII.

9x5!

in.

Pp. xxiv

+

Ramsay, William

554

;

vi

+

JVlitchell.

568.

Aberdeen Universities

Fatin

v.

the Version.

M.A., professor of humanity, University of Aberdeen.
1888.
6^ X 4

in.

Pp. 15

-t-

[i].

in vol.

i.

pp. 287-300.

By W. M. Ramsay,

Aberdeen D.
:

\Vyllie

&

Son.
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Scottish

Aberdeen

:

Notes

U. Wyllie

and Queries.

&

Son.

.

.

Vol.
1888.

.

I.

June,

1S87,

to

May,

1888.

Edited by Mr. John Bulloch, whose name first appears
Jolly and Sons. Still current. No number for August,
From Sept. iSgy to May, 1904, published by A. Brown & Co. and printed by Milne &
1897.
A General
Hutchison from June, 1904, published and printed by the Rosemount Press.
and vol. [13] began a second series, now
Inde.x to vols. 1-12 (1887-1899) was issued in 1901
(September, igo6) in its eighth volume. A few of the more important articles dealing with
.\berdeen University history are noted below all, unless otherwise indicated, being by the
compiler of this Bibliography.
S:^

X 6f

in.

on titlepage of

16 pp. monthly.
Printed by

vol. xii.

W.

;

;

:

Marischal College portraits.
August. Scottish University studies in the seventeenth century.
The Catanach case.
1888, February.
February, March.
Murray lectures at King's College.
1887, June.

March to June. The Aberdeen printers. J. P. Edmond.
A forgotten Universities bill.
June.
August, September. Early Marischal College regents.
Armorial bearings of the University.
1889, January.
January to August. Notes on Marischal Colleges.
Ambo in King's College Chapel (plate). W. D. Geddes.
April.
May. Panel at Marischal College (plate).
Professor William Ogilvie.
June.
December to June, i8go. Unpublished verses by William Meston.

MSS. relating to Scottish Universities.
1890, July.
The Sapient Septemviri.
i8gi, January.
April.
King's College as a University residence.
Mr. Patrick Copland.
June.

J.

M. Bulloch.

Aberdeen archery medals.
Murray Lectures at King's College.
July.
Regenting in the Aberdeen Universities.
Universities at Fraserburgh and Peterhead.
1892, January.
Records of the Scottish Universities.
April, and 1901, June.
Marischal College v. Gordon's College.
April.
Entrants at King's College before 1843.
1893, March.
August, to July, 1894. Diary of John Row, principal of King's College. A. M. Munro.
Notes on Greyfriars Church. James Cooper, D.D.
1894, February.
May. The heirs of the Keiths (plate).
July.

University Library.

December. Old stalls in King's College Chapel and their occupants (plate).
Views of King's College (2 plates).
1895, March.
Heraldic emblazonments by Principal John Row.
May. Marischal College veterans (plate).
James Cadenhead.
August. Aberdonians abroad
November. Do.: University of Paris, 1395-1611.
Do. Thomas Reid (plate).
i8g6, March, April.
May to December. Description of armorial bearings, portraits and busts in
see
Mitchell Hall and Picture Gallery, Marischal College.
E[linor] A[rnott].
Reprinted
:

:

:

i8g6 infra.

May.

" Marischal

Pronunciation of the name
Heirs of the Keiths (tree).

".

Sir

W.

D. Geddes.

September.

December.

Le professeur ecossais Jean 'V^aus.
Views of King s College (plate).

Leopold

Delisle.

Buttery Willie Collie (plate).
Heirs of the Keiths (tree).

1897, January.
April.

The Macra bursaries.
The Blackwell essayists at Marischal College.
September. Aberdeen Grammar School masters and under masters.
December. Hebdomadar. Sir W. D. Geddes, Norman Macpherson, LL.D.,
May.

etc.
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1S98, February.
Sir

W.

Notes on King's College quadrangle as

it
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stood before i860

(2 plates).

D. Geddes.

Emma F. Ware.
Middleton family.
April. Graduation office at laureation of Masters of Arts, i86o-go. Sir W. D. Geddes.
Gateway and screen for Marischal College (plate). Archibald Simpson.
June, July. Teaching of botany in Aberdeen.
View of King's College, after Sir George Reid, P.R.S.A.
July.
December. Aberdeen University Club, London. J. M. Bulloch.
Aberdeen University life, 1690-91.
From Hist. MSS. Comm. Report.
December to 1904, Feb. American-Aberdeen graduates. James Gammack, LL.D.
Aberdonians abroad Professor Thomas Forbes.
1899, February.
August, to 1902, April. Records of the Royal Commission for visiting the univerand schools of Aberdeen, 1716-17.
Aberdeen doctors (of medicine) in 1657.
igoo, March.
March.

:

sities

June. John Fullerton, M.A. King's College, 1709.
King's College ballad of Allan Maclean.
June, July.
Records of Aberdeen Universities Addenda.
September

—

:

Series current.

Bishop Elphinstone's tomb in King's College Chapel.
March. " Paddle your own canoe," by an Aberdeen graduate.
The Inventory of King's College, 1542. F. C. Eeles.
June, July.
September. Students' riots in 1659. From Hist. MSS. Comm. Report.
Downie's slauchter.
igo2, June to November.
George Walker, Alexander Walker,
William Robbie, etc.
The Greyfriars Church, Aberdeen, in 1663.
July.
August. Residence in King's College.
igoi, January.

1889.

Act of Parliament.

An

act for the better administration

of the Universities of Scotland.
10 X 6J

in.

Pp. 21

+

52 and 53 Vict.,

c.

55.

and endowment

30th August, 1889.

[i].

Selections from
Anderson, Peter John. Fasti Academige Mariscallanre.
the records of the Marischal College and University, mdxciii.-mdccclx.
Edited
by Peter John Anderson, M.A., LL.B. Volume I. (II.). Aberdeen printed for
the New Spalding Club,
mdccclxxxix. (mdcccxcviii.).
:

loj X 7f in. Pp. xxxii + 577 + [i], (xxii -f 596). Five (and thirteen) plates.
For vol. iii. see 1898, Johnstone, infra.
printed at the University Press.

Aberdeen.

525 copies

Notes on heraldic representations at King's and Marischal Colleges,
By P. J. Anderson. Edinburgh, 1889.

8^ X 6J in. Pp. [5] 4- 80-86 -h [i] -1- 166-184. 4 plates. Offprint from Proceedings of the
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, vol. xxiii. (read loth Dec. 1888, and 11 March, iS8g).

Bulloch, John Malcolm.
Songs from The Chair, or the Court of a Varsity
Court, an operatic comedietta in two acts, written by J. Malcolm Bulloch, M..A.
" Alma Mater " Office.
1889.
Composed by Fritz Erckmann. Aberdeen
Thomson and Duncan, music printers.
loj X 7:J in.
Pp. [2] -f 25 + [i].
:

The true place of chemistry in the university curriCarneliey, Thomas.
culum.
Being the introductory address by Thos. Carneliey, D.Sc. (Lond.), B.Sc.
(Vict.), F.C.vS., on his installation as professor of chemistry in the University of
Aberdeen, October 23, 1888. Aberdeen the University Press.
1889.
:

8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 32, with a table.

Dr. Carneliey

32

was Professor of chemistry

1888-90.
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Greyfriars church, Aberdeen, a word in its behalf.
By
Cooper, James.
the Rev. [ames Cooper, M.A., minister of the East parish of Aberdeen.
Also Sum thingis concernin ye Grey freirs of Abirdene and their kirk, often
"
called in our day the
College church ".
By Alex. Walker, Esq., F.S.A., exDean of Guild, Aberdeen. Printed at the Free Press Office. 1889.
.

8^ X 5j

in.

.

.

Plate.

Pp. 46.

General Fund. University of Aberdeen. Account of the general university
fund and the reserve university fund for the year from 15th September, 1888,
to 15th September, 1889.
8^ X 5j

Pp. 18, and cover with

in.

GifFord Lectures.
Founded under the
iSgg.

igoo-oi.

in.

The

x 5^

in.

T.

&T.

Clark.

+

302

+
The

Pp. xvi

(8J x 5J in.

1903.

2 vols.

xiv + 2gi +
world and the individual.

Pp. xviii

Sayce, Archibald Henry.

1900-02.
:

x 5^
(S

Giftord, Senator of the College of Justice.

Naturalism and agnosticism.

Royce, Josiah.

1898-1900.

Macmillan Co.

Edinburgh

(g

Adam

will of

Ward, James.

1896-98.
Charles Black.

title.

;

58S

;

xxii

+

Two

viii

+

series.

:

Adam &

New

York:

480.)

religions of Ancient

Pp.

London

[i]-)

509

+

Egypt and Babylonia.

[i].)

Hay, Frank, and Bulloch, John IVIalcolm.
Misunderstandings.
Frank Hay and J. Malcolm Bulloch. Privately printed. 1889.
7^ X 4I

in.

By

Pp. 12.

King's College Chapel. King's College Chapel improvement scheme.
See 1892 infra.
Pp. 15 + [i] with plan.

io| X 8^.

Notes on the chapel, crown, and other ancient
IVlacpherson, Norman.
buildings of King's C<jllege, Aberdeen.
By Norman Macpherson, LL.I)., Abd.
et Edin., F.S.A.
With seven(Reprinted from Archaeologia Scotica [Vol. v.].)
teen plates (liv.-lxx.).
Edinburgh printed by Neill and Company.
1889.
:

A revised edition with some changes in the footnotes
Pp. 39 -I- [i].
Aberdeen D. Wyllie and Son. 1890.
pp. 17, 33) has a reset title-page, with imprint
iif X 8|

{e.g.

in.

—

:

Bursary competition versions
University and King's
Ogjlvie, Joseph.
College 1821-59, Marischal College and University 1845-59, University of
Aberdeen 1860-88. Edited by Joseph Ogilvie, M.A., LL.D., principal of the
Church of Scotland Training College, Aberdeen. [Motto.] Aberdeen. John
Adam. 1889.
:

7^ X 5^ in.
Bursars, 1801-88.

Pp. xxiv

+

112.

University

Press.

gives

list

of

First

Memorabilia domestica, or parish life in the North of
Sage, Donald.
By the late Rev. Donald Sage, A.M., minister of Resolis. Edited by
son.
Wick: W. Rae
1889.
83 X 5f in.
[r].
Pp. xiv + 439
Chaps, x., xi., xii. deal very fully with life at Marischal

Scotland.
his

An appendix

.

.

.

-t-

College, where

Sage graduated

in

1808 [Fasti,

ii.

394).
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An Aberdeenshire village propaganda forty
Robert Harvey.
M.A.
With an introduction by WiUiam
Robert
Smith,
Harvey
By
years ago.
Alexander, LL.D.
Edinburgh: David Douglas. 1889.
One plate.
Pp. 56-62 deal with the Aberdeen
Pp. xviii + 175 + [i].
7J X 5 in.
Smith,

Universities

.

.

.

Magazines of 1S49.

Catalogue of books added to the General Library of

[Walker, Robert.]

Aberdeen: the University Press.

the University of Aberdeen, 1887-9.
10 X 6

in.

Pp. [2]

+

36.

1889.

See 1887 supra, 1891 infra.

1890.

The Lord Rectors

Bulloch, John IVlalcolm.
deen.

By

7^ X 4f
26 Nov. 1S90.

and

Aberdeen

Malcolm Bulloch, M.A.
in.
2 plates.
Pp. 55 + [3].

J.

:

of the Universities of Aber-

&

D. Wyllie

200 copies printed

:

Son.

1890.

enlarged from

Alma Mater,

The pilgrim's progress in print
Bulloch, John IVlalcolm, and Holt, T.
T. Holt.
Thomson and Duncan Aberdeen.
J. M. Bulloch.

picture.

5x7!

:

in.

The

Claymore.
numbers.

Prepared

Pp. [20].

for the

a

Claymore,

Vol. L, No.

i.

Medical graduation supper

slashing

November

Friday,

in April, 1890.

periodical.
21st.
1890.

Special

rectorial

W. and W. Lindsay. Rectorial election, Huntly v. Bryce. Nos.
Pp. 4.
were issued Nov. 10 and 18, 1S93 Huntly v. Hunter. All in the Huntly interest.

II X ji in.

2

and

3

:

Aberdeen University Arts

[Duncan, George.]
mdcccxc.

Class, 1884-8

:

Records of

the Class,

7f X 5i

of

in-

Pp- 12

+

[4].

Taylor

&

Henderson.

Two

See 1893, infra.

plates.

Catalogue of books in the Students' Theological Library
Aberdeen
the Albany Press.
Aberdeen, 1889-90.

[Gilroy, James.]
the University of

:

MDCCCXC.
9f X 6

in.

IVlitchell,

The compiler

Pp. 16.

Anthony.

Dedicated

Mitchell.

to the

is

now

Professor of

Hebrew

in

the University.

from a student's gown.
By Anthony
Aberdeen James G. Bisset
Magistrand Class.

Tatters

:

:

1890.

7x4!
is

in.

Pp.

viii

+

56, with cover in colours.

Taylor and Henderson.

Mr. Mitchell

M.A., 1890; B.D., 1903.

Ogilvle, Joseph,
Introductory address to the magistrands of Aberdeen
University intending to enter the teaching profession.
p]y Joseph Ogilvie, M.A.,
Delivered 4th
LL.D., [)rincipal of the Church of Scotland Training College.
Aberdeen: printed at the Albany Press.
February, 1890.
1890.
8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 14.
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Key

Ogilvie, Joseph.
[Motto.]
Ogilvie.
.

.

7^ X 4I

in.

+

Pp. [2]

+

xii

Competition versions.

to Bursary

Aberdeen

.

189

+

:

John Adam.

examinations,

Bisset.

.

.

Not

.

.

Edited by Joseph

1890.

University Press.

[i].

[Stephenson, Robert Ben Tydd.]
professional

.

of

University

Questions in botany from the medical
Aberdeen
Aberdeen.
James G.
:

[1890.]

.

seen.

1891.

Hugh

[Campbell,

By Catter Thun.

7x4!

Pp. X

in.

+

149

in.

Pp.

3,

+

.

.

[3].

.

1891.
Chapters

6, 7, 8, relate to

Aberdeen University

Committee on academic costume.

General Council,
9 X 5J

Tartanville, the idyll of a northern village.

IVI'Kenzie.]

Brechin

with plate of hoods on

life.

[Memorandum.]

p. [4].

Standing orders of the General Council of the University of Aberdeen.
8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 7

+

[i].

Approved 14th October, 1891.

University of Aberdeen.

General Council.

Notice

is

hereby given
Uni-

that the next statutory half-yearly meeting of the General Council of the
6th October, 1891.
versity of Aberdeen will be held
.

7?

><

5i

ir>-

Pp- 43

+

[i]-

.

.

Thenceforward similar Notices have been issued

at least twice

a year.

Huntly, Charles, 1 1th iVlarquis of. "Social interest." An address to the
students of the University of Aberdeen, delivered March 6th, 1891, by the
Marquis of Huntly, P.C., Lord Rector. London: Harrison & Sons
1891.
.

7J X 4f

in.

Pp. 37

+

[i].

Reprinted in the 1902 Collection,

.

.

p. 280.

Birthright in land.
By William Ogilvie of Pittensear,
Ogilvie, William.
professor of humanity, and lecturer on political and natural history, antiquities,
With
criticism, and rhetoric in the University and King's College of Aberdeen.

biographical notes by D. C. Macdonald.
Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.
189T.

[Mottoes.]

London

:

Kegan

Paul,

7^ X 5 in. Pp. xxxii + viii + 436. Two plates. This work was issued anonymously in
" An
It occupies pp. 1-120 of
1782. under the title
essay on the right of property in land ".
"
conthe reissue, the editor having added 296 pages of biographical notes " with side-issues
See also J. Morrison Davidson's
taining a full account of the College union negotiations.
Predecessors 0/ Henry George.
Lond. 1899.

The Ambulance Corps bazaar book. Edited by John
Aberdeen, Lewis Smith and Sons, mdcccxci.
in.
The Volunteer Medical Staff
Pp. xiv -f 67 -f [i], with numerous plates.

Recano, John B.
B. Recano.
Corps

loj X 7^
in connection with the University of Aberdeen was founded

in 1S86.
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Schenkl, Heinrich. Bibliotheca patrum latinorum britannica. Bearbeitet
von Heinrich Schenkb Zvveiten Bandes dritte Abtheilung.
Die schottischen
Bibliotheken.
Wien, i8g6.
.

9^ X 6J

.

.

in.

Pp.

+

[2]

"7, Aberdeen, King's College," pp.

go.

'Twixt scliool and
William Gordon.
By Gordon Stables, C.M., M.D., R.N.

Stables,
reliance.

.

illustrations.

.

.

.

Blackie

&

Son, Limited, London.

7f X 5 in.
Pp. X + 11-352.
entered Marischal College in 1854

•

Chapter xxv.
M.D., 1862.

:

Student

.

35--13.

college
.

.

of

self-

full-page

1891.

.

Aberdeen.

in

life

a tale

:

With eight

.

Dr.

Stables

Notes on the progress of Aberdeen University during
Struthers, John.
the past thirty years.
By John Struthers, M.D., LL.D., emeritus professor of
anatomy in the University of Aberdeen.
(Reprinted from the Aberdeen Free
Press of May 4, 6, 11 and 13, 1891.)
8J X 5^

in.

Pp. 30

+

University Press.

[2].

[Walker, Robert.] Catalogue of books added to the General Library of
the University of Aberdeen, 1889-91.
Aberdeen: the University Press. 1891.
10 X 6 in.
See 1889, supra.
Pp. 47 + [i].

Wilson, John Dove.

Syllabus of lectures on the law of Scotland in the

University of Aberdeen.
8 X 5

in.

Pp. 15

[i].

-I-

Second

issue.

[1892.]

8f x 5^

in.

pp. 14

;

+

[2].

1892.

The

Anderson, Peter John.
printed for the Class of 1868-72.
in

Pp- 22 +
10^ X 7I in
Rev. S. Ree's Records, infra.

[2].

arts

curriculum.

P. J. A.

Aberdeen

:

1892.
Fifty copies off-printed

(with a

title)

of Appendix

iv.

Brown's bookstall, 1892. A. Brown & Co., bookAberdeen.
8 X 6f in.
To the pages of this monthly were contributed the papers by
Pp. [4] + 212.
Mr. George Walker afterwards issued in revised form as Aberdeen Awa\- see infra, 1897.

Brown's Bookstall.

sellers

(S:

stationers,

Nos. 1-36, Jan. 1892-Dec. 1894.

Buildings Extension.
Not

seen.

Not

seen.

Thereafter issued at irregular intervals.

Occasional plates.

Deputation to Mr. Goschen.

Reprint from Free Press of 17th February.

Pp. 10.

Meeting of General Committee and subscribers.
Pp.

8.

Reprinted from Free Press of gth April.

Report of proceedings at a public meeting held in Aberdeen on the
day of December, mdcccxci. -the Marquis of Huntly in the chair to
consider the necessity for extending the buildings of the University of Aberdeen.
Aberdeen University Press, mdcccxcii.

—

first

8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 36.

—
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Buildings Extension.

University of Aberdeen buildings extension scheme.
Description of proposed enlargements, with bird's-eye view and plans.
Aberdeen University Press. 1892.

[Arms.]

iii X 8|

in.

Pp.

Plans,

8.

Colvin, John.
"John": his pilgrimage and his picture as proclaimed at
the presentation pageant in Marischal College on xii November, mdccgxcii.
Aberdeen.
1892.
9I X 7 in. Pp. 16. One plate. 150 copies offprinted, with title, from the Free Press.
Colvin was porter at Mar. Coll., 1843-73; sacrist there, 1873-79; at King's Coll., 1879-91;
died, 1895.

Geddes, Sir William Duguid.
sem.

Canticum

in

Almam Matrem Aberdonen-

MDCccxcii.
10 X 7^

in.

Pp.

University Press.

4.

Notes on the restoration of King's College Chapel, Aberdeen. By Sir
William D. Geddes, LL.D., principal of the University of Aberdeen.
(Reprinted
from " Transactions of Aberdeen Ecclesiological Society ".) Aberdeen printed
:

for private circulation.
iii X 9

in.

Pp. 25

1892.

+

[i].

One

plate.

University of Aberdeen.
Interim report.

King's College Chapel.
College Chapel.
io| X 8

Sir

in.

Pp. 6

+

[2].

Restoration of King's

See infra, 1894.

Canticum in Almam Matrem Aberdonensem. Written by
Kirby, John.
William Geddes, LL.D.
Set to music for men's voices and orchestra by John

Kirby.

Printed for the composer by

10 X 7^

in.

Pp. 3

+

[i].

Thomson and Duncan, Aberdeen.

Music reprinted

in

Alma Mater, 26

Oct. 1892.

Library Committee. University of Aberdeen. Report on the Library of
the University.
Prepared by the Library Committee and approved by the Senatus
of the University on July 26th [1892J.
13J X 8J

in.

Pp. 19

+

[i].

Records of the Arts Class, 1868-72, University of AberRee, Stephen.
Edited by Peter John Anderson. Second edition edited by Stephen Ree.

deen.

Aberdeen

:

printed for the Class by A. King and Co., at the University Press.

1892.
loi X 7I in.
10 plates.
Pp. xii -1- 250 + [2].
Only 90 copies printed. Appendices on
" The ne.\t
"
" Addresses
" David
Rennet," The arts curriculum,"
generation,"
during 1868-72,"
"
"
Canticum in Almam Matrem Aberdonensem
the last (by Sir W. 1). Geddes), with a
metrical version by Mr. Ree.
See also 1882, Anderson, supra, and 1902, Wilson, infra.

—

I
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Stark, James.

&

Son.

Kidd of Aberdeen: a picture of religious
Aljerdeen
Stark, minister in Aberdeen.

Dr.

By James

gone days.

503

.

.

.

life
:

D.

in byVVyllie

1892.

Three plates.
Pp. xii + 270.
7^ X 5 in.
New editions
Bain's recollections of Dr. Kidd.

Free Press Office.

An appendix

gives Dr.

1893 and 1898.

in

Students' Representative Council. University of Aberdeen. Students'
Annual report to students. Session 1891-92.
8^ X 5^ in. Pp. 9 + [i]. Issued annually.

Representative Council.

1893.

Act of Parliament. An act to authorise the extension of the buildings of
Marischal College of the Univeisity of Aberdeen, to provide for the removal and
re-erection of Greyfriars Church, and other purposes.
56 and 57 Vict., c. 177.
27 July, 1893.
loi X

-jI in.

+

Pp. 13

[3].

Department of Agriculture.

Agriculture.

for

Proceedings

1892-93.

Map.

Pp. 44.

Balmoral, a romance of the Queen's country.
William Blackwood & Sons.

Allardyce, Alexander.

By Alexander

...

Allardyce.

3 vols.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MDCCCXCIII.
yi X 5

in.

William Meston

is

of Aberdeen.

P. J. A.

7J X 5 in. Pp. 27 + [i].
University Calendar for 1893-94.

P. J. A.
title)

See 1725, supra.

in this novel.

on the libraries of the Univerprinted at the University Press.
1893.
Fifty copies offprinted (with a title) of Appendix B in the

Anderson, Peter John.
sities

one of the characters
Historical notes

Aberdeen

:

List of officers, University and King's College, Aberdeen, 1495- 1860.
Printed at the University Press.
1893.
Fifty copies, printed on non-club paper, of pp. 3-94 (with a

loj X 7^ in.
Pp. 94.
of the next item.

new

and graduates of University and King's College, A[)erdeen,
Edited by Peter John Anderson, M.A., LL.B.
Aberdeen.
the New Spalding Club,
mdcccxciii.

Officers

MVD.-MDCCCLX.
Printed for

loj X 7f
Sir

in.

Pp. XX

-t-

399

George Reid, and three other

Alexander
By Alexander
and Company. 1893.
Brook,

Scotland.

8f X 7

in.

J.

[i].

plates.

S.

J. S.

One

Pp. 80.

from Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot.

-\-

Frontispiece of Aberdeen student from painting by
525 copies printed at the University Press.

The

university,

Brook, F.S.A. Scot.

inserted plate and

many

civic,

and

maces of
printed by Neill

judicial

Edinburgh
figures in text.

:

Offprint with

Bulloch, John Malcolm.
University centenary ceremonies.
Malcolm Bulloch, M.A. Aberdeen, mdcccxciii.
9 X 5f

in.

Pp. xvi

title

vol. xxvi. pp. 440-514.

-t-

61

4- [3].

One

plate.

Reprinted from the Free Press.

By John
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[Duncan, George.] Aberdeen University Arts Class, 1884-8. [Quotation.]
mdcccxchi.
X
•"•
Pp- 30 + [2], and cover with title. Five plates. Taylor & Henderson. See
5^
7f

Class record,
1896, infra.

Fairbairn,

Andrew

"The

Martin.

beloved disciple."

Sermon

in

memory

of the late Professor Milligan, D.I)., preached in King's College Chapel, Old
Aberdeen, by Rev. A. M. Fairbairn, D.I)., principal of Mansfield College,
x'\berdeen
the University Press.
Oxford, on Sunday, 17th December, 1893.
:

8J X 5|

for

Pp. 26.

in.

Geddes, Sir William Duguid. Defence of the Old Crown: or the case
King's College stated and explained.
7j X 5

print of

in.

Crown

Pp. 34

after Sir

+

Reprinted from the Aberdeen yonrnal.

[2].

Paper cover with

George Reid.

Libellus academicus salutatorius.

Ex Aberdonia.

mdcccxciii.

9j X 7^ in. Pp. 5 + [3]. University Press. A greeting to students of other Universities,
signed "Joannes Everard Rae, A.M., Comitiorum Studentium Praeses," but written by Sir
W. D. Geddes.

The sunniest season of life. Students' song with chorus for
Kirby, John.
men's voices. Written by John Malcolm Bulloch, M.A. The music composed
by John Kirby. Printed for the composer by Thomson and Duncan, Aberdeen.
10 X 7^ in.
Music reprinted in Alma Mater, i Mar. 1893.
Pp. 3 + [i].

A

Knight, George David.
for

thesis

Bailliere

.

.

8J X 5^

.

the degree of
1893.

in.

Pp.

+

viii

Movable kidney and intermitting hydronephrosis.
London
M.D. Aberdeen.
By G. D. Knight.

:

+

129

This

[i].

is

included as the

first

M.D.

thesis submitted

in print.

Library.

Aberdeen meeting,
Library association of the United Kingdom.
List of books and manuAberdeen University Library.

Visit to the

1893.

scripts exhibited.
gj X 6 in. Pp.

6.

In memoriam.

Minto, William.
IVIylne,

The master masons

Robert Scott.

By Rev. Robert
15 X 10 in.

Scott Mylne.
Pp. XX

+

307

See snpm, 1883,

+

.

.

[i],

Edinburgh
with many plates
.

.

.

Alma

IVIater.

of Scotland and their works.
.

1893.

including the four crown steeples of

Old Aberdeen, Linlithgow, Edinburgh and Newcastle.

Ogilvie, Joseph.

Session 1893-94.
Class of
University of Aberdeen.
Inaugural address by Joseph Ogilvie,
AberDelivered i8th October, 1893.

theory, history, and art of education.
M.A., LL.D., lecturer on education.
.

deen

.

.

1
printed at the Albany Press.
893.
8| X 5^ in.
Pp. 18 + [2], and cover with title.
:
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Aberdeen, its traditions and
By William Robbie.

Robbie, William.

some eminent Aberdonians.
Son.
is

.

.

505

With notices of
Aberdeen I). Wyllie &

history.
.

:

1893.

Pp. xii + 517 + [i].
8J X 5f in.
an alumnus of King's Coll., 1852-54.

Rodger, Ella

Burton.

Hill

Aberdeen doctors

By Ella
wood and Sons, Edinburgh and London,

narrative of a medical school.
8J X 5f

in.

+

Pp. xvi

+

355

[i].

Free Press Printing Company.

13 plates.

Hill

Mr. Robbie

home and abroad

at

Burton Rodger.

:

the

William Black-

mdcccxciii.

Dedicated to the graduates of Aberdeen University.

Students' Handbook. Students' handbook for 1893-94. Published by
the Students' Representative Council.
Printed annually by W. and W. Lindsay.
Includes a directory of
5^ X 3f in.
Pp. 46.
students.

The University library, Aberdeen.
Trail, James William Helenus.
of works of a periodical class, with prices.
April, 1893.
9f X 6J

in.

Professor Trail

Pp. 14.

was

List

elected Curator of the Library in iSgi.

1894.
Hectoris Boetii Murthlacensium et Aberdonensium episBoece, Hector.
coporum vitae. Edited and translated by James Moir, M.A., LLJ^., Co-rector
of Aberdeen Grammar School.
Aberdeen printed for the New Spalding Club.
:

MDCCCXCIV.
loj X 7I

in.

Alexander VL's

Pp. XX

4-

V

4-

6-210, with plates of King's College Chapel interior, and of

bull.

Financial statement with reference to sites and

Buildings Extension.

new

buildings.
13J X 8^

in.

March, 1894.
Pp.

[4].

Report by the executive sub-committee.
13J X 8^

in.

Pp.

.

.

.

31st

May, 1894.

Signed David Stewart.

[4].

University of Aberdeen buildings extension scheme. Aberdeen Uni1894.
Two views. Signed by Lord Huntly. List of subscriptions
lof X 8^ in.
Pp. 10 + [2].
Aug. 1894.

versity Press.
to I

Bulloch, John
Bulloch.

Aberdeen

7t ^ 4j

in-

IVlalcolm.
:

Pp- 32, with ornamental cover.

College carols.

and Son.

Certain college

By John Malcolm

carols.

mucccxciv.
50 copies printed.

By John Malcolm Bulloch.

Aberdeen

:

I).

Wyllie

mdcccxciv.

7* X 4i

in.

Pp. 78

4- [6].

500 copies printed.

Chiefly reprints from

Alma

Mater.

[Campbell, Hugh Fraser.] Catalogue of the Law Library in the University
of Aberdeen.
Aberdeen: printed at the University Press.
1894.
8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 19

+

[i].
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Cruickshank, John Forbes.
cord of Arts Class, 1870-74.
gj X jI

in.

Pp. 22

+

University of Aberdeen.

Preliminary re-

[2].

[Geddes, Sir William Duguid.] Boece and Melvin a vindication; or
Aberdeen printed at the Aberdeen Journal
:

the sequence after ue prohibitive.
Office.
1894.
7^ X 4f

A

Jan. 1895.

in.

"

Pp. 23

+

With an "Epilogue"

[i].

concluding epilogue" appeared

Jamleson, Thomas.
cultural course.

5 in.

(pp. 3
in the your)ial

&

+

[i])

of

i

University of Aberdeen.

Winter session, 1894-95.

be had from Wyllie
7^ X

:

Son, booksellers

Pp. 28, and cover with

.

.

.

from the Journal of 30

Apr. 1895.

Opening

lecture of agri-

Published by request.
Aberdeen.

Copies

may

title.

Johnston, David. The scope of Biblical criticism. An inaugural address
given in the hall of Marischal College, Aberdeen, on Tuesday afternoon, 31st
October, 1893, by David Johnston, professor of divinity and biblical criticism in
Aberthe University of Aberdeen and minister of Harray and Birsay.
[Texts.]
deen

:

John Rae Smith.

7^ X 5

in.

.

.

.

1894.

Pp. 36.

King's College Chapel. University of Aberdeen. King's College chapel.
Schemes for restoration and improvement. I. Organ fund. II. Chapel fund.
List of subscribers and balance sheets.
Aberdeen printed at the University
:

Press.

1894.

7S X 5i

in-

Pp- 20.

Catalogue of the books added to the
Library.
University of Aberdeen,
printed
Library in King's College, November, 1891, to March, 1894. Aberdeen
at the University Press.
1894.
:

10 X 6 in.
See 1891, Walker, supra. This list forms Appendix B in the
Pp. 55 + [i].
A similar catalogue of books added to the library in King's
University Calendar of 1894/95.
Each
1896 (pp. 76)
1897 (pp. 61 + [i]).
College was issued in 1895 (pp. 97 + [i])
appeared in the corresponding Calendar. See 1898, infra.
;

University of
Archaeological Library.
10 X 7

in.

Aberdeen.

Aberdeen

:

;

Catalogue of the books in the Wilson
printed at the University Press.

Pp. 18.

Low, William

David Thomson, M.A., professor of natural PhilLeslie.
the University of Aberdeen.
A sketch of his character and career.
William Leslie Low, M.A., Rector of St. Columba's, Largs, and Canon of

osophy

By

in

Cumbrae.
7^ X 5
India paper.

Aberdeen
in.

:

published by D. Wyllie

&

Son.

.

&

.

mdcccxciv.

+ 124. Three plates. A few copies on large paper, with plates on
Henderson. Canon Low is M.A., 1862 D.D., 1901.

Pp. xiv

Taylor

.

;
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Mackenzie, William Andrew.
Noel MDcccxciv.
5I X 3f in.
Pp. [16] and cover. On
Mater,

xi.

196

xii.

;

Annie,]

[IVlilligan,

82

1

1,

& W.

Lindsay.

Pp. 32, and cover with

in.

is

London

A. Mackenzie.

"

Shon Campbell

printed

Defence of Marischal College.

VV.

Reprinted by

7i ^ si

pp. 11-12

W.

".

:

See Alma

179.

IVIarischal College.
in 1859.

Rosemary.

507

entered into rest

Great public meeting

[1894.]

title.

In memoriam
nth December,

William Milligan, D.D., born 15th March,

Aberdeen

1893.

the University Press.

:

1894.
9i ^ 7i

in-

Bibliography on pp. 55-8.

Pp- 5^-

Robertson, Alexander Webster.
In

T/ie Library,

Library, Aberdeen, read this
1893.

Senatus.

Minutes.

[Williamson,
MDCCCXCIV.
7 X 5j in.

+

public libraries of Aberdeen.

See infra, 1901.

Charles.]

Pp. 31

The

Mr. Robertson, M.A., 1866, librarian of the Public
paper at the Aberdeen meeting of the Library Association, Sept.,
1-12.

pp.

vi.,

Aberdeen
Taylor

7 plates.

[i].

&

University

Arts

Class,

1885-9.

Henderson.

1895.

W.

Aitken,

Crown and

H,

By Christopher King.
Aberdeen, University
Bridge Street.
1895.

tower, the story

of Aberdeen

With

University.

special introductory chapter by Alfred
lecturer on elocution.
Aberdeen
W. lolly
:

Macleod,

&

Sons,

Four plates. A severe review appeared in Alina Mater,
7I X 5 in.
Pp. viii + 68.
6 Nov. 1895, an even more scathing criticism originally
printed for the previous number having
been cancelled.

Anderson, Duncan.
from pinafore
J.

to

&

Selwin Tait

By

gown.
Sons.

.

.

.

6^ X 4^ in.
Pp. xvi + 245
Reissued in Toronto, 1899.

Scottish folk lore, or reminiscences of Al)erdeenshire
the Rev. Duncan Anderson, M.A.
New York
.

.

.

:

[1895.]

+

Chapter xxv.

[i].

:

The competition

[1840] and the gown.

Anderson, Peter John. University of Aberdeen. Subject cataloguing
Aberdeen: printed at the University Press.
1895.

in

the Library.
9f X 7^

in.

Pp. 16.

Arts Class.
y*^

Arts Class

(li:

Duncan.
8J X 55

in.

1

Hereunto are

891-1895.
Pp.

8.

affixed y^

comelye and beautious autographs of
Citie of Aberdeen bye Thomson

Emprynted inne ye

Lithographed.
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Bulloch, John Malcolm.
1895.
.

.

A

history of the University of Aberdeen, 1495-

By John Malcohn Bulloch, M.A.
MDCCCXCV.

.

London: Hodder and Stoughton.

viii + 220.
Printed at Aberdeen University Press.
A preliminary
columns of the Aberdeen Free Press from Apr. 25 to Oct. 17.

74 X 5l inPpedition appeared in the

[Geddes, Sir William Duguid.]
LL.D., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Mitchell,

Memorial verses
Born 22nd May,

in

honour of Chas.
Died 22nd

1820.

August, 1895.
4f X 3S

in-

Pp-

Printed on card.

[2].

See Alma Mater,

xiii. 2.

30, 39.

University of Aberdeen.
Regulations and by-laws of the Library.
printed at the University Press.
1895.

Library.

Aberdeen

:

7J X 5

in.

Pp.

Revised editions in 1897 and 1904.

8.

James Melvin, rector ofthe Grammar School of Aberdeen.
With appendices.
Aberdeen printed for the
Centenary Committee, mdcccvc.
8 X 63 in.
Printed by Taylor & Henderson, and published
4 plates.
Pp. [viii] +112.
by D. Wyllie & Son. 250 numbered copies. Reprint from MaemUlati's Mag. for Jan. 1864,
edited by P. J. Anderson
appendices by John Hill Burton, Sir W. D. Geddes, Rev. W. R.

A

Masson, David.

sketch by David Masson.

:

:

Bruce.

Boece, Melvin, Geddes: do they ever nod?
IVloir, James.
Reprinted from the Aberdeen Journal, Aberdeen.
1895.

7x5

in.

By

J.

M,

Pp. 24.

Monocerotis cornu abreptum restitutum celebratum ab aaaaaaaaaaaa bb
cc DDDDD eef:eeeeeeee ggggg iiiii llllll mmmm nnnnnnnnnn 000000000 P
RRRRRRRRRR SS TT VVV XX. Aberdoniffi MDCCCLXXn. MDCCCXCI. MDCCCVC.
:

8^ X 5f in. Pp. [20] 2 plates. No printer's name. Only seven copies printed, for the
British Museum, the Advocates' Library, the University Libraries of St. Andrews, Glasgow,
Aberdeen and Edinburgh and " the surviving criminals". This curious pamphlet records the
removal, on the night of Saturday, 23rd December, 1872, of the horn of the unicorn at the door
of the Library, King's College and its return on Christmas Day, 1S90, to Principal Geddes,
who, as requested, acknowledged receipt by a Latin advertisement in the Scotsman of 5th Jan.,
The title evidently includes an anagram of names ofthe persons concerned.
1891.
:

;

;

King's College buildings a descriptive account.
Rait, Robert Sangster,
R. Aberdeen printed at the Aberdeen Journal Office.
1895.
:

R.

S.

:

7J X 5

in.

Pp. 20

+

[4],

including two plates.

Offprint from his Universities of Aber-

deen, pp. 233-48.

The
M.A.

Aberdeen a history.
By Robert Sangster
mdcccxcv.
Bisset.
Gordon
James
published by

Universities of

Aberdeen

:

:

Rait,

Aberdeen Journal Office, the type being that of the columns
8^ X 53 in.
Pp. xii + 382.
of the journal, in which the chapters appeared from May 2 to Aug. 29.
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Rashdall, Hastings. The Universities of Europe
Oxford
Hastings Rashdall. ... In two volumes.
.

.

.

:

in the
at the

509

middle ages. By
Clarendon press.

MDCCCXCV.
8| X 5f

Aberdeen

in.

in vol.

ii.,

pt.

Stables, William Gordon.
battle of

By Gordon

life.

Stables,

i.,

p.

309.

From ploughshare to pulpit, a tale of
M.D.
London James Nisbet & Co
.

.

.

the

:

1895.

Book I. The student at home. Book II. Ups and downs
7^ X 5 in.
Pp. viii + 310.
of University Hfe.
See supra, i8gi. Dr. Gordon Stables has introduced episodes of Aberdeen
University life in others of his tales.
:

:

Aberdeen University Union.
Students' Union.
Constitution and byAberdeen printed at the Adelphi press.
8f X 5j in. Pp. II + [i], and cover with title. Taylor and Henderson.

laws, 1895-96.

:

1896.

Anderson, Peter John. University of Aberdeen. Report by the librarian
Academicus for the year ending 15th September, 1896, in terms

to the Senatus

XVL

of Ordinance No. 64, Section
Henceforward issued annually.
13J X 8J.
Pp. 4.

A college chapel.
The Britisli Weekly, q July, 1896, vol. xx. p. 184
The chapel
College, where Miss Annand (now Mrs. Taylor) was a student 1894-97.
Annand, Rachel.
In

is

that of

Kind's

Arnott, Elinor.
Description of the armorial
University of Aberdeen.
bearings, portraits and busts in the Mitchell Hall and Picture Gallery, Marischal
College.
By E. A. Aberdeen printed at thti-Albany Press. 1896.
:

8x5!

in.

and Queries, May

+

Pp. xvi
to

138.

One

plate.

A

revised edition of the articles in Scottish Notes

December, 1896.

A philosophical centenary, Reid and Campbeing the opening lecture of the logic class, session 1896-97.
By ^ViIliam
L. Davidson, LL.D., professor of logic and metaphysics in the University of
Aberdeen. Aberdeen John Rae Smith.
1896.
Davidson, William Leslie.

bell,

:

8| X 5i

in.

Pp. 21

+

[i].

Delisle, Leopold.
L'imprimeur parisien Josse Bade et le professeur ecossais
Extrait de la Bibliotheque de I'Ecole des chartes,
Par L. fJelisle.

Jean Vaus.

annee 1896,
9^ X 6^

t.

Ivii.

in.

Pp

Paris.
12

+

1896.

[2].

The evolution of literature. An essay read before the
Dickie, John.
Aberdeen University Literary Society, February 7th, 1896, by J. Dickie, M.A.,
"
Buckie.
Peterhead printed by P. Scrogie, " Buchan Observer
works.
1896.
X
in.
8^
5i
Pp. 15 + [I].
:
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[Duncan, George.] Aberdeen University Arts Class, 1884-8. mdcccxcvi.
Aberdeen the Queen's printers.
Pp. 51 + [i], and cover with title.
gf X 7J in.
Taylor & Henderson. Eleven plates,
included in paging.
Preface, "The pilgrim's progress," and verses, "Hearts desire,' by
Class Record.

:

See 1899, infra.

M. Bulloch.

J.

William

Sir

Geddes,
" Minstrel " and

Poetic

Duguid.

of

ideals

The

education.

A lecture by Principal Sir Wm. D.
George Macdonald.
Published by request.
Aberdeen
Geddes, University of Aberdeen.
John
:

Rae Smith.

1896.

9I X 7j

in.

+

Pp. 29

[3].

Hendrlck, James. The relations of modern science to agriculture. Inaugural lecture, University of Aberdeen, 1896. By James Hendrick, B.Sc, F.I.C.,
"
F.C.S.
Reprinted from The Scottish farmer ".
Glasgow.
.

6 X 4

in.

Mr. Hendrick

Pp. 38.

Johnston case.

is

.

.

Lecturer on agricultural chemistry.

University Court papers.

Report of Committee of Senatus (appointed 21st March) regarding the class of biblical
criticism.
30th March Answers for the Aberdeen University Court in reply to the Report
D. J. (io| x 7^ in.
of 30th March.
April- May, 1896.
Pp. 15 + [i].)
.

.

.

;

.

.

.

Notes of evidence

an investigation with reference to the class of biblical criticism.

at

July [August], 1896. (Pp. 147 + [i].)
Print of documents submitted by the Aberdeen University Court to the Lords of the
Privy Council in the matter of the resolution of the Court requiring Professor David Johnston,
D.D., to retire from the chair of biblical criticism in Aberdeen University. [1896.] (Pp.

+

65

[I]-)

Library.
library.

7J x

Aberdeen

Classified list of current serials in the
University of Aberdeen.
at the University Press.
1896,

Aberdeen: printed
5 in.
Pp. [2] + 16.

:

Rough
University of Aberdeen.
printed at the University Press.

8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 59

+

Lynch, Arthur.

men and women
.

.

.

i

list

of the periodicals in the Library.

1896.

[I].

Human documents

of the time.

:

character sketches of representative
London Bertram Dobell.

By Arthur Lynch.

.

.

.

:

1896.
7I X 5

in.

Pp.

xii

+

304.

Pp. 285-304

:

Alexander Bain.

The ecclesiastical architecture
IVlacglbbon, David, and Ross, Thomas.
of Scotland. ... By David Macgibbon and Thomas Ross. ... 3 vols.
.

Edinburgh

:

10 X 6^

David Douglas,
in.

.

.

mdcccxcvi. -vii.

King's College chapel described and illustrated

John Cruickshank, professor
Ogilvie, Joseph.
and University of Aberdeen. A memoir by Joseph

in

in

Vol.

iii.

pp. 287-296.

the Marischal College
with appendices.

Ogilvie,
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Aberdeen printed ... by Taylor and Henderson and published
by I).
mdcccxcvi.
Wyllie and Son.
8 X 6f in.
7 plates.
250 numbered copies. Compiler assisted
Pp. [viii] + 147 + [i].
.

:

by Dr. Alexander Cruickshank, Dr. Alexander Bain, and

R.

S.

P. J.

.

.

Anderson.

Extracts from King's College Records,
Rait, Robert Sangster.
R.
Aberdeen printed for private circulation. 1896.

1716.

:

gf X 7J in. Pp. viii + 12. 25 copies offprinted by Milne
Spalding Club's Historical Papers, vol. ii., 1896.

&

Hutchison from the

New

Shewan, James Smith.

Crown and tower. Edited for University union
Shewan, M.A., Alex. Brown, M.A., B.Sc, C. I. Beattie, M.A.
Aberdeen printed ... by Taylor & Henderson, Queen's printers, mdcccxcvi.
gj X 7J in. Pp. xxiv + 94. 16 plates, including 10 views of King's College and 5 of
bazaar by

S.

J.

:

Marischal.

Smith, James, and Cruickshank, John Forbes.

Records of the Arts

Class, 1870-74, University of Aberdeen. Edited by Rev. James Smith, chairman
of Class Reunion Committee, and John Forbes Cruickshank, secretary.
Aberdeen printed for the Class by A. King
Co., at the University press.
1896.

&

:

10 X 7^

in.

Pp.

xii

+

162

+

[2].

Nine

100 copies printed.

plates.

The lights of the north illustrating the rise and progress
Stark, James.
of Christianity in North-Eastern Scotland.
AberBy James Stark, D.D.
D. Wyllie & Son. mdcccxcvi.
deen
Free Press. Sketches given of Bishops
7j X 5 in.
Pp. xii 4- 341 + [i] and frontispiece.
Elphinstone and Patrick Forbes, Principal George Campbell, etc.
;

.

.

.

:

Trail,
the Library

James William Helenus.

September, 1896,

in

13^ X 8^
annually.

Pp.

in.

University of Aberdeen.

Report by

Academicus for the year ending 15th
terms of Ordinance No. 64, Section XV.

Committee
4.

to

the Senatus

Signed by Professor Trail as curator.

fienceforward issued

Records of the first bajan class of the
Westland, David Monro.
Edited by David M. Westland, M. Inst. C.E.
University of Aberdeen, 1860-61.
Printed at the University Press, Aberdeen
1896.
photographs reproduced by
M. & T. Scott, Edinburgh.
:

10^ X 7^

in.

Pp. 77

4- [3].

67 plates.

1897.
Accountant's report and Abstract of
Accounts. University of Aberdeen.
accounts, for the year ending 15th September, 1897.
An Abstract also issued separately
9^ X 7J in.
Pp. 70 4- [i] and cover with title.
Two forms of Abstracts issued in 189S (pp. 60 and 22) and 1899 (pp. 60 and 22).
pp. 22.
For 1899/1900 onward the .size is 13 x 8^ in. (later 13^ x 8J in.).
:
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Records of the Arts
Allan, John Buckley, and IVlackie, Alexander.
Aberdeen. Compiled by John Buckley Allan and
Alexander Mackie. Aberdeen privately printed by Taylor & Henderson, printers
Class, 1S72-76, University of

:

to

Her Majesty.
10 X jh

in.

1897.

+

Pp. xvi

100

+

[6].

Nine

plates.

80 copies printed.

Officers of the Marischal College and University
Printed at the University Press.
1897.
3-77 + [i].
Offprint, with title, &c., from Records of Mar. Coll.

[Anderson, Peter John.]
of Aberdeen, 1593-1860.
10 X 7i
vol.

in.

Pp. [8]

-h

ii.

College chimes.

College chimes.

No.

lOj X 7^

No

Edited by

in.

Pp. 10.

printer's

in.

Pp.

March, 1897.

i.

S. Purdy.

J.

Two

editions.

Report of the Finance Committee on the

Finance Committee.
the General University Fund.
gj X 7^

name.

state of

[1897.]

4.

Records of the Arts Class, 1854-58.
Garden, Farquharson Taylor.
Third edition.
Edited by Farquharson
Marischal College and University.
1897.
Taylor Garden. Aberdeen printed by Milne & Hutchison.
:

loj X 7^ in.
Crombie, supra.

Pp. [8]

+

62

+

10 plates.

[2].

Only

100 copies printed.

See 1879,

Graduation
Geddes, Sir William Duguid. University of Aberdeen.
2nd April, 1897. Aberdeen the
address by Principal Sir William D. Geddes.
1897.
University Press.
:

gf X 7^

in.

Pp. 10

+

[2].

Title

on coloured paper cover.

The Universities of Britain, their history, life, and aim.
Johnson, J, W.
With many literary portraits of many eminent men educated therein. By J. W.
London Henry Frowde.
Johnson, LL.D., F.S.A., F.R.G.S. ... 3 vols.
:

.

.

.

1897-98.
Pp. xiv + 167 + [i] xii + 113 + [i];
8J X 5j in.
gravure portrait of the author appears in each volume.
;

Johnston, David.
Aberdeen.
1897.

The Aberdeen

xviii

+

107

+

[i].

The same photo-

University case of biblical

criticism.

9x5! in. Pp. xvii -|- 220 (p. i is also paged xvii). A " memorial to the Aberdeen
Another edition bears to be
University Court, and, if necessary, to the Queen in Council ".
published by J. G. Bisset and John Rae Smith, and to be printed at the University Press
additional matter on p. 2.
:

Library.

Aberdeen University Libiary. Catalogue of the books
Aberdeen: printed at the University Press. 1897.
Pp. 63 + [i].

Celtic department.
10 X 6

in.

in

the
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University of Aberdeen.
Catalogue of the books added to the
Library.
Aberdeen printed for the University
Library in Marischal College, 1874-96.
[at the University Press].
1897.
A Prefatory Note contains a list of 27 printed Catalogues of
loj X 7 in.
Pp. 286.
:

prior date.

The Aberdeen medical school.
Mackenzie, William Leslie.
By W.
Leslie Mackenzie, M.A., M.D., Medical Officer of Health, Leith.
Reprinted for
the author from the British Medical Journal, June 19th, 1847. London printed
at the office of the British Medical Association.
1897.
:

.

8^ X 5^

in.

Pp.

8,

and cover with

IVlarischal College.
13 X 8 in.

Pp. 4.
temporary report of the

A

.

.

title.

Meeting

for

defence of Marischal College in 1859.

by Mr. William Lindsay, one of the speakers, of the conHead Court held 26 Feb. 1859.
reprint,

Davie being a faithful account of divers tributes paid,
and prose, on the twenty-eighth day of December
A.D. MDCCcxcvi. to the mathematical coach, who is formally known as David
Rennet, Doctor of Laws. Printed at the Aberdeen University Press for the

Rennet, David.

in

:

poetry

picture,

benefit of Davie-devotees.
8J X 5^
portrait, with

Ten

+

75

+

appendices by

W.

K. Leask,

in.

Pp. [8]

[i].

plates.

W.

C.

A

report of the presentation of Davie's

Macdonald and

others.

Aberdeen awa', sketches of the men, manners, and
Walker, George.
customs as delineated in Brown's Bookstall, 1892-94.
By George Walker.
Aberdeen
Revised and largely extended, with portraits and illustrations.
:

&

A. Brown
7^ X 5

Co.

1897.

Pp. X

in.

+ 399 +

[i].

W.

Jolly

&

Frontispiece and plates

Sons, printers.

in

text.

1898.

Aberdeen Architecture.
In the Builder, 14th May, i8g8.
Views of King's and Marischal Colleges, the
with restoration of Greyfriars church as proposed by Mr. A. M. Mackenzie.

William Garden,

BiaJkie,

David Brown, D.D., LL.D., professor and
A memoir by William CJarden

principal of the Free Church College, Aberdeen.
London Hodder & Stoughton.
Blaikie, D.D
.

8 X 5J

.

.

Pp. xvi

in.

.

:

+

latter

364, with portrait.

.

.

1898.

"
" Student
in Chap.
days

ii.

One word more in
Greyfriars Church, Aberdeen.
and restoration, being a paper read before the Aberdeen
Ecclesiological Society, on Tuesday, i6th November, 1897.
By the Rev. James
Aberdeen W. Jolly & Sons. 1898.
Cooper, D.D., president of the Society.
James.

Cooper,

favour ot

its

retention

:

8i X 5i

in.

Pp. 15

+

[r].

One

plate.

Zl
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Thomas Reid. By A. Campbell Fraser.
Fraser, Alexander Campbell.
Published by Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier, Edinburgh
Scots series.

Famous

and London.
7i ^ 44

Much

Pp* ^^°-

'"•

interesting matter on Reid as student

and regent

at

Aberdeen.

Geddes, ^/> William
of Greyfriars Church.
By
February (March), 1898.
7i X si

•"•

Pp- 26

+

[2]

The

Duguid.

W. D.
+

29

;

[3].

G.

Aberdeen

Council.
University of
Vol.1.
Meetings I. -LXXIV.

The

the University Press.

:

James.]
Aberdeen
in.
Pp. 62 +

Aberdeen.

Minutes of

loth October, i860

p. 146,

later

:

Office.

— 14th

the

General

April, 1897.

but a blank page between 129 and 130).
in instalments from time to time.

pages

Records of the Arts Class,

[Gillan,
II X 9

Aberdeen Journal

1898.

Pp. [4] + 353 + [i] (no
8J X 5^ in.
first 56 pages were printed in 1869, the

Aberdeen.

plea for the retention of the fabric
series.

Reprints from the Journal.

General
Council.

2

printed at the University Press.
18 plates.
125 copies printed.
[2].

1862-66.

University

of

1898.

Record of the
University of Aberdeen
[Grant, Robert William Lyall.]
mdcccxcviii.
Arts Class of 1891-95.
8g X 7f in. Pp. 18, and cover with title. 2 plates. W. and W. Lindsay.
:

Fasti Academic Mariscallanae
Johnstone, James Fowler Kellas.
iii., Index to Volume ii.
Compiled by James Fowler Kellas Johnstone.
Aberdeen printed for the New Spalding Club, mdcccxcviii.
525 copies printed at University Press.
loj X yf in. Pp. viii + 200. Three plates.
.

.

.

Volume

:

See i88g, Anderson, supra.

Library.
Supplement to the Aberdeen University Calendar, 1898-99.
Additions to Library [1897-98] and Register of General Council.
A similar issue in .1899 additions of 1898-99
7J X 5 in.
Pp. 180, and cover with title.
!

(pp. 138

and cover).

See igoo, infra.

Reuben Dean. By William Leslie Low. EdinLeslie.
Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier, 1898.
The hero of the story goes through the Aberdeen
Pp- 304' ^nd six plates.

Low, William
burgh and London
7l ^ 5i

'"•

:

classes.

Order of service

Milligan, William.

in

King's College Chapel, Aberdeen,

Holy Communion, of communion plate, and of
Very Rev. Professor Milligan, D.D., Monday, 24th

at the dedication of table for

lectern in

memory

of the late

October, 1898.
gf X 7^

in.

Pp. 29

+

[3].

University Press.

In memoriam.
Pirie, William Robinson.
Ceremony of presentation of
the bust of the Very Rev. Principal Pirie to the University of Aberdeen, January 3,
Aberdeen University Press.
1898.
7J X 4

in.

Pp. [4]

-I-

53

+

[i].

One

plate.
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The Universities Commission, 1889- 1897, a
Rait, Robert Sangster,
review.
By Robert Sangster Rait, M.A., assistant to the professor of logic in
From Banffshire Journal of January 11, 18,
the University of Aberdeen.

&

Banff: published at the Banffshire Joumal Office, sold in Aberdeen
1898.
by D. Wyllie & Son.
25, 1898.

7J X 5

in.

Pp. 25

Songbook.

+

[3].

The

Scottish students' songbook.

Published for the SongBy Bayley

book committee of the Students Representative Councils of Scotland.
and Ferguson, London.
[1898.]
.

.

.

+

360, with seven plates.
Pp.
issued in i8gi, but the earlier editions
The 1898 issue gives Sir W. D. Geddes' Cauticnm,
lumen, Mr. J. M. Bulloch's Sunniest season 0/ life, and

12J X gi

book was

viii

in.

first

This is an edition de luxe. The Songcontained no special Aberdeen section.
Professor Wight Duffs Salve boreale
Mr. W. A. Mackenzie's Shon Campbell.

"On

the study of history."
An address deTerry, Charles Sanford,
livered at the inauguration of the history class in the University of Aberdeen,
October 20, 1898. By C. Sanford Terry, M.A., lecturer in history in the University.

7J X 5

deen

in.

Reprinted from Free Press.

Pp. 20.

Record of the Arts Class,
[Williamson, Charles.]
privately printed by Taylor & Henderson
1898.
8| X 6| in. Pp. [4] + 54 -h [2]. One plate.
:

.

.

1885-89.

Aber-

.

1899.
[Anderson, Peter John.] Aurora borealis academica. Aberdeen UniverAberdeen printed by the University printers. 1899.
The contributors to the volume were the
8| X 6 in.
Pp. XX 4- 401 + [i]. 42 plates.

sity appreciations.

:

Marquis of Huntly, Sir William Geddes, Sir John Struthers, Sir George King, R. A. Neil,
L. Mollison, Alexander Mackie, W. Keith Leask, W. L. Low, Willi.-jm Bannerman,
Robertson Nicoll, A. T. G. Beveridge. Stephen Ree, James Donald, Donald Macmillan,
James Cooper, J. Forbes White, James Duguid, W. Leslie Mackenzie, James Cantlie, J. Gray
McKendrick, E. Payne Philpots, Angus Fraser, William Bulloch, J. M. Bulloch, R. S. Rait.

W.
W.

Buildings Extension Scheme. Aberdeen University buildings extension
List of subscriptions and contributions, June, 1899.
Aberdeen Uni-

scheme.

versity Press.

8| X 5j

in.

Pp. 18

+

[2].

Butler, Dugald.
Henry Scougal and the Oxford Methodists, or the influence of a religious teacher on the Scottish Church.
By the Rev. I). Butler.
London mdcccxcix.
.

7 X 4i in.
Coll. as student

Pp.

xii

+

and teacher.

151

+

[i].

Chaps,

ii.,

iii.,

v.

deal with Scougal's

life at

.

.

King's
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Diploma in education. A paper read before the Aberdeen
Dey, William.
branch of the Educational Institute of vScotland, i8th March, 1899. By William
1899.
Dey, M.A., LL.D. Aberdeen University Press.
8^ X 5^

in.

+

Pp. 21

[i],

and cover with

title.

[Duncan, George.] Records of the Arts Class, 1884-88, University of
Aberdeen privately printed by Taylor & Henderson, printers to

Aberdeen.

:

Her Majesty.

1899.

gf X 7J in. Pp. 53 + [i]. Ten plates, which, with the cover, are included in the paging.
" To
" Lest we
See 1902, infra.
forget," and verses,
King's," by J. M. Bulloch.

Preface,

Two

[Geddes, Sir William Duguid, and White, John Forbes.]
Aberdeen University Press. 1899.

pro-

fessors of oriental languages.
8 X 5^ in.
Scott),

Andrew

Pp. [4]

+

Two

34.

and pp. 189-204

Hinde, G.

J.

Prof.

(Prof.

Offprint, with title-page, of pp. 132-149 (Prof.
Robertson Smith) of Anderson's Aurora Borealis.

portraits.

W.

H. A. Nicholson.

In Geological Magazine, March, pp. 138-144, with portrait.

W.

Universitas Aberdonensis.
Illustrissimae Academiae
Reprinted from Historical and critical essays. By J. W.
London: Henry Frowde.
1899.
Johnson, LL.D., F.S.A., F.R.G.S.

Johnson,

J.

Aberdonensis alumni.

.

8J X 5j

in.

Pp. 31

+

[i].

.

.

.

.

.

Portrait.

Session
Johnston, David.
University lectures on biblical criticism.
With an appendix of some additional extracts. By David Johnston,
1893-4.
professor of divinity and biblical criticism in the University of Aberdeen.
[Texts.]
Publishers (arranged al|)habetically) Aberdeen James G. Bisset.
John Rae
Smith.
1899.
:

.

.

7^ X 5

.

.

.

.

in.

Pp.

lxx.\iv

+

436.

No

printer's

name.

Some account of the last bajans of King's and
Johnston, William.
Marischal Colleges, mdccclix.-lx., and of those who joined their class in the
University of Aberdeen during the semi, tertian and magistrand sessions,
MDCccLX.-LXiii.
Compiled by Lieut. -Colonel William Johnston, M.A., M.D.,
Army Medical Staff (retired). Aberdeen privately printed by Her Majesty's
:

printers at the Adelphi Press,

mdcccxcix.

10 X 7^ in.
Five plates including coloured representations of a bajan
Pp. viii -i- 88.
of King's College (Prof. Charles Niven), and a bajan of Marischal College (Prof. Alexander
100 numbered copies.
Ogston).

Class list for 1899, of the Aberdeen University
IVlackie, Charles James.
Arts Class of 1890-94, together with a short introduction containing some notes
on the history of the Class. Compiled on behalf of the Class Committee by
C. J. Mackie, R. S. Rait, and J. Sellar, MM. A.
Printed at Cove, Aberdeen, by
W. Mutch, for the Class Committee. February, 1899.
8 X 6| in.
Pp. i6, and cover with arms.
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Destruction of churches and religious houses in Aberdeen.
Aberdeen: Moran and Co.
1899.
Pp. 43 + [i], with 7 plates, one of Greyfriars Church "before the Refor-

Mitchell, Victor.

By Victor

Mitchell, architect.

10 X 7^ in.

mation

.

.

.

".

Wishart, John
In

W.

Notable

libraries

The Library World, Dec. 1899 and Jan.

:

University hbrary of Aberdeen.

1900.

Vol.

ii.

pp. 141, 173.

190—.
Ramsay, William Mitchell. Preliminary report presented to
By W. M. Ramsay, second Wilson fellow. The Aberdeen

trustees.

the Wilson

University

Press limited.
lof X 7^

in.

Pp. 13

+

[i],

and cover with

Terry, Charles Sanford.

title.

Course!.

Outlines of general

modern

literature

to 1603, with particular reference to British development.
8J X 5^ in. Pp. 7 + [i] and cover with title.

Wilson Trust.
of

Report by the Wilson trustees to the Court of the University

Aberdeen on the position of the
13^ X 8^.

Pp.

trust.

2.

1900.

Aberdeen University Studies.
The

General editor: Peter John Anderson.

Aberdeen University Studies includes many works not bearing on University
Those marked N. S. C. are issued in cohistory, the titles of which are given briefly below.
operation with the New Spalding Club.
1. See infra, 1900.
Anderson.
Vol. i.
2. Records of Old Aberdeen.
A. M. Munro.
1900.
(N. S. C.)
Place
Names
of
W.
Aberdeenshire. James Macdonald.
1900.
3.
{N. S. C.)
4. Family of Burnett of Leys.
George Burnett. 1901. (N. S. C.)
1901.
5. Records of Invercauld.
J. G. Michie.
(N. S. C.)
6. See infra, 1902.
Anderson.
Professor C. S. Terry.
1902.
7. Albemarle papers.
(N. S. C.)
8. House of Gordon.
1903.
J. M. Bulloch.
(N. S. C.)
William Cramond. Vol. i. 1903. (N. S. C.)
9. Records of Elgin.
10. Avogadro and Dalton.
A. N. Meldrum.
1904.
David Littlejohn. 1904. (N. S. C.)
11. Records of Sheriff Court of Aberdeenshire.
12. See iiiira.
Anatomical.
and
13. Report on Alcyonaria collected by Professor Herdman. Professor J. A. Thomson,
W. D. Henderson. 1905.
Professor F. R. Japp, William Maitland, Joseph
14. Researches in organic chemistry.
Knox, James Wood. 1905.
Shewan.
15. See infra, 1905.
Alexander Morison. 1905. (N. S. C.)
16. The Blackballs of that Ilk and Barra.
Ratisbon.
17. Records of the Scots Colleges at Douai, Rome, Madrid, Valladolid, and
Vol.1.
1906.
P.J.Anderson.
(N. S. C.)
18. See infra, 1906.
Johnston.
Anderson.
19. See infra, 1906.
20. See infra, 1906.
Ramsay.
•
21. See infra, 1906.
Bulloch.
series of
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Anatomical and Anthropological Society.
University of Aberdeen.
PubProceedings of the Anatomical and Anthropological Society, 1899- 1900.
lished by the Aberdeen University Press limited.
8J X 5j

Pp. 54 + [2].
Eight plates included in paging and a chart; cover with
Fourteen plates not included in paging, and
igoo-1902.
Pp. 75 + [i].
Size changed to 11 x 8^ in.
28 plates.
1902-04.
Pp. iv + 155 + [i].

in.

Second

issue
Third issue:

title.

cover.

:

(Aberdeen University Studies

:

No.

12.)

Roll of akmmi in arts of the University and
Anderson, Peter John.
Edited by Peter John Anderson, M.A.,
King's College of Aberdeen, 1596- 1860.
Aberdeen: printed for the University. 1900.
LL.B., librarian
.

loj X 7J in.
sity Studies: No.

.

.

+

Pp. xvi

275

+

Two plates.

[i].

University Press.

(Aberdeen Univer-

I.)

Records of the Aberdeen Universities Commission, 17 16-17.
Aberdeen: 1900.

Com-

piled by P. J. Anderson.
8 X 6| in.
Q.,

Aug. 1899,

Pp. [4]

74

-+-

-f [2].

50 copies reprinted by Milne

&

Hutchison from S. N. dv

to April, 1902.

Classical Library.
University of Aberdeen.
Catalogue of the books in
the students' classical library.
Aberdeen: printed at the University Press. 1900.
7^ X 5 in.
Pp. 15 + [i], with title on cover.

Aberdeen University

[Duguid, John.]

arts class,

1866-1870.

Class record.

[1900.]
7J X 4f
See
Pp. 40).

in.

"
in 1901 (8J x 5^
Re-issued as a " Preliminary Record
Pp. 37 4- [i].
1905, Shewan.

in.

iii/ra,

In memoriam.

Geddes, Sir William Duguid.

Alma

See supra, 1883,

iVlater.

Aberdeen University.

[Gillanders, IVlinto Rodger.]
Class Record.
Reunion, mdcccc.
7I

'X

si

in-

Pp- II

+

[i]-

Two

plates

and cover with

title.

Arts class, 1895-99.

W. & W.

Lindsay.

Gideon Guthrie, a monograph, written 17 12 to 1730.
Guthrie, Gideon.
Edited by C. E. Guthrie Wright.
William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh
and London, mdcccc.
.

7^ X 5

in.

Pp. xxiv

4-

160.

.

.

Reference to Aberdeen College

life,

1681-84 (Fasti,

ii.

251).

A

calendar of the University of Aberdeen for the
sessions 1860/61 to 1863/6/]. Aberdeen printed at the University Press.
1900.
7f X 5:1 in.
Pp. viii
117 + [3].
Compiled by Colonel Johnston, C.B., "with the view
of rendering the series of calendars complete," and 100 copies printed for private distribution.
On pp. 64-95 are given lists of the Members of the General Council, i85o/oi to 1862/63 and
in Appendices appear lists of non-graduate Members of Council, 1868-S3 registered Masters of
Arts of King's College, 1856-58; Graduates in Arts with Honours of King's College, 1857-60.

[Johnston, William.]

:

-1-

>

;

Library.

University of Aberdeen.

Catalogue of the books added to the
1899 to March 1900. Aber-

libraries in King's and Marischal Colleges, March
deen printed at the University Press. 1900.
:

7^ X 5

in.

Pp. 76.

Issued annually.
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In memoriam.
William MacGillivray, M.A.,
IVIacGillivray, William,
LL.D., professor of natural history and lecturer on botany, in Marischal College
and University, Aberdeen 1841-52. Memorial tablet unveiled, 20th November,
1900.
Reprinted from the "Aberdeen Free Press," 21st November, 1900.
;

9 X 6

in.

Pp. 16.

De

Mackie, Charles James.

Aberdeen University

.sodalitate.

Class,

1890-94.
^i X 5^

sity

1904

in.

Pp. 7

-1-

and cover with

[i]

half-title.

Report of second reunion, 4 Jan. 1900.

[Paterson, William, and Crombie, James Forbes.]
[Aberdeen, 1900.]
11^ X 9 in.
Pp. 41 + [i].
Supplementary notes printed in 1903

Arts Class, Univer-

of Aberdeen, 18S3-87.

for

reunion on Sth Jan.

12 leaves.

:

General Report of the ComScottish Universities Commission, 1889.
With an appendix conmissioners under the Universities (Scotland) Act, 1889.
and other documents.
minutes,
evidence,
ordinances,
correspondence,
taining
EdinPresented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty.

burgh

:

printed for

15 X 8J

in.

Pp.

Her Majesty's
+

Ixii

+

330

Stationery Office.

[i].

A

.

.

Parliamentary Paper

.

:

1900.
[Cd. 276, misprinted].

Strathcona and Mount Royal, Donald, Baron. Imperialism and the
rectorial address before the students of the University
unity of the empire.
of Aberdeen, December iSth, 1900.
Py Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal.
X
in.
+
25
[i].
6j
M'Corquodale and Co., London. Reprinted in 1902 Collec8j
Pp.

A

tion, p. 305.

Watt, William. A history of Aberdeen and Ranff. By William Watt.
William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London,
mdcccc.
Three maps. The universities in Chapters v. and viii.
436.
8j X 5f in.
Pp. xvi
-|-

1901.
Agriculture.
spectus, 1901-02.
X
in.
Pp.

"

Department of Agriculture.
University of Aberdeen.
1901.
University Press limited.

Blaikie, William Garden,
Recollections of a busy life."

Walker, D.D.

8x5^

in.

See supra, 1S37.

London
xviii

Pp.
Blaikie.

:

+

Hodder
343

Buildings Extension.
13^ x

,Sr|

in.

Pro-

The

Pp. 4

4-

[4],

4-

William Garden Blaikie an autobiography.
Edited, with an introduction by Norman L.
1901.
Stoughton.
:

(Js:

[1].

.

Portrait.

Appeal

with plate.

for

.

.

Chap. IV.: Marischal College, 1833-37.

^25,000.

November, 1901.
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Scheme for the extension of the buildings and
Buildings Extension.
endowment and e^juipment of the University.

for

the better

i3i X 8J

in.

Pp. 14.

the reminiscences of Dr. John
Old highland days
Religious Tract Society [1901].
Pp. [4] + 288, with plates. John Kennedy was at King's College, 1828-

Kennedy, John,
Kennedy.

.

.

7j X 5^

.

in.

:

30, V. pp. 61-72.

Library. University of Aberdeen. Catalogue of the books in the Students'
With an appendix giving lists of divinity students tor
Theological Library.
Aberdeen: The University Press. 1901.
Sessions 1753/54 to 1774/75.
7J X 5

in.

Pp. 96.

IVlacdonaid,

Macdonald, M.A.

See supra, 1890, Gilroy.

The

Ciiaries.

Dalhousie

In

gazette.

memoriam Chas.

Appointed professor, 1863: died March nth, 1901.

Six plates included in paging, cover with title.
The No. of
g\ X 6^ in.
Pp. 2-71 [sic\
the Gazette for April, 1901.
Macdonald, M.A. King's Coll., 1850, was Murray lecturer, 185660 {supra, 1825) afterwards professor of mathematics in Dalhousie College, N.S.
;

Macgillivray, William, W.S. A memorial tribute to William Macgillivray,
M.A., LI^.D., ornithologist, professor of natural history, Marischal College and
By William Macgillivray, writer to the Signet. [Motto.]
University, Aberdeen.

Edinburgh

:

gf X 7^

printed for private circulation.
in.

Pp. xvi

+

203

+

[i].

1901.

3 plates.

Senatus. Minutes of meetings of the Senatus Academicus of the University
of Aberdeen, 29th September, 1894, to 24th July, 1901.
The Aberdeen University Press Limited.
1901.
12^ X 8

in.

Pp. [2]

+

509

+

[i]

+

viii.

The

secretary

is

Mr. D. R. Thom.

Current.

Report of the first (statutory) meeting of the shareUniversity Press.
holders of the Aberdeen University Press limited.
[Jan. 14, 1901.]
Professor W. M. Ramsay, chairman.
Issued annually.
Pp. 7 + [i].
8J X 5^ in.

1902.

Anderson, Peter John.

Rectorial addresses delivered in the Universities

Edited by Peter John Anderson, M.A., LL.B.,
1835-1900.
university librarian and formerly rector's assessor in the University Court. Aber-

of Aberdeen,

deen

printed for the University.
1902.
in.
Seven plates.
Pp. X + 396.
Studies No. 6.)
:

loj X 7

University

Press.

(Aberdeen University

:

Athletic Association.
versity Athletic association.

Deva Dona, bazaar book of the Aberdeen UniAberdeen Taylor and Henderson,
[Quotation.]
:

Ring's printers, mcmii.
gf X 7J

in.

Pp. 117

+

[i].

17 plates,

which are counted

in

with the pages.
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Bulloch, John Malcolm.
io| X 7
Addresses.

in.

+

Pp. 41

One

[i].

The champion,

Champion.

Rectorship.

M. Bulloch.

Offprint from

plate.

the

J.

organ

521

of the

P. J.

1902.

Anderson's Rectorial

unionist

No.

party.

i.

17th October, 1902.

W. and W.

9 X 5j in.
3 numbers, to 30th Oct.
Pp. 28, with covers.
porting Mr. C. T. Ritchie in the Rectorial contest.

Lindsay.

Sup-

[Duncan, George.] Records of the Arts Class, 1884-88, University of
Aberdeen privately printed by Taylor & Henderson.
mcmii.

Aberdeen.

:

.

.

.

Eleven plates which with the cover are included
9i ^ 7i '"•
Pp- 75 + [i]Preface "After eighteen years" by J. M. Bulloch.
See infra, 1905.
paging.

Scheme of

University of Aberdeen.

King's Students.

ricula leading to degree in arts for guidance of King's students.
5j ^ 4i in. Pp. 6, and cover with title.

The

Liberal Standard.
10 X 7^

No.

liberal standard.

+

numbers, to 30th October. Pp. 8 -h 8
Supporting Mr. H. H. Asquith in the Rectorial contest.
in.

3

I.

[2,

1

in

the

alternative cur-

[1902.]

6th October, 1902.
+ S. William Smith.

Suppt.]

Rennie, John.

Natural history department, Marischal College, University
Outline of special course in natural history for training college
Class conducted by Mr. John Rennie, B..Sc.
students, summer session, 1902.
with the assistance of demonstrators.
Supervised by Prof. J. Arthur Thomson.
of Aberdeen.

8^ X 5

in.

Pp. 64.

Rodger, Ella

By

people".

Aberdeen: A.
7I X 5

in.

Hill

Burton, Mrs.

Old Aberdeen, "her

Ella Hill Burton Rodger, author of

&

R. Milne.

Pp.

[8]

-I-

108.

.

.

.

Four

story

and her

"Aberdeen Doctors,"

etc.

1902.
plates.

University Press.

Wilson, Robert IVIorrison. Records of the Arts Class, 1868-72, University
of Aberdeen.
Edited by Peter John Anderson. Third edition edited by Robert
Morrison Wilson. Aberdeen printed at the University Press for The Class.
1902.
iS plates.
loi X 7f in.
Only go copies printed. See 18S2, Anderson,
Pp. xii + 128.
and 1892, Ree, supra.
:

1903.
Bain, Alexander.

In memoriam.

Sccsiipni, 1883,

Alma

IVlater.

— to-day — to-morrow.
yesterday

Curtis, William Alexander.
Religion
inaugural lecture before the University of Aberdeen, session 1903-4.
Ry
Rev. William A. Curtis, M.A., B.I). Edin., professor of systematic theology.
William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London, mcmiii.

An

8| X

s'i in.

Pp. 32.
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In memoriam.

Forbes, Archibald.

Archibald Forbes, LL.D.

" Printed and
9 X 5^ in.
Pp. 15 + [i]. Two plates.
presented to the subscribers by John
Thomson, University Press Ld., Aberdeen, as an e.xpression of admiration for the genius and
work of Archibald Forbes." A record of the unveiHng of the tablet in King's College Chapel.

Inaugural lecture delivered in the University of
Terry, Charles Sanford.
Aberdeen, i3lh October, 1903.
By Charles Sanford Terry, M.A., BurnettFletcher professor of history.
Aberdeen: John Rae Smith. 1903.
8 X 5J

+

Pp. 21

in.

Memorial

W,, H.

University Press.

[i].

to

Henry Alleyne Nicholson.

In Geological Magazine, October, pp. 451-2, with plate of memorial tablet.

1904.
Agriculture

James Hendrick.
limited.
"^i

Aberdeen and North of Scotland College of
No. i.
Report on turnip experiments, 1903-4. ... By
and R. B. Greig.
The Aberdeen University Press

bulletins.

Bulletin

Agriculture.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1904.
X 5^

in.

Pp. 47

+

when bound up

Bulletins issued at intervals, to form,

[i]-

in sets,

volumes of Aberdeen University Studies.

Bain, Alexander.

By Alexander

Autobiography.

of logic and English, University of Aberdeen.
\Mih portraits. Longmans, Green, and Co.,
.

gj X 6 in.
Pp. xii + 449 + [i].
chapter by Professor W. L. Davidson

;

Bain, LL.D., professor
(With supplementary chapter.)

.

.

University Press.
bibliography by P.

London.
J.

.

.

.

Four portraits.
Anderson.

1904.
Supplementary

Clark lectureship in
University of Aberdeen.
Introductory lecture l^y Ale.xander Blacklaw, M.A., solicitor.
5th October,
Aberdeen Daily Journal Office.
1904.
1904.

Blacklaw, Alexander.

law.

.

8^ X 5j

in.

Pp. 31

+

Edinburgh Association.
Honour to the Doctors Ogilvie.
g.

.

Aberdeen University Edinburgh Association.
[Feb. 5, 1904.]

Three plates.
Pp- 28 and cover.
Drs. George, Alexander, and Joseph Ogilvie.

8| X 5A

Feb.

.

[I].

Reprint from Banffshire yonrnal of

in-

Beattie and his friends.
Forbes, Margaret.
By Margaret Forbes.
Archibald Constable & Co., Ltd.
1904.

minster

:

.

8f X 5f

in.

Pp.

viii

-|-

332.

.

West-

.

Plate.

[Gillanders, Minto Rodger.]

Aberdeen University. Arts class, 1895-99.
Reunion, 2nd Jan., 1904.
One plate and cover with title. W. & W. Lindsay.

Class Record, 1900-1903.
7I X si

in-

Pp- 19

+

I-

Hutton, Lawrence. Literary landmarks of the Scottish Universities. By
Lawrence Hutton. Illustrated. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.
1904.
7x4! in. Pp. xii + 200. Aberdeen, pp. 1 15-148, with nine plates.
.

Library.
lated students.
7j X 5

in.

Aberdeen University Library.
Regulations
Aberdeen printed at the University Press.
:

Pp. 3

-f [i].

See supra, 1895.

for use
1

904.

.

.

by matricu-
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Tickets of admission
King's College, Aberdeen.
George.]
The Aberdeen University Press limited. 1904.

[Pirie,
visitors.

.

523

.

entitle

.

8^ X 5^

in.

Pp. 12, and cover with view of crown.

Descriptive pamphlet for visitors.

Walker, William. Reminiscences, academic, ecclesiastic and scholastic.
Aberdeen in the nineteenth century thirties till now.
By the Very Rev. William
Aberdeen D. Wyllie
Walker, M.A., LL.D., Dean of Aberdeen and Orkney,
:

&.

Son.

.

1904.

.

.

W. Jolly & Sons. Chapters i. to viii. deal with
Pp. xiv + 237 + [i].
8J X 5j in.
Aberdeen University life. Five plates including portraits of Hugh Macpherson, Patrick Forbes
and John Fleming.
1905.
Agriculture.

Aberdeen and North of Scotland College of Agriculture.
The Aberdeen University Press limited. 1905.
Issued annually. The College was organised in 1904.
47 + [i].

Prospectus, Session 1905-06.
8| X 5^

in.

Pp.

Records of the Arts Class, 1884-88, University of
[Duncan, George.]
Aberdeen privately printed by Taylor & Henderson.
mdccccv.
"
"
gj X 7J in. Pp. 47 + [i]. Preface
Nearing the perilous forties
by J. M. Bulloch.

Aberdeen.

:

.

.

.

:

Historical Aberdeen. ...
Fraser, George Milne.
By G. M. Fraser,
Public Library, Aberdeen.
With illustrations.
Aberdeen William
Smith.
1905.
The Snow Church, pp, 77-100, with two plates.
7^ X 5 in.
Pp. [8] + 174 + xvi.
Librarian,
.

.

:

.

Leask, William Keith. Dr. Thomas McLauchlan. By W. Keith Leask,
With introduction by the Rev. Principal Rainy, D.D. Edinburgh and
London Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier. 1905.

M.A.

:

8 X 5J in.
Portrait.
Pp. 312.
King's College, 1833 LL.D. 1864.

Chap.

ii.

:

Aberdeen days.

McLauchlan was M.A.

;

Orchestra, The University Orchestra
programme of grand concert
Music Hall, Aberdeen, on Thursday, 7th December, 1905.
.

in

gj X 6f

in.

Pp.

.

.

16 with illuminated cover by Mr.

Rosemount

Douglas Strachan.

Press.

Meminisse juvat
Shevvan, Alexander, and Duguid, John.
being the
autobiography of a class at King's College in the sixties, with other reminiscences
of that period, and some account of the college staff and of the farings of the
classfellows in later years in ampler fields, and a curious appendix descriptive
of the saucy and mischievous humours and turbulence of some misguided learners
at the ancient University of Aberdonie.
Compiled by Alexander Shewan, and
:

printed at the Aberdeen University Press,
10,^

No.

15.)

X 7

+

+

mcmv.

Eighteen plates. (Aberdeen University Studies:
The volume contains Part L, Reminiscences of Arts Class, 1866-70, by A. Shewan.
in.

Pp.

viii

279

[i].

members of the Class, College authorities and officials, Our
by J. Duguid. Appendices, including The Alakeia, by A. Shewan, a skit in
Greek hexameters on the visit to Aberdeen of the Alake of Abeokuta. The copies subscribed
for by members of the Class do not bear the
inscription, "Aberdeen University Studies".
Parts IL, IIL, IV., Histories of

social history,
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1906.

Aberdeen Journal, Aberdeen University Quater-Centenary celebrations,
"
"
Aberdeen
and " Express
pictorial history of the two colleges.
Journal
printed and published at the offices of the "Aberdeen Daily Journal" and
"
1906.
Evening Express ".
"

:

13^ X gf

in.

Pp. 45

+

[3]

:

on

title

p, 3.

Copiously illustrated,

Anderson, Peter John. Studies in the history and development of the
A quatcrcentenary tribute paid by certain of her
University of Aberdeen.
Edited by P. J. Anderson, M.A., LL.B.,
professors and of her devoted sons.
librarian to the University.
Aberdeen, mcmvi.
10 X yi

No.

[The pn-sent volume.]

in,

University Press.

(Aberdeen University Studies

:

ig.)

Written by alumni to celebrate
Studies in pathology.
Bulloch, William.
the quatercentenary of the University of Aberdeen and the quarter-centenary of
the chair of pathology therein.
Edited by William Bulloch, M.D., bacteriologist
to the London hospital.
Aberdeen, mcmvi.
10 X 7^ in.
versity Studies

+

Milne and Hutchison,

(Aberdeen Uni-

Aberdeen University Quatercentenary celebrations.

Commemora-

Pp. xxxii

No.

:

Chapel.

412, with two plates.

21.)

tion service in the University Chapel, Tuesday, 25th September, 1906, 10.30 a.m.
8f X 6 in.
Pp. 16.

The

Geddes, Sir William Duguid.

Sir

William Duguid Geddes memorials

at King's College.
Report of proceedings, with appendices.
at the University Press.
1906.

g X 5f

in.

[Gliian,

Pp. 34

-j

James,]

[2].

Three

X 8J

in.

Pp.

[2]

:

printed

plates.

Supplement to the Records of the Arts Class, 1862-66,
Aberdeen printed at the University Press. 1906.
+ 25 + [3], with one plate. Supra, i8g8.

University of Aberdeen.

n|

Aberdeen

:

Johnston, William, Roll of the graduates of the University of Aberdeen
1860-1900.
By Colonel William Johnston, C.B., M.A. Aberd., M.D. Edin.
Aberdeen, mcmvi.
10 X 7^

Pp. xvi

in.

University Studies

in

:

No.

+

687

+

[i],

with frontispiece.

University Press.

(Aberdeen

18.)

Library.
University of Aberdeen.
Subject catalogue of the Law Library
Marischal College.
Aberdeen printed at the Adelphi Press. 1906.
:

^i

>^

5^

in.

In the press.

University of Aberdeen.
Subject catalogue of the Science Library
Marischal College. Aberdeen printed at the University Press.
1906.
;

8J X 5^

in.

Ill

the press.

in
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IVIcConnochie, Alexander Inkson. Aberdeen and its university. Printed
and published by John Avery & Company limited
Aberdeen.
1906.
.

In the press.

Copiously

.

.

illustrated.

Ode written for the
Macfie, Ronald Campbell.
University of Aberdeen.
completion of the new buildings, Marischal College, on the occasion of the QuaterPublished by
centenary of the University of Aberdeen, 27th September, igo6.
authority of the Senatus.
9^ X 5J

in.

Pp. [24]

on

title

:

p.

[3].

Taylor and Henderson.

Mr. Macfie

is

M.A.,

1887, M.B., 1897.

Life at a northern university.
IVlaclean, Neil Nathaniel.
By Neil N.
Maclean, M.A. Edited, with biographical memoir, by W. Keith Leask, M.A.
Quatercentenary edition. Aberdeen the Rosemount Press, mc.mvi.
:

8 X 5J in.

Pp.

xlviii

+

383

+

[i],

with nine plates.

Supra,

p.

Mr. Leask's notes

483.

are most valuable for general university history.
IVlursell,
In

The murder

of Downie.

for April, pp. 448-450,

with a plate.

Arthur.

Good Words

Ramsay, William Mitchell. Studies in the history and art of the eastern
provinces of the Roman empire. Written for the quatercentenary of the UniverEdited by W. M. Ramsay, professor of
sity of Aberdeen by seven graduates.
humanity

wall

Aberdeen, mcmvi.

in the University.

10 X 7^ in.
University Press.

Pp. xvi

+

391

+

[i],

with

many

on inserted plates.

illustrations in the text or

(Aberdeen University Studies

:

No.

20.)

[Reid, John.] Record of the Arts Class, 1889-1893.
1906.
8^ X 7 in. Pp. 47 + [i]. Three plates.

Aberdeen: G. Corn-

and Sons.

Where shall wisdom be found ? A short anthem
Terry, Charles Sanford.
for the University Quatercentenary service in King's College Chapel,
25th September, 1906.
By Charles Sanford Terry.

composed

10 X 7

in.

Pp.

4.

Walker, Robert, and IVlunro, Alexander iVIacdonald. University of
Handbook to City
Aberdeen. Quatercentenary celebrations, September, 1906.
and University. Part L: The University. By Robert Walker, M.A., Secretary
The City. By
Part IL
of the University Court and University Registrar.
A. M. Munro, City Chamberlain.
Aberdeen: printed for the University. 1906.
:

In the press.

INDEX.
Abbotsford Club, founded 1834, 135, 141.
Abel, Rev. John, Forgue, 195.

Earl Russell, 476.
Lectures, 446.
Alake
of, 523.
Abeokuta,
Letter

to

154-

Transactions, cited, 475.

Murray

Abercrombie, John, Rector of Marischal Col-

lege—

Culture and Discipline of the Mind
torial Address, 1835, go, 452.

— Rec-

Intellectual Poivers, 90.
Philosophy of the Moral Feelings, 90.
Aberdeen Architecture, 513.
Aberdeen Awa\ 8, 481.

Aberdeen Breviary,

12, 13, 15.

Aberdeen Constitutional, 344, 445, 446, 456.
Aberdeen Daily Free Press, 343, 344, 345, 446,
468, 4S0, 481, 484, 485, 487, 48S, 492,
495. 498. 501, 502, 503, 505. 508, 511,
515. 51837, 38, 39 and
«., 41, 45, 81 «., 204, 392, 393, 394, 398,

"Aberdeen Doctors,"

16, 21,

Aberdeen Public Library, 442, 523.
Aberdeen, See of, 6, 10 n., 44, 105.
Aberdeen Town House, 423, 425.
Aberdeen United Free Church College Library, 433, 456.

Aberdeen Universities Commission, 1836-37
Analysis and Review, 456.

—

Minutes, 455.
Reports, 1838, 456.
Reports, 1839, 457.
Aberdeen Universities

Report, 469.
Aberdeen Universities
461, 499.
Aberdeen University,

Commission,

Magazine,

1857,

1849-50,

Union of King's College
and Marischal College
Attempts at Union, failure of, 44, 46, 55,

—

i74> 311, 313. 314-

400.

Demands made
Aberdeen, Earl

Aberdeen Philosophical Society [Wise Club],
founded in 1758, 52, 80, 88, 89, 144, 153,

by, 38, 41, 400, 401.
of, 465.

Aberdeen, George Gordon,

ist Earl of, 242,

253, 261-66, 272, 361, 413.
Aberdeen Ecclesiological Society, 513.
Transactions, 493, 502; cited, 103 n.

Aberdeen Evening Express, 524.
Aberdeen Evening Gazette, 44 n.
Aberdeen Herald, 344, 445, 446, 452, 453, 454,
456, 462, 463, 463, 466, 467, 468, 469, 471,
477.
Aberdeen jfournal, 8, 160, 373, 432, 449, 458,
467, 481, 492, 504, 506, 50S, 514, 517.
Quatcr-Centenary Celebrations, 524.
Aberdeen Lancet, 450.
Aberdeen Magazine, 138, 341, 434.
Aberdeen Medical Magazine, No. i, 1S34,
451Aberdeen Medical Student, 1872, 481.
Aberdeen MedicoChirurgical Society, 312 and
n., 313Aberdeen Monthly Circular, 457, 459.
Aberdeen Observer, 138.

Union completed

in

1S60, 18 n., 55, 172,

174, 177, 197, 220, 303, 315.

Publications

re, 452, 453, 454, 455, 462, 465,
466, 467, 468, 469, 470.

See also Union of the Colleges.
Aberdeen University Celtic Debating Society,
481, 483.

Aberdeen University Club, London, 497.
Rules, etc., 492.

Aberdeen University Debating Society, 474,
478, 481, 484.

Aberdeen University Edinburgh Association,

Honour to the Doctors Ogtlvie, 522.
Aberdeen University Gazette, 1873, 482.
Aberdeen University Library. See Library.
Aberdeen University Literary Society, 483,
491, 509.

Aberdeen University Magazine, 1836, 454.
Aberdeen University Magazine, 1838, No.

i,

456-

Aberdeen University Magazine, 1854, 465.
Aberdeen University Studies, 517, 523, 524,
525-

INDEX
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Aberdein, A., & Co., 437.
Aberdour [Aberdeenshire], 195.
Abergairny. Sec Glengairn.
Aberlour, 299, 349.
Aberluthnot.
See Marykirk.
68.

Aboyne,
Aboyne, Earl

of,

442.

Academic, 1S77, 485.
Accounts of the University

—

Abstract, 1888, 494.
Abstract, i88g, 494.
Abstract, 1897, 511.

Addison, Spectator quoted, 357.
Addison, Alexander, President of Court of
Common Pleas, Pennsylvania, Reports,
349-

Addison, Hon. Alexander, 299.
Adelphi Press, 509, 516.
Adrian IV., Pope, 117.
Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, 120, 130, 260,
411, 422, 508.
Aedy. See Aidie.
.iElius

General and Reserve Funds, 1888-89, 498.
Act of Parliament, 1709 [Copyright], 419.
Act of Parliament, 1711 [Duties on Paper and
Soap], 419.
Act of Parliament, 1749 [Burnet Estate], 428.
Act of Parliament, 1749 [Widows' Fund],

Agriculture, Deptrtment of—
Proceedings, 1892-93, 503.
Prospectus, igoi-2, 519.
Agriculture, Aberdeen and North of Scotland

College ot

428.

Act
Act
Act
Act
Act
Act
Act
Act

of Parliament, 1775 [Copyright], 431.
of Parliament, 1779 [Widows' Fund], 431.
of Parliament, 1814 [Copyright], 440.
of Parliament, 1836 [Copyright], 454.
of Parliament, 1853 [Admission of Professors to lay chairs], 464.
of Parliament, 1858 [Universities of Scotland], 469.
of Parliament, 1859 [Office of Principal
in Scotch Universities], 470.
of Parlianient, 1862 [Murray Bequest],

473-

Act

of Parliament, 1868 [Amendment of
Representation], 477.
Act of Parliament, 1881 [University Representation],

487.
of Parliament, 1889 [Universities of
Scotland], 497.
Act of Parliament, 1893 [Extension of Build•ngs]. 503Act of Privy Conncil, 1688, 412.
Acts of Scots Parliament, 1814, 439.
Adam [Architect], 377, 383.
Adam, Chief Commissioner of Scottish Jury
Court, 281.

Bulletin,

Adam, James, Gifford Lectures, 498.
Adam, John, 4S0, 498, 500.
Adam, John, Provincial of Friar Preachers
Scotland, 28.
Religious

Adam, Robert,

World Displayed,

359-

Adamnan, 100; Life of St. Columha, 97, 141.
Adams, Dr. Andrew Leith, 192, 196.
Adams, Francis
Ar undines Devac, 341.
Notes from the Ancients on Species, 196.
Adams, John, founder of Putney School,

—

Lectiones Selectae, 351.
Adamson, Alexander, 438.

Ode

in

Collegium Bcngalense, 437.

—

No.

i., 522.
Prospectus, 1905-6, 523.
Aguesseau, D', 287.
Aidie (Aedy), Andrew, Principal of Marischal

College, 1616-20, 40, 41, 73.
Theses, 1616, 390.
Aidie, William, Professor of Greek, 399.

Aikenway,

37.

David, 7th Earl of, Rector of Marischal
College, 480.
Airlie, James Ogilvy, 6th Lord, 65.
Airlie,

Airy, Osmund, 126.
Aitken, W. H., Croian

Albany, Duke

Albany

of,

and Toivcr, 507.

Alexander Stewart,

5.

Press, 499, 504, 509.
Coll. Regii Aberdonensis,

Album Amicoruni

Act

in

Donatus, 323.

Africa, 333.
Africa, Central, 333.
Africa, South, 192, 266.

.

45-

Alciatus, 240, 260.
Alcuin, 117.
Aldershot, 192.
Aldourie, 135.
Alexander de Villa Dei, Doctrinale, 323.
Alexander, Emperor of Russia, 292.
Alexander VI., Pope, 2 it., g, 10 and «., 505.

Alexander, Painter, 465.
Alexander, Alexander, Minister of Glass, P///7osopliemafa Libera, 406.
Alexander, James, 409.
Alexander, William, 499.
Medulla Historici' Scot i car, 126.
Alexander, William, Editor of Aberdeen Free
Press
Johnny Gibb of Gushetneuk, 343.
Notes and Sketches of Northern Rural Life,

—

343-

Sketches of Life among
Alexandria, 235, 352.

my Ain

Alford, 41, 193.
Alford, Dean, 210.

All the Year Round, 476, 481.

Folk, 343.

A

\

INDEX
Allan

V.

Allan,

King's College, 443.

—

John Buckley, Arts Class of 1872-76,

(continued)
in Arts, 1596-1860, Roll

Alumni

Record, 488.
Allan, John Buckley, and Mackie, Alexander,
Records of the Arts Class, 1S72-76, 512.
Allardyce lAllardes), Alexander, 495.
Balmoral, 503.
Allardes, John, Provost, 416.
Allardyce, William, 451.
Allardyce's edition of Family of Burnett of
Leys, cited 123 «., 124 n.

cited, 120 n., 122 «.,

Amoy,

Edinburgh,

518
134 n.,

of,

«.,

;

Universities, 503.

List

of Officers,

University

and King's

College, 503.
Officers and Graduates of King's College,
503 cited, 12 n., 15 n., 18 n., 27 n., 74«.,

350, 359. 366.

;

118
of,

245, 348, 349, 481.

n.,

146

333.

Amsterdam,

132

399. 401. 402, 403, 410, 447.
Collections towards Fasti, 492.
Fasti AcademicB Mariscallance, 119 n., 122
H., 123 n., 126 K., 127 n., 129 n., 130 n.,
131 n., 132 n., 133 n., 134 n., 135 n., 137 n.,
140 n., 144 n., 145 n., 146 n., 147, 497,
512, 514; cited, 19 n., 356, 389, 390, 391,
392, 393. 394. 595. 396, 397, 399, 400,
401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 411,
412, 413, 414, 415, 417, 419, 420, 421,
422, 423, 424, 426, 427, 429, 431, 432,
434. 439. 440, 447. 455, 4«7. 49i. 498Historical Notes on the Libraries of the

Time, 340.
America, 90, 292, 295, 298, 302, 336, 346,
34*^.

w.,

136 n., 142
Arts Curriculum, 501.
Aurora Borealis Academica, 174, 515, 516;
cited, 143 «., 144 n., 211, 316, 391, 397,

Alvah, 195.

America, North, 192.
America, South, 294.
America, United States

130

n.

Allargue, 355.
Allen, William, Elements of English Grammar,
325Allibone's Dictionary, 349.
Alma Mater, 490, 491, 497, 499, 504, 505, 518,
521; cited, 451, 461, 481, 482, 485, 507,
508.
Alston, Dr., 153.
Altrie (Altre), 62, 391, 398.
Alves, Robert, Schoolmaster at

529

Anderson, Peter John, University Librarian

33S, 356.

Society,
Proceedings, 1899-1900, 517, 518.
Anderson, Adam, Historical and Chronological Deduction of the Origin of Commerce,

n.,

126

n.,

129

n.,

135

n.,

142

n.,

130

«.,

143

131

n.,

ji.,

145

n.,

n.,

Notes on Heraldic Representations, 497.
Preliminary Records of Arts Class, 186872, 485,486.
Records of the Aberdeen Universities Com-

129.

nasium —

120

387, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394,
396. 397. 398, 399, 400. 401. 403, 404,
406, 407, 410, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416,
417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 424, 425, 427, 430,
436, 437' 439. 441. 444, 447. 455. 468, 47iOfficers of the Marischal College, 1593-1860,

Analecta Scotica, 124.
Anatomical and Anthropological

Anderson, Alexander, Director of the

H.,

133

Gym-

Science, Theology, Religion, 482.
Scottish University System, 470.
Anderson, Alexander, Principal of King's Col-

mission, 518.

Records of the Arts Class, 1868-72,

488;

cited, 18 ;;.
Rectorial Addresses, 520, 521
cited, 90,
443. 446, 449, 474.
the
Librarian, i8g6, 509.
Report by
Studies in the History and Development of
the University of Aberdeen, 524.
Subject Cataloguing in the Library, 507.

lege, 1533-69, 33, 60, 113, 376, 396.

Professor

of Theology,
Anderson, David,
Dissertatio Theologica, 1711, 420.
Anderson, Duncan, Lays of Canada, 342.
Scottish Folk-lore, 342, 507.
Anderson, George, Professor of Divinity, Pro-

;

positioncs, 1704, 417.

Anderson, Sir Rowand, 377.
Anderson, William, Schoolmaster of Kirriemuir, Piper 0' Peebles, 340.
Andrew, James, Principal of East India Com-

Anderson, James, Royal Genealogies, 127.
Anderson, Rev. James, Kirriemuir
Ladies of the Covenant, 357.
Ladies of the Reformation, 357.

—

—

pany's Academy at Woolwich
Hebrew Dictionary and Grammar,

Martyrs of the Bass, 357.
Memorable Women of Puritan Times, 257Anderson, Peter John, University Librarian,
199,476,490,491, 494,508, 5'ii,5i7, 521,

330.

Key to Scripture Chronology, 330.
Angers University, 243, 244.
Angus. See Forfarshire.
Angus, William, Schoolmaster,
English Grammar, 325.

Aberdeen University Studies, 517, 518, 520,
523, 524, 525.

34

Glasgow,

INDEX
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Anna, Empress of Russia, 71.
Annand, James Murray, Viscount, 324.
Annand, Rachel [Mrs. Taylor], College Chapel,
509.

Annandale,

i.

Anne

of Denmark, 356.
Anne, Princess of Denmark, 61.
Anne, Empress of Russia, 355.

tlic

Far North,

Aulton.

362.

See Old Aberdeen.

Australia, 192.
Australia, Eastern, 149.
Austria, 70, 237.

Anne, Queen,

47, 67, 245, 265, 348, 440.
Anstruther, Sir John, 420.
Sir
Anstruther,
William, 420.

Aveling, James Hobson, Tlie

Aragon, 125.
Arbroath Abbey, 247.
Arbuthnot, Alexander,

Chamberlens,

356.

Avery, John, Printer, 446, 471, 475, 480, 482,

Principal of King's
College, 1569-83, 34-36, 202, 204, 305,
395. 396.
Miseries of a Pure Scholar, 338.
Arbuthnot, Dr. John, 309, 337.
Law is a Bottomless Pit, 348.
Arbuthnot, John, Viscount, 420.
Arbuthnot, Robert, Viscount, 413, 417.
Arbuthnott [Kincardineshire], 195.
Archu'ologica Scotica, 498; cited, 442.
1887,
Archaeological Museum, Catalogue,
493Arcot, Nawab of, 133.
Arctic Regions, 192.

483-

Avery, John, & Co., 525.
Aylesbury, Earl of [Thomas Bruce], 125.
Ayr Grammar School, 325.
Ayrshire, 2.
Azores, 192.

Babylonia, 49S.

Back Wynd,

350.

Bacon, Lord, no, 256, 259, 298.
Advancement of Learning, quoted, no n.
Badius, lodocus, Ascensius [Josse Bade], 28,
104, 387, 388, 509.

Bagford Collection, 394.

Bahama

Ardler, 495.

Ardmurdo, 202.
Argyle, Archibald Campbell, Earl

of, 46,

248,

249, 260.

Argyle, Duke of (1715), 268, 269.
Arias Montanus, 209.
Aristotle, 73, 74, 75, 86, 87, 88, 89, 149,
205, 276, 304, 396.

204,

Organmn Physicnm,
Poetics, 207.

Autobiography, 522.
Dissertations on
Leading
n.

Arnold, 280.
Arnot, Professor of St. Mary's College, St.
Andrews, 218.
Arnott, Elinor, Description of the Armorial

Bearings, 496, 509.
Arrian, History of Alexander, 207.
Arts Class, 1891-95, 507.
Ascham, Roger, Scholemaster, 325.
Asia, 192.

Asia Minor, 294.
Ash, Dr. John, Introduction to Bishop Lowth^s
English Grammar, 328.
Asquith, H. H., 521.
Athens, 235, 331.

—Deva Dona, 520.

Athol, Marquis of, 263.
Auchintoul, 70.
Auchleuchries, 70.

Baillie, Robert, 45.

Bain, Alexander, Professor of Logic and English in Aberdeen University, 84 n., 9295 and «., 326, 490, 491, 503, 510, 511.

148.

Arnage, 75.
Arngask, 333.
Arnisaeus, Henningus, of Frankfort, 75

Islands, 299.
Bailey, N., 328.
Bailey, Samuel, 81.
Baillet, Peter, Printer, 395.
Baillie of Jerviswoode, 252.
Baillie, John, Oriental Grammars, 331.
Bailliere, 504.

Ethics, 207.

Athletic Association

Auchlossin, Laird of, 452.
Auchterless, 392.
Audubon, Ornithological Biographies, i6g.
Augustine, 231.
Auld, Rev. Alexander, Ministers and Men in

Philosophical

Topics, 93, 94.

Education as a Science, 93.
Emotions and Will, 93.
English Extracts, 1861, 472.
English Extracts, 1866, 477.
English Grammar, 93.
In Mcmoriam, 521.
Logic, 93.

Memorandum on Graduation Oath, 493.
Mental and Moral Science, 93, 297.
Methods of Debate, 474.
Rectorial Address, 1882, 488.
Report of Proceedings at Banquet, 488.
Rhetoric, 93.
Senses and Intellect, 93.

Thomas Clark, M.D., 487.
Baird Lectures, 226, 227.
Baldornie, 280.

Baldwin, C.

&

R., 436.

INDEX
Balfour,

John

sities

Lord Advocate, UniverScotland Achninistratioii and

Blair,

of

Endowment

Bill, 489.

Caliirhoe, 33g.

Nepenthes, 339.

Balgownie, Bridge of, 342, 368.
Balmain [Ballmain], 414, 426.
Balmerino, 410.
Balquhayn, 417.
Balta Sound, Unst, 365.

Sylvae Tres, 339.
Barclay, William, Professor of Law in Angers
University, 243-245.
Dc Potcstate Papce, 245.
De Rebus Creditis et de jfurejurando, 244.

Baltic Sea, 382.

Royal Power, 244.

Banchory, 154, 465.
Banchory-Devenick, 471, 487.
Banchory-Ternan, 50, 20S.
Banff, 16, 195, 340, 515, 519.
Banff, County of, 12, 61, 195, 281, 324,
353Banffshire Journal, 515, 522.
Bannatyne Club, founded 1823, 106, iii n.,
116, 119, 135, 137, 139, 141, 444.

Bannatyne Miscellany, 120 n.
Bannerman, Alexander, M.P., 453, 454.
Dr. Forbes against Dr. Forbes, 452.
Bannerman, Alexander, and
Oswald, Aber-

—

deen Universities Bill, 452.
Bannerman, Sir Alexander, of Elrick, 443.
Bannerman, Sir Alexander Burnett, Mediciner
in King's College, 313.
Bannerman, James, Mediciner in King's
College, 313.

Bannerman, Thomas,
Bannerman, William,

453.
508, 515.

102,

and

no,
«.,

25,

342.

99 and notes, 338.

most noble and valiant Conqueror, Alexander the Grit, attributed to,
gg n.
Legends of the Saints, gg.
Original of the Stnarts, attributed to, gg.
Barcaple, Lord [Edward Francis Maitland],
Rector of the University, 476.

Inaugural Address, 1861, 473.
Barclay, Col. David, of Ury, 35g.
Barclay, Dr. George, Lecturer on Surgery in
Marischal College, 167, 313.
Barclay, James, of Dalkeith Academy

—

Greek Rudiments, 325.
Treatise on Education, 325.
'Qz.rcXs.y, l^vciesWiXW^m, Records oftheBagcant
Class at Marischal College, 1861, 482.
Barclay, John, 120, 338.
Jaffray's Diary published by, 120.
Barclay, Robert [Apologist], 35g.
Barclay, Robert [Robin], 408, 4og.
Barclay, Robert and Keith, Geovgtt, Quakerism
Confirmed, 408.
Barclay, Thomas, Principal of
versity, 344.

Bargrave, Alexander VII. and the College of
Cardinals, 140.
Baron, Dr. Robert, Professor of Divinity in
Marischal College, 38, 39, 397, 400, 402.
Dispittatio Theologica, 1627, 393.
Barron, James, 195.
Barry, 231.

Basel, 149, 2or.
Basel University, 43.
Basil the Great, 205.
Bauhin, Kaspar, of Basle, 149.
Baur, 2ig.
Baxter, Andrew

—

Inquiry into the Nature of the

Human

Soul,

75-

Matho, 322.
Bayle, 244.

Bayley & Ferguson, 515.
Bayne, Peter
Chief Characters of the Puritan Revolution,

—

146.

Bannockburn, 346.
Archdeacon of Aberdeen,

Barbour, John,
98 «., 100,
Brits, 97, 98
Brut, gg.
Bulk of the
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" Doctor of
Barclay, William,
Physicke," 33g.

Glasgow Uni-

Dial, Glasgow Commoinvealtli, Weekly Review and Witness edited by, 346.

English Puritanism, 146.
Baynes, Thomas Spencer, Professor of Logic
in St. Andrews University, 81.
Beaconsfield, Lord, 117, 259.
Beaton, Cardinal, 202.

Beaton, Patrick, Chapter showing how Lord
P
became our Lord Rector, 474.
Beaton, Mrs. Patrick, 172.
Beatson, Robert

—

Chronological Register of both Houses of
Parliament, 144.
Naval and Military Memoirs of Great Britain, 144.
Political Index to Histories of Great Britain
and Ireland, 144.
Beattie, C. L, 511.
Beattie, James, Professor of Civil and Natural

History in Marischal College, 156, 157,
15S, 161.

Syllabus of Lectures, 179-, 434.
Syllabus of Versif cation. 435.
Beattie, Dr. James, Professor of Moral Philosophy in Marischal College, 16, 51, 84-87,
88, 8g, 90, 92, 156, 158, 205, 207, 211, 212,
213, 384. 491Dissertations, 87.

Elements of Moral Science, 87.
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Moral Philosophy in Marischal College (continued)
Essay on Truth, 51, 80, 85, 86.

Beattie, Dr. James, Professor of

—

Evidences of the Christian Religion, 87.

349-

Minstrel, 84, 339, 510.
Scoticisms, 431.

Bisset, Rev.

Beckford (P.O.), 283.
Bede, 100 works attributed to by Dempster,
;

117.

Beet,

J. Agar, Professor, 230.
Belfast, 174, 331-

Belfast Northern Whig, 345.
Bell, Professor of Law, 282.
Bell

Si Bain, Printers, 4S6.
Bellarmine, 245.
Bellenden, Adam, Bishop of Aberdeen, Chancellor of King's College, 398.
Bellenden, John, Canon of Ross, gS n., 103

104.

History and Croniklis of Scotland, translated from Boece, 109 and n., no and n.

Belmont
Belmont

Press, 333.
Street, 383.

Beloe, William, 134.
Benachie, 368.
Benares, 332.
Bengal, 437.
Bengel, John Albrecht, 209, 230.
Bennett, William, Printer, 455, 456, 465, 470,
471, 472, 474, 475, 476, 478.

Bennum, Mr. Thomas

of. Rector Scholarum
de Abirden, 9.
Bentham, George, 140, 192, 273, 297.
Bentley, Richard, 460.
Berkeley, Bishop, 49, 51, 76, 77, 78.

Berkhampstead, 278.
Cadets'

Academy, 71.
Islands, 49.
Sir Walter, and Rice,

Bermuda

James,

My

Little Girl, 482.
Berryer, 249.

Berwick-on-Tweed,

5,

399.

Beveridge, A. T. G., 515.
Beveridge, Robert, Lecturer on
Marischal College, 174.

Botany

in

Beyn, Bishop, 105.
Beyrout, 234.
Beza, Theodore. 40, 60, 209, 210.
Billings, Robert William, Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scotland, 463.
Biographie Universclle, 354.
Biographies of Highland Clergymen, 362.
Birkbeck, Dr., Founder of Mechanics' Insti-

James, 467.

James

G., 499, 500, 512, 516.

John, Principal of King's College,
1542-46 and 1547-53, 32.
Black, Adam and Charles, 454, 470, 493,
498.
Black, Dr. Alexander, Professor of Divinity
in Marischal College, of New Testament
Exegesis in New College, Edinburgh,
218, 229, 230, 490.
Black Book of Scone, 115.
Black Friars, 62, 139, 369.
Black, John, Professor of Humanity in the
University, 459.
Ho7v to do Credit to a University Education, 484.

Origin and Significance of Educational
Terms, 490.
Black, Joseph, 79.
Black, William, Regent and Sub-Principal of
King's College

—

Cogitata, 1705, 417, 418.
Theses, 1686, 411.
Theses, 1694, 414Theses, 171 1, 420.
Blackie, John Stuait, Professor of Humanity
in Marischal College, of Greek in Edin-

burgh University, 345, 457, 459.
Ballads, 341.
Blackie v. Marischal College, Law Papers,
457De Latinarum literarum pracstantia, 459.
Education in Scotland, 460.
Greek and English Dialogues, 331.
Homer and the Iliad, 331.
Horae Hcllcnicae, 331.
Letter to Citizens of Aberdeen, 460.
Phil-Hellenica, 331.
Studying and Teaching of Languages, 463.
University Reform, .\6i.
Valedictory Address, 1844, 459.
Blackie & Son, 501.
Blackball, William, Professor of Logic in
.

Marischal College, 399.
Blacklaw, Alexander, Lecturer in Law, Introductory Lecture, 1904, 522.
Blacklock, Dr., 86,
Blackwcll, Dr. Thomas, Principal of Marischal
College, 1717-28, 49, 50, 151, 206, 275, 425.

Account of the erection of the Marischal

tutes, 352.

Birmingham Morning

Bisset,
Bisset,

.

Berlin, 172.

Besant,

Bishop Dunbar's Hospital, 434.
Bisset, George, Founder of Udny Academy,
Bisset, James, Head of Udny Academy, 349.
Bisset, Dr. James, of Bourtie, 137.

Hermit, 84.

71.,

Birse, 354.

Ne^vs, 345.

College, 426, 432.

Birnie, 193.

Birsay and Harray, Parish

of, 193,

506.

Ratio Sacra, 50.
State of Buildings, ^2j.

INDEX
Blackwell, Dr.

Thomas,
the

Inquiry into

174S-57, 21, 48, 49,

and

Life

Writings of

Homer, 207.

459. 471. 483, 496.

Blackwood, Adam, 114.
Blackwood, W., & Sons, 463, 469, 483, 495,
n.

—

465Blaikie, William Garden, Professor of Divin-

College, Edinburgh

—

Atomic Theory, 465.
363, 513

of a

Recollections

;

cited,

219 n.
Autobio-

Busy Life

—

Blair,

Edinburgh,

289, 292, 345, 481.

Bonar, Dr. Andrew, 218.
Bonar, Horatius, Life of Rev. John Milne of
Perth, 363.
172.

344-

Boothia Felix, 193.

Bordeaux University, 320.
Borders, The, 58, 193.
Borlum, 336.
Borthwick, Robert Brown, 338.
Bossuet, 245, 297.

Boswell, 97, 275, 298, 364.
jfonrnal of a Tour to the Hebrides, cited,
131-

graphy, 365, 519.
Blair, 264.

Blair, Dr., of

Bombay,

Booth, J., Junior, Printer, 453.
Booth, John, Aberdeen Chronicle, edited by,

Blaikie, Sir Thomas, Provost, 465, 466.
Blaikie, Sir Thomas, and Webster, John,
Union of the Universities Resolutions,

David Bro7cn,

of, 10, 73, 114, 116, 239,

240.

Bonn,

503. 518, 519, 521.

Blackwood'' s Magazine, 141
Blaeu's Atlas, 120.

New

Bohemia, 401.
Bolin's Classical Library, 331.
Bois, John, 103.
Bologna, University

Metnoirs of the Court 0/ Augustus, 49.
Blackwell Essays [Blackwell Prize], 436,

ity in

53;

82.

James, Founder of William and Mary

College, 353.

John, Life of Wallace, 97.
John, Prebendary of Westminster
Chronological Tables, 351.
History of Geography, 351.

Blair,

Blair,

—

Blairs College, 123.
Blake, James L., England and Scotland as
inftuenced bv the Reformation, 493.

—

Bosworth, Joseph
Anglo-Saxon Grammar, 330.
Anglo Saxon and English Dictionary, 330.
Dictionary of the Anglo-Saxon Language,
330.

Garden
Botanic
[Cruickshank
Garden], 196-200.
Earl
Bothwell, James Hepburn,
of, 142.
Bothwell, George B., Letter to the Working
Botanic

Classes, 470.

Botany Bay, 292.

Blantyre, Lord, 246.
" Blin'

Bothwell Bridge, 253.
Boucher, 244.

Blind Harry, 97.
Bloemfontein, 334.

Bourges University,

Bob," 481.

Blois, 150.

Boadicea,

Works

attributed to,

by Dempster,

117.

Bodleian Library, 102, 103, 133, 330, 392, 393,
394. 395. 397. 400, 403. 404. 406, 412,
413, 415, 421.
Boece [Boes, Boethius, Bois, Boyce, Boyis,

Boyiss, Boys], Arthur, Professor of Law
in King's College, 30, 240.
Boece, Hector, Principal of King's College,
c.

1500-36, 9, II, 15, 16, 21, 23, 24, 25,
112, 128, 140,
141, 142, 202, 325, 371, 372, 375 cited, 3
and n., 6 w., 7 «., 8 n., 9 n., 11 n., 13 n.,
15, 17. 31
quoted, 2, 4 n., 14, 15, 23, 103.
History of the Scots, 29, 104, 106-9.
Lives of the Bishops of Mortlach and
26, 27, 30, 31, 40, 97, 102,

;

;

Aberdeen, 104-7, 387, 444, 505; cited, 23
n,, 25 n., 26 n., 29 ti., 104 »., 105 n., 106
n., 320, 371
quoted, 27, 28, 104, 105.
Lyf Doings and Deathe of William Elfhin;

stoiin, io6, 485.

34, 240, 242, 243, 246,

248, 260.
Bourtie, 137.

Edward Pleydell, and Thompson,
George, Universities Union Bill, 468.
Bower, Alexander, Life of Beattie, 436 cited,

Bouverie,

;

431-

Bower, University of Edinburgh, cited, 422.
Bower, Walter, of Inchcolm, 97, 99 n., 100,
102

;

quoted, loi.

Boyce, Samuel, 103.
Boyce, Thomas, 103.
Boyce, William, 103.
Boysick, 415.
Bradley, Charles, Grammatical Questions, 352.

Braemar, 170, 175, 192, 195.
Braidgate, 470.

Brandenberg, Marquis

of, 247.
Brazier, James Smith, Professor of Chemistry
in the University

—

Analytical Tables, 468.
Syllabus of Lectures, 1862, 474.
Brebner, John, Minister of Education
Orange Free Slate, 334.

of
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Brechin, 361, 500.
Brechin, Black Bull Close, 350.
Bremner, George, Miimiy Lecture, 455.
Bressay in Shetland, 165.
Breviary of Aberdeen, 12, i^, 15.
Breviary of Salisbury, 12, 13.
Brewer's edition of Moniimenta Franciscana
cited, 18

II.

R.

J.,

Professor of Greek in Marischal

College, 218, 220, 395.
Brown, Robert, Botanist, 149, i6t.

Brown, William Laurence, Principal of Marischal College, 1796-1832, 52, 53, 218 and
«.,

301.

Essay on Existence of Supreme Creator, 90,
91, 441.

Librorum Societas, 449.
Mnrtle Lecture, 1826, 446.
BroTvn and Gordon v. King's College,

Bridge of Dee,

8, 14, 103.
British Association, 492.
British Herald, 345.
British Medical Association, 513.

British Medical Journal, 513.
British Messenger, 345.

Museum Library, 115, 129, 132, 321,
354. 393, 394> 399. 400. 4°?. 4i7. 421,
427, 446. 460, 508.
British and Foreign Evangelical Review, 224.
British Weekly, 509.
British

Broad, William, Theses, 1637, 399.
Broadgate, 345, 369.
Brodie, Alexander, of Brodie, Diary, 120.
Brodie, Alexander, younger, of Brodie, 397.
Brodie v. Bain, 283.

Brompton Academy,

351.

Brook, Alexander J. S., University, Civic and
jfudicial Maces, 503.
Brookman, George, 462.

Brougham, Lord Chancellor, 281,

288, 289,
293, 294, 295, 297, 451
quoted, 285.
Brown, A.,
Co., 436, 441, 445, 456, 460,
464, 470, 474, 481, 485, 488, 496, 501,
513Brown, Alexander (Student), 511.
;

&

Brown, Alexander, Lecturer on Zoology in
Aberdeen University, 176, 183.
Brown, David (Moderator of Synod of Aberdeen, 1733), 425.

Brown, David, Principal of Aberdeen Free
Church College, 219 n., 230, 231, 363, 513.
Commentary on the Gospels, 230.
Life of Rabbi Duncan, 363.
Romans, 230.
Second Advent, 230.
Brown, George, Scottish Ecclesiastical Register,

Brown,

1842, 1843, 351.
P. Hume, Professor of

Brown,
Edinburgh University

—

History

in

Law

Papers, 1733, 425.
Brown's Bookstall, 1892-94, 501, 513.
Browne, Sir Thomas, Religio Medici, 357.
Bruce, George Taylor, Eftlcs Trust Lectures,
Syllabus, 1880, 486.
Bruce, James, Aberdeen Pulpit and Universities,

344, 345, 459.

Belfast Northern Whig, Fife Herald, Madras Athenceum, Neivcastle Chronicle, edited by, 344, 345.

Black Kalendar of Aberdeen, 345.
Eminent Men of Aberdeen, 361.
Eminent Men of Fife, 344, 345.

Bruce, Rev. W. R., 508.
Bruce's Aberdeen Pulpit, cited, 457.
Brunfels, 148.

Brunswick, Duke

of, 48.

Brussels, iii.

Bryce, 499.

Buchan, 340, 343.

Buchan Observer, 509.
Buchan of Auchmacoy,

410.

Buchan, Earl of [David Stewart Erskine], 207.
Buchan, John, Regent in King's College,
Theses, 1681, 409, 410.

Buchan, Patrick, Guidinan o' Inglismill, 341.
Buchanan, Claudius, 437.
Buchanan, George, 113, 130, 202, 203, 244,
255. ^06, 326, 390; cited, 2 n., 22, 23.

Opera Omnia, 325.
Buchanan, William, Glimpses of Olden Days,
480.

Buckie, 509.
Buckley, John Allan
Arts Class of 1872-76, Preliminarv Record,

—

488.
Buffier, 297.

History of Scotland cited, 14 n. quoted,
34 «•
Life of George Buchanan, cited, 202 n.,
203 n.
Brown, J. T. T. Wallace and Bruce Restudied,
99 n.
Brown, James, Printer, 403, 404, 405, 471, 477.
Brown, Dr John, author of Rab and his
;

,

Friends, 315.

Brown, Rev. John Crombie, Lecturer on
Botany in King's College, 172.

Builder, ^g-z, S13.
Buildings of the University, 369-84.
Statement in Reference to the Buildings,
1865, 476.
Buildings Extension—
Appeal, 1901, 519.
Deputation to Mr. Goschen^ 501.
Financial Statement, 1894, 505.
List of Subscriptions, 1899, 515.
^
Meeting of General Connuitfee, 501.
Report, 1892, 501.

INDEX
Buildings Extension (continued)
Report, 1894, 505.

—

Queries, 495.

Memorials of First Congregational Church
in Aberdeen, 366.
Bulloch, John Malcolm, 21, 490, 496, 497,

510, 515, 516, 521, 522.
;

Thomas, of Leys, 469.
Burnett v. King's College, Law Papers, 459.
Burnet Mortification, Law Papers, 428.
Burnett Prize or Lectureship, 428, 441, 448,
Burnett, Sir

Scheme, 1892, 502.
Scheme, 1894, 505.
Scheme, 1901, 520.
Bulloch, John, Editor of Scottish Nates and

College Carols, 505.
History of the University, 508
49 n., 53 n. ; quoted, 54.
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cited, 37

/;.

,

493-

Burnett-Fletcher Chair of History and Archjeology> 96 and n.
Burney, Charles, Schoolmaster at Chiswick,

351-

Burns, Islay, Professor of Theology in Free
Church College, Glasgow, Memoir of William Chalmers Burns, 364.
Burns, Robert, 321.
Statue, 384.

House of Gordon, 517; cited, 119 n., 128
Lord Rectors of the Universities, 499.

n.

Burton, John Hill, Historiographer for Scotland, 137, 139, 463, 508.

Rectorship, 521.

Autobiography of the Rev. Alexander Car-

Songs from the Chair, 497.
Sunniest Season of Life, 504, 515.

Darien Papers,

lyle.

University Centenary Ceremonies, 503.
Bulloch, John Malcolm and Haj-, Frank,

Misunderstandings, 498.
Holt,
Bulloch, John Malcolm, and
T.,
Pilgrim's Progress in Print and Picture,
499.

Bulloch, William, 515, 517, 523.
Studies in Pathology, 524.

Minister of Inveresk, edited by, 141.
141.

History of Scotland, 140.
jfacobite
Correspondence of the Atholl
Family, 141.
Lives of Simon Lord Lovat, and Duncan
Forbes of Cnlloden, 140.
Narratives from Criminal Trials in Scotland, 140.

Register of the Privy Council, edited, 141.

Burgh Accounts, 401, 402, 403.
Burgh Records, cited, 6, 8 n.
Burgh Records Society, 142.
Burke, Edmund, 85, 244, 295, 297,

298.
Reflections on the French Revolution 290.
Burnet [Burnett], 443.
Burnett, Mr. Alexander, Sub-Principal of
,

King's College, 430.
Burnet, Sir Alexander, of Leys, 428, 429.
Burnet, Mr. Andrew, Merchant, 430.
Burnett, George, Family of Burnett of Leys,
517-

Burnet, George, of Kemnay, Rector of King's
College, 430.
Burnet, Gilbert, Bishop of Salisbury, 42, 122,

Reign of Queen Anne, 141.
Scot Abroad, 141.
Tivo Great Northern Universities, 451.
Burton, Mrs. John Hill, 141- m.

Memoir of Cosmo Innes, 137 )l.
Henry Scougal and

Butler, Dugald,

ford Methodists, 515

;

the

Ox-

cited, 16 n.

Butler, Richard, Dean of Clonmacnoise, 136.
Butler, Samuel, Hudibras, 489
quoted, 358.
Buttery College, histitution and Progress of,
;

1702, 416.

"
" Buttrie
Collie
[Buttery Willie Collie], 442,
490, 491, 496.

Buttenshaw, William R., 187.
Byron, Lord, 297, 298, 342, 347, 351.

123, 124, 404, 428.

Autobiography, 123.
History of My Own Time, 125 cited, 122 «.,
123 «., 125 and Ho/fs, 126 and woto; quoted,
;

41.

History of the Reformation of the Church of

England, 125.
Memoires of the Lives and Actions of fames
and William, Dukes of Hamilton and
Castleherald, 125.

Preface

to

Dens,

;

quoted,

53, go, 493.

Deed of Mortification, 448.
Burnett, Robert, Lord Crimond, 124.
Burnet, Thomas, Regent of Marischal College,
Theses, i586, 412.

Cadell, T., 437.

Cadenhead, James, 490, 496.
Cairnbanno, 145.
Caithness, 131, 340, 362.
Caithness, Earl of, 65.
Calamy, Edward, Historical Account of

My

Oivn Life, 459.
Calcutta, 296, 331.

BedelVs Life, cited, 41 n

42.
I^urnett, John, of

Cabul, 380.

Botanic Garden, 200.
Calder, 410, 414.
Calder, John, Le Courrayer's Last Sentiments
on /^^//^'/oH, translated by, 334.
Calder, Patrick, 326.
Calder, Robert ["Jacob Curate"],
Presbyterian Eloquence, 360.

Scotch
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Calendar of the University, 1863-64, 179.

versity, 400.
Theses, 1650, 403.
Theses, 1654, 403.
TJieses, 1658, 74 and

of, 18 «., 124, 201,
202, 302, 304, 305, 308, 355, 382, 433.
King's College, 372.
Pembroke College, 116.

Westminster College, 234.
.Cambridge, Mass., 348

Camden

Society, 140.
Cameron, Bishop of Glasgow, 1426-46, 2 n.
Cameron, John, Monks of Grange, 341.
Cameron, William, Scholar of Magdalen
College, 489.
Cameron, Rev. William, Kirknewton, Poems,
340Campbell, 297.
Campbell of Shawfield, 270.
Campbell, Cornelius, 29.
Campbell, Dr. George, Principal of Marischal
College, 1759-95. 16, 21, 50-52, 81-84, 87,
89, 205, 207, 219, 432, 511.
Dissertation on Miracles, 51, 82, 208.
Gospels, 82.

Lectures on Ecclesiastical History, 82, 132.
Lectures on Systematic Theology, 437.
Neiv Translation of the Gospels, 51.

Philosophy of Rhetoric, 52, 80, 83, 211, 213.

Remarks on Dr. Paterson's Will,
Spirit of the Gospel, 208, 220.
Success of the Gospel a Proof of

434.
its

Truth,

208.

Translation of the Four Gospels zvith Preliminary Dissertations and Notes, 208,
216.

Campbell, Sir Hugh, of Calder, 252, 410, 414.
Campbell, Hugh Fraser, Law Library Catalogue, 1S94, 505.

Campbell, Hugh Mackenzie, Tartanville, 500.
Campbell. James Alexander, M.P. for Aberdeen

and Glasgow Universities —

Addresses, 1880, 486.
General Culture, 491.
Campbell, Dr. Peter Colin, Principal of King's
College, 1855-60, of University, 1860-76,
18 n., 49, 56, 219, 468, 476.

Murray

Lectures, 446.
Campbell. William, 395.
Canada, 146, 234, 280, 281, 294, 299, 342,
344. 349. 354Canary Islands, 192.
Candlish, Dr. Robert S., Memoir of Andrew

Gray, 364.
Canisbay, 340.

Canning, 294, 297.

Humanis

at

King's College

Cant, Andrew, Principal of Edinburgh Uni-

Cahin, John, 60.
Cambridge, University

Four

Cant, Andrew,
16, 45. 74.

1864-65, 475, 476.
1893-94. 5031894-95, 506.
Calendars of State Papers, 136.
Callendcr v. Dunfermline, 250.

«.,

404.

Canterbury, Archbishop of, 85.
Cantlie, James, 515.
Cantus, Songs and Fancies, 337.
Cape of Good Hope, 333.

Caputh, 234.
Cargill, Dr. James, 149, 417.
Cargill, Thomas, Rector of Grammar School,
116, 356, 389.

Latin Verse, 389.
Carlisle, 268.

George, 7th Earl of. Rector of
Marischal College, Address, 1S53, 464.

Carlisle,

Carlyle,

Thomas-

—

Frederick the Great, quoted, 57, 63, 64, 71,
72, 380.

Heroes and Hero Worship, quoted, 34.
Carmelites, Order of, 8.
Carnegie, Dr. Andrew, 55,64.
Carnegie Trust, 181, 190, 367, 476.
Carnegy, John, of Boysick, 415.
Carnelley, Thomas, Professor of Chemistry
in the University, Introductory Address,
1888, 497.
Carnie, William, 8 n.
Carnwarth, 412.
Carolina, South, 129, 191, 264.
Caroline, Queen, 206.
Caroline University. See King's College.
Carpentras, 243.

Academia, 325.
Carte, Thomas, 133.
Castalio, 209.
Castle Street, 457, 466.
Caskieben, 360.
Catanach Case, 496.
Catanach, James, Advocate, 427, 428, 443.
Catherine of Aragon, 125.
Cavagnari, 380.
Cave, Edward, 343.
Century Magazine, 347.
Cessnock Case, 257.
Challenger Expedition, 172 n.
Chalmers, Alexander
Continuation of the History of England, 134.
General Biographical Dictionary, 1814,

—

edited by, 134.
& Co., Printers, 438, 441,
443, 444. 445. 446, 447. 448, 449,
452, 453. 454. 455. 456, 457, 458,
462, 463, 464, 469, 472, 477, 480.
Chalmers, David, Aberdeen Journal
ducted by, 344.

Chalmers, D.,

442,
451,
459,

con-

INDEX
Caledonia, 133, 134.
Detection of the Love Letters attributed to

Mary Queen

of Seats, 134.
Life of Alary Queen of Scots, 134.
Thomas
Riiddiman, 361, 435
Life of

;

cited,

,

Khang-hai Chinese Dictionary,

333.

Chalmers, Dr. John, Principal of King's College, 1746-1800, 49, 430, 432, 433.

Chalmers, Patrick Henderson, Records of
Bajeant Class, Marischal College, 185455> 479-

Chalmers, Thomas, 297.
Chalmers, William, 395.
Chalmers, Dr. William, Professor of Medicine,

265, 267, 406, 439, 440.

Charles IX. of France, 115.
Charles, George, Master of St. Paul's School,
350.

Charleston, 129.
Charteris, Professor A. H., Life of Robertson
of Ellon, 363.
Charteris, Francis, 267.
Chatham, Lord, 273.
Chaucer, g8.
Chelsea, 54, 352, 373, 378.
Chepman & Myllar, Printers, Edinburgh, 13.
Chester, 282.
Chesterton, Washington College, 354.
of Arnage, 75.
Cheyne, James, Professor

Chejne

Barbe,

Paris,

Douay,

75.

and

in

College of St.
Scotch College,

in

China, 218, 323, 332, 364, 366.
Chisholm, William, Bishop of Vaison, 243.
Chiswick Academj', 351.
Choral Society, Concert Programme, 1876,
484.

432, 433-

Chalmers Fund, bequeathed in 1893, iSi.
Chamberlane [Chamberlaine, Chamberlayne],
Dr. David, 356, 417.

Notitia, 1708, 418.
Chamberlaine, Peter, 356.
Chambers or Chalmers [Camerarius], David,
115.

Fortitndine,
116 n.

115,

116,

395

Chambers, David, Lord Ormond, no,

;

114,

395-

Abridgment, 115.
Black Ads of Parliament, part editor
la

legitime

114, 115.
Histoire Abregee de tous les

Succession

des

Encyclopcedia, 139, 144.

Champion, 1902, 521.
Chanonry, 371.
See
161.

Hugh, Rector of Montrose Grammar

School

—

Grammar

of the Latin Tongue, 325.
Primer, 325.
Christie, John, 493.
Christie, John, Lecturer on Botan)' in King's
College, 1850, 172.
Christie, John, Lecturer
cine, 462.

Gymnasium.

on

Institutes of

Medi-

Chronicle Court, Queen Street, 453.
Chrystal, William, Schoolmaster at ArbuthCicero, 148, 149, 287, 290.
Citizen, Letter to Alexander Kilgonr, 468.

Clackmannan,

165.

Clarendon, Earl

Roys de France,

Angleterre ct Ecosse, 114.
Recherche des Singularitez, 114, 115, 116.
Chambers, Robert, Jacobite Memoirs, 130.
Chambers's Dictionary, 328.
Domestic Annals, 416.

Chanonry School.

Knowledge Association, i?fg-i</fl//o«5,

1828, 448.

nott, 195.
of,

Femmes,

Chapel of Garioch,

Christian
Christie,

Chamberlaine, or Cargill, Esther, 356.
Chamberlayne, John, Magim Britannic^

de

117.

King, 36, 37, 39, 41, 44, 66, 124,

241, 306, 356, 370, 372, 395, 435, 439.
II., King, 46, 126, 150, 257, 262, 264,

—

Discoiirs

I.,

Charles

Chalmers, John
Chinese Phonetic Vocabulary, 332, 333.
English and Cantonese Dictionary 332.

cited, 2 n.,

Treatise on Education, 325.

Charles

Chalmers, Dr. George, Principal of King's
College, 1717-46, 48, 49, 421, 425.
Chalmers, George Paul, 348.
Chalmers, J., & Co., Printers, 431, 434, 435,
436, 437Chalmers, James, Printer, 428, 429, 430, 435,
437, 438Aberdeen yoiwnal founded by, 344.
Chalmers, Mr. James, Professor of Divinity
in Marischal College, 426, 443.
*

no,

Abridgment of Ruddiman's Rudiments, 325.
Charlemagne,

II n., 414.
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Chapman, George —

Chalmers, George —

of,

Edward Hyde, History,

125, 204.
Clarendon Press, 509.

Clark [Clarke],

Adam, Biographical

Diction-

ary, 356.

Succession of Sacred Literature, 356.
Clark, Alexander, Memorandum of Reunion,
18S5, 491.
Clark, G., & Son, 455.
Clark, Rev. James, Tron Kirk, Glasgow, y«5/
Reprimand to Daniel Defoe, 360.
Clark, Mrs., 2S9.
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Clark, Peter Moir, ,175.
Clark, T. & T., 226, 233, 498.
Ante-Nicene Christian Library,

231, 232,

233-

Bible Class Primers, 232.
International Library of Theology 232.
Clark, Dr. Thomas, Professor of Chemistry in

Marischal College, 314, 455, 463, 477.
Aberdeen Universities Commission, 469.

Memorandum,

1842, 458.

Right of Marischal College

to

Confer De-

grees, 464.

Suggestions for Union of Colleges, 461.
of Colleges

— Private

Mcmornnditni,

452.
Clark,
Thomas,

and Cruickshank, John,
Documents Relating to Union of Universities,

465.

Class Records of the University, 472, 482, 488,
491. 493. 495, 501. 502, 503, 504, 505, 507,
510, 511, 512, 514, 516, 518, 519, 521, 522,
523. 524. 525Clatt, 195.

Claverhouse, John

Graham

of, 123,

253, 263,

265, 267, 274.
Claymore, 499.
Clayton Case, 283.

Collie,

364, 450.
ischal College, Speeches, 457.

Columba, 15.
Columbian Press, 466.
Colvin, John, Sacrist at King's
Colleges, ''John,'' 502.

Comyne, James, Mediciner

in

and Marischal
King's College,

II.

Connon, John, Fife Herald, edited by, 345.
Constable, Collection of Tracts, 1827, 413.
Constable, Archibald, 522.
Constable, Thomas, 458, 472.
Constantinople, 201.
Constitutional, 138.

Clemangis, Nicholas de, 2

n.

Clenardus, Nicholas, Institutes, 323.
Clerihew, Peter, Murray Lecture, 446.

Clonmacnoise, 136.

Cluny [Clunay, Clunie],

121,

129,

195, 234,

392.

Clyde, Lord, 346.
Clyne, Norval
Ballads and Lays, 341.
Romantic Scottish Ballads, 341.
Cobairdy, 121 n.

—

—

Cobban, James MacLaren
Angel of the Covenant, 342.
Sir Ralph's Secret, 342.
Cobban, R., & Co., 446, 417, 449.
Cochin, 287.
Cochrane, Sir John, 264.
Cockburn, Adam, Lord Ormeston, 422.
Cockburn, David, first M.D. of Edinburgh
University, 308.

Cockburn, Rev. John, North Halt, History of
Duels, 356.

Codex BezcE, 229.
Cody, Father, edition of
Scotland, cited iii

James, 161.
William, 445, 446.
Collins & Sons, 230.
Collins, William, & Co., Printers, 457.
Colman, George, Junior, Random Records,
Collie,

Colquhoun, John Campbell, Rector of Mar-

Union of the Universities, 465.

Union

College Chimes, 512.
College of Agriculture, 188.
College of Canons, 9.
College of St. Mary of the Nativity. See
King's College.
Collie, David, Principal of Anglo-Chinese
College, Malacca, 332.

Leslie's Historic of

n.,

112 n.

Coke, 266.
Colburn, Harry, 460.
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 297.
Coleridge, Lord Chief Justice, 282.
Collections, Aberdeen and Banff, 389, 395.
College Bounds, 369.

Contemporary Review, 224.
Cook's History of the Reformation, cited, 34
Cooper, Rev. James, Professor, Glasgow,

n.
7,

144. 493. 496, 515Cartularium Ecclcsicc Sancti Nicolai, cited,
7 n., 8 n.

Greyfriars Church, 1889, 498.
Greyfriars Church, 1897, 513.
Cope, General, 274.
Copernicus, 357.
Copland, Advocate, 437.
Copland, Mr. Patrick [Peter], Founder of
Chair of Theology in Marischal College,
48. 343. 353. 355. 356, 417, 481, 496.

Corea, 333.
Cork, 192.
Cork, Queen's College, 172.
Cornhill Magazine, 495.

Cornwall, 340.
Cornwall, G., Printer, 445, 452, 453, 454, 455,
456, 460, 461, 462, 465.
& Sons, Printers, 468, 470 478,
479, 481, 4''"2, 485, 525.
Corrichie, 58, 59.
Corse, 36, 37, 204.

Cornwall, G.,

Corsindae, 41.

Corunna,

167.

Coull, 452.

Courant, 139.
Court of Session, Cases [second
459-

Index

to

Decisions, 442.

series], 1845,
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Cousin, Victor, 8i.

Cruickshank [Crookshank, Cruikshank], Dr.

Coutances (Normandy), iii, 241.
Coutts, James, Fordyce Lecture, 463.
Cove, 516.

Alexander, 199, 466, 511.
Cruickshank, Brodie, Eighteen Years on the
Gold Coast of Africa, 193.
Cruickshank, John, Armorial Ensigns of
Aberdeen, 494.
Cruickshank, John, Professor of Mathematics
in Marischal College, 191, 384, 466, 510.
Cruickshank, John, and Clark, Thomas,
Documents Relating to Union of Univer-

Covenant of 163S [National

League and

Covenant], 38, 40, 45, 118.
AnsK'ers, 400.
Demands, 400.
Duplyes, 1638, 401.
Cowan's Scottish Churcli
cited, 16 «.

in

Christendom,

sities,

Cowie, Alexander, Founder of

Wood

St.

John's
Academy, Questions on Crombie's

Gymnasium,

352.

totle, 320.
Craib, David, 508.

the

Univer-

478.

Murray

Lectures, 454.

Cruickshank, John Forbes, Arts Class, 187074, Preliminary Record, 506.
Cruickshank, John Forbes, and Smith, James,
Records of the Arts Class, 1870-74, 571.
Cruickshank, Robert
Letter to Alexander Bannerman, 453.

—

—

Craig, John
Scottish Psalter, contributions to, 338.

Summe

sities,

Cruickshank, John, and Williamson, David,

Cowie, John, 359, 408, 409.
Cowie, John, Schoolmaster of Old Machar,
Catechism of Music, 338.
Crabb, Gilbert, Nichomachean Ethics of Aris-

Short

475.

Heads of Scheme for Uniting

of the Whole Catechism, 320.

Letter
Letter

to
to

Lord Brougham, 451.
Thomas Bannerman, 453.

Craig, Sir Thomas, 247.
Craighall, 395.
Craigie, William, 167.
Cramond Case, 265.

Cruikshank, William, 423.
Crookshank, Dr. William, History of the State
and Sufferings of the Church of Scot-

Cramond, William, Records of Elgin, 517.
Cranston, William, Principal of Aberdeen

Cruickshank Botanic Garden.
Garden.

land, 131.

University, 1546, 32.

Craven, Rev. J. B., 131.
Crawford, David Lindsay, 5th Earl of, 5.
Crevier's Histoire de I'Universite de Paris,
cited, 24 n.
Crimond, Lord, 241.
Critical Review, 232.
Croall Lectures, 225.
Cromarty, 358.
Crombie, Alexander
English Etymology, 351.

—

GymnasiuDi, 351.
Crombie, James Edward, Preliminary Record
of Arts Class, 1878-82, 493.
Crombie, James Forbes, and Paterson, William, Arts Class, 1883-87, Records, 519.
Crombie, Rev. James M., British Lichens, 192.
Crombie, John, Records of Bajcant Class,
Marischal College, 1S54-55, 485, 512.
Crombie, Sir Thomas, 417.
Cromwell, Oliver, 44, 120, 129, 241, 249, 291,
300. 359, 401, 439.
Cronstadt, 354.
Crown Street, 383.
Cruden, 145, ig6, 416.
Cruden, Baillie, 206.

Culloden, 266, 274.

Cumberland, Duke
Cumbrae, 516.

of,

275.

Cumming, John, Stabliad, 444.
Cumming, Robert, 417.
Cumyne, James, First Mediciner of King's College, 148.

Cunningar Hall, 430.

Cunningham

Lectures, 231.

Cunninghame, Lord,

467, 470.

Cupar, 269.
Curriehill, 246.
Curriehill, Lord, 463.
Curtis, William Alexander, Professor of Syste-

U niverslty Religion
Yesterday
To-day -To-morroiv, 521.
Curzon, Lord, 292.
Cuthbert, John, of Rosehall, 426.
matic Theology in the

—

—

Dalhousie Gazette, 520.
Dalkeith Academy, 325.

Cruden Bursary, 207.

Dalman

William,

Hymns,

340.

Minister

at

Logiepert,

Botanic

Ctesias, 278.
Cuba, 335.
Cujas, 240, 242, 243, 260.
Cullen, 266, 431.
Cullen, Lord [Sir Francis Grant], Essays on
Law, Religion and Education, 266.

Cruden, Alexander, Concordance, 206, 356.
Cruden,

See

[Biblical Critic], 213.

Dalmoir, 129.
Dalrymple, Mr. David, 430.

,
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Dalrymple, Sir Hew, of North Berwick, 419.
Ilalrymple, Father James, 113.
Dalrymple, John, Lord Advocate, 252, 253,

Historia

263, 268.

Daniel, J., 467, 469.
Daniel, Robert Mackenzie, Scottish Heiress,
342Dantzic, 150, 360, 415.
Darnley, Henry Stuart, Lord, 114.
Dauney. See Downie.

David L, King,

loo, 102, 105.

Davidson, Dr. Alexander Dyce, 495.*
Davidson, George, 470, 473.
Davidson, George, Latheron, 363.
Da\idson, Rev. George, Logie-Coldstone, 196.
Davidson, James, Professor of Civil and
Natural History in Marischal College,
161, 162, 163, i65, 167.

Davidson, John

Demosthenes, 287.
Dempster, Thomas, Professor of Humanity
in Bologna University, 338.

—

Gentis

Scotorum,

Lives of the Scottish Writers, 116.

Denburn Bridge,
Denmark, 16, 61,
Denune, Walter,

383.
70, 246.
Mortification, 428.

Deptford, 353.
Derby, Earl of, 477.
Descartes, 75.
Deskford, 340.
Desmontier, Jean, Summaire de VOrigine,
Description, et Mervcills d'Escosse, 109.
Despauterius, 323.

Deveron, River, 116.
Dewar, Dr. Daniel, Principal of Marischal
College, 1832, 53, 441, 459.

Inverurie and Earldom. ofGarioch, 145, 365.
Old Aberdeenshire Ministers, 365.
Davidson, John Morrison, Four Predecessors

of Henry George, 362, 500.
Davidson, John, & Co., 445, 450, 452, 454.
Davidson, Rev. R., B.D., 202 n.
Davidson, Thomas, Rector of Old Aberdeen
Grammar School

—

Aristotle, 348.
Education of the

Ecelesiastica

116-18.

Greek People, 348.

History of Education, 348.
Niobe Group, 348.

Parthenon Frieze, 348.
Place of Art in Education, 348.
Davidson, William [Alchemist], 360.
Davidson, William Leslie, Professor of Logic
in the University, 371, 493, 522.
Opening Lecture,
Philosophical Centenary
1896-97, 509.
Theism as Grounded in Hitman Nature, 96.

—

Davies, W., 437.
Dawlish, 2S8.

—

Dickie, George, Professor of Botany in the
University, 165, 172, 175, 180, 197.
Botanist's Guide, 162, 174, 177, 195, 196.

Flora Abredoncnsis, 165.
Flora of Ulster, 175.
Dickie, John, Evolution of Literature, 509.
Dickie Prize, 175.
Dickson, David, 400.
Dictionary of National Biography, cited, ggn
100 n., 103 n., 104 n., iii n., 113 fi., 114 «
117 n., 119 n., 120H., 121 n., 123 n., 124 n
125 n., 126 «., 127 «., 129 n., 130 n., 131 n
132 n.. 133 H., 134 "m 135 «•- 140 «
141 n., 142 »., 143 n., 144 n., 145 n
146

Dawson, George, Birmingh am Morning News,
edited by, 345.

Dawson, Robert, Schoolmaster

Deivar v. Jack, Law Papers, 441.
Dey, William, Rector of Old Aberdeen Grammar School
Diploma in Education, 516.
Latin v. the Version, Review of, 494.
Dick Bequest, 368.

at

Cruden, 196.

Deas, Lord, 276.
Decanus, Samuel, Positiones, 1643, 401.
Dee, River, 32, 171, 195, 196, 342, 368, 483.
See also Bridge of Dee.
Deer, Abbey of, 61, 62, 382.
Deeside, Upper, 364, 365.

Deissman

[Biblical Critic], 213.
Delectus, 1821, 442.
Delisle, Leopold, 496.

fosse Bade et jfean Vans, 387.
L'impriineur parisien jfosse Bade, 509.
Deliticc Poetarnm Scotorum, 389.

Demerara, 167, 293.
Demogeot, Jacques, and Montucci, Heinrich,
De Venseignment snperieur, 480.

n.,

347, 388, 389, 397, 422, 480.

Digby, Sir Kenelm, 357.
Dionysius, 329.
Dioscope, 451.
Dixi, Letter re

Union of Colleges,

451.

Dobell, Bertram, 510.
Dollar Institution, 349.

Dominicans, Order of, 8.
Don, River, 24, 342, 368, 483.
Donald, James, 515.
Donaldson, Dr. James, Principal
Andrews University, 232, 233.
Apostolical Fatliers, 233.
Critical History of Christian

Elementary Latin Grammar, 326.
Donaldson, Robert, 395.
Dornock, 428.
Douai, 241, 517.

S^

Literature,

233-

Dort, 121.

of

INDEX
Douai, Scotch College

at, 75.

Douglas [Douglasius], David, 487, 499, 510.
Douglas,

Francis —

Delectus, 327.
Description of East Coast of Scotland, 158,
364. 431Douglas, Gavin, Bishop of Aberdeen, 29.
in Scottish Verse, 325.
Virgil's
Douglas, Sylvester [Lord Glenbervie], Fortiguerri's First Canto of Ricciardetto,
translated by, 334.
Douglas, William, Professor of Divinity

Mnnd

—

Acadctniariim Vindiciae, 1659, 404.
O ratio Panegyrica, 1660, 405.
Downie [Dauney], 437.

—

Downie, Murdoch
Marine Survey, 335.
Observations upon Atmosphere, 335.

Downie, Robert, Librarian, 399.
" Downie's
Slauchter," 444, 450,
489, 497Drainie, 39S.

Dun, Andrew, Burgess, 42.
Dun, Patrick, Ph\sician, 396.
Dun, Patrick, Principal of Marischal College,
1621-49, 42, 43, 307, 3S9, 417.

Dun, Sir Patrick, Memoir of, 361.
Dun, Dr. Robert, 417.
Dunbar, Duncan, 367.
Dunbar, E.Dunbar, Social Life, ^jd cited, 422.
Dunbar, Gavin, Bishop of Aberdeen, 8, 27, 28,
;

30, 104, 107, 378, 379, 387, 395, 396, 436.

Dunbar, James, Professor of Philosophy at
King's College, Essays on tlie History of
Mankind, 89.
Dunbar, Joseph, of Grange, Laiv Papers, 428.
Dunblane, See of, 222.
Duncan, Alexander, Memorials of the Faculty
of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow,
cited,

307

n.

Duncan, Colonel Francis
463,

471,

5-25-

—

English in Spain, 146.
History of the Royal Regiment

of Artillery,

146.

Royal Province of Nejv Scotland and her
Baronets, 146.
Duncan, George, Arts Class, 1884-88, Records,

Drum, 417, 489.
Drumoak, 394,
Dryden, 259, 261.
Dublin, 361.
Duck, Arthur, 247.
Use and Authority of the Civil Lent', 300.
Duff, Andrew Halliday
Bundle of Scotch Notes, 476.
Every Day Papers, 345.
Sunny side Papers, 345.
Town and Country, 345.
Who Murdered Doivnie ? 463.
Duff, J. Wight, Salve boreale lumen, 515.
Duff, James Grant, History of the Mahrattas,

—

144- 145-

Duff, Mountstuart Elphinstone Grant, Rector
of the University
Address witJi regard to the Bicrsarv Competition, 1868, 477.
Inaugural Address, 1867, 477.
Duff, Patrick, of Premnay, Rector of Marischal

—

College, 423, 430.
Duff, Mr. William, Professor of Philosophy in
Marischal College, 424, 425.
Amazing and Extraordinary Instance, 427.
Dissertatio, 1732, 423. 424.
Duff V. Marischal College, Law Papers,
1734.. 425New History of Scotland, 130.
Theses, 1732, 423.
Duguid, James, 515 cited, 143 n.
;

Arts Class, 1866-70, 51S.

Dulwich Academy, 351.
Dumbar, Andrew, Bookseller, 411.
Dumbarton, St. Augustine's Church,
n.

499, 504, 510, 516, 521, 522.

Duncan, John, Professor of Oriental Languages in Edinburgh New
College
["Rabbi"], 21S.
Biographies

of,

363.

Duncan, William, Professor

of King's College,

436.

Duncan, William, Professor of Philosophy

at

Marischal College, Elements ofLogick, 89.
Dundas, Lord, President of the Court of Session, 270, 279.

Dundee, 23, 26, 68, 104, 21S, 248.
Dundonald, Lord, 293, 331.
Dunfermline, 14, 161.
Dunino, 354.
Dunlop & Wilson, 433.
Dunn, David, Aberdeen Universities Bill, Re-

marks on, 453.
Dunn, John

—

Edition of Britane^s Distemper, cited, I2i n.,
122 n.
Biography of George Gordon, ist Earl of

Aberdeen, 361.

Dunning, 234.
Dunnottar, 63, 65, 66.
Dunrossness, 362.

Durham, 176.
Durham, Lord,

299.

Durie [Duraeus], John, 402.

Duguid, John, 523.

Dumfriesshire, 2
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Durris, 136.

146.

Dyce, William, Theory of the Fine Arts, 348.
Dyce, Dr. William, Lecturer on Midwifery in
Marischal College, 313.
Dyche and Pardon, 328.
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Early English Text Society, gg n.
East Church, 3S1 and n.
Eccentric Magazine, 442.
Ecclesgreig, 202 «.
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King's College [College of St. Mary, Collegium Regale, Elphinstone's College,
King Charles's University], founded by

Bishop Elphinstone

Kemnay, 394, 397, 430.
Kemp, Dr., Treatise on Agricultural PhysioKennedy, Bishop, of Aberdeen,
Kennedy, Howard Angus—
Old Highland Days, 365.

Kildrummy, i n.
Kildrummy, Lord.

7.

in 1505, 9-12, 15, 16-

iS, 24, 26, 27, 371, 387.

Buildings, 11, 16, 30, 45, 54, 370-So.
Extension. See title Buildings Extension.

Proposal to Restore, 1858, 470.
Bursaries, Deeds of Foundation, 468.
Chapel, II, 15, 18, 19 and «., 20, 26, 31,
372, 374. 377. 505-
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Kirkwall, 126, 151.
Bibliotheck, 390, 403, 412.
Kirriemuir, 340.

Chapel
Commemorative Service, 524.
Improvement Scheme, 1889, 49S.

Journal of Sacred Literature, 223.
Knight, George David, Thesis, 1839, 504Knight, Miss, 3S3 n., 384.
Knight, William, Professor of Natural Philosophy in Marischal College, 157, 159,
Kitto, Dr.,

—

Restoration Interim Report, 1892, 502.
Sclteme for Restoration, 1894, 5°^Charter granted by Pope Julius II., 11.
Documents Relative to, 457.
Election, 1868, 478.

161, 162, 165, 166, 433, 483, 490.

Explanatory Statement

by

Committee on

Colloquia Peripatetica, 363.

Union, 465.
Extracts from Charters, 436.
See that title.
Library.

Heads of Lectures, 1811, 438.
Library for Natural Philosophy
Lord Monboddo, 362.

Lists of Masters of Arts, 1800-56, 468.
List of Medical Graduates, 1800-49, 461.

Outlines of Botany, 164, 439.
Collections, cited, 457.

Medical Education in, 12, 148, 304-18.
Motto, 18 and n.
New Foundation, 37 and n., 62, 148, 204.
Papal Bull authorising, 1494-95, 9, 10 and
71.,

25, 73, 148, 505.

463.

Regenting Abolished in 1753, 152.
Revenues, 12 and n., 17, 25, 26, 44.
"
Sapient Septemviri," 432.
Theses, 73,
397. 39^.
406, 407,
416, 418,

Union with Marischal College.
Union of the Colleges.

See

title

200.

Kintore, 390.
Kintore, Earl of, John Keith, 66.
Kirby, John, 484, 490.

Canticum by Sir William Geddes,Music,502.
Sunniest Season of Life, Music, 504.
Kirk o' Field, 114.

Kirknewton, 340.

Kronstadt, 70.

Ladykirk, 126.
Laing, Fugitive Pieces of the Seventeenth
Century, 413.
Laing, Alexander, 442.
Laing, David, 119, 141, 388, 409, 423.
Poetical Works of Alexander Garden,
edition

of,

cited, 2 n.

Sale Catalogue, 393, 394, 395, 397, 398,
399, 400, 401, 402, 412.

Lancashire, 53.

Lang, Andrew, 113 cited, 14
Angling Sketches, 328.
;

k.

Langside, 114.
Languet, 244.
Lankester, Dr. Edwin, 170.
Lardner, Nathaniel, Cabinet Cyclopa-dia, 135.
Credibility of the Gospel History, 207.
Largs, St. Columba's Church, 506.
Latheron, 363.
Lauder, Sir John, 260.
Lauder, William, 395.
Lauderdale, Duchess of, 251, 264.
Lauderdale, Duke of, 102, 249.
Lauderdale, 3rd Earl of, 263.
Laud's Liturgy, 121.
Laurencekirk, 324, 331.
Laurie, W., 453.
Laurus Lesheana, cited, 437, 438.
Lawrence, Alexander, 28.

—

n., 3

and

h.,

300;

Chemistry, 517.

Universities of Scotland, Resolutions, Petitions, 454.
King's College Miscellany, No. i, 1846, 460.
King's College v. Falconer, Law Papers, 1719,
421.
King's College v. Hay of Seaton, Law Papers,
463King's College v. Heritors of Neiv MacJiar,
Law Papers, 1736, 426.
King's Colleges'. Middleton, Law Papers, 1721,
421.
King's Students, Scheme of Alternative Curricula in Arts, 521.
Kingswalls, 129, 359.
Kinkell, 152, 202, 436.
Kinloss, 30, 109.

Kirkcaldy, 440.
Kirkgate, 369.
Kirkmichael, 2 and

34, 59, 113, 203,

quoted, 60.
History, quoted, 33.

Koch, Michael, Printer, 402.
Konigsberg, 415.

390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 396,
399. 400, 401, 402, 404, 405,
409, 410, 411, 413, 414, 415,
420.

Kinmuck, 359.
Kinmundy, North,

168.

Monstrous Regiment of Women, 115 and n.
Researches
in
Knox,
Joseph,
Organic

Primcevcv Fiindatioues, 436.

Programme,

Knockando, 196.
Knox, Dr. [Anatomist],
Knox, John, 19, 31, 32,

Class, 452.

398.

Lawrie
Early Scottish Charters,

cited, 105 n.

Select Charters, cited, 105 n.
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Robert,
Principal of Livingstonia
Mission, Gospels translated into Tonga,

Laws,

Chinyanja, etc., 333.
Lea, Sacerdotal Celibacy, cited, 2 n.
Leask, William Keith, Assistant Professor of

Greek

in the

University, 483, 490, 491,

Lesly, John, 408.
Lesley, John, Bishop of Ross, 8 n., no, 113
and 71., 114, 240.
De Origine, Mofibus, et Rebus Gestis
Scotorum, 112, 113.

Defence

of the Honour of Queen Mary,

in.

513. 515-
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yebb's

Primer

of

Greek

Literature, 486.

Dr. Thomas McLauchlan, 523.
Is there a Science of History ? 489.
Life at a Northern University, edition of,
366, 525.
Local Hmnbngs, 486.
Lee, John, Principal of Edinburgh University,
Professor of Moral Philosophy at King's
College, 222.
Lectures, quoted, 42.
Lee, Dr. Robert, Old Greyfriars, 221.
Leech [Leach], Alfred, Quadrangle by Moonlight, 485.
Leech, David, Professor and Sub-Principal of
King's College, 338, 395, 398.
King's College Theses, 400.
Philosophia Illachrymans, 1637, 399.
Positiones, 1633, 396, 397.
Positiones, 1634, 393, 397, 401, 402.
Positiones, 1635, 398.
Positiones, 1636, 399.
Theses, 1638, 401.

History of Scotland, in cited, 7
quoted, 112.
Leslie, John, Professor of Greek
;

in

31 n.

;

King's

College, 432, 433, 437.
Leslie, Norman, 395.
Leslie, William, of Aikenway, Principal of
King's College, 1632-40, 37, 39, 40, 400,

402.
Propositiones, 1625, 392.
Vindicia Thcologica 393.
Leslie, William, of Balquhayn, 417.
Leslie, William, of Warthill, 349.
,

Lethendy [Lethindy, Lethinty], 426, 443.
Lewis, H. K., 492.
Lewis, Isle of, 70.
Leyden, 75, 323, 338.

Leyden University,

266, 267, 279, 280, 306,

356.

Leyden, John, 290.
Leys, 42S, 459.
Liberal Standard, 1902, 521.
Library of the University
Catalogues, 434, 474, 476, 482, 483, 506, 513,

—

Leech, John, 321.
Riidimenta Grammatica, 324.
Leach, Dr. W., 193.
Legge, James, Professor of Chinese at Oxford,
Lexilogue of English, Malay and Chinese,

514, 518.
Celtic Department, 1897, 5^2.
Classical Library, 1900, 472, 518.

Current Serials, Classified List,

1896,

510.

Henderson Collection, 482.

332.

Class Library, 463, 472.

Legge, James Wilson, 326.

Humanity

Leibnitz, 285, 297.

Laiv Library, 1904, 505, 524.
Melvin Collection, 482.

Leighton, A., Printer, 433.
Leighton, Henry, Bishop
Aberdeen, 7.
Leipzig, University of, 74.
Lekpreuik, Robert, 389.
Leland, John, no.

of

Moray and

no

n.
Collectanea, cited,
Tetrastich on Boece, cited, 29 n.
Lennoxville, Bishop's College, 354.
Lenox, Charles, Duke ol, 410.
Lentush, 417.
Leochel, 137.
Leslie [Lesly] & Russell, Printers, 493.
Leslie, Hugh

—

Audi alteram partem, 437.
Doctors Outzintted, 437.
Hot Pressed Doctors Outwitted, 438.
Leslie, Hugh, of Powis, Letters, 437.
Leslie, James, Principal of Marischal College,

"O

n.,

1661-78, 43, 45.
''Asvp, 406.

Periodicals, 505, 510.
Science Library, 524.

Students' Theological Library, 434, 435,
436, 448, 452, 520.

Wilson Archaeological Library, 506.
Wilson Collection, 482.

n, 43, 47, 49, 54, 373 374.
377, 378, 379. 380, 399. 482.
Marischal College, 382.
Notes on the University Libraries, 476.
King's College,

Regulations, 1904. 444, 522.
Regulations and By-laws, 1895, 508.
Rules, 1850, 462.
Site of Library— Sidit&m&ni, 1866, 477.
Cataloguing in the Library,
Subject
507-

University Library of Aberdeen, 517.
Library Association of the United Kingdom,

Aberdeen Meeting, 1893, 504.
Library World, 517.
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Liddel [Liddell], Duncan, of Pitmedden, Professor of Mathematics at Helmstadt, 149,
150, 389, 417, 460.

Ars Medica,

306.

De

Febribns, 306.
Dispntationes Medicinales, 306.
Mortification, 439.
Vindication, 1684, 411.
Liddel, George, Professor

St. James's, 337.
Cheapside, Mercer's Chappel, Star, the, 410.

of Mathematics,

Certamcn Mathematictim, 41 1.
Solution of the Five Problems, 411.
Liddeli, James, 327.
Ars Obligatoria Logicnlis, 320.
Tractatus Conceptumn et Signorum, 320.
Lightfoot, Joseph Barber, Bishop of Durham,
210, 217, 224, 223.
Revision, 209.

William,
Lincoln, 336.

Lindsay,

Murray

W. & W.,

Cornhill, 444.

Covent Garden, Tavistock Hotel, 458.
Holborn, St. Andrew's School, 327.
Houses of Parliament, 348.
Islington, 359.
Long Acre, 437.
Newgate Jail, 336.
Paternoster Row, 433.
St. Martin in-the-Fields,

Church

Lectures, 455.

Printers, 490, 495,

499,

Linshart, 85, 340.
Lippe, Robert, Selections

112.

University College, 246, 331.

from

Wodrow's

Biographical Collections, 361.
Literature of the Georgian Era, 364.
Dr.
David, Sheriff Clerk
Littlejohn,
Aberdeenshire, 44 n.
Records of Sheriff Court, 517.
Liverpool

of

Westminster, 119, 127, 224, 427, 522.
Whitehall, 46, 461.
State Paper Office, 132.
Longinus, 207.
Longmans, Green, & Co., 477, 522.
Longmuir, Rev. John, Lecturer on Natural
History

Guide

—

351.

University, 302.
Livingston, Alexander, 423.
Livingstone, Dr. William, Professor of Medicine in Marischal College, 313.
Livingstonia, 333.
Livy, 104.
Llewellyn, Thomas, 330.

to

in

King's College, 172.

Dunnottar Castle, 328.

Helcnore, edition of, 362.
Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary, edited by,
328.
Speyside, 328.
Walker's Rhyming Dictionary, edition of,
328.

Longside, 340.
Lorraine, 243.
Lorraine,

Duke

of,

243, 244.

Lossiemouth, 194.

L'Obel, 149.
Local Examinations, Report, 1880, 496.
Lochlee, 365.
Locke, 75, 78, 276, 277.
Lockhart, Lord President [Sir George, of
Carnwath], 250, 253, 260, 412.
Lockhart Papers, 265.

Lostwithiel, 340.

Logiealmond, 488.
Logie-Buchan, 203.

Earliest Period, 145.
Low, David, Bishop of Ross,
Argyle, 362.

Logie-Coldstone, 196.
Logiepert, 340.
London, 14 n., 20, 121, 127, 151, 244, 245,
280,
332,
350,
366,
418,

290,
334.
353.
367,
424,

347.

352.

Tower,

Linnaean Society, Transactions, 192.

271,
331.
346.
364,
416,

of,

Mary-le-Strand, Church of, 347.
St. Paul's Cathedral, 20.
Strand, 437.
Thames Embankment, Cleopatra's Needle,
St.

505. 507, 518, 521, 522.
Lindsay, Mr. William, 513.
Linlithgow, 165, 347, 370, 504.
Linnffius, 154, 156, 191, 278.

Academy,

[continued)
460, 469, 462, 471, 477, 481, 488, 489,
492, 493, 495, 498, 500, 501, 504, 505,
509, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 519, 521,
522, 523.
British Museum Library.
See that title.

Chapel Royal,

418, 421.

Lillie,

—

London

306,
335.
356,
388,
430,

314,
340,
357.
400,
435,

317,
342,
358.
401,
436,

329,
343.
360,
408,
441,

330,
345.
362,
410,
449,

Lothian, 4.
Lothian, East,

i,

124.

Loughborough, Lord Chancellor,

281, 291.
of France, King, 4.
Lovat, Simon Eraser, Lord, 267, 414.

Louis

XL

Low, Alexander, History of Scotland from

the

Moray and

Low, Rev. George, Birsay and Harray, Faitna
of Orkney, 193.

Low, Rev. William

Leslie,

Canon

of Cumbrae,

515-

David Thomson, 506
Reuben Dean, 514.
Lowrie, 368.

;

cited, 460.

INDEX
Lowson,

James, Sub-Principal
College, 35.
Lowth, Bishop, 217, 228.

of

King's

340-

Matthew —

Moontukhub-ool-loghatit, 331.
Oriental Grammars,
in King's College,

Lunan, Alexander, Regent
Theses, 1622, 73, 390.

Lundie, John, Humanist

in

MacGillivray [McGilvray], John, Master of
Lostwithiel Grammar School, Poems,
MacGillivray, Paul Howard, 170.
Flora oj Aberdeen, 192.
MacGillivray, William, Professor of Civil and
Natural History in Marischal College,

Ludquhairn, 127.

Lumsden,
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King's College,

i6i, 167-72, 192, 195.

British Birds, 168, 171.
British Quadrupeds, 168.

Catalogue of Collections, 464.

39S.
Oratio,
Theses,
Theses,
Theses,

1631, 395.
1626, 393, 412.
1627, 394.
1631, 395.
Luther, Martin, 201.
Human Documents, 510.
Arthur,
Lynch,
Lyon's History of St. Andrews, cited, 10

Eminent Zoologists,
Li Mcmoriam, 519.

Manual

169.

of Botany, 171.
to, 520.

Memorial Tribute

Ji.

Lyons, 243, 320, 325.

Molhiscous Animals, 169, 170, 177.
Natural History of Dcesidc, 170.
Rapacious Birds of Britain, 169.
IVithering's Arrangement of British Plants,
edited by, 168.

Macaulay, Lord, 297 cited, 135 quoted, 296.
McCallum, John, Founder of St. John's
;

;

College, Rupertsland, 354.
R. M., 218.
Macclesfield, 344.
McCombie, William, of Tillyfour, Cattle and
Cattle Breeders, 337.

McCheyne, Rev.

McConnachie, Alexander Inkson, Aberdeen
and its University, 525.
McCorquodale & Co., Printers, 519.
McCrie, Life of Knox, cited, 389.
Life

of Andrew

Macdonald,

Melville, cited, 202.

Charles,

Professor

of

Mathe-

Murray Lectures, 446.
Macdonald, D. C, 500.

How glen,

^neas

John, M.P. for Worcester,

Mclrvine, George, Murray Lecture, 446.
Maciver, Donald, English-Chinese Dictionary

,

333.
v.

Duncan,

Law

Papers, 436.

Mackay, yEneas, Sheriff of Fife, cited,
139 and n., 142 n. ; quoted, 97, 114.
Life of Major,

133,

cited, 32 n.

—

,

Robert Falconer, 342, 476, 478.

Macdonald, James, Place Names, 517.
Macdonald, James [King's College,

Physiography, 335.
Mackay, Rev. Alexander, Life and Times of
1789],

Agriculture of the Hebrides, 337.
Macdonald, Rev. John [King's College,
1821-26], 363.

Macdonald, Rev. John [M.A., King's College,
1801], "Apostle of the North," 363.
Macdonald,

demy, 352.
Mclntyre,

Mackay, Alexander
Astronomy 335.
Facts and Dates, 335.
Modern Geography, 335.

342, 476.

324.

Malcolm, 342.
Poems, 342.

W. C,

Macintyre, Alexander, 482.
Mclntyre, ^neas. Founder of Hackney Aca-

Mackay

Macdonald, Donald, Murray Lectures, 445.
Macdonald, Dr. George, 510.
Alec Forbes of

MacGrigor, Sir James, Autobiography, 362.
Mclnnes, Professor, Sydney, 234.

352.

matics in Dalhousie College, N.S., 520.
Dalhonsie Gazette In Mcmoriam, 520.

David Elginbrod,

MacGillivray, William, W. S., Memorial
Tribute to Professor MacGillivray, 520.
Macgregor, Rev. Duncan, Inverallochy, The
Scald, 483.
Macgregor, William, 333.

491, 513.

Macduff, 195.
Macfie, Ronald Campbell, Quatcrcentcnary
Ode, 525.
Macgibbon, David, and Ross, Thomas, Ecclesiastical Architecture of Scotland, 510.
Macgill, 246.
McGill University, 302.

George Davidson, Latherou, 363.

—

Mackay, Andrew
Commencement of

the Nineteenth

Century

determined, 334, 335.
Encyclopcvdia Britannica, contributions
335-

to,

Mackay, G., 445.
Mackay, James, 481, 482, 483.
Mackay, Rev. John, Memoir of Rev. John
Macdonald, 363.
Mackay, Mr. R., 195.
McKendrick, J. Gray, 515.
Mackenzie, Principal, St. Leonard's College,
St. Andrews, 248.
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Mackenzie, A. Marshall, 513.
Mackenzie, Alexander G. R., 493.
Mackenzie, Colin, 263, 264.
Mackenzie, George, Lives 0/ Scottish Writers,
cited, 114 n., 115 n.
126, 389
Mackenzie, George, Earl of Cromarty, 122,
;

123.

Historical Account of the Conspiracy of the
Earl of Gowrie, 123.
History of the Family Mackenzie, 123.
Vindication of King Robert II., 123.
Vindication of the Reformation of the
Church of Scotland, 123.
Mackenzie, Sir George, of Rosehaugh, 122

and

123, 248-61, 266, 288.
Antiquity of the Royal Line of Scotland, 123.
Arctina, 259.
«.,

Crime of Witchcraft,

254.

Criminal Laiv, 254.
Defence of the Antiquity of the Royal Line
of Scotland, 123, 255.
Essay on Reason, 258.
Essay on Solitude, 259.

Law

296.

Memoirs, 454.
Progress of Ethical Philosophy
Reviews, 297.

,

8g, 297.

VindicicF Gallicce, 135, 290.

Macintosh, Lachlan, 336.
Macintosh, William, of Borlum, Treatise on
Falhnving of Ground, 336.

Macknight

[Biblical Critic], 217.

Mackray, William, Effect of the Reformation,
449.

Macky, quoted, 67.
MacLachlan, Ewen, Librarian

of King's Col-

lege, 330.
Attempts in Verse, 437.
Carminum liber unus, 441.

Catalogue of Theological Library, 438.
Collegium Bengalense, 438.
Elegy on death of James Beatfie, 438.
Metrical Effusions, 441.

MacLauchlan, Thomas, 330.

Forensic Eloquence, 254.
Institutions of the

Mackintosh, Sir James, 289-98, 301.
History of England, 135.
History of the Revolution in England, 135,

Maclaurin, Colin, 48, 421, 423.

of Scotland, 254.

La7vs and Customs of Scotland, 54.
Memoirs of Affairs of Scotland, 123, 256.
Observations on the Statutes, 254.
Observations on Precedency, 255.

MacLean, George Gordon, Murray Lectures,

On

MacLean

the Science of Heraldry, 255.
Religio Stoici, 257.
Vindication of the Government of Scotland,

Works, edited by George Mackenzie, 126

;

Mackenzie, James, History of Health, 360.
Mackenzie, Kenneth, Lord, 408.

McKenzie, Peter, Murray Lectures, 445.
Mackenzie, Inspector-General Sir William,
Thomson's Conspectus of British Phartnaco/'cia, translation of, into

Hindustani, 332.
Practice of Physic, translation

into Hindustani, 331, 332.

Mackenzie, William Andrew, 491.
Rosemary, 507.
Shon Campbell, 491, 515.
Mackenzie, William Leslie, Medical Officer
of Health, Leith, 515.
Aberdeen Medical School, 513.

Mackey, Rev. A.
Mackie, Rev.

B., 161.

Dr.,

Beyrout, Bible Manners

and

Custo)ns, 234.
Mackie, Alexander, 515.
Records of the Arts Class, 1872-76, 512.

—

Mackie, Charles James
Class List for 1899, 516.

De

Sodalite, 519.

Mackintosh [Mcintosh], Rev. Charles Calder,
363-

Maclennan, John Ferguson,

McLeod

—

,

142.

143.

Advocate, 437.

Macleod of Skye,

cited, 122.

of,

Neil Nathaniel, Life at a Northern
University, 366, 483, 525.

Memoir of Thomas Drummond,

123.

Gregory's

444.

MacLean, James, Agriculture of Badenoch
and Strathspey, 336.

274.

Macleod, Alfred, Lecturer on Elocution in
the University, 507.
Macleod, Hugh, Professor of History in the
University of Glasgow, Casus Prineipis,
133-

Macleod, Dr. Norman, Barony Church,
Glasgow, 222.
Macleod, Dr. Norman, St. Columba's Church,
Glasgow, 222.
Macleod, Dr. Roderick, Principal of King's
College, 1801-15, 49, 373, 374, 430, 432,
433. 437Maclehose, J., & Sons, 491.
Maclure, Robert, Regius Professor of Humanity in Marischal College, Introductory Lecture, 1852, 464.
Macmillan & Co., 488, 493.
McMillan, Rev. Mr., 162.

Macmillan,

J.

Donald, 515.

Macmillan''s Magazine, 326, 475, 476, 508.

Macnaughton, Professor, Toronto, 234.
Macneill, Nigel, Literature of the Highlanders, 330.
Macniven and Wallace, 4S8.
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Macpherson, Hugh, Sub-Principal of King's
College, 380, 523.
Macpherson, James [" Ossian "]
History of Great Britain, 133.
History and Management of the East India

—

Company,

133.
Introduction to the History of
and Ireland, 132.
Poems of Ossian, 340.

Great Britain

.

of the Ancient Caledonians, 131.
Norman, Professor of Scots

.

Macpherson,

Law

in

375, 379

Edinburgh University,
and n., 496.

Chapel Crown
498

.

.

.

i

n.,

11,

of Kittg's College, 346,

cited, 11 «., 19 n.

;

;

quoted, 373, 374,

378.

Forres, ResurrecMacpherson,
tion of yesHS Christ, 81 «., 219.
Macrae [Macra, Macray], Alexander, 443.
Macra Bursaries, 497.
Macrae, Donald, Principal of Morren College,
Quebec, 354.
Macra, Margaret, 443.
Macra, Mary, 443.
Dr.

Robert,

Macray, William, Blackwcll

Prize

Essay,

i860, 471.
Dr., Professor of Practice of Medicine in Marischal College, 314.
McTaggart, Rev. David, Address, 462.
Mac Watt, Charles
Nairnshire Mirror, edited by, 345,

MaTobin,

—

Madras Athenceum,

344.

Madrid, 517.
De Amphitheatro, 128.
Magistrates v. Balmain, Law Papers, 1729,
Maftei,

423.

.

Maine, Sir Henry, Ancient
Mair, John, Rector of Ayr

Law, 291.
Grammar

;

Edward Francis,
Andrew Rutherfurd —

System of Arithmetick, 350.
Treatise of Mil sick, 350.

Malcolmson, John, 194.
Malebranche, 297.
" Master
"
of Ceremonies
in
Malison, John,
Aberdeen Cathedral, 8.
Malloch [Mallet], David, Poem, 422.
Man, James, 118, 119, 120, 121, 129.
Man [Main], John, Memoirs of Scottish
Affairs, 129, 130 and n.
Manchester, 180.
Manchester University, 302.
Mandeville, 297.

Mansel,

81.

Mansfield, Lord, 280, 282.
Mar, Earl of, 54, 68, 268.
March, Earl of, 482.
Margaret, daughter of Henry VII., 7.
Margaret, daughter of Emperor Maximilian, 6.
Marischal College
Announcements, 1842-59, 458.
Buildings, 46, 54, 381-84.
Bursary Competition Papers, 1846-59, 460.
Charter, 148, 153 «., 304, 447.
Charter Chest, 430.

—

Chemistry Examination Papers, 1837, 455Class Records, 472, 479, 485, 493.
Degree and Prize Lists, 1829-60, 449.
Election, 1868, Magistrands not M.A., and
Masters of Arts Unregistered, Lists, 478.
Foundation by Earl Marischal in 1593, 19,
Graduates, Proceedings of Committee, 1826,
447-

Information, 1699, 415.
See that title.
Library.
Medical Degrees. Sec that

title.

Meeting for Defence, 1859, 507, 513.
Mitchell Hall, 161.

quoted, 56.

Maitland Club, founded 1828, 135, 139.
Maitland,

—

New

40, 57, 62-64, 204.

School,

Latin Syntax, 325.
Tyro's Latin Dictionary, 325.
Mair or Major, John, 15, 24, 25, 29, 31, 104,
112, 239; quoted, 238.
History nf Greater Britain, 29, 32 «., 104,
105, 106, 107

Malacca, Anglo-Chinese College, 332.
Malan, Caesar, 219.
Malcolm II., King, 105, 247.
Malcolm III., King (Canmore), 255.
Malcolm, Alexander

Treatise on Book-keeping, 350.

Macpherson, Dr. John, Origin, Antiquities
.
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and
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•

Universities of Aberdeen, Speeches,
471.
Universities of Aberdeen, Speeches,
472.
Maitland, James, cited, iii and n.

1859,
i860,

Apology, quoted, 113.
Maitland, Robert, 395.
Maitland, William, Researches in Orgdnic
Chemistry, part author of, 517.
Maitland, William, of Lethington, 113.
Major. Sec Mair.

Motto, 382!
Order of Teaching, 1752, 429.
Papers re Laying Foundation Stone, 455.
Petition, i6g8, 414.
Petition, 1840, 458.
Proposals, 1726, 423.

Rebuilding, 450.
Rebuilding, Subscriptions, 449.
Rectorial Court

—

Report, 1825, 446.
Report, 1826, 447.
Rectorial Election, Letter to Students, 1835,
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44, 62, 381.

Apparatus in 1726, 151.
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of Buchan, 207.

Scientific

Theses, 73, 75, 390, 391, 392, 393, 395, 396,
397. 398, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406,
407, 412, 415, 417, 419, 420, 422, 424.
Union with King's College. See title Union
of the Colleges.
Marischal College v. King Edward, Law
Papers, 1724, 422.
Marischal, Countess, Margaret Keith, 58.

Marischal, Countess,

Lady Mary Drummond,

67, 69.

Marischal [Marischeall, Marishal, Merschell],
4th Earl, William Keith [" William of
the

Tower

"j, 58, 63,

68.

Marischal, 5th Earl, George Keith, Founder
of Marischal College, 36, 42, 48, 380, 389,
417, 419. 439. 440-

Domestic

Affairs, 65.

Education, 60.

Lachrymae, 1623,
Marischal

Masselin, Robert, Printer, 388, 389.
Massie, Andrew, Professor of Logic, 66, 391.
Masson, Arthur, Collection, 321.
English Spelling-book, 321.

391.

College founded by,

in

1593,

19, 40, 57, 62-64, 204.

Tributes to Memory of, 66.
Marischal, 6th Earl, William Keith, 66, 389,
391, 397, 417.

Recucil, 322.

Masson, David, Historiographer

Royal

for

Scotland, Professor of English Literature in
Edinburgh University, 84 «., 141, 146,
326, 384.

y antes
Old

Melvin, 508.

Marischal

College,

Dr.

William

Knight, 476.
Masson, Edward, Attorney-General at Athens.
331-

Masson, Francis, 192.
Mathematical Professorship, 1706, 418.
Mathematical Professorship, 1717, 421.
Mathematical Prufessorsli ip, 1J26, 423.
Maver, John, Martinez de Zuniga's Historical

Viciv of the
translation of, 334.

Philippine

Mavor, William Fordyce

Islands,

—

Collection of Catechisms, 322.
Collection of Voyages, 322.
English Spelling, 322.
Primer, 322, 327.
System of Stenography, 322.

Maximilian, Emperor, 6.
Maxwell, James Clerk, Professor of Natural
Philosophy, 364.
Mayo, Isabella Fyvie, Her Object in Life,
491.

Lachrymae, 1635,

398.
Marischal, 7th Earl, William Keith, 66, 67,
393. 397. 404. 406, 417Marischal, 8th Earl, George Keith, 67, 264,
406, 407, 417.
Marischal, 9th Earl, William Keith, 66, 67.

Marischal, loth Earl, George Keith, 68, 69,
70, 71, 72, 421.

Mearns. See Kincardine.
Mearns, Dr. Duncan, 81 n., 218, 219, 230.
Introductory Address, 1825, 447.
Murray Lecture, 444.
Medical School, Degrees, 315.
Extracts from Records, 457.
Licences, Parliamentary Paper, 468.
in the University. 474.
Medical Education
.

Marlborough, Duke of, 6
Marlborough, E., &. Co., 471.
Marr, John S., & Sons, 483.

.

.

Medical Register, 1780, 427.

.

Marseilles, 347.
Marsh [Biblical Critic,] 217.
Marshall, John, Robbers, 341.

Eminent
Martin,
Schoolmaster,
James,
Divines, 495.
Martin, William, Notes on Marischal College,

Regulations, 444, 458, 472.
Resolution of Senatns, 457.
Schedule, 458.
Syllabus, 1834-35, 452.
Medical Student's Shaver, 1872, 482.
Medical Students' Society, 483, 485,

Laws, 1865, 477.
" Mediciner" in
King's College, 12, 148, 303,
304, 306, 307.
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Martin, William, Professor of Moral Philosophy in the \3n\ver?\ty Moral Evidence

—

,

Introductory Address, 478.

Mary IL, Queen, 46.
Mary Queen of Scots,

35, 58, 59, 68, 110, iii,
112, 124, 115, 130, 133, 241, 370, 381.
Maryculter, 233.

Marykirk [Aberluthnot], Church
Maryland, 133, 350.

of, 12,

443.

Medico-Chirurgical

Society,

Regulations,

1812, 439.

Mediterranean Sea, 294.
Meid, K. W., 484.
Melancthon, 234.
Melbourne, 335.
Melbourne, William, Viscount, Act for Visitation and Regulation of Universities of
Scotland, 454.
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of Glasgow and St. Andrews, 35, 36, 37,
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Mill [Biblical Critic], 209, 217.
Mill, James, 296.
Mill, John Stuart, 81, 95.

Rev. John, of Dunrossness, Diary, 362.
Hugh, Witness, edited by, 346.
Milligan, Annie, In Memoriam, William MilMill,

Melville,

Miller,

60, 61, 202 and «., 203.
Melvill, Mr. George, 417.
Melville, James, 203.

ligan, 507.
Milligan, David M. M., 199.
Milligan, Rev. George, of Caputh
English Bible Text-book, 234.
Theology of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 234.
Milligan, Rev. William, Professor of Divinity
and Biblical Criticism in Aberdeen Uni-

Diary, quoted, 35.
Melville, Sir James, 247.
Melvin, James, Rector of Aberdeen
School, 380, 455, 490, 508.
Latin Gratninar, 326.
Versions, 326.

Memes, John Smith

—

—

Grammar

versity, 223, 224, 227 and 71., 504, 507.
Ascension and Heavenly Priesthood of Our
Lord, 225, 226.
Commentary on the Apocalypse, 226.
Discussions on the Apocalypse, 227.

—

History of Sculpture, 348.
Memoirs of Canova, 348.
Memis, Rev. Robert, 161, 197.
Memorials of James Henderson, 366.

Life of Elijah, 227.
Order of Memorial Service, 514.
Resurrection of Our Lord, 225, 226, 227.
Revelation of St. John, 225, 226.
Words of the Nezc Testament, 225.
Milne & Hutchison, Printers, 492, 494, 496,

Menage, 244.
Menzies, 442.
Menzies, John, Professor of Theology, Rector
of King's, 407.

Menzies, Paul, Provost, 392, 393.
Merlin, the Magician, 117.

511, 512, 524.

Milne, A. & R., 468, 482, 483, 491.
Milne Bequest, 491.
Milne, Rev. Colin, 192.
Milne, George Gordon, Murray Lectures,

Mercer [Merser], Thomas, 408, 409.
Merson, Peter, Librarian of King's College,
443to Theological Library Catalogue
of 1811, 441.
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Milne, James, 417.
Milne, John, Principal of Dollar Institution,

Mesopotamia, 294.
Meston, William [M.A., 1807]
St. Pierre's Harmonics of Nature, translated

—

349-

Milne, Rev. John, Perth, 363.
Milne, John Duguid, Advocate, Tables (Degree in Arts), 4S5.
Milne, Rev. Robert, Towie, Reminiscences,

by, 334-

Meston, William, Professor of Philosophy

in

Marischal College, 68, 422, 489, 496, 503.

Diploma, 1705, 422.
Poetical Works, 339.

495-

Milne, William

—

Examiner, Malacca, published by, 332.
Life of Christ in Chinese, 332.
Milne, William Chalmers, Life in China,

Methlick, 417.
Metrical Effusions [1816], 43S.
Michaelis, J. D., 209, 217.
Michel, Les /icossais en France, cited, 113 «.,
1
14 n.
Michie, J. G., Records of Invercauld, 517.
Middleton, Alexander, Principal of King's Col-

332Milton, 255, 285.
Mind, 93, 94 and ;;., 96.
Minto, Rev. John, Schoolmaster

lege, 1662-84, 47, 49, 403, 407.

at

195-

Middleton, George, Principal of King's College, 1684-1717, 47, 48, 418, 421, 443.

Minto,

William, Professor

of

Logic

Clatt,

m

the

University, 84 n., 95, 364, 490.
Claims of Classical Studies, 480.

Theses, 1675, 407.

In McHioriam, 490, 504.
Logic, Inductive and Deductive, 95.
Mirania College, 429.

Middleton, George, Printer, 421.
Middleton, Gilbert, 395.
Middleton, Thomas, 410.
Appendix to the History of the Church of
Scotland, 409.
Midlothian, 3 «., 262.

Miscellany of the Scottish Historical Society,
cited, III n., 113 n., 139.
Missionary Association, Report, 1838, 456.
Mitchell, Professor A. F., Scottish Reforma-

Henry Hopper, Secretary to Department of Public Instruction, Canada, History of Canada, 146, 354.

Miles,

tion,

Mitchell,

3^

203

n.

Adam, Murray

Lectures, 245, 246.
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Mitchell, Anthony, Tatters from a Studcnfs
Goivii, 499.
Mitchell, Charles, 508.
Mitchell, James
Scotsman's Library, 322.
Universal Catechist, 322.
Mitchell, John Murray, Letters to Indian

—

Destruction of

Victor,

Churches,

517-

Mitchell Library, 428, 431.
Moir
Advocate, 437.
Moir, Andrew, Lecturer on Anatomy in
King's College, 314, 315 n.
Moir, George, Professor
Appellate jurisdiction in Scotch Appeals,

—

,

—

246.

Lectures on Poetry and Romance, 245, 246.
Schiller, translations of, 245, 334.

—

Moir, George, Sheriff
Maa^ic and Witchcraft, 357.
Table Talk, 357.
Moir, Dr. James, Co-Rector of Aberdeen
Grammar School, io5.
Boece, Melvm, Gcddes, 508, 517.
Lives of the Bishops, translation of, 387

;

cited,

I

n.,

2 notes, 3 notes, 4

h., 5 notes,

Moir, William, Principal of Marischal College, 1649-61, 43, 44 n.
Mollison, W. L., 515.
Monboddo, Lord [James Burnett], 154, 275-

79,281,301.
Ancient Metaphysics, 8g, 277.
Origin and Progress of Language, 277, 362.
Moncrieff, Lord, 293.
Moncrieff, James, M.P. for Glasgow and

Aberdeen Universities, 478.
44, 45, 249, 379.

Monocerotis Cornit, 508.
Monro, Alexander, Professor of

in

Art, 347.

Monro, Hector, of Navarre, 428.
Monro, John, Professor of Philosophy at St.
Andrews, Nova Methodus, 324.
Monson, Sir William, Chief justice of the
Bahamas, 299.
Montgomery, 280.
Montreal, 342, 349.

Montreal Herald, 345.
Montrose, 68, 161, 321, 340.
School. 201, 202, 325, 335.

Montrose, Marquis

of,

Co., 517.

Moray. See Elgin.
Moray, Earl of, Alexander, 411.
F"irth, 194.

Moray, Regent, 33, 59.
Mordaunt, Lady Henrietta, Duchess

ot

Gor-

don, 67.
More, Alexander, Regent in Marischal College, Theses, 1699, 415.

More, Sir Thomas, 258.
More, Mr. William, 417.

Morgan, Professor .Augustus de, 350.
Morgan, John, Murray Lectures, 446.
Morgan, Dr. William, 156.
Morison [Morisone, Morrison], of

Perth

[Printer], 321.
Morison, Dr. [Biblical Critic], 212.

Morison, Alexander, Blackhalls of that Ilk

and Barra, 517.
Morison, Colin [Painter], 347.
Morison, George, Provost, 403.
Morison, John, Paraphrases written by, 340,
341-

James Graham,

45, 118, 122, 126, 259, 342.

of

Morrison, Robert, Physician to Charles II. ,306.
Morrison, Dr. Robert, 332.
Morrison, Thomas, Rector of Free Church
Training College, Glasgow, 327.
Morrison's Dictionary of Decisions of Court
of Session, 442, 443.

Morning

Chronicle, 345.

Morphie, 347.
Morren, Mr., 162.
Morren, Nathaniel, Librarian of Marischal
College, Catalogue of Theological Library, 443.

Anatomy

Edinburgh, 310.
Monro, David, Writer to the Signet, 428.
Monro, George, of Navarre, 428.
Monro, George, Sheriff of Linlithgow, Scottish

Grammar

41, 330, 340, 390.

Moorison, James, Provost, 423, 424.

Moran &

Morisone [Morison], Robert, Professor
Botany at Oxford, 150, 153.

6 n., 103 n., 104 n.
Edition 0/1894, 505.

Monk, General,

Monymusk,

Moray

Youth, 332.
Mitchell,

Montucci, Heinrich, and Demogeot, Jacques,
De Venseignment superieur, 4S0.

38, 39,

Mortlach, See of, 28, 29, 105, 128, 195, 391.
Moulton, Dr., 224, 225, 227.
Mounthooley [Holy Mount], 369.
Movvat, William, 423.
Mudie, Alexander, Scotice Indiculum, 410.
Mudie, Robert, Things in General, 444.
Muir of Rhynie, 366.
Muirhead, Andrew, Bishop of Glasgow,
1455-73.

4-

Munro, Alexander Macdonald, 496.
Handbook to City and University, 525.
A'ecords of Old Aberdeen. 517.
Munro, Rev. John, of Halkirk, 362.
Munro, William, 445.
Murchison, Sir Roderick, 166, 173.
Murray, Alexander, Farmer, 195.
Murray, Alexander, Founder oi
Lectureship, 444, 473.

Murray

INDEX
Murray, Alexander, 485.
Murray, Dr. Alexander [King's College,
Northern Flora, 165, 195,
1812-16],

New
New

196.

Murray, David, Black Book of Paisley, cited,
99 »., 102 n.
Murray, George
Bible in School, 346.
Daily Revieiv, Newcastle Daily Express

—

and Stirling Observer, edited

by, 346.

Murray, George ["James Bolivar Manson

"],
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Statistical Account of Scotland,
177,
194, 460.
York, 342, 347, 353, 429, 449, 481, 498,
507. 522.

Columbia University,

New and

1761, 134.

Newcastle, 370

n., 504, 508.
Ne2vcastle Chronicle, 344.
Newhills, 186.

Newton [Newtoun,

Islaford, 346.
Murray, Jean, of Cobairdy, 121 n.

Newtyle, 359.

Murray Lectureship,

Nicobar, 278.

Newtown],

194,

421,

443-

222, 377, 444, 445, 473,

496.

Mursell, Arthur, Murder of Dozvnie,

354.

General Biographical Dictionary,

525.

Murtle Foundation, 446, 447.
Mitsa Latince Aberdonensis, 361.
Mutch, W., 516.
Myleus, Jacobus, 401.
Mylne, Rev. Robert Scott, Master Masons of

Nicoll[Nicol], Alexander, Professor of Hebrew,
at Oxford, 330.
Nicol, James, Printer, 422, 424, 492.
Nicol, James, Protessor of Civil and Natural

History

in

Aberdeen University,

172, 175,

180.

Our Higher Education,

478.

Study of Natural History, 464.

Scotland, 504.

Tables of Classification, 473.
Nichol, John Pringle, Professor of Astronomy
in Glasgow University
Architecture of the Heavens, 335.

Nairn, 293.

—

Nairnshire Mirror, 345.

'

Public Library, 244.
Napoleon IIL, 346.

Nancy

Napoleon Buonaparte,
Napoleon, Louis, 249.

.

291.

Nares, Archdeacon, 134.
Natal, 192.
National League and Covenant. See Covenant.
Natural Science Prize, 178, 179.
Navarre, 428.
Nectan, 105.
Neil, Edward D., Memoir of Rev. Patrick
Copland, 48 1.
Neil, Robert Alexander, 491, 515.
Neil & Co., Printers, 450, 465, 498, 503.
Neilson, George, John Barbour, Poet and
Translator, 99 n.
Netherkirkgate, 359, 437.
Netherlands, 52.
Neufchatel, 72.

New
New

Abbey, 220.
Aberdeen [New Town],

62,

158, 389, 486.
Brunswick, 354.
New Deer, 145, 322, 350.

120,

149,

New

New England, 257.
New Machar, 51, 76, 77, 443.
Ne7v Monthly Magazine, cited, 450.
New South Wales, 234.
New Spalding Club, 21, 23 n., 27 and n., 28,
74 n., 106, iig n., 146, 147, 339, 361,
387 497, 503. 505, 514, 517.
Historical Papers, cited, 511.

Contemplations on the Solar System, 335.
Cyclopcrdia of Physical Sciences, 335, 336
Planetary System, 335.
Stellar Universe, 335.

Nicoll,

William Robertson, 230, 233, 515.

yames Macdonald, Journalist,

366.

Nicol Prize in Zoology, 173.
Nichols, J., Printer, 431.
Nicholson [Nicolson], George, Provost,
Nicolson, Sir George, of Kemnay, 242.
Nicholson, H. Alleyne, Professor of Natural
History in Aberdeen University, 176, 1S4,
521-

Nicolson,

Thomas,

Civilist in

King's College,

241.

Nicolson, Thomas, Procurator for the Estates
of Parliament, 241.

Nigg, 456Nigg, Bay of, 155.
Nile, The, 192.

" Bible
Nisbet,
Characters," 227.
Nisbet, James, & Co., 509.
Nisbet, Sir John [Lord Advocate], 250, 252.
Niven, Charles, Professor of Mathematics in
the University, 516.

Normandy,

iii.

North Berwick, 419.
North Halt, Middlesex,

356.

Northesk, Earl of, 452.
Norwall, James, Generous Chief, 341.

Norway, 246.
Norwich Grammar School,

352.
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Notes and Queries, cited, 389, 422, 424, 489.
Nuttall, Peter Austin
Dictionary of Scientific Terms, 328, 329.
Standard English Dictionary, 328.

—

Ogilvie, George,

Medicine

in

430.

of Watson's

Lecturer on Institutes of
Marischal College, 174, 180.

Introductory Lecture, 1852, 464.
11.
Ogilvie, James, Civilist in King's College,
Ogilvie, Dr. John, Comprehensive English
Dictionary, 328.
Imitations of Horace and Virgil in Buchan
Dialect, 341.
Imperial Dictionary, 328.

in
Ogilvie, Joseph, Lecturer on Education
the University, 199, 326, 341, 498, 522.
Inaugural Address, 1893, 504.
Introductory Address, 1890, 499.
John Cruickshank, Memoir, 510.
Key to Bursary Competition Versions, 500.

Ogilvy, Walter, 24.
of
Ogilvie, William of Pittensear, Professor
Humanity in King's College, 158, 159,
160, 197, 432, 433, 496.
Birthright in Land, 500.
Excerpts of Latin Poetry, 436.
Notes on Zoology, 434.
Property in Land, 362.
Proposal for a Piiblick Library, 430.

Synopsis of Zoology, 159.
Ogston, Alexander, Professor of Surgery in
the University, 516.
Address, 1882, 489.
Medical Training in Aberdeen, 485.
Ogston, Andrew, Schoolmaster, Turriff, 116.
Ogston, Francis, Professor of Jurisprudence
in the University
Outlines of Lectures, 1861, 473.
Syllabus, i860, 472.
Ogston, William, Professor of Moral Philosophy in Marischal College, 66Oratio Funebris, 1623, 389, 391.
Old Aberdeen [Auld Town, Aulton, Oldtown]

—

48, 62, 105, 118, 129, 148, 151, 158, 160,
167, 345. 348, 368, 369. 371, 387. 426,
434. 436, 492. 496, 505. 517Old Calabar, 333.
Old Deer, 356.
Old Glasgow, cited, 465.
Old Machar, 160, 164, 338, 443.
Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier, 514, 523.

Oliver

&

Boyd, 464, 491.

State, 334.

Orange, William of. See William III., King.
Oregon, 193.
Orem, William, Town Clerk of Old Aberdeen,
cited, 9 n. ; quoted, 37, 47.
Bibliothcca Topographica Britannica, 1772,

Ochtertyre, 48, 50, 495.
Ogilvie, 437.
Ogilvie, Dr. Alexander, 522.
Headmaster
Ogilvie, George,
College, Edinburgh, 522.
First Latin Course, 326.

Orange Free

Description of the Chanonry, 1791, 434.
Description of the Chanonry, 1830. 450.
Old Aberdeen, cited, 8 n., 19 n., 405.
Orkney, 109, 126, 151, 193, 228, 523.
Orleans, Duke of, 150.
Orleans, University of, 4, 10 «., 237, 240', 242.
Ormeston, Lord [Adam Cockburn], Justice
Clerk, 422.
Ormiston, 356.
Ortus Sanitatis, 147.
Osborne, Dr. John, Principal of Marischal
College, 1728-48, 49.
Osorio, Jerome, History of the Portuguese,
347Sir

Outram, Major-General

James, 349.

Oxford, 253, 433, 509.
Bodleian Library. See that title.
Mansfield College, 504.
Radcliffe Library, 347.
Oxford University, 18 n., 41, 75, 84, 85, 98,
124,

126,

151,

201,

260, 302, 304, 305,

306, 308, 332, 382.
Balliol College, 136.
Magdalen College, 489.
New College, 371.
Worcester College, 486, 489.

Padua, University of, 18
Pair of Spectacles, 451.

h.,

306.

Paisley, 364, 366, 431.
Palestine, 213.

Palgrave, The, 247.
Palladius, 15.

Palmer, Roundell, Universities of Aberdeen,
Speech, 471.
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IV. and James V., 24.
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482.
Paris, 4, II, 16, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 70, 105, 106,
107, 109, III, 113, 114. "5. 116, 126,
150, 153, 237, 239, 240, 241, 244, 245,
278, 294,
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305, 330,

360, 387, 388, 480,
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Montaigu College, 23, 24, 25, 26, 104.
Notre Dame, Chapter of, 23.
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Lion, 395.
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St.

of, 75.
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Sorbonne, 23.
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of, 23.

10, 22, 23,
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239, 320, 496.
Parr, Dr., 297, 298.

24, 25, 34, 73, 237,

Iconographia, cited, 465.
Pirie,
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Paton, Appeal Cases, cited, 425, 428, 430.
Paton, Miss Hope, 161.
Paton, Hugh, 456.
Patrick, Samuel, Master of Charterhouse,
350.
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—

of, 59.

King's College, 492, 523.
James, 326.
Pirie, Penelope E., William Robinson Pirie,
In Memoriam, 495.
Pirrie, William, Regius Professor of Surgery
in Marischal College, 314, 462,
489.
Pirie, Dr. William Robinson, Principal
of
Pirie,

Paterson, James, Mathematicus, 411.
Paterson, John, Mortification, 434.
Paterson, Robert,
Principal of Marischal
College, 1678-1717, 43, 382.
and Crombie, James
Paterson, William,
Forbes, Arts Class, 1883-87, Records,

—

Paul, Rev. William, Banchory-Devenick
Letter to the University Commissioners,

Aberdeen University, 1877-85, 56,82, 218,
466, 495.

In Memoriam, 514.
Inquiry into the Human Mind, 91, 92.
Pischecow, Daniel, Thesis for M.D.
Marischal College, 1784, 432.

at

Pitarrow, 201.
Pitmedden, 306, 415.
Pitmillan, 430.

Pitmuxton, 150
Pitscottie, cited, 14 n.
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Murray Lectures, 444.
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Pitsligo, 195.

365,
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William, 280, 281, 286, 287, 288, 291,
297.

Paulus ^gineta, 196, 341.
Payne, Edward Marten, The Adopted Daugh491.

Peacock, George, Regent

in

Marischal Col-

lege—

Pittendreigh [Stirlingshire],
Pittensear, 500.

412, 413.
413.
414.
419, 420.

Pennant, Thomas, 154, 155.
Pennsylvania, 127, 299, 349.
Pennsylvania University, 353, 429.
People's yournal, 483.

—

James
European Magazine, founded by, 344.
Morning Chronicle, founded by, 344.

Perth, 41, 67, 271, 321, 363.
Grammar School, 324.
Perth, Earl of, 67, 264.
Perth, Duke of, 262, 263.
Peter the Great, 70, 355.
Peterhead, 47, 68, 71, 340, 341, 354, 455, 457,
496, 509.
Pettier, Jean, 291.
Philadelphia, 353, 354, 362.
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Phillips, Sir
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i.

Plato, 89, 213, 276, 277, 278, 290.
Pha'do, 207, 220.

Ploughman Studoit,

Theses, 1689,
Theses, 1693,
Theses, 1697,
Theses, 1714,
Pekin, 330.

Perry,

Pindar, Odes, 207,
Pinkerton, John, no.
Ancient Scottish Poems, 338.
Pinkie, Battle

Paterson, Alexander, 434.
Patersone, Alexander, Student, 409.
Paterson [Patersone], Bishop of Ross, 43.
Paterson, G. & W., 431.
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Plummer, Dr., Professor of

Chemistry
Edinburgh University, 310 and m.

Plunket, 256.
Plutarch, 207.

m,

Poitiers
240.
Poitiers University, 242, 243, 246.
Poland, 66, 70, 150, 238, 246, 295, 415.

Poltowa, 82.

Ponta-Mousson,

243.
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Glasg02t> Examiner, edited by, 345.
Our Scottish Clergy, 345.

Smith, John, Advocate, Memoir of John
Milne, 481.
Smith, John, 472, 474, 479.
Smith, Dr. John, Fordyce Lecturer, 195, 196.
Flora, 164.
Smith, John Rae, 490, 506, 509, 510, 512,
516, 522.

Smith, Lewis, 444, 446, 447, 453, 460, 461,
462, 464, 479.

Smith, Lewis and James, 471.
Smith, Lewis, & Son, 487.
''
Smith, Patrick, Lay op the Aulton," 481.
Smyth, Richard, 102.
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Schoolmaster at Glenshee
Giamis, Assembly's Cathechism
in Metre, 321.
Smith, Robert Harvey, Aberdeenshire Village
Smith,

Robert,

and

at

Propaganda, 360, 471, 499.
Smith, Sidney, 297, 298.
Smith, Dr. Walter Chalmers, 342.
Borland Hall, quoted, 4S3.
Smith, William [King's College, 1743-47],
362.

Smith,

William, Oratio,

1702, 416

;

cited,

Smith, William, Printer, 523.
Smith, William, Provost of University of
Pennsylvania, College of Mirania, 353,
429.

William, Regent

at

Marischal Col-

lege—
Theses,
Theses,
Theses,
Theses,

1700,
1704,
1708,
1712,

415.
417.

Spital, 369.

Spital,

Howe

o' the, 370.

420.

Grammar of Arabic Language
and Lectures on Comparative Grammar
of Semitic Languages, edited by, 332.

Smollett, Tobias, Peregrine Pickle, 342.

Roderick Random, 342.
Translations of Don Quixote and Gil Bias,
342-

Snow Church

of.

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 128, 142.
Proceedings, 497.
Society for the Encouragement of Learning,
128.

Socrates, 297.
Song Book, Scottish Students'

Song School,

Song Book,

515.

25, 337, 338.

Sophocles, 207.

Southampton, King Edward VI. Free Gram-

mar School, 357.
Southey, 296.
Sozenus, Marianus, 114.
Spain, 13, -.0, 72, 114, 351.
Spalding, Alexander, 118.
Spalding Club, founded 1839, 98, iig, 120
and n., 122, 129, 130 n., 136, 137, 138,
139, 142, 143, 361, 458, 465.
See also New Spalding Club.

Spalding, John [M.A., King's College, 1644],
118 n.
Spalding, John, Citizen of Old Aberdeen, 129.
Spalding, John, Commissary Clerk of Aberdeen, 121, 122, 435 quoted, 382.
Memorialls of the Trubles in Scotland and
in England, 118, 119, 121 «., 141, 142.
;

298.

Lord, 252, 261.

Institutions, 254.

John, Principal of Montaigu
College, 23, 24, 25.
Stanhope, Philip, 5th Earl, Rector of Marischal College, Address, 1858, 480.
Stark, James, Lights of the North, 361, 511
cited, 16 n.

Standonc,

Wright's

See St. Mary,

An-

History, 119, 409.

Stair,

of

Law

Spottiswoode Society, 459.
Stables, William Gordon, 342, 490.
From Ploughshare to Pulpit, 509.
'Twixt School and College, 501.

Madame de, 297,
De VAllemagne, 297.

William Robertson, Professor
Hebrew, 491, 493, 516.
"
Epistle to the Hebrews," 232.

Church.

Spottiswood [Spotiswod], Professor of
in Edinburgh University, 267.
Spottiswood, John, Archbishop of St
drews, 402; quoted, 32, 35, 305.

Stael,

419.

Smith,

Snow

William, Professor of Logic and
Metaphysics at St. Andrews, History of
English Literature, 336.
Spencer, 298.
Spey, River, 2S0.
Spinoza, 75, 91, 357.
Spalding,

Spynie, 194.

.395-

Smith,

Spalding Miscellany, 389.

;

Dr. Kidd of Aberdeen, 503.
State Paper and Public Record Office, 136.
Stationers' Hall, Law Papers, 426, 427.
Stationery Office, 474, 519.
Statistical Account of Scotland, 157, 15S, 160,
434-

See also " Nezv Statistical Account ".
Statutes at Large, cited, 42S, 431.
Statutes of King's College, 1754, 429.
Statutes and Orders of King's College, 1753,
429.

Statutes of Marischal College, 1741, 427.
Statutes of Marischal College, 1799, 435.
Statutes of the Realm, cited, 419.
Stavell, Lord, 287.
[Stephen, Steven, Stephens, Stevens], Case,

283.

Stephen, Dr., 195.
Stephens, .Alexander
A nnual Biograpliy and Obituary, edited by,

—

134-

History of the Wars 7vhich arose out of the
French Revolution, 134.
Memoirs of John Home Tooke, 134.
Steven, Rev. John, Logiealmond, Scotch
Student, 488.
Stephen, James, Dangers of the Country, 360.
New Reasons for Abolishing the Slave

Trade, 360.

War

in Disguise, 360.
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Stewart, William [1481 ? 1550 ?], Metrical
Version of Boece's History, 104, 109 and
n.

Stewart, William, Bishop of Aberdeen, Chancellor of King's College, 1532-45, 11,
373. 376, 395. 396.

144.

Greek

History of the Chiireh of Scotland, 144.
History of the Reformation, 144.
Life and Times of Archbishop Sharp, 144.
Stephen, Rev. William, History of the Scottish
Church, 146.
Stevenson [Stephenson], Alexander, 438.
Stephenson, Robert Ben Tydd, Questions in
Botany, 500.
Stevenson, Robert Louis, 259.
Stewart [Stuart], Lord Advocate, 252, 268.

Stuart-Glennie, John
Songs, 331.

Stuart, A., 460.

Introductory Address, 1883, 490.
Introductory Address, 1885, 492.
Outlines of Physiological Cliemistry, 488.
Stirling, Dr. William, Manchester University,

Stewart, Alexander, Gaelic
Stuart,

Edward

Charles

Grammar,

330.
Pre[Chevalier,

tender], 70, 121, 130, 274.

Stewart Clark

:

One of Nature's Noblemen,

Stewart, David, 505.
Stewart, Dugald, Professor of Moral Philosophy in Edinburgh University, 80, 84,
89, 297.
Stuart, James [Old Pretender], 48, 54, 68,
361.
Stuart, John, 432.
Stuart, John, Secretary of Spalding Club,

138.

Book of Deer, edited by, 142.
Extracts from the Council Register of the
Burgh of Aberdeen, 142.
Lost Chapter in the History of Mary Queen
of Scots, 142.
Memorialls of the Trubles, edition of, 142
cited, 118 ;;.
Sculptured Stones of Scotland, edited by,
;

142.
Stuart, John, of Inchbreck, Professor of

Greek

in Marischal College, 149, 157.
Essays on Scottish Antiquities, 460.

Essays, 434, 435.
Historical Account of Marischal College,
435-

Life of Dr. Duncan
List of Books
Convent, 442.

Liddel, 434.

and MSS. of Franciscan

100

».,

University, 481.
Stewart, Dr. Lewis, 195.

Moody,

Recollections, 363.

Stewart, Theophilus, 3S9.

Vaus's Rudimenta, edition of, 320.
Stuart, Walter, Principal of King's College,
1583-93, 36, 395-

Folk-

Worcester,

no.

Stirling, 271, 344, 449.

John, System of Rhetoric, 327.
William, Professor of Physiology in
the University
Introductory Address, 1880, 487.
Introductory Address, 1881, 488.

Stirling,

—

Stirling,

180.

County

of, i.

Stockdale, John, 435.

Stockholm,
Stokes,

71, 151.

George Gabriel, Murray Lectures,

493-

Stokes,
18

Magister Reginaldus de,

Medicus,

n.

Stonehaven, 161, 197.
Story, Principal,
216.

Life of

Dr. Robert Lee,

Stout, Professor, Analytic Psychology, 84.
Stracathro, 486.

Strachan (Deeside), 195.
Strachan of Thorntowne.
Strachan, Andrew,
Panegyrieus, 396

65.

Professor

of

Divinity

—

cited, 43, 395.

;

Propositiones, 1629, 394.

Schediasmata Philosophica, 163 1, 396.
Vindicice Cultus Divini, 1634, 397.
George, 338.
J., Printer, 459.
John, Bishop of Toronto, 354.
Mr. John, Regent of King's College,

Strachan,
Strachan,
Strachan,
Strachan,
74 n.,

261, 417.
Theses, 1659, 405.

Strachan,

Patrick,
1665, 406.

King's

College,

Theses,

Strachan, Thomas, 30.

Records of the Monastery of Kinloss, edition
of, cited, 97 n.
Report on Records and MSS. of Aberdeen

Stuart, Dr.

Stillingfleet, Edward, Bishop of

Stirlingshire,

364-

Stuart,

Straloch, 129.
Straloch, Robert, 305.
Strathbogie, 58.

Strathcona and Mount Royal, Donald, Baron,
Rector of the University, Imperialism
and the Unity of the Empire, 519.
Strathislay, 39, 345.
Strathmore, Earl of, 264.
Strauss, 224.
New Life of fesus, 219.
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Strichen, 394.
Strichen, Lord, 426.
Stronach, John, ^Esop's Fables, translated into
Chinese, 332.
Struthers, Christina, Admission of Women to
Seottish Universities, 490.
Struthers, Sir John, Professor of Anatomy in
the University, 482, 515.
Address on Evolution, 483.
In Memoriani, Professor Allen Thomson,
491.
Mcdieal Education, 480.
Progress of Aberdeen University, 501.
University Improvement, 484.
See Stewart.
Stuart.
.

Student, 1857-58, 470.
Students, University of Aberdeen, Session
1861-62 (Class Roll)', 473.
Student's Handbook for 1893-94, 505.
Students' Representative Council, 505, 515.
A)inHal Report, 1891-92, 503.
Students' Union, Constitution and By-laws,

terbury, 53.
224.

Surtees Society, established 1834, 136.
Sutherland, County of, 58.

Sutherland & Knox, 461, 463, 469.
Sutherland, Peter Cormack, 192.
Sutherland, William, 422.

Sweden,

Medica, Memorial

71, 257.

Senatus of King's

to

College, 462.
Terence, 350.
Terrasson, 245.

Terry, Charles Sanford, Professor of History
and Archjeology in the University, 484.
Albemarle Papers, 517.
Inaugural Lecture, 1903, 522.
jfohji

On

Graham

of Clavcrhoiise, cited, 123

n.

the

Study of History, 515.
Outlines of General Modern Literature, 517.
Teviotdale,

2.

Thackeray, Nejveomes, quoted, 344.

Thebuson Case,

282.

Theobalds [Hertfordshire], Friends' School

at,

359-

Theological Faculty,

1895-96, 509.

Suarez, 245.
Suetonius, 100.
Sumner, Rev. John Bird, Archbishop of Can-

Sunday Magazine,

Taylor, Alexander, Murray Lectures, 445.
Taylor, W'WWzm, Memorials of Charles Calder
Mackintosh, 363.
Teignmouth, Lord, 287.
Temple, Sir William, 259.
Templeton, William, Lecturer on Materia

Chair

of

Theology

—

Carta Erectionis, 1795, 435.
Judicium, 402.

—

Theological Library
Catalogue of, 1790, 434, 436.

Appendix

to, 435.

Theological Students' Society, 484.
Theophilus, 260.
Theses, 173-, 423.

Theses.

Sec under King's College and Mar-

ischal College.
Thiers, 297.

President

of the

Red River

Swinburne, 477.

Thom, Adam,

Switzerland, 70.

Court, 299.
Chronology of Propliccy, zgq.
Complete Gradus, 349.
Sir George Simpson's Voyage, 349.
Thom, Alexander, Treatise on Storms, 335.
Thom, Donaldson Rose, Secretary to the
Senatus, 520.
Thom, Walter, History of Aberdeen, 438.
Thom, William, Advocate, Petition, 1762,
430Thom, Dr. William, Professor oi Laws, 433.
Thomas, Rev. Peter, of Dunning, Greek Tenses

Sydenham

Society, 196.

Sydney, 234.
University

of, 196.

Synod of Aberdeen, Report of Committee on
Universities of Scotland, 1839, 457.
Resolutions, 1836, 455.
Thanksgiving Service, 1887, 494.
Syria, 294.
Sykes, Lieut. -Col. William Henry, Rector of

Marischal College
Address, 1854, 466.

—

Universities Union Bill, i860, 472.

Tain, 428.
Tait, J. Selwyn,
Tail's

&

Sons, 507.

Edinburgh Magazine, 451.

Tales of a Scottish Parish, 448.
Tarves, 218, 417.

Tay, 239.
Taylor & Henderson, 499, 506, 507, 508, 509,
510, 511, 512, 516, 520, 521, 522, 523, 525.
Taylor & Walton, 459.

Taylor, Mrs.

See Annand, Rachel.

j

in the

Neiv Testament, 234.

Thomson [Thompson, Thomsone] & Duncan,
497. 502, 504Professor,

Thomson,

Life

of Dr.

Cullen,

quoted 307.
to Chairman of
Scottish Universities Commission, 473.
Thomson, Alexander, of Banchory, 154, 363.

Thomson, Alexander, Letter

Biographical

Account

of

William Mac-

Gillivray, 465.

Scheme for Union of King's and Marischal
Colleges, 462.
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Thomson, Alexander, Secretary to the Senatus, 421, 423.

Thomson, Andrew, 408.
Thomson, Dr. Allen, Regius Professor of
Anatomy in Marischal College, 314, 491.
Thomson, C. Wyville, Lecturer on Botany
in

Marischal College, 172 and

n.,

173.

College, Power
of Conferring Degrees, 472.
Thomson, David, Professor of Natural Philo-

Thomson, David, Marischal

sophy in the University, 364, 506.
Natural Philosophy Examination Paper,
460.

Thompson, George, and Bouverie, Edward
Pleydell,

Universities

Union

Bill, 468.

Thomson, Rev. J. A., of Lancashire, 53.
Thomson, J. Arthur, Professor of Natural
History in the University, 176, 521.
J. A., and W. D. Hender-

Thomson, Professor

Alcyonaria Collected by Professor
Hcrdinan, 517.
Thomson, James, Banffshire yournal edited
son,

St.

Fergus, 488.
Thomson's Conspectus of British Pharmacopeia, translated into Hindustani, 332.

Thornetowne, 65.
Thurlow, Lord Chancellor, 276, 281.
Tillydesk, 337.
Tillyfour, 337.

—

Freedom of Thought, 484.
Tranent, Parish of, i.
Transactions, Aberdeen Philosophical Society

,

475Traquair, 172.

Trench, Archbishop, 210.
New Testament Synonyms, 216.
Tribonian, 260.
Trinity College Library, gS n., 102.
Trinity Hospital, 435.
Troup, Robert, Missionar Kirk of Huntly,
366.
Tulloch, George, Murray Lectures, 445.
Tulloch, Rev. John, Principal of St. Mary's

Turgot, Bishop, 100, loi, 115.
Life of St. Margaret, 97.
Turkey, 71.
TurnbuU, Bishop, of Glasgow, 2 n. 3, 4.
Turnbull, George, Professor of Philosophy
at Marischal College, Principles of Moral
Philosophy, 88.
Marischal
Turnbull,
George, Regent in
College, Theses, 1726, 422, 423.
Turnbull, William Barclay, 109 n.
Turner, John, 417.

Tweed,

Edward

Burnett, Gifford Lectures, 498.
Tyndale, William, 201.
Tytler, Henry William, Callimachus, translaTylor,

tion of, 331.

—

James
Edinburgh Grammar,

Tytler,

329.

Encyclopu'dia Britannica, contributions

to,

329-

System of Surgery, 329.
Tytler's History of Scotland, cited, 5
Tyrie, Rectorship of, 12 «., 26.

Torrie, 484.
Torrie, James,

Lecturer on Institutes
Medicine, Latin Praeceptor, 326.

Torry-Anderson, Thomas Gordon,
Maid, 341.
Toulouse University, 240, 242, 243.

of

Araby

Udny,

n.,

14 n.

137, 140, 356.
349.

Udny Academy,

Ukraine, 71, 432.
Union of King's College and Marischal
College
Attempts at Union, failure of, 44, 46, 55,

—

Tournay, 113.
Towie, 243, 495.
Council Register, 406;

River, 5.

Tweeddale, 262.

Toland, 91.
Tolquhon. 73.
Tooke, Home, 298.
Tooke, William, 134.
Torbay, 46.
Toronto, 176, 234, 507.
Toronto, Trin ty University, 354.
Torquay, 171.

418.

Library, 425.
James W. H., Professor of Botany in
the University, 175, 198.
Report by Library Committee, 1896, 511.
Syllabus, 1887, 494.
List of Works of a
University Library
Periodical Class, 505.
Trail, Samuel, Professor of Systematic Theology in the University, 349.
Trail,

Turriff, 116.

430.

Times, 344, 346.
Tindal, 273.
Todd, Alexander, Murray Lectures, 445.
Todd, Rev. Andrew, Alvah, 195.

Town

Town House

College, St. Andrews, 53, 224.

by, 344-

Thomson, James, of Portlethen, 430.
Thomson, James, Organist, 484.
Thomson, John, of University Press, 522.
Thomson, Rev. Peter, Free Church,

Timber Muses, 373.
Time, an Elegy, 1766,
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174, 311, 313, 314.
cited,

417,
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174.

m,

in i860, 18 »., 55, 172,

197, 220, 303, 315.
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Collection of Papers, 1787, 433.
Complete Collection of Papers, 1787, 433.
Documents, 1854-60, 466, 467.
Estimate of the Estimate, 433.

King's College, Statement of Proceedings,

Vaus, John. Humanist

—

466, 467.

Papers afterwards Collected, 432.
Proposed Constitution of United University, 466.
to

Collection of Papers, ijS-j,

433-

University Reform, 454.

Union

King's

College

81.

453-

Memorials, 1755, 429.
Papers relating to their Union, 1854-60,

Supplement

in

(continued)
Rudimenta, 202, 320, 323, 327.
Rudimenta, 1522, 388.
Rudimenta, 1531, 388.
Rudimenta, 1553, 388.
Rudimenta, 1566, 389.
Veitch, John, Professor, Glasgow University,

Street, 442.

United Free Church College Library, 456.
University Court

—

Minutes, 1861-86, 494.
Minutes, 1S61, 483.
University v. Irvine of

Veremundus,

29, 115, 100 n.

Verner, David, 75.
Dissertatio, 1721, 422.
Theses, 1730, 423, 424.
Victoria, 170, 335.
Victoria, Queen, 170, 314, 456, 494.
Vienna, 72, 501.
Villemain, 297.
Virgil, 290, 298, 341.
Virginia, 353.
Vladislas VH., King of Poland, 66.

Voet, 260, 266, 282.
Voltaire, 72, 87.

Drum, Law

Papers,

Philosophical Dictionary, 277.
Volunteer Medical Staff Corps, founded 1886,
500.

479-

University v. Magistrates, Law Papers,
University Press, 488, 489, 491, 492, 494,
496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502,
504, 506, 507, 508, 510, 511, 512,

484.
495,
503,
513,
514, 515, 518, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 525.
to
Shareholders,
1901, 520.
Report
Urquhart, Parish of, 363.

Urquhart, 443.
Urquhart, James, Regent

in

King's College

—

Placita Philosophica, 1710, 419.
Principia Medieince, 418.
Urquhart, John, of Meldrum, 418.
Urquhart, Patrick, Professor of Medicine, 418.
Urquhart, Sir Thomas, of Cromarty, 300.

Discovery of a Most Exquisite Jeivel, 358.
Rabelais, translation of, 358.
Ury, 359.
Utrecht, 403.
University of, 52, 218, 301.

W.

H., Memorial to Henry Alley ne Nicholson,
521.
Wade, General, 270, 271, 272.
Wales, North, University of, 302.
V/alker, Alexander, 497, 498.

Walker, George, 497.
Walker, George, Advocate,

Notes

on

the

Constitutions of Universities, 469.
Walker, George, Aberdeen A7i<a\ 450, 501, 513.

Walker, James, 8 n.
Walker, Rev. Norman

L., Recollections of a
Life, edited by, 518.
Robert, 470, 481.
Robert, Secretary to the University

Busy
Walker,
Walker,

Court, 494, 506.

Catalogue of University Library Additions,
1S76-9, 486.

Catalogue of University Library Additions,
1887-89, 499.

Vaison, 243.
Valence, 243.
Valencia, 72.
Valentine, James, Society of Aberdeen Philo-

Valpy, Edward, Headmaster of Norwich Grammar School, Elegantice Latince, 352.
Vane, Sir Harry, 245, 29S.
Vaus, Alexander, Humanist in King's College,
II.
in

King's College, 11

387, 496, 509.
Gallus' Doctrinale, edition of, 327.
n., 16, 30,

i8gr, 501.

Walker, Robert, and Munro, Alexander Macdonald,

Handbook

to
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and University,
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sophers, 485.
Valladolid, 517.

Vaus, John, Humanist

Catalogue of University Library Additions,

Walker, William, 434.
Bards of Bon-Accord, 338.
Biographies of Bishop Skinner and Dean
Skinner, 362.
Extracts from the Commonplace Book of
Andreic Melville, 337.
Walker, Rev. William, Dean of Aberdeen

—

Three Churchmen, 144.
Reminiscences, 523.
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153-

of Marischal College, Theses, 1657, 494.

Wallace, William, 16.
Walpole, 269, 271, 272.

Walthamstow,
Walton, F.

White, John Forbes, 491, 515.
Biography of George Paul Chalmers, 348.
White, John Forbes, and Geddes, Sir William,
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in

McGill
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nosticism, Gifford Lectures, 96, 498.
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of

516.

White, Robert, 465.

Ag-

Whittier, 359.

Wick, 362, 364, 498.

Scotland,

100.
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Wilberforce, 293, 294, 295, 297.
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Emma

F., 497.

Warristoun, 124.
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John, 395.
Patrick, 395.
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History of Aberdeen and Banff, 519.
Memoir of Joseph Robertson, 137 n.
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Webster, John, 465.
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to
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